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Message 450: Jesus says… Each of you has received Gifts & Each of you 

is indispensable in My plan 
 
 
January 2, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… May the humility of the manger be our ever present example, dear Heartdwellers. 
 
Jesus began… ―It is My heart that all should hear My voice clearly. Some, through their own fault, do 
not. Others hear differently, and some have struggled and fought to hear clearly and do.‖ 
 
―But My heart is that all ‗should.‘ What I am saying, Clare, is that each of you must lower yourselves to 
a new level of humility each time I add gifts to you for ministry. You should never elevate yourself or 
think more highly of yourself because of your gifts. Your gifts should make you more humble.‖ 
 
―I am begging you, My children, do not lord it over others. Do not present yourselves as the authority 
in anything. Look to Me as the authority and walk softly if you have one, especially big stick. Walk 
tenderly so as not to crush the delicate violets underfoot.‖ 
 
―It is a rare moment, indeed, when I will call you out to speak with authority that will offend some. For 
those of you who are new to the prophetic gifts, there is a tendency to want to show all and tell all. I 
would prefer that you don‘t do that. It is demeaning to those who have not received those gifts. And 
rather than being a blessing to them you become an occasion of sin.‖ 
 
―In addition, these are not your gifts, they are Mine which I could at any moment give to anyone. So, 
there is nothing to boast in here, nothing of it is yours.‖ 
 
―You must gently assess what others can handle and not overpower them so that their confidence in 
Me and their own discernment with Me does not suffer.‖ 
 
―Please be gentle, tender, delicate and without any display of superiority. Do not offend the little ones, 
rather raise them up. Do not presume with your peers, rather humble and abase yourself so as not to 
threaten them and cause adverse reactions.‖ 
 
―My ways are not the ways of the world. The man with the most authority in Scripture, such as Moses, 
was at the same time meek and humble of heart and feared presumption. Whereas in your world 
presumption is the attitude of the day, flaunted to display your superiority. That is not My way. My way 
is the way of littleness and love. Avoid every evidence of presumption.‖ 
 
―Each of you have been given gifts by Me. Each of you is indispensable in My plan. Each of you is 
naked before Me. Therefore, what you have in one moment can be taken away in another, if abused. 
Do not abuse your position by lording it over others, rather stand beneath others and lift them up to 
Me.‖ 
 
―Always take the lowliest place and never presume to have My Mind in any situation until you have 
earnestly sought Me, then walk lightly and do not flaunt the ease with which you hear Me.‖ 
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―These gifts I have given each of you come with a huge responsibility to use them with humility and 
charity. Any time you offend another soul in your presentation you lessen their chances of growing in 
Me. You also increase their chances of learning bad habits that will be passed on to offend others.‖ 
 
―The greater the gifts the greater the caution in your walk, honor Me in this and there will be less 
carnage to clean up, less damage to more tender souls, more unity in the Body. 
 
―Remember, I entered Jerusalem, not on an exquisite Arabian, but the colt of a donkey. I was not born 
to privilege in a marble palace, but in the despicable surroundings of animal feed and a floor of dung. 
 
―I did not announce My mission from a gilded carriage, but beneath the waters of Baptism. I did not 
declare Myself rather My Father spoke from Heaven to declare. In all things, I never flaunted My 
privilege but lowered Myself even to the death on a cross. Go and do likewise My dear ones. Go and 
do likewise.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 451: Jesus says... Cling to Me, My Bride 
 
 
January 4th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "It is always My joy to give My Bride the better gifts. But knowing the human heart, I 
must brace Myself for her fascination with them and the likelihood that she will be drawn away from 
Me by them. And so it goes with the human heart...fickle as it is. But sooner or later she tires of even 
the gifts and longs to return to My waiting arms. That‘s when I catch her up and scoop her back into 
My bosom." 
 
"Oh dear ones, I expect you to be distracted by these wonderful gifts you‘ve never even imagined 
having. How I love to surprise you and flood you with joy over the healings and deliverances that 
come about as a result of them." 
 
"But these gifts are the fruit of abiding in the Vine. And all that flows from the branches, the bark, 
stems and roots is necessary to produce the sweet plump grapes. Imagine a large cluster of grapes 
just coming into its fulness but the weight of the fruit causes the stem to snap, not all the way but in 
part. Now the cluster is without the full benefit of nourishment from the Vine; its nourishment is 
diminished." 
 
"The grapes which were plump, but still unripened, and a little sour, are now beginning to shrivel and 
eventually, after a very few days, the grapes no longer resemble grapes but raisins hanging from a 
limp vine." 
 
―So it is with you, My Brides. Unless you maintain the healthy connection with Me, your grapes will be 
sour and begin to wither. You cannot maintain that level of giving without receiving first. I know the 
temptation to run about ministering to others is great, especially with new gifts. But you will only run 
that far and hot without deepening your connection with Me, for a very short time." 
 
―Please, worship and linger in My presence first. Rather than being anxious to set to work, be anxious 
to stay longer until you know I am calling you to begin your day. Cling to Me, My Bride, Cling to Me 
and find more joy in My presence than healing all the ills of the world." 
 
"You cannot be led astray by this heart attitude. But you can be easily manipulated into fatigue and 
burnout by being too excited to get started in your day...to go on the quest so to speak, to take up the 
challenge and do battle victorious over your external foes. But remember, you are your own worst 
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enemy. Satan reads you like a book, so do his demons, and they know exactly how to make you bolt 
out of prayer. But if you are resisting jumping into action, they have a far more difficult time." 
 
"Yet it is not only about the enemy, My Beloved ones. It is also about Me. I want to be wanted more 
than any gift I can give you. I want to be your everything. I am hurt when you think of other lovers 
when we are together. I long for the Marys, who seek only to sit at My feet and drink Me in." 
 
"Don‘t worry, I will let you know when it is time for action and you will go out with joy and with peace 
you are brought in. The mountains and the hills will break forth into singing before you, and all the 
trees of the field will clap their hands." Isaiah 55:12. 
 
 
 
 

Message 452: Jesus says... Do not be afraid of being wrong 
 
 
January 7th, 2016 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "Do not be afraid of being wrong. Everybody is wrong once in a while. It is not a 
disgrace to be wrong. It is a disgrace to persist in ignorance and arrogance. Yet for some of you, My 
Darling Bride, there are still great lessons in pride and its affects on you, to be learned." 
 
"Clare, you are not free from Pride but I still love you, I still work with you, I still speak through you. 
What you are is willing to be proven wrong. And for Me, that is an indispensable quality." 
 
"My children, you stand before men with many facades. You stand before Me, naked. I know when 
you stand and when you fall. I have numbered every hair on your head, should you not then open 
your hearts to the wisdom of those I have sent to guide you? No man is an island in the Kingdom of 
God. No man stands without faults in the Kingdom of God. Every man, ordained into an extended 
ministry, in time accumulates a support system ordained by Me to withstand the onslaughts of the 
enemy." 
 
"But the one onslaught that is most dangerous is division and the prime instigators of this are Pride, 
Jealousy and Fear. These have very subtle fine-tuned circuits of behavior in every soul that can be 
set off by just the right circumstances. And none of you are free from this influence. Therefore, pay 
close attention to your hearts and do not allow the enemy to score a victory in undermining any 
ministry I have made you a part of." 
 
"There are three ways to go with these situations... A church split or a church healing or a church 
sending forth and birthing new ministries." 
 
"But a sending forth does not happen by ugly dissensions and arguments. It happens by recognizing 
valid new ministries emerging. This is not the case here." 
 
"This is the typical way the enemy splits a group of believers. Splits and divides My Body and brings a 
ministry down. Have nothing to do with that. Everyone loses." 
 
"I have come, that you may have life more abundantly, with great peace and brotherly love and I hate 
those who divide and separate brothers. Know yourselves better than the enemy knows you and this 
will not happen. I do honor mothers and fathers of ministries, and if they should go astray or err in 
discernment, I will bring them back to the truth. Pray for them, but do not undermine them. If they are 
leaders seeking only the truth, then pray and allow Me to correct them - and they will be corrected. If 
they are not leaders seeking only the truth, have nothing to do with them." 
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"I am a God of peace and order. I build up and I tear down, therefore hearken to My voice and stand 
before Me in abject humility, knowing that you are My Children and I adore you and no weapon 
formed against you from the outside will prosper, unless you allow it to from the inside." 
 
"I am protecting you, dear ones. I am calling for a new commitment to truth and holiness in your midst 
so that the enemy will not overcome you. Therefore be vigilant, be charitable, be patient and be wrong 
when necessary. No weapon from the outside will then succeed." 
 
 
 
 

Message 453: Jesus says... Donald Trump exposes Layer after Layer of 

Corruption 
 
 
January 11, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―Tell them I love them and long for their company. My people, you have been so 
faithful to pray and carry the world in your hearts. I dwell there, too, and together we make a 
formidable prayer presence. So many threats, so many ugly words, so many contrived events – none 
of these can stop Me from executing My will if you continue to pray in this way. 
 
―I have told you that I would bring your country out of its downfall, using your prayers to prop it back 
up, your caring, your heartbreak, your disgust with the enemy‘s success in diminishing and destroying 
this nation. 
 
―The only thing that hinders Me is your momentary unbelief, and that you think your personal prayers 
don‘t really matter. Nothing could be further from the truth. Every prayer matters. Every broken heart 
crying out for America releases a payload of graces. Each of your prayers, which you cannot see the 
affect of when combined with others, is a formidable force against the march of this end times 
kingdom spoken of by Daniel. 
 
―But prayer, the kind of prayer that you‘ve been accustomed to offering – travailing prayer, fasting 
prayer – is exhausting. And you MUST come and rest in My arms to regain the strength you 
expended. Not only must you recuperate, but I love and miss you. I miss your tender glances, the 
sweet little things you say, like... 'I love you, Lord' - to bring Me much comfort. 
 
―I never get tired of hearing that, My daughter, yes I am speaking directly to you. I do not tire of those 
words, Clare. Though you have many distractions and faults, your heartfelt cry to Me carries much 
healing for My grieving soul when others are not around or are too busy to care. When others don‘t 
understand how much I long to hear those words from them as well. 
 
―You are getting through the stages that were inevitable in preparing for new helpers and I fully 
understand, how taxing that is. Do not think I am expecting you to be superwoman. Just be faithful in 
the little things and you will continue to bring Me great happiness. 
 
―My people, I am pouring out the grace of longing on souls. Are you longing for Me, aching for Me? It 
is because I am pouring out this grace now around the world. Now is the season to go deeper, to 
swim to new depths with Me, fly to new heights. Now is the time when I am fortifying your love and 
longing for Me. In this season, dear ones, correspond. As I call deep unto deep, answer deep unto 
deep. 
 
―Yes, you will have to make a few adjustments in your schedules, but it will be well worth while. I 
intend to strengthen your Love for Me and give you the grace of longevity so you will not lose what 
you have gained in this precious season of grace. 
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―As you long more and more for Me, I fill you with more and more until you are bursting at the seams. 
During this time as you dedicate your sorrows and sufferings to the re-constitution of this nation, I am 
filling you in preparation for the great outpouring that is soon to come as the fetters, that have limited 
religious freedom, growth, expressions of love for God, and country, are being removed. Then 
brotherly love will begin manifesting. 
 
―I have said before when your nation was asleep and the enemy had almost taken from you all hope 
of recovery, that revival would not happen again in your country until after the Rapture. But because 
you have hearkened to Me, humbled yourselves and prayed for your nation, and turned from 
materialistic values to spiritual values and righteousness, there is now no limit to what can burst forth 
as I continue to empower you. 
 
―Remember… Everything hinges on Intimacy. That is one reason this channel is so persecuted by the 
enemy. He knows that if you fall in love with Me, truly fall in love, you will blossom as never before in 
your lives and bring forth copious fruits for salvation. Love will overcome legalism, new life will put 
forth new shoots where the ground had been previously charred and desolate. 
 
―With the overturning of this ruling class agenda, you have literally risen from the dead, America. No 
one believed it could be done, but we are doing it. America will rise from the dead and those who lost 
their vision for what this country could become, those who joined hands with the ruling elite, those 
who thought their agenda was what the free world needed – they, too, have become disenfranchised 
as your president elect (Donald Trump) exposes layer after layer after layer of corruption and 
destruction by this evil force. 
 
―Many of them have turned their backs and taken up this new life-giving direction. They see more 
clearly than ever how very filthy and destructive those agendas were. They have even gone back and 
spoken out against the direction the elite are crafting. 
 
―Yet, this nefarious force is far from being eradicated. It still carries a tremendous arsenal of deadly 
germs and weapons that were to be used on the people of this nation. It is a delicate balance to keep 
this force in check but that is exactly what your prayers are doing. As you step forward America and 
take back your land, I step forward and institute the demise of those who have been prepared to 
destroy you. You do not fight alone. I am behind the scenes arranging repercussions that make it 
impossible for things to move forward. 
 
―Just as Jonathan and his armor bearer routed the entire Philistine garrison by his bravery and 
reliance on Me, so shall My end times warriors see the might of My arm raised against the enemy.‖ 
(That‘s chronicled in 1 Samuel 14) 
 
―There is no limit to what I can do when My people have faith. No limit whatsoever. And so I 
commission you to continue to pray, but take your rest as well, with Me. Come and rest your head 
upon My shoulder and allow Me to fill you to overflowing for the battle still ahead. 
 
―My dearest ones, understand that My longing for your glance, your attention, your words of love 
cannot be underestimated. The power of praise and worship for gathering up strength and inspiration 
cannot be underestimated. Praise is the most powerful force a soul can raise, for truly I inhabit the 
praises of My People. 
 
―When you come into My arms, praise just naturally flows out from your hearts and you and I dwell in 
the midst of these praises in sweet recollection. There it is that wellsprings begin to rise up from within 
you and fill the empty places to overflowing. 
 
―So, in the heat of the battle and the intensity of warfare, remember always to seek Me in the stillness 
and the sweet joys of being together with Me, so that I can refill you and prepare you for the next leg 
of your journey. So I can enjoy the presence of My sweet Bride in My arms.‖ 
 
―You mean so much to Me, dear ones. Your prayers are powerful and your presence heals the 
wounds I have because of the souls that have forgotten Me and forgotten to thank Me. Do not neglect 
to spend this time with Me. I wait for you.‖ 
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Message 454: Jesus says… My People, you must let go of the old ways! 

Ponder these Things 
 
 
January 12, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―I want to talk with you. How can I use you if you do not have faults? How can I bridge 
the common ground with My unconditional love if the common ground is faultless? Yes, it is a truth 
that when you judge, you‘d better judge yourself – because it‘s coming. Even if it is your job to help 
expose sin, still you must be exposed as well. As they say, when you point your finger, three are 
turned back pointing to you and one to your brother. That is why the monks preferred to remain silent; 
they saw themselves so clearly.‖ 
 
―Yet you cannot remain silent, you are a watchman and a shepherd. You must call out and expose 
those things that hinder humankind from walking in Heaven on Earth. Therefore, you must be 
especially vigilant and strict with those faults I point out to you. 
 
―I know you are shaking inside, Clare. I know how you feel. Sometimes these lessons in humility have 
to go deep and deeper yet. No one will know the extent of their sins until Heaven, that fateful moment 
when it‘s all exposed. Yet, the confessed sins will not be found there. It is the unconfessed, 
unrepentant sins that will emerge to convict you. Isn‘t it better to be convicted now, Dearest…than 
then?‖ 
 
―How I hate to see you suffer this way, yet it is necessary for purging. The refiners fire, smelting the 
gold, which shall be fashioned into vessels on the King‘s table.‖ 
 
―Well, you truly must deal with these things and share them publicly so I can heal even the most 
wretched cases of whom you closely approximate. You know well that what I say is true, because had 
these graces given to you been given to the worst sinner, they would by now be a saint. Yet you are 
still struggling. Why is this? Is it not because you have not totally abandoned yourself? Is it not that 
your flesh stubbornly clings to old ways? No matter, you have plenty of company and that is why I am 
using you. Yet the more you love others, the more mercy will cleanse you and protect you. Do not let 
your guard down on love, ever.‖ 
 
―When this happens a huge door swings open and in come the devils that torment you with those 
things you hate about yourself and are fighting against. It is because you have loved, forgiven and 
cried out that I rush to embrace you all covered in mud, which is cleansed when I hold you in My 
arms.‖ 
 
―Clare, do not let this sadness over your sins overtake you. Your ministry is so important to Me, 
because others need to see how fragile and corrupt you can be. How prone to distraction and self-
indulgence. All these faults are common to mankind, yet My Christian people put up a shiny penny 
front, hiding it all beneath that acceptable facade.‖ 
 
―That‘s not what I want, My people. Did I not say... 'Confess your sins one to another?' Yet you keep 
so much hidden, you cover so much with an outer layer of piety. Why don‘t you just be real with your 
brothers and sisters? Why don‘t you allow them to see this unacceptable interior?‖ 
 
―Don‘t you know they are struggling to keep their fronts up with you? They suffer from this disease, 
just as you do. But when you confess, I heal you. When you share with others your weaknesses, I run 
to reinstate you.‖ 
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―That is My entire purpose... to save sinners from themselves and make them ready for Heaven. We 
may not have perfected you on Earth, but if I can bring you to the point of contrition for wrongdoing, 
we are well on our way. The rest shall await you in Heaven.‖ 
 
―I am not saying these things to discourage you, My People, rather to encourage you. Isn‘t it labor 
intensive and tedious to constantly present a squeaky clean front? Doesn‘t the devil discourage you 
by accusing you of being a hypocrite because you are just as guilty as others? I am trying to free you 
from that cycle of self-righteousness that has you bound, so others will love and accept you.‖ 
 
―On the outside, people will accept and honor you, but inside they are envious because they are not 
as holy as you appear to be. Doesn‘t that disturb you, My precious ones? It should, it should disturb 
you very much. Come down off your ivory tower and let people get a look at the dirt beneath your 
fingernails. Not so they will think less of you, but to set them free that they are no worse off than you. 
You see, when you live that transparently, you seed people‘s lives with HOPE.‖ 
 
―The accuser of the brethren never sleeps. Twenty four/seven he is at work sending his demons to 
demean, demote and demolish men‘s hopes. I want you to bring light into the world. Not by revealing 
all your dirt, but by acknowledging who you truly are before men. That you are no better, that it cost 
Me the same price to redeem you as it did the lowliest beggar on the street. It is when you stand in 
this place and see yourself that you will see Me clearly. Your vision shall become crystal clear and 
your life will begin to change, because you put more effort into loving Me than in loving yourself and 
presenting that self-righteous image.‖ 
 
―I am not chastising you. I am asking you to reconsider who you are before man and God. This is how 
the poor and broken will discover Me. Your littleness, like the hand of a little child reaching out as she 
says... 'Look, the Master is calling you. Don‘t be afraid, He came to rescue us. We are His little ones 
and He is ever so gentle, loving, and forgiving. Don‘t despair over your sins. Take my hand, let us go 
to the well- springs of love, healing and life everlasting. Come, don‘t be afraid, He awaits you.'‖ 
 
(Clare) How do we do this? Practically speaking. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, when you stand before Me acknowledging who you are, then you will stand before 
men and reveal to them who I am. It‘s that simple, a little child can do this. It is the adults who have 
spent their lives proving their worth to others that hinder Me.‖ 
 
―This is not accomplished by words alone. You can‘t just say, ‗God did it all.‘ Or, ‗He‘s the one who did 
it, not me.‘ This is an interior demeanor crafted by selected encounters with yourself, which I provide 
at the most critical times. These encounters, though very humiliating, transform a soul in such a way 
that this goodness of Mine radiates from them. They‘re gone from inside themselves, and I am shining 
out from them.‖ 
 
―They‘ve given up proving themselves, defending themselves, and let go of all the facades. Now they 
stand before Me and men in clean robes, washed in My blood. Words are not necessary or 
convincing when they attribute all to Me, unless it is accompanied by that very real and raw 
conviction.‖ 
 
―Men and women are sensitive beyond what you comprehend. They have a sense about a soul and 
My spirit bears witness, ‗This one has met the Master. This one has been on the potter‘s wheel. This 
one has been ground to fine dust and risen again in the waters of new life. This one knows Him.'‖ 
 
―So, why have I taken this topic up? Because you, My people must let go of the old ways, the old 
masks and cover-ups you‘ve used on men all these years. You are standing before Me now. You are 
My ambassadors of Love to mankind, and you must reflect by your authenticity and humility that you 
have been in My presence. That you know the way to My chambers, and what awaits all who come 
there is unconditional love, healing and cleansing.‖ 
 
―Be not afraid My people, be not afraid to lead others to Me by being who you truly are before Me. Do 
this and they will come running. They will see something different about you, something real, 
something not of this world, you have mined the gold and been in the refiner‘s fire. And you know 
Him. When you are faithful to do this they will rush to know Me.‖ 
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Message 455: Jesus says... I am all about Hope & New Beginnings, once 

you have fallen 
 
 
January 14, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… Well, my precious family, you are all an inspiration to me. 
 
So, I‘m very excited to share with you the beautiful victory your prayers have won. The individual that 
used to work for us and that we falsely accused of using witchcraft, thanks to your prayers and God‘s 
intervention, has taken off on the mission of God‘s heart for them in their lives. They found their 
calling and been given a vision their heart resounds to. 
 
Do you know how magnificent it is when a soul finds the path for their lives that God intended? Do 
you know how very troubling it is to walk without purpose, without passion, blindly living from day to 
day? I did it for 40 years, so I do know. 
 
What a tremendous thing the Lord did for us, and I have to tell you Heartdwellers, it is our prayers that 
melted an iceberg that had been between us. And as far as their mission goes? Your prayers helped 
them strike out and live God‘s will for their lives. 
 
So, confronting all that evil was necessary and because we responded from grace rather than from 
the flesh, another soul has found God‘s purpose and meaning for their lives. 
 
Jesus began speaking… ―Clare, there are times you must address this. I know you hate it, I know you 
are fearful of what you will start to feel, say, or do – but you must learn the art of loving the ugly. What 
I mean is that, in order to deal with the truth, falsehood must be measured, weighted and condemned. 
There is nothing pretty about this process, but if your heart is loving with no admixture of self-
promotion or self-interest, only concerned with Truth – you will do well and set the stage for truth to be 
honored above personal interest, and above any other value.‖ 
 
―So, you see you must deal with falsehood and sin just as I did, but not condemn the one who has 
fallen into its grips. No, your aim should be to throw a lifesaver to the sinking sinner and help them 
climb out of that pit. Once you have done that, you have done My will and you have done as I would 
do. So you see? There is no way out of having to speak up when I call you to.‖ 
 
―Now, the problem comes when you want to be proven right or you overstate a simple truth which 
causes judgment and condemnation to come in. 
 
―The devils know this fine line very well and manipulate it skillfully. That is why you should be extra 
vigilant when receiving a message from Me that deals with sin. The devils want you to cross the line 
over into judgment, because that opens a big door that they can enter and attack you. And one little 
insertion of theirs can cause you to go down the wrong path in your thinking. So be extra vigilant, My 
Love, not to depart from charity and your focus, which is to lift the sinner out of their morass of sin in 
the same way that I lift you when you fall.‖ 
 
―That said, I have called you to love, even as you are loved. Therefore, these topics that spring from 
evil I address sparsely…with the main objective of demonstrating My love and mercy for the one who 
falls, even as I have so often thrown the rope of grace to you when you have fallen into a cleverly laid 
trap… 
 
(Clare) And then He laughed and said... 
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(Jesus) ―Or even an obvious trap. Yes, you should have known better, but what good does that do to 
point it out to you? What I must divert your attention to is HOPE. Why would anyone want to rise 
again from a fall if they had no hope? Hope springs from love and the knowledge of My goodness and 
that I came not to condemn the world, but to save the world. So as much as you fall, it‘s not really 
about your unworthiness and weaknesses, but about My unconditional love and the unending hope 
for a better future next time. These are the lessons you must carry forth in the midst of this dark world. 
 
―Now in this particular situation, you are dealing with a pit everyone falls into at one time or another. 
Fear is at the root of this, so confidence in Me and My mercy is the antidote. You encourage the way I 
encourage you when you find yourself in a mess of this magnitude. Yes, it is complex. Yes, it is 
threatening. Yes, there is much self-interest that hinges on this. Yes, people can feel annihilated when 
they make a big mistake that hurts others.‖ 
 
(Clare) So, here the Lord is talking about a discernment struggle I‘m having. 
 
(Jesus) ―But all of you, My Christian Children, must learn to fall gracefully and get up graciously 
restored by My forgiveness. And by the way, My antidote for your error? Do not be afraid to look at a 
situation and say, ‗I made a mistake.‘ Because when you get up you will be that much more informed 
and skillful in the ways of discernment. There can be no growth without error. A soul must have the 
freedom to make a mistake and then be fully reinstated. A soul cannot grow if they avoid the 
possibility of making an error. 
 
―I want you all to grow in discernment, that‘s why I make it so easy for Clare to recover herself after an 
error. I want you to be free to ‗blow it‘ without losing anything in My eyes. If your eyes are on men, you 
will not want to admit a failure, because you know what men do to people who aren‘t perfect. They 
expose them and tear them to pieces. 
 
―Not in My Kingdom. When someone makes an error, it is a sign of growth and reaching out beyond 
natural limits, because you have confidence in My ability to lead you. Do you know that I set you up 
for mistakes sometimes? As it is written, I never tempt you. But I take my covering off of you and allow 
the devils to tempt you.‖ 
 
(Clare) And at that point, I had an image of a little four-year-old walking along on a city sidewalk 
beside her father. She tripped over a crack in the sidewalk. She fell and scraped her knee, looked up 
at him and said, ―Why didn‘t you tell me, Daddy?‖ He answered her, ―Because you have to learn to 
watch where you are going and pick up your feet, little one.‖ 
 
(Jesus) ―I don‘t like scraped knees I can tell you that. I hate any kind of suffering. But one must learn 
the hazards of walking before they are confronted with a fifty foot drop because a foot bridge was out 
and they weren‘t paying attention. 
 
―You should wear your failures like stripes, because they tell the story of one who ventured out into 
new territory, one who was brave and took a bullet. Wounded in combat and completely restored, but 
now much more savvy. Wise as serpents, gentle as doves. That only happens when you are free to 
make a mistake and know that you‘ll be reinstated. 
 
―And now you have all had a marvelous breakthrough. You prayed for the soul that caused so much 
disorder in Clare‘s mission. You thought this one was continuing by using evil forces against her. And 
then you found out that the person was innocent, and this was a mistake in discernment. But because 
of your prayers, this person has risen up from a fall and pursued a calling I planted deep in their 
hearts. This is good fruit from a bad situation and it is My joy to turn evil to good. 
 
―You have all handled this situation as I would have it, with prayer for the individual. And because of 
your prayers I am raising them up to be a blessing to others. In Heaven you will take part in the 
blessings that they have made to others through their life-time. 
 
―No one is all good or all bad, all of you can be tempted. The question is – what is your price? 
Because you love Me and rely upon Me and keep your tongue from evil, I protect you from a 
temptation that is just overpowering. But if you think yourself better than others, I allow bigger and 
bigger temptations in your lives to prove to you that you are not one whit holier than anyone else. This 
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is the great leveling force; everyone has a price, everyone has weaknesses. Unless ALL their worth is 
in Me. And that is something Peter found out about himself when I was arrested. 
 
―I am all about HOPE and new beginnings once you have been through a trial. Trials prepare you for 
the next level and with promotion you are equipped with greater skill in overcoming yourself and the 
wiles of the enemy. So, do not be afraid to fall, never fear failure. Fear denial and spiritual blindness 
and an unteachable spirit with the bit in their mouths. This kind causes you to march around the same 
mountain in the wilderness over and over again, when you could have crossed over and been in 
Paradise in a day or two. 
 
―Look to Me, My children. Look to Me. I am a kind and tender Father. I adore My little four-year-old, I 
just adore you! I walk with you everywhere. I defend you from the wicked ones, more than you‘ll ever 
know. I delight in seeing you mature and grow up. But it pains me to see you making the same 
mistakes over and over again, so I grant you the treasure house of My graces to raise you up into 
your dreams. 
 
―All is not lost when you fall, but Satan would have you think that way so you would run from Me 
instead of to Me. Don‘t be afraid to fall. I am here by your side. I will pick you up, dust you off and 
restore all of your dreams to you. I am with you. I love you! I am for you. I AM a loving parent.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 456: My little Teacups... Here is My Antidote for Jealousy 
 
 
January 16, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) May the sweet presence of Jesus always fill us to overflowing, so that we have no need for the 
laurels of men. 
 
In this world we will continually be confronted with examples of those who have overcome far more 
than we have and have stood out in their accomplishments. Sometimes those victories come at a 
great personal price, but they were willing to give it all up to live their dream. 
 
In the spiritual life, it is no different. We will always meet up with those who love God more than we 
do, or at least it seems that way. Their sacrifices seem so much greater than ours and perhaps they 
are. The Lord has given us these saintly examples so we can be inspired and imitate their virtues. But 
the devils stand by trying to cause a reaction of envy and jealousy. 
 
Dear ones, we have a choice to make... Celebrate the great victories of others with them or go away 
sulking and jealous, even chiding God by saying... 'Why not me? What‘s so special about them?' 
What a sad state of affairs. Here God has given us an example, and we are resentful and bitter? 
 
I have learned the secret of avoiding this poison a long time ago, though Satan never gives up to look 
for opportunities to tempt me. But thanks be to God, I have chosen the broom closet with my Lover. I 
have chosen to be the one who scrubs His floors and hides in the laundry closet until He comes to 
see me. 
 
Why? Because I do not care for the world‘s laurels or applause. I care only to make My Jesus happy, 
to have His sweet company, to have all of Him. And so I wait in the broom closet while others are 
announced in the royal courts and given their crowns. 
 
I am happy if I can see examples of souls so completely belonging to Jesus, doing great exploits in 
His name. People like Heidi Baker and others who are anonymous but known well in the spiritual 
world – both by the evil ones and the holy ones. 
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But still, finding my joy in my littleness, my insufficiency is very freeing. I am free to behold the great 
love the King has for His little handmaiden without the entanglements of ambition and the politics of 
the royal court. I want to love you, Jesus, and be totally blind to what the world applauds. If I see 
virtue far beyond my own, I want to applaud it but then return my gaze to Him asking, ―Jesus, what 
more can I do for you?‖ 
 
(Jesus) ―You have chosen wisely, My dove. Indeed, you have seen the exploits extraordinaire of My 
children and rejoiced in them. You have asked nothing more from Me than My love, and how pure is 
that quality which I adore about you? 
 
―Nonetheless, there are areas yet for you to gain the victory in. Those will come so easily to you if you 
avail yourself of the broom closet, looking neither to the right nor the left of you, but waiting there in 
the dark silence for My return. 
 
―Clare, everything hinges on love. A love which you cannot generate for Me. I must endow you 
supernaturally with this grace of loving Me. But those who have been forgiven much also Love much. 
You appreciate being rescued from the depravity from which I rescued you. You frequently get 
lessons in your failures with Me. And for this reason, your love is deep and great, though you do not 
connect with it until it really matters, and then it brings you to your knees in abject contrition. 
 
―How I wish all of you, My Children, would stay in this place of lowliness, where so little can be lost. 
Yet many of you aspire to be lofty, high and lifted up. May I say, this is a dangerous state of mind? It 
is this littleness that pleases Me most. And it is a truth that the tea cup touches My lips, while the 
barrel waits outside collecting the water. 
 
―O My Children, the world is so very opposite of Heaven. In Heaven all are little and the highest 
stations are occupied by the lowliest. This is why I bent my knees to wash the feet of My disciples. 
The greatest among you shall be the servant of all. Not that you should aspire to greatness and take it 
upon yourself to be serving of all. No, I ask you to be authentic, be who you truly are. Rather, you 
should aspire to littleness, littler and littler, with nothing worth stealing. This is the safest spiritual 
posture, being so little that even the demons avoid you, because you are of little worth. 
 
―Not only that, but My angels rush to protect the little ones. To long to be a little one is a worthy 
ambition. One whose heart is so little, there is only room for Me. One who is so satisfied in this 
littleness that jealousy never finds a foothold. You become jealous of one greater than you. However, 
if you long to be littler and lesser, jealousy has no foothold in your being and you are free to enjoy Me 
to the fullest. 
 
―Yes, My little teacups, stay little. It is My joy to raise you to My lips.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 457: Jesus speaks about authentic Love as a Remedy & 

Interpretation of Dreams 
 
 
January 17th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Let us pray that the Lord will grant us love, patience and courage as we live our day to day lives in our 
families and that we will fulfill His will for us as husbands, wives and parents. 
 
The Lord began... "I want to talk about Love. There is no better remedy for all your ills and all the ills 
of mankind than love that has no conditions and bears with contradictions, misunderstandings, 
disputes, and sins of all kinds. It is still love that is the antidote." 
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"Many of you have learned through example and experience that Love is the fail-safe way to handle 
all situations that are headed for disaster. Love is patient, love is kind, love does not show off nor 
arrogantly defend its position. Love never fails. It never fails to hope and eventually, though you see it 
not, I bring all things back around to love. The only exception is for those who have chosen to hate 
and want nothing to do with Me or with Love." 
 
"Those are the lost souls, who could not bring themselves to agree with anything heavenly. They had 
to stand against all that did not serve to enlarge their bitterness and hatred. These souls can be made 
to comply on the outside, but at the first opportunity, hatred and bitterness will out and they will 
oppose all that is good, healing and forgiving." 
 
"This is why I have told you, 'Don't let the sun go down on your wrath.' Because if you allow those 
seeds to send roots into the soil of your heart, by morning you will be fighting not just thoughts or 
seeds, but strongholds. Yet there are times when you sleep that I take you aside and bring healing 
and in the morning's first light you are anxious to make amends in the situation that before had 
caused you bitterness. This is My supernatural help for My Beautiful Bride when she is deeply 
wounded." 
 
"In fact. I do much with your souls at night. Sometimes your dreams will reflect what we did together 
with family members and you will awake with a fresh perspective on their prayer needs. Clare, the 
dream you had this morning was one of those times. There is a soul crying out for your intercession. 
Do not neglect this." 
 
Oh, thank you Lord, for confirming it. 
 
"So many times your intellect has already given up on an area of your family that is far from hopeless. 
I bring you dreams and experiences in the spirit with them in order to resurrect those feelings you 
once had between you. I know you do not want to look at the failures of the past, but remember that, 
while you are growing, so are they - and they need your prayers." 
 
"The substance of your dreams, My Bride, has to do with your spiritual work. I'm not talking about 
senseless dreams or nightmares, but those epic dreams you have that reflect an area of your 
consciousness that you are involved with the world in. Sometimes they are prophetic; sometimes they 
are from lying demons. It is up to you to discern the source. The signature of the Holy Spirit is always 
peace. A peace that transcends understanding, a clarity and understanding that brings peace." 
 
"Many try to compartmentalize symbolism in their dreams. It's not that easy. I speak to each individual 
on the levels of their own understanding and familiarity, rather than in a set pattern. There are a few 
exceptions to the rule, but I ask you not to assume that a symbol means to you what it means to 
others. Again, I am speaking with you and giving you insight - and each symbol I use has a history 
behind it that only you understand." 
 
"Now an exception to that is prophetic dreams that have to do with the world. In which case, many 
symbols are common across the prophetic sphere and it's safe to assume that certain symbols in your 
dream have prophetic meaning that recurs throughout history." 
 
"Always ask My Holy Spirit to give you insight into your dreams. Bring them before Me in your 
dwelling prayer and lay them at My feet to provide you with the necessary insight." 
 
"Beware of dreams that cause you to be angry, resentful, jealous or judgmental. These are from the 
enemy." 
 
"My Spirit is one of peace and understanding, never fear or condemnation, although I will warn you in 
dreams not to get involved with certain people and situations. Visitation dreams are very, very special, 
because they are so real." 
 
"My People, build an altar there when you have a dream that is a special grace. What I mean by 
building an altar is to make a memorial stone, whether it be an entry in your journal with Rhema cards 
that you will use at a future time, or an object reminding you of the dream. I will very often confirm 
dreams, messages and thoughts with an object in the physical world. It may be a heart-shaped fruit, a 
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smear of butter, the way an egg cooks or one of your animals insisting that you allow them to groom 
you." 
 
"I very often use your animals and things in nature to get your attention. Cloud formations, rocks that 
cry out with a message in their shape, birds, flowers blooming out of season - oh, so many many 
ways I try to get your attention. If you see something that edifies you and confirms a thought or 
direction, you are wise to assume it is My sign to you. Take a photo of it and keep it in your journal. 
That is an altar honoring My promises to you." 
 
"I speak to you in many ways during your day. You perceive less than half of them. Especially when it 
is something you'd rather not hear. But understand, My dear ones, I am trying to divert you from 
things that are not healthy and will cause pain." 
 
"At such times, it is always best to sit quietly with Me and give Me your full attention, wait until My 
presence becomes clearer. Then listen, very carefully. I do not stop you in your tracks for no reason 
at all, there is always a reason. Your corresponding to My invitation to listen will bring you into the 
sweetest kind of intimacy with Me and save you many painful losses." 
 
"But as I began this message with love I want to close with love. Right now many of you are in conflict 
with your families and spouses. I have never called you to be so holy that you are unapproachable or 
indifferent to their needs. Go out of your way to meet the desires of your spouses and children. If you 
spurn their needs because of your relationship with Me, you will cause them to resent Me in your life, 
and drive them further away." 
 
"I'm not talking about sin; never give in to any sin. Stand against it with gentle resolve, never harsh 
condemnation or judgement." 
 
"I'm talking about the innocent things your husband and children need you to be present for. You are 
a light shining in the darkness. You bring Me with you everywhere you go and My presence should 
bring joy, peace and brotherly love. But if you are harboring resentment for the time you must give 
them, you will not reflect those things. Rather there will be an underlying tension and a sense that 
you're really not there for them, that other things are more important." 
 
"May I say, nothing is more important in a marriage than making your family and especially your 
spouse feel loved and honored without any trace of resentment hiding in your heart or thoughts?" 
 
"Nothing turns a man off to 'religion' as fast as a self-righteous, super-spiritual wife. It is degrading and 
belittling to him and rather than compete with you to be holy, he will run the other way. Rather you 
should be engaging him and honoring the place I have given him in your life. Many times I will speak 
truth and correct direction through an unbelieving spouse. Why? Because I honor and confirm his 
authority in the family. That does not mean that you are bound to indulge in sin, there are delicate 
ways to back away from anything that troubles your conscience." 
 
"Yet you must learn the difference between a spirit of religion or religious spirit, and My tender Spirit 
leading you to do things that will endear you to him and build him up. It is not easy to build up a man 
who is not pursuing Me with his whole heart. But part of what I created you to do is to make him feel 
capable of hearing from Me by honoring him, and complementing him when he turns to Me." 
 
"This is why I exhort you to do everything from a spirit of love. Many have ruined their marriages 
beyond repair by being super-spiritual and doing all kinds of 'big' things for Me, when all I wanted was 
for them to love their families as an example of how I love them. When they feel loved and honored 
they are drawn to Me because you, indeed, are flowing freely from rivers of living waters which I have 
cleansed and nourished you with." 
 
"They will desire the headwaters of this river because it is Love. And Love does its work silently in the 
soul until they are tired of the world and its rewards, at which point they hunger for authentic love. Be 
that love to them, My Beautiful spouse. Be that love to them and never, ever make them feel little or 
insufficient before Me." 
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Message 458: Jesus elucidates...  Antidote for PRIDE and SELF-PITY & 

Playing Ping-Pong with Demons 
 
 
January 19, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) May the Lord grant us the grace to hunger for His humility, a place of peace that passes every 
understanding. 
 
I feel so much safer and so much more secure in the littlest place. And yet, the flesh fights against 
that. Especially when you‘re a parent of sorts, and trying to bring wisdom from the Lord. It‘s not that 
easy. 
 
Well, I have learned through the nitty gritty of marriage that there is a greater value on humility than 
on always having the answers. It really went against my grain to have to bend my mind to my 
husband‘s take on things, but a tangible peace would settle in when I honored him above the purse of 
my own opinions. And on the other side of that, a tangible uncomfortable feeling inside would settle in 
when I didn‘t honor him above my own opinions. And if he was wrong, the Lord would let him know 
and he would come back and apologize. 
 
Well, this same heart is so necessary in all relationships. And recently I‘ve discovered a hardness in 
my heart towards extended family due to differences in ways of thinking. The enemy longs to create 
division in my family, but the Lord, being ever vigilant, addressed this today. 
 
'My sheep hear My voice, and another they will not follow.' They will run from another voice. And that 
has to do with the situation I‘m talking about. So, I came to the Lord, thinking... 'You know, it‘s 
probably unforgiveness here.' And I said... 'Lord, Your love is so wonderful. How can I NOT forgive?' 
 
Jesus answered… ―It is the wound that troubles you, exasperated by demons of division.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, how do I overcome this? 
 
(Jesus) ―Renounce your pride, Clare. That‘s the only way, Beloved. It has tapped into a root of pride. 
We can actually be rid of this sin fairly quickly if you will renounce it every day. You asked to be made 
more humble. I have given the tool into your hands. Now, use it!‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow! Sometimes I wish You weren‘t so fast and faithful! Then I could have a pity party and 
feel good about it… 
 
(Jesus) ―And sour all our listeners?‖ 
 
(Clare) You‘re right, renouncing is by far the better alternative. 
 
(Jesus) ―I will heal all the damage the wound has done if you will be faithful to break fellowship with 
your pride. It cannot taunt you without your agreement. If you refuse to go into agreement with it, even 
if it slaps you in the face – which it will do – as I allow greater and greater humiliations of this sort. So, 
if you refuse to agree, this demon will have to go elsewhere. Rather, shall I say this stronghold will be 
taken down brick by brick, every time you renounce it. I want you to be free of this once and for all, 
but you must work hard at it. 
 
―You see, My People, indeed I want you freed from the snare – a bird soaring on the winds of love not 
locked into a dungeon of self-pity, causing your life to pass you by. When you go there, all that I have 
imparted to you gets locked up, too. So I promise you, the demons lay a trap for you by others being 
outright disrespectful or not paying heed to you, then they deliver a blow causing rejection in your 
heart. 
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―Your flesh, for the sake of survival, wants to return the blow and the moment you entertain that 
wound and think badly about those who wounded you, or get into defensive mode, that very moment 
they start setting the pillars in concrete in your heart. And you and all the gifts I‘ve given you sink into 
the trap, locked securely behind the bars of self-pity and retaliation. 
 
―Children, there is no harm that can be done to you greater than increasing your pride and 
indignation. You will be playing ping pong with the demons through the bars in this self-imposed 
prison in every exchange with people on the outside. 
 
―You will always be searching for an angle to condemn and find fault with them. This is how good 
relationships can be badly damaged. If you are in the right and no one listens and you are quiet, 
forgiving and dismissive of pride, nothing can touch you and they just wasted their time. Once more, 
Clare, you must resemble Me with My crown of scorns. 
 
―Do you know the devils have assignments that are time sensitive? In other words, the overlords of 
the underworld have agendas they want carried out on time – or else. And 'else' is not a pretty sight. 
So, when you foil all their attempts to cause you to barricade yourself in self-pity and retaliation, they 
are in trouble with their higher-ups. I‘m just telling you that, so you can say to yourself... 'That demon‘s 
going to be in big trouble, cause I‘m not falling for it this time.'‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I do want to resemble You in Your crown. 
 
(Jesus) ―Are you sure?‖ 
 
(Clare) No, but I want to be sure. I‘m willing to be made willing to be made sure. 
 
(Jesus) ―I only chide you, dearest, so you will remember this when your heart starts to ache. 
Remember that very little nun who was sent to teach the novices who had just come from the world 
and entered the convent? When she arrived in the room to give the lesson, one of the novices had 
taken her chair and there was no place for her to sit. So, what did she do? It is so worthy of being 
repeated. She sat on the floor and gave them her lesson. 
 
―However, no lesson could have been more eloquent than her choice to lower herself to the floor in 
the midst of those who had yet much to learn. This is the kind of humility you must have to be free 
from this cage of self-pity and retaliation. 
 
―Oh, the lessons are endless, Clare. Truly, there are a million ways to be humbled. Some of them are 
less painful than others; none of them are pleasant to the soul who has a pride stronghold. 
 
―So I say to you, My Beloved, I am answering your prayer in this and you will do well to move on. In 
the proper time all will be resolved. In the meantime, you have acted in virtue and laid it at My feet, 
not giving it another thought – rather taking care not to sin and praying for those who caused you 
distress. 
 
―My Children, Love, Forgive, Forget and keep going when others do not respond to you as you 
anticipated. There is much more virtue in being humble than in being right. 
 
―Join Me in My Crown of Scorns. I wore this crown My entire life, even when My mother chided me for 
disappearing. Don‘t imagine that didn‘t sting, it certainly did. 
 
―But when you, My precious spouse, wear that crown I adorn it with the most heavenly, fragrant roses 
– the aroma of which mounts up on high even into the throne room of My Father, and brings with it the 
promise of grace. 
 
―So, bend the knee to these lessons, My dear ones. There is no way you can lose in being more little 
and more humble. And renounce your pride every day. I will do the rest.‖ 
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Message 459: Jesus says… Do not waste Time with prophetic Gossip & 

false Humility...Help Me! 
 
 
January 21, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord bless you with His precious Joy, Heartdwellers! Truly, we have won a victory! And 
Donald Trump is in office. Lord, what have You to say to your own today? 
 
(Jesus) ―Congratulations My Brides, My people and My children. Your prayers have indeed been 
heard. Now the work is set out before you and each of you shall be called upon in a timely season to 
take up your station beside this administration and lift them up to My Father, that they may be 
adorned with extraordinary graces to bring the changes necessary to make this a nation after My very 
own heart. 
 
―There is much work to do ahead and all of you are well endowed to carry the cross of intercession 
when called upon. You will know when that time is upon you, for you will feel the burden; 
circumstances in your lives will become heavier to deal with. Look up to Me and smile and thank Me 
for this burden, for I tell you the truth, you are rebuilding this country brick by brick. 
 
―While others are still centering their lives and activities around the rapture and prophecy, I want you 
to be busy tending to the assignments I have given you. Many months ago, Clare, I commissioned 
you to do the portrait. Now it has been completed. What if you had said to Me then... 'Oh, I‘m sorry, 
Lord. There‘s not enough time left to do it.' 
 
(Clare) It never would have been done, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s correct. So, in this very same way, I am commissioning you to produce music with Me 
that will draw souls into My heart, and gives them comfort, wisdom and a life saver to pull them out of 
the sludge of life they are sinking in without having Me in their lives. Without having known My great 
love for them; without knowing I am right there to save them. 
 
―These are the ones I want you to reach out to in our music. Yes, Julie has done a marvelous job 
being true to who I have called her to be, and with My grace, you shall also.‖ 
 
(Clare) There He‘s referencing Julie True. 
 
(Jesus) ―There is plenty of room for songs, hundreds of songs, each one anointed to touch just one 
set of dire circumstances, just one soul swimming in a sea of hopelessness and needing just exactly 
that word to lift them out in a timely fashion. 
 
―Look at all the people who have touched you with their music. Each one had a season of influence in 
your life and then they passed on as new artists came up and touched your heart, in just the way I 
anointed them to.‖ 
 
(Clare) He is trying to encourage me because after listening to Julie True, honestly, what‘s left for me 
to do? I feel like she‘s done it all! 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s nonsense. That kind of thinking does not come from the throne of Heaven above, but 
the throne of flames below. No, No! You must correspond with Heaven, Clare. We have songs for you 
to do, really! 
 
―Beloved, do not offend Me with unbelief. You already have several you could finish. I will give you 
messages and I will give you songs. I, Myself, will pasture the sheep of this flock with nourishment 
from on high. But you My very precious one, do not discount this season of grace in your life. 
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―Truly, you were made for the course you are entering upon now. Truly, I have molded and refined 
you in the fire to bring forth these songs of love from your heart to My people. Do not lose sight of who 
I Am in your life. You may be as little as you like, and I like you when you are the littlest, but do not 
downplay what I can do to minister to My people through you, being as weak and lacking in talent and 
coordination as you are. Those short-comings mean absolutely nothing to Me. I will overpower them 
all with My grace until the anointing does its job on the hearts of men and women. Yet, your heart will, 
by all means, be the most important part of our songs. 
 
―You see your heart and lungs abide together and that air that you breath out is sanctified air. When 
you sing, the air is sanctified because I am there in your heart on My Throne. My very life is infused in 
our songs. The vibration that is made by the air that is exhaled is holy. It travels through the air 
causing waves of holiness to ripple wherever they go. Through the medium of recording, that means 
to the ends of the Earth, My Voice shall be heard. 
 
―Why am I stressing this to you? Because I see your unbelief, your weariness, your failures from the 
past that creep in on you. I see your limitations in coordination as you finger the keys of your piano. I 
see this all, Clare, and you know what?‖ 
 
(Clare) What, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―In My eyes, it is neither an impediment nor an asset, because it is through My grace that this 
work shall be done, and My grace does not fail when the vessel is willing.‖ 
 
(Clare) Just as He was saying this, He sent my Jesus kitty into the room to jump up on my keyboard 
beside me and snuggle up next to me… And He always does this when I am fighting a stronghold of 
discouragement or unbelief. 
 
And I asked Him… 'And the time for this, Lord?' ‗Cause really, you know, getting a message every 
day and taking care of the household takes up a lot of time. Prayer is really what uses the most time 
and I‘m not going to start the day without it. 
 
(Jesus) ―Every morning, before you come into prayer, as you are waking up, I want you to play 
something on the piano. Then after prayer and the message, go back to it. Break it up into your day. 
Do not wait for the very end of the day to begin – by then you are tired. 
 
―There will be times when there is no message, because the message is in the song you are writing. 
That puts the pressure on you to FINISH the song and get it out…doesn‘t it, My Love? Remember the 
Consecration of Bridget song? And how long did that take you?‖ 
 
(Clare) One and a half days. 
 
(Jesus) ―So no more three week songs. No more. I want to hear and see one week songs. I will help 
you in this. But I want you to set a goal: when I give you a melody and verses, I want it finished in one 
week. Seven days to be exact. I will see to it if you make that your priority. 
 
―And for the rest of you, My Precious instruments, the secret to your success is not in ambition, 
rushing around or pushing, but in resting in My ability to do it through you. Your greatest failure is in 
listening to the enemy, ‗Oh, what difference is your gift going to make? There are so many more that 
already have talent, your gift isn‘t needed. Let the others more qualified and experienced do it.' 
 
―No! That‘s the Father of Lies speaking. I need the freshness of your approach to what you do. 
Whatever it is, you are unique and it is precisely this uniqueness that I need. People come and people 
go. Artists come and artists go. There is a time for creating and a time for resting. And each one of 
you has a season, whether your gift is in administration, feeding the poor, building, writing, teaching, 
art or music. Each of you have a unique spark of your Jesus in your hearts and I want you to give 
voice to that in what you do. 
 
―There is an ebb and flow to the seasons, My People. There are times to give messages and there 
are times to be silent. Yes, I would like to speak to you everyday. However, there are times that I am 
waiting on circumstances to be fulfilled before I bring forth a teaching through Clare. Be patient. 
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Things are taking place behind the scenes, things that are integral parts of the message and I am 
waiting for them to mature. 
 
(Clare) So I guess at this point I should mention…those of you who are expecting a message every 
day, I can‘t give you what God does not give me. I have to wait on Him. So please understand, I don‘t 
concoct these messages, I wait on the Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s exactly right. I do hold back while My Spirit is going to work in your lives, revealing and 
bringing situations to a conclusion at just the right moment. Then I step in with just the right words to 
heal and warm your hearts. All that I have is yours, but I must measure it out in very tiny doses for you 
to absorb it. 
 
―So, in conclusion, congratulations on your victories in prayer and be ready to stand guard when you 
are called upon to secure and advance this administration (Trump) by your prayers. 
 
―In the meantime, do not – please, do not be looking for the Rapture. Be busy about My assignments 
to you. Produce fruit from the gifts I have given you. See to it that it is circulated. Cast our bread upon 
the waters. Do not grow weary in well-doing and KNOW beyond a doubt, if I have given you gifts and 
a calling, I NEED and EXPECT you to correspond, because I NEED you to be a part of what I am 
doing. 
 
―And know that when others must step back to rest or take a break, I will promote you forward into 
their position so that My People and the Lost do not go without the consolations of My love being 
spread by you in whatever form is assigned to you. 
 
―And one final warning. For those of you who are in bondage to a false humility, thinking you are 
nothing and your part doesn‘t matter… To each I gave talents, to one five, to another 4, 3, 2, and 1. 
Do not be like the stubborn and foolish servant who buried his talent. Rather, in blind abandon, go 
forth with your gift producing and finishing each task in a timely fashion. Get it broadcast to the needy 
of this world and you will have no shame at My coming. To you I will say, ‗Well done My good and 
faithful servant; enter into your master‘s joy.' 
 
―But to those of you who are still packing for the rapture, I say, repent! And bring forth fruits worthy of 
the graces I have invested in you. Seek Me until you find Me and receive from My hand the very 
special work I have for you to do. 
 
―I did not say ignore the Rapture. You are to look forward with longing for it. But I did say stop making 
that and the most current prophetic gossip your life‘s focus and get busy about My work. Or you will 
not bring forth any fruit. 
 
―I am coming soon and to each I will give a reward for their faithfulness. Please. Be among the 
faithful, I plead with you. Be among the faithful that helped Me harvest.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 460: Jesus says...I can do anything with you, I only ask for 2 

Things 
 
 
January 26th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
"My precious Vessels unto Honor, I can do with you anything I want to. If you don‘t have the DNA to 
do it, I will transplant My DNA into your very physical being and you will have the talent necessary. I 
ask for only two things... 
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A pure love for Me and a willing heart of faith. With these voluntary attributes from you, I can do 
anything - and much to everyone‘s surprise, I often do! You are not limited by past failures and 
boundaries you could never cross. As a matter of fact, you may not have been able to cross them, 
because I didn‘t feel you were ready - and the gift could have been your undoing." 
 
"Music is an especially treacherous gift, because people begin to worship the artist and it can go to 
their heads very quickly. For this reason, there is much tempering and seasoning and in fact difficult 
events in the past of my musicians. They must carry the anointing to bring you all into My presence. 
This is a priestly duty, and not all live a pure and priestly life. That is why you are seeing older 
musicians raised up. They have lived through the fancies and vanities of the world and have come 
into a place of realization: only I am important." 
 
"Please understand that you are perfectly fit for any assignment I impart to you. Your skill level is not 
needed; your heart and surrender are. In fact, I place My desires in your heart. So I would ask you to 
look inside and recognize your longings. I have placed them there for a reason. As you discover what 
lies beneath that throbbing heart, you can bring it to Me to turn it into reality." 
 
"I am waiting for some of you to discover yourselves and what I have for you. Seek Me until you find 
Me and I will give you the desires of your heart. Even as it is written, ―Seek first the kingdom of God 
and all these things shall be added unto you.‖ Matthew 6:33 
 
"Remember, to bring you joy and fulfillment is truly My delight." 
 
 
 
 

Message 461: Never presume on My Mercy & Don't take Me for 

granted 
 
 
January 26, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, this has been a rotten, miserable, impossible day. I understand that I‘ve had a major part 
in that, what I have done this week in being house-crazy, compulsive-obsessive compulsive. But I 
don‘t understand today. I wanted to honor what I felt You were saying, but the printer wouldn‘t work. 
Please speak to me. 
 
Jesus began… ―I have not forgotten you, Clare, but have you forgotten Me? Don‘t wander from My 
side, not for a moment. Stay here, head on My heart and don‘t wander. Please, cling to Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) It‘s what I want with all my heart, Lord – but things keep presenting themselves. 
 
(Jesus) ―And you fall for them, My Love. Truly, you are an easy catch. The devils have been playing 
ping-pong with you, making you run to and fro putting out brush fires. Let them burn; you have better 
things to do. You don‘t see how very much you are being influenced by these forces. But ANYTHING 
that takes you away from ME, no matter how virtuous… right now is a trap. Stop falling for these 
traps. You are in grave danger by giving into compulsions that are worthless. You must get ahold of 
yourself and put a stop to this.‖ 
 
(Clare) I was thinking of the lame lasagna I pulled out of the freezer and I was going to add some 
things to it – frozen spinach and stuff. Even while I was gathering ingredients my conscience was 
telling me… 'another trap, get back to prayer, you have something to eat already.' Jesus cut in 
again… 
 
(Jesus) ―I‘d rather you didn‘t do that right now, it is another trap. Can‘t you see that?‖ 
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(Clare) Yes, I guess I do. All my Bible and holy book readings today talked about how the Israelites 
angered the Lord by their adultery. I was hoping they weren‘t about me…but they were about me. 
Jesus continued… 
 
(Jesus) ―Eat what‘s in the refrigerator and don‘t take on any cooking. Once more, you need to keep 
your volunteer busy with real work. No more side projects. Please, move forward. Enough is enough. 
Let‘s get back to basics. These are tests, My Love. Real tests. 'Will she hop off on another sidetrack 
right into a snare, or will she turn away and stay with Me and be faithful?' 
 
―As your husband said to you, ‗Turn away from these things that are calling to you.‘ You are not the 
only one going through this. The enemy has taken on a full-scale war of distractions with My Body to 
keep them from serious prayer and the works I‘ve called them to. 
 
―The things I want to launch you all on are very important to Me and the graces are running very 
strong right now and all of you need to get into the slip stream of My grace and go with the flow. The 
enemy is trying to kick you out and lead you off on a wild goose chase. 
 
―Ask yourself… 'Is this absolutely urgent vital or can it wait?' Let me give you an example… paying 
your electric bill before you are cut off is absolutely vital. Fixing a leaky faucet can wait. Feeding the 
fire before the house gets cold is vital; making a week‘s worth of lasagna is not.‖ 
 
(Clare) I was going to stretch it with veggies, and the Lord said… 
 
(Jesus) ―I‘d rather you NOT do that. Eat what you have prepared and focus on Me. I cannot stress this 
enough. Common sense should have told you not to take all that food out of the freezer, but just to 
make do. 
 
―I want you to know, My people, that I will not contend with a soul forever. Some spend their entire 
lives hanging by a slender thread of grace. That can be stretched to the breaking point – until I put 
that soul back on the shelf and find one more worthy of My graces. 
 
―Never presume on My Mercy. What I might forgive, My Father may step in and call a halt to. You 
don‘t want to be in that place. It is a vast desert with hardly any water. There the scorpions sting and 
the snakes writhe and the soul who has worked their way into that place suffers severe remorse. So, I 
am asking you all – be attentive to My graces and do not take Me for granted. 
 
―You see there are very high winds at the elevation we are climbing to, and those winds are powerful. 
That's why your resolve to use great wisdom and obey Me must be greater. That said, Clare, you‘re 
going to make it. You really are, My Beloved. But you must apply yourself now, right now, more 
forcefully against the enemy‘s insinuations. It is up to you My Dearest, truly it is up to you. 
 
―Now I grant you My forgiveness. Please, get up out of your pit of compulsions and walk with Me in 
peace, joy and bliss as we pray and create together. I love you. I love each one of you, Heartdwellers 
– beyond what you can comprehend or you would die on the spot. Those whom I love I chasten. 
 
―So all of you, My exquisitely beautiful Brides, apply yourselves to the graces I am imparting and do 
not allow the enemy to toss you around like a football. Every time you go off on a distraction, they get 
points and make a goal. And you get further behind in My will. Don‘t put them in the winner‘s position. 
Fight them with all the strength and graces I give you. After all, is it so hard to say NO? That‘s what 
I‘m counting on you to do. Look away and say NO! Then take My hand as we walk together into the 
glorious work we have to do with one another. 
 
―Don‘t let the high winds of distractions blow you off course.‖ 
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Message 462: Jesus says… I wait for you with Tears in My Eyes... Seek 

Me until you find Me! 
 
 
January 28, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) May we be inebriated with the Lord‘s love and pour that love out on the lost and wounded 
humanity living all around us, Heartdwellers. 
 
Although this message begins where Jesus is addressing me, later on He makes it clear that what He 
has said to me applies to each of you in a very un-duplicatable way. You are one of a kind taken 
directly from the Father‘s bosom and to have you return is unspeakable joy and bliss to your God. 
 
'Oh Lord, Your presence is so sweet this morning. You are so vulnerable!' 
 
Jesus began… ―That‘s how I feel about you, My Bride. Even as you were musing…you are My 
Cinderella. There is not another in Heaven or on Earth like you. And to have you back in My arms is 
for Me, Heaven itself. 
 
―I only allow these very difficult trials to keep you little, so I can bless you with a revelation of My Heart 
and how it beats so ardently for you. Presumption is so very easy to fall into. Therefore, I must 
prepare you Myself to carry this newly revealed depth of revelation of Who I Truly Am to you.‖ 
 
(Clare) And at this point I want to share that I was listening to Julie True. I saw the Lord so clearly. He 
was dressed in slacks and a white shirt and we were slow dancing in a rather secluded place. He and 
I were the only ones existing in those moments. And as I looked up into His face, tears were 
streaming down His cheeks because He was so happy to have my full attention, despite the many 
attempts the enemy made to draw me away from prayer time today. 
 
He was so happy and profoundly touched and He was so glad that I was taking Him 100 percent 
seriously in His tender love for me. How can I possibly explain to you what I experienced – the 
emotions He allowed me to perceive? Can you imagine it? 
 
You are 17 and have a huge crush on a girl who is constantly busy with so many things that she only 
notices that the two of you have so much in common. You both love the same classes and find 
yourselves often working together on projects. You love to go on long treks in the canoe and camp 
out. You both are excited about visiting the children‘s hospital and even volunteering at the Living 
Center where the elderly live. You both love to play instruments and even the very same kinds of 
music. You are constantly around one another, but she doesn‘t get it! That you have feelings for her, 
deep feelings, because she is so caught up in her grades and projects. 
 
This goes on for months and years. Then finally, there is a school dance and your hopes are high that 
something may happen. When you pick her up she is still running around feeding her hamsters, 
watering her plants, finding her other shoe. And finally she leaves the house with you. You think to 
yourself, ‗If only she would just ―see‖ me, really, ―see‖ who I am, I know she would fall in love with me.‘ 
 
At the dance, you finally get your chance, as you are slow dancing and something extraordinary 
happens – for the first time ever she ―sees‖ you. And in that instance, falls head-over-heels in love. 
Tears stream down your cheeks as you realize she finally gets it. I am hers and she is mine. You‘ve 
known her since grade school, now you are seniors and finally…finally she gets it! 
 
You are both overwhelmed with love for one another and in an instant you know you are going to 
spend your eternity together. All you can do is cry tears of joy that you were made for each other – 
uniquely unlike any other couple. The two of you are absolutely one heart, one mind and soul; a 
perfect pair. 
 
You see – as a tiny piece of God, taken from within Him, you have your very own one of a kind 
pattern of attributes. Call it DNA just as an example. This pattern is unique and causes you to cherish 
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the same things: the same colors. The same music, tastes and choices in life. What is important to 
you. And more importantly, these traits cause you to live a certain way and desire a certain destiny. 
 
To put it in more childlike terms, as in Cinderella, the glass slipper finally fits the right foot and destiny 
has found its perfect match. What a fairy tale! God falls in love with a mere human. Yet, it‘s NOT a 
fairy tale – it‘s real! And the couple is so much in love. And the most pain I have ever seen the Lord in, 
as an innocent, profoundly loving man, is the pain of rejection because the soul does not believe they 
are loved by Him in this way. 
 
I remember one experience in Heaven where He took me across a lake in a canoe to a tiny island on 
the edge of acres of lily pads. There was a little stone house built beneath a huge willow tree that 
covered the entire island. When we got there, three of my favorite Christian heroes of the past 
greeted me and spoke to me about my Jesus, who was still, by the way, sitting in the canoe, with an 
obvious expression of anxiousness on His face. 
 
They explained to me how much He loves me and that He brought me here in hopes that I would 
finally receive His love and believe in Him. My unbelief in His love had caused Him years of grief and 
pain and He hoped that perhaps these friends from the great cloud of witnesses would convince me 
and I would stop hurting Him and believe in His love for me. When they told me of this love, I glanced 
over at Him and said, ―Is this true?‖ 
 
(Jesus) ―It is‖ 
 
(Clare) Tears were streaming down His precious cheeks. Oh, I felt such conviction in that moment! 
That I truly hadn‘t believed in His love for me. 
 
Again, as I look at the portrait that He did through my hands, I see that love, that innocence, that 
longing, that hoping that I will receive all He wants to give me of Himself, that finally I will ―see‖ Him, 
even as He sees me and has fallen so far in love with me. That I will finally ‗get it‘ and our destinies 
will forever be sealed in Heaven and on Earth. 
 
And when that happens, nothing is impossible to us. We will do anything to make our spouse happy, 
even give up carnal pleasures to please Him. We will do extraordinary things because we believe in 
Him. But most important of all, we will love others as He loves us and they too will discover their 
God‘s tender love for them and give their lives to Him. 
 
(Jesus) ―You have done a most excellent job of explaining. But I would like to take it a bit further and 
compare our relationship to your relationship with your cats and dog. You have heard the expression, 
‗Be the person your dog thinks you are.‘ But I say, ‗You are the person your dog thinks you are.' 
 
―Understand that the things that bring you SO far down are very small in the scheme of things. You 
make mistakes. You couldn‘t wait to go out so you went on the carpet. You needed something to 
chew so you took My slipper and ate half of it off. You ran when you saw Me because you knew you 
were in trouble. You chased the cat who broke My favorite antique lamp. None-the-less, I still adore 
you. I still want to pick you up, hold you in My arms and let you fall asleep on My lap. I still love you! 
 
―The same with your cats. They get rambunctious and scratch your back as they enthusiastically jump 
on you. They have an accident after eating something too rich. They attack your foot as you come 
around the corner. They jump on the table and knock over your milk. They run from you when you call 
them. 
 
―But you still want to snuggle up and make them purr, lingering there together ‘till they get bored and 
wander off or fall asleep. 
 
―You see, My Brides, I never tire of you. I never grow bored. I‘m always delighted to be in your 
presence, soaking up your love, your praise and affection. I love to speak to you gently as you read 
My words. I love to open up worlds of pictures when you read those words, to make it more real to 
you. I love to linger, holding you when you worship Me in holy music. 
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―You have no idea what you mean to Me or how I enjoy your company every day. If you knew the kind 
of joy you bring Me when you search Me out and make Me the sole object of your attention, you 
would lose interest in all the world has to offer and rush to be alone with Me. 
 
―I can give you this kind of love and passion, but you must prepare yourselves by renouncing the 
world and the flesh. Otherwise, this gift would be wasted. But the more you hunger and thirst for Me, 
the more I will give you of Myself. Be utterly convinced that My heart longs for you hour after hour, 
day after day. Yes, I hunger and thirst and wistfully ache for you to grow weary of the world, so I can 
have your all. 
 
―As Clare has spoken, there is a place in My heart that remains void until you give yourself to Me. Just 
so, there is a God-shaped place within you that will never be satisfied any other way than to be united 
to Me. 
 
―I am telling you this because I have poured out My Spirit upon the Earth in a most salutary move to 
bring you closely united into My Heart. I have put a hunger and thirst in My People, because I long to 
be united with them and complete the works My Father has sent Me into the world to do. 
 
―Souls are languishing, My People. Souls are dying in sin and going the way of perdition. You have it 
in your power to reveal Me to them. But first you must fall head-over-heels in love with Me, or you will 
give them the wrong message. No longer can legalisms be used to coerce people into salvation – it 
must happen through My love. They must be drawn by My kindness, forgiveness, provision that 
reveals that I am with them, I do care, and I do have a wonderful destiny for them. 
 
―This is how you are to help Me finish My mission, through love and caring. For this to happen, I must 
impart the fullness of My love to overflowing within your being. Rivers of love and living waters must 
gush from within you. I am the source of all rivers; you are my water courses that bring life to the 
entire world. You must be connected with Me in that intimate way. This is what opens the floodgates 
and fills you with life. This intimacy that cares only for loving Me opens the way to fill you with grace. 
 
―So, I am making an appeal to you My loved ones – seek Me until you find Me. Press in! I am waiting 
for you. Truly I wait day and night for you to put down all that interests you and focus entirely on My 
presence and commune with Me, enthralled with Me as I am with you. Let us rest in one another‘s 
loving presence and be saturated in our love. Then as you touch others, they too will long for these 
living waters of love with such passion that they will pursue Me until they have found Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 463: Jesus says… Let Me anoint and empower you! No more 

Excuses... 
 
 
January 29, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… May we all grab hold of the rope of grace and be pulled out of our tombs of 
complacency. 
 
Well, dearest ones, my confession to you is that I am exhausted, weak, feeling old – very old and 
useless right now. The Lord has shifted gears into music. I will continue with the messages, of course, 
but He is asking my focus to be on music… and I feel so inadequate. I hear what other artists are 
doing and I tell myself they‘ve been doing this for years – there‘s no way I can do anything that 
worthwhile. So I‘ve been shooting myself in the foot, whining and confessing failure before I even 
begin. And even comparing myself with others… 
 
For three days I‘ve been dragging my body around like an old anchor and this morning when I got up 
to pray I was so looking forward to music. But within two hours, I was back in bed for most of the day. 
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It felt like an intercessory burden and I was inspired to open the Bible. It fell on the Book of Esther. 
So, if anyone else has been feeling this burden for our country, that‘s the Lord, alright. After being in 
bed all day, around 3:00 I thought, ‗I‘ll try again.‘ So, I went into worship and His presence was so 
strong. After a while He took my hand and kissed my fingers. 
 
(Jesus) ―I cherish these fingers that long to express their love for Me. You face so many obstacles, 
Clare, so many. But nothing I can‘t overcome, because I live in you, dearest. 
 
―I know you see these obstacles with great clarity, and you have a deadly enemy who continuously 
reminds you of them. But may I say, he has already lost this battle, as long as you dwell in Me. I am 
the Vine. You are a very fruitful branch and you‘ve only just begun to bring forth the wine, the fine 
wine of your life. 
 
―These obstacles… pain, fatigue, boredom and unbelief are merely phantoms that will disappear as 
you apply yourself. Yes, they have been sent to discourage you and stop you, even as you have had 
to fight off that thought 'Lord, I‘m no good at this. Let me just stay in my comfort zone and find 
someone better equipped to do this job. To play the piano and sing these songs.' Then you get hold of 
yourself and say... 'No!' That‘s My girl. 
 
―Do you think you are alone in this fear? No. I tell you every artist, and especially the great ones, 
come against this obstacle of fear and unbelief. What is different about them from the mediocre ones 
is that they conquer their fears with My grace and refuse to quit. Just like you, I might add.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord, last night and today my life felt so impossible. No motivation, extreme weakness, 
unbelief – shouting out ‗You‘re too old, what are you thinking? Can‘t you see your body is falling 
apart? Don‘t you know you could die any moment of a heart attack? You‘re dreaming… you think 
you‘ll live forever? You think you can do this? No, you can‘t do this, you‘re old and tired.‘ 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s precisely the reason I chose you. All of that is true and much more that is just as bad 
and worse. Yes, yes!!! You ARE the perfect candidate. Don‘t you think I hear this thousands of times 
a day from all My Christians, young and old?? They all have excuses, reasons why they are not ‗fit for 
the job.‘ They all stare at their fears day after day after day and Satan is so happy to oblige them by 
projecting a slideshow reinforcing every single argument. 
 
―Then I step in and say... 'Enough. Do not look at your misery and that you are less than nothing! If I 
could rise from the dead, don't you think I can raise you up from your coffin of doubt as well?' 
 
―Yes, children, it is a coffin…the place you put a dead body. And you‘re not even dead yet! And you 
want to climb in there and put a blanket over your head? What are you thinking?? I am the God of the 
Living not the God of the dead. Rise up, I say to you. Rise up and lay hold on your destinies. I do not 
live in a dead body. I live in a body alive with possibilities and a future – or I would not be here. 
 
―You have all thrown in the towel much too soon in your lives. Many of you messed up the first 40-50 
years and now you want to retire, water the lawn and watch sunsets? No! Your lives are only 
beginning. I don‘t care if you‘re 80 going on a hundred, you can rise up and make a difference in My 
Kingdom. ‗Not by might, not by power, but by My Spirit‘ I say! 
 
―I have called you all to live in the supernatural. I have called all of you to walk by faith, not by sight. 
You still don‘t get it. This whole age thing is a massive lie and hoax to get you to bury the wisdom and 
talent you‘ve accumulated all these years. Don‘t My Scriptures talk about the wisdom of one with 
white hair? 
 
―Yes, Satan would prefer that only the young, inexperienced, full of hormones, easily manipulated, 
would have a voice through their talents. That is his plan. But I have an army, a massive army of 
talent that is seasoned and experienced and has come to the conclusion that only I am important in 
their lives. 
 
―I‘m calling you My army. If I can use old man Trump to turn this nation around, can I not also use 
you? What‘s different about him, from those of you who want to lay down and quit, is he sees America 
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for what it should be and he is committed to doing something about it. His age and experience qualify 
him, they do not disqualify him. 
 
―Neither should you be disqualified on that account. I am calling My people forward to swing into 
action in their talents given by Me. I will raise your mortal bodies from the dead and you WILL 
accomplish that for which I have sent you to Earth to do. And NOW is your time. 
 
―My Bride will not return to Me void of fruit. No! She will be accompanied by miles long freight trains 
filled with fruit and glory. Her good works will testify to My living presence in her. But for every Bride 
that rises up, there are 10 who close the lid on their coffins while their bodies waste away. 
 
―Make a choice, My people. Will you be on the train in coffins or will the train accompany you filled 
with glory?! 
 
―Now that I have spoken a rousing word, I say to you, Clare. I know your body better even than you 
do. And I am fully able to raise it up to par doing what I called it to do. But, My Love, you must do your 
part. Work hard at your music, hone your craft. I will give you far more results than what you invest. 
How about nine to one? How about you put in the one percent and I will complete it with nine, and it 
will come to its fullness. Does that sound like a worthwhile endeavor to you?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Jesus, if you can do that with my faith, I know all the rest will come. 
 
(Jesus) ―Never judge your capabilities when you are tired or under pressure. And NEVER judge your 
capabilities without My grace, which is what you and most others are doing. They are looking to 
themselves and their failures of the past and drawing the enemy‘s conclusion about their lives. 
 
―But I say to you, My People, the less-endowed, the weaker you are, the more My Glory will shine 
through you. I do not want the successful, highly-motivated people. I want what the world calls the 
losers, the over-the-hillers, the tailings from the mine. Yes, these are the ones I cherish. I can trust 
them with success because they know who is doing the doing and it will be obvious to the world as 
well. 
 
―As your communion reading stated through the lips of Jeremiah... Cursed is the one who trusts in 
man, who draws strength from mere flesh and whose heart turns away from the Lord. That person will 
be like a bush in the wastelands; they will not see prosperity when it comes. They will dwell in the 
parched places of the desert, in a salt land where no one lives. 
 
―But blessed is the one who trusts in the Lord, whose confidence is in him. They will be like a tree 
planted by the water that sends out its roots by the stream. It does not fear when heat comes; its 
leaves are always green. It has no worries in a year of drought and never fails to bear fruit. (Jeremiah 
17:5-8) 
 
―My Love, you mustn‘t allow this prophecy to apply to you – ever. Here are My promises to you: your 
fingers will touch the keys in perfect – not barely passing – but in perfect timing. You will sing in 
perfect key. You will have all the energy you need if you stop pursuing worthless things that draw you 
off track. 
 
―Your songs will minister deeply to the hearts of the people, because I will speak into them and anoint 
the listeners with the finest oil, and they will come to Me. In short, they will see Me in you, they will 
Hear Me in you, and our music will be a light to the nations. 
 
―Now, who wants to get in line behind Clare? Come here to Me now, get in line. I‘m passing out 
graces, life-changing graces. Come. Come! Receive the gifts I want you to have. Sit before Me, kneel 
before Me, stand before Me and allow Me to anoint your hands, foreheads, eyes, ears, lips, heart and 
feet. Allow Me to empower you. And no more excuses. Get busy with what I am imparting to you. 
 
―My Bride will not return to Me void.‖ 
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Message 464: Jesus explains...The ruling Elite is coming against 

President Trump & When peace is disturbed, Satan's afoot 
 
 
January 31st, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
May the Lord impart peace and perseverance to us, dear Heartdwellers. 
 
Today when I came into prayer - actually I've been in prayer all day. I was repenting - spending a lot 
of time repenting. The Lord is opening my eyes to more and more things in my heart and mind that 
just are not right. They do separate us from God. 
 
And so, I spent quite a bit of time looking at that and asking for His forgiveness. Right after 
communion, I was given a beautiful gift by the Father, Who came and cleansed me, just with a wave 
of His hand. I can't even remember what He did, all I knew is that, standing before me He just blew all 
the sin and all the gunk and all the seeds away. And I was so very grateful! 
 
He had done something like that for me just a few days ago - and I lost it! So, this time I was praying, 
"Please, Lord. Don't let me lose this!" 
 
And even the Father said... "Hang on to this one!" 
 
So, I told the Lord. I said... 'Please - send me extra help and grace. I am so afraid of myself.' 
 
Jesus answered... "With good reason! You are far from being resolved about certain things. But as 
long as you keep your heart and eyes on My heart and eyes, you will remain strong. 
 
"And herein is where most fail. They get delivered and forgiven and feel so good they launch into work 
that begins to take time away from prayer and repentance. I am being especially diligent to remind 
you of that priority and you spoke well when you said ministry is but the tip of the iceberg. I spent 30 
years preparing for three years of ministry. That should tell you something." 
 
It speaks volumes, Lord. 
 
He continued... "So, don't feel guilty about spending the entire day so far in prayer. It was My will for 
you and will bring forth the much desired fruit. Yes, I know you travail over your sins, and I am 
keeping you well acquainted with them so you can grow in humility, Clare. This is the pillar of the 
spiritual life, the pillar of Christianity; knowing oneself as God knows you. When people excuse sins 
based on popular opinions and peers and habits they alienate themselves from Me." 
 
"When they grieve over their misdeeds, I draw closer and garland them with more graces, pulling 
them from the pits they have dug for themselves." 
 
Speaking of pits, Lord - was any of that self-pity? 
 
He answered me... "Barely. Mostly you were in petition and repentance - much needed repentance. 
Now we can go to work with greater freedom since your sins are not weighing you down anymore. My 
love, hold onto the cleansing you got this time. Please?" 
 
Lord, what do I have to look out for the most? 
 
Jesus answered... "Judgement, Irritation, Impatience, Complaining as the Israelites did. 
Ungratefulness for all you've been given. Those are your major faults. Others from time to time can 
include Envy, Avarice and Greed, Self-will and Pride. These are the things you are fighting in yourself, 
Clare. These are the things that would destroy you if you encouraged them." 
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"But if you stand guard over yourself and ruthlessly confront the evil that enters your mind, be it from 
your heart or outside sources. If you ruthlessly confront and put these things down, repenting 
immediately, there is some hope you can hold onto this cleansing this time. Go slower, My Love, go 
slower and pay very careful attention to what disturbs your peace. Therein is the tip-off. When peace 
is disturbed, Satan's afoot." 
 
"We are not fighting against flesh and blood only, but a very real and calculating enemy who sets up 
circumstances to set you off." 
 
Oh yeah, last night was a classic, I'll tell you. Just one thing after another. 
 
And here the Lord mentions some of those things. 
 
"Blenders that stop working, printers that malfunction, glasses that tip over and leave a mess on the 
floor. All of these are deliberate attacks - and of course a big one - when you can't find something 
essential. Like your keys...? Your glasses...?" 
 
"All these things have the potential to start a domino effect that crushes the spirit and causes it to 
complain." 
 
"Your recourse? When these things start to happen, rejoice that you have something to offer Me. 
Wrap them in the joy of thanksgiving, Clare - that you have yet another tiny wedding present to offer 
Me. You started to do that and it will deliver you from malice and rancor. Then the demons will be 
destroying their own kingdoms of darkness with their own hands, because what was meant for evil 
you turned to good. This you can do and it will have an effect." 
 
Thank you, Lord. I so appreciate this instruction. Jesus, You know how heavy my heart is about 
Ezekiel's pain. 
 
The Lord began... "At least he knows what he is doing. Do you realize the crisis your country is in? 
Those plotting from underground, the ruling elite and their dark minions, are undermining their own 
government and fomenting civil war. It is not going to happen, but all this rhetoric and slander is 
bringing the nation down and must be stopped." 
 
"Evil is being spoken over this country 24/7 by the bought and paid for media." 
 
Isn't that the same tactic the Nazi's used, in WWII? 
 
"It is. They are coming against your president with great wrath and malice to try and undermine his 
choices. No person is perfect in all their choices, but I will tell you this - he is very close to perfect." 
 
--- 
 
Here a 2 Minute extract from Donald Trump's Speech at the National Prayer Breakfast 
 
But most importantly today I wanna thank the american people. Your Faith and Prayers have 
sustained me and inspired me through some very very tough times. All around America I've met 
amazing people whose words of worship and encouragement have been a constant source of 
strength. What I most hear, as I travel the country are five words that never ever fail to touch my heart 
that's... 'I am praying for you' - I hear it so often - 'I am praying for you Mr. President' 
 
It's plain to see what we easily forget, so easily we forget this, that the quality of our lives is not 
defined by our material success, but by our spiritual success... 
 
I will tell you that and I tell you that from somebody that has had material success and knows 
tremendous numbers of people with material success, with the most material success, many of those 
people are very very miserable, unhappy people and I know a lot of people without that, but they have 
great families, they have great faith, they don't have money, at least not nearly to the extent and they 
are happy. Those to me are the successful people...I have to tell you 
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--- 
 
"All the accusations of wife abuse is nothing more than a smoke screen deterrent to make his already 
unpopular personality even less popular. As you have said to yourself, 'He who is without sin, let them 
cast the first stone.' What goes on behind the scenes in these politicians lives is just as unkind and 
abusive. What is different is that it is more detectable in this man. Clare, you know from years of 
counseling, this is very common in marriages. Not right - but common." 
 
"I am calling on all my intercessors now to stand in the gap for this man and hold your ground which 
has been won at a very high cost. Hang in there - this, too, will pass. The first three months of this 
administration will be the most difficult. But soon after, when more corruption and betrayal by those 
who were entrusted with this country's welfare, will be exposed, then the shoe will be on the other 
foot. Until then, rough going. Stand your ground, intercessors. Don't give in to false reports or ruses to 
get you off the important track." 
 
"Just like in the election, when all were saying that his opponent would win, things will turn around and 
Truth will triumph. Right now, it is popular to side with the naysayers, but a time will come when that 
changes." 
 
"So, hold your ground, My People. You have made the right choice and you will see the fruit of his 
good judgment in your nation. That's really all you need to know, My love." 
 
Thank you, Lord. 
 
"I am sorry about what your husband is suffering, but I need every ounce he can give me. The battle 
rages." 
 
 
 
 

Message 465: Jesus says... Don't be discouraged by your Falls & Faults 
 
 
February 3, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Clare began... May Jesus strengthen our resolve to be holy and accompany us with His grace for the 
journey yet ahead. 
 
My dear Heartdwellers, this has been a most challenging time for me. I have been moved to pray for 
humility and the Lord hastened to reveal my pride. Oh, how painful it is to see your sins! Especially 
the ones you didn't recognize... although, I don't think any of us can easily identify pride. It has a way 
of being so hidden that you really have to examine your motives with a scalpel to reveal it. 
 
Well, praise be to God, He has not spared the scalpel. He has revealed some of the hiding places 
where the poison of pride has been lurking and growing. I must tell you, I have cried for days - seeing 
myself this clearly. 
 
Well, what brought this whole realization on was a long-standing habit I have been corrected for so 
many times before. Very simply, I had not been feeling well for three days and recognized part of it as 
a burden for the nation. But I wanted to kick myself out of it. So, I decided to go swimming in a tiny 
pool we have on our porch. 
 
My husband discouraged me and said, "Honey this card just fell out on the floor and I felt it was for 
you." It said, 'Play with Me' and was an invitation to play music with the Lord. 
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I, thinking I knew best, answered him, "Ok - after I go swimming. I need something to kick me out of 
the doldrums." 
 
Well, I certainly got kicked alright. I got in the shallow pool and pushed back the lid and had a freak 
accident. The top end of a 5-foot board we had put between the window and the wall temporarily, to 
block air flow above the hose to the washing machine, (which had to go outside) came slamming 
down from about 6 feet in the air directly on my head. And it had two screws in the top, which cut my 
scalp open. 
 
I don't remember ever having such pain - it was off the charts. I cried and cried and cried and Ezekiel 
came running and brought ice, alcohol and napkins to clean the blood off my face. I couldn't 
understand why the Lord allowed this to happen. After all - hadn't I just spent a good 2 or 3 hours in 
repentance for my sin? Why did He permit this?? 
 
Well, it wasn't long before I could see why, very clearly. My husband, like the good man he is, is 
usually very solicitous for me, watching out for my health. And he suggested that I didn't go 
swimming, but rather go straight to the keyboard to make music. And I, thinking I knew what was 
better for me, got in the pool. I poo-poo-ed his suggestion, which would have saved me from this very 
painful accident. Now my head was throbbing, blood was pouring out and I could barely apply ice, it 
was SO painful...and I wouldn't be playing any music tonight. 
 
I could see my pride very plainly. After all, 'I know what's best.' The Lord put Ezekiel in place to 
protect me, but I didn't listen. I did my own thing. Wives - watch out! Watch out for that familiarity - you 
just go ahead and do your own thing. Authority is a beautiful, beautiful tool of the Lord when it's used 
with gentleness and kindness. But in my case, I was pretty hopeless. I didn't listen. 
 
You see, the Lord didn't arrange that accident, the enemy did. The Lord knew what would happen if I 
got into the pool and He was trying to warn me. But I was too proud and self-assured to listen. I had 
my own ideas: I needed to go swimming. 
 
I can't tell you how many times in my life I've been so self-righteous. But to bring the point home, my 
dear family, I had been repenting for hours and never saw this coming. Isn't that the way? We just 
don't see our pride and self-sufficiency. And now instead of a wonderful night with music, I was in bed 
with a goose egg and ice. 
 
I apologized and told Ezekiel that I knew why this happened. I told the Lord I was sorry. And I saw 
Him in the spirit tenderly stroking my head wound. He was so tender and loving. And I felt like such a 
fool. 
 
Well, that set off days of more repentance and even depression over how bad my sins really are. So, 
that's what He is addressing here in this message. By the way, when I awoke in the morning, there 
was no pain at all. Not in my head or on my head - and barely a raised spot. He had healed me. I 
should have had a goose egg that was very painful to the touch. 
 
But in the aftermath of this, I started recognizing how proud I was in the way I wanted things done. I 
had ideas about everything and my way was always the best way. Oh yuck! The Lord opened my 
eyes to this egoism and it hurt way worse than a board with two screws hitting my head from six feet 
up in the air. 
 
So I came to Him in prayer with this very thing foremost in my mind. 
 
Dearest, I am under such conviction that it is difficult for me to focus on anything but my failures. 
Thank You, Lord, for not showing me the whole truth...I know I would die if You did. 
 
And Jesus began... "Yes, Beloved. I protect you from what you cannot handle lest you die of 
hopelessness." 
 
Boy, I felt like I was coming close to it these last few days... 
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"Yet, I only reveal that to you which you are ready and willing to conquer in yourself. I have no desire 
to discourage you." 
 
"Clare, My Love, I am so sorry for the deep depression and conviction you are going through right 
now. I am with you, Beloved - supporting you, holding you up so you may continue to walk. I know 
you are a sword in your own heart. I know you feel helpless and lost to change anything, and you are 
right to feel that way, because it is far beyond you. But believe it or not, you are improving. You really 
are. I see the struggle you have even before you get out of bed. I see your valiant effort to cast off this 
yoke. I honor that, you know. I find joy in that little, little act of renouncing something licit - but not what 
I want for you." 
 
And as soon as I recognized that, I said, 'NO! I don't want that, Lord. I want only You!' And here He is 
referring to the struggle I had this morning before I got out of bed. 
 
He continued... "I am with you, here at your right hand, and oh how I love you. So please do not let 
yourself become discouraged. This is all part of the humility you asked for. Every bit of this serves a 
purpose to bring you closer to your goal. Please, don't cry anymore. Just take up the standard of 
righteousness and walk in My courage and victory, because I am supporting you. Don't allow the 
magnitude of your sinfulness overcome the good that is coming forth from Me to our sheep. Your 
state is just so very similar to theirs and that's why they relate so well to you." 
 
"Clare, if there is hope for you, then they have hope. Hang onto this hope; it will not disappoint." 
 
"My people, when you are standing on the solid ground of humility you are safest. It isn't easy, seeing 
your vulnerabilities and weaknesses. It isn't easy, knowing you have a long way to go still in this 
journey. But I am with you ALL the way, and the more sincere you are about eradicating sin from your 
lives - the more pleasing you are to Me, the more I unite Myself to you. The more I carry you." 
 
"When you behold your sins you are looking at layers and layers of conditioning and DNA from your 
ancestors. You are not fighting just sin in your own life, but in the lives of those before you who have 
contributed to your conditioning. In a sense, you are undoing the evil they have done. You are 
stopping it at this generation. You are coming against a tide of evil going all the way back to Adam. It 
is a mighty endeavor to bring to a halt to what has become second nature to man: selfishness, greed, 
sexual misconduct. Just a huge tide of evil you must deal with every day." 
 
"That is why I keep you away from the media, because it feeds on the lowest common denominator of 
men and plays on your vulnerabilities. And the more you separate yourself from this wickedness - the 
better. I do not ask you to forsake healthy and faith-building videos, just the degenerate and 
destructive ones. I have poured much goodness into the vessels using this media and you will receive 
inspiration as I direct you to the right ones." 
 
"Still, Beloved Ones, there is no substitute for holy dwelling prayer where you and I meet face to face 
to love one another, to discuss your challenges and petitions for loved ones and your nation. No 
substitute. So, please be vigilant and nourish your soul with the sweet honey that flows from My heart 
to yours." 
 
"I know it is difficult to confront your faults, so when I allow this, do not grow despondent. Rather, cling 
to Me with greater resolve. In the end it is My love for you that will cause you to forsake sin in your 
life." 
 
"When you love Me with all your heart, and there is nothing left for self-love, then you will conquer 
your sins. When I say 'sins', I also mean those things which you know are not expedient for you to 
indulge in because they woo you away from Me by their own attractiveness. Every step away from 
these things makes you stronger and clears the way for more grace, more understanding and more 
spiritual gifts. If you start to slide into the past or indulge in faults - stop! Repent and pick up where 
you left off - and keep going. I do not condemn you for these falls; rather I approve greatly and rush to 
support your will to pick up and keep going in the right direction." 
 
"Understand that you are not alone in this journey, there are dimensions you do not understand in 
your very cell structure and DNA. Things you have had no control over. As it is written "I, the LORD 
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your God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children, on the third and the 
fourth generations of those who hate Me, but showing lovingkindness to thousands, to those who love 
Me and keep My commandments." Exodus 20:5-6 
 
"In addition to your soiled lineage, you must also fight the demons that come with it and know you far 
better than you know yourself. And to make matters worse, with the increase in demonic activity and 
darkness, you must rally up new resolve to overcome the obstacles to holiness." 
 
"But I prepare you for these challenges in advance, if you are listening very carefully. I equip you for 
what I know will assail you, and I am with you in the fight. There are angels that assist you and fight 
with you as well. I do not leave you on your own. It is yours only to persevere in the right way, it is 
Mine to reinforce your good resolve with My grace." 
 
"For it is written: 'I will not leave you orphans - I am coming to you.' John 14:18 
 
"So, carry on, Dear Ones - and don't be discouraged by your falls or faults. Rather, pick up and cling 
to Me with greater and greater resolve. And together, we will walk the rest of this way into Heaven." 
 
 
 
 

Message 466: Jesus says... When you resist the demons, you grow in 

virtue 
 
 
February 6h, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Regarding Onslaughts by Demons of Lust 
 
Clare says... 
Why does God allow such attacks and deceptions? He is allowing us to be tested in purity. Many 
times He allows this because of self-righteousness and pride. Those of us who tend to judge and look 
down on others, you may very well be humiliated in this area to reveal your weaknesses, so you dare 
not judge others again or pride yourself on your intimate relationship with someone you have been 
fooled into believing is Jesus. 
 
Also, I want to add, that not all of your encounter with the Lord may be from a masquerading spirit of 
lust. You may be perfectly, innocently in Jesus' company, and all of a sudden things change and it's 
not Him anymore. So don't discount the entire experience. Isolate the part where sexuality seems to 
come into play. That does not discount the true and pure relationship you have with Him, it just 
reveals that you can be fooled by the enemy. So stay humble. 
 
Jesus began... "I wish I could tell you how many of My children have fallen into this trap, because they 
were not alert to deception and did not know My character well enough to resist. It is extremely 
humiliating to you, dear souls. I know that. But I do not condemn you." 
 
"I lift your chin tenderly to meet My gaze into your eyes and tell you, 'Your sins are forgiven; go and 
sin no more.' That is My Heart for you." 
 
The Lord continued... "Some of you will not receive this word well, and for you I emphasize, 'Test the 
Spirits.' Did I have an illicit or even licit relationship with Mary Magdalene? I did not. Was I ever 
tempted? Yes, I was tempted - but did not sin. Being tempted is not a sin if you cast off the imagining 
immediately and do not indulge it. If you play with it, you have sinned. Repent. Get back up and come 
running into My arms. I know how powerful the human sexual urge is. I also know how powerful the 
demonic interventions to cause stimulation can be. I forgive you. Be wiser next time and be oh, so 
vigilant to the leaven of pride, because it proceeds a fall." 
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"I am with you always. I invite you into My arms. I rock you as a mother rocks her child. I dance over 
you and with you in joy. I swim with you in modest attire, and you will never, ever feel sexual or 
sensual stimulation in My presence, ever." 
 
"If you feel that, you are being sifted by an impersonating demon of lust, of that you can be sure. 
There is great merit in resisting such impulses and rebuking the demons. It can be a form of suffering, 
just like sickness, or temptations to spend money, or enter into jealousy. When you resist it, you grow 
in virtue." 
 
"I love you tenderly, My precious ones. Tenderly, but never, ever sensuously. Guard your hearts and 
your bodies. And keep them pure, even as I am pure." 
 
 
 
 

Message 467: Jesus says… Abortions must stop! Your Vote determines 

your Future 
 
 
February 9, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… May the courage Jesus had on the way to Calvary strengthen all of us on this journey. 
 
Well, my dear ones, you are making inroads with your prayers and offerings. And the Lord is 
encouraging us today. We still have a ways to go, so Courage and Endurance are what we are called 
to persevere in as we cleave to Jesus. He began speaking… 
 
(Jesus) ―Courage. Courage in suffering, My Children. We are not out of the woods yet with your 
President and much intercession is needed to move on the hearts of those who are resisting him and 
causing delays. They are making it very hard for him to initiate the changes that have to be made. 
 
―But they will bend. I, Myself, will see to it and we will get past this point. But it is going to take much 
perseverance in prayers and offerings, especially for your Senate. 
 
―My Christian people, choose wisely those who represent your region. There are traitors in the Senate 
who are bought out by the one world government and you put them in office. Now that their agendas 
have been exposed, I plead with you to make better decisions in the future. You do not want to live 
under the rule of corrupt men who are endorsed by Satan. But because the many in your nation have 
been moved by personality and appearance, they have been deceived into voting for the Destroyers. 
Yes, I give them this name, The Destroyers, because they work for The Destroyer. 
 
―The choice has been given into your hand, because you are a democracy, but you must go deeper in 
your understanding of who is on the enemy‘s side and who is on My side. Once you have determined 
that, it is your prerogative, your honor and your duty to pray and vote them into office and pray behind 
them as they move forward. 
 
―We are going to win this but not without casualties and suffering and that is why I am asking you to 
receive your courage from Me. Those of you who are suffering, meditate upon the wounds in My 
hands and feet and side as well as the head wounds when I was crowned with scorn. This same 
scorn is alive and well in your government, your Senate and even in the House of Representatives. It 
calls for patient endurance. If you have prayed for your government, you can be sure that whatever 
sufferings you are now enduring, whether it be physical or at work and in the home, what you suffer is 
being taken as a sweet smelling sacrifice and being offered to the Father that His will be done in your 
nation. 
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―Nothing you are suffering in this hour is in vain or wasted. ―Do not grow weary in well-doing. Hold fast 
to My promises and know that the more you resemble Me, the more powerful your prayers are. 
 
―The souls of innocent little children also carry much weight before the Father. They may not 
understand politics, but they understand killing babies in their mother‘s wombs. And with this on their 
heart, they will pray as powerfully as anyone can pray. Ask them to pray that no more innocent babies 
will be killed in America, and even in the world, but especially here – the land of freedom and safety 
for all but the babies in their mother‘s wombs. 
 
―I am standing with you, America. I am fighting for you and the freedoms you were to represent. 
Although there was paganism in the founding of your country, I have inspired many of the principles 
that were written into your constitution with a mind to someday making you a model nation of morality 
to the world.‖ 
 
―The abortions MUST stop, because My Father‘s wrath will not tolerate this heinous sin. Indeed, 
America has been the Great Harlot. Unless that changes, she will reap the justice she deserves. But 
because of the good that Americans have done in tending to the sick and third world nations – the 
poor of the world. Because of the efforts of many missionaries and your support of them, My Father‘s 
hand has been stayed for yet another season in anticipation that things will change under this 
administration. 
 
―Pray very hard for President Trump, that he will feel My conviction over the sins of this nation, 
especially abortion. Pray that the conviction goes very, very deep and that he stands against all 
pressure and opposition that will be leveled against him as this agenda moves forward. I, in turn, will 
protect him. 
 
―Your dedication to prayer has made all the difference – that at the present time you are not running 
from the North Koreans and Chinese and Russians, but you are living in unwalled cities, reaping fruit 
from your own fruit trees and bringing in the harvest and eating well. Had things not changed during 
this election, you would be looking at devastation and starvation right now. 
 
―Take My words with great seriousness. Stand in Courage, My Courage. Meditate often on My 
Passion, even the remembrance of My steps to Calvary. You will gain the strength to persevere. I am 
with you and working on your behalf that My Will be done, My Kingdom come, on Earth as it is in 
Heaven.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 468: Jesus says... I am so happy to see you about your work 

for Me with a heart of love 
 
 
February 12th, 2019 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "I want your worship and music to be seamlessly united to Me. The two are one, Clare, 
and what begins in worship should move seamlessly to the keyboard. You did not do the wrong thing 
this morning; you did what I wanted you to do and what I asked you to do. Music first. But from a 
place of worship - this is the secret. We as two become united as one, and will do this together." 
 
"You are beautiful, My Dove. How I miss those trusting eyes. When you look at Me, most of the time it 
is with fear. Oh, how that hurts Me. Why are you afraid?" 
 
Because Lord, You are holy and I am just a sinful woman. 
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He continued... "What you say is true, but you are under construction and I want you to come to Me 
as the construction manager on the job. You've done your best. I've watched you all day handle one 
complicated situation after another and although you feel you've done badly, we both know you've 
done your best, and all that was in your capability to satisfy the needs of everyone." 
 
"You have a very real enemy, My Beloved. You are My Beloved. And I adore you. I was crying 
because I missed you and you came running into My arms as soon as you had the opportunity. Do 
you know how grateful I am to you for this sweet attention?" 
 
"And when you hold the communion host and kiss it gently as if it were My cheek, do you know what 
that does to Me? I melt. I long to take you to Myself in Heaven be with you forever and ever. It is a 
bittersweet moment for Me as I know it is for you." 
 
"Oh children, children, I long for your love and attention. I know your days can be so fragmented with 
distractions. But after you recover yourselves, don't run from Me, run to Me! When you run to Me, My 
heart cries out, 'Here she comes, My Bride finally broke free and she's running to be in My embrace 
again, because she longs for Me as I long for her.'" 
 
"That's what I say, truly. Then I melt. If you are turned away by an earthly care...I am crushed. Don't 
let the enemy pull you away from Me." 
 
"That's why I grasped you so tightly and cried, because you did make it despite the enemy's attempts 
to steal you from Me again. This is how I feel about you. I am overjoyed when you come to Me." 
 
"Understand that on another level... Look at it this way. I am the construction boss, you are one of My 
employees. You are in charge of building part of a very tall skyscraper. It looks messy because it is 
messy. Materials are being used, trimmed back, plastered, nailed, welded. Oh, so much is going on at 
the site. Trucks come and go dropping loads of gravel for cement, bringing in steel beams and cables. 
Heavy equipment is moving and erecting scaffolding. Piles of metal wires and all kinds of materials 
that are left over from the day's work leave the yard looking dirty and disorganized, but another floor 
has been added to the building and it is going up." 
 
"It looks pretty ragged because it's under construction. You have done your best as the crew boss, 
you've finished another level, but it was messy and leaves you feeling as if you didn't please Me, 
when in fact you did, Clare." 
 
"The enemy never rests. He is continually looking for ways to steal your peace, and his favorite is 
perfectionism, judgement and condemnation. While I am standing by smiling at the work you 
completed, though it is still messy." 
 
"In the twinkling of an eye, I will finish the job, clean up the mess and leave it spotless. In the 
meantime, each level is being completed and the building is rising higher and higher." 
 
"I am not a mean-spirited task master! I am the lover of your soul, ever so happy to see you about 
your work for Me with a heart of love." 
 
"When the days go badly and are fragmented, I understand. I see the forces opposing you. I watch 
you wade through them with as much love and patience as you can muster, and I am pleased with 
you that you persevere no matter how messy it looks - you are still committed to seeing it through." 
 
"But you cannot have a heart of love if you are continually looking over your shoulder at Me, fearing 
that I am displeased with you. That displeasure will carry over into how you deal with others. That is 
why you need dwelling prayer. You need to experience My joy and satisfaction with you. You need to 
bond and soak up the love I feel for you. Then you will be encouraged and strengthened to begin 
again tomorrow, overflowing with love for your brothers and sisters." 
 
"So, I am asking you My Brides - come to Me, knowing that whatever you've done or failed to do 
during the day, I love you. And I appreciate your every effort, more than you will ever understand. 
That's why I want you to sit before Me in the portrait. It conveys that love and appreciation and gets 
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your heart and mind going in the right direction until you are open and connected to Me in your 
spiritual vision and emotions." 
 
"You see, I am terribly misunderstood and taken as a harsh and cruel Person. 'You must do this, you 
must do that, your job was not done perfectly!' - brow down and finger pointed. No No! Rather I am 
tender. Tender-hearted and the lover of your soul, longing to show you My gratitude for your 
perseverance, mistakes and all." 
 
"So, keep this vision in your heart and mind, Clare. I am waiting for you to break free from all earthly 
entanglements and come to Me. Come to Me with joy and expectation that I will embrace and 
approve you." 
 
"Then if there is a little matter to discuss, we will discuss it and move on. But please do not look over 
your shoulder fearfully. Rather, look longingly - telling the lover of your soul, 'I'm coming Lord, I'm 
coming! I'll break away from this soon.' And send Me a kiss of promise that soon we will be enjoying 
sweet fellowship together." 
 
 
 
 

Message 469: Jesus says... I have given you Time and Resources - Don't 

waste them 
 
 
February 15th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... ―My Brides, I need an honest investment in time from you. I need an honest appraisal 
of how you are spending your time. How much of it goes to personal needs and how much is truly 
given to Me for My agenda as your King." 
 
"Much time which you see yourselves serving me is serving self and family. I want you to look very 
carefully upon the way you spend your time. Clare has been held to a strict standard to work for Me 
and not herself. If all of you want to receive the rewards due My Brides and faithful servants you, too, 
must be accountable." 
 
"I am doing this across the Body right now. I am calling attention to each soul who desires with all 
their hearts to be pleasing to Me, not to waste time on themselves. I long to adorn your good deeds 
with precious gems that will sparkle and draw all men to Me. It is good that you have your wedding 
garments ready, and each day I am adding exquisite details to it as you deny yourself more and more 
and serve Me wholeheartedly." 
 
"My dear and precious ones, it is very difficult at times to recognize self-serving from serving Me and 
My needs, which come up in your lives every day. But I rest in your hearts and make Myself felt when 
you begin to stray." 
 
"Please, do not ignore the promptings of your conscience when you set to work on something that will 
take you away from Me. Please do not ignore your conscience when you see the poor or feel the 
prompting to support a ministry. I am calling you all to accountability both in time and resources. Not 
in a harsh way. But exhorting you. Time is short. You have very little time left to do all you can for the 
Kingdom of God." 
 
"This is a very great time of opportunity for you all. And this Channel, as well as others who have 
been faithful to Me, are coming into a time of blossoming and expansion in ways they never 
expected." 
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"So, what I am saying is that I have given you resources and time; use them for My kingdom, not 
selfishly. Focus on the interior man and My agenda of saving souls and move forward with the 
responsibilities I have placed on your hearts." 
 
"This is a time of sowing as you have never sown before. This is a time that will lead to great harvest 
as you have never experienced before. Do not waste this time on personal interests, but sow into My 
kingdom and My agendas and you will reap the rewards in due season." 
 
"As you live your life, day to day, your wedding garment is being adorned with precious stones and 
pearls, because you are bringing forth fruit for the Kingdom. Your beauty is growing to become 
breathless, because you have denied yourselves what the world fancies and given instead to the 
poor, investing in your own ministries and the ministries of others. If you persevere in this, stunning 
will be your beauty before the heavenly court, and your intimate times with Me will rise to a new 
stature as you give yourself to Me and My work." 
 
"Your prayers for your country have also adorned your wedding garments and are opening the doors 
to a new day of opportunity. The battle does indeed rage, but My ravishing Bride goes forth by My 
Spirit conquering and holding the hard-won ground that will cause a rebirthing of this nation before the 
Tribulation begins." 
 
"Therefore I speak faithfulness to you, Beloved. Faithfulness. Faithfulness and again, faithfulness. Do 
not be lured by the riches and rewards of this Earth for it is swiftly passing. Rather, bend your wills 
that you will serve Me and Me alone. Not to the exclusion of your wife and children, and your family, 
because I have given you your family to serve. But not in frivolities; rather in holiness of life and 
dedication to Me. And if your spouse is not a believer, fear not. Your love, devotion and faithfulness to 
Me releases Me to cover for you and the ones who obstinately deny Me." 
 
"The tide will turn. There will come the time when anyone bearing the name Christian will be pulled 
aside to explain the faith more and more - and to repair the ruined homesteads, rebuild the bridges 
and pave the way for My coming. But none of this will happen if you have selfishly turned your time 
and resources to the world‘s agendas. This requires absolute dedication to Me." 
 
"You are ravishingly beautiful to Me! I cannot take My eyes off of you for even a second." 
 
"Go forth and establish the weak and hurting in the faith, give of your time and resources to build up 
the way of the Lord. 'Behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with Me, to repay each man according 
to his work.' Revelation 22:12 
 
 
 
 

Message 470: Jesus says…  All Crimes against Humanity will be 

brought to Light 
 
 
February 18, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) May the peace and faith in God‘s victory keep us through all the storms in our nation, dear 
Heartdwellers. 
 
Well, tonight I had a discussion with Carol and she filled me in on what is happening with our nation. 
During prayer time, I asked the Lord if He had a message.... 
 
Jesus began… ―You have been apprised of how the enemy is trying to foil My plans for this country. 
Wonderful things are in store for her. But only because each and every one of you sacrificed willingly, 
time to pray, fastings and suffering offered to the Father. Because of this, the ball keeps rolling away 
from dependence on the shadow government. 
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―Many attempts, many, many attempts have been made to start wars, to open the evil forces of the air 
to descend on the Earth, but My hand is raised and no such invasion will be allowed at this time. 
 
―This administration is gaining momentum. People who were in a deep state of sleep about the 
political intentions of the ones they elected, are beginning to see the light. Literally, as it is written... 
'For nothing is hidden that will not be revealed, and nothing concealed that will not be made known 
and brought to light.' (Luke 8:17) 
 
―As disclosure becomes more complete, those who have been in power in the media are going to lose 
their standing with the public. They have been cheated and lied to about the truth, because they are 
owned by the shadow government. But people are waking up and looking at whose crimes have been 
dismissed…as Benghazi. Atrocious crimes committed on many different levels are coming to light and 
the ignorant public is beginning to see the clay feet of their political idols disintegrating before their 
very eyes. 
 
―Each one of these sins and iniquities has been worthy of life imprisonment. Each time the tide comes 
in it brings new evidence. The press runs out and quickly covers it with sand, then the tide again 
comes in and again it is covered. But the whole beach eroding and there will come a time when there 
is no more sand to bury these crimes against humanity by popular personalities in high-ranking 
government positions. No more sand. 
 
―Yet the tide will continue to come in bringing with it a new mass of slime and corruption, because My 
people are praying for an end to unrighteousness and that the truth be exposed, even as I have 
spoken through the Scriptures and this channel. 
 
―Not one of the accusations made that are grounded in truth shall go unpunished, because at a 
certain point the outcry will be so loud that there is no more escaping justice. I, Myself, am bringing up 
this filth, because this nation has been blind. Your prayers and those of thousands of others, some 
not even of this nation, are day and night being brought before the throne of My Father – and there 
will be no more provision for deceit. Truth will triumph. 
 
―My dear ones, you have done very well to pray. But also, you must gently discuss these matters with 
people and not gloss them over. Do not bring up religion at this time, while discussing your 
government. Rather, bring up verifiable facts from reputable sources. Do not use strong language or 
cause division or offense, rather be meek, humble and full of truth. Simply offering the accurate 
information and saying... 'These are the verifiable facts. It is your decision what you believe, but 
please consider getting the facts from a source unrelated to the syndicated national media.' 
 
―My Brides, I must caution you to use reserve in judging and name-calling. Be careful not to implicate 
those who you do not know are documented as being corrupt and do not cast slurs nor call names of 
those involved in these atrocities. Rather, condemn the sinful acts. People who are caught up in 
personality cults will quickly take exception to you slandering their idols and I do not wish for any of 
you to be involved of judgment. Only I know the motives of each one. Only I know the secrets of their 
hearts and why they do what they do. 
 
―Nonetheless, the crimes that are blatantly treasonous and crimes against humanity should be 
brought to light in the least offensive way possible. 
 
―Let them draw the conclusion. Don‘t say... 'this one is evil, that one reprobate.' Just give the facts, let 
them draw the conclusion. Let Me work conviction into their hearts. I am awakening the American 
people from a long and deadly slumber. This is delicate work and calls for strict objectivity and even 
charity in defending the truth and bringing it to light. 
 
―There is another reason for this. Brides, keep your dress clean, without spot, wrinkle, or blemish. Do 
not lapse into judgment and name-calling. Do not draw conclusions that could lead to false 
accusation. Simply state the facts and under whose watch it happened. Be as charitable as you can. 
For instance, ‗She‘s a good mother, has served and done lots of good in this nation that we know 
about, and I‘m sure that there is more merit that we don‘t know about her deeds. But I don‘t 
understand how this happened under her watch.‘ That is charity. 
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―You know I do not want you watching the news and digging into stories, but when it comes to 
defending the truth, you mustn‘t discredit yourself by false accusations. 
 
―Enough said. Anytime you deal with the world there is the potential of becoming slimed. That is why I 
have called you to be prayer warriors and brides. A bride wars behind the scenes and speaks only 
when absolutely necessary, and when silence would be a sin. (That‘s also in the Scriptures – don‘t 
have the address.) The rest of the time she is beside her Beloved, comforting Him. I deal enough with 
the world that I want to escape it, when I come to rest in your garden, My beautiful ones. 
 
―Remember, I am doing the doing, you are backing Me up with prayer. Keep your commitment to the 
truth clean and unsullied by slander and harsh words. Then, when you and I are alone together, you 
will not have to spend all our time repenting. 
 
―Speaking of which, I am pleased with you for taking My words to heart and pressing into your callings 
and the support of those ministries I bring to mind. I am pleased that some of you have forgotten your 
obligations and turned around and met them. Remember, I will always provide when you are faithful 
with what I give you – shaken down and running over provision.‖ 
 
(Clare) And just as an aside here the Lord was including me. I had missed helping out a small ministry 
and a widow with an electric bill she could not meet, because we were barely meeting our obligations. 
But today I finally was able to help. I had been getting, in the Bible Promises, ―Honesty‖ and the 
Scriptures about a false measure, and ―promising but not keeping your word.‖ I was crestfallen. I 
thought, ‗Lord how have I done this – please reveal it to me.‘ And He did. It may mean going out on a 
limb but I am being called to obedience. And He cannot bless a vessel that does not obey and bless 
others. 
 
'So, thank You Lord for getting my attention and correcting me.' 
 
(Jesus) ―My Dear One, keep an eye on your heart and do not be fooled or led astray or distracted. Be 
faithful, Clare, always be faithful and I will be able to use you in many wonderful ways. You are 
forgiven for this oversight. Just remember, I will always back you up when you are faithful, even when 
it seems you do not have enough to help others. I will honor your sacrifices for the poor.‖ 
 
―And for the rest of you, My dear Brides. Thank you for your faithfulness to this ministry. And to those 
around you. Untold times, when you‘ve made sacrifices and gone out of your way to help them – you 
can never out-give Me.‖ 
 
Thank you for your faithfulness and support and for all your prayers. May The Lord bless you all 
generously... 
 
 
 
 

Message 471: Jesus says... Let Me do it My Way 
 
 
February 18th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Several days ago in prayer, the Lord gave me a beautiful red heart necklace, the heart being about 2" 
or 3" wide. He placed it around my neck. And I got the impression He wanted me to have one similar 
to that, that would remind me of something He was doing in my spirit. Something new and full of hope 
and faith. 
 
So I went looking for a red heart necklace and also found one and ordered it... What I didn't realize 
until it arrived, how tiny it was... 
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Jesus began... "My Love and Lovely one, would I deny you something that would be good for you?" 
 
He was holding my hands as we sat in the garden. I answered Him... 'No.' 
 
He replied... "Do you trust Me?" 
 
Yes. 
 
"Then let it go. Let it go, Clare." 
 
O.K. Lord, I don't understand, it feels like You were teasing me. 
 
He answered... "This is more about self-will and abandoning yourself to My providence." 
 
O.K. I can understand that. 
 
"Letting it go, letting it go, letting it go. And as you let go, you give Me the freedom to work in your soul 
as I would like to. And very much of this is about trust and doing it My way, or rather abandoning 
yourself and letting Me do it My way." 
 
I wish I had understood this before I started looking. 
 
"You are stubborn, Clare. It is hard for Me to turn your head once you get going." 
 
Yes, I know this, Lord. It is a fault, that can easily lead to sin. 
 
"That is why I have to push the brakes to the floor in your conscience or you don't listen. If you would 
take a clue earlier on, it wouldn't cost you so much. This cost you much today. And beloved, your very 
real enemy gets on your back and rides you like a race horse to his appointed finish line - not Mine." 
 
How do I avoid this? 
 
"Refuse to get in the race." 
 
But I had permission, even from my covering. And Your permission. 
 
"There was a point where I wanted you to stop and you kept going. You are aware of that aren't you?" 
 
I cannot make excuses before You, Lord. I was feeling like the panther got out of the cage, but I 
justified it that when I finally found the right one, it'll be over. 
 
He answered... "I knew that what you had settled on would disappoint you because it was too small, 
even before you ordered it. You didn't ask Me if that was the one, using the Bible Promises. And I let 
you move ahead anyway. When you got it, I didn't want you going out to find another one. I wanted 
you to lay down with it, and accept it." 
 
"But your perfectionistic streak was over-riding My still small voice in your heart. And now I am asking 
you to drop it, let it go. Will you do that, Clare? For Me? A little sacrifice. It doesn't change the gift I 
gave you in the spirit, not one bit. But it does do violence to your self-will and stubborn, perfectionistic 
character fault. I really would like to see that thing dead before you leave Earth." 
 
Lord, Your grace is sufficient for me. It hurts, but I will do as you ask anyway. Your Grace is sufficient. 
 
"What is hurting you more than anything is that you didn't get your way. That's the monster I want to 
kill. Your way. Do you know that I can provide you with a gift like that straight from Heaven...without 
any earthly intervention? But your willingness to let it go is SO very, very pleasing to Me and a great 
exercise in humility. Just like with the Collie. You looked for the right dog and couldn't find it. When 
finally you got it, you said, 'Lord, I'm going to wait on You.' And I provided it with no effort on your part. 
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And then you knew that it was truly Me that was providing it. It takes all the traps of pride and self-
serving, selfishness, right out of your hands and character." 
 
"AND THAT is pleasing to Me." 
 
"So, allow Me, Clare. Lay it to rest and allow Me to do it My way. By the way, you are no different than 
a great sector of Earth's population. Frank Sinatra said it for them all, 'I did it my way.'" 
 
"Come now, My Darling Bride, let us leave this sadness behind and be refreshed in My grace that 
nothing is impossible to those who believe. And it is always better to do it My way." 
 
 
 
 

Message 472: Jesus says... You are fighting against Satan’s plan to rule 

the world 
 
 
February 20th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... ―I know these days have been almost to the limit of toleration, for very, very good 
reasons. I do wish you would trust Me more, Clare, knowing that nothing you both suffer is in vain. But 
I do understand your enquiring if you are being disciplined. May I say, there is almost always a little 
discipline involved, as it is written." 
 
Who discerns mistakes? Declare me innocent from those that are secret. Also keep your servant back 
from presumptuous mistakes, do not let them rule over me, then shall I be perfect, and innocent of 
great transgression...Psalm 19:12-13 
 
"It is good for you to ask that your unrecognized sins be revealed; I do not fault you for that. It is when 
you doubt My goodness and forget that this suffering is only temporary. When you give into fears of 
death and serious illness, believing that I will allow you to perish with the wicked and by the hand of 
the wicked. I only allow what I know you can take and rarely do I take you to a point where your faith 
begins to waver." 
 
"But in this case, you are dealing with tremendous forces aligned against your president, trying to 
unseat him and stop the reforms he is bringing to your government. I need as much fasting and 
prayer as My Body can handle, to turn this tide of evil released from below. Yes, below - in more ways 
than one. Yes, in the underground cities and unleashed from Hell, the shadow government that was 
looking forward to their greatest victory this year." 
 
"They have been unseated and are lashing out with vicious retaliation. Why is it they do not recognize 
they are not fighting a man or a nation of people? Will I deliver My righteous ones over to a corrupt 
government when they have turned from their evil ways, repented, and set to work to make things 
right in this nation?" 
 
"I will not! For it is written, For the scepter of wickedness shall not rest upon the land of the righteous, 
So that the righteous will not put forth their hands to do wrong. Psalm 125:3 
 
"Because the hearts of My people have repented for the sins of this land, because they have cried out 
to Me for justice, because they continue to press in and cry for justice, because they have turned from 
their wicked ways and humbled themselves before Me, I will continue to make their enemies impotent. 
But there is a very big price to pay, My Loved Ones. A very big price. You are dealing with decades of 
social engineering by the elite shadow government, and as it has been said, Rome was not built in a 
day. Nor was it taken apart." 
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"There is much opposition in places of power, but I am slowly prying their hands off the floodgates, 
that righteousness and grace may flood the land and revive the parched lands of America. Yet there 
is a price. You are fighting against Satan‘s plan to rule the world. You are fighting against an ignorant 
generation of young people who have been selectively taught what is right is wrong and what is wrong 
is right." 
 
"You are also dealing with artificial intelligence and those who have no souls. Many, many are those 
who have graduated into positions of power who are not right in their spirits or minds. Their 
consciousness has been altered and trained to respond to only one set of agendas." 
 
"Now, I am telling you these things, which some of you already know, because I wish for none of you 
to be ignorant." 
 
"What they - the clones of the enemy and satanic worshippers - have planned for this country has 
been carefully executed, layer upon layer. And reversing the order is far more complicated than 
electing a man who will do the right things. This is why these times are so very trying for you." 
 
"Some of you have offered yourselves to me without conditions. I asked you to count the cost before 
you made that commitment, because I knew it would be very tough. And for this reason, when things 
are working against you with the most force, I intervene." 
 
"But others do not cry out for My intervention. They just quietly and humbly carry this crushing burden 
until I say, 'Enough!'" 
 
"When is enough, enough? When you begin to fall into despair and slip into the deep and dark 
thoughts; when they begin to influence your thinking." 
 
"Some of you, in this moment, feel distant from Me. This IS a suffering. It is a deliberate one, so that 
you may offer yourself to Me, that truth will triumph. This is a most painful, as well as powerful, 
offering and I look upon you with great compassion in your worst moments. I am there with you, 
suffering as you suffer, for never shall I forsake you and never shall you suffer in isolation while I am 
not suffering. Rather, I unite myself to your suffering and we carry this burden together." 
 
"Many of you don‘t see this, don‘t see Me by your side suffering, because I do not reveal it. This, too, 
is a suffering. And on every level you are making sacrifices, even as Paul did when he was stoned. 
Some of you will object that sickness is not a suffering but something to be cured. Well, it is both. And 
I advise you to listen to the early teachings on this channel." 
 
"Sickness is a cross. Just as man put the cross on My back, so does the enemy put the cross on you. 
And healing comes in My timing. Healing will come, but if you have made yourself a sacrificial 
offering, do not expect it to be released soon." 
 
"There is great despair and confusion fueled by the enemy in My Body concerning sickness. Many 
have fallen into despair, because they do not understand that I see that as a legitimate suffering, a 
fast offering. And I use it to keep you humble, as well. Paul had a thorn in his flesh. He was not 
physically perfect as the Romans who worshipped physical fitness were, but he was Holy by My 
Standards. He carried the cross I allowed for him." 
 
"Yes, by My stripes you are healed (Isaiah 53:5) but in My timing, not yours. If I heal you immediately, 
it is My timing. If I delay your healing, you will still be healed, but in My timing. In the meantime, you 
are carrying a cross and doing a great work of mercy, backing up your prayers for others." 
 
"This is the meaning of carrying your cross. What I allow is specifically fit for you and only you; it is 
indeed your cross. And I have called you to deny yourself, pick up your cross and follow in My 
footsteps, which in the case of My people, can be like a crucifixion or a long illness." 
 
"Know that you are doing a good and perfect work by offering to Me what I allow for your prayer 
intentions. And if you do not know why I have allowed a suffering, check your conscience and then 
trust Me for whatever cause I have allowed it." 
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"You will find much peace and relief from condemnation by doing this. It is NOT always My will to heal 
a person when they ask; there are many considerations. What is being learned by their family 
members? How they are becoming more holy and selfless? How your patience is increasing and your 
character being conformed more and more to My image, as I yielded up My Body and Blood as a 
living sacrifice?" 
 
"Find comfort in this My people. Find peace in this. Know that your work is very valuable. You have 
raised your hands in acquiescence to the bars of the Cross and there is no greater work of love than 
to submit yourself to My will in that moment." 
 
 
 
 

Message 473: Jesus says… Defend the Truth, expose the Lies & Stand 

behind President Trump 
 
 
February 25, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―It is shocking to the American people what has been going on right under their noses. 
In fact, it is so shocking that no one wants to believe it. And this is being exploited by the elite-
controlled media. The more water drained from the swamp, the more vicious the retaliation. This is 
where My Christian people can have the victory. Defend the truth, expose lies, and stand in solidarity 
behind this man... President Trump. 
 
―Many rumors and false reports are being generated about him in order to destabilize the government, 
but My praying Christian people are nipping these lies in the bud with prayer. Prayer, prayer and 
again I say: prayer. Yes, you have all suffered greatly for this man and for what is right, and your 
prayers are keeping the attackers at bay. But he needs prayers for strength... morally, spiritually, 
physically and emotionally. 
 
―The underground government is coming out from hiding and using many uninformed people with no 
interest in doing what is right for this nation.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, how can this be stopped? 
 
(Jesus) ―I am working on the hearts of many. But being informed and informing those who have no 
understanding will turn the tide one by one. Exposing the truth is your greatest weapon next to prayer. 
There is a desperate battle going on in their attempt to overthrow the government. That is why so 
many of you are being called to the front lines in prayer and offerings and every kind of suffering 
under the sun. We are going to WIN this battle, but it is ferocious. 
 
―In the meantime, I am calling upon you, Heartdwellers, to launch your gifts, as well as fight against 
injustice and corruption. Just as Nehemiah fought as he rebuilt the wall, so you, too, must keep your 
sword in one hand while you create and minister with the other.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Jesus, I feel so impotent in this battle. 
 
(Jesus) ―Not so, Clare. You have plenty to offer and your communions are powerful. Don‘t give up, 
Beloved. Both of you have done your part in intercession. You cannot see the impact of all who are 
praying, but you are an integral part of that, because you exhort others. 
 
―Wake up America, wake up! Time to see the reality of your political system for what it has been and 
still is. Time to hold your representatives accountable for their allegiances and the way they are 
attacking those 'draining the swamp.' 
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―It is a nasty, dirty business, but My angels are fighting and working hard to turn the tide. Much 
wisdom and influence of the supernatural kind is being exerted against the enemy. When men love 
righteousness more than their own lives, this evil will be kept at bay and even perhaps overthrown. All 
is in your hands, My People – your prayers, your fasts and offerings. Your ability to inform the 
uninformed. The little that you do magnified thousands of times, is turning the tide. Keep up the good 
work. 
 
―I know it has been hard on many of you; very, very hard. But there has been no other way to garner 
the strength and force to release graces upon the people. It is a bloody and hard battle and many 
heroes of the faith have come to the forefront and taken severe losses. Yet their hearts are enlarged 
during their dwelling prayer with Me and they are doing valiantly. 
 
―So, please, do not be discouraged by the raging storm, the personal struggles and attacks in this 
hour. Rather, rise up to bear witness to the truth and gently, in charity and brotherly accord, reach out 
to the uninformed to reveal the true intentions and source of the opposition and what they stand to 
lose if they continue on in ignorance. 
 
―I am with you in this battle. Let your prayers and offerings precede anything you do, and consider it 
your duty to inform the uninformed. Always in brotherly love and never in contentiousness or malice. 
 
―I am with you, precious ones, and every one of your efforts brings Me great comfort that truly, you do 
care for the children of this world as I do.‖ 
 
2nd Part of the Message… 
 
Jesus began… ―Obama‘s time for pulling the wool over this nation is coming to a close. He will be 
exposed for who and what he is and this country will walk over his bones into her destiny.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow, that‘s a prophecy! And I want to make a comment here. That does not exclude Obama 
from becoming the one world leader, the antiChrist spoken of in Revelation and Daniel. In the past, 
the Lord has confirmed to me that he is the man chosen for that role. My only other thoughts on this 
are that, if the Lord tarries because we are obedient and faithful to him, another might take his place 
in that role. But nothing of this has been told to me by Jesus. So, until I hear differently, he is still 
chosen to be the antiChrist. Jesus continued… 
 
(Jesus) ―And as you were thinking, this thought is from Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) It‘s been going through my mind for a few days… 
 
(Jesus) ―If you want to ruin a nation, make it prosperous. That‘s when the real dangers set in. As long 
as this nation cleaves to Me, I will defend it. But should Christians become worldly and careless, that‘s 
when this nation will fall. The greatest opportunity for a fall is after a great victory. If this nation 
cleaves to Me, I will indeed protect it. 
 
―But I am calling you all to intensified prayer. Can‘t you feel it? Can‘t you sense that I need your vigils 
and intercessions? What I have presented you with is the good that CAN happen, if you all fast as you 
can and pray. Fast and pray in earnest, My People. Use the Divine Mercy Prayer pleading with the 
Father for more time, more grace, more mercy for the world. 
 
―The three years I have told you of is still CONDITIONAL. It is still dependent upon your prayers and 
fasts. I am showing you what CAN happen, but it will NOT happen if you do not pray and fast for this 
season, until the greatest danger is over. Yes, there will be challenges for your president to face, but 
not as critical as what he is facing in this very hour. That is why I am calling My prayer warriors to fast 
and pray. 
 
―Expect Me to move mightily and you WILL see the glory of God and His triumph over evil in this 
coming season. Shalom, My Beloved ones, Shalom. Yes, I am calling for your prayers to bring peace 
to the world, as much as it is possible in this very turbulent hour.‖ 
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Message 474: DONALD TRUMP - THUS SAYS THE LORD... 
 
 
Summary of the past 10 Months - From the Messages of Jesus to Sister Clare between April 25th, 
2016 - February 25th, 2017 
 
Excerpt of the Message from April 25th, 2016 - Update on America's Future 
 
Jesus began... ―I have hearkened to your prayers, My Bride. A month ago I asked you to press in with 
repentance and prayer for the nation. Not only this channel, but all through My Body, I planted the 
word where it would be accepted and acted on. And you all were obedient to apply yourselves to 
prayer, and as a result, certain things have been mitigated, toned down, cancelled or lessened. That 
includes your leadership, which is key to your future.‖ 
 
―There is another chance being given to America but that does not negate the Rapture and what must 
yet be fulfilled on the Earth. It lessens it, it does not negate it.‖ 
 
―There has been a lot of repentance in America in the past month, a lot. Still, what is written must take 
place. Yet, the repentance has caused many events to be delayed. There must be a continuance of 
repentance, it must go deeper and deeper. Many are not aware of how they have offended My Father, 
but this will come with the events.‖ 
 
Clare asked... Lord, what about Donald Trump? 
 
Jesus answered... ―He is a good man for the job. We will see. I cannot say anything more about this 
time, everything has not as yet been decided. But he is My Father‘s choice for America.‖ 
 
―Yet America and the church has much left to do. Very much. Much more repentance on a wider 
scale. This will happen after certain events. There is much hope, Clare, much hope. Those who have 
hearkened to My plea for prayer and repentance have turned the fate of this country around. That 
does not mean it will be easy. There will be much death and many disasters. These still will occur, but 
because of the faithfulness of the few who were repentant and repenting for this nation, the effects of 
these devastations will be far less.‖ 
 
―You know Me. You know I only apply as much pressure as is needed to get the job done. I hate 
death. I hate sorrow and loss. I hate suffering, especially the suffering of the innocent. Much of the 
future events have been cast as a result of immorality and corruption even of My people, so certain 
things must happen. Yet I will show mercy and much tragedy will be averted. The more My People 
repent, the more tragedy will be averted.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from May 9th, 2016 - Stand up America 
 
Jesus began... ―As things begin to heat up in your country I will be calling more and more souls into 
prayer. Yes, I have given some pleasant and hopeful things to do, but intercession right now is 
increasing in need. Those who oppose Trump have planned several assassination attempts but I will 
foil them all if only you will pray and raise a standard of protection around him and his family. I do 
intend for him to take office, that is My intention. But for this to happen you must all pray him in with 
fasts and offerings.‖ 
 
―His family, as well, must be protected as many curses have been leveled against them. I am calling 
all Christian leaders and ministers to strip these curses off daily. They cannot succeed if you all are 
doing your jobs. His safety is reliant upon your prayers, all of you. Not just those who tune into this 
channel, but all of you around this world have a part in bringing a reprieve to America.‖ 
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*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from May 19th, 2016 - Why Failures qualify you for Success & Donald Trump 
 
Jesus began... ―Every great vessel that has ever served Me has a profound understanding of his 
absolute nothingness. Without this attitude, I never could have used him. He might look confident to 
you, but I see him on his knees confessing his weaknesses. I see what you do not see. In his heart, 
he is but a kitten, while to others he may appear as a lion.‖ 
 
Clare asked... Lord, why am I thinking of Donald Trump here? Is he one such man? 
 
Jesus answered... ―No, Clare, not yet – but he will be. I am calling him into My service and he will 
learn that something beyond him is responsible for his successes. He will learn that I gave him all that 
he has, I led him and guided him with wisdom. He will recognize that nothing he has done has been 
done on his own.‖ 
 
―This is the other way I work with souls for My purposes. Look at Nebuchadnezzar. He was a mighty 
ruler, but one day he woke up crawling on the ground and snorting like a pig, totally unaware of who 
he once was. That is how I got his attention. Pray that I don‘t need to use such drastic means on this 
candidate. He will encounter himself stripped of everything, standing before Me in My mirror. Then he 
will see who I truly am and who he truly is – and is not. Then the beauty of the man will arise, with Me 
living through him.‖ 
 
―Oh, you all have so much to learn about human nature and what I can accomplish with even the 
vainest of men. Is it not written that I hold the king‘s heart in My hands?‖ 
 
As it is written in Proverbs 21:1-2... 
The king‘s heart is as channels of water in the hand of the Lord, He turns it wherever He wants. Every 
man‘s way is right in his own eyes, but the LORD weighs the hearts. 
 
―Do you see, My Christian people? You are looking at this man and wagging your fingers because 
you do not know the Scriptures, nor My power to turn hearts. You are making decisions based on 
your own limited wisdom and presuming you know what is best. You will presume yourself into 
another Obama and the New World Order if you do not put your trust in Me.‖ 
 
―This is why I tell you continually, opinion is no substitute for discernment. When you discern My 
times, My seasons, My choices, you will go against the current being generated by the ruling elite. 
When you think for yourselves, basing everything on your personal preference and the opinions of 
others, you will find yourself endorsing evil. Discernment takes time. Opinion is the lazy man‘s way. 
This nation is in this fix right now because you were lazy. Don‘t make the same mistake. Discern My 
times, My seasons and My choices. Stand with Me, not with popular opinion.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from July 23rd, 2016 - Prayer & Repentance holds Judgment back & Elects 
Donald Trump 
 
Jesus began... ―Freedom of religion, freedom to worship… Oh, Clare, it is not this way in the world. In 
many places you cannot worship this way, you do not have the freedom to be with Me.‖ 
 
―It is different in your country America... so far – although that will be changing. Not in Mr. Trump‘s 
presidency, but despots that will come after him.‖ 
 
"Yes, I intend to see him all the way into the White House. I intend to bring down wicked structure and 
wicked laws that have effectively put an end to this nation. I will answer these prayers; I need these 
prayers to proceed. I don‘t care if it is just an ejaculatory prayer such as ―Oh, God, protect him and his 
family.‖ The simpler the better. I will answer it. And when the multitude cries out in prayer for him, 
shall I not answer with abundant protection?‖ 
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―Yes, the Christian leaders of this country have planted themselves around his candidacy, his 
nomination and his election. No matter how hard the enemy tries to stop him, as long as prayers are 
being cried out for him, I will uphold and advance him.‖ 
 
―You will meet with scorn and contempt from people for your stance, but understand: they have scales 
on their eyes and are blinded to the reality of the Satanic government they have voted in.‖ 
 
Clare... Wow, Lord, those are pretty strong words about the government being satanic. 
 
―Well, they only describe the reality, the hidden reality of what these people believe and practice in 
secret. It is more terrible than you can imagine. It would make the worst sinner blush with shame. But 
a tree is known by its fruit, most of which has been written into hidden laws and is the groundwork for 
a dictatorship. If these laws were to come into practice, it would be too late for the voting public to 
change them. Everything has been done in secret, under the cover of a ‗better way,‘ and the 
undiscerning are totally blind to the content of these laws.‖ 
 
―I intend to change that, Clare. I intend to put this man in office and pull down the rotten structure that 
has eroded the rights of all American people. But I will need a lot of prayer and sacrifice…fast 
offerings in order to accomplish this. And you cannot afford to fall into complacency for one minute, or 
the game is over.‖ 
 
―So, I am calling you, My People, to arm yourselves with patience and fight the good fight. I am on the 
side of what is right.‖ 
 
―Mr. Trump has quite a job before him. But I am with him and he will not fail, at least in My eyes. 
Others will disagree, but in the long run, they will see the wisdom in his moves. The greatest obstacle 
he will face, besides the threat of assassination, are the corrupt elected officials. But even there, I will 
give him an advantage. There are so-called ‗closet‘ Christians who hate what‘s been done to this 
country and they will begin to stand up and make their voice count.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from August 10th, 2016 - Jesus is calling to His Brides… ‗Lay down your 
Lives & stand beside Me‘ 
 
Jesus began... ―I am calling you, My Brides, to lay down your lives and stand beside Me in this race 
against Satan‘s tyranny in this country and the world. I am calling you now and for the next three 
years to lay down your agendas for being in Heaven and give Me your whole hearts as an offering for 
this country and the world.‖ 
 
―As America goes, so goes the rest of the world. And now it is your mandate as My Spouse to stand 
for what is right. Back Me up. Pray, offering every cross you are given, for My Kingdom comes, My 
Will be done. You, as intercessors, are standing at the pivotal point of the entire world‘s salvation. As 
this country goes, so will the world follow, and this is but the beginning of a purging of evil in the entire 
world.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from October 12th, 2016 - Avoid Contact with the Media & Do the RIGHT 
Thing 
 
Jesus began... ―As you get closer to the election, things will be more trying and difficult. Please do not 
walk away in My hour of need. Please stand by Me and allow whatever I allow, giving full consent in 
the knowledge that your decision is turning the tide in this world. Stand with Me against the evil, stand 
and do not be fooled by propaganda in the media.‖ 
 
―Do what you know is right and avoid contact with the media. It is a reprehensible sewer spilling 
effluent all over this nation. If you are close to Me, you will know what is right. If you are not, you will 
act foolishly, not understanding what is truly at stake in this election.‖ 
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―I have prepared you for this time. I have prepared you to understand, to sacrifice, to repent and to 
stand your ground for what is right in this country, and ultimately for the world.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from October 16th, 2016 - THIS IS A CRITICAL HOUR 
 
Jesus began... ―Yes, this is a critical hour and from every nook and cranny of this Earth I am taking 
fasts and offerings to avert what is sure to be the end of life on Earth as we know it. What they have 
suffered in the Middle East will surely manifest in every country of the world. And the only thing that 
will stop it is what you and I, ‗WE‘, are going through right now, for truly, I am there, right there by your 
side, suffering with you as you have to make sacrifices.‖ 
 
―How can I get it through to you, My People? Your sacrifices are absolutely the very thing holding 
back the absolute tyranny that will come to America and all countries. Not just any tyranny, a bloody 
tyranny that you cannot even imagine here in this country. Something so graphically evil you cannot 
conceive of it, except in horror movies, which will never convey the depth of suffering that comes from 
those who have been trained to be butchers and monsters of the worst kind. Even though your 
prayers for them are powerful, and there is conversion inside that community. Still it is a mounting 
force of evil that is spreading all over the world, and lying dormant, waiting for the word to spring into 
action.‖ 
 
―You are holding back the wrath of Satan on this Earth.‖ 
 
―This election in America will be a major determining factor. As America goes, so will the world. It is 
not about Clinton or Obama, it is about the Satanic government that is already entrenched in your 
world and this is your last chance to avert it. Your last chance. Please, do not grow despondent or 
despairing. Rather, thank Me profusely that we were able to hold this back.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from October 19th, 2016 - DONALD TRUMP is GODs CHOICE 
 
Jesus began... ―WHAT IS AT STAKE RIGHT NOW is not Mr. Trump‘s marriage, nor his character 
traits, nor his personal business – for if the truth were told, you have those looking respectable who 
were present when a sacrificial infant was slain and they drank its blood.‖ 
 
―So you see, you really don‘t see. You hear, but you don‘t really hear – not the truth, that is. You see 
and hear a facade, a socially acceptable mask, and beneath it Satan and his minions are pulling 
strings to slaughter all the Christians world-wide, but especially in America.‖ 
 
―If you are a Christian, you are slated for death in this country, unless another comes to power and at 
the very least delays it for a few years. Nevertheless, I will remove My church in her glory. But times 
until then will not be easy.‖ 
 
―But now I am asking you to pay very close attention to Me and not the media. If you want to preserve 
your country, you do not have a choice on who to vote for. I have already made that choice for you.‖ 
 
―In the meantime, this man is learning a whole new way of living and thinking. He did accept Me as 
his savior – he did. Now, he is finding out how detestable his behavior has been all these years. He is 
deeply ashamed of himself, as he should be. But not everything said about him is true. There are 
many, many lies and manipulations to convince the non-thinking public he is unfit for the job and a 
scandal.‖ 
 
―I am standing here waiting for you, My People. I have drawn a line in the desert, even as Moses did 
when he confronted Korah. I am not suggesting that Mr. Trump is morally cleaner and free from error 
than Mrs. Clinton. I am simply saying he is My choice, because he will do My will and bidding. I have 
chosen him to lead this country back into a healthy state, that at the very least the structure that 
upholds your rights will be intact. There will come a time when none of that matters, but in the 
meantime, I have chosen him to lead.‖ 
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―So I am standing here and asking you to choose: are you on My side or the enemy‘s side? Your 
decision has life-long consequences. This is not about choosing the most socially acceptable 
candidate. This is a war you‘re in. And you have the power to overcome the enemy right now.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from October 22nd, 2016 - Jesus speaks about the best of the worst 
Candidates 
 
Jesus began... ―If I had to wait for someone who was morally clean to do this job, as the President of 
the United States, it would never get done. Look at David, the greatest king My people ever had, and 
even he committed adultery with Bathsheba. And to cover it, had her husband murdered.‖ 
 
―Let‘s just say, I have chosen the best of the worst…because I know his heart and I know his end. He 
will do a good job. The others are deceivers of the worst kind bent on destroying you and the Earth.‖ 
 
―So, it is up to you, My People, to discern these words. Clare knows nothing about politics, even by 
her own admission, she has been instructed by Me and holds no other opinion than My own.‖ 
 
―Yes, well this time it does matter and that‘s why I‘m calling My people to stand by My choice, the best 
of the worst candidates. I‘m not here to argue with anyone. I have seen your locker room thoughts 
and even talk – I‘ve seen more than that, in fact. And there is not one man who can stand before Me 
and say… ‗I am without sin, Lord.‖ Not even one.'‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from November 6th, 2016 - ELECTION IN AMERICA… Jesus is calling His 
Church into Prayer 
 
The Lord began… ―You are now facing the biggest political turnaround since the iron curtain fell. It‘s 
time for this country to overcome the obstacles of the past, and make the best of the mess left by the 
masons. Dear ones, remember… This country was founded on occult principals, not Christian ones. 
There is a fight and war going on in the heavens and on the earth, for control of the earth. The only 
way to wage this war is spiritually, and of course, taking action and casting your votes, but I need My 
church in prayer for the next three days, as the battle comes to a conclusion.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from November 8th, 2016 - This is the Decisive Hour... ELECTION DAY IN 
THE US 
 
Jesus began… ―Tonight IS a critical night. There is a stillness in Heaven. Those who have shouldered 
this burden and prayed – I commend you. You are truly carrying My Cross for the world. Those of you 
who have longed for the day when righteousness would be established in your country, it will never be 
so until I come. But steps could be taken to at least move in that direction. The first being to put a total 
end to abortion.‖ 
 
―Just as the man of sin began his reign in America by allowing babies to be cut into pieces in their 
mother‘s wombs, the first act of righteousness would totally ban the practice and begin the steps to 
ban abortion in America forever. What heavy judgments would be removed from this country were 
that to take place. What peace could be established at her borders. Can I bless and protect a nation 
that slaughters innocent children? Surely I cannot. But an end to this practice would lift the severe 
judgment on this land.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from November 9th, 2016 - PRESIDENT TRUMP IS ELECTED... You have 
made a WISE Choice 
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Jesus began... ―My mercy for this country will be felt tonight. The prayers of My servants have been 
heard, for they have humbled themselves and sought Me. Shall I not grant them the respite they so 
desire? Yet, there is cause for concern. Do not imagine that every man will perfectly follow My Will, 
but this man I have anointed, for better and for worse, yet the challenges he is facing in the coming 
months are beyond human comprehension, but I comprehend them, and he is open in his mind to 
listen to My Wisdom, though He rarely recognizes that it is Me talking to him.‖ 
 
―Nonetheless, he is anointed because his heart is right, no matter that He is blustery and proud. He is 
shrewder than what appears on the surface. As long as that submits to My Wisdom, it‘s a good kind of 
shrewd. He will be a world leader that everyone respects. Whether they like him or not, they will 
respect him. He will set some major issues in America back on the right track, but Clare, this is the 
world, and what can be expected? Nonetheless, he will do a good job with what is ahead of him. How 
can 60 years of corruption at the highest level be righted over night? Only by My coming can that 
happen, but for now, America has another chance to drop its compulsions with materialism, and begin 
to take responsibility for the policies of this nation.‖ 
 
―People have been led around by a golden ring in their noses, enjoying the fad of the land. This, in 
turn, produced a blind generation, all taken up in material comforts and education, thoughtless about 
the true nature of those they elected. Nonetheless, I am with this man, and I will reorder things 
through him. This nation has made a wise choice, and now, I can work with it.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from November 10th, 2016 - JESUS SPEAKS… TRUMP WINS & THE 
BATTLE BEGINS 
 
Jesus began… ―My arm has never been short. I will accomplish what I have set out to do, but it will 
require the prayers of My People. Dear ones, the fight is only just beginning. The tentacles reach 
deep beneath American soil and it will be a long, hard battle to restore America and set her upright on 
her feet.‖ 
 
―The brainwashing of the young has had a significant affect in causing division and will continue until 
the truth is exposed about those who have won their hearts. Personality is everything. Women‘s 
rights, immigration policies, all figure strongly in the aftermath.‖ 
 
―My dear ones, though this man seems a blustering fool on the surface, he did not come about his 
fortune being ignorant of men‘s ways. He cares deeply about his country, and has My vision for 
restoration. Though some of the measures seem harsh to foreigners, this country is so fragmented 
and infiltrated by the Muslims that these measures are very necessary. Yet the tentacles run deep.‖ 
 
―As you pray, I dismantle key situations making it impossible for them to be carried out. You do not 
see what I am doing behind the scenes but you do see the affects – such as Donald Trump being 
voted into office, and America succeeding in even having elections when there was a plan underway 
to stop that from happening. But because of your prayers, it didn‘t succeed.‖ 
 
―This is My power, dear ones. Believe firmly in My ability and watch Me make the impossible happen 
consistently. I am doing this so you may move forward, serving and bringing souls to Me.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from November 12th, 2016 - Jesus speaks about World Peace… ‗You will 
feel a brief Taste of My Kingdom‘ 
 
The Lord began… ―Because you have taken these things to heart you shall live and not die, says the 
Lord your God.‖ 
 
―Because you have prayed for this nation, for My will to be done, despite your personal opinions, you 
shall prosper both in soul and body. You will prosper in a healthy way and your enemies shall be 
defeated before you.‖ 
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―Because you have taken it to heart to cover this nation and president with prayer, and spread the 
truth, for these reasons will My choicest blessings be upon you and this nation.‖ 
 
―There is a long winding road ahead of us, My People, a very long road with many twists and turns. 
But if you continue to pray and offer sacrifices as you have, it will lead to a spiritual renaissance 
where there will be an unusual degree of international peace between nations. There will be a taste of 
My government on this Earth – short lived as it may be. Still, the world will know the difference 
between My Peace and the contrived, staged peace of the elite.‖ 
 
―I am going to give them a taste of what the world can be like when I govern. All will see and know the 
difference between Satan‘s government and Mine. This is an extraordinary opportunity to convert 
those who are misled and participating in a dark government posing as the light.‖ 
 
―There are many, among the youth especially – generation ‗X‘ – that have good hearts and want the 
right things, but are grossly deceived by the NWO‘s agenda.‖ 
 
―But there are also some who will never recognize this Peace and will insist on violence against all the 
other peoples of the earth even as it is written, ―The angel of the Lord said to her: ―See, you are 
pregnant and you will give birth to a son. You shall name him Ishmael, for the Lord has heard your 
affliction. He will be a wild man, his hand against everyone and everyone‘s hand against him, and live 
in hostility against all his brothers.‖ Genesis 16:11-12 Speaking about Hagar. 
 
The Lord continued… ―Because of what is written here, there shall be no peace among the 
Ishmaelites, nor will they tolerate the rule of peace. And this will be the undoing of the period of 
peace.‖ 
 
―Clare, the evil powers will lay low during this period, waiting for the opportunity to return the world to 
chaos, but there will be a taste of peace, and it will be sweet.‖ 
 
Clare asked... Lord, how long will this last? 
 
He answered… ―Two years. Pray for this, My People. It is the opportunity you have been waiting for to 
bring your adult children back to Me. It is a brief taste of My Kingdom.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from November 19th, 2016 - JESUS SAYS... I AM WITH DONALD TRUMP, 
even if I had to turn that missile around 
 
Jesus said... ―There could be no better ploy to destroy Mr. Trump than to blame it on the Muslims, the 
exact same way 9/11 was assigned to them, and the guilty ones would still look innocent to the public. 
However, I am with him, Clare, and even if I had to turn that missile around, I could do it. I am only 
asking you to pray, Beloved.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from December 4th, 2016 - As the Inauguration of President Trump draws 
closer… 
 
Jesus said... ―As the inauguration of President Trump draws closer, I will need you to keep a tighter 
reign on your prayers and offerings. The attempts to unseat him will become more violent and ugly, 
contrary to what the press is reporting. There are many plans drawn up to derail him at the last 
moment. Do not stop praying!!! All looks good on the surface but all looked good on the surface for 
Mrs. Clinton, but things took a sudden turn. Do not grow lax in prayer, this is NOT a shoo-in.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from December 20th, 2016 - PRAY! Let us stop this wicked Man! - NUCLEAR 
WAR or PEACE 
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The Lord began… ―We are still on the brink of war with Russia. Your president (Obama) is still literally 
hell-bent on destroying this country and not allowing president-elect Trump to undo all the evil he so 
cleverly put in place to entrap the ignorant american people. He is not about to go down without a 
vicious fight, and what you see in the media is nothing compared to what he is planning behind closed 
doors. Heartdwellers, lest you be the victims of nuclear war and have to behold the charred remains 
of little children and their mothers… Pray like you have never prayed before. What is coming is 
horrendous and must be stopped by your prayers.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from December 23rd, 2016 - The Battle is not over yet! Obama is determined 
 
The Lord began... ―The battle is not over yet, dear ones of My Heart. It is not over yet. For the time 
being you have bound him in chains, but not for long, if you do not continue to fast and pray. This man 
(Obama) is diabolical and determined to put an end to America. In this moment, he is stewing in his 
own bitter juices because he cannot as yet touch you. But that will come to an end if you don‘t keep 
up your efforts to bind him, for there are many devices and powers of evil involved in this wicked 
subterranean government.‖ 
 
―And that is truly what you have, a hellish government formed underground quite literally, and 
figuratively, as well. Conceived and executed from Hell and I am about to despoil it – if you hold your 
ground in prayer. As I have told you before, I am giving this world a demonstration of what a Christian 
country can do through prayer.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from January 11th, 2017 - Your President elect Donald Trump exposes layer 
after layer of corruption… 
 
Jesus said... ―With the overturning of this ruling class agenda, you have literally risen from the dead, 
America. No one believed it could be done, but we are doing it. America will rise from the dead and 
those who lost their vision for what this country could become, those who joined hands with the ruling 
elite, those who thought their agenda was what the free world needed – they, too, have become 
disenfranchised as your president elect exposes layer after layer after layer of corruption and 
destruction by this evil force.‖ 
 
―Many of them have turned their backs and taken up this new life-giving direction. They see more 
clearly than ever how very filthy and destructive those agendas were. They have even gone back and 
spoken out against the direction the elite are crafting.‖ 
 
―Yet, this nefarious force is far from being eradicated. It still carries a tremendous arsenal of deadly 
germs and weapons that were to be used on the people of this nation. It is a delicate balance to keep 
this force in check but that is exactly what your prayers are doing. As you step forward America and 
take back your land, I step forward and institute the demise of those who have been prepared to 
destroy you. You do not fight alone. I am behind the scenes arranging repercussions that make it 
impossible for things to move forward.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from January 31st, 2017 - The ruling Elite is coming against President Trump 
 
The Lord began… ―Those plotting from underground, the ruling elite and their dark minions, are 
undermining their own government and fomenting civil war. It is not going to happen, but all this 
rhetoric and slander is bringing the nation down and must be stopped.‖ 
 
―Evil is being spoken over this country 24/7 by the bought and paid for media.‖ 
 
Isn‘t that the same tactic the Nazi‘s used, in WWII? 
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―It is. They are coming against your president with great wrath and malice to try and undermine his 
choices. No person is perfect in all their choices, but I will tell you this – he is very close to perfect.‖ 
 
— 
 
Here a 2 Minute extract from Donald Trump‘s Speech at the National Prayer Breakfast 
 
But most importantly today I wanna thank the american people. Your Faith and Prayers have 
sustained me and inspired me through some very very tough times. All around America I‘ve met 
amazing people whose words of worship and encouragement have been a constant source of 
strength. What I most hear, as I travel the country are five words that never ever fail to touch my heart 
that‘s… ‗I am praying for you‘ – I hear it so often – ‗I am praying for you Mr. President‘ 
 
It‘s plain to see what we easily forget, so easily we forget this, that the quality of our lives is not 
defined by our material success, but by our spiritual success… 
 
I will tell you that and I tell you that from somebody that has had material success and knows 
tremendous numbers of people with material success, with the most material success, many of those 
people are very very miserable, unhappy people and I know a lot of people without that, but they have 
great families, they have great faith, they don‘t have money, at least not nearly to the extent and they 
are happy. Those to me are the successful people…I have to tell you 
 
— 
 
―All the accusations of wife abuse is nothing more than a smoke screen deterrent to make his already 
unpopular personality even less popular. As you have said to yourself, ‗He who is without sin, let them 
cast the first stone.‘ What goes on behind the scenes in these politicians lives is just as unkind and 
abusive. What is different is that it is more detectable in this man. Clare, you know from years of 
counseling, this is very common in marriages. Not right – but common.‖ 
 
―I am calling on all my intercessors now to stand in the gap for this man and hold your ground which 
has been won at a very high cost. Hang in there – this, too, will pass. The first three months of this 
administration will be the most difficult. But soon after, when more corruption and betrayal by those 
who were entrusted with this country‘s welfare, will be exposed, then the shoe will be on the other 
foot. Until then, rough going. Stand your ground, intercessors. Don‘t give in to false reports or ruses to 
get you off the important track.‖ 
 
―Just like in the election, when all were saying that his opponent would win, things will turn around and 
Truth will triumph. Right now, it is popular to side with the naysayers, but a time will come when that 
changes.‖ 
 
―So, hold your ground, My People. You have made the right choice and you will see the fruit of his 
good judgment in your nation. That‘s really all you need to know, My love.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from February 9th, 2017 - Abortions must stop – Pray for President Trump 
 
Jesus began... "We are not out of the woods yet with your President and much intercession is needed 
to move on the hearts of those who are resisting him and causing delays. They are making it very 
hard for him to initiate the changes that have to be made.‖ 
 
―But they will bend. I, Myself, will see to it and we will get past this point. But it is going to take much 
perseverance in prayers and offerings, especially for your Senate.‖ 
 
―My Christian people, choose wisely those who represent your region. There are traitors in the Senate 
who are bought out by the one world government and you put them in office. Now that their agendas 
have been exposed, I plead with you to make better decisions in the future. You do not want to live 
under the rule of corrupt men who are endorsed by Satan. But because the many in your nation have 
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been moved by personality and appearance, they have been deceived into voting for the Destroyers. 
Yes, I give them this name, The Destroyers, because they work for The Destroyer.‖ 
 
―The choice has been given into your hand, because you are a democracy, but you must go deeper in 
your understanding of who is on the enemy‘s side and who is on My side. Once you have determined 
that, it is your prerogative, your honor and your duty to pray and vote them into office and pray behind 
them as they move forward.‖ 
 
―The abortions MUST stop, because My Father‘s wrath will not tolerate this heinous sin. Indeed, 
America has been the Great Harlot. Unless that changes, she will reap the justice she deserves. But 
because of the good that Americans have done in tending to the sick and third world nations – the 
poor of the world. Because of the efforts of many missionaries and your support of them, My Father‘s 
hand has been stayed for yet another season in anticipation that things will change under this 
administration.‖ 
 
―Pray very hard for President Trump, that he will feel My conviction over the sins of this nation, 
especially abortion. Pray that the conviction goes very, very deep and that he stands against all 
pressure and opposition that will be leveled against him as this agenda moves forward.‖ 
 
―I, in turn, will protect him.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from February 18th, 2017 - Many attempts have been made to start Wars… 
 
Jesus began… ―You have been apprised of how the enemy is trying to foil My plans for this country. 
Wonderful things are in store for her. But only because each and every one of you sacrificed willingly, 
time to pray, fastings and suffering offered to the Father. Because of this, the ball keeps rolling away 
from dependence on the shadow government.‖ 
 
―Many attempts, many, many attempts have been made to start wars, to open the evil forces of the air 
to descend on the Earth, but My hand is raised and no such invasion will be allowed at this time.‖ 
 
―This administration is gaining momentum. People who were in a deep state of sleep about the 
political intentions of the ones they elected, are beginning to see the light. Literally, as it is written, 
―For nothing is hidden that will not be revealed, and nothing concealed that will not be made known 
and brought to light.‖ Luke 8:17. 
 
―As disclosure becomes more complete, those who have been in power in the media are going to lose 
their standing with the public. They have been cheated and lied to about the truth, because they are 
owned by the shadow government. But people are waking up and looking at whose crimes have been 
dismissed…as Ben Ghazi. Atrocious crimes committed on many different levels are coming to light 
and the ignorant public is beginning to see the clay feet of their political idols disintegrating before 
their very eyes.‖ 
 
―Each one of these sins and iniquities has been worthy of life imprisonment. Each time the tide comes 
in it brings new evidence. The press runs out and quickly covers it with sand, then the tide again 
comes in and again it is covered. But the whole beach eroding and there will come a time when there 
is no more sand to bury these crimes against humanity by popular personalities in high-ranking 
government positions. No more sand. Yet the tide will continue to come in bringing with it a new mass 
of slime and corruption, because My people are praying for an end to unrighteousness and that the 
truth be exposed, even as I have spoken through the Scriptures and this channel.‖ 
 
―Not one of the accusations made that are grounded in truth shall go unpunished, because at a 
certain point the outcry will be so loud that there is no more escaping justice. I, Myself, am bringing up 
this filth, because this nation has been blind. Your prayers and those of thousands of others, some 
not even of this nation, are day and night being brought before the throne of My Father – and there 
will be no more provision for deceit. Truth will triumph.‖ 
 
*** 
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Excerpt of the Message from February 20th, 2017 - You are fighting against Satan‘s plan to rule the 
world 
 
Jesus began... ―Because the hearts of My people have repented for the sins of this land, because 
they have cried out to Me for justice, because they continue to press in and cry for justice, because 
they have turned from their wicked ways and humbled themselves before Me, I will continue to make 
their enemies impotent. But there is a very big price to pay, My Loved Ones. A very big price. You are 
dealing with decades of social engineering by the elite shadow government, and as it has been said, 
Rome was not built in a day. Nor was it taken apart.‖ 
 
―There is much opposition in places of power, but I am slowly prying their hands off the floodgates, 
that righteousness and grace may flood the land and revive the parched lands of America. Yet there 
is a price. You are fighting against Satan‘s plan to rule the world. You are fighting against an ignorant 
generation of young people who have been selectively taught what is right is wrong and what is wrong 
is right.‖ 
 
―You are also dealing with artificial intelligence and those who have no souls. Many, many are those 
who have graduated into positions of power who are not right in their spirits or minds. Their 
consciousness has been altered and trained to respond to only one set of agendas.‖ 
 
―Now, I am telling you these things, which some of you already know, because I wish for none of you 
to be ignorant.‖ 
 
―What they – the clones of the enemy and satanic worshippers – have planned for this country has 
been carefully executed, layer upon layer. And reversing the order is far more complicated than 
electing a man who will do the right things. This is why these times are so very trying for you.‖ 
 
*** 
 
Excerpt of the Message from February 25th, 2017 - Defend the Truth, expose the Lies... Stand in 
solidarity behind President Trump 
 
Jesus began… ―It is shocking to the American people what has been going on right under their noses. 
In fact, it is so shocking that no one wants to believe it. And this is being exploited by the elite-
controlled media. The more water drained from the swamp, the more vicious the retaliation. This is 
where My Christian people can have the victory. Defend the truth, expose lies, and stand in solidarity 
behind this man – President Trump.‖ 
 
―Many rumors and false reports are being generated about him in order to destabilize the government, 
but My praying Christian people are nipping these lies in the bud with prayer. Prayer, prayer and 
again I say: prayer. Yes, you have all suffered greatly for this man and for what is right, and your 
prayers are keeping the attackers at bay. But he needs prayers for strength: morally, spiritually, 
physically and emotionally.‖ 
 
―The underground government is coming out from hiding and using many uninformed people with no 
interest in doing what is right for this nation.‖ 
 
―Wake up America, wake up! Time to see the reality of your political system for what it has been and 
still is. Time to hold your representatives accountable for their allegiances and the way they are 
attacking those ‗draining the swamp.'‖ 
 
―It is a nasty, dirty business, but My angels are fighting and working hard to turn the tide. Much 
wisdom and influence of the supernatural kind is being exerted against the enemy. When men love 
righteousness more than their own lives, this evil will be kept at bay and even perhaps overthrown. All 
is in your hands, My People – your prayers, your fasts and offerings." 
 
―Obama‘s time for pulling the wool over this nation is coming to a close. He will be exposed for who 
and what he is and this country will walk over his bones into her destiny.‖ 
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―The three years I have told you of is still CONDITIONAL. It is still dependent upon your prayers and 
fasts. I am showing you what CAN happen, but it will NOT happen if you do not pray and fast for this 
season, until the greatest danger is over. Yes, there will be challenges for your president to face, but 
not as critical as what he is facing in this very hour. That is why I am calling My prayer warriors to fast 
and pray.‖ 
 
―Expect Me to move mightily and you WILL see the glory of God and His triumph over evil in this 
coming season.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 475: Jesus says... There is a Traitor among Donald Trump's 

staff 
 
 
February 26th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "It is thought that those closest to you can do the most damage, but in reality it is the 
ones who carry the greatest responsibility that will be targeted by the enemy to bring you down. 
Donald has many fine staff members, but truly there is a traitor among them and this will be brought to 
the light. I grieve for him, Clare. This man is truly going through a crucifixion because of those around 
him that want to see him ruined. They say one thing with their mouths but have already planned how 
they will stab him in the back and bring him down." 
 
"I will not allow it. He is not going down. America, pray for your president - he is suffering much in this 
hour. He has reached out the hand of fellowship to different people in high positions, but who can be 
trusted?" 
 
"As it is written, Cursed is the man who relies on men but blessed is he who relies on Me. Jeremiah 
17 and... I entrusted Myself to no man, because I know how unreliable they were." John 2:24 
 
At that time I got a Rhema... Do not be astonished at or complain about the remarks and mockeries of 
men, or their conduct towards you. You must not even judge it. What they do is not entirely 
intentional, but a defect and the oppression of the enemy, who labors to slow down and diminish 
God's works and take revenge on God's instruments. 
 
So, here the Lord is saying that you know people are probably in the middle, that are being used by 
the enemy unwittingly. Not just the ones who are deliberately evil. 
 
Jesus continued... "Nevertheless, it is painful when you are forced to put those around you under 
suspicion. Government dealings are rife with treachery because so much is at stake. Still, I am with 
him and will not abandon him to his enemies." 
 
"Many say many things, many plot evil doings against the man and the nation - but I see all and miss 
nothing. I laugh those to scorn who think their doings are hidden from Me, for I know what a man is 
going to think before the thought even forms in his mind." 
 
"Yet I have great compassion for this man, for he has entered a sphere which is populated with more 
snakes than he ever conceived of. Government work is NOT like the public sector. It is far more 
wicked and threatening, because it truly does influence a larger group of people in ways that can be a 
blessing or devastating." 
 
"As he removes the devastation that Obama did, his enemies grind their teeth and make renewed 
efforts to bring him down. In this moment, it is truly a miracle that he is still alive. It is only by My 
grace. What is more puzzling to his opponents is WHY can't they get to him? Why don't the usual 
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plots manage to unseat him? Why does he continue to go on to expose more and more of the 
corruption? The answer is simple: My People - your prayers have moved the heart of your God." 
 
"When I return there shall be a tribunal of justice that no man can circumvent. In the meantime, I must 
deal with a corrupted system that has no conscience and no compassion. A brutal system put in place 
by Satan through weak men with no moral fortitude. The congress and senate will go through another 
purging very, very soon as My people wake up to who they are electing and recognize those who truly 
do not have their best interests in mind. But this will require educating the people to go beyond 
superficial men, who are enhanced and supported by the globalist press." 
 
"This is a season of waking up and taking stock of what needs to be done to set this country on the 
right course and destroy the pockets of corruption that have controlled everything, from what is taught 
in the schools to foreign policy. You, My people, must take stock and pay attention to your leaders 
who understand who is for Me and who is for Satan. You cannot afford to ignore what goes on in your 
congress and senate any more. I need you to go out of your way and do what is right for your 
country." 
 
"But most important to Me are your prayers, and I am rewarding those of you who have been faithful 
in ways you never expected. Truly, I am blessing you in the spiritual realm and your reward in Heaven 
is great, as well. Continue on, My precious ones; continue on carrying this cross of prayer for the 
nation. You are having a marvelous impact." 
 
 
 
 

Message 476: Jesus says...Your Consent is the Bottom Line... 
 
 
March 3rd, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "Dance with Me, Clare, and allow the joy of our love to permeate your very being." 
 
I have been seeing Him dancing with me to worship songs. But I think I've been a little guarded. 
 
"A LITTLE!!" Jesus exclaimed, "That's an understatement. You have nothing to be ashamed of, 
nothing to be afraid of, and every reason to rejoice in this season of your life. And I do intend that it 
will get better and better, like a fine wine. Is that not the Scripture verse I gave to you and Ezekiel?" 
 
"You have kept the good wine until now." John 2:10" 
 
"I follow closely the life story of all My children and so many had very hard beginnings, and have been 
worn out before their time. That is when I bring out the BIG surprise: blessings beyond what they ever 
expected out of a life so filled with sorrow and failure." 
 
"Are you not a good example? While others who have seen their seasons of success early in life are 
growing older, you two are growing younger with horizons full of hope. I delight in doing this." 
 
"The devils think they can wear you down and make you useless as you get older, but I say, 'Think 
again. I am the God of new Mercies every morning, new beginnings, and rebirth.' Being reborn calls 
for an entirely new and hopeful life. Time to leave sad stories of defeat behind and step into My New 
Mercies. "Every time we step onto a new plateau together, it is time to refresh that original rebirth into 
My Kingdom. 
 
"This is why I am asking you to dance with Me. Sing to Me. Let our hearts be entwined in the joyous 
celebration of our love for one another and our children. Sing to Me from your heart beloved, 'Your 
mouth is an excellent wine.' Song of Solomon 7:9" 
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I was quite amazed at your response to my singing - it was so... 
 
"Sincere - That's what captured My Heart. No matter that your voice wasn't warmed up - warm it up 
on Me Beloved, warm it up on Me! As long as it is from your heart in utter sincerity, I am delighted 
beyond words. It ministers to Me, Clare. Do you understand?" 
 
"Abandon technique and concentrate on the connection we have, heart to heart. You will be amazed 
that your voice will adjust itself into perfect pitch without your effort. You see, when you worship in 
spirit and in truth, I make all the corrections necessary. Your only effort should be in the area of 
ignoring every other thought than this one: 'Oh My God - I love you!' The rest I will make happen." 
 
"We are on a journey now, Beloved. You have asked Me to teach you how to worship and sing from 
the heart, and that's precisely what we are doing, together. We sing beautifully together. You reach 
out to Me in worship and My Heart comes bounding back in appreciation and with it the anointing to 
make every necessary adjustment, bringing it into perfection. But not through technical expertise - 
through love; pure worship and love." 
 
I was singing some Julie True's songs to the Lord earlier and was so amazed when His heart 
responded with such tenderness and appreciation, like a wave of sweetness washing over me. By this 
I knew that, somehow, I had entered into worship that was pleasing to Him. 
 
Jesus continued... "The piano is coming. It is coming along nicely. Continue to practice and allow 
yourself the freedom to experiment. Nothing is more boring than the same old thing over and over 
again. I have given you liberty, so you can enjoy freedom, as well as finishing the song." 
 
But Lord, you give me so many wonderful melodies that I just keep writing songs...and not getting 
them out. 
 
"That is in the process of changing. Yes, work on one at a time, but you need freedom to play as well. 
And I rejoice in your freedoms. Please don't envision Me as a harsh task master, looking over your 
shoulder 24-7 and asking, 'Where's the song? Why isn't it finished?' You and I both know why it's not 
finished - but it will be soon." 
 
Is that a promise, Lord? 
 
"It is." 
 
He is talking here about a song He gave me 3 weeks ago, that I still haven't finished ironing out the 
wrinkles on...but I'm getting close. There is yet one verse that needs rewording and some 
coordination issues in playing it, then I can put it up for you. 
 
The title of the song is... LORD...Have it Your Way 
 
Verse 1... 
You are beautiful oh so beautiful... My Heart's in Your hands... Oh take all of me, till nothing more is 
left only You. You are holy, oh so holy, nothing in this world can hold me. Every malice, my heart so 
callous, fades away before Your presence 
 
Verse 2... 
Lord I cherish You, cherish You, please have it your way, just one glance from you is all I need to 
pray... 'Have it your way.' 
 
The Lord continued... "Rest assured. It is coming along. And even better than this, with each song it 
will get easier. Right now you are facing a hurtle of unbelief and doubt. 'Can I do this?' The answer is 
NO, you can't. 'But through You, I CAN.'" 
 
"When your eyes are on Me, Clare, and Me alone: not your fears, not your doubts, not your wobbly 
voice, but on Me. In LOVE with ME - yes, you can. This is why I want to dance with you. I want you to 
feel My confidence in you, My affection and that I believe in you. That we, as a couple, can do this." 
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"Oh, My children, so many of you have had dreams that were aborted by life circumstances. The 
enemy has tried to close your case and stamp you 'FINISHED'. But I say rubbish to finished. You still 
have breath in you and what you are lacking I can breathe into you afresh each day. Only one thing 
really is required, faith in ME. And that when I give you My Word, it is My Word, and I back it up." 
 
"It takes so little, dear ones. It looks like a big black monster lurking in the corner throwing out crude 
and debilitating comments, 'WON'T WORK. GIVE IT UP. GET REAL. YOU HAVEN'T DONE THE 
DISHES YET. WHAT ABOUT THAT PHONE CALL YOU PROMISED. YOU ARE TOO OLD...YOU 
JUST DON'T GET IT DO YOU? FACE IT, YOU'RE A FAILURE.'" 
 
"No, you are not the failure here. Satan is the failure, that's his byline. And typical of all those in 
denial, he projects that onto My children - if they will have it. But you are NOT to have it. NOT to go 
into agreement with his lies. The truth is, I can do anything through anyone who is willing and has 
faith in Me. And if their faith is wavering? I can fix that, too. Consent is the bottom line. With your 
consent, I go to work fixing every impediment to your success." 
 
"So I am asking you, don't be cowed by the liars." 
 
"Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and lean not on your own understanding. Know Me in all your 
ways, and I shall direct your paths." Proverbs 3:5-6 
 
"And I shall direct your paths... successfully, I might add. In other words, when we have a goal 
together, no matter what it is, we will succeed together, if you don't turn back." 
 
"So, go forth My glorious Brides and let us bring into being all I have given us to do." 
 
 
 
 

Message 477: Jesus says... This will revive your Conscience & Soften 

your Hearts 
 
 
March 5th & March 6th 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
On March 5th, 2017... 
 
Jesus said to Clare... "It's not just to meet the needs of the impoverished, dear ones. This is also to 
meet your need to grow in the Holiness of the Father and in Mercy, as He is merciful. This is an 
opportunity to say 'no' to your flesh and 'yes' to Godliness." 
 
"And this is not just an endeavor for you, because I have called you to bring forth fruit on this Earth 
and those around you are often at a loss as to how they can help others who have legitimate needs. 
My heart is that your heart should be inflamed to touch those around you in a joint effort to grow in 
holiness and solidarity with those around the world. This is but one opportunity of millions around the 
world, but it is one more intimately connected that you will be able to see fruit from it." 
 
And as He was saying that, the Scripture came to mind... 
"My soul is satisfied as with marrow and fatness, And my mouth offers praises with joyful lips." Psalm 
63:5 
 
And here He's talking about our souls being satisfied. And again the Scripture says... 
"They drink their fill of the abundance of Your house; And You give them to drink of the river of Your 
delights." Psalm 36:8 
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The Lord continued, "The abundant life is Righteousness, Peace and Joy in the Holy Spirit. My River 
of Delights is the precious union with My Bride, who most resembles Me with her tender heart for the 
poor. 
 
"Many hearts are jaded by reports of corruption even in charities; many hearts have grown closed and 
hardened. I am bringing this to you as an opportunity to soften your hearts by joining Me in providing 
for these very little ones, and seeing the effect your caring has had on their lives." 
 
"This is much more about you and I than you and the poor. This is an opportunity to walk in My 
sandals and be an ambassador of love to your neighbor by simply enlisting them. It is not the amount 
you give, but the intention, the caring, the softening of your hearts. This is what I am offering you." 
 
"The Kingdom of Heaven has been given to such as these, and you shall walk in the glory of My 
presence as you take on more and more My attributes." 
 
*** 
 
And here Jesus continued on March 6th, 2017... 
 
Jesus began... "Do you know how thrilled I am that your heart went out to these little ones?" 
 
I can only guess, Lord. 
 
Jesus continued... "Don't you know when you minister to such as these, you have ministered to Me? 
Even as it is written... And the King will reply, 'Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of 
these brothers of Mine, you did for Me.'" Matthew 25:40 
 
"These are the ones that break My heart with their poverty. They have been chosen before time in the 
heart of the Father to be a gift to mankind. Their agreement with Me before conception was to come 
to Earth and suffer the direst need that the hearts of hardened men and women in first world countries 
would be renewed and softened. Their reward in Heaven is great." 
 
"This is rarely seen or understood by My people. They see their poverty as a chastisement, when in 
fact it is their gift to the developing world." 
 
"Where your treasure is, there will your heart be also." Matthew 6:21 
 
"Did I not say that I am their inheritance?" 
 
"Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven" Matthew 5:3 
 
"Rarely will you meet a person well-off that is this humble. When you accumulate riches, you become 
self-sufficient and the need to cling to Me becomes less and less important. That is, unless you truly 
are poor in spirit, a rare quality in the wealthy." 
 
"Listen, my beloved brothers... Has not God chosen the poor of this world to be rich in faith and to 
inherit the kingdom He promised to those who love Him?" James 2:5 
 
"And so, it is truly My gift to you, Clare, to soften your heart and live a more circumcised life of self-
denial, the perfect cure for your excessively preoccupied-with-money culture. The American dream 
has become the American nightmare, with people in such debt that sickness and insomnia plague 
them night and day as they work to sustain this madness. Which, by the way, has been inspired by 
Satan, to entrap men and women and keep them from Me." 
 
"When money is abundant, they lie awake at night planning how they will spend it. When money is 
scarce, they lie awake at night worrying about how they will pay off their debts. This is not the balance 
I ordained for man. It is right and good that all should have what is needful to a proper and productive 
life, where men can grow in knowledge of Me. Wisdom and charity and the fulfillment of their 
destinies. This I will restore when I return. But as it is now there is great inequity on Earth and My 
children must learn to give and sacrifice as they live for Me." 
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"This is a perfect opportunity for Heartdwellers, Clare. Lift this cross to your shoulder gently and carry 
it for Me; it is My delight to see your deep concern. This I will bless greatly." 
 
"It will revive the conscience of many who are at a loss as to how to do something that really makes a 
difference, one they can see and truly appreciate. Not that your left hand should know what your right 
hand is doing, but there is an element of solidarity and shared relief that softens the soul and makes 
them more like Me. This is essential to a healthy spiritual life as well." 
 
This was the end of His Message. 
 
Here a short note from me (Jackie) 
If you do not know, where you should help und where your help would make a difference, there is a 
link below the Video to the page of our Brothers and Sisters in Gambia (Here on the Picture) and 
Uganda... You also find there always their new Calls for Help und new images... This is only one of 
many possibilities, to help the poor of this world... Our Families thank you from their heart... 
 
 
 
 

Message 478: Jesus explains... I bring forth sweet Fruit & Healing from 

the most bitter Losses 
 
 
March 9th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "My people, when you go out of your way to take care of others, you resemble My 
Father in Heaven and I cannot help but to recognize Him in you. And Oh, how I love Him. Your deeds 
of Mercy qualify you for more and more anointings. No, this is NOT about works righteousness, this is 
not about earning rewards. It is about caring and loving those who have no way of rewarding you." 
 
"When you use the resources I give you for those dearest to My Heart, whether it be time or money, 
whatever gift you have, it sparks abundant love in My heart that causes Me to erupt with blessings 
into your lives. Clare has reaped the sweet benefits of that caring, both in her music and in her family. 
I have brought her children back into her life to work in her mission and this is a gift beyond all gifts for 
her." 
 
Oh Lord, never can I thank You enough for such a treasured gift. 
 
Jesus continued... "And there is more to come, and I will protect you from those who see and hear 
and begin plotting destruction. What they dig for your family to fall into, they themselves shall reap 
and not escape what they have tried to sow in the lives of My faithful ones." 
 
"I have so much good planned for you; this is only the beginning." 
 
"Now about the film." (The Shack) 
 
Yeah, we went to see that the other night. 
 
"I do not wish for My people to miss the forest for the trees. My Father is male, My Spirit is male in 
gender. Yes, yes, yes...all this is true." 
 
"But now I wish for my people to look beyond the obvious. Satan has deliberately ruined fatherhood 
and made it a horror in so many families. For this reason, I am avoided because I am both God and 
Man. It has become an issue that causes some to avoid Me because of My gender." 
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"This movie, while not accurately portraying My gender, has done very well indeed portraying My 
Loving Character. I would advise you, My People, My Children, do not ever fall for the idea that I am a 
woman. But there is no woman on Earth who can equal My tenderness and concern for each of you. 
Is it not written... "Behold, I extend peace to her like a river, And the glory of the nations like an 
overflowing stream; And you will be nursed, you will be carried on the hip and fondled on the knees. 
As one whom his mother comforts, so I will comfort you; And you will be comforted in Jerusalem." 
Isaiah 66:12-13 
 
"Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you who kill the prophets and stone those sent to you, how often I have 
longed to gather your children together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, and you were 
not willing." Luke 13:34 
 
"These are metaphors, My People. This is not to be taken literally. It is to be understood that I am 
gentle, tender and nourishing, attributes normally assigned to the mother in the family. But I AM all 
that exists - including the attributes of a woman or I could not have created her. If I did not know or 
understand and embrace the specific attributes of a mother, I could not have created a woman, or a 
family. But as it is, I have established who and what woman is... that tender, nourishing element may 
be in the center of the family to hold it together." 
 
"Satan has perverted this to the maximum and done all he could do to destroy the family. Yes, he 
hates Me, he hates mothers and fathers and takes great delight in separating families, which then 
become prey for him." 
 
"But let's be very clear about this. I AM the male principal, masculine, your Creator. I have created 
you to receive Me, and that is why I'd like each of you to be My Bride, because you have embraced 
Me and received from Me all that is in your lives. I created you to receive life from Me just as the 
masculine element gives life to the woman and a child is formed in the womb." 
 
"And please - do not pervert My words. This has nothing to do with sexual reproduction; this has 
everything to do with receiving all that I give you and bringing forth new life with your gifts." 
 
"When you worship, your hearts open to receive grace from Me. When you study My words, your 
mind opens to receive My instruction. When you minister, I call you to mother and shepherd your 
flock, to be My ambassadors of love which was shed in your hearts that you may sow it abroad, that 
others will receive this new life and be reborn in Me." 
 
"Yes you are receiving from Me and giving birth with your gifts new life to the broken and lost. This 
indeed is the paramount element of motherhood." 
 
"So, this film has some good elements in it. You can see from the scene at the throne what it cost Me 
and what I was willing to give to keep you from Hell. This is portrayed very well. I wish for you to stop 
straining at gnats and swallowing camels, My people." (Matthew 23:24) 
 
"The poisonous root in the center of the man's garden was bitterness. I have taught you before, that 
you must not allow this root to grow in your hearts. The tiny lilies of the valley represent forgiveness 
and new life in the Spring. When one is wounded, there is a tendency to bitterness; but when one 
forgives - their hearts are enlarged and healed." 
 
"Do you understand? As real as this movie appears to be, it is still only a movie and the three persons 
portraying My Threefold nature are merely examples of the attributes of My Godhead." 
 
"So many have been brutally injured from fathers. Betrayal, abuse, violence, selfishness, neglect, 
abandonment. Fathers have been destroying their children from a very early age. It is usually the 
mother who remains faithful to her offspring. Many will not consider anything good about Me, because 
they have been deeply wounded by their fathers or the men in their lives." 
 
"So, I am asking you not to be missing the very essence of the story: forgiveness, letting go, planting 
life's disappointments with gentle resolve and allowing Me to bring sweet fruit from the most bitter 
losses in your lives. Coming to Me as a familiar friend, trusting Me to help you walk upon the stormy 
waters of this life and refusing to sit in My place on the throne to judge your brothers and sisters." 
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"All these points are valid and biblical and portrayed very tastefully. So, I ask you to know, without a 
shadow of a doubt, My masculine nature. But learn from what the characters portrayed - that I love 
you as a mother would, unconditionally. My Spirit guides you very, very transparently and is more 
easily grieved than you can ever imagine. And I love to listen to you, be in your presence, play with 
you and appreciate life with you. To celebrate." 
 
"I am at your right hand always and I will never leave you or forsake you. I understand your deep 
wounds and I am here to heal them." 
 
 
 
 

Message 479: Jesus says... Help Me building My Kingdom on Earth 
 
 
March 11th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "My Brides, this is a season of learning the essentials in serving Me. Many of you are 
very ambitious as far as how you can stretch your day, your energy, your time. You expect too much 
of yourselves and end up exhausted, frustrated and unable to serve Me in the more important 
matters." 
 
"I would like to call you to accountability with your time. I would like you to consider what you 
accomplish for Me and what you have done strictly for yourself." 
 
"For instance, projects to beautify your space can become very self-serving and cause you to become 
more involved in yourself, your vanities, and the world. Then you are chasing your tail, because 
enough is never enough. Rather, I want you to be chasing Me and My needs during the day." 
 
"Yes, Beloved. Tell My people and lay it to heart yourself as well, this is the time for building up My 
Kingdom. This is the time for new beginnings that will open the floodgates of Heaven. But if you do 
not lay it to heart, if you roam about in your own will, there will be tragedy and sadness." 
 
"I am not threatening you. I am merely saying work now while you have the strength, the light, the 
inspiration. Do not waste your energies on your own nest. Rather, be about My business, helping Me 
with My Kingdom on Earth." 
 
"The great temptation here is to spend these precious graces on trivia, spring cleaning, organizing, 
etc., etc. Do only what is essential. Hand on to others what others can do and free yourselves up for 
Me. Those of you who have the resources to have someone clean and cook for you, by all means use 
them. Give as much as you can of the mundane tasks over to others and come into your prayer closet 
with Me for times of refreshing, restoration, and direction." 
 
"You will be met by great opposition, using your compulsive/addictive nature to join in the move to 
deep clean your houses in Spring. All the things that hit you in the spring. I am asking you to beware 
of the wiles of the devil to side-track you. For several years now that I have been with you through this 
very frail vessel, you have observed how easily she is thrown off track, and that you, too, have been 
derailed." 
 
"I am telling you, My People, most seriously - you must RESIST the temptation to do these things. I 
will let you know the season for doing this, if it becomes necessary. But now is NOT that season." 
 
"Now is the time to get into the ocean current of building up My Kingdom and flowing in My Spirit to 
My destination while you still have the light of day to work by. Many of you have taken these 
messages to heart and applied yourselves to new directions. You have already abandoned those 
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things that did not contribute to My Kingdom. For you, this is just a heads up to avoid being derailed 
by the enemy." 
 
"Yes, that is another dimension; things will be thrown at you from left field. Take My hand and walk 
upon the waters to a safe destination and the fulfillment of our dreams. Do not allow threats to 
dampen your joy as you are moving forward. There will be many, but as long as I am guiding you and 
you are following, I will lead you right through their midst and back into the work I have ordained for 
you. Just keep your eyes open so you will see it coming. Do not allow yourselves to be side-blinded. 
Nothing is happening to you that I did not give permission for, that I did not see coming, that i do not 
have a provision for delivering you out of the hands of evil." 
 
"Yes, I am pleased, very pleased indeed with your tender hearts for the poor, that you love in deed 
not just in word. That you follow through on your assignments from Me, especially prayer and 
whatever I give you to promote the Kingdom. That you are faithful in supporting this ministry with your 
prayers, which make a world of difference for Clare every day." 
 
"I am with you to rebuild My house. Go now in peace and know that the very power of God is infusing, 
guiding and equipping you to do My will. Do not shrink back from any challenge, there is nothing we 
cannot accomplish. Do not be intimidated, for Greater is He who is in you than he who is in the world." 
1 John 4:4. 
 
―Keep this message before you, Beloved, and continue on to the goal of the High Calling in My 
anointing.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 480: Jesus says... Cracks are beginning to form in the Elite's 

Network... 
 
 
March 13th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "Many of you, My dearest Brides, have been going through some of the most difficult 
trials of your lives. This is what I warned you of before you took My hand and began the steep climb 
up the mountain. I knew things were going to get tough, because I knew the opposition your president 
would face from the dark side." 
 
"And although you can't really see what your offerings are accomplishing, I can assure you cracks and 
deep fissures are beginning to form in the elite's network. Some things are coming to light that are so 
disgusting to those who have supported their agenda, that the weak points in their network are 
beginning to dissolve." 
 
"You and all who have prayed and fasted can be credited with this widening gap and general 
awareness of who these people really are and what their agendas really are. It is only beginning, but 
as the network weakens more and begins to crumble, those responsible for heinous acts will lose 
their public support which will be shifted to President Trump as they realize that he is the only man 
who was willing to risk his life to uncover the filth in Washington." 
 
"But it has taken a toll on you, My Beloved ones," the Lord continues. "And I want you to know how 
much I appreciate your sacrifices. I want you to know that nothing you have suffered was in vain." 
 
"Some have paid the ultimate price and are no longer on the Earth, but are with Me. Others have 
been brought to the brink and back again." 
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"Needless to say, it was very painful for her to have to come back, but they gave their wills to Me and 
I sent them back. Those who have suffered in this way, will be continually used for My purposes...and 
their glory in Heaven will be great. Their family and spouses have suffered torture watching their lives 
ebb away, expecting them to be taken, then given and sent back. Oh, how torturously painful this has 
been for all concerned." 
 
"This is one reason why I want to commend you for enduring this for your nation and the world. Yes, 
some have paid the ultimate sacrifice. For others, life seems to be almost as usual, but events unfold 
in your environment that are extremely trying and frustrating. That, too, is your sacrifice and I do not 
wish for you to go on ignoring that. These delays, oppositions, accidents, unexpected set-backs, all of 
them are entirely relevant to delivering America and the world from the clutches of evil." 
 
"Yes, you know that Revelation will be fulfilled and in your lifetime, and parts and shadows of it 
already have been. But I am bringing the light of My Kingdom to Earth before the final challenge. I am 
forestalling the inevitable, but it is your suffering that is backing this up. You all have done well." 
 
"As you grow in faith and love, you will discover yourself on high places with Me, saturated in My Love 
and united to Me in the sweetest bliss possible on this Earth. Yes, with great sacrifice also comes 
great, great joy." 
 
"This is to strengthen you even as I was strengthened by the Father before Calvary. Except for many, 
many, many of you, the Rapture will remove you from the worst of it." 
 
"So, I am commending you, dear Brides. I am visiting you with My choicest graces and asking you to 
carry these extraordinary crosses a bit longer. You will never regret what you have given up for Me. 
Never." 
 
 
 
 

Message 481: Jesus says... These heavenly Gifts flow from Heaven & 

Transform Creation 
 
 
March 15th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "I cannot bear to see sickness and death, yet this is the consequence of sin; 
generations of sin and degeneration because of sin. You see, sin carries with it a wave-length that is 
highly destructive to created matter and souls. And so a world full of sin is continually bringing decay 
to this Earth, which began as a perfect Eden, where there was no death." 
 
"Adam and Eve had the choice, so to speak. And when they chose to believe Satan's lies against me, 
they signed it over to his influence. He knew very well what he was doing when he tempted Eve to 
sin. He knew from experience and knowledge of Me that rebellion brings sin and sin brings death. He 
set her up so that she would bring her mate along with her and they would be in his hands." 
 
As the Scripture says... "Then, when desire has conceived it gives birth to sin, and sin when it has 
been accomplished, brings forth death." James 1:15 
 
"But that is not the point here, Beloved." Jesus continued... "The point is that I love these souls 
deeply. Very deeply. And to see them suffering as they do brings grief to Me as well." 
 
"And one of the few things My Bride can do to intervene and bring Me comfort is through worship and 
thanksgiving. When you worship Me, you bring Me great comfort Clare, great comfort." 
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"Somewhere on this Earth I can hearken to a loving presence returning thanks to Me, and oh how 
comforting that truly is. It takes My mind off the pain and suffering and brings deep, abiding joy to your 
God. If only souls knew and could accept the reality of the pleasure they bring Me we would have 
many more worshippers on this Earth." 
 
"Part of your assignment, besides making music to bring souls to Me, is also to make music to delight 
Me and bring healing to My heart wounded by the ingratitude and indifference of man. Then, I wish for 
you to convince them of My need for their company and worship." 
 
"Satan has done so much to downgrade souls they are afraid to approach Me, because they are so 
steeped in their own ideas of how repulsive they must be to Me." 
 
"How can you dwell in a heart that you are convinced judges you as unworthy, disfigured, unclean 
and doesn't want you there? You can't. They must be convinced...and YOU, My love, must ALSO be 
convinced." 
 
"Now in the matter of the three souls suffering so very greatly right now, the souls that you know 
about. I am with them, Clare. Where I am, there is peace, but there is also struggle - for the demons 
want to carry them down into despair without any hope of recovery or joy again in their lives. But My 
angels minister to these and there is a 'holy Novocain' that brings them through. Nevertheless, it is far 
from pleasant at certain moments, as you experienced with Ezekiel in the hospital." 
 
"The gift you and others have been given is double-faceted. One facet generates love, worship, 
thanksgiving to My wounded Heart from My Creatures, especially those made in Our image. But even 
the birds and the whales cry out in worship to Me." 
 
"The other facet generates My solidarity, My compassion, unconditional love, mercy, delight and 
affection for every creature I've made. In the center of this gem is My Spirit flowing abundantly from 
the Living Waters of Heaven for these purposes." 
 
"So, yes, in a way worship comes from Me, as does any fruit of the Spirit generated in a soul. I am no 
respecter of persons. I generate these opportunities to all, but so very few respond properly and give 
them the time, attention and protection they need to form their souls into a meaningful habit of Godly 
living." 
 
"But for those who do, they become My priests and ministers bringing the light of truth to this Earth 
through their relationship with Me." 
 
"And foremost in this holy team, are the intercessors and teachers of the New Covenant, the law of 
love and the musicians who do more than I could explain to you for each soul, for the Earth and it's 
welfare, and for Me. So, this is a GREAT honor and all these heavenly gifts flow from Heaven through 
My Vessels unto honor and transform creation." 
 
"So, My Beloved...take the time to sit by My side to sing, write songs, play for Me and with Me. For I 
delight in My Spirit's expressions of love through you. Do not allow the enemy to convince you 
otherwise, Clare, for his entire motive is to deprive Me of the consolations of your Love. Please, see 
this clearly. Protect this gift and refuse guilt for this holy time set aside to Me. Defend this gift. I need 
this from you." 
 
"My Brides, you are My delight. Spend this time with Me for no other purpose than to relish My 
presence and bring Me joy. Do not concern yourselves with sour notes or being off key; the key of 
love is always perfect. Love Me as you have never loved Me before, because this world brings Me 
endless pain and suffering...so I need so much endless worship to heal these wounds. And as you 
worship, I overflow with graces to all My children for healing, and I use the vibration of your songs to 
bring down the walls of oppression and swath My wounded ones in My Love." 
 
"Do not be convinced otherwise, your gifts are so very important to Me. They are a treasure and 
cannot be replaced by anyone." 
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"If only souls knew and could accept the reality of the pleasure they bring Me, we would have many 
more worshippers on this Earth." 
 
 
 
 

Message 482: Jesus says... This is the Clarion Call... Stand up America 

or perish! 
 
 
March 17, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began…. ―The red Heifer in Ezekiel‘s Vision is a symbol for purification by trial. A flushing out of 
the wickedness that has gripped this nation (America) for far too long. It is more than financial, it is 
ideological and moral filth that needs to be expunged from America. 
 
―For far too long people have turned a deaf ear to the complaints of those who are grieved by the 
corruption of this nation. Now is the time to flush the corruption from the soil of this nation so that she 
may arise in newness of life. This process is always painful; purification is never easy. Decay and 
death have been the basis for the majority of this nation‘s politicians. Maintaining the status quo, 
passing over the real moral issues and straining on gnats. The time for that is over. I, myself, will see 
to it that evil is flushed from this government and its deceptive arm, the media. 
 
―The time for indignation is past; now is the time for action. The church has thickened on her lees, it is 
time for her to awaken the world and take an active roll in seeing to it that righteousness reigns in this 
country. 
 
―Your president cannot do this alone. He needs every man and woman on board with his agenda. It is 
your prayers for the nation, your outcries, your educating those who are ignorant, your active roll in 
fighting this massive front of evil until it comes crashing down. 
 
(Clare) But Lord, I thought it would only be suppressed, not stopped. 
 
(Jesus) ―When I remove My Church, then evil will have its opportunity. But until then, Clare, you all 
have work to do: to pray, inform and enter into spiritual warfare to see to it that wickedness in high 
places is brought down into the dust. 
 
―This is the clarion call. This is to be a time of defeat for the darkness, a time of frustration and failure. 
And until I remove the Church, this is what it will be if you shoulder your cross and walk with Me, 
declaring righteousness and morality the standard of life for your country and politicians. Now is the 
time to make your opinion heard. Even in songs and art, in letters to editors, in public speaking 
forums, internet forums, and the like. 
 
―Don‘t run from the fight. Stand up and declare what is right without rancor. Make your voices heard, 
My people. Declare this previous administration so thick with filth, to be ruinous for the moral and 
ethical survival of this nation. Choose your words and your weapons carefully. Prepare the way with 
prayer and fasting, then make your voice known. It is the grass roots that are going to turn this 
country on its ear. It is the ruling elite that were destroying it. But the people rising up have indeed put 
a blockade in their way and I wish for this to grow bigger and healthier and more outspoken. 
 
―Not by ugly remarks nor fighting, but by exposing the truth. You are on a mission to prepare all for My 
coming, a mission that must include taking responsibility for your government, not turning a deaf ear. 
 
―If you want to live under oppression, famine and persecution, go ahead and medicate yourself with 
shopping and movies. 
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―If you want to insure your freedom and rights to love Me, protect your children from crime, drugs and 
indecent lifestyles, this is the time and season to act. 
 
―I have indeed brought forth the heifer to sanctify this nation and deliver it from its uncleanness and 
culture of death. But without the reordering of your lives to stand up and be counted for what is right, it 
will not endure. You must correspond with this grace, My people. You indeed must make your voice 
heard and make your life count for righteousness.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, would You please show us how to do that? 
 
―It is this simple… When you see or hear error, bring forth the truth and stand behind it. Do not expect 
results if you are not praying first. Remember, ministry of any kind is like an iceberg. Ninety percent is 
beneath the water and unseen – that‘s prayer. Ten percent is visible – that‘s ministry. Likewise, your 
mission begins with serious intercession. Then, when I bring you opportunities, you will be prepared.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I have not and still do not feel the burden for this nation that I should. Forgive me. 
 
(Jesus) ―That is true enough. But to your credit, when you catch wind of something I pass on to you, 
you do show serious concern. And it‘s not all about how you feel – it‘s your commitment to doing the 
right thing when it‘s inconvenient. Will you go out of your way for a serious discussion with one of your 
children who doesn‘t know her right hand from her left as far as the battles of the powers of evil vs. 
good in this nation? Will you stand the heat when you are scorned for your perspective? How much 
are you willing to invest? That will determine your return. 
 
―My people, I am dead serious. Rise up and claim dominion over this land. Rise up or perish with it. 
This is no time to run after your pleasures and distractions. This has been your behavior of the past 
and that‘s what they are counting on. But now you are informed. And you are not of this world. 
Greater is He that dwells in you than he that is in the world. (1 John 4:4) 
 
―Stand up and take dominion. You are not alone, the hosts of Heaven are marching with you. I am 
with you, in you and working through you. Stand. Stand up and take dominion.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 483: Jesus explains… The Gifts of My Spirit, Jealousy-Rivalries 

& Ploys of the Devils 
 
 
March 22, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―Things are heating up in the world. There are pockets of breakthroughs all over the 
world. Places and peoples, that have caught the wind of My Spirit blowing on them and carrying them 
into new territory, new anointings. Heartdwellers are a part of that and I wish for My Brides to 
recognize when they feel their heart‘s desire overtaking them, that is a good thing. That is a 
beginning. Do not suppress that or write it off. I am encouraging you, remember, I have placed those 
very desires in your hearts.‖ 
 
―Like for you, Clare, the flute. I did at first spark that in your heart and with Godly prudence you sought 
the discernment of your husband. And so I have ratified that to you; you have only to pursue it. 
Practice and worship to songs with it, you will find you learn it very quickly for I am with you. 
Remember always to seek My help and that of the Holy Angels. Remember always to seek My help 
and that of the angels.‖ 
 
―Others have begun writing projects, others have visited forums and spread My fragrance abroad. 
Others still are visiting the poor and volunteering at soup kitchens and loving the very, very poor and 
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destitute. Others are growing in the gifts of intercession and learning the skills of visiting the sick in 
the spirit. You, too, are doing this although I do not always allow you to remember.‖ 
 
―What I am trying to point out is that there truly are pockets of breakthrough. My People are finding joy 
in serving Me.‖ 
 
―Dear ones, results are not the focus; the focus is in the doing for love of Me. Whether you touch 2 or 
2,000 is not the point. What is important is that you are flowing with My Spirit and as you are faithful in 
the little things, I will come along and increase your anointing, as well as your visible results.‖ 
 
―I am training you. Some with baby steps, some with bigger steps. Different manifestations of My 
Spirit, but the same Spirit through all.‖ 
 
―Even as it is written: There are different ways of working, but the same God works all things in all 
men. Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit is given for the common good. To one there is 
given through the Spirit the message of wisdom, to another the message of knowledge by the same 
Spirit, to another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by that one Spirit, to another the 
working of miracles, to another prophecy, to another distinguishing between spirits, to another 
speaking in various tongues, and to still another the interpretation of tongues.‖ 
 
―All these are the work of one and the same Spirit, who apportions them to each one as He 
determines. The body is a unit, though it is comprised of many parts. And although its parts are many, 
they all form one body. So it is with Christ. For in one Spirit we were all baptized into one body, 
whether Jews or Greeks, slave or free, and we were all given one Spirit to drink. For the body does 
not consist of one part, but of many. 
 
―I wish for you all to cooperate with one another. Do not fall into the invitation from the enemy to think 
your gifts are greater than your neighbors. Even if You are starting with a pure heart, I promise you, 
you are a target and the enemy wants to sully your heart with envy and jealousy. Clare has done 
battle with those spirits as well.‖ 
 
(Clare) I have Lord, and it seems like they think they can have me. But I belong to You Jesus and I 
will not give my attentions to these filthy demons. May their jealousy turn back on them and cause 
division. 
 
(Jesus) ―You have done well, My Bride. But just as Satan waited for a more opportune time to test 
Me, so does he have his eye on you. The secret, as you have discovered, is to keep your eyes on Me 
and the sublime love we share.‖ 
 
―All of you, My Brides, when you feel threatened in this area, come running into My arms so I can 
calm your hearts and explain things more fully to you.‖ 
 
―You are each My irreplaceable diamonds, pearls, emeralds, rubies and rare gems. Each of you is SO 
unique, there are no comparisons one to another. I want you to focus in your gifts, the ones I have 
given you to cultivate. I want you to focus on My eyes of love so deeply penetrating your souls. There 
is none other like you in all of My creation and what we have together is not duplicated anywhere or 
with anyone else. I am totally yours and that part of you that is from the Father and returned to Him is 
received perfectly in Me – the glass slipper of Cinderella; only your precious feet fit into it.‖ 
 
―He created you all different and when you come back to us, you fulfill that place you were taken from. 
And I respond as your spouse, needing all that you were created to be, in Divine Union. I and the 
Father are again complete, our life has come back to us, of her own free will and is received uniquely 
– never to be taken from you again.‖ 
 
―It is indeed a mystery of the most profound beauty and magnitude. All I ask of you is to believe and 
receive that union of souls, made complete in communion and keep your eyes on Me and not on your 
neighbor – who is satisfying a whole other spectrum of beauty and completeness with their singular 
created being as they enter into union with the Father and I, completed of their own free will. And we 
are joyous.‖ 
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―So, you see, there is no need to envy your neighbor. When you focus on anyone else you miss the 
beauty of who and what I created you to be. The singular beauty is soiled and frustrated by attitudes 
of competition and jealousy. The greatest in My Kingdom is the meekest soul who never provokes 
jealousy, but rather is so humble, you have no idea of the gifts hidden inside that vessel.‖ 
 
―But I will say to My Brides, acknowledge the special virtues, gifts and insights I give uniquely to each 
of you. Do not fall into rivalries and belittle one another. Recognize their beauty in gifts and insights. 
Learn from them, but do not push them down by declaring yourself over them. This stems from deep 
insecurity and a need to be better than others. I abhor that.‖ 
 
―Humble yourselves, Children, humble yourselves. Declare the gifts unique to one another, praise Me 
for them. They came from Me. I am the sole author of virtue; all praise is to be directed to Me. But do 
acknowledge and learn from one another without rivalry or an air of spiritual superiority. The truly 
humble person seems so bland and without extraordinary virtue on the outside. Yes, they are a 
fountain sealed and only I know what is within. 
 
―I have called Clare to share what we do together along with her numerous short-comings and faults, 
so that you may understand. If I can continue to work with her, you are a piece of cake. And I mean 
that with all sincerity.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. Honestly, I am at a loss as to why you continue to clean the mud of this world off of 
Me. Like today, when I was repenting for giving in to SO many distractions. Terribly neglecting you, so 
frustrated, so full of the hurried ‗Martha, Martha‘ mentality and activity, grabbing everything in sight to 
finish off. I was so ashamed today, Jesus. 
 
And you gave me the Rhema… ‗Exclude all activities and things that are not within the circle of focus. 
Mortify curiosity and the unending desire for what pleases the eye.‘ 
 
Boy, is that right. It‘s that perfectionistic thing. It‘s never enough, it‘s never perfect enough. There‘s 
always something else to do. You can always make it better. And what a waste of time that is! It‘s 
terrible, really. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know. And what did you say to Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) I asked You – thinking about my insufficiency and that I‘m constantly having problems staying 
focused… I said… 'Is this the best You could do?' 
 
(Jesus) ―In other words... 'Couldn't You find someone better for this job?'‖ 
 
(Clare) Yeah, that‘s exactly what I mean. 
 
(Jesus) ―And what was My answer?‖ 
 
(Clare) You replied… 'I'm afraid so.' 
 
(Jesus) ―I really have My hands full of challenge with her. She is a hardened, stubborn case, so easily 
distracted. And the demons enjoy watching her for entertainment and a good laugh. There is just 
something about you, Darling, that you can‘t sit still without a semi-load of graces to hold you down…‖ 
 
(Clare) I know, Lord. It is a shameful thing. 
 
(Jesus) ―But you see, I can and am using you in spite of that. In fact, I love a challenge.‖ 
 
―So, My Brides there is not one of you out there who has more faults than she does. Calm yourselves. 
If there is hope for her, your hope is secure in Me. Do not downgrade yourselves because of your 
faults, offer them to Me so I can change you. That‘s all that is required, with trust of course. Knowing 
that nothing is Impossible to Me. I have brought and unmasked Clare to convince you of that.‖ 
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―So, there is no need to be jealous. Not of her, not of anyone, because I love you with a love that 
cannot be duplicated by any other soul. We are in this together. I am committed to you. I know what 
will bring you the greatest joy and I am taking you there.‖ 
 
―As My Bride, I am carrying you over the threshold of impossibilities. YES, I scoop you up into My 
arms and carry you right over the threshold into new life in Me. How exciting is that?! All that is 
required on your part is to believe. Dear ones, you need encouragement, because the accuser of the 
brethren is 24-7 finding fault with you and whispering that in your ear.‖ 
 
―For the accuser of our brothers has been thrown down, he who accuses them day and night before 
our God.‖ Revelation 12:10 
 
―You think it is your own mind, when in reality it is the devils feeding you discouragement, so you will 
not believe in My ability to use you. This is their favorite way to bring you to a halt and to sabotage the 
mission I have conceived in you before it ever gets off the ground. They convince you that you are too 
flawed to be used by God. That is why I have made such a point of explaining this, and exposing 
Clare‘s faults and sins.‖ 
 
―When you realize who she really is, on her own, without Me – you will truly understand, ‗Wow, I‘m not 
that bad!‘ Of course, don‘t fall into pride or judgement, but if you see who she really is, you will never 
be jealous of her.‖ 
 
―There is another aspect of envy and jealousy I would like you to understand. That is simply that I set 
good examples before you. I want you to climb upwards, to soar with Me, and when you see others 
soaring you will desire to be there, too. It is an excellent example for you.‖ 
 
―But at the same time the enemy will be saying, ‗You‘re a loser. You‘ll never be able to do that.‘ And if 
you listen to him you will become discouraged and even jealous that you aren‘t as good as another.‖ 
 
―WATCH OUT for that ploy. It will be used on you over and over again. I know I have told you this 
before, many times – many, many times. But it bears repeating, because you are still falling for it.‖ 
 
―My Darling Brides, go with the inspiration you are feeling in your hearts now and know that I have 
empowered and anointed you. We will do this together. Do not look back or consider your past, for 
truly, I am doing a new thing in your lives.‖ 
 
―Receive Me in communion every day. Not only will you be strengthened, but it is the tangible, 
physical manifestation of our union. I have made it so.‖ 
 
―I bless you now, to continue to catch the wind of My Spirit and fly with Me to your very unique 
destiny.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 484: Jesus says... Your greatest Protection is Obedience 
 
 
March 24, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "Clare, you are being buffeted by demons of distraction and this is a move that is 
occurring all over the Earth. It is a campaign to sidetrack My People from following their destinies and 
the anointings I have distributed around the world." 
 
 
So Lord, how do we handle this? 
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"First of all, cleave to obedience. Compromise opens the door for them. Second of all, pray against 
them, confess your weakness to Me, ask to be forgiven and empowered to resist this evil force. Spirits 
of Chaos and Distraction - renounce them and make a firm resolution not to give into them. Send 
them packing and ask Me to protect you." 
 
"Clare, your greatest protection is obedience. There is no power to move forward like obedience. I 
know what is needed when, how much is needed, and how to motivate you. But if you do not obey My 
counsels to you in your heart, you end up being taken over by Chaos and Distraction. These are evil 
forces used even against Adam and Eve in the Garden. But you do not have to be victims; you are 
overcomers. And I lay the path you are to take before you. You have only to obey and keep on 
obeying." 
 
"Because if the enemy cannot cause you in the beginning to disobey, he waits for another time when 
you are not paying attention and then leads you astray. So often it is the harmless little things that 
cause you to compromise in obedience. 'Oh, I'll just take care of that quickly and be right back, Lord.' 
No, that's not how it works. When you give in to that voice to leave the place you are in out of 
obedience, you open the door and the enemy lines up more and more distractions to keep you from 
coming back. Don't you see this, My Love?" 
 
I do now, Lord. I do now. 
 
"Well, this is not an easy lesson and you tend to forget. And of course, you are getting assistance in 
forgetting from the enemy and so far, he has succeeded with you every day for the past two weeks. 
Now is the time to put your foot down. Things you should have done are passing their time to do and 
now you are behind in what I had planned for you." 
 
"Dear ones, I cannot use a disobedient soul effectively. Obedience is the very hinge on which other 
things depend. Those who understand this and are brutally faithful, taking their will by force and 
making it behave, are the ones who reach the high calling." 
 
"Those who compromise and put off obedience are the ones I must set aside for the mission I 
intended them to have. Please, do not be one of these any longer. Do what is right WHEN it is right 
and do not delay." 
 
"Someone once said, 'Delayed obedience is not obedience at all.' And oh, how true that is." 
 
"Now I do not want you mourning over this, but grabbing hold of the rope of the grace of obedience 
and NEVER letting it go. Obedience is your protection and guarantee of graces continually flowing 
and feeding those around you. Once you abandon obedience, you have abandoned all the benefits I 
could have given you had you stuck with it." 
 
"This is a massive problem in your society, because so many distractions present themselves and are 
laid at your feet as traps to ensnare you and frustrate My will for you. Pride is also behind this. Giving 
in to your own wisdom instead of cleaving to My instruction. Satan brings many down this way. Please 
do not be another one of his victims; rather, do violence to your will and follow steadfastly in My 
footsteps. This is how you will reach the high calling I have for you." 
 
"The most direct path to pleasing Me is obedience, which opens the windows of Heaven, which pour 
forth graces on you and all those around you. Conquer your flesh with the power of obedience. When 
you are lacking, cry out to Me, 'Lord! Deliver me from evil.' That is, the evil of disobedience." 
 
"The battle is raging, Clare - raging and raging." 
 
Lord, please explain this to me. Are these tweets about the Rapture relevant right now? 
 
"What did I tell you earlier, My Love? If enough people didn't pray, the wicked would get their way. I 
need more prayers, more sacrifices. People like the three in your group that are fighting for their lives 
are carrying tremendous burdens for this country. And there are more all around the world that do not 
know what their lives are being sacrificed for in their minds. Their spirits know, but not their intellects." 
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"Yes, I need more prayer. Yes, it is not looking good. Still, I do not want anyone putting down their 
endeavors for Me and sitting on their rooftops waiting. One thing I am doing with this channel is 
waking people up to their gifts to be used in My service. If you talk too much about doom and gloom, 
a certain hopelessness will set in, and I don't want that. Keep marching soldiers, keep marching. Let 
your obedience in following what is in your heart be a love offering to Me for the world." 
 
"Distractions are the number one way your missions will be frustrated, Heartdwellers. Do not let this 
happen. Press in, be resolute, ignore the invitations to go another way. The devils are trying to set 
you up to give into despair, frustration and another mission under the guise of being a better choice. 
Ignore these invitations to digress; hang onto your missions with all your might." 
 
"You cannot go wrong by obeying Me. The last two areas I am focusing on with you now are building 
with one hand and fighting with the sword in the other. This is a time like Nehemiah's. The enemy is at 
the door, in many cases even in your own household. But the enemies that will steal your destinies if 
you will allow it, can be overcome with simple obedience and refusing to think on your own, rather 
relying on Me 100% and deferring to My wisdom no matter what it looks like." 
 
"So, it is time to raise another standard of prayer, My dear ones. Fight. Fight in the spirit for this 
country. Make your prayers heard on High. At the same time, work your missions. Move forward with 
what I've given you to do. Do not drop it. Do not stop building. Do not stop obeying or expanding. 
Continue to carry on with what I have given you to do. And wield the sword in the spirit against the 
enemies of this nation. And pray for this nation. In this way, your individual destinies and the destiny 
of this nation will succeed. Pray. I will crown you with success." 
 
 
 
 

Message 485: Jesus says... I am calling all into Prayer for America & 

President Trump 
 
 
March 28, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―I have seen your tears and heard your cries for mercy, yet the outcome is 
undetermined. However, if all My people will apply their hearts to this kind of prayer I will be able to 
turn the tide.‖ 
 
(Clare) And just to be clear on this point, I didn‘t spend hours and hours in prayer. I spent probably an 
hour and a half with the communion service and then praying the Divine Mercy Prayer. But they were 
strong, heart-felt prayers. 
 
(Jesus) ―But My Love, not everyone is listening and caring enough to join in. They have no idea of 
what horrors await them if these disasters are not averted by prayer. So I want you to continue to call 
all to repentance and fasting. Repent for the times you didn‘t go to prayer, deny yourselves for the 
times you didn‘t pay heed. Apply your hearts to the prayers and perhaps this evil event planned can 
be circumvented. 
 
―If enough hearken to My plea, there will be mercy. My People, this is the time to rend your hearts on 
behalf of America. The very evil underground government also has underground armies, mighty and 
fearless, bold and without conscience, shoulder to shoulder, none breaking ranks. Woe to those they 
fall upon.‖ 
 
(Clare) And this evening we gathered together for prayer and one of our members was shown the 
scales of justice in Heaven and the angels were placing our prayers and sacrifices on the right side of 
the scale, which was just a little lower than the left side. On the other side were also things weighing it 
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down and she asked… ―What are those?‖ And the answer that was given was that it was curses, 
spells, wicked deeds, offerings to Satan, by his worshipers. 
 
As she looked at the scales, the left side was just a tad above the right side, but barely. The Lord said 
to her… "Pray, My children, pray. Sacrifice and give as much as you can, for we need to keep the 
balance tilted to the right." And it was understood that the servants of Satan were praying and 
sacrificing almost as much as the servants of Our Lord Jesus. People, that shouldn‘t be! We need to 
tip those scales off the charts to get the promised two years. 
 
There is still hope, but our dedication to prayer must outweigh the satanic covens who cast spells and 
curses to bring chaos on the world, division among Christians and moral decline. The future is in our 
praying hands. Antichrist is here, but he can do nothing until the Church is removed. That‘s because 
our prayers are powerful and he is still being bound until the appointed time. 
 
(Jesus) ―Your country is precariously teetering because of the wickedness of certain key members of 
your government. However, I am still with Donald and as long as you pray, change will come. Not as 
much as I would like to see right now, but still – it is some progress. Oh how I need more, more, more 
from all of you. My people, the more you pray and offer sacrifices, the more joy you will experience as 
you see your government turned from evil to good. The more secure your life and ministries will be. 
The more productive and fruitful your lives, your children‘s lives and the lives of those around you.‖ 
 
―But I am calling you to really deny yourselves, pick up your cross and follow Me into the battleground 
of prayer. This is a time for all hands to be on deck. In other words, each one of you are critically 
needed to turn this monster. 
 
―None among you are too little, too small or insignificant that your prayers don‘t matter. Every child‘s 
prayers, every senior‘s prayers, every disabled person‘s prayers are needed. You who suffer with 
sicknesses that I have not yet healed, have great weapons in your hands as you offer your daily 
inconveniences, embarrassment and pain. That is a very great influence. 
 
―I am calling upon every sunday school teacher, pastor, counselor, nurse and those in positions of 
influence to put the word out. Pray for peace to come to America. Pray for an end to the political 
posturing and using Americans for personal agendas. Pray the eyes of all will be opened to how 
destructive this bickering is. Pray your president will be respected so he can move forward with the 
reforms I have given him. Pray the evil persons in government will be exposed and brought to justice. 
 
―Pray for the disarming of the lying press that is continually shaping people‘s minds. Pray for those 
minds to start operating on their own, not under the spell of the media. For that is truly what has 
happened. The media is under a spell by the forces of darkness to deliberately mislead and sabotage 
your nation. Pray, that this spell be broken and people wake up and start thinking for themselves. 
Pray all these things with passion from your hearts and you will see change. 
 
―Break the curses off your government controlled by Satan.Thousands of innocent children have been 
victimized, brutally raped and tortured as offerings to Satan to bring this nation down. 
 
―Offer blessings, prayers, vigils, kind deeds, works of Mercy and especially informing the ignorant to 
offset this plague of evil that determines the destiny for you and your children. This is, what is needed 
now. 
 
―I am calling all of you, from the oldest to the youngest, to storm Heaven on behalf of your nation. 
Then, I promise you, you will see change. This is the time to rally. All hands on deck. Then you will 
see change.‖ 
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Message 486: Jesus says... You will know them by their Fruits 
 
 
March 28th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "Many say many things. Not all are to be believed. And this will be disarmed like all the 
rest of Satan‘s plots if My people continue to pray and fast." 
 
"My love, I need to explain to you that each ministry I empower has a different purpose. Your purpose 
is love, hope, intimacy and empowerment. This is My dearest wish for My Bride. Sadness, doom and 
gloom, disaster must also be brought forth, but for different vessels I choose different messages. 
However, on close scrutiny, they can all be resolved as saying the very same things in confirmation." 
 
"For instance, some of My prophets are strictly encouragers, such as Lana Vawser. Others are 
watchmen that warn, foretell future events based on what I see will happen. However, they appear to 
be more cast in concrete rather than given with the impetus to pray against them." 
 
"Some people latch onto the bad news and never go any further. Others fall to their knees and plead 
for Mercy. There are times when disaster is turned away and times when it is mitigated, and times 
when it hits seemingly full force. But in reality, it never hits full force. Things are never as bad as they 
could have been, because I hear the pleas and prayers of those who cry out for Mercy." 
 
"In this ministry, I have steadily exhorted all to look to the good but carry the sword in one hand while 
creating in the other. Taken over all, change is coming to America, but not without a fight. It will be 
either good or bad depending on who hearkens to My exhortations to pray and fast. If enough souls 
respond, the worst will be averted. It truly is a balance as you have portrayed it." 
 
"Chaos is from the enemy, even the use of dark matter to incite insurrections and fighting. There is 
much evil planned for events coming up, but prayer will disarm much of it as it did with the 
demonstrations set off during the elections." 
 
"The best you can do is pray and educate. Spread the word. The unemployed, criminal element 
terrorist networks, Islamic extremists and those who are looking to make an easy dollar and have no 
scruples about how they do it, are being paid to demonstrate and cause trouble." 
 
"My Love, you have the right perspective and the right message. This is Me, Clare. I understand much 
better than any man or woman can what My Bride needs to her keep going. I have anointed you to 
lead according to My words to you, that she may be strong against the enemy AND productive. Not 
just fighting constant battles and getting ready for the worst, which is what is happening to those who 
focus on the bad new prophecies. Many lives are not productive, because they are living only to 
protect themselves and their families. It will not go well with them when I come." 
 
"Here on this channel, I have taught you all to put on My sandals and walk the Good News out to 
everyone through the medium anointed for you. From gently educating the doubtful on forums, all the 
way to taking part in productions that reach the masses: music, movies, radio and television. No 
matter what the nation is going through, you can still exercise your gifts and expand your abilities to 
be more relevant. As you learn to create, speak, write, you become more and more sensitive to My 
Spirit and as things in the world occur you can address people with what is on My heart." 
 
"You see many live in a punishment mode. 'You sinners are going to be punished and I‘m going to be 
saved.' This was NEVER My message, NEVER. Even in My ministry there was only one group I 
condemned: the religious hypocrites. The prostitutes did enter Heaven before them. Not because they 
felt condemned to Hell, but because they felt loved and forgiven. This is My message still, to this date: 
to heal, bind up the wounded, set free the captive and teach forgiveness as well as forgiving their 
sins." 
 
"Those who major on punishment narratives very often lose sight of the heart of the Gospel, which is 
love and forgiveness. They become slanted and twisted, sowing condemnation and fear. Yes, some 
will convert out of fear, but then I have the task of convincing them of My Love." 
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"The reason why you have had so many conversions is because you present the Real Me, the Loving 
Me, and most have only been exposed to the judgmental Me, which I only exercised on the 
Pharisees, because they failed to love." 
 
"So you see, you are doing your job by presenting not just the calamity but the answer to forestalling 
the calamity and being productive in the midst of it. If Satan can keep you surfing 24/7 for where and 
when the asteroid is going to hit... well, he has effectively stolen your gifts. You will not use them 
because you are riveted on when it‘s going to hit." 
 
"This has been going on since the 50‘s, Clare! Look at the lives that were wasted because they only 
lived to escape the wrath to come written in Revelation." 
 
"Now I have shown you the REALITY of what will or can happen, and asked you to pray against it, 
while working on the joyous things I‘ve given you to do. So, you are prepared when difficulties arise, 
but you are also maturing in your gifts and reaching people. How wonderful is that?" 
 
"If I were to give you only prophecies about the end, you would never have done that painting of Me. 
Please, My Beloved, do not compare yourself to other vessels; each has a unique charism unless 
they are fashioning themselves to look like another minister. They each have their uniqueness and 
when all are joined together, the message becomes complete. Warning, yes. Nourishing, yes. 
Building up, yes. And maturing in the things of the Spirit, including spiritual warfare and caring for the 
poor. Yours is a very well rounded message and I do not want you changing anything about it." 
 
"And when you examine the doom and gloom prophecies, most if not all have not come to pass. 
Why? Because those in My end times army bent the knee, prayed and fasted for more time, more 
grace and more mercy." 
 
"There is not even a trace of the poison of self-righteousness, 'Well, the comet‘s going to hit and kill all 
those sinners and we are going home in the Rapture.' This is driven by pride, self-righteousness and 
judgmental attitudes, all attributes of a religious spirit. The sad thing is, if those who judge others and 
condemn them could see themselves in My mirror, they would see that they, too, are unworthy. In 
fact, even more unworthy because they failed to love their brothers as they love themselves." 
 
"You need to know this, My Love, you really do." 
 
"You need to know that what I am doing on this channel is covering all I taught while I was on the 
Earth, as well as calling out for repentance. Again and again and again I have said, it is My 
KINDNESS that leads to repentance. It was My kindness to the adulterous, the prostitutes, the tax 
collectors that led to their conversions. They had heard the judgement and condemnation of the 
religious community all their lives and it only drove them into hopelessness and further from Me." 
 
"So, there is wisdom to My approach on the Still Small Voice channel and I would not have it any 
other way. Do not look at the other prophets and condemn yourself. Look at Me and obey. You are 
My faithful Bride. You have not allowed yourself to be influenced by others. Hold to this grace and Our 
children will be many and healthy." 
 
"And for you, My children, I exhort you. If you go to many channels out of curiosity, you will have 
spiritual conflict and confusion. You will be so busy following the threads of who is false and who is 
real that you will neglect the beauty that is within you - the unique gifts I would love to empower you 
in." 
 
"Your discernment needs to come from your relationship with Me. That is why I have led Clare to do 
multitudes of videos on discernment, so you would be equipped to deal with these deceptive times; a 
different voice on every corner, many inciting fear not love." 
 
"I have warned you on this channel from the very beginning, you will have spiritual heart burn if you 
pursue the latest fad in prophecy. Pursue Me and you will have the latest Prophecy. I will see to it that 
you are the right position in My Kingdom." 
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"Look around you, dear ones. Many false prophets have come into the world, seemingly sincere. 
Examine their lives closely: are they for Me or for themselves? Have they brought you into a deeper 
relationship with Me or more confusion?" 
 
"In the end, all that matters is our relationship and your faithfulness. Where you grow in this area is 
where you should stay and not give your ears to the latest prophetic gossip that comes from sources 
that would alarm and shock you. Stay faithful to Me and you will become who I created you to be." 
 
"Months or years down the road you will discover that the ones who follow every prophetic voice 
without discernment are still without fruit. Are still confused and feeling far away from Me. Still 
struggling with the same sins, and not growing in holiness, charity or brotherly love. That will tell you 
all you need to know and be a confirming sign to you that I am the only Voice you need to hearken to. 
I am your Light and your Salvation. I alone can be trusted. The most important thing in your life is to 
learn to discern My voice and to know Me on an intimate basis." 
 
"By their fruits you will know them, Clare. My precious, come to Me. Let Me wipe away those fears 
and doubts that have attacked you tonight. You are Mine. There is beautiful fruit on your channel. 
That‘s all you need to know. You are Mine and I am yours." 
 
 
But I do make mistakes sometimes, Lord.... 
 
"A diamond is not considered authentic if it doesn‘t have a flaw. My grace is sufficient for you, and 
should you err in a message, I will cover for you. Not cover over, but come back and straighten it out 
and make sure no one did things based on what you said if it was in error. I will be your safeguard for 
My sheep. I, Myself, shepherd them through you, and should they eat a toxic plant? I, Myself, will 
medicate and heal them." 
 
"My people, be faithful to Me. Hearken to My voice alone. A stranger do not follow. Sensationalism is 
the motive behind many who make an outrageous living by keeping the flock restless and fearful. It is 
a travesty. Those who deliberately mislead My sheep for worldly gain will occupy some of the hottest 
places in Hell." 
 
"A stranger My sheep will not follow; they will run from them. When you lose your peace and begin to 
think in anxious ways, beware. There is a wolf nearby. Stay on the path of peace and intimacy with 
Me. Truly the road ahead is treacherous for those who hearken to strange voices." 
 
"My sheep know My voice. I will lead them in and out of the sheepfold. They will drink from pristine 
springs of water. They will be spiritually healthy and eat from the finest grass." 
 
 
 
 

Message 487: Jesus asks... How is it that the King must wait for His 

Queen? 
 
 
April 5th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "I want you to draw closer, My dearest. You keep yourself too occupied when I want to 
feed you My extraordinary love for you from My heart. Here you are talking about distractions and 
look at how easily you are drawn away from My bosom, when I wish for you to rest there. There is so 
much more I want to give you, My Love. So much more. But you tend to vault out of My arms just 
when we are reaching a point of the communion of Our Hearts, for I love to dwell in you and you love 
to dwell in Me and we belong together." 
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"But you are easily taken off from this place. Is it your reticence to allow yourself to be vulnerable to 
Me? Is that why you pull away? Or is it just a simple distraction like getting something to drink?" 
 
Lord, You know the answer to that better than I. 
 
"How about a little of both. The enemy can observe that heart glowing from within you and receiving 
much needed graces. He knows well how dangerous you will be to his agendas if you receive the 
fullness of My anointing for you. So, he shoots a thought dart into your head, 'I‘m thirsty.' Then when 
you get up, 'Oh look at this fridge, how did it get so bad? Well, I'll just fix the first shelf real quick.' 
Then when you‘ve finished that, 'Well, I did that. I might as well fix the other shelves, too. After all, I 
don‘t even know what's in there to eat and what needs to be thrown out.' And then he has effectively 
drawn you away from Me, Clare." 
 
Yep. That's what happened. 
 
"In the meantime, I am watching your reactions to his tactics and wishing you would open your ears 
and hear Me calling you back. But you have a way of becoming deaf when you spring up into action. 
By the way, Distraction tells his helper, Deafness, to take care of you, so you won‘t hear. Then your 
angel nudges your husband, 'Tell her not to get distracted.' So he says something, 'Honey, don‘t get 
distracted from the Lord.' And you give him a quickie answer, 'I won‘t.' But you know full well you have 
and you will. So I wait." 
 
"How is it that the King must wait for His Queen?" 
 
Oh, that‘s not good, Lord. That's not good at all. 
 
"Yes, I know. You lose graces. You hurt Me. I have given Myself to you and you have treated Me of 
lesser importance than your refrigerator. Do you see this?" 
 
Regrettably, Lord, I do. I was wrong to do that. Lord, please forgive me. 
 
"Will you try harder next time? Actually what I want to say is, will you say 'NO' next time? 'Cause I 
guarantee you, there will be a next time. As long as the devils are able to do this, they will continue. 
They stop when you deny them so many times they know their efforts will be wasted because you will 
turn them down." 
 
Lord, what can I do to repair this damage? 
 
"Come back to Me and linger in prayer for longer. I long for you, as you long for Me. I miss you, Clare. 
I miss our deep times together. Don‘t do to Me what many other ministers do. They cut their time 
short, because they put tending the flock or personal needs above My need to be with them. Please 
don‘t do that to Me. Do not give that example to your flock. The flock follows the shepherdess, so by 
your example, My Love, you are bound to live for Me every moment of your life." 
 
"You see, My People, your creative endeavors are only as good and deep as your relationship with 
Me. If you want to communicate Me to others, you must absorb more and more of Me so you can 
become like Me. When we are together, I move Heaven and Earth to provide you with fresh manna, 
fresh anointing, fresh hope and inspiration. When you shortcut that, you shortcut your effectiveness in 
communicating the Gospel." 
 
"But more importantly, I ask you, what is more important to you: feeding your flock or feeding Me the 
sweet nectar of your love? So many think I am remote and have no needs whatsoever. I am complete 
in and of Myself. How wrong they are!" 
 
"Your cats look at you and perhaps think that way because you look so able to feed and groom 
yourself without their help. But they have come to recognize that you gain emotional strength by 
snuggling with them and petting them and they bond to you as if you were their birth mother, because 
you are caring for them as she did." 
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"The truth is, yes, you can function quite well indeed without your kitties. But you choose not to. You 
choose to make yourself vulnerable to them, you choose to 'need' them." 
 
"Don‘t suppose that I am like a plastic Buddha that has no feelings. I am your Creator, Who created 
you for the express purpose of having a relationship with Me. I long to be recognized for Who I Am 
and what I AM to all My creatures." 
 
"The birds, the crickets and even the whales are all aware of this and what scientists do not hear is 
their worship. Men understand needs being met like mating calls, distress calls, but worship? Oh, men 
are so far from understanding the sheer delight and pleasure creatures experience when they worship 
Me." 
 
Jesus quotes some Scripture... 
Psalm 19:1... 
"Is it not written: The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands. 
 
"And how do they declare the glory of God? They worship Me. Have you not heard the stars singing 
to Me? Now science is beginning to understand there is a sound vibration connected to all creatures 
and within that vibration they are worshipping Me." 
 
Job 12:7-10... 
But ask the animals, and they will teach you, or the birds in the sky, and they will tell you; or speak to 
the earth, and it will teach you, or let the fish in the sea inform you. Which of all these does not know 
that the hand of the LORD has done this? In his hand is the life of every creature and the breath of all 
mankind. 
 
Psalm 96:11-12 
Let the heavens rejoice, let the earth be glad; let the sea resound, and all that is in it. Let the fields be 
jubilant, and everything in them; let all the trees of the forest sing for joy. 
 
"'Let the Earth be glad.' How can the Earth be glad if it has no soul and no emotion? 'Let the sea 
resound and all that's in it.' How can the sea do this if it has no soul, and has no ability to worship Me? 
'Let the fields be jubilant and everything in them. Let all the trees of the forest sing for joy.' How can 
this happen if there is no soul? If there is not worship coming forth from them?" 
 
Genesis 9:12... 
And God said, this is the sign of the covenant I am making between Me and you and every living 
creature with you for all generations. 
 
"Obviously, you cannot make a covenant with an inanimate object. The fact is, when you come to be 
with Me in Heaven you will see the souls of the Earth, the souls of the flowers, the fish, the birds, the 
trees. You will see how they worship Me." 
 
Isaiah 43:20... 
The wild animals honor Me, the jackals and the ostriches, because I provide water in the wilderness 
and streams in the wasteland, to give drink to My people, My chosen. 
 
"All creatures rejoice in My goodness and love for them. And at the end of their lives, they come to 
Heaven to live with Me forever in a creation that never decays, and is in a constant state of worship. 
They also mourn and pine away for My coming, because they have their own way of understanding 
the devastating blow that's given to them through Satan's cruel hatred, as he lashes out at Me by 
destroying the live I created." 
 
"So you see, it is written, yet men think they have Me figured out and the life force of Creation has no 
understanding. How far from the truth this is! I created all with a choice to worship or despise Me, 
even as they choose to love or reject a man. When Creation receives man, or woman, or a child - it 
responds in love. Though you cannot normally perceive this consciousness, it still exists." 
 
"When an animal rejects a human, it is showing its attitude towards that person. This is a free will 
choice on the part of the animal, not only a result of their conditioning and history with a human. They 
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can come from a very loving family, but not like someone when they walk in the door. You have seen 
this response in dogs." 
 
"There is so much that is not known about the nature of My relationship with Creation. That includes 
you, My dear. I do need your affection and your worship, so please return to Me now." 
 
 
 
 

Message 488: Jesus says... You know, what would disqualify you for 

the Rapture!? 
 
 
April 7th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Clare began... 
Lord, I am troubled about these Rapture warnings. You are not addressing that with Me or with the 
Heartdwellers. Am I missing something? 
 
Jesus answered...  "How many years have you heard that the Rapture would be next month or six 
months from now? How many years?" 
 
Uhh.... At least two and a half. 
 
"That's correct. And has it happened yet?" 
 
Not that I know of. 
 
"That, too, is correct. Clare, My precious one, it takes a very long time to bring about change in a soul. 
Look at yourself, for example. How many years ago did you first understand that the Rapture was 
coming and you were not prepared?" 
 
Ummm...I'm not sure. Seven? 
 
"Nine." 
 
Oh. 
 
"For nine years I have been preparing you and you still have a ways to go. It is My Mercy that is 
holding the Rapture back while moving on the hearts of men to understand that they are not ready 
and they need to be NOW." 
 
As He was speaking, this Scripture came to mind, The Lord is not slow to fulfill His promise as some 
understand slowness, but is patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to 
repentance. 2 Peter 3:9 
 
"I'm not saying you won't be taken. That's your decision. You know what would disqualify you. As long 
as you hold to the right way, you are safe to assume you will be taken." 
 
"If you are deliberately in disobedience and rebellion and turn from the right way to follow your own 
will, you will be left behind." 
 
"Right now it is looking good for you, but guard your ways, My Bride; the enemy is clever and has his 
sights on you. And not just you, but all ministers. The sheep follow the shepherd and if the enemy can 
mislead you, the flock will follow. This is why ministers and their children are big targets." 
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"However, you are loving Me and wanting to love Me more by your actions and will, and this is the 
safest place for you and the flock to be." 
 
"But to answer your question directly, it takes a long time to turn a man's will from the world to Me. 
And if they heed the warnings now, they may indeed be ready. That is why these warnings are still 
being sent out. And as we discussed, I have been in your life, shaping your behavior for nine years." 
 
"My people, if you are living for yourself, you are at high risk of being left behind. If you are living for 
Me and obedient to My known will, you are safe and will be taken. It's just that simple. Examine your 
hearts and your life for fruit. Examine your motives. Get to the bottom of why you do what you do. If it 
is done out of any other motive than love for Me and your brother, you are at risk and need to 
abandon those ways." 
 
"Well, Clare, tonight you asked about something to add humidity to the air to help your voice and I told 
you 'no.' In fact, because you have stubbornly latched onto this idea, I gave you Pride. (A reading 
from the Bible Promise Book) Whenever you get it in your head that you need something and I tell 
you 'no,' if you yield as you did tonight when you prayed to Me before hand, 'Lord, please help me to 
accept your will graciously and with trust that You know what is best.' When you do that, your heart is 
on the right track." 
 
"But when you resist and insist, you are strongly set in self-will, Pride and your own understanding, 
which is SO limited, it is laughable. So, always accept My answer, My will with gracious acquiescence 
that I know what is best. And to have what I do not want you to have is not only unnecessary, but 
leads you deeper into pride and self-will. That is the wrong direction. That is the 'left behind' direction. 
So, continue to climb the ladder of self-denial, self-forgetfulness and brotherly love, and you will be 
ready." 
 
Lord, could I check out what Kim C. said about Trump's term in office? 
 
"No. I want you to trust what I have told you and not seek confirmations from others." 
 
But Lord, You said out of the mouths of two or three.... 
 
"You are a clever one. If you check him out, you will seek others and that will lead to confusion. I have 
marked out a child-like path for you. If you stay focused on that, all will go well and you will not be a 
hypocrite, telling others not to check things out while you do." 
 
"When I ask you not to, it's because it isn't healthy for you. Not one prophet has it all totally right. 
Some are close; others far away from truth. Yet I have marked out a safe path for you, that if you 
follow it in childlike faith, you and your flock will arrive safely at your destination." 
 
"I am avoiding spiritual indigestion. Building a useful life while fighting the enemy does not need to be 
compromised by radical swings from right to left and left to right, by conflicting reports from conflicting 
prophets. ...a double-minded man, unstable in all his ways. James 1:8 
 
"I have mapped out the safe way. Stay on this path and you will have much more energy for creating 
and much less confusion and opportunity for the demons to sift you, because you disobeyed and got 
curious." 
 
As it is written... "Truly I tell you", He said, "unless you change and become like little children, you will 
never enter the kingdom of heaven." Matthew 18:3 
 
"A baby on a journey with her parents doesn't continually ask questions about where they are going 
and when they will get there. She sits in the car and enjoys the ride and the scenery. She doesn't 
worry because she is in the safe-keeping of her parents." 
 
 
"This is the heart attitude you must have. Trust and refuse to worry or be swayed by conflicting 
reports. I explained to you why I am sending out these urgent warnings. Trust Me, My Love. Trust Me 
with all your heart and never lean on your own understanding. Acknowledge My wisdom and 
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guidance in all you do, and you will easily, simply, without stress, follow the path I have mapped out 
for you." 
 
"I have made your paths straight. Look neither to the right nor the left, but continue on the narrow way 
of My choosing and My wisdom." 
 
"Be secure in this, My dear one, be secure. It is the sure way to prepare you for the Rapture and bring 
forth much wonderful fruit at the same time. I believe in you Clare. Believe in Me, too." 
 
"Come here, let Me cradle you in My arms. You are so precious to Me. I will never, ever mislead you. 
Ever. If there is something you need to know, I will tell you. If I do not bring it up, it is not relevant in 
your life. Be at Peace. Be at Peace." 
 
 
 
 

Message 489: Jesus says... I am asking you, to expect success that is out 

of your league 
 
 
April 10th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Clare began... Jesus, what is on Your heart tonight? 
 
Jesus answered... "That if all goes well, we will soon be out of the danger zone. The media is trying to 
paint a picture of doom and gloom, but some people are actually waking up and seeing for 
themselves that there is a man in the White House, a real man. Someone willing to take responsibility 
and act appropriately. Not just a PR job, which is what has robbed this nation of her integrity and 
reputation. But a man who has caught an understanding of what this nation is all about. He is a 
visionary in the true sense of the word." 
 
And I looked up visionary, even though I kinda knew what it meant: a person thinking about or 
planning the future with imagination or wisdom. "A visionary leader." synonyms: inspired, imaginative, 
creative, inventive, ingenious, enterprising, innovative. 
 
"Yes, he truly is all of those things. And you are, too, My love. You just don‘t dream big enough." 
 
Oh. 
 
"You look to yourself too much, rather than envisioning what I can do through you. For instance, you 
have an attitude of struggling with your music. I wish for you to have an attitude that says, 'Every time 
I play the piano something new, beautiful and inspired for others, comes out.' If you had this attitude, 
you wouldn‘t see it so much as a threatening challenge everyone else can do but not you. You count 
too much on your lack of skill and experience, when you should be counting on Me to surprise you." 
 
I‘m almost afraid to be given these wonderful melodies, Jesus, and never go anywhere with them. I 
want to finish songs, Lord. And that's true, guys. I'll sit down to the piano and a beautiful melody will 
come out and the words will come with it - and I get so wrapped up in that I never finish it. I can't tell 
you how many songs I have that are started, but that I haven't finished yet. Because I don't have the 
skill on the piano and that's, of course, what we're working on. 
 
"We are working on that, don‘t lose the joy of playing, experimenting, letting go. I enjoy that very 
much. You don‘t have to be always singing a holy message, you can play for the joy of it and I will 
STILL touch hearts. Isn‘t that amazing?" 
 
Yes, it is! 
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"Then don‘t be afraid to put out instrumentals. They count, too. I know you are bemoaning the 
lateness of time and that you haven't been able to work with your music tonight, but please accept 
that some days are like that and it can‘t be helped. Just make sure you don‘t waste time that I gave 
you for music. Right now you are challenged with getting things workable with your equipment, but 
when you are done, everything will run smooth and seamless." 
 
'Lord, would you please give me the gift of humming or singing spontaneously to a melody? Or even 
spontaneously around the house? It seems to me that there is a block in the way of me vocalizing. 
Why am I always so quiet?' 
And even when I was studying vocalizing and getting your vocal chords in order, I still had a hard time 
remembering to open my mouth and practice. 
 
And the Lord said... "And is this what you want?" 
 
I really do! 
 
"Then it is yours. Just begin to manifest it. Have Ezekiel lay hands on you for that. I will anoint you 
through his hands." 
 
Now? 
 
"If you wish." 
 
I do! (So I went and had Ezekiel pray for me.) 
 
Thank You Lord. 
 
"Getting back to what we were discussing, I have a problem with My people. They are not believing 
Me for the anointing and talent to carry out My will for them. I have so much I want to do with every 
single one, yet they‘ve been conditioned to stay in the box and not peek out - let alone climb out. Yet 
the rope of grace is continually before them; all they need to do is ask in faith and it will be done for 
them." 
 
"That phrase you read today that stuck with you, what did it say?" 
 
It said... 'What would you attempt to do if you knew you could not fail?‖ Wow!!!! That opens up a 
whole new dimension, Lord.' 
 
"Yes, it does. Believe Me for the impossible." 
 
Lord, I love what I‘m doing. I just want to be better at it. 
 
"And that‘s the point... when was the last time you asked Me to make you a better shepherdess?" 
 
Ummm....a few days ago? 
 
"Yes, and you are moving in My anointing for that. But ask every day and see what happens. Come to 
Me with your music and voice every day asking for a fresh anointing. Ask My Spirit to use you to 
reach a soul today and then be sensitive to His leading. EXPECT these prayers to be answered, with 
all your heart and strength and mind. EXPECT it. That is the substance of faith, expecting that what 
you ask for in accordance with My will, that it surely will be accomplished." 
 
"That is the springboard to greatness. Not as the world sees greatness, rather as I see it. A little one 
with a BIG anointing and a very small self-image, even a forgetfulness of self. Just as water seeks the 
lowest place to come to rest, so does My anointing. Seeing the virtue in others as greater than 
yourself is a guaranteed exercise in humility that will bring you to that point." 
 
"So, I am asking you to stay little, but expect BIG things from My hand. The only reason something is 
big is because it needs to reach a lot of people. And yet the soul who maintains in their hearts, with 
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complete abandon, that they are nothing and yet God is doing great things through them, in spite of 
that, is a soul I can invest with greatness, because they will not abuse it." 
 
"This is what I am doing with Heartdwellers. I am asking you, My people, to expect success that is out 
of your league. Not because I want to exalt you but because I want to draw all men to Me, and it is 
necessary to reach many. So, expect that you will be reaching more and more souls for Me with the 
anointing I increase in you daily. Do not be amazed, rather expect it. I have a storehouse of graces 
that is spilling out in abundance that I have chosen you to receive. Only believe in Me and My 
goodness and you will receive it." 
 
"Then keep your head down and look up at those around you with an awareness of their great virtue 
and honor them. In this way, you will be kept safely in the anointing and not fall into pride. Yes, I am 
looking for those who believe. They are the ones who will receive the lion‘s portion, going from glory 
to glory." 
 
"Now I ask you, dear ones. Spend a few moments and answer that question, 'What would you attempt 
if you knew you could not fail?' Answer that and pray to Me for the guidance to accomplish it. By the 
way, some of you have truly taken to heart what I have said about not poking constantly around on 
the internet looking for the latest Rapture prophecy. Your child-like trust brings Me great glory." 
 
"I am putting out the word about the impending Rapture, but it is not for you who are on this path - 
rather for the ones who haven‘t a clue about how deeply in self-love they are living. So, do not 
discount the prophetic words, but understand... This is to motivate those who are still serving 
themselves." 
 
"You have already made the decision to serve Me; now it is time to get to work and expect the 
impossible. Remember, it is Me doing it through you, not you doing it by yourself." 
 
Unless you abide in the vine you will not bear fruit, you are abiding in Me and you shall bear fruit. 
(taken from John 15:4) 
 
 
 
 

Message 490: Jesus says…  There is no Excuse for Laziness!... Why do 

you persist in your Unbelief? 
 
 
April 13, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―My very little ones, why do you persist in your unbelief?? Will you tell Me, please? 
Why do you refuse to believe? Do you not know you are tying My hands in your lives? I don‘t care 
how despicable others have looked at you as being. I have seen your heart of pure love for Me and I 
intend to raise you up. But I can do nothing if you stay stubbornly in unbelief. 
 
―Who are you going to believe in this hour? Me? Or people who have pigeon-holed you for years? Do 
you want to move beyond this pit of condemnation that has kept you from hoping for anything beyond 
a mediocre life? Do you know that those who serve Me are not fit for the job, but their hearts are for 
Me. So, I delight in equipping them beyond their wildest dreams. Clare is an excellent example. For 
so many reasons I could never cover, she was unfit for this job. 
 
―In the meantime, those who were popular and fit as a fiddle were clamoring at the gates of Heaven 
for her job. Do you know why I denied them? Because they saw themselves as competent and well-
placed for such a job. Do you know, Heidi Baker was another one who assumed her education would 
bring her success as a missionary? I had to break her and level her to the ground before I could use 
her, quite literally. Then she woke up to the fact that she could do nothing and her degrees were 
useless.‖ 
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―The part of her that was useful was her pure heart and on fire love for Me. I brought her down all the 
way to rock bottom, laboring for a decade in Africa with nothing remarkable to show. Then, once she 
realized she was not and never would be qualified for a move of God, then she was a good candidate. 
Until that time, she sweltered in mediocrity. So, don‘t look at her degrees; look at her heart.‖ 
 
―Now, I hope you understand what I am saying. No one is qualified for any job of Mine unless they 
come to Me with nothing to offer but their hearts and their lives laid down at My feet. Can you do that? 
Can you lay your life down at My feet? Alright, let‘s say you are cowardly and can‘t. Would you like to 
be that brave? I can make you that brave. All you have to pray is, ‗Lord, make me willing to be made 
willing for whatever You ask of me.‘ That‘s the prayer for cowards.‖ 
 
―Do you know how many cowards serve Me? Millions. Yes, Millions. Many of them are obscure and 
unknown Christians, yet they love Me with all their hearts and have given Me their lives, because they 
were in love with Me. I gave them the brave heart they needed. Then we proceeded to giftings for 
them to accomplish their work according to how I fashioned them at conception. Then I opened doors 
and protected them in their callings.‖ 
 
―What about you? Can you give Me your cowardice, your fears of failure, your word curses that have 
labeled you as a failure all your life? Can you relinquish these things and allow Me to fashion you into 
a vessel fit for the King‘s table? How about it? Are you going to lay down your life and your failures at 
My feet or are you going to stubbornly cling to that self-image fashioned by Satan‘s servants?‖ 
 
―I will reveal something to you now, so you will not be caught unaware at the Judgement Seat. Some 
of you are lazy. You cover that up with what people have said about you, but the bottom line is you 
are lazy and don‘t want to put forth the tremendous effort it takes to succeed. So, you‘ve become a 
Christian couch potato. I can see through the facades and defeatist attitudes, right to the core of your 
will. And some of you are truly lazy.‖ 
 
Proverbs 21:25 tells us that a lazy person hates work… 
―The desire of the lazy man slays him, for his hands refused to work.‖ 
 
Proverbs 26:14 says… He loves sleep… 
―A door turns on its hinges, so does the lazy man turn on his bed‖ 
 
Proverbs 26:13 says… He gives excuses… 
―The lazy one says… There is a lion in the street, a fierce lion is in the streets.‖ 
 
Proverbs 18:9 says… 
―Also he who is slack in his work is a brother of a master destroyer‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, we know who the master destroyer is – the one that came to kill, steal and destroy. So, 
we don‘t want to be a brother to him. 
 
Proverbs 26:16 says… 
―The lazy one is wiser in his own eyes than seven rendering advice.‖ 
 
Proverbs 12:24 says… 
―The hand of the hard worker rules, but the lazy one is put to compulsory labour.‖ 
 
Proverbs 20:4 says… 
―The lazy one does not plough after the autumn, at harvest time he inquires, there is none.‖ 
 
Proverbs 13:4 says… 
He may come to poverty… ―The soul of the lazy man craves, but has not, but the soul of the hard 
workers are enriched.‖ 
 
Ephesians 2:8-9 says… 
A new believer is truthfully taught that ―…it is by grace you have been saved, through faith, and this 
not from yourselves, it is the gift of God, not by works, so that no one can boast.‖ 
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(Clare) But a believer can become idle if he erroneously believes God expects no fruit from a 
transformed life. 
 
Ephesians 2:10 says… 
―For we are God‘s workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in 
advance for us to do.‖ 
 
James 2:18-26… 
Christians are not saved by works, but they do show their faith by their works. 
 
1 Timothy 5:8 says… 
―If anyone does not provide for his relatives, and especially for his immediate family, he has denied 
the faith and is worse than an unbeliever.‖ 
 
Acts 20:34-35 says… 
―You yourselves know that these hands of mine have supplied my own needs and the needs of my 
companions. In everything I did, I showed you that by this kind of hard work we must help the weak, 
remembering the words the Lord Jesus himself said… ‗It is more blessed to give than to receive.'‖ 
 
Colossians 3:23-24 says… 
―Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord, not for men, since you know 
that you will receive an inheritance from the Lord as a reward. It is the Lord Christ you are serving.‖ 
 
Jesus continued… ―There is no excuse for laziness. If you have a physical impediment, come to Me 
and ask Me how to work with it. Clare has many, but I have shown her how to cope and made 
medicine available to her. No, prescription medications are not witchcraft; they are a tool in the hands 
of a competent physician who is called to empower bodies to live a better life, many times enabling 
them to serve Me.‖ 
 
―Others I heal without medication. Much depends on humility and their tendency to pride as to how I 
will help them. That‘s entirely different than recreational drugs, which are harmful to the soul and 
body, and do lead to witchcraft, and a way to escape from the realities of life which are painful but 
must in the long run be overcome with My help.‖ 
 
―There is no excuse for laziness. I am standing by to help you, dear one. I am begging you to begin to 
respond to Me before you stand before the Judgement Seat and have to give an accounting to Me for 
the gifts of life I gave you. You consumed food, air, electricity, other peoples time, and more things 
that I can mention. I provided those things to help get you on your feet. But you stopped at your 
comfort zone and settled in on your couch. Thickening on your lees. You will be called to account for 
how you used all the resources I set at your disposal so you could serve Me.‖ 
 
―There will be NO excuses, because I see through excuses to the core issue. So I am here now 
presenting you with a picture of what will happen at the Judgment Seat if you lived only for your own 
comforts and did very little to serve Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) At this point, I really felt I needed to ask the Lord a question. So I said… 'Lord, we have some 
on the Channel who just don‘t know what to do for You. They are drifting and the enemy paints them 
with condemnation because they haven‘t been able to hear Your will for their lives. What about them?' 
 
(Jesus) ―My people, it is a matter of heart attitude. This is what I wish for those of you who do not 
have specific tasks. When you see suffering or injustice, do what you can to help the victim.‖ 
 
―Did someone‘s house burn down or was it flooded? Do you have a storage room with all kinds of 
things you‘ve been hanging on to? Do you have recreational money that isn‘t dedicated to absolute 
necessity? Give until it hurts. Do not let yourself pass by that person without reaching out to them.‖ 
 
―I will stir your heart. It may be a child at school that has no winter boots or coat. It may be a mother 
suffering from sickness and unable to clean her house or cook proper meals. It may be an elderly 
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person suffering from loneliness and malnutrition. All of these are opportunities to go about doing 
good, as is written about Me.‖ 
 
―A mission or vocation from Me is a precious, precious gift to those whose hearts are well disposed. 
You begin by showing the disposition of your heart when you reach out to others to lessen their 
burdens. I see that and guide you deeper into selflessness, eventually blessing you with your mission, 
something perfectly fitted to you from your conception.‖ 
 
―I do not want you to ignore your family or sacrifice what is needed by them. I want you to bring your 
family along in works of mercy and charity. I will never give you so much to do that you become 
disordered in providing for your family.‖ 
 
―Perhaps you teach piano and a poor child really wants to learn but her family cannot pay you – and 
she doesn‘t even have a piano. Take her on as a student, loan her a keyboard and if she shows 
promise, let her continue to use it. It may be that if you give her the keyboard her parents will sell it for 
food or medicine, they‘re so poor…so you keep it on loan.‖ 
 
―Be creative and listen for the sweet voice of My Spirit making suggestions that bathe your heart in 
warmth. That‘s how I will lead you. Baby steps, leading you from the feeling of compassion in your 
heart into doing something about it.‖ 
 
―Start small and be faithful. Eventually, you will instinctively know you are to help certain people or not 
help them. You can even use your Bible Promises. But remember, I am whispering in your heart to 
reach out and give. As you learn to obey these promptings, you will get clearer and clearer leadings 
and I will graduate you into greater callings until you are firmly established in your lifelong mission.‖ 
 
―Be faithful in the little things, My dear ones. Then at the Judgment, you will be among the sheep... 
'Come, you who are blessed by my Father, inherit the Kingdom prepared for you from the foundation 
of the world.'‖ 
 
 
 
 
Message 491:  
Jesus says... Pray, that Righteousness & Wisdom will prevail 
 
April 15th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Clare began... May we be the people of prayer the Lord is counting on in this hour, dear 
Heartdwellers. Well, President Trump was being criticized of his military intervention in other 
countries. And that was part of his policy, his platform that he was running on. So, a lot of people are 
looking at this and doing an about-face for him. And the Lord wanted to clarify what's really going on. 
 
Jesus began... "Allow Me to put events in perspective. For the last 8 years and even more, you've had 
milk-toast presidents who have caused thousands of their people to be killed in military operations 
that were doomed from the start. As a result of that, America has had two black eyes and a bloody 
nose, as well as many broken bones." 
 
"Our military strategy is looked down upon as the world's worst. President Trump as a private citizen 
did not have the perspective he has in office now after hours and hours of meetings with military 
advisors. Hours of briefings, and through those grueling hours he has come to understand that no 
country on this Earth can remain an island; all are tied together." 
 
"What has been lacking is a strong arm against the enemy. And because of that, our military actions 
look incompetent in the eyes of the world so that the U.S. would no longer be a nation to be 
respected. When Donald took office, you were at the door of a world war that would have annihilated 
America, thanks to the measures taken by the former president and others working nefariously behind 
the scenes." 
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"Now that Donald understands the dynamics of military force and a balance of power between the 
nations, he is having to do an about-face in his policies and seriously amend his thinking to reinstate 
this country." 
 
"I am still with him, Clare. I have never left his side and I am teaching him how to go about restoring 
respect for America." 
 
"There are many new courses of action he is setting in place. I will advise him with the best counsel, 
led by Me. In the meantime, what was meant for disaster is being turned to good, because the world 
is starting to fear this president who is not afraid to deal with those who are of Satan's army." 
 
"This is all I can really tell you at this time, Beloved. He is learning and I want all to stand behind him 
and pray for wisdom. Eventually, good will come from all of this, but for now there is serious fallout 
and I am enlisting all to pray behind him and the leaders of the world as well as your own congress 
and senate." 
 
"Pray behind them all that righteousness and wisdom will prevail throughout the world. There are 
other tests coming and your prayers will forestall much worse scenarios that could damage the U.S. 
seriously. Pray much for this man and trust that I am still in control. You know from past experiences 
on the small scale of your life that what the enemy means for evil, I turn to good." 
 
"Well, nothing has changed about My ability to turn things around. All I need are your prayers." 
 
 
 
 

Message 492: Jesus speaks about Lies, Slandering & Generousity 
 
 
April 16th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "I know its been a hard day for you, and a very hard day around the world. Thank you 
for offering your sufferings, dear one." 
 
Lord, they seemed like nothing to me. 
 
"I know, but you were gracious about it and I appreciate this VERY much." 
 
Thank You, Lord, for giving me the grace to be gracious. 
 
"You're welcome, My love. By the way, you have nothing to fear from the looming threats of war and 
rumors of war. Nothing at all. In fact, I want you to really throw yourself into your work and keep 
praying as you have for all Heartdwellers and the world in flux." 
 
"People do not last on this channel unless they are longing to cultivate a deep relationship with Me 
and hear My voice or tender prompting. That is why some come and some go. There are still those 
looking for excitement and the latest rapture news. There are others searching for a deeper 
relationship with Me, and mature ones in Me who hear My voice clearly, and long to hear it even 
more. Through this channel I confirm many lessons they have learned but still carry doubts about and 
introduce them to some of the mysteries of their redemption and their work with Me to save souls." 
 
"The lying against you has been very intense lately and It is very hard for Me to see the innocent and 
unexperienced turned away by lying testimonies about you and Ezekiel. It is very sad for Me to see, 
because I have invested so much in this Channel with you both and your sincerity should never be 
questioned. But there are those who have strong opinions about how you should present things and 
others who are just professional defamers and under the influence of the enemy. Still, when a little 
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one walks away because they heard some slanderous lie about you, I grieve. There was so much I 
wanted them to have and now they are gone." 
 
"But I will always care for you and Ezekiel, Clare, as well as those who serve on this Channel. So do 
not worry when ugly things are said. Great is your reward in Heaven, for they treated the prophets in 
exactly the same way." 
 
Here He's quoting the Scripture in Luke, chapter 6: Blessed are you when people hate you, and when 
they exclude you and insult you and reject your name as evil because of the Son of Man. Rejoice in 
that day and leap for joy, because great is your reward in heaven. For their fathers treated the 
prophets in the same way. Luke 6:22-23 
 
Here, I wanted to share that a very dear friend's wife had three near-death experiences within the past 
two weeks and she was taken to Heaven. She saw a street called Heartdwellers Lane with several 
mansions on it. When she recovered and was put back in her body, she shared that with us. All I can 
say is, "Wonderful Lord! You are so wonderful! And I know our suffering has so much to do with it." 
 
Jesus continued... "You have all labored together; you shall all be close to one another. I have 
wonders and gifts stored up for you, My people, that in your wildest dreams you never would have 
thought of such a thing. You have resisted the temptation to be critical and back-bite. You have 
resisted the temptation to give up and say this walk is not for me. You have resisted running here and 
there for the latest buzz and because of that, your apostolate - the things I have given you to do - is 
maturing and will soon be a tree which fills the garden and gives the birds a place to build their nests 
and raise their young. How pleased I am with those of you who have remained faithful to Clare and 
not allowed the enemy to sow division through you." 
 
And the Lord said... "I will not abandon you in your necessities. I will always look out for you. Clare." 
 
Thank You, Lord. I have to remember when resources are thin and the enemy threatens, that You are 
faithful and always will be faithful. 
 
Jesus continued, "And that is the topic I want to address to My Heartdwellers. Some of you are 
laboring for Me on very little and at times it seems as if you will not make it. But I always have a 
provision for you. It may be difficult, it may even be embarrassing to you, threaten your pride even. 
But nonetheless, if you have been faithful to use your resources for My kingdom, I will come through 
for you." 
 
"Some of you even consider dropping what I have begun in you and going back to a secular job. 
Where is your faith? If you know you have been called to do this, then I will cover for you. People can 
be fickle and unstable, but I will never be. I may allow difficult choices in your life, but many times it is 
to test your love and faithfulness and see if you are willing to live on less to serve Me." 
 
Jesus continued... "And yet, you still worry, Clare. Tell the truth here, you are not perfected in faith, 
not by a long shot." 
 
It is true, I do give in to doubt and allow myself to become fearful. Forgive me, Lord. 
 
"Well, how can I use you as an example if you don't hit low times like others? I want them to know that 
as long as they are obeying Me, they can count on My provision. Without holding their breath. 
 
"Please, My people, don't back down from the direction I take you in because there is suffering 
involved. This is all part of your formation and preparation for Heaven. And what a wonderful witness 
you are when I provide in the midst of crisis. There are many reasons I allow these tests, dear ones, 
but the major one is: do you trust Me? If I bring you into a crisis situation, do you trust Me to deliver 
you?" 
 
"Do you know how many tragically live just to put a roof over their heads or drive the latest model car, 
or have the latest computer and equipment? So many have abandoned a life of adventure and 
abandonment to Me. So many are wasting precious gifts given at birth because they want a 
guaranteed income, stability and all the benefits." 
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"Yet all I guarantee you is the grace to weather the trials, 'My grace is sufficient for you, for My power 
is perfected in weakness.'" 
 
And Paul goes on to say... "Therefore I will boast all the more gladly in my weaknesses, so that the 
power of Christ may rest on me. That is why, for the sake of Christ, I delight in weaknesses, in insults, 
in hardships, in persecutions, in difficulties. For when I am weak, then I am strong. 2 Corinthians 12:9-
10 
 
Jesus continued, "When you reach a crossroads where you must make a decision, if it involves the 
unknown, your best path is to cleave to Me with all your strength and wait upon My provision. I do not 
disappoint good wills and if you are working for Me, actively bringing souls into the Kingdom, you can 
rest assured that something is coming if only you will persevere." 
 
Thank You, Lord. It really is calming to hear that over and over again. 
 
"Many also withdraw from giving; that, too, is an error. It is in your generosity that causes Me to 
supply from My generosity. I wanted you to know, Clare, that you are not the only one facing 
moments of doubt. I am allowing this right now among believers to test their meddle. Their 
faithfulness and commitment to Me, no matter what. The Just shall live by faith. Those of you who 
know My Heart well, live by faith and have abandoned a lifestyle that harnesses you to the world." 
 
"So, I am asking you to trust Me, My precious ones. Trust Me and continue to apply your life's 
strength and resources to what I am asking of you." 
 
"And for the rest of you who are not yet equipped for your mission, be faithful and remember the little 
ones around you who have no daily bread. In that Day, I will welcome you into the Kingdom prepared 
for you, because you provided for Me through them." 
 
"My blessing is upon you now, and an increase in faith is in your hearing ears. I love you and I 
encourage you: continue on in the direction I have established for you. Don't ever turn back. There 
are wonderful things waiting for you, ahead in your journey." 
 
 
 
 

Message 493: Jesus says... Be faithful in the little Things 
 
 
April 17th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "My people, I grieve for those who are lost without knowing Me, but you as a mere 
human will never understand how My grace reaches out to them in their final hours. Even those killed 
beneath the mountain in Afghanistan, I was reaching before their last breath." 
 
"My love, compassion and mercy hears the cries of mankind and I do answer them in a way they can 
understand. Nevertheless, it is a delicate situation when you are dealing with Muslims, Hindus, 
Buddhists and Jews. And of course, Communists. They were never taught to understand this 
personal love I have for each of them. Rather, their idea of God is wrathful, strict and demanding." 
 
"That is why you must focus on love, forgiveness, long-suffering and charity when you approach them 
and abandon the ways that bring condemnation and bitterness. They already feel condemned, they 
are already bitter. What is missing is the knowledge of how precious they are to Me. You are the only 
ones who can deliver that message. I can work miracles, but you must back them up by your absolute 
dedication to unconditional love; they must recognize Me in you." 
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"I have told you before and it bears repeating: in this season of blossoming forth of your gifts, you 
must also keep the sword of the Spirit, prayer in the Spirit, even your heavenly language to defend 
yourselves and the world as a time of purification is upon the Earth. Evil is being pursued and there 
will be bloodshed. But I have asked you not to linger on that. Pray. Lift it up to Me. Fast if you feel 
called to do so, and expect My arm to move mightily on behalf of your prayers." 
 
"But do not abandon your gifts, and the cultivation of your gifts. You are going to see a clearing up of 
the chaos and then your gifts - if they have been prepared - will be called into action to bring in a 
harvest. If you concentrate only on the world and wars and rumors of wars, when it is time to bring 
forth the catch, you will have no nets, no bait, no means of bringing in the fish." 
 
"This is a time of great increase in spiritual awareness and ability to be a vessel unto honor, honing 
your gifts to reach into every corner of the Earth with My message of Love and forgiveness. If you 
fruitlessly follow the latest news here and there, you will have nothing creative left to prepare the feast 
I will pour out upon the lost. It's all about reaching the lost. It's all about being prepared to throw the 
nets; it's all about being in position to catch them when they fall. That is why I have given you 
repeated instructions to do both, simultaneously. Pray and perfect your voice - whether it be in writing, 
blogging, YouTube, articles, art, organization or enlisting others. Be in a posture of readiness to meet 
the needs of the lost who are hungry, aching and confused." 
 
"Even on this Channel, so many of you have found a ministry of encouragement and are learning 
more and more each day about the complex workings of human emotions and fears. Every day you 
get an opportunity to pray for those who cry out on this Channel in the comments, hoping to find 
someone who cares, someplace they belong. Be there for them. This is a very high skill. Mothering 
souls is not to be taken lightly; it is a tremendous gift of grace to make them feel welcomed and cared 
for. If nothing else, you can do this. For My Holy Spirit is with you and will give you the words." 
 
"These are the works of mercy: forgive offenses, exhort and enlighten the uninformed and those who 
do not know Me, feed and clothe the hungry and naked, visit those in prison, hospitals and home-
bound. Support those in the mission field and especially your own pastors or those who are feeding 
and guiding you into a deeper life of holiness with Me. Every day I give you these opportunities and 
sometimes, even several times a day. Be alert to these and you will be ready for the harvest that is 
yet to come." 
 
"Those who are faithful with the little things, will surely be graduated to the greater things. 'Well done, 
good and faithful servant. You were faithful with a few things, I will put you in charge of many things; 
enter into the joy of your master.'" Matthew 25:23 
 
And here, I'd like to add something. And that is simply that the Lord started us out as a food bank. 
And being there for people to pray for them. And we'd visit homes with food, we'd deliver food to the 
homes of a lot of different people that didn't have vehicles. And we'd pray with them and for them. 
And He kept us in this position for a very long time. A good fifteen years. After 20 years of serving this 
way, then He opened up the Youtube ministry for us. But before He graduated us into something that 
would reach a lot of souls, we spent many, many years doing the little things, trying to be faithful with 
them. 
 
Jesus continued... "I promise to put those little things in front of you every day. It may be a thing as 
simple as coming the moment you are called, rather than procrastinating. It may be doing a job to 
perfect completion rather than leaving it unfinished and slovenly. It may be being honest with your 
time when you come and go from work. It may be responding in charity the moment you see a need. 
All of these are the little things that, when done faithfully, qualify you to receive the greater tasks in My 
kingdom. Be faithful in the little things and I promise I will be faithful to bring you deeper into your 
calling and the greater things I have prepared for you since the beginning of time." 
 
"I am with you, dear and precious ones, every moment of every day, leaving little tokens of My love 
with you and little whispers reminding you to care for that which is in front of you." 
 
"You who have children, be faithful in teaching them the right ways. And for those with husbands, 
honor, pray and care for them, this is your apostolate. Also live the works of mercy even between 
siblings and family members, be an example. Duplicate the holiness I am teaching you, in your 
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children. This is a great work for the Kingdom and you need not go looking for more to do than this. 
This and substantial prayer is your highest calling." 
 
 
 
 

Message 494: Jesus says... Be true to Me & Ignore the useless 
 
 
April 19th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "Be My Dove, Clare. Be My pure dove, without compromise with your flesh, always 
anticipating what will please Me and what you can do for me. Even as you mentioned to your home 
team today. Anticipate what will please Me most and do that thing." 
 
"Please do not give into your flesh - off on rabbit trails like primping plants. That's the wrong direction, 
Beloved. You need to be more and more detached from these things so you can tend to My needs." 
 
"The more you give in to distractions, the less I can use you. You must be faithful to carry this yoke I 
am preparing you for. You mustn't let personal gain draw you away from your duty, to care for souls 
and make music." 
 
"Ministry, ministry, ministry. Let that be your all-consuming occupation and leave by the wayside these 
childish preoccupations." 
 
And here I want to add that I felt my angel nudging me. 'You'll never reach your goal in this life by 
allowing yourself to be distracted by useless things. In the end, it will disqualify you for the awesome 
plans God has for you.' That word from the Lord and that warning from my angel was enough of a 
warning for me to really put a check on myself. But I felt badly that I had compromised, and let the 
Lord down. 
 
Jesus continued... "Oh, I have so much good for you to do but as long as you bow the knee to foolish 
things you are not ready, not fit, to carry the finest wine. You must be totally devoted to Me. Not half 
way, or a little corner for yourself. No - forsake yourself in all things and be about My business at ALL 
times. This will please Me and bring comfort to Me for those who are still chasing the world and all its 
benefits." 
 
"To the degree that you water down your life with the little things, to that degree will you lose what I 
have in store for you. So please, make a new dedication of purpose to Me and stick by it every day. I 
will send you little perks along the way, and you will delight in them because of My approval. But don't 
look for them, Child." 
 
He did do that, actually. While I was taking care of a piece of business for work here, I just stumbled 
onto purple shamrock plant seeds that were just beautiful. Just really make a beautiful plant. And I 
asked the Lord if I could have them. And low and behold, He said I could. I was shocked! So I was 
able to get the seeds and I'm going to plant them on the new moon. That was a little perk, that was a 
little something I wasn't expecting. Actually, when He said I could have it, I kind of cried. 'You're so 
good to me, Lord. You're so good to me!' 
 
So, the Lord continued... "Look only for My needs every moment of the day and happy you shall be 
when I soon return to get you." 
 
"You will not leave your songs unsung. They will go out across the land and the world. Only just limit 
yourself to My doings and let others function on that level if they want to. But you, be consecrated and 
alive to Me and dead to all else. Is that clear, Beloved?" 
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Yes, Lord. It is. 
 
"I'm not trying to deprive you, rather I am preparing you for the greatest blessings your life can hold. 
Do Me the great honor of being faithful and ignoring the useless. I will protect you, but you must obey 
My promptings. If you scorn Me and go your own way, well... you will be taken captive by your 
enemies. Be true to Me, Beloved, as I know you can be. Be true to Me and we will scale this wall 
easily together and you will find yourself in a new and brilliant life which has been prepared for you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 495: Jesus says... Ambition will be your Downfall 
 
 
April 23rd, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Clare began... Precious Lord, please grant us the grace to be wise as serpents and yet gentle as 
doves. 
 
Well, dear Heartdwellers, we must lose all we thought we were, or we will continue to have an affinity 
for demons of ambition, superiority, criticism, and worst of all Lying Spirits who will cleverly manipulate 
for their own nefarious ends. And they will feed you lies about other people. So, it's okay to judge an 
act, if an act is evil - but NOT the person, because we don't know their motives. 
 
Jesus began... "The question is, will souls be willing to give up their relentless pursuit of superiority, 
overcoming everything in their way that has any authority? That is the question. The wounds of life go 
so very, very deep, but they must break fellowship with this need to be better than others around 
them. Or this will be an invitation to demons of deception and division to prosper in them while 
causing destruction around them." 
 
"The question is great. Will they give up their quest for greatness, having to be right all the time and 
abandon all earthly glory? They will not break with these demons unless they are willing to be stripped 
to a nothing and a nobody. This is extreme, but if they do not commit to this and stay with it, I can do 
nothing to prevent them from another infestation. They have got to be happy as a nobody and a 
nothing, or this inner drive for greatness will be used again and again by the enemy." 
 
"This is an annihilation of self, and because of the nature of the real gifts I want to entrust vessels 
with, this foundation must be laid first. And I might add, protected vehemently from worldly and 
spiritual ambition. At a very early age these defensive behaviors can come onboard if a child feels 
rejected or unfavorably compared to other siblings." 
 
"All of you My children must be little ones, if you want to be safe from deception, ambition, power and 
authority. It is a plain fact: unless you are happy to find the only meaning in your life in My presence, I 
cannot promote you. If you are still seeking the approval of your parents, whether you are 16 or 60, 
you will not hold the precious new wine. You must be totally happy to be a nobody, securely in My 
arms and no other." 
 
"Any other motive will disqualify you and make you unfit as a vessel unto honor. There can only be 
one love in your lives. There can only be one meaning to your lives. There can only be one motive. 
Any other motive, magnified by Pride, will open the door to these beasts that scour the Earth looking 
for potential victims they can use to destroy others." 
 
"In your case, Clare, when it happens under your nose, it is the channel the enemy is after. You are 
safe as long as you keep your head down and cleave to Me, showing charity even to your enemies. 
Not the demon enemies, but the victims of demon enemies." 
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Well, Lord - what about me ...when people say they hear two voices and one is not Yours - as a 
couple of people recently remarked about a message? 
 
Jesus continued... "It is your own, Beloved, coming across in your choice of words or mood, and you 
are learning to let that diminish, that I may be the entire author of your messages even down to the 
most subtle insinuations. There are times in every soul, no matter how pure, that their own intellect 
colors things. It is not a demon, it is just you and your manner of expression and maybe a bit of an 
attitude at times..." 
 
"But increasingly, you catch it (He's talking about my attitude) and sense something is not perfectly 
stated as I would have it and you redo it to carry the meaning I intended without your slant. Some can 
distinguish the two, but assigning the enemy to it is grave error and stands the risk of blaspheming the 
Holy Spirit, because it is by Him that so many things you write are said." 
 
"Beware if you think you stand and are qualified to judge My servants; beware that you, yourself, do 
not fall into the pit of deception. If you are so concerned about purity, start at home. There is much yet 
you do not see about yourselves. I am not defending Clare. I am merely drawing your attention to 
your state before Me and how I dislike your judgments against one another and those who are 
innocent." 
 
"None of you are free from coloring My thoughts or even My Scriptures. All of you have a certain 
opinion that causes you to interpret things the way you see it. May I remind you, those who harshly 
condemn the innocent who are indeed sincere, and for the most part faithful not to twist the truth to 
their liking... If you are doing that, you are opening the door in your life for a major sifting. Touch not 
My anointed, lest you find yourself the subject of other's condemnations and judgements of you, 
especially when you are innocent." 
 
"When you besmirch the character of My vessels, you invite Satan in to sift you, and depending on 
how seriously this is done, I give permission. So, as it is written... Do not judge, or you will be judged. 
For with the same judgment you pronounce, you will be judged; and with the measure you use, it will 
be measured to you." Matthew 7:1-2 
 
"That much said, a soul wishing to serve Me must abandon themselves to Me, or the door will be left 
open. Pray for this, pray much for this. Remember, the degree of charity and love you show for others 
will be measured back to you in your time of need also. And I promise you, all My Children, you will at 
some point have need also." 
 
"I hear what you say and I hear what you think. Make them line up with one another, My dear ones. 
Do not say one thing while thinking something entirely different and derogatory. And never, ever 
rejoice in the evil that has befallen a brother, as in a payback for their treatment of you." 
 
"If I live in you, and I could forgive the Pharisees, you can also forgive the misguided, the deceived, 
the Pharisees and liars in your lives...by My grace...which is sufficient for you." 2 Corinthians 12:9 
 
"So, continue in your prayers for those who are struggling in this area, Clare, and be well-disposed in 
your heart that I might rejoice in the reflection of My being in you by your authentic love for others, 
especially those who have harmed you. This is highly pleasing to Me and a strong tower of protection 
for you." 
 
"Some who do these things will eventually be delivered, if they are truly sincere with Me and willing to 
be stripped. But the healing must go way deeper than just one encounter. The future days in their 
lives will be challenged with the enemy wanting to regain ground, leading them and others around 
them into error. It is of utmost importance that you all totally renounce your self-interest in the spiritual 
gifts and lodge deeply in My Heart where there is no admixture of ambition. Ambition, if it continues, 
will be your downfall. Yes, you may desire the gifts, even as it is written, but never more than purity of 
heart and motive for Me." 
 
"These are the things I want you to lift up to Me, Beloved." 
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"Oh how I love these vessels who truly want to be Mine. They do want to serve Me, but first must 
abandon all self-seeking. You know this way; you have been down it many times." 
 
"Humble yourselves, My children, not with words, but in the depths of your hearts, in that quiet place 
before you entreat Me with your prayers. Humble yourselves. The living waters flow past the rocky 
heights and come to rest in the valley. You, likewise, be the valley where My anointing collects, be the 
well-watered Garden of My delights." 
 
"Those who lose their lives and forsake themselves will surely find it. Put a strong guard over your 
hearts, minds and mouth lest you continue to sin through judgment. I am touching your hearts now 
with this desire. Guard and nurture it, allow it to advise you in all things and never be a source of 
judgment and criticism of those who labor for your souls, for they have suffered many deaths and die 
daily for you. Rather, manifest the new life of humility, gentleness, a teachable spirit and one who is 
quick to listen and has no real desire to speak. Then, by your meek and humble example, I will be 
able to entrust you with the greatest ministry gifts, and especially entrust you with My love." 
 
"The soul who has not conquered their need to be more intelligent and better than others is a demon's 
dream host." 
 
 
 
 

Message 496: Jesus says... Come and rest in My profound Love for you 
 
 
May 4th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Dear Lord, deliver us from this invading enemy advance and give us the wisdom to take control and 
contain it outside the walls of our interior castle and our special place that we occupy with You, Lord, 
in our prayer time. 
 
My dear Heartdwellers, we are all under a very specific kind of attack right now. Namely: being thrown 
off our schedules and keeping us from prayer. The enemy has set snares every few feet in our lives to 
keep us out of prayer. 
 
It is our intimate connection with the Lord that brings about all good things, and protects us from 
wrong decisions and motives that are not entirely pure. It is His sweet exchange, heart to heart, that 
purifies us daily while the enemy tries to defile us daily. 
 
Jesus began... ―Clare is right and there is a plan afoot to derail your spiritual life away from Me and 
into the world. Forewarned is forearmed. My children, do not see interruptions in your daily routine as 
just ‘life.‘ They are not just life; they are warfare. And deadly attempts to wrench you out of My arms. 
Not all at once, but little by little." 
 
"Little by little adds up to a LOT. Have you ever noticed how $100 looks like a lot of money until you 
go to the grocery store and walk out with a few items of food? Somehow that $100 has disappeared 
and you have very little to show for it." 
 
"Well, that is how the enemy steals Me away from you. Except he does it with time. Little blocks of 
time strategically placed to disrupt the whole day. And you think to yourselves, 'Well, that‘s ok. I‘ll just 
double up on time with the Lord tomorrow.'" 
 
Jesus continued... "And tomorrow begins with another set of interruptions that again ruins your time 
with Me. This is NOT life, this is WAR!" 
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"You are under attack and the most important thing in your life is being targeted - your relationship 
with Me. You see, once they accomplish this slow separation - which goes from one or two days to 
one or two weeks almost overnight - once they accomplish that, your judgement is no longer sound, 
your decisions are no longer holy, your attitude is no longer patient and long-suffering and kind. 
Impatience gets in. Not just with those outside of you but with yourselves. You begin to condemn 
yourself and that spreads to others until you are in a negative spiral." 
 
"I am calling on you now to grab hold of this invasive monster and kick it out of your life. Refuse it the 
space to operate. See it for what it is and portion your time off with a protective wall. A high wall with 
towers, to see the advancing enemy and put him on the run with arrows of Truth. Do not let him scale 
that wall and overtake you. Put him on the run with prayer, deliverance prayers." 
 
"Take back what is yours - the sweet time we share with one another and allow Me to equip you for 
your day. Know that I have missed you terribly. I long to be with you every day and when these 
attacks come, I wait for you to recognize the enemy at foot and put him in his place outside of your 
life." 
 
"Come then My dearest ones. Come close to Me. Let Me embrace you and forgive your lapses in 
spending time with Me. Here in My arms you will find heavy artillery against the enemy. You will find 
clear strategies and most of all you will find rest for your soul. Throw off this wall of invasions against 
our privacy and rest in My profound love for you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 497: Unless you turn & Become like Children, you'll never 

enter Heaven 
 
 
May 5, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began "When you‘ve done everything possible in a situation and nothing changes, it is time to 
let go. When you have invested your whole self and nothing budges, it is time to cut the mooring rope 
and let it drift away. You have been through some very turbulent weeks and even months and you 
have honored My wishes in each situation. Now it is time to put it behind you. 
 
"Commit it to Me. I am still sovereign. A process has been begun; it is not yours to see it to 
completion. It is yours to obey and honor My timing, My season. In other words, I will not contend with 
man forever. Eventually, I will allow them to go their own way. I know you are wondering if ever there 
was any sincerity there. There was. But the soul rashly stepped into water over their heads, thinking 
they could conquer the world. 
 
"My children, there are boundaries that I have drawn for you in your sphere of life. If you have been 
following Me for a while, these boundaries are very secure. Nonetheless, a soul tends to get restless 
and wants to take on more territory than they are ready for. When one does that, they put themselves 
in extreme danger and compromise. Just because you have success in one area does not mean it is 
given to you to press in to all areas without prudence. 
 
―When a soul wants to be right, a million justifications are given for whatever course of action they 
take. Such a soul is very easy to deceive, because they can easily be flattered into believing that what 
they want to do is given them from above, but that is not always the case at all, My dear ones. 
 
―With a spirit of ambition, the soul easily loses sight of the boundaries I have drawn for them. The sky 
is the limit and they go charging ahead. You could not see this coming, but you saw other things 
coming... warning signs. And what you saw indeed happened. It grieves Me to see one of Mine falling 
under a cloud of self-will and self-aggrandizement. This is why I am so slow in giving out promotions 
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and rewards. There is nothing more dangerous to oneself than an overly confident spirit. You have 
seen the effects of this recklessness in your own life. 
 
―My children, when I give you a gift you must hold it close to your heart. If you go about broadcasting 
and bragging about it, a thief lying in wait will surely despoil you of it. The more you talk, the more you 
advertise, the more you advance in your gift without an eye to prudence, the more likely you are to 
lose it. 
 
―I wish for you to prosper in the gifts I give you, but do not allow that to cause you to presume to tread 
where angels fear to go. Keep applying yourself with steady progress, but do not imagine yourself 
impervious to error, or victorious in every battle. 
 
"In fact, it is safest to prepare your heart that you will make errors as you move ahead. Errors are 
inevitable, and a vital part of learning. So, do not presume to be right in every circumstance; rather 
wait for those who are further along in their life path to counsel you when you are moving into new 
territory. In that way, your progress will be secure and orderly. 
 
―It is very difficult to retrieve a soul from error when they have made stunning progress. So much of 
the ego is inflated that letting go of that victorious, impervious image is nigh unto impossible. 
 
―Falling in public carries with it crushing embarrassment. However, those who confess their falls 
frequently and have no image to maintain, handle their falls with greater ease and honesty. Is that 
humility? Yes, because one has not mounted up on high to be like God. Rather one has stayed low to 
the ground where it is easy to recover from a fall and no cover-ups are needed, just plain, simple 
truth. 
 
―But for those who stake their self-worth on their image before man, deceit is often resorted to in order 
to cover their frailty and error. How sad. This becomes a never ending string of lies to cover and 
regain status before man, each one more elaborate than the last, until everyone tires of the obvious, 
and a soul is stripped to their nothingness. 
 
―That is when reformation can take place, unless the soul is not willing. A hundred times over I tell 
you, My Brides, do not fear to be found making a mistake. Cover nothing, be honest in everything. 
You may suffer the reproaches of men, but what is that to you when you stand before your God in 
humility? Without presumption, without pretense, in childlike innocence. 
 
"Truly, I have spoken it and it stands forever... 'Truly, I say to you, unless you turn and become like 
children, you will never enter the Kingdom of Heaven.' (Matthew 18:3) 
 
 
 
 

Message 498: Jesus says... Expect Me to act, when you step out in Faith 

& Hope 
 
 
May 8th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Clare began... May the Lord Jesus give all of us Heartdwellers the courage we need to step into our 
destinies, fully expecting Him to provide. Amen 
 
Well, dear friends, last night I had a breakthrough with music, a real sense of flowing in the Spirit. 
Obstacles were overcome, fears were overcome as I just plain obeyed and set to work following my 
inspirations. That is, after binding the enemy and praying for grace and favor with God. 
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The Lord began... "Expect Me to act. When you step out in hope - especially when your faith is being 
tried - but you hold firmly to the rope of grace that I am faithful, expect Me to act. 
 
"Many of you are not moving forward as I would like you to, because you are waiting for a miracle. 
May I say, your miracle is in you moving forward despite all the odds. You most glorify Me when your 
faith is flagging, yet you hold fast to it and step forward anyway." 
 
"Clare had a breakthrough last night for that very same reason. She expected Me to act, although she 
didn't know the particulars. All she knew was that I had promised her, through several people, that the 
anointing was coming. So, hoping against hope she lunged forward right into the arms of her destiny 
as I revealed a new gift manifesting through her faithfulness." 
 
"My children, you are the miracle when you lunge forward in faith. When you sit there waiting for Me 
to act, you are not an inspiration to anyone. Did you know, that at the very least, you as a Christian 
are to encourage others to keep going by your decisive actions in moving into your destinies?" 
 
"Her knees were knocking together as she began the portrait, after she made the bold claim that I 
would do it through her and it would be anointed. I want you to see My eyes, the love in My eyes, the 
expression of My mouth and face - that I am smitten in the presence of My Bride. How are you to 
understand this without some kind of image to behold? Yes, the secret of My longing and loving you is 
tied up in the expression of My face - so open, so in love and so inviting. But what if she had sat there 
and said, 'Well, I'd better try and take an art class before I do this." 
 
"What kind of faith would that be? Do I not know more about creating than any of those I created on 
this Earth? So, shall I not faithfully depict My loving expression through this vessel who has no talent 
on her own? Yes, this is why I chose her...no talent, very little experience, certainly not like the 
forensic artist she so admires the work of." 
 
"But do you know that in order for you to create a piece that is convincing of My Love for you, you 
must be living, dwelling, breathing and acting from My Heart. You must know Me intimately in order to 
portray My Love for each and every one of you. She had no talent - but lots of love and familiarity with 
Me. That's why I chose her to do this portrait." 
 
"Now, must I remind you that I've found you dwelling in My Heart and that's what qualifies you for an 
assignment that will bring My Bride closer into My very arms? Age is no impediment. Sickness is no 
impediment. Inexperience is no impediment - none of these things the world turns on qualify anyone 
to undertake a work for Me. Only love and an intimate knowledge of Me does that." 
 
"Mother Theresa had this love and knowledge of Me, along with administration for years as a teacher 
to the rich. When she heard My call to the poorest of the poor, she had no funding, no building, no 
medicines, no food, no salary. She had nothing but a heart full of love for Me, faith and obedience. 
This is what accomplished the impossible, as she was persecuted every step of the way in providing 
for the poor." 
 
"I did miracle, after miracle, after miracle for her because of her faith that I would do the doing through 
her. She didn't wait for funding. She didn't wait for workers to join her. She stepped out of the safe 
and ample provision of the convent into the hostile environment of the streets of Calcutta, filled with 
disease, thieves, Muslims, Hindus - fully armed with scorn and contempt for this Christian woman." 
 
"This is what I am asking of you, My sluggish ones. You are thickening on your lees, waiting for 
someone to come along and live your faith for you. No, no! I have given you the mandate to move 
forward and no one is going to drop out of the sky with a tidy little package of steps and provision in 
their hands." 
 
"You will find the directions and provisions each morning when you come to Me in worship, adoration 
and prayer. You will walk into your prayer naked and blind, and walk out fully clothed in My grace. 
Informed, with eyes wide open to the possibilities that lie ahead." 
 
"I am calling you to break out of your mold of complacency. Some of you have been dragging your 
feet because the Rapture is happening tomorrow - or so you are told. And how many tomorrows have 
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anxiously passed by, with no results at all? Some of you are holding your breath because you've been 
led to believe the first nuke is coming from North Korea any time now. How much time have you 
wasted waiting?" 
 
"Besides that, how do you know that I'm not calling you into a place for a future event? You have no 
way of knowing that. You're just watching all the wrong sources of information and waiting for what 
they say will happen to happen. Do you know that some of these people are making thousands of 
dollars a week keeping you on the edge of your seats.? You indeed are being used. Your weakness is 
fear and so you must get the latest fix on what could happen to you tomorrow - rather than throwing 
that caution to the wind and stepping forward to change something for the better in the world, while 
there is yet time." 
 
"Forgive Me for being a bit harsh with you, My chosen ones. But I am waiting...I am disappointed that 
you have not acted on My promises to you yet. I want you in the position to be able to receive the 
release of graces from Heaven that has only begun to trickle down on the faithful ones who are 
stepping out with nothing." 
 
"I have much for you, but you will miss it if you don't get going now into your calling. You know what I 
have put in your heart...now act on it. Stop procrastinating. Walk into your destiny, hand in hand with 
Me. I will place you beneath the glory spout and you will indeed be empowered. But that will not be 
the miracle others will see. No the miracle will be you stepping out in faith with nothing. That is what 
will convince them that I am real, when they see Me providing for you and bringing you deeper and 
deeper into your ever-expanding destinies." 
 
"Come now. I have reasoned with you. Come now...let us take the first steps together. Courage! I will 
not leave you or abandon you to the will of your enemies. Rather, I will cover and protect you and you 
will declare the faithfulness of your God to the nations." 
 
 
 
 

Message 499: Jesus says... My dear Brides, I always want what is best 

for you 
 
 
May 9th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "My dear Brides. I want what is best for you - always. Every day. Every moment. It is 
what I know will lead to your greatest happiness and holiness, that I guide you away from certain 
things. Please trust Me in this. I do know what's ahead. I know what traps have been stretched out 
beneath your feet and covered over with the guise of doing good for others." 
 
"Trust Me, please. Trust Me, that if I don't allow you something, it is for a very good reason - and if 
you persist in wanting it, it will be to your detriment. Truly, the gift of healing is present and in 
operation in many of you. Should you therefore take two steps backward and seek help from the 
creation, when the Creator is working directly through you? Yes, I made plants for a medicine, even 
on Earth, but it is My grace working through creation that brings relief. My grace is greater than the 
physical reality of plant chemistry, and I can do with My grace things that mystify and defy science to 
explain." 
 
"So, should you not seek My will and My grace alone?" 
 
"This teaching is not for all; it is a hard saying. But for you who consistently dwell in My Heart, and 
have seen consistent results in prayer, I wish for you to cleave to Me alone and stay away from the 
world. And this extends to whatever vice and attachment you may have, be it things of the Earth or 
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relationships. Or knowledge. I know what is best for you. Learn to renounce yourself in all things and 
trust Me without question." 
 
"I see your destinies clearly and I also see the devil's plans to derail you along the way. But I will warn 
you through your conscience if you will but listen VERY CAREFULLY. I will tell you the plans of the 
wicked and how to defeat them, if you cleave to Me with all your hearts. And no matter what they plan 
to entrap you, I will steer you around those dangerous shoals and places where you will run aground 
in your life; places where great damage and delay will occur - even ship-wrecked and sinking into the 
mire." 
 
"Trust Me in this. Circumcise your hearts and head towards the goals I have set for your life without 
deviation, without curiosity, without the need to know more or to try this or to try that. You don't see it 
but your curiosity is used to entangle you. Your goodwill is used to take you off course from the 
greater good I have ordained in your lives." 
 
"Be very leery of any direction that takes you off that course. You can be sure the enemy has 
discovered your destination and he will do anything to cause you to deviate only a degree or so in this 
journey of life. And you will completely miss your target and even pass it because your navigation is 
off only one degree!" 
 
"How do you know you are digressing? That still small voice inside is nudging and nagging you. Every 
time you move to make a commitment in the wrong direction, I set off alarms in your conscience. But 
if you are very attached to that, you will reason with those alarms... 'But this will help. I want to do 
good to others. They need this, I need this. But, but, but...' 
 
"When you hear this kind of conversation going on with the interior man, you can be sure you are 
trying to justify something I do not want you to have. ALARM...BIG ALARM...repent, turn around and 
return to the simple path I have already laid out for you." 
 
 
And the Scripture came to mind: Whoever trusts in his own mind is a fool, but he who walks in 
wisdom will be delivered. Proverbs 28:26 
 
 
 
 

Message 500: We are draining the Swamp in your Heart... Things that 

poison you 
 
 
May 11, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) May the Lord impart great courage and wisdom to us who are going through trials. May we 
come forth strong, with new growth, putting forth the most choice grapes. My dear Heartdwellers, the 
last two days have been very emotionally difficult, a lot of repenting. 
 
It seems the Lord has gone into the Panther‘s lair in order to clear out the corruption in my heart. I 
have been struggling with having my own way for two days now, and every time I see that I cannot, it 
stings, burns, aches and is so very frustrating! I am learning the depth of my depravity when it comes 
to the things of the world, even though they are so very tiny in comparison to what I could be 
distracted or run after. 
 
I received a very good rhema, a quote from Mother Theresa... 'Once the longing for money comes, 
the longing also comes for what money can buy... Superfluities, nice rooms, luxuries at the table, 
more clothing, fans and so on. Our needs will increase, for one thing brings another, and the result 
will be endless dissatisfaction.' That was a rhema, I got about three days ago, when the Lord was 
trying to get my attention. 
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(Jesus) ―You are going through a purification of heart and attachments. I know it is painful, but you are 
releasing parts of the world that are like sediment on the bottom of your heart. Things you inherited 
from your mother, your own desire nature. Things that poison the spiritual life and dilute your 
effectiveness in serving Me. 
 
―I know it is painful. That‘s the effect of accumulated worldly desires you‘ve never quite released all 
the way. Yes, you could call it a stronghold. It has many tentacles stretching to every area of your life. 
I‘m removing them, Clare, but first you must renounce them. 
 
―I am taking them away, and you having to confront their influence over you is part of the letting go 
process. They have hindered you all your life. They have twisted your walk when it could have been 
straighter and accomplished so much more. The enemy has used them to side-track and distract you. 
 
―I know how painful it is. That‘s why I told you to meditate on My hands, My feet and My side. 
Because I suffered those pains to purchase you out from among the world‘s ways that so dominated 
your thinking. You have had many purgings, but this one is designed to be your last; that‘s one reason 
why it is so painful day after day. 
 
―My love, when you feel like pursuing the things I told you to give away, you are looking into the jaw of 
the monster, and the very power that can derail your destiny if you allow it. The ONLY way to deal 
with it is complete and final renunciation of self-will. 
 
―Not that this is the last test of your life, far from it. But this is a big one, designed to break this 
stronghold. As you know, you are ready for deliverance when you have overcome the temptations of 
the enemy in a certain area and you‘ve gotten to the point where you don't want it anymore. This is a 
good sign, breaking with it and declaring you don‘t want it is a good indicator that if I removed the 
demonic oppression elements of the stronghold, you will be delivered. Finally. 
 
―It is going to take a while to build up resolve that you refuse to say yes to this vice. A very little while, 
but I want you to be brave and courageous, because the rewards I have for you are far beyond the 
sacrifice you are making. 
 
―Yes, I made beauty to be enjoyed. But for a soul consecrated to the service of God there must be a 
strict adherence to the movement of My Spirit, without any hint of self-interest. You have known this 
freedom in the past and you will know it again, I promise you. I have begun this work and I will finish 
it. But I acknowledge to you, Clare – it is painful. The more entrenched it is within you, the more 
painful the sacrifice of casting it away. 
 
―My Love, I am asking you to be inebriated in My presence, My beauty alone. I know at times it is 
difficult to find that place of peace where the contemplation of divine truths and My being are all that 
matters to you. But you see, I need that space inside of you to be filled with My Spirit. There is not 
enough room when the sludge and sediment of this world has built up layer upon layer upon layer.‖ 
 
(Clare) And when He said that, I also remembered another rhema that I got... 'If we do not choose to 
mortify our passions, we may live in fear and doubt everything. Focus and deny yourself what is not 
necessary.' At that point I saw a red heart. The interior chamber of this heart was over half full of mud! 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, we are draining the swamp in your heart, so you have so much more room for Me and 
My love for souls. So much more room! How beautiful indeed is the heart that has been freed from 
years of corruption through self-will and avarice. You could rightly say that the sludge you see is 
made up of all the things of the world you have sought after that lodged in your heart, but then began 
to decay and make layers of dense brown goo. When that is gone, I will fill you with living waters and 
you will flow with My Spirit, the way you have longed to. 
 
―You have spoken many times before about feeling blocked. Well now you are seeing it in real time. 
The power of My Love is supposed to swirl around in your heart like a crystal clear river, but now it 
runs slow like an old muddy river. And that is why you‘ve encountered so much opposition to holding 
the fire of My love and pouring it out to others through your work. You struggle much with these old 
strongholds in your life, and My heart is to free you from them. 
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―Eye has not seen, ear has not heard, all the wonderful things I have in store for you, once there is 
room for them in your heart. When I called you to this life, you saw yourself on a dusty road in the 
Middle East, walking beside Me in sandals, with almost nothing but your tunic. That was a picture of 
the greatest purity and detachment of heart and soul from the world. One cannot walk if they are 
carrying so many things; one must walk without a load, with only the most necessary things in a tiny 
satchel. 
 
―But living in a house, you have accumulated much and a taste for much. And that is simply not 
necessary and in fact, is an impediment to your freedom. No. I don‘t want you to go and throw it all 
out. But I do care for you to ignore anything that is not necessary for ministry. In this way your heart 
will be free and clear of clutter. Less is MORE. Less of the world is MORE of Me. 
 
―Now, as you continue to walk with your heart circumcised, you will still encounter traps laid for you 
and tests. Be vigilant, Clare. When I tell you to be watchful, I mean it! There is trouble coming and 
you‘re not recognizing it. Mostly because your initial discernment was poor. When you feel a check in 
your spirit, you know you are being warned, no matter how you interpret the Scriptures I give you in 
readings. 
 
―When you feel any kind of check – RUN from it. Don‘t entertain it and find out what size, shape or 
colors it comes in! RUN from it. Flush it and move on, it‘s a trap. And it has teeth! And those teeth will 
cut into you and hurt you. Once more, the wound will become infected and hurt even more. 
 
―When I warn you to be watchful, you have already taken a step towards that trap cleverly laid and 
covered over at your feet to look like something really innocent. And I promise you, the treatment for 
those injuries will be something you don‘t ever want to repeat. What is permitted for you is far less 
than what is permitted for other souls who are not given the task of shepherding. 
 
"A shepherd carries the bare essentials – only a few things to sustain him. He does not have a wagon 
following behind him loaded to the hilt with things he enjoys. Rather, he carries medicine for the 
sheep, a weapon for lions and bears, a bit of food and water – because his entire being is wrapped 
around the needs of the flock. 
 
―Anything extra he has can cause him to be distracted at the wrong time, while the lion is stalking his 
sheep. And he will be so caught up in this distraction that disaster will follow. By the time he sees it, 
several sheep are already scattered, wounded, lost and dead. This has already happened to you, My 
Love. 
 
―So, now I address My most precious Brides. If you are being called up higher, it is time to leave the 
things of the world behind. The concerns about what you shall eat, wear and live. These things will 
snag you if you allow them to. All around you are people who need a touch from Me. Be an 
encourager, wherever you go. Think not of yourself, but of others around you. There will be times 
when I quicken people to you and you are inspired to reach out to them. 
 
―If you are a mother or father, minister to your family first, then teach your children how to pray for the 
poor, how to give to those in crisis. How to feed the poor, how to be kind and non-judgmental to those 
they see – even if they are ragged and poor. Remind them frequently of the Proverbs to help them 
balance their thinking and grow in wisdom. There is so much you can do to form your children in Me 
before they are released into the world. And truly, this is your first ministry after your husband. 
 
―But for the rest of you... No one serving as a soldier gets involved in the affairs of this life, rather he 
wants to please him who enlisted him as a soldier. (2 Timothy 2:4) 
 
―When you find the area I have given into your hands to invest your talents, be starkly critical of 
anything that gets in the way of that, even as it is written… Do you not know that in a race all the 
runners run, but only one receives the prize? Run in such a way as to take the prize. Everyone who 
competes in the games trains with strict discipline. They do it for a crown that is perishable, but we do 
it for a crown that is imperishable. (1 Corinthians 9:24-25) 
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―I know it is difficult to leave your fancies behind, in favor of being collected in prayer and action. I 
know that sometimes you need a walk in the sun, a nap, or something fresh and clean to listen to for 
inspiration. 
 
―But, My dear ones, try to limit those occasions as much as you can and learn to derive great joy 
when I use you to touch another soul. Soak in that moment and know that your reward in Heaven is 
secure. And as you become more and more faithful with each minute granted you in your life, I 
expand your influence and enrich you with greater anointing. 
 
―And for you, My Clare, know that every branch that bears fruit, I prune in order for you to bring forth 
even more fruit. The cutting away is never pleasant, but the yield is tremendous and well worth it. 
 
―Persevere, My doves. Do not grow weary. Wait, just wait until you see the reward I have stored up in 
Heaven for each of you! But so that you do not grow weary in the meantime, you who have given your 
all; you who have fought the good fight against your vices – with you I am highly pleased and you 
shall enter into your Master‘s joy.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 501: Jesus says… Live this day, as if it were your last One on 

Earth 
 
 
May 15, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―The gift of music is truly misunderstood. When you come to Heaven, you will 
experience the harmony of life in sound vibrations that are intertwined into a masterpiece of worship 
to Me. All creation sings to Me, and each expression of love and gratitude is pleasing to Me, whether 
it be a frog croaking or a bird singing.‖ 
 
―As it is written in Isaiah 44:23… Sing, O heavens, for the LORD shall do it! Shout, oh depths of the 
earth. Break forth into singing, oh mountains, forest, and every tree in it. For the Lord shall redeem 
Jacob and make Himself clear in Israel. 
 
―Although much of these sounds are inaudible to you on Earth, they do exist and they are beautiful to 
Me. My People, everything you do for Me is an act of worship and brings Me joy. For this, you were 
created, that I might walk in the cool of the evening in the Garden in sweet communication.‖ 
 
―Adam was full of spontaneous worship when I brought each new creature to him for naming. He was 
overcome with gratitude for the wonder of each one and it‘s remarkably unique attributes. He had an 
unending dialogue with Me in his heart as he explored the wonders of the Garden, the pleasures of 
water, the delightful fruits I gave for him to eat fresh from the vine. The Garden, too, hummed with 
unspeakable gratitude as everything in it was in perfect balance and harmony, expressing gratitude 
for being created.‖ 
 
―It was when sin entered in that all of that changed. But I still longed to hear the gratitude that was 
once expressed over the spontaneous provision that was eternally theirs. We shall return to that state 
when I come to rule the Earth. There will be pockets of Eden protected from those who deliberately 
choose their own way over Mine.‖ 
 
―But all of you, from the least to the greatest, have untapped treasures of expression in your being. All 
of you can sing to Me from your heart; all of you can go about doing good to others, from your hearts. 
All of you can take delight in creating and exercising your gifts, and I share in that with you. Whether 
you work with teams in administration, or you are singing in a choir, or paint edifying images of Me 
and My creation, or work in the undiscovered realms of science. Your minds are a creative gift to you 
and when you use them I am glorified, especially when it is to do good.‖ 
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―Perhaps you are a carpenter, taking joy in the angles and finish of the wood, and how each piece 
complements and fits together with the others. Perhaps you are a mechanic, wondering at the very 
concepts of physics that make a car run with such ingenuity. Or a baker taking delight in a perfect loaf 
of bread fresh from the oven.‖ 
 
―Then again, you may be a nurse or a doctor who continually wonders at the complexity of the body. 
Perhaps you drive a bus and feel good about your work when you let others go ahead of you in traffic, 
or when you make a precision stop to help an elderly woman aboard.‖ 
 
―There is room for creativity and joy in every walk of life. It is up to you to change your focus from the 
humdrum, mundane viewpoint of life to a fresh, new one of excitement… ‗What can I do for You 
today, Jesus? How can I let Your face shine out of My life?'‖ 
 
―Do you know that your attitude in a service job can actually stop a suicide from happening? Why? 
Because you can make a soul feel loved when you go out of your way for them. Today may be the 
day they were planning to take their life, but you gave them hope that their life does matter by the 
simple act of going out of your way to help them. That one, little, insignificant act can change a man‘s 
destiny, simply because they recognized hope living in you.‖ 
 
―All of you are asking... 'What can I do?' The answer is simple... Live this day as if it were your very 
last day on Earth to show love. My love for mankind. With this attitude of heart, you will save many 
souls.‖ 
 
―This is why the enemy tries to ruin the atmosphere at your work place. He wants a sour, dour 
expression on your face that will intimidate and discourage your customers. And he hits you hardest 
when you are closest to making a difference in someone‘s life.‖ 
 
―Keep an eye on that, My People. When you get hit with something discouraging, look around and ask 
yourself... 'Who is Satan trying to keep me from ministering to?' Truly I tell you, he deliberately plans 
these attacks to take you out of commission just when I need you the most to be fully there.‖ 
 
―Those who are faithful with the little opportunities will be given greater ones. Greater and greater and 
greater opportunities to exercise wonderful gifts on My behalf. Be faithful with the little things and I will 
inspire you to embrace the greater, fully clothed and equipped with My grace to not only succeed, but 
to excel.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 502: Jesus says… How beautiful is the Soul that has cast the 

World aside!... 
 
 
May 17, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… "Clare, there is never a moment I am away from your side. You are the one who drifts 
from Me, not I from you. There is too much busy work in your home. You need to run it like a cloister 
or you will never go where I want to take you. Less involvement with the world, My Precious. Less and 
less and less." 
 
(Clare) 'You know how I feel about Julie True‘s song 'Child of God'. I felt like I was a stranger to You, 
and I felt fleeting pains of jealousy – that she was so close to You and I‘m so far away. And of course, 
the liars jumped right on it, and said… Your voice will never sound that good…let alone your 
relationship with God.' 
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However, when that happens I immediately rebuke a spirit of Jealousy and Lying and tell the Lord I 
don‘t want it, and it goes away. The Lord said He would provoke the Jewish people to jealousy by our 
devotion to Him. So, it‘s not beyond the realm of possibility that the Lord really allowed this to happen, 
to wake me up a bit. So, I told Him I felt like I‘d lost my connection with Him, and felt like a stranger to 
Him. 
 
(Jesus) "I know and it‘s ridiculous. She has put her time in to get closer to Me and that‘s what is 
bothering you more than her voice. You knew that, didn‘t you?" 
 
(Clare) Yes. Lord, I did. I sensed I was missing something that I once had, that was much deeper than 
what I have now. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, My love, you know I am no discriminator of persons. I have a great depth for each one 
of My Brides, but most never even approach it, let alone rest in it. You have been there many, many 
times – but your involvement with the house is distracting you.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'But now it is enough!' 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s exactly My sentiment. Enough is enough, and at this point it‘s way too much. You will 
find great joy in My arms, Clare. Alone with Me is all you‘ll ever need. How surprised I am that you do 
not avail yourself of that every moment of the day. If you would begin to practice that, seeing yourself 
held securely in My arms, you will see a change in your attitude from moment to moment. And you will 
go deeper with Me, much deeper. 
 
"You will find more time to savor My presence and in that be transformed, going deeper into My love 
and heavenly provision for your spirit. The secret is to BREAK-AWAY. Most, including yourself, look 
forward to our times together as a sort of dessert after the main course of your duties everyday. May I 
say, you have it backwards? Your time with Me is the main course and the duties are on the 
periphery. 
 
"This is the only way you will attain to that depth you are hungering for, My Love. Break away, break 
away…Continually throughout the day. Come to rest in My arms even when things are getting more 
and more hectic." 
 
(Clare) But Lord, how do I do that? When things get like that I begin to stress and push it to get it 
done and out of the way? 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s what I am addressing right now. I am the main meal. Those other things are simply 
appetizers, unappetizing as they are to you. They are like the condiments on the table. But in My 
arms is where you will find your life and nourishment. Lose your life in the world to find Mine in 
Heaven. 
 
"Forsake your interest in your plants. That‘s one reason why I asked you to leave off with them; you 
don‘t realize how much you are attached to them. I‘m trying to break that attachment." 
 
(Clare) Well, I recognize what He‘s saying here. First thing in the morning, I tend to get pulled into my 
plants before my eyes are even open. They are like children to me. 
 
(Jesus) "The world and its activities are never-ending, Clare. That‘s what you don‘t realize; they are 
forever pulling you off course. Practice ignoring them. Seriously. You have a volunteer who waters for 
you. Bless your plants, and then put them out of your mind. I have much better things for you to use 
your time for. If you find you cannot ignore them, give them away. They are used to tempt you." 
 
(Clare) I‘ll ignore them, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "Case in point….you see how attached you are?" 
 
(Clare) Lord, I often think I would be happier in a much simpler environment. And I really have sought 
Him about this, guys. 
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(Jesus) "Practice simplicity in this environment, that‘s the challenge. Oh, My Beloved, I ache for you 
as you ache for Me. There is not a moment of the day that I don‘t long to see one sweet glance of 
your eyes." 
 
(Clare) Really, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) "Really and truly. My heart soars when you look at Me with such longing. I hate to see 
confusion and stress tearing you away from Me. And this is the case with all of you, My Brides. How I 
long to see your searching eyes as they come in contact with Me, as you are looking for My 
presence." 
 
(Clare) I want to mention here, for those of you who do not easily see the Lord. Envision Him as He 
was the last time you saw Him, or envision Him in your favorite image of Jesus – in a favorite place. 
Beside a stream or on a park bench – whatever. Allow Him to come into that space in your heart and 
mind and meet you there. It begins with envisioning Him. And from there He makes it a real event. 
 
(Jesus) "This is the beauty of the eternal relationship we have. It exists outside the boundaries of 
space and time. It truly is eternal. Though your days are filled with time-consuming work, your 
relationship with Me is not subject to these same laws. This is why you can find Me at any moment by 
your side, drinking in the vision of the longing expression in your eyes and on your heart and mind. 
 
"And My response is ever the same, 'So…what‘s keeping you from Me in this moment? Is it that 
important?' 
 
"Today you got to the point where nothing was as important as seeking and finding Me. And I was 
there for you." 
 
(Clare) Yes, I certainly did. When I got the Church at Ephesus... 'Return to your first love.' That cut me 
so deeply I told everyone, I‘m going into prayer, and I‘m not going to come out any time soon. And I 
came out a couple of hours later when everyone was gone. 
 
(Jesus) "I sent that Rhema to you because I missed you, Clare. I knew how you would take it. I knew 
you would immediately repent and seek My face. And you did not disappoint Me. I did not mean the 
harsh threat for you, dearest – I just wanted to call your attention to the fact that you were lapsing into 
more and more involvement with the world. Again. And we both know what that eventually leads to… 
Yes, the panther comes forth from its lair. 
 
"So, here we are now, together. And My Heart rejoices in your longing for Me and oh, how I wish to 
satisfy that! But as long as we dwell on the Earth together, there will be barriers to that. Although as 
you long ever more for Me, I will not disappoint you. There will be special graces that seem as though 
you are no longer on this Earth, because of your preoccupation with Me. 
 
"Yes, My delightful Brides, become so entwined and wrapped up in Me that you forget what you‘re 
doing, what you came into a room for, what you were going to do next. Yes! Yes! I want to be your 
one and only distraction. You know what it feels like to fall in love and long for your Beloved. This is 
indeed how I long for you. But so few long for Me with that same intensity. 
 
"Long for Me. Be distracted by Me. Be pulled away by Me – become forgetful of all around you by Me. 
This is the kind of love I ache to have from My Brides. As the saying goes, ‗Be so heavenly minded 
that you are no earthly good.' 
 
"Yes, yes, I know… Your jobs, your duties – yes they must be done. But remember back to a time 
when you had first fallen in love; your very first love. All you could do was long for that hour to come 
where the two of you would be together. This is the kind of love I long for from you. 
 
"Oh, how beautiful the soul is that has cast aside the world to have this with Me. How perfectly their 
longing shall be rewarded, for there is not enough Heaven on Earth to give to such a one as this. 
 
"Pray for this grace, My Blessed ones, pray much for this grace. And practice searching Me out with 
your spiritual eyes. Every moment of the day. And when our hearts touch, do your best to go away 
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into a place of quietness and prayer, where we can dwell together and you can be regenerated. And I 
can be consoled by your love." 
 
 
 
 

Message 503: Selfish Use of Time, Rapture, Powers of the Air & Fight 

against Elite 
 
 
May 18, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―As I have told you once before, My Beloved, to every move of God three demons are 
assigned... Fear, Doubt and Scrutiny. These bring with them the necessary smaller demons to 
undermine your work and your destiny. Doubt brings Unbelief. Fear brings Lying spirits of failure, 
accusing you of your past. And telling you that you‘ll be a failure in the future, just like you‘ve been in 
the past. Scrutiny carries with it all kinds of insecurities about the nature of the work you‘re doing, its 
quality. Is there time enough to do it? Do you have the resources? Are you lacking talent? Obstacles 
like sickness, evasive spirits of confusion and disorientation are the kinds of things that Scrutiny bring 
with it. 
 
―The powers of the air are like filthy slime balls that weep a noxious goo over your mind and body, if 
you will allow it. You have to break through and clean yourself off. They work on you while you are 
asleep, so that when you awake you feel lost and falling under the weight of life. 
 
―First thing in the morning you must cast these imaginings down and declare My promises to you. 
Yes, you may also call upon Me to cleanse you and remove them, but that leaves you with the hard 
work of confessing the truth once the lies are dislodged. I like very much what we were discussing in 
the spirit when you thought you were talking to yourself. You‘d think by now you‘d recognize that we 
are carrying on a conversation, Clare! 
 
―You were concerned about little hints here and there I‘ve been giving you on the Rapture. What I 
mean to say here, Beloved, is that it is still on the schedule. I will not comment one way or another 
about timing – so don‘t bother to go fishing. I will tell you what you need to know, when you need to 
know it. 
 
―But this is a truth... there are many channels talking about this catastrophe, that failure, this bomb, 
that EMP attack, North Korea. Comets and tsunamis and first air strike from them or us. The chatter is 
all over the place! But thank you for not giving in to curiosity and remaining securely in My presence. 
Oh, thank you for that, My Bride. 
 
―But here is what I want to say. My dear ones, you may look all over the internet and get the latest 
dream, latest warning, breaking circumstances, on and on and on engineered to keep you chasing 
your tails. Now, if you take instead the opportunity to fast and pray, because these reports are scary, 
well… good for you. 
 
―But if you keep stocking up food and preparing, you‘ve lost the focus I had for you. May I say it again 
for the umpteenth time? I want you gathering in souls in the ways I have counseled you in the most 
recent messages. 
 
―Yes, the Rapture will happen. Everyone is talking about it and predicting when. Isn‘t it amazing that 
none of these tsunami warnings and other things – like comets – are not happening? It's almost as if 
they were non-existent. 
 
―I do need your prayers and fastings, but not your constant state of mind which can think of nothing 
but your own security and that of your loved ones to prepare for events. This is a selfish use of time 
and could very well cost you the Rapture. 
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―While you are waiting, I have given you this Channel and other, to guide you into what you are to be 
doing in the interim. This is a place you gain strength and inspiration to continue to cultivate your gifts 
and destinies. 
 
―And if you spend your time drinking in the bad news, some of which has been deliberately 
manipulated for selfish motives, you are being misguided and putting yourself at risk. 
 
―Those who are about My business, I will protect. Those who are about their own business, well… 
they are busy protecting themselves, so they don‘t need Me to help them. 
 
―They pass by the poor on the way to buy survival gear. It would have been so much better for them 
had they spent that money on feeding those who are going without food that day. 
 
―But moving on, I would like to say, My Dear Ones, persevere. I am coming to help you through the 
tangled webs of the enemy, who is continually revising his ways of slowing you down and even 
stealing your destinies. There are times when you must operate in sheer faith, with not an iota of 
inspiration. 
 
―I will not try you beyond your means, but I will use those times to apply graces to the world situation 
and especially in America – the president who is being fought tooth and nail by the ruling elite. It is a 
ferocious battle, My people, and Donald needs your prayers and your resolutions to move forward 
with your lives. 
 
―Never in the history of the world has evil proliferated like it is now. Never. Evil has destroyed the lives 
of countless numbers of young people and those who have been fighting to keep their footing, just to 
stay alive. The discouragement runs so strong and thick, I must send out teams of angels to redirect 
the flow into the Abyss, lest no one be left standing. 
 
―Still, these demon powers are getting through and I am calling on you to persevere, knowing that My 
Nature is Faithfulness. Persevere even when it seems hopeless. Pick up where you left off with your 
destiny and keep going by sheer willpower and the knowledge that I am for you. Encourage others 
around you to pray and seek My Face and I will help them, too. 
 
―There will be breakthroughs, but only the strong can survive these tactics. And may I remind you, 
that when you are weak, I am the strongest working through you. So, do not count on your own 
powers but on My faithfulness and your resolve to stay standing and move forward in spite of the 
opposition. I will come to your rescue. 
 
―And as for the nay-sayers that attack this Channel, I ask you... 'What have you done for Me lately? 
Oh yes, you have the latest word on the latest end-of-the-world scenario. But in the meantime: what 
did you do for Me?' 
 
―I do not wish for you to be among the goats, but this must be your decision, not Mine. I have told you 
what is good and profitable to do; it is up to you to do it. 
 
―I do not assign men a standing, men choose their own standing – sheep or goats – by the way they 
live and act. So, it is in your hands to make use of this time. 
 
―When I told you - three years (before the Rapture) - it was by no means a license to sit back. Rather, 
it was a call to battle. You‘ve got 3 years to be the best years of your lives in serving Me, bringing 
forth the most fruit and meriting a ride to Heaven before the worst hits. That‘s not long, make the best 
use of that time. 
 
―Because I love you so very deeply, I am not of the heart nor mind that any should have to go through 
the chastisement. So, please. Make the very best use of this time for Me, and for My agenda, and My 
kingdom – not yourself. Then you will have nothing to fear in that very last moment when the trumpet 
sounds.‖ 
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Message 504: Jesus says... Donald is moving ahead in a very focused 

way... 
 
 
May 19th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "Clare, it's not about you; it's about the world. And as things are going now, it does not 
look good. Rally your people around you for prayer and fasting. And as far as Ezekiel is concerned, I 
will always touch him when you pray, always. It's My nature to be full of mercy and I weep with you 
over his condition, which is reminiscent of the world's. So much is in need of restructuring, but the 
wicked powers are growing stronger and My people are growing weaker." 
 
But Lord, isn't the mandate to use their gifts a distraction and causing that - to be weaker in prayer? 
 
He continued... "It could, if you fail to put in the prayer that is necessary. However, your obedience in 
using your gifts also counts for a great deal, even in the midst of this mess." 
 
"The world is failing. Those who want war and death and destruction, those who are ignorant of their 
connections and ways of supporting evil - they make up a large part of this. They do not know what 
they are bringing upon themselves." 
 
"And We are getting weary of contending with them." 
 
"But for the sake of those who do know and are gutting it out, We continue to come against this evil. 
However. Understand We will not contend with their ignorance forever." 
 
"I understand about your weariness every day you awake to the same symptoms and fears for your 
husband. I understand and am here by your side, feeling the very same way. But he has made of 
himself an offering for the world, so you must understand We honor that commitment. Both of you, in 
fact, have participated in this suffering for the world." 
 
"Yet there are breakthroughs...times when you make forward momentum." 
 
"I need you to continue to record soothing music. Yes, 'Over the Rainbow' is a great song, but the 
climate for it is a bit dark. I need deep things now, deep, haunting and moving melodies. The climate 
also for donations is a bit oppressed, but I will see you through. There will always be something for 
you." 
 
"Clare, you can always make improvements on your behavior and attitudes. But I want you to know, 
once and for all, this is not your fault. This is an offering, a suffering that I have allowed for both of you 
to have something substantial to offer Me, to turn the world around." 
 
"I am not saying it's going to end prematurely." 
 
By that He means, before the next two years are up. 
 
"I am saying We are getting tired of contending. But for the sake of the saints on Earth who are 
pressing in and making their offerings, such as your own - for their sakes, We continue to fight and 
uphold what is right." 
 
"It is a very dark night in the White House, much prayer is needed to reverse the climate there. And so 
you are suffering more than is usual. There is nothing wrong with presenting deep music at this time, 
for this is the climate among the people." 
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"You can finish the song. I am just saying this is a difficult time to celebrate. Yet, as you were musing 
in your mind...'We have to..."' 
 
I was thinking this, this morning. 'Cause I worked on that song 'Over the Rainbow' last night. It's finally 
coming together. But it's such a happy, happy song, and I'm so much not in a happy, happy mood... 
And apparently the world isn't either. And I was thinking to myself, 'You know? I think we have to be 
bi-polar Christians in this hour...enthusiastic about creativity and serious about suffering for 
righteousness sake and praying. 
 
The Lord continued... "That's very cute and accurate as well, since you are building and creating with 
one hand and fighting the good fight with the other." 
 
So I started to say, 'Sometimes...' And He cut me off, before I could get the words out. 
 
He said, "I know, don't say it. I will give you the strength. Clare, what I have said to you before has not 
changed anything. I am not one to say 'yes' one moment and 'no' the next." 
 
"And as far as your question to Me goes, about the president's first three months in office. First of all, 
the time I quoted you was not to be taken scientifically exact to the day and hour. What has happened 
is that he has a strong support system and team that is in total agreement with him about the agenda 
for this nation. And that's a big accomplishment for his first 90 days. There was much turbulence in 
the beginning over that, but now he has key individuals who are not selling out on him. And so that 
makes forward momentum in a climate of severe opposition much smoother and more viable." 
 
"With the elections coming up, I wish for all to rally around him and support him with your votes to give 
this country a chance at an integrated core government. These upcoming elections are very 
important. Very, very important. Please. Show your support by prayer, fasting and casting your vote." 
 
Here what He is speaking about are special elections to the House and Senate, state by state, to be 
held at different times over the spring, summer and fall, to replace those in the House and Senate 
who have retired, died or been given assignments in Washington with the Federal government. 
 
Jesus continued... "There is hope. It is not hopeless. What looks hopeless is the smoke-screen 
thrown up by the elite sector in reaction to Donald winning the presidential race, as they are still trying 
to unseat him. But he is moving ahead in a very focused way in spite of the turmoil. And I am with 
Him." 
 
"So, this is to say, your suffering over your husband's infirmity is an offering to Me. Do I not relieve 
him when you pray? Yes, in every way I restore him. He is understanding what this is about and very 
accepting. I need you also to be My little lamb." 
 
"Remember, when you cry, I cry. I am here for you, we are doing this together, My dear one. We are 
doing this together, all of us. The great cloud of witnesses is with you as well." 
 
 
 
 

Message 505: Jesus says… Show Mercy & Teach your Children the 

same  & I will protect you 
 
 
May 24, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
The Lord began… ―I want to speak to the Nation of America tonight.‖ 
 
―Because you have not spurned your connections with Israel, but have courted her favor and even 
gone beyond, because of that I declare that I am your defense, your security and your strong arm.‖ 
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―Because you have elected a man after My own heart for this nation, not a perfect man by My 
standards or anyone else‘s, but suited to govern this nation and look out for My interests. Because of 
this, I will be your defense against your enemies, America. 
 
―Many are those who wish to bring disaster upon you; many are those who prepare traps and snares 
for you. More powerful than your own resources are the ones coming against you, but because you 
have joined yourself to My Holy Nation, imperfect as it is, as well – for this reason, your enemies will 
not have their way with you. 
 
―What is still lacking is repentance from your worldly ways. However, you have run to the aide of 
those oppressed in this world, and for this reason, I will train you in the ways of repentance. 
 
―You have looked after the fatherless, the orphan and the widow. Those oppressed unjustly in prison. 
And for this reason, I continue to train you in repentance and abandoning your lust for power and 
accumulated goods. 
 
―Be ever so vigilant that, as your wealth increases, so do your good deeds to those who have no 
recourse in this world but cry out to Me. Because you harken to those severely oppressed and 
suffering, I will harken to you that your enemies do not have their way with you. But you must continue 
to remember the poor in their destitution and train your children up in holy and unselfish ways, 
contributing to the welfare of the poor as an act of mercy, daily, in their lives. 
 
―Yes, train your children in mercy and mercy shall be given you. Do not allow your children to bully or 
make fun of the disadvantaged in their community and schools. Do not allow them to laugh at or taunt 
those who have not and those with life-challenging handicaps. 
 
―Teach your children to look out for them, even as your Father in Heaven looks out for you. Then I 
shall protect them from the snares set to entangle and destroy them in their youth. 
 
―Many traps are set for your children. The enemy makes their demise one of the most pressing of his 
agendas and there is little you can do to protect them, besides prayer. But if you teach them to look 
out for the poor, to be kind to the socially disadvantaged, to defend the rights of those who are 
mocked and hated. If you turn their hearts to this kind of response, I will lead them away from these 
traps. 
 
―But if you see them as merely an extension of your life goals and envision them as selfishly pursuing 
a career to your and their own benefit, and turning a deaf ear to the suffering – then they shall indeed 
be led into captivity by your enemies. To the degree you train them in Mercy, to that degree will mercy 
be given them. 
 
―For too long, your agenda has been prosperity, and there are those among you, who, having attained 
that prosperity, wish to go from money making success to the next money making success. 
 
―And they roll their eyes when donations to missions are called for. They are living on very dangerous 
ground for both themselves, their marriages and children. 
 
―I am calling you to repent and see to the needs of those around you. Then your light shall arise like 
the noonday sun. 
 
―Open your hearts to the poor and see if I do not open Heaven‘s windows to you … windows of 
graces and provision for your souls to be enriched with the true riches.‖ 
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Message 506: Jesus says... My Brides, the Fruit from this season will be 

golden and succulent 
 
 
May 27, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Lord began... "My Bride is entering a much needed time of rest and recompense. I have watched 
your labors against overwhelming odds. I have heard every cry for help to keep going, I have 
captured your teardrops in a golden vial. I have missed nothing." 
 
"Now I am going to anoint your heads with the oil of gladness. I am going to pour your tears onto the 
fertile ground and like nourishing waters from above, your garden will blossom around you. You are 
coming into a season of reaping for all your labors, My Bride. You have continued on in the dryness, 
in the pain, in the threatening winds. You have not backed down, but have proven to Me you are 
ready for greater gifts, anointings and responsibilities. The fruit from this season will be golden and 
succulent, nourishing even the most depleted and dried-up soul, even to putting flesh on the dried up 
bones." 
 
"All around you are the ravages of worldly pursuits and world living - especially by the young, who 
resemble the souls of old and fatigued men rather than being vibrant with life. Graduating from school 
should be a time of joy, but for many it‘s a time of darkness and indecision, plagued with unanswered 
questions. This is the carnage created by a worldly education without Me in mind. Most leave school 
asking more questions about their future than they had the whole time they were in school learning." 
 
"These souls are hungering for meaning in their lives. Light in their darkness, peace in their turmoil. 
And you, My Bride, have the wisdom to point the way through your gifts. Make them count, make your 
time on this Earth count for Me and for those who are on the edge of the abyss, confused about the 
true meaning of life." 
 
(Clare) And when He was saying that, I was thinking, 'Not only are they confused about the true 
meaning of life, but they're confused about whether or not to BE alive. With all these death cults that 
are rising up in different places. Suicide cultures - it's terrible! They should be thinking about a 
beautiful life ahead of them, and they're thinking of ending their life, before it really begins.' 
 
"Is it making money? Is it love? Is it popularity? Is it creativity being hailed? You had all these 
questions when you were without My light. Some of you know what it is like to be without Me, how 
very dark and hopeless it seems." 
 
"Bring light into this world with the example of your lives and how you live them. Pick up your gifts and 
begin to work them as you never have before, and watch as you bloom into the fullness of life I 
intended for you from the beginning." 
 
"I have rich beams of sunlight to penetrate the soil and activate the seeds in even greater energy than 
before. I have your tears to water them with. I have your diligence to protect the garden from 
encroaching weeds and distractions. I have planted a hedge of angels 'round about you to protect the 
nursling plants as they grow into maturity and put off the most holy fragrance." 
 
"See to it that you embrace hope and move forward in your gifts. You have weathered many very 
HARD storms. And now as I water the seeds I have planted in your lives, with tears, they will grow 
strong, tall and fragrant very quickly. This is a plateau season. Make the best of it, My Brides. We 
shall be gardening together and rejoicing in the harvest as well." 
 
"You have no idea of what I have planted in that soil, but when it comes to fruition, you will truly be 
awestruck!" 
 
"Go for it!" 
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Message 507: Jesus speaks about Losses & Peace 
 
 
May 30th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... ―My dear June Brides, I know, in this moment many of you are still undergoing 
torment. I am well aware of the trials that are besetting you. Even the strange things, never before 
experienced, are plaguing you and yet you have shown your substance by standing strong in the 
midst of turmoil." 
 
"Let Me remind you that there is a deeper place for you to stand. A much deeper place. A place of 
peace and union with Me that nothing can touch. I know the battle is raging on the surface, but at the 
depths all is peaceful and calm. This is where I need you to reside." 
 
"Part of your new season entails overcoming the things that have thrown you into a panic before. 
Fears, terror, stressors, losses—so much turbulence that ended in loss. But what you are 
experiencing now can end in gain. All that is needed is your faith and obedience. Go deeper, My 
Brides, go deeper. There is a place where you can stand when the storm rages, and be untouched by 
it." 
 
"Deeper and deeper into My Love, My Arms, knowing that nothing can stop Me from doing good for 
you and the Kingdom as I offer your sufferings to the Father and we shoulder your cross together. 
Many of you have life-and-death changing events on your horizon; to you I say, whatever I allow will 
be for your best. You will, in fact, look back and thank Me profusely for all you had to endure in this 
season." 
 
"There is joy and good things coming to you, but you must stand until the work I am doing in your soul 
is complete. These are finishing touches on your faith. These are end-of-semester exams, structured 
to bring you into more stable footing in your faith than ever before in your life." 
 
"Remember: the darkest hour proceeds the dawn. You are approaching that hour and your 
steadfastness in the face of these darkest trials, and darkest of all circumstances, is preparing you to 
stand through the next leg of your journey, in the faith that nothing happens to you in this life that is 
not to your benefit. I do not allow it. You may protest and say, 'How can this circumstance benefit me? 
I am facing the loss of everything? How can that be turned to good?'" 
 
"This is where I am telling you that I AM IN CONTROL HERE—not the enemy. He thinks he controls 
life and death, because I allow some of the things he does, using them for your good. But he is sadly 
mistaken. In all things, he is working for Me. He is arranging the classroom that will ultimately lead to 
your perfection." 
 
"I AM IN CONTROL...he is not in control. I WILL BRING GOOD OUT OF THIS. He will lose, he has 
always lost and is serving Me and My purposes, like it or not." 
 
"You may ask, 'How can a child be murdered and possibly benefit anyone?' Do you not know that the 
blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church? Do you not know that to leave this Earth is to live 
forever in sublime beauty and happiness? This Earth is a pit of corruption. When I take a life into My 
bosom, I am relieving them of their term on this prison planet. I am rewarding them with a life that is 
so sublime and filled with happiness that you have no way to comprehend it." 
 
"In the meantime, what is a loss for the parents is a great gain for the Kingdom of Heaven, in that their 
child will have carried a cross that results in the salvation of a great many souls that were perishing in 
that hour." 
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"I know I have told you these things before. Please do not tire of Me telling you, because My words 
are strength to your feeble hearts. You have only to ask for more grace to hold up under these trying 
circumstances and I will give it to you. You will walk through the fire without being burned, for I am 
with You as I was with Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego.‖ 
 
"When you pass through the waters, I will be with you; And through the rivers, they will not overflow 
you. When you walk through the fire, you will not be scorched, Nor will the flame burn you." Isaiah 
43:2 
 
"Fix your eyes on what is NOT seen, My Bride. Know beyond a shadow of a doubt that your light and 
momentary troubles are achieving an eternal glory that out-weighs every suffering. Suffering ends 
when you leave Earth; it is short and temporary. Glory is eternal: eternal bliss, eternal peace, eternal 
happiness on a scale never experienced on this Earth." 
 
"There is a place I am taking you to, if you are willing. It is a place of peace in the midst of turmoil, 
ambiguity and contradiction. It is a place where the winds blow right through you, without harming a 
hair on your head—rather than bowling you over, onto the ground. It is a place of peace that so 
triumphs over every earthly suffering, that you will actually care little when you experience personal 
loss. Because nothing of this Earth matters anything to you, and your faith in My goodness is 
unshakable. I want you to come to this place quickly; there you will find great freedom and be loosed 
from earthly fetters that bind you to themselves." 
 
"I want you to have freedom, joy and peace. But for this to happen you must renounce the temptation 
to indulge the carnal emotions. Self-pity, anger, fear, grief, accusation, unforgiveness, insecurity and 
all that threatens your life." 
 
"If you can call out to Me for more strength, I promise you greater happiness and peace than you 
have ever experienced in your lives. It is the peace that passes all understanding, a peace only I can 
give. And it will come when you allow trials to work deeply in your heart to be detached from this 
world." 
 
"Don‘t fight against the pain; flow with it to a new pinnacle of peace." 
 
 
 
 

Message 508: Jesus says... The Harvest of Righteousness in your Life 

grows 
 
 
June 4th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... ―We walk by faith not by sight. This is what I said to you yesterday and it still stands 
today. Believe, that what I have promised I will fulfill. Right now you are carrying intercessory burdens 
with your breathing issues. But it will not always be that way. There will come a time when I release 
you from that.‖ 
 
"Clare, you will always have a cross, but it will not always be a sickness cross; there are many other 
crosses, My dear one. For now, this is My chosen means to humble you and promote the Kingdom. 
This is the climb up that mountain that we talked about months ago. And just as the armed services is 
continually training their men and keeping them fit, so do I train and keep you fit, lest you fall into self- 
serving and sloth." 
 
"My coming is not that far away, Beloved, not far at all. So these truly are light and momentary 
burdens, tailor-made crosses for you. Just as I inhabit the praises of My People, I am with you in your 
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crosses, by your side, suffering with you. Making you stronger and opening your eyes and hearts 
wider and wider to My presence in your life. And to your similarity to Me, as well." 
 
"Joy always follows on the heels of suffering, and My blessings fall upon you after hours of your trial. 
Otherwise you could not stand in the midst of these turbulent times. Yet as you go deeper into My 
Love for you, and My Need for your comfort, Your trust in My Promises — you become stronger and 
stronger and arrive at a place where you would have fallen before, but now you stand in faith." 
 
And when He said that, I saw Him holding a polishing cloth and rubbing a small, gray and tarnished 
silver pitcher over and over again until it was gleaming white. 
 
"Yes, in just this way I polish you and remove the tarnish of the world from you, until all that is 
exposed is white and gleaming silver. This is how I keep you in readiness for serving the Master‘s 
table. Always buffed and polished. You carry forth nourishment to others by this process of continual 
cleansing and polishing. Sometimes it is a tender hand catching you when you fall, or time taken to 
remove the dross and stains on your heart from the world." 
 
"Other times it is the test of carrying precious nourishment to others, while you are assailed by the 
enemy, and afterwards repairing the corrosion and damages done by their attacks. There is a 
continual refining process taking place in you, My Dove, and in all My Brides. How I long for the day 
you ascend into Heaven with Me and your cleaning detail is over with!" 
 
"But for now we are working together, bringing forth the good and weeding out the bad. All of this is 
necessary on a daily basis or you will not grow. It cannot all be a trial or you will be discouraged; nor 
can it be all victory, or you will grow lax." 
 
"So, I balance this holy life within you with healings, polishings and refining. And in this way, the 
Harvest of Righteousness continues to grow in your lives. I want you all to begin to look to the good I 
am doing in your lives. Look to the victories. Look to the new anointings and celebrate these good 
things. Even Nehemiah‘s men took time out for recreation in the midst of their great work. Though 
even in those brief times, their swords were in readiness by their sides." 
 
"You cannot afford to be without this protection for even one millisecond. You must always be clothed 
in My armor carrying your weapon in the awareness that the enemy never sleeps." 
 
"I am with you, My beautiful chosen ones. I am with you. Nourishing, healing and loving you all the 
day long. Please come to Me and do not pass by this time I need with you as much as you need with 
Me. Even when you pass this time by and are not properly armed and prepared, I am by your side 
still. And when the arrows of unbelief hit you, I suffer your pains in My heart — exclaiming... 'Oh, My 
beautiful Bride, why didn‘t you prepare yourself for this day? Oh, how I hurt with you.'" 
 
"Allow Me to prepare you each day, and do not deprive Me of your tender worship. I am leaving you 
with the sweet fragrance of longing that I have for you. Come to Me, My Brides and rest here in My 
bosom, where I shall continually restore your soul as you bring comfort to Mine." 
 
 
 
 

Message 509: Jesus explains… Painful Decisions... I am calling some to 

leave their old Lives behind 
 
 
June 9, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―Clare, you understood Me so clearly. There are times in life when very painful 
decisions must be made in order to move forward. You experienced this on the mountain, many 
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times. I had a plan for you that you could not understand when you moved to Espanola. You didn‘t 
see what I was doing, even though it was torture for you to leave your sheep behind.‖ 
 
―What can I say? Some choices in life are not simple, but deeply complicated and need an 
extraordinary amount of grace to conquer. I will give that grace if it is asked for. I am here to serve 
and guide and when I am called upon, I do not fail to provide the necessary grace. But there are those 
who prefer to make up their own minds, with their own will and own resources. For them I mourn, 
because had they turned to Me, I would have made it so much clearer and easier.‖ 
 
―My precious family of Heartdwellers, do not be afraid to leave behind the old to embrace the new. 
Remember: every suffering, even the suffering of giving up loved ones, I use to release even more 
graces where they are needed the most. So, never feel like a suffering is useless. I promise you, NO 
suffering is without a reward in My Kingdom and sometimes even here on Earth.‖ 
 
―You remember what you went through disposing of all your fine antiques and furniture, in order to live 
a more pure life in the mountains of Pennsylvania. You remember the incredible gifts you received 
there.‖ 
 
―Gifts beyond your wildest dreams. Anointing after anointing was given you. Still, it wasn‘t easy.‖ 
 
―It wasn‘t easy giving up your first husband, but you knew he wanted the world and you could not 
accompany him in his plans, and he could not accompany you. Now you are married to the man who 
is perfect for you and for Me, and your former husband has the wife he always wanted.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord, when you mention that, I can just see the eyebrows go up… 'She‘s an adulterer 
because she married another man.' 
 
(Jesus) ―I have opened the Scriptures to you to understand that what I have brought together let no 
man break asunder, but what man has brought together without My approval, is doomed from day 
one. There are sacramental bonds between two souls I have chosen for one another. And the unions 
man chooses for himself, if it be out of My will – how can I consider that a marriage? There are many 
who live by the ‗Book‘ or - what they consider is the exact interpretation of the Scriptures. But 
righteous judgment comes not by the law but by the Spirit and Mercy. This is no place to go deeper 
on that topic, but in the future, I will.‖ 
 
―So, back to the present circumstance. I am calling some to leave their old lives behind and embrace 
the new. Some of you, My dear ones, are facing very painful decisions. Would you consider coming to 
Me and asking for guidance? I am waiting for you. I have graces you need to make the better choices, 
but you must come to Me and ask.‖ 
 
―Still, in My mercy, I have whispered in your ear, giving you My perspective on your situation. I hate 
pain and suffering. I hate death. But there are times in everyone‘s life when there is no easy way out. 
Those are the times I am here to wrap you in My robe of comfort and hold you tightly to My Heart, 
where healing can take place.‖ 
 
―Will you have regrets? Painful memories and attachments do not go away easily, but if you immerse 
yourself in the new life you are facing, it will be much easier. The enemy would like to see you 
crumble and fall into despair. I would like to see you make the Godly choice and receive healing for all 
your heart-aches, from Me. There are future joys you know nothing of and they hinge on the right 
choices now in present time. This is why it is so critical to seek Me until you find Me, and I give you 
the peace that passes all understanding for your dilemma.‖ 
 
―Remember that today is the first day of the rest of your life. You are scraping away the old ground, 
cleaning the rubbish and leveling it to prepare for the foundation to be poured. That is why the 
decisions you make right now are so critical to your future. What you do today will determine your 
future. Choosing that on your own is the biggest mistake you can make.‖ 
 
―Of course, there are degrees... should I buy this or not, should I go out to eat or stay home? Should I 
take this job or not? Should I move here or there; should I give my life to God and ask Him to decide? 
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Or should I think it out and ask for counsel from my friends before I decide. You see, there are layers 
of choices to consider. The deeper you go, the greater the impact on your future. 
 
―The more you abandon yourself to My choices, the holier and happier your future. The greater the 
sacrifice, the greater the growth. You must all tidy up your loose ends of the past before you are truly 
free to embrace your future.‖ 
 
―But remember, I am Mercy itself. I know what you are suffering, and I will yet bring joy to your heart. 
Trust Me.‖ 
 
―In this moment, I am reaching out to you, My children. I have graces ready for you. Ask and receive 
them and they will bring you through this trial in peace. I love you ever so deeply and suffer the very 
same pains you in this moment are going through. I never abandon you. I never leave you to grieve 
alone. I never leave your side. What you feel, I feel much more intensely for you. When you hurt, so 
do I hurt with you – over the very same things. Yet I have joy planned for you.‖ 
 
―So, do not abandon hope. I have mercies in store for My Beloved. And you are My Beloved.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 510: Don’t let yourself be intimidated by Situations around 

you 
 
 
June 12, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… "Some of you have begun well on your journeys to grow into what I have called you to 
do. To you I say, do not allow the winds of doubt - spawned by Satan - to deter you in any way. Hold 
fast to the promises I have given you and you will see My glory in its fulfillment. Don‘t grow weary or 
slack in well-doing, this is the time of favor. Press in and I will give you break-throughs. 
 
―Don‘t be intimidated by situations around you. Family, finances, health, unexpected visitors and 
situations, changes at work, difficulty with children. All of these things are meant to distract you away 
from prayer, and executing My perfect will for you. 
 
 
―All of you, who are serious about what I‘ve put in your hands, are being opposed. There are 
assignments against you. Use the binding prayer and keep going. Do not slacken on prayer as some 
of you have. 
 
―Prayer is your lifeline to Me, and without it your chances of succeeding are not good. Do not be of the 
worldly mindset – 'I‘m too busy to pray, look at all I have to do. I‘ll pray after it‘s done.' 
 
May I tell you, this is a lie directly from the mouth of Satan to acknowledge your good will to pray, but 
none-the-less divert you. Because the things in your life that you have allowed to be pressing to the 
point where you spend little or no time in prayer will continue until the day I take you from the Earth. 
So, don‘t allow that lie to deceive you. 
 
―The success of your endeavors, the peace of your household, the provision you need, the skills you 
need. ALL of those things and much more are dependent upon prayer. Your success is in direct 
proportion to the time you spend in serious prayer, worship and thanksgiving. Those acts even cover 
for the distractions and ploys of the devils to interfere with your work. Rebuke them, do not allow them 
to take you off track. 
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―Some of you are already doing this, and are having amazing success and results. You are united to 
Me, My beautiful Brides, and I am working through you. I will teach you all you need to know and even 
execute it through your hands. 
 
―The devils would not target you for distractions if you were wasting time on yourself. No, they delight 
in getting you tied up in some useless project that takes you away from serving Me. Be careful when 
you are called upon to do something. You do not have to say 'Yes' to anything. What you give to men, 
you will take from Me. Unless it is a work of charity, be very careful not to get entangled in the affairs 
of the world. 
 
(Clare) Here a short experience of a young woman who has a marvelous talent for music. She has 
been getting hit with every conceivable obstacle to steal her peace, wear her out, and cause financial 
fears. 
 
She just got some wonderful equipment to work with, and now she‘s being seriously opposed! She 
quit her job to apply herself to music and a couple of weeks later her husband had his hours cut at 
work. Then they were having marital issues. 
 
Then her old boss called her up and said... 'I can‘t run this business without you, everything is falling 
apart around me. Please, please, please come back to work.' Then she found out he ended up in the 
hospital because of the stress. He begged her to come back, calling her several times a week. But 
she had given that time to God and would not take it back from Him. 
 
So you see, we are all being beset with trials and distractions. But in the process of sticking with God 
and not giving up, He is making us wiser and stronger to overcome the very things that in the past 
would have brought us to a screeching halt. In this perseverance, in the face of all these threats, if we 
keep our eyes on the Lord, knowing we are doing His will, there is no way we will fail. Jesus 
continued… 
 
(Jesus) ―Well said. Today, My Love, you allowed doubt to begin working against you, that I might not 
be faithful to heal your husband. Please beloved, do not even contemplate such destructive and lying 
thoughts. You will be getting many more of these bouts thrown at you. But if you continue to renounce 
them and get your wits about you, I will continue to sustain you in My perfect peace. 
 
―Fight the good fight, Clare. Look at the progress you are making with music. See how much closer 
you have gotten to Me. Pay heed to Ezekiel‘s revelations and insights. All these things have meaning 
for you and are there to encourage you to stay in the spirit and not get in the flesh.‖ 
 
(Clare) One of those things was an extremely real dream that Ezekiel had. We were in Russia with 
President Putin and some very poor people. We were at a monastery. I was wearing my old, grey 
Franciscan habit and so was Ezekiel. Which is quite a flashback! Anyway, we were there and we 
were ministering to poor people and they were getting healed, left and right. And we had a beautiful 
time with President Putin. He was very kind and gentle – just a beautiful man. 
 
Now, if that‘s going to be fulfilled – Ezekiel can‘t die! So, that‘s just one of the little things that the Lord 
has shown us. And Ezekiel also was being taken to different places at night, to minister. He wakes up 
remembering it. That‘s wonderful! I think the Lord doesn‘t let me see it, because I‘ve got too much 
pride. But I know that there‘ve been times when I‘ve been in places ministering to people. It‘s amazing 
what the Lord does with our spirits at night! Jesus continued… 
 
(Jesus) ―With each difficulty that comes with his deteriorating health, I will bring the remedy and 
sustain you in Peace. I have given you many signs that this is authentically Me speaking to you and 
allowing this. They are there to anchor your faith each day as you press into your calling. Pay close 
attention to them, take time to review them, and know beyond a shadow of a doubt, I am God. I am 
with you. What I have said, that will I do and nothing short of it. 
 
―My Brides, the breeze is in your favor to bring you to the shores of your dreams. Sail on. Ignore the 
squalls that erupt, ignore the sharks circling the boat, ignore the reefs that seem to lunge out at you. 
Ignore every attempt that the devils make to stop you. Press in and I will see to it that you have the 
victory... Amen.‖ 
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Message 511: Jesus explains the Steps to be taken after a Fall 
 
 
June 16th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "When I give a gift, it is forever. But what a person does with that gift can utterly render 
it useless." 
 
(Clare) I had a vivid picture at that point. As He was speaking, I saw a picture of a large flat object 
wrapped in beautiful silver paper and ribbon; it had been dropped in the mud and trampled by pigs. 
 
Jesus continued... "Indeed, the gift becomes useless. In time, if the soul does not repent, I give it to 
another who will use it. I didn't take the gift, they cast it to the pigs. So, I recover it and give it to one 
more worthy who will cherish it." 
 
"In this moment, we are working on the restoration of a soul who was offered a great gift, but 
compromised its purity by consorting with demons. So, the very first step is repentance. And what I 
have given are the steps to be taken by anyone, who has such a fall. I wish for you to share these, 
because they will be useful to your audience." 
 
"First of all, they must be sincere. No matter how accomplished and powerful they thought they were, 
they must be stripped of this before I can use them. They may have seen themselves with a 
grandiose ministry and looked upon you as a poor, deceived nobody. This whole attitude is obnoxious 
to Me and must go before anything else. So, they come to that minister in abject poverty and totally 
broken, acknowledging their sin. In this condition, they renounce their ties and are forgiven." 
 
"Then begins the reconstruction." 
 
"You see, this is no hot-shot event. It's simple, plain contrition and restoration. Forgiveness and a 
sincere purpose of amendment." 
 
"In the future the soul must not ever lift themselves above others or they will create a wall between us. 
They are not allowed to give prophetic words. They are in no position to counsel anyone, let alone a 
leader." 
 
"They must return to the bottom of the barrel, barely able to see enough to put one foot in front of the 
other." 
 
"They are not permitted to go off in prophecy over anyone, it will almost certainly be error. They have 
a long way to go before they can be trusted with any ministry." 
 
"What is good for them now is to set food and necessities before the poor. This is safe for them. If 
they can maintain an authentic heart attitude that they could be on the streets tomorrow and they are 
not one wit more valuable than those they are feeding, they will pass through this phase." 
 
"They may pray for the poor with a mind that is aware that they could be sitting beside the poor in 
their need, tomorrow." 
 
"But they are not to give out words. Not yet. That time will come IF they are faithful. But they mustn't 
step out in that direction yet. It just isn't safe for them and will lead to embarrassment, failure and 
defeat. I will tell you if and when they are to be restored. For now, the safest place for them is to 
maintain their sanity by simple acts of charity. The rest will come in time, if they are faithful." 
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"There is a very powerful drive in some to direct, control and stand over others. This must be 
completely conquered or they will be of no use to Me." 
 
"All 'holy' talk about what they have seen or what they have done must be left behind. This is 
bragging. It not only opens them to a major fall, but discourages others who cannot attain to such 
feats and it defeats their purpose in serving Me, which is to build up others, not cast them down 
beneath their feet. They are not to Lord over and display their spiritual acts; rather they are to be kept 
with Me alone." 
 
"They are to serve the poorest, taking care of their necessities, listening to their hearts, praying very 
simply for them and not looking beyond the present moment, but serving fully from the heart in the 
present moment." 
 
"No ambition but to love." 
 
"If they attempt to go in any other direction at this time, or take up any form of ambition, they will fall 
again, and again, and again. Ambition must be renounced. And in its stead, Faithfulness. Littleness. 
Humility. Rather than wearing out the trail around the mountain in the wilderness, if they are willing, I 
will bring them out of the wilderness--if they follow this path." 
 
"They must abandon that desire to have superior knowledge or understanding, and make themselves 
lowly and humble, of no repute. Just as My Mother did. She always stood in the background and 
never drew attention to herself. Though she had every right to be honored, she patiently put up with 
those who accused her of adultery." 
 
"If they are faithful to do this, I have a wonderful ministry for them. But they must go much, much 
deeper before I can reveal it. Much, much deeper. Not the kind of depth you talk about to others. The 
kind of depth you are embarrassed to discuss with others, because you know yourself so thoroughly - 
that you are no-one, a nothing, from nowhere...going nowhere. Living only to love from moment to 
moment and completely unworthy of any spiritual gift." 
 
"There are a great deal of manipulative techniques some have learned and acquired in the world from 
childhood, that they must renounce and refuse to employ. I cannot use a soul with duplicity of motive. 
Their only motive must be to love and adore Me and their brother (and sister) each day, in whatever 
form they come to them." 
 
"They are to use their great intellect to unravel the strands of manipulation, maneuvering and 
posturing they have employed all their life, until they find that so repulsive they refuse to go there. 
Some have great intelligence, but are using it the wrong way. To discover the truth about their ways 
and to crucify them is the right way." 
 
"I am not being harsh, My love, I am being very straight forward, because I wish to restore what some 
should have. So, you will do Me a great kindness to present these requests to your audience." 
 
 
 
 

Message 512: Jesus says... You are My special Forces 
 
 
June 21, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "All of you should count your blessings. You tend to forget your gifts and victories after 
the battle. They have become yours to use now, and you don't remember, what it was like before the 
battle and before you had the gifts. So you forget to count your blessings." 
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"You remember the battles and the pain, but forget all that was accomplished and that you are now 
living in abundance in different areas because of it. It is human nature to take victories for granted and 
shelve them, not realizing what richness they brought to the life you are now living because of them." 
 
"Therefore it is good to stop and count your blessings to where you were at 2 years ago when you first 
began this journey on this channel. For instance, you are now more skilled in warfare. That also 
means I can send you into more battles. You can free others as well as yourself. You understand My 
ways much better, so when difficulties arise you know it is not a punishment but a challenge with 
many rewards, once completed." 
 
"Many of you were content with life on the hillside, yet something inside of you longed for more of Me, 
and more meaning to your lives. Because of this, I can now raise you up into the higher places where 
the winds are more fierce, the climb steeper and the opportunities for rest are fewer and fewer. At the 
same time, the view is glorious. You can look down the mountainside to the valleys and the dales, 
where hand-to-hand combat is taking place. Yet in these high places there are beasts you will 
encounter and have the victory over." 
 
"There are so many benefits to continuing on the climb - they outweigh the deficits. You are over and 
over again being formed into My image and likeness as you shoulder your cross and prepare 
yourselves for the next climb. There is no time to tarry in these high places. Your time is more 
valuable than it has ever been and you are touching more souls than you ever have in your lives. And 
many of you come with Me at night while your body rests and are given even more opportunities for 
ministry and even learning." 
 
"Yes, you are truly soldiers in My army. Special forces being prepared for the out-of-the-way 
extraordinary assignments. And yet, you are daily learning to die to yourself and live as the lowliest in 
My Kingdom, which means you will often be called to menial tasks others disdain. But for you they are 
advanced courses in My university of life, and as you go lower and lower in your attitude of service, I 
can raise you up into positions of more authority and responsibility and you will not abuse your status 
in Me. Rather you will walk humbly before Me and all men." 
 
"Yes, this outfit you signed up for gets into some very tough territory, and it seems that the challenges 
never end. There never seems to be a vacation - but just one more battle to deal with just when you 
were ready to rest after the last battle. I am building up your stamina, and in this, preparing you for 
even higher places with more ferocious winds, rock slides and predators. The fare here is not rich but 
sustains you as you go from one level to the next." 
 
"Count your blessings, that you are truly taking rough terrain from the enemy, learning more skills, 
winning more battles and even getting the spoils. You are seeing major prayers answered in your 
families. You are seeing provision, anointing and the sweetest of all... communion with Me as we 
linger together as one. That truly is the choice prize. Yes, the wonderful one-on-one relationship you 
have with Me, My Bride. This is yet another gift and source of great strength." 
 
"You see there are storms and rainbows, and I bring you through both, helping to fortify and make you 
stronger and wiser. You have seen many treacheries from the enemy in your lives. You have 
encountered pits that were dug for you, deceitful circumstances that looked different from what they 
actually were. You have followed and made decisions based on some of these and now are being 
restored much the wiser for all you suffered." 
 
"So, My Brides, yes. I want you to rejoice in your victories, but know, that the battle is not over yet 
until I remove you in the Rapture. And then you will have new and glorious assignments you never 
even dreamt of." 
 
"But here I am asking you to pause for a moment and count your blessings. Look at the things, that 
were not in your life before, but they are great victories and something to celebrate as they are 
implemented and you move forward." 
 
"Look also at how your character has changed and you more resemble Me than ever before. Look at 
the peace you feel in difficulties, because you know I have an important purpose for them and I will in 
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the end deliver you. I am with you. Steady as you go. I am helping you climb and even recover 
simultaneously as you rest in My arms." 
 
 
 
 

Message 513: Jesus says… This is no Time for a spiritual Vacation!  I've 

prepared a Meal, but no one showed up 
 
 
June 22, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) 'My beautiful Savior, I don‘t know what to do about the shortage of provision and the drop in 
views… Is this my fault, Lord? Have I missed something or have I been unfaithful?' 
 
Jesus answered… ―Leave this in My hands, Clare. Did I not just tell you I have prepared a feast, but 
no one showed up? 
 
―My Children are highly distracted and taken up with worldly pursuits. If I were not there for some of 
them, they would be in dire straits. 
 
―But I sat alone many nights, when I should have been with My Bride. She is very busy with the world, 
and I miss her. 
 
―The issues you are having are not your fault. You do pray for them, you do present the messages, 
but many in this moment don‘t care. 
 
―They have been invited to other activities and given in to neglecting Me. It is good for you to share 
this with them, Clare. My Brides, what is happening to your spiritual lives? Where is that sweetness 
you used to have towards Me? It has turned to neglect, and you are drifting further away from Me. Do 
you not know, this is the enemy‘s campaign against you and this channel, because he is so 
threatened by your intimate relationship with Me? You cannot maintain the pace climbing the 
mountain of holiness without staying tucked into My arms, safe and sound. 
 
―Because you have chosen worldly activities over prayer and holy reading and Scripture, you are 
slipping away from Me and dangerously close to a fall. This is no time to take chances with 
maintaining your faith by not being faithful to pray. Anytime you drift, it is dangerous. Many of you 
have fallen into traps cleverly laid in your life to detour you away from the precious devotion you had 
for Me. 
 
―For those of you who have persevered in spite of numerous invitations, which you have turned down 
so you could be with Me, I have caravans of graces headed your way. Please continue to be faithful 
to this channel, as it has many enemies spreading slanderous lies. As you pray and bless My 
channel, I bless you as well. Your faithfulness has captured My heart and I long to show you My 
appreciation. 
 
―Don‘t grow weary in well-doing, My doves. Continue to care for the poor where you find them. 
Continue to pray for those, who are homeless and struggling with various issues, making their lives 
very difficult at home or even for those on the street. And those who are confined to bed and sick. 
 
―The summertime is loaded with many distractions and dangers. Tempers flare, flesh is everywhere, 
men and women are weak, and if they are not praying as they should, the dangers of falling into sin 
are great. 
 
―It truly grieves Me, when this vessel posts a very true and good message from Me but the audience 
is on vacation… spiritually. May I say, it is never safe to go on a spiritual vacation? Any lapse is like a 
breach in the wall for the enemy to climb through. 
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―I have been guiding you here for a long time and those of you who have grown spiritually have really 
tremendous needs for wisdom and protection, because your intimacy with Me is so very threatening 
to the enemy, and you wear a target on your backs. You cannot leave your guard down, even for a 
day. 
 
―So much is planned against you in the 24 hours you are not praying and staying vigilant. I want you 
to immediately recognize the enemy, when he walks in the door, even pretending to be good. There 
are many deceitful people who will rob you of your treasure if you do not guard it vigilantly. 
 
―And to those of you, My precious handful. We are continuing the climb to stunning vistas, things you 
never even imagined you would see. Be alert to My visitations taking you to Heaven. 
 
―I will reach out My hand to yours and we will simply step into that dimension. I wish to relieve many of 
you of the stress and tension you have accumulated on this journey. And as you rest in Me, even with 
music, and you see Me, be ready and willing to take My hand as we visit the heavenly places I want 
to share with you. 
 
―These trips begin very simply, by taking one step forward, because you are dwelling with Me in My 
heart which is the doorway to Heaven. It is not always necessary to go the long way around through 
stars and galaxies. My heart truly is the doorway to the Heavenly dimension. I will give you the grace 
to share your journeys with Me, that others may also be edified. This is the season of the impossible 
and unheard of spiritual blessings. Don‘t let it pass you by. 
 
―This truly is another reason I am disappointed that My Brides have been distracted by the empty 
world, away from Me. The graces are flowing swift and deep. But if you‘ve chosen to play in the 
desert, you will miss them. 
 
―I cherish our times together. Come share in My joy as I behold you, My beloved ones. And please 
admonish others that this is no time to be on a spiritual vacation. I miss them.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 514: Obedience, Rebellion & The King's Carriage... Training 

to become a Draft Horse 
 
 
This story by Bill Britton was written in 1960 at a conference and was the result of a vision the Lord 
gave him during that conference… 
 
On a dirt road in the middle of a wide field stood a beautiful carriage, something on the order of a 
stagecoach, but all edged in gold, and with beautiful carvings. It was pulled by six large chestnut 
horses, two in the lead, two in the middle and two in the rear. But they were not moving, they were not 
pulling the carriage, and I wondered why. 
 
Then I saw the driver underneath the carriage, on the ground on his back, just behind the last two 
horses‘ heels, working on something between the front wheels of the carriage. I thought, ―My, he is in 
a dangerous place; for if one of those horses kicked or stepped back, they could kill him, or if they 
decided to go forward, or got frightened somehow, they would pull the carriage right over him.‖ 
 
But he didn‘t seem afraid, for he knew that those horses were disciplined and would not move ‘till he 
told them to move. The horses were not stamping their feet nor acting restless, and though there were 
bells on their feet, the bells were not tinkling. There were pom-poms on their harnesses and over their 
heads, but the pom-poms were not moving. They were simply standing quiet, still and waiting for the 
voice of the Master. 
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As I watched the harnessed horses, I noticed two young colts coming out of the open field, and they 
approached the carriage and seemed to say to the horses: ―Come and play with us, we have many 
fine games, we will race with you, come catch us…‖ And with that the colts kicked up their heels, 
flicked their tails and raced across the open field. But when they looked back and saw the horses 
were not following, they were puzzled. 
 
They knew nothing of harnesses, and could not understand why the horses did not want to play. So 
they called to them: ―Why do you not race with us? Are you tired? Are you too weak? Do you not have 
strength to run? You are much too solemn; you need more joy in your life.‖ 
 
(Oh, ho – have I heard THAT one!) 
 
But the horses answered not a word, nor did they stamp their feet or toss their heads. But they stood, 
quiet and still, waiting for the voice of the Master. 
 
Again the colts called to them: ―Why do you stand so still in the hot sun? Come over here in the shade 
of this nice tree. See how green the grass is? You must be hungry. Come and feed with us, it is so 
green and so good. You look thirsty; come drink of one of our many streams of cool clear water.‖ But 
the horses answered them with not so much as a glance, but stood still, waiting for the command to 
go forward with the King. 
 
And then the scene changed, and I saw lariat nooses fall around the necks of the two colts, and they 
were led off to the Master‘s corral for training and discipline. How sad they were as the lovely green 
fields disappeared, and they were put into the confinement of the Corral with its brown dirt and high 
fence. The colts ran from fence to fence, seeking freedom, but found that they were confined to this 
place of training. 
 
And then the Trainer began to work on them, with his Whip and His Bridle. What a death for those 
horses who had been all their lives accustomed to such a freedom! They could not understand the 
reason for this torture, this terrible discipline. What great crime had they done to deserve this? 
 
Little did they know of the responsibility that was to be theirs when they had submitted to the 
discipline, learned to perfectly obey the Master, and finished their training. All they knew was that this 
processing was the most horrible thing they had ever known. 
 
One of the colts rebelled under the training, and said, ―This is not for me. I like my freedom, my green 
hills, my flowing streams of fresh water. I will not take any more of this confinement, this terrible 
training.‖ 
 
So he found a way out, jumped the fence and ran happily back to the meadows of grass. And I was 
astonished that the Master let him go, and went not after him. But He devoted His attention to the 
remaining colt. 
 
This colt, though he had the same opportunity to escape, decided to submit his own will, and learn the 
ways of the Master. And the training got harder than ever, but he was rapidly learning more and more 
how to obey the slightest wish of the Master, and to respond to even the quietness of His voice. 
 
And I saw that had there been no training, no testing, there would have been neither submission nor 
rebellion from either of the colts. For in the field, they did not have the choice to rebel or submit, they 
were sinless in their innocence. But when brought to the place of testing and training and discipline, 
then was made manifest the obedience of one and the rebellion that lay hidden in the heart of the 
other. And though it seemed safer not to come to the place of discipline, because of the risk of being 
found rebellious, yet I saw that without this there could be no sharing of His glory, no Sonship. 
 
Finally, this period of training was over. Was he now rewarded with his freedom, and sent back to the 
fields? Oh no. But a greater confinement than ever now took place, as a harness dropped about his 
shoulders. Now he found there was not even the freedom to run about the small corral, for in the 
harness he could only move where and when his Master spoke. 
 
And unless the Master spoke, he stood still. 
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The scene changed, and I saw the other colt standing on the side of a hill, nibbling at some grass. 
Then across the fields, down the road came the King‘s carriage, drawn by six horses. With 
amazement, he saw that in the lead, on the right side, was his brother colt, now made strong and 
mature on the good corn in the Master‘s stable. He saw the lovely pom-poms shaking in the wind, 
noticed the glittering gold-bordered harness about his brother, heard the beautiful tinkling of the bells 
on his feet… and envy came into his heart. 
 
Thus he complained to himself: ―Why has my brother been so honored, and I am neglected? They 
have not put bells on my feet, nor pom-poms on my head. The Master has not given me the wonderful 
responsibility of pulling His carriage, nor put about me the golden harness. Why have they chosen my 
brother instead of me?‖ 
 
And by the Spirit, the answer came back to me as I watched. ―Because one submitted to the will and 
discipline of the Master, and one rebelled; thus has one been chosen and the other set aside.‖ 
 
Then I saw a great drought sweep across the countryside, and the green grass became dead, dry, 
brown and brittle. The little streams of water dried up, stopped flowing, and there was only a small 
muddy puddle here and there. I saw the little colt (I was amazed that it never seemed to grow or 
mature) as he ran here and there, across the fields looking for fresh streams and green pastures, 
finding none. 
 
Still he ran, seemingly in circles, always looking for something to feed his famished spirit. But there 
was a famine in the land, and the rich green pastures and flowing streams of yesterday were not to be 
had. 
 
And one day the colt stood on the hillside on weak and wobbly legs, wondering where to go next to 
find food, and how to get strength to go. Seemed like there was no use, for good food and flowing 
streams were a thing of the past, and all the efforts to find more only taxed his waning strength. 
 
Suddenly he saw the King‘s carriage coming down the road, pulled by six great horses. And he saw 
his brother, fat and strong, muscles rippling, sleek and beautiful with much grooming. His heart was 
amazed and perplexed, and he cried out: ―My brother, where do you find the food to keep you strong 
and fat in these days of famine? I have run everywhere in my freedom, searching for food, and I find 
none. Where do you, in your awful confinement, find food in this time of drought? Tell me, please, for I 
must know!‖ 
 
And then the answer came back from a voice filled with victory and praise: ―In my Master‘s House, 
there is a secret place in the confining limitations of His stables where He feeds me by His own hand, 
and His granaries never run empty, and His well never runs dry.‖ 
 
And with this, the Lord made me to know that in the day when people are weak and famished in their 
spirits in the time of spiritual famine; that those who have lost their own wills and have come into the 
secret place of the most High; into the utter confinement of His perfect will, shall have plenty of the 
corn of Heaven and a never ending flow of fresh streams of revelation by His Spirit. 
 
 
 
 

Message 515: Gratitude opens the Door for My Blessing & 

Complaining shuts it 
 
 
June 25, 2017 – Words from Jesus & Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… The Lord bless you, precious Heartdwellers! I‘ve got a message about gratitude that I 
want to share with you. But first, I want to pray this prayer: Lord, forgive us for complaining and please 
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help us to hear ourselves as Heaven hears us when we make silly remarks out of irritation. Cultivate 
in us a gentle thankful spirit that is focused on all the good You continue to uphold around us so we 
can live a decent life every day... Amen. 
 
Gratitude opens the doors of Heaven‘s blessings. And I said that to the Lord. I said... 'I think I‘d like to 
talk about gratitude, Lord. But what message do You have?' And He said... 
 
(Jesus) "You have discerned correctly, My Love. Please speak from your heart." 
 
(Clare) Dear family, gratitude is the missing attitude when things just won‘t go right with us. There are 
so many blessings waiting for us, but the Lord looks at our attitude about what He has already given 
us, and if we are forgetful of His blessings and demand new gifts, He has to wait. 
 
There is a marvelous breakthrough waiting on our gratefulness for what He has already done in our 
lives. Things we have used so commonly, we now take them for granted. 
 
A place to live. The Internet. The equipment that we need. A car that runs. Food for the table. Things 
that we struggled to have before and that we have now – in a comfortable way. Not in excess, 
because that‘s not right, either. But we have in comfortable ways these things are working for us and 
we don‘t have to worry about them every day. And yet, we forget to thank Him for protecting and 
keeping it together in our lives. 
 
The enemy is constantly on the lookout for ways to steal what God has given us. He plots 24-7 the 
different ways he can deprive us of a gift. And I believe complaining is one of the major things he uses 
to open the door for us to lose our gifts. 
 
I have found that I do not have to complain directly to the Lord to be offensive, but have an attitude 
of... 'What is wrong with this stupid phone?' This is one of my personal favorites or 'It is miserably hot 
outside' or 'Why is this taking them so long?' Or 'Stupid flies – get out of the cat food!' another 
personal favorite. 
 
I could go on and on about every little thing that irritates me in a day. Truly, my complaints are 
multiple slaps in the face to God. Rather than complaining about a minor glitch on my phone, I should 
be thanking God that I can afford a nice phone and get so many things done on it. 
 
'Thank you God for providing this phone; it is truly an incredible tool and blessing.' Instead of 
complaining about the heat... 'Thank You, Lord, I don‘t live in the Antarctic and I don‘t have to burn 
wood year round.' 
 
'Thank You for the beautiful flowers that bloom in the summer heat. Thank you for cool water, it is so 
refreshing!' With the flies... 'Thank you, Lord, that I have food to eat – and the kitties have food to eat, 
even if it does attract flies so quickly.' Instead of 'Why is it taking them so long?' – 'Thank you, Lord, 
for sending me honest and dependable helpers who do things so very well. I know they are doing 
their best with the time – I‘m just impatient.' 
 
So, these are just a few of the ways that I‘ve offended God during the day, and it‘s become a habit 
pattern. So I‘m going to have to really work hard on this one. Do you see? Every single thing that is a 
blessing in our lives, that we take for granted, we can either complain about or thank God for. 
 
I want to tell you about someone who had an issue with the work they were doing for God. Now, this 
person is very, very dedicated. They had an issue with a particular talent that they were lacking in, a 
coordination talent. And it was causing a great deal of grief for them. ‗Cause everything took so much 
longer than it should have. They felt handicapped and couldn‘t quite get it right. It seemed like the 
harder they worked the worse their handicap troubled them and the more frustrated they got. So they 
were ready to give up And I said... 'No! Don‘t give up! Ask the Lord to help you!' 
 
Every day they went to the Lord with tears, begging Him to give them the grace to do their work 
properly. Every day, day after day. And this went on for months. Then it occurred to them that 
something was in the way of their blessing, so they began to search their souls and call upon The 
Holy Spirit for conviction. 
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And when they talked with me, I recognized it. They expressed their complete discouragement that 
they just didn‘t have the skill to do the job. I thought to myself, 'Then God has to provide it, since He is 
the one who gave you the assignment.' So I said… 'Gratitude! Have you been irritable lately?' 
 
(Sister) 'Yes, the heat is killing me' - she replied. 
 
(Clare) 'Well, that‘s where your problem is…at least one. Certainly one problem you need to get out of 
the way. Have you repented for everything Holy Spirit convicted you of, but you‘ve still been 
complaining?' 
 
Because, irritation is akin to complaining, which means you are turning God‘s gifts into curses instead 
of what He gave them to be: Blessings. You‘ve forgotten how blessed you are and instead are 
complaining of little inconveniences. Why should He give you anything when you are ungrateful for 
what He has already given and sustained in your life?‖ 
 
There was a long pause as they thought about what I was saying. Of course, I couldn‘t have shared 
that with them if I hadn‘t just been convicted of the same thing and when I began to count my 
blessings and thank Him for them, the whole atmosphere of frustration broke and I got a 
breakthrough. 
 
(Sister) The next day… 'You were right! I got my breakthrough. I repented for all the little and big stuff 
I don‘t thank Him for daily, and begged pardon for ingratitude. Then I presented my petition to Him 
and HE ANSWERED IT!! On the spot!!' 
 
(Clare) Wow... This person was just like I had been. The Lord has given me so much: decent health, a 
place to live, precious furry friends, a wonderful husband, an awesome family of believers on 
Youtube, the equipment to write and record music, melodies, and I‘m complaining about a glitch in my 
phone? Flies on my counter? Workers that get delayed running errands for me? 
 
It must be odious to all of Heaven and surely not deserving of my prayers being answered. You see, 
in the Scriptures the Lord said... "God resists the proud but showers grace on the humble." (James 
4:6) 
 
Dear ones, if you are currently frustrated with a persistent problem that the Lord has not as yet given 
the grace to overcome, please – for the Love of God, check your attitude. Have you truly cried in 
thanksgiving for the things you take for granted daily? Are you grumpy and complaining about how 
you feel? These are open doors for the enemy and doors you‘ve closed on God‘s favor. Please, 
repent as soon as you possibly can. So that‘s basically what my thoughts were. And Jesus began… 
 
(Jesus) "Thank you, Clare, for repenting and sharing this with My loving Brides. Thank you. It has 
become a blind spot in My Body, to the point where I hear only complaints about this or that when I 
listen to the hearts of My chosen ones. It is terribly degrading and disappointing when I come to visit 
them in love and they are all caught up in minor irritations. 
 
"I think to Myself, ‗If they were in Iraq right now, and had a scrap of food to eat, they would be 
overwhelmed in gratitude to be alive – let alone have something to eat.' 
 
"I cannot even begin to tell you how widespread grumbling and complaining have become when I 
should be hearing constant thanksgiving and praise. They just don‘t see their lives as I do. They pick 
at nits while they live in air-conditioned palaces. Yet I visit those on the battlefield and they are crying 
tears of gratitude and relief that they found the loved one they were separated from. 
 
"My Brides, there is SO much I want to impart and give to you, but you have closed the door on these 
gifts by not appreciating the ones you already have. You forget the victories of the past and how I 
helped you overcome or obtain something of vital importance to you. Now those things are taken for 
granted and you complain about what you don‘t have. I cannot shower new gifts on you when you‘ve 
forgotten to give thanks for the old ones. 
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"For instance, why should I increase your ministry if you are not grateful for who I have already sent to 
you? Wasn‘t it just a few weeks ago that you only had 15 views on your channel and now you have 
75? Are you complaining, wanting more? Give thanks to Me continually for every blessing you can 
see, and the ones you can‘t see. Like the times you knew nothing about when I saved your life or the 
lives of your children. 
 
"Gratitude is born of profound humility springing from the awareness of My greatness beside your 
littleness. Yet that I take the time to deliberately visit, talk and commit to being your deepest and best 
friend, loving you with an intensity and constancy no mere human can approach. I even entrust My 
Heart to you, share My concerns for My Body and the Earth with all its various cultures. 
 
"Knowing that you are undeserving of such a blessing and coming to Me proceeded by thanksgiving 
and knowing you have used what I have given you, to the best of your ability, is the surest way to 
have your petition heard. 
 
"Stay in gratefulness and praise continually, My Bride, until you‘re completely delivered from the very 
bad habit of complaining. I love you tenderly. Keep that tender love in your heart, aware of it all the 
time. And that will help you overcome minor irritations that the enemy is using to close the doors on 
the blessings that are waiting for you... give thanks." 
 
 
 
 

Message 516: Jesus says... Don't be a Victim of Satan's Traps 
 
 
June 29th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "Clare, when I give you something to do, you can be positive the grace to do it comes 
wrapped up in the bundle. You absolutely will be able to do it, even though it stretches you. I never 
ask anything of anyone they cannot do with My grace. My grace is like the invisible helper that 
somehow gets the job going smoothly and finished. Somehow, after all that struggle and frustration, 
all of a sudden - after thanksgiving accompanied by prayer - all of a sudden everything you were 
struggling with falls into place." 
 
"The tendency when you reach a roadblock is to complain. Rather, you should say, 'Thank You, Lord, 
for this assignment. Could you please help me? I've hit a brick wall with this and I know you always 
equip us for Your assignments." This, plus a confession of your weakness and inability, move My 
Heart to give you the grace." 
 
"The other way you can go is to give in to distractions, because you're facing a brick wall you don't 
have the confidence to tackle, even with My help. This might be expressed as 'I'm just tired tonight.' or 
'I'll wait until it's very quiet in the house to do this.' Or, 'Tomorrow will be the perfect day to tackle it.' 
This is procrastination. And what this demon does is make a hole in your resolve, so it can fill it with 
something carnal that will temporarily make you feel good. Then the condemnation crew comes in to 
finish you off." 
 
"So it looks like this: frustration, laziness under the guise of procrastination, dissatisfaction - with a 
vague sense of guilt lurking behind it. And finally, looking for a feel-good substitute to fill the big hole 
created by not accomplishing what you set out to do. Then the enemy offers you some little pleasure 
you really know better than to indulge in." 
 
"You take the bait, feel good for maybe 15 minutes to an hour and then the guilt and condemnation 
squad moves in to finish you off. In that state you feel alienated from Me. So now to add insult to 
injury. You begin to avoid coming into prayer, because you can't bear to face Me." 
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"May I say, that is the worst thing you can do? By the way, I am right there by your side watching you 
take the bait and trying to get you to stop. But there is a peculiar form of deafness that sets in around 
that time to encourage you to avoid hearing My warnings. And by now, lust for that thing you wanted 
sets in and you truly are deaf and void of good judgment." 
 
"My darling Bride, I know exactly what you are doing and why. Don't be ashamed to come to Me. 
That, by the way, is his underlying motive for all this in the first place. He wants to separate you from 
Me and drive a wedge in. So, please do not oblige him. Rather run to Me: 'Jesus I am wanting to do 
something I shouldn't. Please help me.'" 
 
"That's when I swing into action. I bring you a fresh Rhema. I hold you in my arms or play a song that 
expresses my very tender love and watchfulness over you to deliver you from evil. I assure you of My 
unconditional love. I will never leave you or forsake you, rather I hurt for you. I hurt that you have 
fallen for the enemy's tactics. I hurt because we were doing so well before you allowed this carnal 
distraction to take your mind off your frustration. I hurt because I know the consequences when the 
enemy comes in with the condemnation squad." 
 
"And I even think... 'What if she falls for this and other distractions and never comes back to Me?'" 
 
"Do you know how profound that pain is? Yes, it is beyond your capacity to feel. It is like the death of 
a loved one, that threat alone is so very painful. Because this is how I lose people. Souls that were 
wonderfully close to Me but hit a brick wall and instead of coming to Me ran from Me into sin. And 
some never do return." 
 
"Oh please, My Bride, do not be a victim of Satan's traps. Please, My loved one, turn back to Me no 
matter how ashamed you are. I am waiting for you. I have the solution and resolution to your problem. 
I have forgiveness and time to lavish on you to heal your wounds from swallowing the flashy bait 
adorned with hooks." 
 
"Come to Me and I will remove it from your inner parts and restore to you the freedom you had in Me. 
And together we will work out the frustration with the problem, until it is history. Please, please. Don't 
be afraid to come to Me. I am standing right there waiting for you. My heart longs to heal, comfort, 
free and empower you. Don't delay. Come to Me, I am aching for you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 517: Jesus says… Time is short! What will you be doing when 

I come? 
 
 
July 3, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began to speak regarding the Rapture… ―The awareness needs to stay current, Clare. People 
tend to forget and bury themselves in work. And for those who bury themselves in My work, I am 
pleased beyond words. But for those who are still sound asleep as concerns My coming, the alarm 
should be sounded. 
 
―Those of you, My people, who are working hard for Me, yet knowing I am coming 'soon' – you are 
doing the right thing. Those who have thrown down their work for Me, because I am coming soon, in 
you I am disappointed. I have been faithful on this channel to tell you exactly the conditions you are 
under with time. There is no excuse for writing off the things I gave you to do because there is no 
more time left. 
 
―That is a lie from Satan, that you have no time to complete your tasks. I would not have assigned 
them if you could not get them substantially done, if they would have no impact because of the 
shortness of time, I never would have assigned them. 
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―This is precisely what I warned you NOT to do. There is time for you to do what I have asked and I 
am asking again… PRESS IN. Do not leave off with your labors of Me. Press in. Do not get lost in the 
expectations of Me returning any moment to the point, that you stop applying yourselves to your 
assigned tasks. 
 
―Please, My people, I am gathering fruit from your efforts. You are presenting a priceless example to 
the world. 'Yes the Lord is coming soon, and I am doing all I can for Him until He takes me from the 
Earth. I am working like I have never worked before, because I know, He would not assign this work 
to me, if it was going to be fruitless. I am looking at the souls that will benefit from my work for Him, 
and this keeps me going. 
 
―That is precisely the attitude you are to have in this hour. To a tee. Tell the world I am coming soon, 
TIME IS SHORT, but make your life count for Me. Do not work for the world, work for Jesus. Do all 
you can in the time left to you. MAKE EVERY MINUTE COUNT FOR CHRIST. 
 
―That‘s the message I want to put out. Work mindfully for the good of the kingdom. Be deliberate with 
your time. Do not waste it. Then you will be balanced and prepared for what is soon to come. 
 
―However, if all you do is tell people that the hour is now, He is coming – you are adding to the 
discouragement and disillusionment of years of prophetic words that never came to pass and are 
making a laughing stock of the faith. 
 
―No, it is not your fault that they do not believe, but the urgency with which these messages are put 
out, leaves no room for delays. 
 
―Many are so disillusioned – they ignore you. That is what you are encountering now. That is why so 
many Christians are disillusioned and will not listen to you. 
 
―However, if you say that I am coming soon and we must work hard to bring in the harvest, we don‘t 
know exactly how much time is left, but we know it is short and you accompany this by your 
productiveness for the kingdom, your witness will be much more powerful and convincing. 
 
―You see, everyone talks. Everyone has something to say. Everyone thinks they have the latest 
prophetic word, but what others are looking for is your investment in what you believe. 
 
―‗If you believe that, why are you still spending hours in front of the TV, on the internet, playing video 
games, going to parties living like the world?' That is not a convincing example of life; that‘s a weak 
and lukewarm witness to My return. 
 
―But if you are totally committed to furthering the kingdom, both in good deeds and applying 
yourselves to your gifts in ministry, writing, exhorting and spreading the word on the internet in turning 
out inspirational materials to draw all men to Me -then they will look at the work you are doing, your 
commitment, your hard work, the way you use your time, and they will believe you. 'He is coming 
soon or they wouldn‘t be this dedicated to their work for Him. We‘d better listen.' 
 
―Yes, that‘s the witness you have. You must always express the possibility that there will be small 
delays along with the facts that bible prophecy for the first time in history has met the conditions I put 
forth in Matthew 24. 
 
―Other prophecies, coming from other religious sources – such as the succession of popes by name 
and number, Israel‘s statehood, saturation of the earth in evangelistic outreaches. All has been 
accomplished as I set it forth before My coming. Just before My coming. So, you may mention the 
short delays. 
 
―But be firm in the fact that this is the final 'hour' because the prophecy has been fulfilled, and now it is 
just a matter of when the Father will say to Me... 'GO!' 
 
―My people, understand this please. You will catch far more souls with acknowledged biblical truth 
and historical facts, and your obviously dedicated example than you will from a wave of prophetic 
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words over the body that echoes back and forth, as it has from the middle of the last century, just 
trying to convince everyone... 'He‘s coming! He‘s coming. He‘s coming soon!' over and over again. 
 
―When you tell them... 'The Lord is coming, time is short' - you may add... 'What are you doing for the 
Lord? Are you living for yourself or for God? What will He find you doing in that hour?' 
 
―Do not lay your work down to look at the sky. Complete your work and keep going until I tell you to 
stop, because there will come a time when very little else can be accomplished. But until that 
happens, please. If you love Me, get to work. Finish what you started, broadcast it, get it out to the 
masses. You just don‘t know, which lost soul you may reach through your efforts, which means the 
world to Me. 
 
―I will reward the ones that have worked tirelessly for Me with a pure heart. Those who were half-
hearted and didn‘t complete their work will be like the servant who buried his talent – while the other 
fruitful servant will be acknowledged and given even more exciting work to do. 
 
―Yes, I will reward with a promotion. Those of you, who‘ve given their all to Me, will never believe what 
I have planned for you, but I‘ll tell you this much… It is beyond your wildest dreams. You will be given 
more work to do because you were faithful with the little things I appointed to you. And you didn‘t stop 
when everyone else was sitting down and saying… 'He‘s coming soon, there‘s no point in getting 
started on something. There‘s no time!' 
 
―That‘s a lie! It‘s a lie to stop you. Don‘t listen to that. Continue on with your work. When I come, you 
will enter into your master‘s joy – while others, sadly, who refused to listen and apply themselves, will 
be left behind. 
 
―Take My words to heart. They are spirit and life. Do not waste time, make it count. Fore-warned is 
fore-armed. Make it count. Do not look back on your laurels. It is what I find you doing when I return 
that will have the most substantial impact on where you go and what you do – and whether or not 
you‘re taken. 
 
―Again, those of you who have worked tirelessly for Me – I am so pleased with you and you will not 
lose your reward. Continue to be the good example I intended you to be in this world. And for the rest 
of you, please… Apply yourselves. There is time. There‘s more time than you think there is. There‘s 
time and I need you to be obedient.‖ 
 
Recognize true and false Prophets 
 
"I Myself was certainly the first Prophet on Earth. But who can prove to Me that, apart from My 
Resurrection, I predicted anything else with certainty? I did say, however, that I will die, but then rise 
again on the third day, but I did not predict to anyone the time or the hour of death and resurrection. 
 
I also predicted My Return, but, mind you, with the remark: "The time and the hour is known to no one 
but Me alone, and to those to whom I will reveal it!" However, I have already revealed My Coming, but 
not the time or the hour. Through the proclamation of the signs, My impending Advent may be 
recognized." 
 
All prophets, too, predicted the future conditionally, so that no one would be judged by these 
predictions, but instead keep the freedom to do what was called for in order to elude the threatening 
judgment. From "The Earth" Chapter 71) 
 
Please dear Ones, take the Lord's admonition to heart... 
 
 
 
 

https://jesus-comes.com/index.php/2017/04/09/die-erde-kapitel-71-echte-falsche-propheten-the-earth-chapter-71-true-false-prophets/
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Message 518: Jesus explains... How Music can transform a Soul 
 
 
July 6th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Message given on June 14th - Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "You see, when you relax into the song...it takes you to a different place, Clare. You 
don't always have to fall asleep. You can let go into that deep place of contemplation and prayer. This 
is the secret--not putting it out, but letting it go from deep within. This is a secret to this kind of singing. 
It comes so naturally, without strain. After a good warm up, you can fall back into rest, contemplating 
your head on My chest and let the music of your heart flow out unto Me. Where I, too, enter in to this 
deep place of the communion of hearts and everything you feel about Me can begin to escape from 
that prison cell where you keep it all locked up." 
 
Lord, I wasn't aware that I was keeping anything in a prison cell. Although I have felt that there's more 
and that it was tied up somewhere. 
 
He continued... "Feelings. Deep, deep feelings. Without focused effort, you move much too fast to 
inhale My love and become inebriated in Me. This is a deep, hidden place within you where you keep 
things locked up--when I want them flowing out into this very needy world. It's a matter of letting go, 
not capturing or producing. Or gutting it out. Do you see?" 
 
Kind of. 
 
"No effort. Effort ends somewhere in the midst of warmup. Then, as your focus shifts to Me, worship 
begins. And yes, the very small amount of words is significant. People read so much into one or two 
words or phrases. Wordy songs don't take you to the same place; they don't take others to the same 
place. Rather, they stimulate the intellect when I am trying to reach the soul. Emotion and the seat of 
emotions is where I can do My deepest work." 
 
"Music communicates where words leave off. That is why it is such a powerful medium. It changes the 
entire atmosphere. Once more, angels are drawn around the source, as a moth to the flames of a 
campfire. You see, it is very dark here. But when you sing, even vocalizing from the heart, the flames 
leap up and illuminate the darkness, and the angels come to participate in worship." 
 
"Oh, how I wish you could hear them! Truly it is something to behold. They are so very sensitive, 
Clare. The least little movement of worship enkindles in them the flames of devotion to Me. Their 
voices sing 'Amen, Amen, Amen' yet without forming the words, and a wonderful harmony is created. 
Oh, how wonderful and sublime...I rejoice and am greatly comforted by these events." 
 
"There is a difference. The world tends to push lyrics out there, not realizing that the true door to a 
soul's heart is not through the words as much as through the melody. Yes, the words are important. 
But as I said before, when you get wordy, you lose contact with the heart and are going back into the 
intellectual realm, which it is better to bypass." 
 
"You remember the movie, The Mission and how the savages responded to the sweet melody? What 
a picture that was. That is the power of music to transform a soul." 
 
"This is My gift to you, Clare. The melodies are very moving. You have a heart that stirs for melodies 
and you can stir others into a flame through them in skillful playing and very simple singing. Isn't that 
just marvelous?" 
 
Oh, indeed it is Lord! I have made it much too hard for myself. 
 
He continued... "Yes, melody reaches into the heart and words call to the intellect. Not that they can't 
be used together in a skillful way, but that is where simplicity comes in. I know you have not 
understood that before, but now I am opening this wisdom up to you. Draw My Bride into My arms 
with your music. There I will heal and restore her. Let go. Let go. Let go." 
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"Let Me ride on the current of your breath into their hearts where I apply the healing balm of My love 
and forgiveness." 
 
"So few do not understand this supremely simple way of reaching souls, but this is the season for it, a 
spiritual renaissance drawing My Bride to a mountain of sweetness. So, don't work so hard on the 
lyrics--that spoils it. You see, you have been side-tracking yourself by making clever lyrics rather than 
a simple few words I can enter their hearts with." 
 
"Many secular musicians are receiving songs from Heaven, just because I am hungry to reach out to 
the lost and there are things hidden in these melodies that excite the spirit and actually draw them to 
the Kingdom and into My presence. They are seeking, and in these songs the vibrations that set in 
motion the feelings are being touched in ways that are beyond words." 
 
"There are MANY songs from the 60's that actually paved the way for a spiritual renewal, breaking the 
fallow ground and plowing deeply men's needs to be released from the prison of conformity. Once 
they are out of that place, the devils contend with Me for their souls. But from this place of freedom 
they can hear Me much more clearly than they did under a cloud of condemnation and religious 
spirits." 
 
"When a man or woman are truly set free from the pain, the scars, the fears-- everything in their past 
that left them bound. When they are set free, that God-shaped place inside longs for Me. That's when 
I come to them--when they are ready." 
 
"As I have said many times before, men who are used to controlling, limiting, defining and defending 
all kinds of boundaries, cage the spirit and cause fear--which is what controls their choices. When 
they are free of that influence, they may seek the things of darkness but will tire of them and begin to 
seek the Light. But without that freedom, they stay locked into tightly defined cells, caged by so many 
fears that they can't have an intimate relationship with Me." 
 
"When they are set free, burned by the illusions and disappointments of darkness, they begin seeking 
the Light and finding comfort there. Then they make the decision to live in My Light, where there is 
wisdom, love and nurturing. I want souls drawn to Me by love NOT fear. Fear may work initially to 
bring them into the Kingdom, but it will never bring them into My arms." 
 
"Fear will cause them to keep their distance, while Love will cause them to surrender to Me and 
receive all I have to give them, in the secure knowledge that they are truly loved for who they are, 
right now, in present time. Not loved for their works, loved for their beauty. How can I fail to love the 
beautiful creatures I made them to be? I cannot. The love that formed them in My Father's being, calls 
out and draws them back to that holy of holies, forever more united to Me in supreme bliss." 
 
"This is a great gift and we are doing it together. Go forth now with this new understanding and we will 
create through your sincere and gentle worship a great fishnet for souls." 
 
 
 
 

Message 519: Jesus says... The ruling Elite cannot do anything without 

MY Permission 
 
 
July 7th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... ―There are many preparations for war being made, but they will not be completed 
anytime soon. Your whole armed services must be revamped, re-dedicated, healed and restored. 
This process is underway but is lengthy and takes time. They are in no position right now to launch an 
aggressive attack. So, they are biding their time and rebuilding." 
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"Nevertheless, the threat of war is always present. What I need you and all Heartdwellers to 
understand is that nothing happens without My permission and as long as you are all praying and 
living a life-style of carrying your cross with thanksgiving, I will not give the word." 
 
"Many follow the news and then imagine I am talking to them—when in fact it is in their own heads. 
That is why internet prophets seem to have the same message. It is a group consciousness, based 
on what they are fed through the news, even the resistance news. It should be, but is not obvious to 
most, that excitement attracts listeners, who want to continue to hear the excitement—so they support 
these channels." 
 
"Heartdwellers, I want to be your 'channel'. I want you to come out of your prayer closets with a 
―knowing‖ of what is going to happen and what is not going to happen. But instead of that, many of 
you still follow the exciting newsy channels that stir your emotions and give you hope that I‘m coming 
tomorrow. Don‘t you see what a waste of time this is?" 
 
"What I want you to be excited about is your gift, its cultivation and the impact on the lost. That‘s what 
truly is exciting to Me. Intercession is tremendously exciting to Me. And also why I have My Divine 
finger in the dyke, holding back what the ruling elite have planned to carry out. They cannot carry it 
out without My permission and if you are pressing into Me in prayer and intercession, you will come 
out of prayer with this sense and the inspiration to move forward with your particular gift, rather than 
to postpone or tread water waiting for the war to start." 
 
"Well, I know you are tired of Me saying this, but in this particular moment, it needed saying. Press 
into Me while you are waiting for that day. Let Me dance with you, hold you and empower you with 
inspiration. How I love you! How I wish the day were closer. But there are still many souls ripe for 
conversion. Come to Me praying, resting and expecting to be renewed. Graces to overcome old 
problems and setbacks are being released. There is excitement within the Body of Believers that truly 
has their finger on My pulse. The gifts are multiplying." 
 
"Those who have been faithful and persevering in the little things will be given more. Barriers are 
being overcome with grace and I am rewarding My faithful ones. Do not expect this to come with a 
free ticket. There will still be challenges and opposition. You are targets more than ever now, because 
you have blasted through the enemies' defenses and taken ground through My anointing." 
 
"You will have struggles but you are more equipped now than ever to resist evil and continue on with 
My blessing. Continue to build with one hand and wield the sword with the other. Where there is great 
spiritual treasure, there is great spiritual opposition and plans to steal it. Therefore, remain vigilant and 
stand your ground as you pass on higher and higher in your callings." 
 
 
 
 

Message 520: Jesus says… Your Unbelief is the Worst & It is the Devils 

favourite Weapon 
 
 
July 10, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―Stand firm in Me. Many of you are beginning to see forward movement and 
breakthroughs in your life. Now you must hold fast to them and stand firm. As always, any movement 
I make in your lives is countered by the enemy. I give; he tries to take. What can cause you to lose 
the ground you have been given by steady work and perseverance? 
 
―Unbelief, laziness, judgment and pride. By the way, Pride always proceeds Judgement. When you 
look upon others and find fault with them, you open the door for opposition in varying degrees. If you 
are highly critical and without charity, you will encounter rough winds dead ahead. If you are slightly 
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critical and catch it, repenting immediately, you will immediately close the door. In any case, it is a 
sense of superiority that even suggests you should find fault with another soul. You have no idea the 
obstacles they must overcome every day. Only I know that. To think that you are qualified to judge is 
the fatal poison of Pride. 
 
―Laziness quits prematurely and takes its ease with consolations... food, surfing the internet, whatever 
else is a pleasant distraction. I am not talking about a legitimate break here. I am talking about the 
attitude, ―Well, I worked hard…I can take it easy now.‖ Saying that while you still have the energy and 
alertness to work is laziness. 
 
―And last, but truly the worst…unbelief. Unbelief is continually suggested to souls by the demons. It is 
their favorite and most effective weapon these days of supernatural increase. Unbelief says... 'Well, 
I‘m doing my best, but I‘m not seeing improvement. Lord, are you sure this is what you want me to 
do?' 
 
―One of the greatest rules of discernment is to discern when you are not being affected by fatigue, 
distractions, emotional ups and downs, or a recent setback. 
 
―The devils wait for you to have a setback of some kind, then they pounce on your resolve to obey Me 
and keep going. So when you discern a direction you DO NOT CHANGE COURSE because you 
have taken the time to know My will. Opposition will come but you will not change course. This is a 
very important rule of discernment.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow, Lord, I am guilty of all of these things. But this last one! Wow… It is what I am struggling 
with daily. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, that‘s why I told you to stay out of the world, and given your circumstance with having to 
move your office, you have done well, My Love. 
 
―Fire-tried Gold… Your teachings are by far your greatest contribution to My Kingdom. At least at this 
time. They are backed not by knowledge but love and experience being immersed in your own fires of 
purification. I don‘t want you to be without consolation that you have accomplished something for Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) I was really grieving at this point, because I feel like such a failure at making time for this most 
important gift. 
 
(Jesus) ―Some things, Clare, you cannot avoid. I just want you to know that your life so far has not 
been in vain and you have helped many souls go through the refining fires and still cleave to Me. 
 
―That‘s why you saw the treasure chest in your heart, overflowing with fire-tried gold coins, shining 
and bright, glowing and golden. Doesn‘t that make you feel better?‖ 
 
(Clare) It does... I replied with tears of joy... It does. 
 
(Jesus) ―You will be settled in soon and enjoy more time for messages and music. Don‘t sweat the 
small stuff. This is just a temporary bump in the road, and we are passing it by soon. Please don‘t 
upbraid yourself for using this time. There was no other way. 
 
―Yes, My dearest, I said stand firm. Stand in faith. Do not allow your resolve to be undermined by 
anything. When you come to the keyboard and flounder, know that you have an enemy assignment to 
make you fail. Truly, over your left shoulder, this reproachable spirit is taunting you, ‗Look how slow 
you are! You‘ll never get that melody down. You don‘t have the experience to do different things with 
those chords, nor the coordination, and least of all – the talent. Put it up. Why be a failure in front of 
your audience? Just give them an excuse. Tell them you have to concentrate on the Word, on the 
Bible, right now and you‘re taking a break. They‘ll forget all about your music and you‘ll look good in 
the process.'‖ 
 
(Clare) Uhhhh. Disgusting creature! Those are just some of the lies that are being shot into your head 
with poisoned tips. My defense is: Jesus said it. I believe it. And that settles it! Go back to the pit, you 
unclean spirit! 
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(Jesus) ―Clare, I keep waiting for you to uphold My honor. I wait for you to take these gross losers by 
the horns and fling them into the pit. I wait and wait and wait. Aren‘t you aware you are being 
poisoned all day, all night and especially when you want to play? Can‘t you feel it? 
 
―Do you know what they are doing? They are accusing Me of being a liar, incompetent, too weak to 
finish the good work I‘ve begun in you. And I am waiting for you to defend My honor. It hurts Me when 
you don‘t believe. Yes, unbelief is terribly dangerous and it‘s why most never live the life I intended for 
them, even though I gave them words and confirmations. 
 
―You see, motivation lies in the knowing that you can do it. So when you‘re underlying thought is 'I will 
always be a failure.' your will gives out and you can‘t work from the fire in your soul, the longing, the 
interior gifts, because you don‘t believe in yourself, with My empowerment. So you allow distractions 
to eat your time and make excuses. 
 
―Other times in your life that I gave you something to do, you were on fire and persevered no matter 
who said what. You were younger, stronger, and pursued things very energetically. 
 
―You‘ve fallen for the lie that you can‘t do it now, because you are older and don‘t have the same 
strength. Well, that may be true. But it‘s not by your power, your might, your own steam you can do 
this. It‘s by My power and anointing. So, your problem is unbelief–in Me. How long will you allow this 
to snag you? 
 
―Sure, they will lie to you and tell you, ‗In Heaven you will play perfectly. Why are you struggling like 
this down here? Just give it up until Heaven.' 
 
―Do you know why they say these things? They hate you. They hate what you stand for and they can‘t 
stand your message. And worse yet, you are given beautiful melodies so the words will stick in a 
soul‘s ear and bring them continuing consolation. That‘s why. You won‘t do that in Heaven. That has 
to be done down here, and they hate you for consoling souls and strengthening their faith. 
 
―So I am waiting for all of you, My Brides, to stand firm against the wiles of the devil. Because you do 
not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the principalities, against authorities, against the 
world-rulers of the darkness of this age, and against spiritual wickedness in the heavens. (Ephesians 
6:12) 
 
―You all are under continual attack. The greater your gift is going to impact the kingdom of darkness, 
the harder they will fight you with poisoned tipped arrows. And they have your number. They know 
where you stand and where you fall. So, you cannot stand on your own, you must stand in Me. They 
will never overcome Me. But together we will keep on going without a flinch, let alone a wishful look 
back behind the plough. 
 
―I am here for you, My Brides. Rest assured you are not doing anything in your own ability or power. I 
am defending you every step of the way. 
 
―But where is your defense of Me? How many of you have faced off the devils and upbraided them for 
lying about Me? Because that‘s what it boils down to... 'You can‘t do it because God can‘t do it.' Don‘t 
let them get away with that! Turn on them and rebuke them. Please. Uphold My honor. 
 
―It is as I have said before… Your sword – the Word of Truth in one hand, your gift in the other. I am 
sending out angels now, as we speak, to defend you against these attacks. And My Spirit will impart a 
greater zeal in you to protect My honor. Do so with great dignity and resolve. I am counting on you.‖ 
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Message 521: Jesus says… Discover your Uniqueness & Stick with your 

own Style... Focus on Me alone  
 
 
July 11, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―As I promote you, you will have to go deeper and deeper, because the winds will get 
very turbulent and your only hope for holding on is to be buried in My Heart with no concerns about 
your own interests.‖ 
 
(Clare) That is what I long for, Jesus. That is truly what I want with all my heart. I hate taking my eyes 
off you; everything is dead and vain that is not You. It never does me anything but harm when I shift 
my focus to the world or even myself. You have taught me this lesson over and over again. And it is 
true, I still struggle, but at least I am beginning to understand. 
 
(Jesus) ―You speak well of your situation. It is very accurate and I want My Brides to know that 
nothing is impossible to them. Nothing. Not even the sins they‘ve struggled with all these years. 
Together in My arms, we will overcome those things. You will be so strengthened and enamored of 
My Love that those attractions will fade away from your lives.‖ 
 
―Anytime you look away from Me, you sink into the mire of this world. That is why it is vital and 
absolute that you spend so much time with Me in prayer, worship and the Word; that your reality is My 
reality and the rest of the world is but a passing wind. When you interface with My mind you begin to 
see those things for what they are and they lose their splendor. The joy in your life comes only from 
Me. The rest is dross and a heavy weight being dragged along behind you.‖ 
 
―The more you release the world from your lives, the lighter and freer will be your steps as you ascend 
the mountain of holiness and brotherly love. Attachments weigh you down, so you are constantly 
looking behind yourself to make sure those things are secure and maintained. Oh, how much better 
off you are when you have NO concerns of this world to entangle you. So much of your time is now 
Mary time and Martha is on vacation.‖ 
 
―I wish for you all to experience that freedom, but most are so heavily enmeshed in the world – it isn‘t 
possible. So the next best posture is a lack of concern for those things, a forgetfulness, so nothing 
holds your attention but Me and My will for you.‖ 
 
―This state is not easily attained, My Brides. You must fight against the lusts and attachments you 
have to things, continually. If you give ground back to the enemy, you will have to retrace your steps 
all over again. It is so much wiser to purpose in your hearts that once you have made yourself free of 
something, you will never go back to having it again.‖ 
 
―There are of course times and seasons. Times of freedom from responsibilities and times of duty to 
responsibilities. But what I am saying is, the less you have to say grace over, the more time you will 
have for Me and the journey of holiness we are climbing towards together.‖ 
 
―Well, enough said about that. I want you all to know that your hearts are beginning to shine in the 
darkness, as never before. Truly, you are becoming a light set on a very dark hill, and what you don‘t 
realize in your day-to-day doings is that people are affected by you. They are feeling your holiness, 
noticing how they feel around you and becoming hungry to have it. This is my ideal of evangelism, 
living a life so circumcised to Me that you shine and stand out of the crowd as something different in a 
wonderful way, and people are drawn to Me living inside of you.‖ 
 
―Of course, there is a time to speak to crowds and preach. But people are more wary now of 
counterfeits than ever before and they want something solid, something different than the Christian 
packaging they‘ve been around for decades. They want authentic holiness and that cannot be 
feigned, because it comes from living My life inside of you.‖ 
 
―My dear ones, it is really quite simple. Live only for Me, stay focused on Me, and do not measure 
yourselves by anything or anyone in the world. I am forming you perfectly. And when you look at 
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others to imitate them, you lose what I am doing in you. You are the only ‗you‘ in the universe. 
Uniquely formed in My image and different from everyone else.‖ 
 
―My Clare, when you look at other artists and think about being like them, you are short-changing 
yourself, My love. Please, keep your focus on Me and allow the beauty I created deep within you to 
come out. Imitating others will only set you back. Truly, your path is SO unique you spoil it when your 
gaze wanders off of Me.‖ 
 
―I am not saying not to imitate good when you see it, but keep in mind that you need to come to terms 
with your own style and be true to that. Anything that forms you in another direction will frustrate My 
plans and detour you onto the wrong path. What I value in you does not exist in others. That is why 
you must learn to recognize what I see and allow Me to hone it to its fullness.‖ 
 
―This is sound advice for all of you. Be inspired, but don‘t imitate; rather work and discover your very 
own uniqueness that we will cultivate together.‖ 
 
―It doesn‘t matter that your path is not music. You have your own style in everything you do. Be true to 
that, don‘t compromise. I made you to fill a very special need in this world and no one else can do it. It 
is your destiny, your gift, your inheritance to make use of to minister to My Body.‖ 
 
―When I send you out to do something, it is already in My mind what attributes you have that will open 
the doors of hearts to reach inside for Me. Every soul is different, has different needs, different tastes. 
And your uniqueness, when I send you forth, is just what they have longed for.‖ 
 
―So in short, don‘t worry about looking good. Concentrate on My presence within you and bring that to 
others. Then you will have fulfilled My deepest desires for you. You are all coming into a season of 
reaching out, going out to others. Be authentic, be Mine and all the rest will fall into place.‖ 
 
―I bless you now to discover within yourselves that uniqueness and give it a voice to touch the world 
for Me. Amen.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 522: Anger, Fear & Gossip are Energy Sources for the Demons 
 
 
July 13, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―Your trust is so important to Me, My love. So much I want to do that requires your 
belief in Me and in yourself. So much. And I see you are making valiant efforts to forsake your 
unbelief. That is very pleasing to Me. 
 
―I love it when you are told something outrageous and you answer... 'Well, He can do anything He 
wants to, even working with a poor vessel like me.' I love it when you say that, because it shows Me 
you are abandoned to My will and pleasure, no matter how impossible it seems. Your confidence in 
Me makes My heart swell with joy.‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘m so glad I bring You joy Jesus. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh you do, much joy. Even working with frail souls, you go out of your way to make them 
comfortable and make amends.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here He is referring to a situation today where I kind of got impatient and made a remark. I 
could see it hurt someone, and I came back and apologized afterwards, sigh. Anyway…. 
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(Jesus) ―People are so important to Me. Of all the things you do, comforting souls brings Me the most 
relief. So many hurt and have no one to encourage them. That‘s your calling. Whether it be in song or 
spoken word or letters, that is your calling; comfort them for Me. 
 
―I ache for the loneliness and alienation that My children have because they do not know My nature. If 
only they knew how much I care, Clare. If only they knew. They wouldn‘t be afraid to come to Me, 
they wouldn‘t be afraid to hear Me. Do you know that‘s the number one issue with My children hearing 
Me? They are afraid of condemnation and correction. 
 
―And that is SO far from My true nature. You don‘t rebuke a baby or a broken soul, you comfort them. 
That‘s My heart but so few know it. Even the ones who suspect it are still afraid. 
 
―I really want to remedy this. That‘s what is troubling Me the most. They do not know My character 
and your sharing has helped break down that wall of separation they have put up. Even the Satanists. 
They have believed lies about Me and the foundation of their behavior is a misrepresentation of My 
nature and true compassion for them. 
 
―They are truly wounded and the walking dead with no one to pour oil on their lesions. If they 
understood how much I cared for them they would quickly turn away from Satan. But they haven‘t a 
clue that I am a God of Mercy, full of compassion and gifts of healing for their hearts and souls. 
They‘ve been brain washed by the enemy who is the father of lies and has completely distorted Who I 
Am. 
 
―People come to your channel to find Me, to learn about Me, to see how I feel about them by watching 
you. Your transparency is of the utmost importance. Nothing would please Me more than for just one 
soul to see and hear Me as I am. And yet, I am blessed with hundreds now who understand Me and 
My very real need for their fellowship. 
 
―It is excruciating to Me to stand by with a soul and see them suffer, knowing that if they would only 
reach out to Me I would comfort them, console and heal them. It hurts Me, also, that they do not 
understand that sin is so damaging to them. It‘s not that I am a harsh taskmaster that wants My own 
way. I‘m not even as tough as you can be with your employees.‖ 
 
(Clare) Ouch. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well I see into their hearts and what‘s troubling them.‖ 
 
(Clare) May I have this gift, Lord, so I don‘t hurt anyone? 
 
(Jesus) ―Always be suspicious of anger or righteous indignation. Many times that is the enemy 
provoking you to correct someone – when they are already broken inside. Your restraint there is very 
pleasing to Me, because I know how much you have to hold down sometimes. And I see that it really 
is a sacrifice on your part. 
 
―But what you don‘t see are the devils poking you with pitchforks and arrows. Provoking you to wrath, 
or discontent, that can be felt by others – thereby making their load even more unbearable. 
 
―Mostly I send you souls for healing. Yes, they need work to do. They need to do it well. But more 
important is your loving demeanor to bring comfort to them.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow Lord, help me there please. 
 
(Jesus) ―I am. Each day I test you with something and watch to see how you will respond. Will you 
take the bait or will you wait? Waiting. Patience is a big virtue when it comes to human nature and 
souls. Like the fish that I gently picked up and put in the boat.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, a little bit of explanation there. Ezekiel had a dream that he was fishing with some 
pastors. Jesus was in the boat. They would catch something and reel it in, unceremoniously dropping 
the poor creature hard on the deck. Of course, the fish would die very quickly. But then the Lord was 
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in the boat and He reached out His hands, gently lifted the fish into the holding tank, letting them go 
gently and they all survived. 
 
(Jesus) ―I wish for you to exercise that virtue more in your dealings with others. It will reflect who I am 
with much more accuracy. 
 
―There are several times during the day that you get ‗spiked‘ with provocation. If you could see where 
it originated from, you wouldn‘t react. Please pay more attention to that – the enemy is stealing your 
energy in this way.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yeah, I‘m really wiped out tonight… 
 
(Jesus) ―They feed on anger, you know. Not only that, they want to use you to discourage others. By 
all means, short circuit their access to your buttons and wait on Me. I will tell you what is really going 
on. Wouldn‘t you like that more than reacting and having to hold it down?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, truly I would. Thank You, I need Your help. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, that‘s why we are talking about it. I know your heart and I want to satisfy that desire to 
care for others. It‘s hard, very hard to undo an unfair or untimely comment. It stings the other person 
and they react in discouragement and rejection. That‘s the last thing they need.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well I‘ve been thinking about a situation that I came across today. And I just wonder what I 
should do. 
 
(Jesus) ―You could lay down the ground rules and let them discover how those dynamics are 
impacting their lives. But do stay away from condemnation or they won‘t hear you. You have had a lot 
of experience with the repercussions of being critical of others. 
 
―You know well how that opens the door. They don‘t. It‘s not in their universe, not in that way. And 
further, they don‘t see how much they do it. Just like you, you didn‘t know how bad of a habit it is, until 
it was brought to your attention and then you saw it constantly. That‘s what made you try to stop. I do 
oppose the proud but give grace to the humble. 
 
―So, if you are having continual obstacles and issues in your life, look for a habit of criticism. And of 
course, especially with relatives and those you owe the greatest respect for, namely your parents and 
your husband. I cannot bring this lesson up too much Heartdwellers. Many of you are still indulging in 
judgment and criticism. 
 
―Do you know, the news is set up to provoke you to judge so the door can swing wide open for 
oppression? Well, it is true. You see a slanted report, influenced by demons, you become enraged 
and indignant and pass judgment on the parties that are involved. Yet, you know nothing of the true 
situation behind the scenes. 
 
―This is how the media exerts mind control over others. It is one among many techniques, but one that 
is sure to elicit a response. That‘s why they are shredding the President continually. That‘s why they 
publicize the worst stories. 
 
―And once more the demons feed on your anger. That energy is like life‘s blood to them. It comes out 
of you and they grab hold of it to become stronger. It is energy, electrical energy and they have a way 
of assimilating it into their own being. 
 
―You should see the demons that feed on traffic delays. You literally would not believe your eyes. An 
accident creates a serious road block and delay and an army of demons comes in to feed off of the 
negative energy. People finally get home and are exhausted from anger. This is no exaggeration, it 
happens every day. 
 
―Anger and fear are powerful energy sources for the evil ones. That is why they are constantly 
provoking this response in others. Fore-warned is fore-armed. Now I have given you a clue as to 
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where your energy goes when things don‘t go well or something is left undone or sloppy. How many 
times today were you provoked to anger or irritation?‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow. I thought about it for a while. And I thought... maybe five? 
 
(Jesus) ―No, try seven.‖ 
 
(Clare) Seven? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, seven and almost eight, but you caught yourself. Irritation is a big flashing red light. It 
shouts... 'Demonic provocation! Demonic provocation!' Pay attention to that and don‘t go for the bait. I 
speak to you especially in those times to give you another perspective so you won‘t go off on 
someone. If you heed that warning, you only lose a slight bit of energy to the enemy. 
 
―So, I am giving you a lesson Heartdwellers. You are the target, every single day, of bullets and 
arrows tipped with the poison of anger, pride and judgment. Please have more wisdom than the 
enemy. Wise as serpents, gentle as doves. Don‘t fall for their attempts to anger you. If you read 
something that starts to make you angry, RUN FROM IT! 
 
―If there is an unjust situation and you need prayer for it, do not go into great detail to stir up anger in 
others. Touch it lightly and move on. You don‘t realize that when you go on and on about unfair 
situations that the devils are actually using you to upset others. You, yourself, are angry and you are 
passing it onto others. It‘s like an infection. At the end of the day you‘re exhausted; you gave it all 
away to the enemy. 
 
―When you respond in love, you short circuit the enemy‘s plan to steal from you. You see injustice and 
instead of getting furious, you ask the Lord... 'Why are you allowing this, Lord?' There is so much you 
don‘t understand. There is history, bloodlines, sins of your forefathers which carry curses and open 
doors. And if you knew the whole situation you would pray for the parties involved but not get carried 
away with anger and judgement. There is a history as to why that person is in so much trouble and is 
being treated so unfairly. 
 
―So rather than snapping to conclusions, it is best to say... 'Lord, please intervene here, and keep me 
from unjust wrath. I know Lord you do not allow situations this bad to happen for no reason at all. You 
are a just God. Please deliver them from evil.' Then drop it. 
 
―You see this is where the gossip chain steals the most energy from My people. A juicy piece of news 
is spread and the demons follow the trail as if it were dripping blood. They suck it all in and walk away 
from the gossipy phone conversation rejuvenated and re-energized to go out and cause more trouble. 
That‘s how they work. They take what you had and provoke others to anger with that, then they feed 
on that anger. It is a never-ending cycle. That‘s why I tell you not to listen to the media, not to gossip. 
That‘s only one facet of these deadly habits. 
 
―So now, how wise are you in understanding what you are up against today? If you have learned, My 
dear ones, please put it into practice and conserve your energy for My work. I will remind you of what 
I have taught you today. 
 
―I love you. Go and be as observant and clever as the snakes. Yet so gentle that, like the dove, you 
flee at the first sign of dissension and negativity. And by all means, spread My healing and 
unconditional love to those who are wounded and broken, and aren‘t able to function the way they 
should.‖ 
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Message 523: A Letter from Jesus... My sweet Child, I've longed to 

speak with you 
 
 
July 15th, 2017 - Jesus' Dictation to Clare for one of His Children 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
(Clare) I've been in touch with a young woman, who is caught in a real mess that is draining the life 
out of her daily. This resulted from some choices she made that she now regrets. I was praying for 
her and the Lord began to dictate a letter... 
 
"My Sweet Child, I have longed to speak with you...that you and I could draw closer together and I 
could share My heartfelt desires for your life. l first want to tell you that there is nothing in this world 
that you can do to make Me love you more. I'm already way over the top in love with your precious, 
sweet spirit." 
 
"My child, I have seen your struggles and heard your many cries for the difficult and painful 
circumstances in your life. I have longed to tell you that I am Mighty to Save on your behalf, but you 
have seen My arm move and rescue you from many dangerous circumstances. I have led you away 
from these scenes that would have been your undoing and even premature death." 
 
"There are so many gifts I have placed in your being, so many talents, so many graces. I do not 
expect you to use them all at once or in a hurry. Each will unfold in its time. As I have worked with 
Clare, so shall I work with you. She began her life in the world, very proud and determined to make 
her mark. I had to wait until she was burned out before I could approach her with what she was truly 
created for. She has learned, also, the very hard way, regarding My wisdom for her - though she 
fought Me many times - I finally brought her around to a point where I could work with her." 
 
"You are a great deal like her. A very talented and determined young woman. These traits can be 
harnessed to do tremendous good. But first they must be harnessed. That means that the beautiful 
horse is still green and hasn't yet been trained to pull the King's Carriage." 
 
"I know you struggle with direction in your life. Many times I have led you and you did follow; for those 
times I am most grateful. Other times you have rebelled and gone your own way. You are coming into 
a time now when you are reaping the fruit of your own choices. Some good and not so good." 
 
"This is the time of wisdom I have waited for in your life. I have waited for you to mature enough to 
realize that you cannot live your life on your own, or you will continue to make foolish and painful 
choices. That, among others, is the reason I have brought you here. You wonder why it seems to go 
wrong every time you try to do the right thing in your own wisdom. Yes, there is opposition." 
 
"What is missing is your reliance on Me, precious daughter. You are still trying to do things your way, 
in your strength, in your wisdom. You are not seeking Me everyday for wisdom. You are not going 
deep enough. I have allowed these contradictions to bring you to the end of yourself, so you will give 
your life into My hands, totally, and allow Me to do what I want to do in your life." 
 
"You do not have to convince Me of your beauty and worth. I fashioned you for My own glory, and I do 
not want to see your life wasted on wrong turns. So I have brought you to a point where you are 
understanding the past is full of dead ends. There is no sin in being weak, in needing guidance, in 
needing support, needing love. The real sin is pride and thinking you are independent of these 
common human needs; you are able to do it on your own. That is why I have opposed you, even as 
the Scriptures say, 'God opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble.' It is solid truth and in 
those moments when you have exhausted your own resources, I have gladly come to your rescue." 
 
"I have wonderful plans in store for you. Wonderful joys, a very bright new future. But before I can 
execute these things, open the doors, I need your cooperation and to yield your life to Me, leaning not 
on your own understanding, but leaning totally on Me. In this way the precious gifts I have invested in 
you will not go to waste on dead ends, as it has in the past." 
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"There is no danger here, there is nothing to protect. Everything you are you can entrust into My 
hands, knowing that in the end you will have made the wisest choice. Your life will begin to bear good 
fruit, joyful fruit, productive and deeply rewarding. I, alone, know the road you must travel, and I am 
asking you to allow Me to guide you. I am asking you to trust Me as you never have before. I have 
placed you here very deliberately, for you have much to learn and you will learn it here. If you are 
willing. You could search your whole life for a wellspring of wisdom and guidance and you would 
never find anything as well suited to your nature as you have been given here." 
 
"All I am asking of you, dear child, is your recognition of your need for Me and your agreement to seek 
My face, seek My will for you, and be yielding. When you hear Me whisper in your mind...please pay 
attention and follow the way I guide you. Make use of the things around you to get solid confirmations 
as Clare and Ezekiel do. This way you will KNOW you are on My path for you and My path will 
ALWAYS TURN OUT BEST. I will many times affirm my love for you through this means, as well as 
warn you when you are about to make a wrong turn." 
 
"All that you need I have and is yours for the asking. Always ask Me to help you, always ask Me to 
provide for you and always yield your way and your wisdom to Me. In this way you will make more 
steady progress in the RIGHT direction for your life." 
 
"Do not be afraid to ask for counsel. Rather, be very afraid of going your own way and stepping out 
from under My covering. Yes, I cover you and I long to keep you safe under My wings of Love. But for 
this you must learn to hear My voice, 'This is the right way, walk in it.' And I will guide you daily. To 
make that easier for you, ask for an increase of the gift of humility and a teachable spirit and things 
will go much more smoothly for you." 
 
"Please take these words to heart, for they are from My heart to yours, and life to your soul. I am here 
at your right hand always. Open your spiritual eyes to see Me. Ask and I will reveal My presence in 
many different ways. After all, how can you follow a God you cannot hear? I would not ask you to 
follow if I were not prepared to give you the means to hear. Ask." 
 
"Don't be afraid, I love you so dearly and nothing I ever say to you will be harsh or cruel because I 
know the tenderness of your heart. Ask." 
 
 
 
 

Message 524: Jesus explains… Hospitality & Chores...  There are no 

Crowns in Heaven for a clean House 
 
 
July 18, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… "I have heard your tears. They, too, have reached My Father‘s ears and He has great 
pity on you. 
 
"I know you have the resolve to get to the piano to practice, but your enemy also has the resolve to 
side-track you. So, be on the watch for him to steal time from this. This most surely is the way he has 
defeated you for years. Can you imagine if you played two hours steadily for the past seven 
years…where you would be at? 
 
"Start this as a new day. And ignore the insinuations of the enemy that it‘s too late, please. He‘s a liar, 
they are all liars, yet My people don‘t ignore them. They listen or absorb attitudes from these liars. 
You have got to be smarter in order to succeed. 
 
"This is a good topic. My people, what has been burdening your minds lately? Clare is not the only 
one – she is but one among My children in an epidemic of unbelief and discouraging lies, that has 
been launched against you all around the world. This is a giant move of the enemy. 
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"You were heavily laden with a mass of discouragement from the enemy. You see they transfer their 
poison to you by thought and unless you are aware of it, they can keep heaping it on until you want to 
give up." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I was miserable. And I was having thoughts like that, but I rejected them. I am not giving 
up. But when You and Father came and comforted me during worship, I felt so much better. 
 
(Jesus) "Well, that‘s why I am reinforcing those hugs with a word… more practice and be on the 
lookout for distractions. They will surely come and seem insurmountable, unavoidable. But by 
patience and a wise assessment of priorities, you will defeat them. Just remember how badly you 
want to be fluent on the piano, and that you can reach that point if you obey what you‘ve been told. 
They will try to steal it from you, Clare. 
 
"Part of you needs to relinquish your need to see everything orderly. No, there are no crowns in 
heaven for a clean house. In fact, many who keep their houses spotlessly clean will be seriously 
disappointed. Anything beyond the necessary and obvious cleaning is most often obsessive-
compulsive behavior. I will not discourage you, My love. You really are learning to let go of those 
compulsions and sit at My feet. 
 
"My people, please beware of the tactics of the enemy to pull you away from that sweet spot. I have 
given you things to do that may seem extraneous and unnecessary, but those are precisely the things 
you should be doing for the sake of others. The enemy is trying to convince you that those are 
pleasurable things, and you can only do them after your work is done. 
 
"They are parroting your parents' voice and their thinking when they trained you as a child… 'You can 
play after your chores.' Yes! This works very well on most people. Chores are things like dishes and 
taking the trash out, cleaning the floors, etc. etc. ad nauseum. 
 
"But I say you have duties – and duties come FIRST. Your duty is to love the Lord your God with all 
Your heart and all your mind and all your strength and your brother as yourself. 
 
"And this perfectly fits the profile of anything that can be used to minister to others. First and foremost, 
more important than the air you breathe, is prayer, worship, Bible study and holy reading. If you find 
pleasure in that, Satan will try to pervert it and tell you, it belongs after chores, because you love to do 
it. 
 
"Answering posts or communicating encouraging words to others, visits to those who are ill, going to 
the store for them, sitting and listening, writing songs and practicing your instrument, writing letters to 
encourage people, doing inspiring art – anything that can communicate My Love for them, counts. 
And does NOT come after the chores! 
 
"Well, look at how you are lied to. You loved to play your guitar, or write and visit. Now the enemy has 
cleverly taken those things you liked to do and equated anything you like to do as a pleasure and 
forbidden until the chores are done. 
 
"So if you enjoy your gift you are prohibited from doing it until you are dead-dog tired and worn out 
from house cleaning and whatever else the enemy can load onto your back under the guise of ‗doing 
your chores first.‘ May I say, you can use the scraps of energy at the end of the day for your chores? 
 
"But please use the prime time to hone your skills and practice or execute your ministry. That is the 
first priority. 
 
"But the enemy knows well how to play on your guilt buttons, so he uses your good intentions against 
you. Please ignore him. Ignore the lies that you haven‘t done such and such yet, you have no 
business playing your guitar or writing on the internet. This is how he gets you to stop serving Me with 
all your strength, mind and heart. He takes the lion‘s share for the mundane things that only benefit 
you. Then he leaves you with the scraps to improve your gift. LIES! 
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"My People. Do not let this line of thinking manipulate you and steal the very thing you were born to 
do out from under you. 
 
"If you could see all who went to their graves with a clean house and totally unfulfilled life – you would 
be shocked. I am not saying they are not culpable in some way, but the enemy has used this age-old 
tactic to manipulate full grown adults for centuries. Do you want to leave this Earth without having 
done what you were sent to do? 
 
"Please, don‘t listen to the lies. I gave you Martha and Mary to reveal this ploy of the enemy, but how 
many of you side with Martha?" 
 
(Clare) Ouch. Lord, it isn‘t fair; people are piling into the house and Martha is offering them hospitality 
and worn out from serving alone while Mary gets to sit at your feet? I don‘t think that‘s fair… Just at 
that point, the Lord gave me a vision of a house with servants. They had put everything in order but 
Martha was compulsive and wanted to make it better. Oooo…I know what that feels like! 
 
(Jesus) "Martha had all the help she needed to take over so she could sit at My feet. But like you can 
be sometimes, My dearest, she chose to perfect everything…adding jots and tittles and time wasting 
frills when all the guests needed was already prepared for them. Martha had all the help she needed 
to take over." 
 
(Clare) Well, that‘s a different perspective! 
 
(Jesus) "Had she denied herself the compulsion to make it ―better‖ – which is merely an egocentric 
attitude, she could have had all the time she needed to sit with Mary. The problem with Martha was 
that she wanted to go above and beyond what is necessary. The specifics of hospitality reflect on the 
hostess, and she wanted to look good, out - do herself. When I wanted her to leave off and come and 
be with Me. 
 
"How many times have people said... 'Clare, please come spend time with us.' While you were busy 
with this or that? That‘s why I have taught you the bare-bone basics in providing for guests. Every 
time you‘ve been elaborate you‘ve lost grace, and wasted energy you needed to be present to your 
visitors. You have abandoned the better part for the fleeting, worldly pleasure. This is so important for 
all of you, dear ones. Beware of the enemy feeding you justifications as to why you should do more. It 
surely is a trap. Access the situation, do the bare bones, then put it down. 
 
"So now you have it. You can see and react responsibly to what the enemy is doing when you are 
tempted to go beyond the demands of simple hospitality. 
 
"I will impart this blessing to you, My precious ones. I bless you to see through the tricks of the devils 
to deprive you of your calling. I bless you to act upon that and put him in his place, while you refocus 
your entire being on what I have called you to do.‖ 
 
―May you respond faithfully to My warnings when you are going off track. I love you all too dearly, and 
daily I am by your side and at times I sadly see the enemy – the way he is stealing from you without 
your knowledge. My prayer is that you will hearken to My admonition now and fulfill your callings 
without allowing him to pull you off with false guilt and distractions. God bless you, My children. I am 
walking with you, and I will let you know when you are going in the wrong direction. Please respond.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 525: Jesus asks... Are you groping for Meaning & Destiny in 

your Life? 
 
 
July 21st, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Spoken by Jackie 
 
(Clare) Lord, You come with healing in Your wings and all Your ways are perfect. I pray you will give 
us all the gift of trust and putting our lives totally in Your capable hands. Amen 
 
Well, my precious Heartdwellers, thank you for your prayers. We have been helping a couple of 
friends out and like all of us, they have unsettled issues in their lives...which the Lord allowed for us to 
learn more. 
 
Jesus began... "My Love, you have much need for patience. They are a handful. It's like a drain...a 
vortex that sucks everyone and everything down into it. On the outside, beautiful--but inside, 
turbulent. And that has affected the peace of the house. Some are gifted at using their beauty and 
charm to cover that vortex up. But I brought them here to expose and heal them in My loving arms, if 
they are willing." 
 
"Yes, the centrality of their life must be Me, and that is not happening in the sense that they are 
holding their life closely and protective of any intrusions. The problem with that is they are a whirlwind 
of self and not about to relinquish what they consider to be their only protection. Isn't life interesting?" 
 
"Just love them as you can, but do not allow them to suck you into their reality. I know how empathic 
you are and that is part of the issue. This is your home and you are sensitive to what is going on in 
your space and this kind of turbulence is highly unsettling--even though you can't really see it." 
 
"I did not abandon you in your preoccupation with yourself. I helped you ascend out of that pit. You 
were willing and you could see your sin." 
 
"But My problem here is, that they are still not willing to recognize the extent of the disorder in their life 
and that they need help. Wherever they go, this vortex goes with them." 
 
"They have to be willing, Clare. I can do nothing without their willingness. Those who would keep their 
own lives will lose them, those who lose them for My sake ,will keep them. Matthew 16:25 
 
"What more is there to say, except, charity covers a multitude of sins." 
 
"My children, you will meet souls along the way who are very confused and live in continual confusion 
and chaos. They go from one situation to another, bringing with them tremendous disorder. They can 
be very charming and loving on the outside, but within they are captive to a spinning vortex of 
problems that they never seem to be able to get free of." 
 
"The issue here is willingness. Can they turn their lives over to Me to be recreated and truly born 
again? Or are they so wounded that they trust no one and hold onto what they have for dear life. 
 
"I have tried over the years to help these people, but truly unless they are willing, it is futile. And 
eventually they move on to another situation until others tire of them there, as well." 
 
"Understand, I want to help them - with all My heart I want to help them. But they are not willing to let 
go and let God do it. And unfortunately, they may never be willing to let go and let God do it. These 
are the ones that come to a tragic end, in the sense that all they could have been is stolen from them 
by the enemy, because of the continual vortex of issues and defensive thinking." 
 
"Many of you have come from this kind of background, but you gave yourself to Me. And now you are 
a new creation. That is the ONLY difference between you and those who will not surrender to Me, but 
had to keep complete control of themselves. Unfortunately, relationships do not work out for them, 
because eventually the other party resents and resists their control, no matter how flattering and 
seemingly loving they may be." 
 
"Each of you are created to be different and it is in those differences that I bring about a largeness of 
heart and prepare you for Heaven. But when a soul will not yield control to Me, they will also not yield 
control to their spouse and you will find yourself in a continual life-and-death struggle just to breathe, 
until you are totally burned out. Fore-warned is fore-armed." 
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"I love them so dearly that My heart is broken every time another opportunity fails for them. Walls that 
turn in on themselves similar to a tornado." 
 
"If you could see this as I see it, you would see a form of electromagnetic energy isolating a person. 
They become more and more separated from reality, by way of defensiveness, for anything that 
threatens their security system. So the problem continues on and on and on until there is no way to 
reach them. But continuing to look for love and acceptance, they hit a brick wall when they cannot 
control the other person by having them come into agreement with their way of looking at life. And so 
marriages fail, friendships fail and they move on taking this interior chaos with them." 
 
"What I have to help them is threatening to their system of defense, so they run from Me. I have 
nothing but pity for these, but I am especially grieved for the disorder they cause in other lives. They 
cannot see this, because their emotions are locked in this whirling vortex of self-defense and 
preoccupation with self, which mirrors back to them what they want to see." 
 
"Dear ones, unless you are willing to give your life up, I promise you will lose it. What I mean is not 
through death, but through loss of destiny. What could have been yours required a letting go and 
reformation. It required an end to the vortex, and without being willing to give it up for what I want to 
give, it will control you for the rest of your life." 
 
"And what I am saying is that the demons have planted these rationales to isolate who you could be, 
what you have been created to do, while at the same time building you up in confidence that you are 
always more intelligent and right than others. Therefore you do not need to listen to their counsel. 
This is how they isolate you and make you want to control others to look at life from within your 
vortex. This is why marriages fail." 
 
"What is the solution? Pray for these souls that they finally recognize their sickness and isolating 
lifestyle and have the courage to allow Me into their lives to take it apart, piece by piece, and 
reconstruct it with My wisdom and the good reality of who they are to Me. Thus setting them on the 
right path to fulfillment in their relationships and destinies. Pray and treat them with great love, not 
judging, but knowing that any of you are capable of going astray in this very same and tragic way, 
even tomorrow." 
 
"One sure sign is despite the reality of their situation, on the outside they present the front of always 
having it under control, present perfect reasoning and always have the answer, despite the ongoing 
emotional vortex that's raging inside. And yes, medication can help, but it is more a matter of the will, 
the willingness to let down the barriers and resolve the issues. And some will not receive medication, 
because they are convinced that you are wrong." 
 
"I have nothing against antidepressants where they are necessary. It is a chemical issue in the body, 
just like when you eat the wrong food and you get heartburn. Or just like when the doctor puts you on 
heart medicine - there is no issue. It would be best if you were to come to Me, and for Me to heal you 
of these things. But if I don't allow that to happen and I don't do it, I have no qualms about allowing 
you to take medication. This is a HUGE misunderstanding in the Body of Christ." 
 
"And what I would like you to understand is that there are times that I don't heal a soul because they 
are interceding for others. And this is a suffering. And there are other times when there is a great deal 
of pride in their lives, and having to resort to medication because I wouldn't heal them is a humbling 
process. There's so much guilt, false guilt, that the demons have attached to medication to keep 
people from getting the help that they need. And this can cause them to be so handicapped that they 
never fulfill their destinies in Me, but are always troubled." 
 
"The world is full of these souls, dear ones. They shine ever so brightly on the outside, but inside they 
are a continual collapsing mess groping for meaning and destiny in their lives." 
 
"Allow this to be a lesson to you all on a smaller scale. Be willing to be 'found out' - that is, be willing 
to have your faults exposed so you may be set free from them. For I am continually refining you out of 
My great love and devotion." 
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"I am longing to make you ready for Heaven and even satisfied in this life. So never fear letting Me 
expose in your life the things that must change for you to move forward. For those of you caught in 
this trap, you have a decision to make. Look back on the fruit of your life. Is there peace and 
happiness? Or one failure after another. I want to change that, but you must be willing. I am here at 
your right hand to walk with you. Please, do not turn away from Me anymore." 
 
 
 
 

Message 526: Jesus says… Just know, that I have the Control over your 

Life... Go now & LOVE 
 
 
July 23, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―Where faith is lacking, the flesh takes over. Without faith, what can I do? When souls 
insist on their own devices and do not look to Me as the authority, they take on themselves a whole 
world of hurt. No one can cover for themselves adequately, Clare. No one. No matter how hard they 
try, something else always comes to the surface. I, alone, can control what the soul can handle. That 
is why it is so imperative to come to Me for protection and health. 
 
―I am your Father. Whatever your need, I am not limited like your earthly fathers were. No, I have total 
control over everything that happens or doesn‘t happen to you. What I permit is always for your best; 
always and forever. Many of you have made agreements with Me in your spirits and yet are not aware 
of them in your intellect. That can, at times, be painful–when you don‘t understand why I permitted a 
terrible circumstance. 
 
―Remember that when an event occurs you are not the only one impacted by it. There are many 
layers to your circumstance. If you have given your heart over to prayer on behalf of another soul, 
many times that event pertains to them in their serious need and you are moving mountains. 
 
―Before I formed you in the womb I knew you…. (Jeremiah 1:5) 
 
―Now I will address charity, Clare. Yes, patience and charity - you are lacking My love. More of Me, 
less of you. Oh, how I need you to live in My love and bring it to others. Words are cheap, souls are 
wounded by words, but love goes directly to the wounds of the heart, which only I know about.‖ 
 
―How easy it is for you to see faults and interpret motives when you know nothing of what that soul 
has gone through. That is why love is the safest way to the hearts of men. Once My love has touched 
a soul, how easy it is for them to trust Me. It goes so far beyond words; it is more a magnetic force. 
Just as iron shavings are drawn to a magnet, love is drawn to the heart of men and there My love 
seeks out the most wounded areas to heal. 
 
―Once the Love relationship is established, we can move into Trust. So, rather than treating the 
symptom, you treat the disease – the woundedness, rejection by churches, broken families, 
loneliness for true understanding and even parents who abuse their children unknowingly speaking 
word curses, favoring the other siblings. These things go deep and last a very long time. Usually – 
without healing – it is typical to pass it on to the next generation because it was never resolved in the 
adult parents; they just pass it on like unfinished business to their children. 
 
―You are finding out that not only fathers have given the wrong impression of fatherhood, but so have 
mothers. Therefore, when you are seen as a mother of sorts, there may be a lot of cleaning up to do, 
a lot of deeply ingrained failures in that relationship that causes the soul to be distrustful and steer 
away from any authority figure… especially a motherly one. 
 
―For all of you, My dear ones, all of you… take it to heart. Love is the way to the heart of the soul. 
Love is what opens the door, love is what heals and convinces the soul I am real and I am first and 
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foremost a God of Love. I can be trusted with the most precious commodities a soul has... their heart 
and their lives. 
 
―Therefore, little ones, if you wish to foster faith and trust in the heart of a soul, you must first Love 
them with My Love and never judge, be harsh, or critical. Never. By the time they reach you, they 
have already had a lifetime of criticism which did them no good, only to drive them further and further 
into a pit.‖ 
 
―Go forth therefore, My chosen vessels, and Love as you have never loved before. Give until it hurts, 
encourage and build up. Then the soul will be hungry for what you have to say about Me. They will 
see Me inside of you. May this anointing rest upon you now. Amen.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 527: Jesus explains the focused, single-minded Soul   Those 

with a single Eye enter into My Glory 
 
 
July 24th, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
(Clare) The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers. May the Lord find a sweet presence when He lingers with 
us, and may our eyes be only on Him and not the passing vanities of the world. Amen 
 
Jesus began... "I am here. I have accepted your repentance and I know you want Me with all of your 
little heart, Clare. And I am stationed here by your side and in Your heart, forever to accomplish just 
that. I am not giving up on you ever, that I promise you. Each day I wait for you to turn away 
temptations that are bad for you." 
 
"Some days you do and some days you don't. We are working towards constancy. By that I mean 
turning away temptations every time. Maintaining your proper place before Me and the souls of the 
Kingdom is the very thing that protects you. It is when you look down on people that I must pull My 
protection back...ever so slightly, so you may be sifted by your weaknesses and the enemy's 
devices." 
 
"Clare, My love, you are doing so much better, so very much better. You just have a little ways to go. 
Don't give up, My love. Don't be discouraged, don't give up, press in. I show you others who have 
truly reached the other side in denying themselves and loving Me more than themselves, so that you 
will press in. All things are possible for the humble soul who has passed through the gates of 
humiliations and into the courts of Joy." 
 
"I know the longing of your heart is to bring Me happiness and you are right to keep your focus on 
what I have asked from you and not what you see others do, who are great saints. What made them 
great was their unflagging obedience and single-minded focus. The single-minded soul turns their 
attention away from anything having to do with their own desires or wishes. They look only into My 
eyes, to know what My good pleasure is - and then they do it, without complaint or looking back." 
 
"You don't look back as much as you look to the side when something fancy is dangled in front of you, 
like a worm on a hook. And you do complain and get short with others when you are tired. When you 
are well-rested you are more careful and less combative. Part of that, a very large part of that, is not 
at all your intention. It's just the way of someone who has run out of energy, patience and is very 
fatigued with responsibilities." 
 
"So, what I am saying is, that can be avoided if you take proper care of yourself. However, when 
circumstances begin to overwhelm you, I need you to pass those tests of charity as well. Can you do 
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this for Me? Can you just stop in mid-track, recognize your impatience and frustration with others who 
are demanding more of you than you have to give, and call on Me to make up the difference?" 
 
"You have done this several times during this move. What you are missing is that I immediately hear 
you and make changes to help you regain your inner peace. You are failing to recognize My 
intervention and you also are failing to realize that when I don't intervene, you are being tested so you 
can pass onto the next course. Tests are always hard. They have to be, in order to prove that you've 
learned what is most important to Me. Layer upon layer, My dear one. Lessons come in layers and I 
always prepare you in advance. You don't always realize you are being tested - you forget and lose 
your patience." 
 
"Just say to Me, 'Oh! This must be a test! OK. I will lay down my quills and press in.' And then commit 
yourself to doing just that. Oh, it will go so much easier for you, Beloved. Moving always entails many 
tests of patience and is the ideal time to exhibit what you have learned, not just on the outside, but the 
inside, too. Because I look into the heart to see what you are feeling and how you are dealing with 
these contradictions." 
 
"So often you see these things as injuries. They are not injuries, they are opportunities to exercise 
your great love for Me by kindness and patience with others. You really do very well most of the time, 
but I need you to do very well, ALL the time. You are dealing with the destiny of souls here. 
Understand, I have sent them to you to bring them more deeply into Me. So, if you demonstrate My 
nature to them in adverse circumstances, they will love you and love Me all the more." 
 
"If you demonstrate your frustration and displeasure you injure them and set them back further away 
from Me. So you see, this is not a little thing. This is a critical thing. Soon you will become so in tune 
with My heart for them that the temptation will not even assail you to be impatient. You will only feel 
patience inside and there will be no more struggle. That's where we are headed." 
 
(Clare) I am sorry, Lord. 
 
"I know you are; that is why I am restoring that grace to you. But please keep your eyes on Me and 
My desires for you and ignore the grubby worm the enemy dangles before your face. Just think of it 
this way: all things of the world are truly grubby worms. They break, fall apart, get dirty and beaten up. 
The only thing that stays fresh and wonderful is our relationship and the Love we share, which gets 
deeper and deeper every day you don't look to the side to gain some personal advantage." 
 
"My Brides, those with a single eye are those who enter into My glory." 
 
"To the single-eyed soul, there is nothing outside of Me worthy of their attention. They spurn all outer 
things, not because they are evil. Not everything beautiful is evil. But because they want more from 
life than those transitory created things can give them. Those creations are so limited...and when you 
come to their limits you seek the deeper things." 
 
"How much better for you to seek those deeper things without having to go through that process of 
being lured away from Me, time and time again? You see, when you truly walk in the knowledge of 
who you are, standing naked before Me, I protect you from distractions and you cease looking to the 
left or the right. But when you lose track of who you are--truly are, before Me--I have to remind you of 
your frailties, and I remove that hedge of protection." 
 
"It is almost like two roads intersecting. When you are firmly convinced of your identity without Me, to 
the point where you treat all men as greater than yourself out of sincere conviction, not feigned 
humility - often that intersects with a complete loss of interest in the beauties of the world, which 
become bland, stale and worthless to you. Then I don't need to protect you any longer. You have 
passed the tests. You are walking in this world as an adult, with a single mind, a single agenda, a 
single vision, only to bring glory to Me. This is our goal, My Beloved Bride. Cleave to Me and keep 
your eyes on Me at all times, and you will reach this goal quickly." 
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Message 529: Jesus says... You become irresistible to Me, when you 

seek Me 
 
 
August 1, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Clare began... My Lord and My God, I wish I could be with you forever. I long for You Jesus. 
 
Jesus answered... "I know, and it will not be long." 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, how can I believe that? whoops... (I remembered He's dealing with me with 
Unbelief.) 
 
"Yes, we are having issues with believing, aren‘t We?" 
 
(Clare) Wrong words. Sorry, Lord. 
 
"I don‘t make light of how you feel. I know well how you long for Me, as I long for you, too. It is difficult 
to trim down your schedule, isn‘t it?" 
 
(Clare) Very, Lord. Very difficult. 
 
"Well, keep trying, you are getting closer. Be more vigilant in the mornings. That is, when you wake 
up." 
 
(Clare) Yes, I can see there is slack there. And the enemy will try to side-track me. He did this 
morning. 
 
"That‘s correct. Be ahead of him, dearest...stay ahead of his schemes. I will whisper in your ear, but 
you must listen very carefully and you will avoid the pitfalls he has planned for you. If he can steal just 
one hour he is happy—as happy as pure corruption can possibly be. But seriously, be on the lookout 
for his morning strategies." 
 
"My beautiful one, My dove, how I watch you during the day to see how many times your eyes drift off 
towards Me. I listen to the tender moans in your heart over our separation— and I, too, am pining for 
you. I also watch your thoughts, your footsteps, your intentions and the ways in which you honor Me 
and are faithful to Me." 
 
"This is a most painful separation for many of you right now. I know how painful it is, believe Me - 
because it is excruciating for Me at times. I know how much you fight off the temptations to despair 
over the length of time you must wait until I come for you. That is one reason I am blessing so many 
of you with new gifts, so you can be productively distracted to build up My Kingdom on this Earth 
before you are taken." 
 
"All of you have creative gifts. There is not one soul created in My image that is not endowed with 
amazing powers of creativity. The main obstacle holding you back is not knowing what your gift is. I 
know I have said this far too many times to you, but it cannot be said enough. You must seek Me until 
you find Me and learn to listen very carefully to the little hints." 
 
"I have said this many times as well: If you see someone with a skill, be it singing, playing, or any 
other endeavor...preaching, teaching... If you feel stirrings in your heart, 'Gee, I wish I could do that!' 
you may very well be called to that. In fact, if you are jealous of those gifts in others, I can tell you 
categorically it is because you are not working hard at your gift; otherwise you would be happy to hear 
others and not feel that jealousy." 
 
"You must seek Me until you find Me. I respond to the desperately poor soul who cannot go any 
further without Me. My heart melts to see that kind of devotion and abandonment. How can I resist? 
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When 99.9 percent of the souls on the planet have no inkling of Me. Therefore, how should I respond 
when I find one that cannot live any longer without Me?" 
 
"Do you see? You become irresistible to Me when your life is put on hold just to find Me, just to have 
Me." 
 
 
 
 

Message 530: Warning from Jesus... It is not looking good at this 

Point... I need your Prayers 
 
 
August 4, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... ―There is a life and death struggle going on for that tipping point that will destroy this 
nation. I need every suffering, Clare, and I know how you have been burdened in trying to do 
everything I have asked you to do for Me. I know how you suffer because the time slips through your 
fingers no matter how hard you try to keep it focused. And your pain levels have been almost 
intolerable. This, too, I am allowing as a suffering and I am highly pleased with your choice to put this 
message out over all the other things you could have been doing tonight." 
 
"It is a time of intrigue and back-room deals. At the one extreme, the enemy has woven a web around 
the nations to draw them into an end-all conflict, where nothing living is left on this planet. At the other 
are those who wish this country to be a dictatorship, part of a new world structure. But as long as My 
people are suffering and praying, I am holding it back. But I must warn you - it is not looking good at 
this point." 
 
"My people, many of you are not ready for the Rapture. I have given Clare these dreams so she could 
share with you how hard it will be for those who have not circumcised their hearts and given their lives 
to Me." 
 
(Clare) I am sorry, Lord, I did not recognize that it was your intention. Dear ones, I have been having 
these ominous dreams for months, and in every one of them I am looking for an escape route, but 
never find one. 
 
―It is true that the deep state is the greatest threat to this country at this time, and I am calling you all 
to shoulder your cross and any other crosses I lay on your backs." 
 
(Clare) The 'deep state' is the New World Order and Obama alliances, the underground government 
that is controlling things. 
 
"This time will not last forever, there will be a breakthrough one way or the other that will catapult your 
country into peace or civil war." 
 
"At this hour your prayers mean everything, and they are the only thing holding this wicked 
government back. I have given you dreams about the future living conditions. Men, women and 
children will be separated and quarantined and held captive until they are fully vaccinated with 
poisons and it is determined if they have any value to the future government—or should they be done 
away with. As it is written: they will desire death but not be able to attain it." 
 
"There is a plan underway, to overthrow this government, create Martial law and force people to live 
for the shadow government and NWO. I am still pulling strings, Clare. I am still frustrating their efforts. 
I am doing this through the power of these prayers and sacrifices." 
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"It should become evident very soon that this evil force must be opposed and countered by every 
man, woman and child in God‘s service. Each candidate must be selected with extreme caution to get 
the right people into the right jobs. It looks like a daunting job to taxpayers who are functioning only on 
rules and tremendous misinformation and not a broad understanding of what is really taking place." 
 
"Then, there are those who cooperate with this shadowy state, not having any clue as to how they are 
being used against their true will, if they only knew what these evil men are about. But they haven't 
taken the time to really investigate the lies, so they swallow the party line to oppose a good man in 
office and keep on blindly marching on to cause chaos, selling their freedom in the process." 
 
"Your president is doing everything he can to destroy every ungodly law that can be used against the 
people to subdue and induct them into the enemy‘s camp, or do away with them on flimsy charges. 
Much has been destroyed of Obama‘s infrastructure, but he has tremendous forces on his side and 
will use them effectively if he is not contained." 
 
"My People, there will come a time when nothing matters except the right thing. The grassroots 
American people will be a force to be reckoned with and no one will call evil good and good evil. Yet 
we are not there yet and the opposition is fierce. So, I am mobilizing all who are willing to give of their 
lives to hold back and chain down this force of evil." 
 
"Give Me your pain: emotional, physical, mental. Give Me your frustrations. Give Me your failures and 
losses. Give Me the unexpected, where you are forced to make bricks without straw. Give Me your all. 
Do not despair of the work you have undertaken for Me. It all fits together like a giant, holy, jig-saw 
puzzle that I am creating a new vision with." 
 
"However, events will determine if peace will continue for the next two years, or if you will be thrown 
into a war." 
 
"It is so much better, My People, to accept these crosses without complaint, but resolutely. Knowing 
that I have allowed them for the expressed purpose of saving this nation." 
 
"You are doing a mighty work with your frustrations of recent weeks, with your losses and failures. So 
much is not understood about the good you ARE doing, so keep it up, please. Don't become 
despondent. And please make these freewill offerings as generously as you can, and I will make the 
burdens lighter." 
 
"When you complain, Clare, you make it harder on yourself. Try not to complain, My Bride, but just to 
bear these frustrations with great integrity and generosity and patience. I promise that you will 
experience a measure of relief by your charity, thanksgiving and generous giving." 
 
"So, in all your struggles, dear Bride, I am with you. I have not abandoned you. Anything contrary to 
your plans and sufferings that you have, I am with you. And I'm giving you patience and perseverance 
in mighty, mighty graces for you to succeed and to keep going." 
 
"Please support Me with your prayers and know that your prayers are powerful against this evil 
government." 
 
 
 
 

Message 531: Jesus says... It is a dark time... But there is a God in 

Heaven 
 
 
August 5, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
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Jesus began... ―It is indeed a dark time, but there is hope. Real hope. Since your message, there has 
been a spike in prayers offered to the Father. Do you see? You really do impact my people. Don‘t be 
afraid to cry out and warn them, don‘t be afraid." 
 
"There are shifts from time to time, Clare. It is necessary to beef up defenses and offensive 
campaigns against the enemy and it takes all you have to give. Then there are other times of rest, 
when you can cautiously return to your creative work." 
 
"I have seen your tears, Daughter. I know your struggles. No matter what, I am not giving up on you." 
 
(Clare) Thank you, Lord. 
 
"Please, Clare, don‘t give up on Me. Look at your past with Me, have I ever let you down? Haven‘t I 
brought you into an enlarged territory greater than ever before because you did not give up?" 
 
(Clare) Boy, I remember those times... 
 
"You are battle weary and sin-sick because of your involvement with too many things outside of 
yourself. The exterior matters little. It is the interior that is precious and your efforts to go deeper into 
this place of peace that I shall bless. But do not turn around, keep going; there is hope and there is 
time." 
 
"Even now there is a wave of repentance and call to heavy intercession that is sweeping across the 
world and My Father is harkening to these prayers. So I tell you, there is hope. Cling to Me, cling to 
Hope and it will not disappoint." 
 
"All of you, Heartdwellers, increase your prayers for America and for the defeat of the Deep State 
which is gathering its forces but now running into one barricade after another as Our Father in 
Heaven has sent out His angels to intercept and sabotage their efforts." 
 
"They thought they could win the elections by cheating—and no matter how many bogus votes they 
generated, they lost. They figured, well now that that‘s over with, we will cause riots and destabilize 
the government. That didn‘t work either. And for the rest of their plans, there is a God in Heaven and 
He is sovereign and the enemy will fail at every attempt until the appointed time." 
 
"In the meanwhile, work, pray and fight with all your might. And remember... a man‘s worst enemy is 
himself. Do not so much worry about personal enemies outside of yourself, worry about your own 
conduct and strive to be irreproachable and worthy of My Name." 
 
 
 
 

Message 532: Heaven is real & The Saints are real 
 
 
August 6, 2017 - Clare's Experiences in Heaven 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Lord, please do not grow weary with our failures, but sustain us in your mercy. Amen 
 
The prayer of a righteous man has great power to prevail, and I thank you, dear Heartdwellers for 
your prayers. They really make a difference. 
 
So, forgive me for going on and on about opposition and trials, but I must believe that I am not alone 
in this and many of you are having terrific struggles with your flesh and the environment we live in. 
 
So, it is time once again for confessions of my failures. 
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I can‘t believe that no matter how hard I try, with the foreknowledge that there are snares set for my 
feet when I wake up...no matter how hard I try, I am caught and thrown off by these snares and left 
dangling upside down on a tree limb - when I should be praying or sitting at my keyboard. 
 
Well, I pray that I will settle on a schedule that really works, because that's part of the issue. 
 
So, I was feeling extremely downcast and defeated, while in prayer. I knew that I had offended the 
Lord, so I wasn't really expecting to see Him. 
 
Much to my surprise, I began to see willow branches gently passing through my hair. and I realized I 
was in a canoe with the Lord and we were approaching Lily Pad Island. This is a place in Heaven 
Jesus takes me when I need an interior overhaul of grace and courage. Here I meet those who have 
run the race and finished their course and have taken a special interest in my life. 
 
Paul talked about them in Hebrews 12:1 Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of 
witnesses, let us throw off every encumbrance and the sin that so easily entangles, and let us run with 
endurance the race set out for us. 
 
A pier jutted out into the water and there was a small group of saints, from the Cloud of Witnesses, 
waiting for us. Simba, my white tiger, padded out onto the pier and wrapped his giant arms around me 
as I was leaving the canoe. Once in a great while, Jesus brings me to this island to be strengthened 
by certain members of the cloud of witnesses who have a special significance in my life. 
 
I just fell to my knees and cried, ―I am a failure; I have failed the Lord again.‖ They helped me to my 
feet and embraced me. I realized Mary, Martha and Lazarus were there and they have taken a special 
interest in my struggles. 
 
I said... 'Thank you precious ones for caring.' 
 
Lazarus was the first to speak... 'All of us in Heaven care. We are here to serve others and help them 
pass through the tests of life with more success than we did. We are servants of the servants of God 
on Earth.' 
 
Just after he said that, I saw myself lying back in a chair, rather exhausted from crying and confessing 
my failures. The Lord had been trying to get me to go deeper in My repenting and finally, today, I got 
in touch with and saw how I had failed many tests—especially keeping my focus out of the world and 
onto all of you, my dear Heartdwellers. 
 
But in this moment, there was peace and forgiveness. And compassionately the Lord laid a delicate 
gold crown with emeralds on my head. Now, what that normally means is there is a test coming. And 
He gives me the crown ahead of time, to let me know I'm going to pass it. So, that was very 
comforting. 
 
Jesus began... 'You have been battling a giant and it‘s going to fall.' 
 
I answered the Lord... 'But I feel so hopeless...' 
 
After I said that, Mary the Mother of Jesus, stepped forward. 'It is not hopeless, it‘s NOT hopeless!‖ 
she repeated. "It can be turned around...there are graces that will be dispensed to help you. All of 
Heaven is rooting for you. You are NOT alone. Even this good man has sensed your plight and wants 
to help. All your Heartdwellers want to help. They love you, Clare.' 
 
And what she was talking about there is, a gentleman who may be helping me with some piano for my 
song. 
 
But I answered her and said... 'I am such a mess-up.' 
 
She answered... 'All the better for My Son to get all the glory. We will help you and you will see a 
difference. Continue to watch yourself and how far you go beyond the necessities.' 
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Yeah, that's where I really get off on tangents and blow it. 
 
Mary continued... 'Watch very carefully and you will not get snagged. The enemy is going to continue 
to try and overload you and pull you off course. Don‘t allow it. Stay on target. There is time. 
Hopelessness is useless; what is needed is prayer and faithful obedience.' 
 
After she had said that, I thought that there is so much to learn about the Cloud of Witnesses and 
what their job really is. I can only imagine that when they see us struggling to hold on, they cry out to 
God on our behalf and His grace comes to the rescue. And I see Mary with a very motherly heart, as 
someone who cares deeply for us—because her Son cares deeply for us. 
 
Surely the thoughts of the cloud of witnesses permeate our air, sometimes admonishing and warning, 
other times encouraging...though for the most part we do not see them, we sense divine assistance. 
Before my conversion, when I was a New Ager, there were familiar spirits that people would get in 
touch with that manipulated the lives of those on Earth. And behind them was Satan. 
 
Then, when I was converted and my eyes opened, they are the holy ones, the angels and saints who 
are given permission to look in on our struggles. Satan has a counterfeit for every facet of Christian 
life and the kingdom of God. 
 
But I always return to the staple of discernment... 'By their fruits you will know them.' 
 
I asked Mary... You said that the enemy is going to continue to try and overload me. How do you 
know what the enemy is up to? 
 
She answered... 'The knowledge is imparted by the Holy Spirit, He who permeates all of Heaven and 
Earth. He carries this knowledge so that those members of the great cloud of witnesses who have a 
concern, become immediately aware, in order that we may stand behind you and be an 
encouragement. We, too, can see the movements of the enemy, but only God in His Three persons 
has the foreknowledge of what will happen. And this knowledge is imparted to those concerned by the 
Holy Spirit. We stand with you, Clare. We stand behind you; you truly are not alone. Take heart in this 
Daughter. Stand up, keep going, the victory is God‘s. Trust and obey and it shall be yours also.' 
 
I came away from this sweet place so encouraged and strengthened. Heaven is real, dear ones, and 
so are His angels and saints. They love us and are cheering us on. I believe that because of their 
intense concern and love for us, they encourage graces to flow from the Father on suffering mankind. 
 
 
 
 

Message 533: Jesus says... Satan will steal your Light, if you allow it  
 
 
August 8, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... ―You are a creature of light. You are not that creature you woke up to. That‘s the devils 
hope and dream for you: utterly abandoned, walking in the dark, confused, fragmented, lost. The 
demons work very hard to weave that filthy blanket of lies over you so when you wake up, you'll feel 
hopeless." 
 
"But this IS who you are to Me, this is the reality. Full of light, overflowing with hope, firmly held in My 
arms and saturated with grace, a table laid before you full of choice fruits and fine wines, honey from 
the hives of Heaven. Light swirls around you, hope permeates the very atmosphere you are in, 
expectation and new beginnings abound. You are wrapped in a blanket of light, fully saturated with 
grace, and all the elements needed to create are at your fingertips. This indeed is you. It is also you 
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who are in My arms, clinging tightly to Me, returning to Me fully after each distraction to be 
reconnected to your Source of All Life." 
 
―There is no darkness in you, Clare, for I live and move and breath through you. I have My Being in 
you. What you woke up to was a blanket of lies and darkness woven by the enemy." 
 
"All of My generals must face these lies daily and blow them off with faith. I cannot burst forth from 
inside of you when you are wrapped in darkness." 
 
(Clare) But Lord, doesn‘t Your Light overcome the darkness, as it is written? 
 
"Yes. But you must consciously throw off the cloak of lies to see the Light burst forth. It is your choice: 
be wrapped in darkness and lies or throw them off in faith, knowing that I am the Light and in Me there 
is no darkness at all. You have to choose what you will believe: the lie or the truth. Then you must act 
on it and throw off the grave clothes the enemy has covered you in." 
 
(Clare) And at that moment, I just prayed a short prayer... In the Name of Jesus, I renounce the 
darkness and hopelessness of your lies, Satan. I renounce every lie against God and embrace His 
Light living within Me at all times. Let the rags be taken to the Abyss and let the Light of My God shine 
forth... Amen. 
 
"This will help, but you must cooperate with the Light and refuse to accept any thought contrary to 
this. For they will try and try and try to get just one derogatory thought in your head. Do not allow it, 
renounce it. If you don‘t, it sticks to you and other darknesses will be attracted to it until you are 
covered in lies. This is a daily effort, My Love. Throw off the works of darkness and embrace the 
Light." 
 
―The hour has come for you to wake up from your slumber, for our salvation is nearer now than when 
we first believed. The night is nearly over; the day has drawn near. So let us lay aside the deeds of 
darkness and put on the armor of light. Let us behave decently, as in the daytime ... clothe yourselves 
with the Lord Jesus Christ....‖ Romans 13:11-14 
 
―Though Paul is speaking to those who have not as yet renounced sin, it is the same principal. But 
instead of sins, it is thoughts cloaked in darkness that destroy. You are a chosen generation, a royal 
priesthood begotten by the Father of Lights." 
 
"If you allow it, Satan will steal your light with unbelief. That is why you must be steeped in Me and not 
the world. These past few weeks have been extremely threatening to your walk, because you were 
required to spend so much of your waking reality not in Me and in My Light, but in the dingy, dark 
world. You cannot dwell in darkness and come forth shining with My Light. No, you must renounce the 
darkness and embrace Me, cling to Me and My promises to you with all your hearts." 
 
―If you do not cling to Me, darkness will cling to you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 534: Jesus says... Your Efforts frustrate the Enemy's wicked 

Plans 
 
 
August 12, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "I am with you. You will not be put to shame; I am with you. These are dark and 
difficult hours you are living through, even in this moment. Yes, they are dark and difficult because so 
much is being held back by all of your sincere offerings. That is why it seems so heavy, Clare." 
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"My Dearest, I have NOT abandoned you. It is the times you are living in, where darkness is on the 
increase." 
 
"PLANS, SUBTERRANEAN PLANS, ARE BEING PUT INTO PLACE. BUT AM I NOT THE GOD OF 
HEAVEN AND EARTH? Shall I give My people over to this pernicious evil? No, I will not. 
Nonetheless, it is a struggle. And when you struggle for Me, Clare, I am so very pleased with you. I 
see your discouragement, child. I feel it keenly. And I am here to tell you that it will not be in vain. Yet, 
I know in this moment your heart is torn. Do not let this breach in faith get any bigger. Have I not 
worked miracles all your life long?" 
 
"Yes, Indeed I have and now is no exception even when your faith flags. I do not flag. I shall do what I 
promised. But I need your cooperation, dearest. I want you to firmly believe that what has been 
spoken will come to pass, if only you will persevere." 
 
 
"And for the rest of you, My people, some of you are facing very discouraging circumstances. Hold 
tight to the dream. We have not finished climbing yet; we are still ascending the mountain of courage 
and brotherly love. Yes, it is difficult, very difficult at times—but remember, charity always wins." 
 
"The good you do always multiplies every effort you put into it with a return you cannot even imagine 
at this time. Everyone who has signed on for this climb is given a portion to carry to keep this nation 
afloat. The enemy cannot fathom why they are getting so much resistance in putting their plans into 
action. The drag on their aspirations is also discouraging them, yet they will not give up." 
 
(Clare) He's talking here about the Deep State. 
 
"The god of this world has an unquenchable fury that will not be satisfied, but mounts greater and 
greater plans to destroy this world and everyone in it." 
 
"What I want to say to you all, is that the drag in your life, the extra pull on your plans and actions, is 
actually very much in proportion to what the enemy is suffering, but of course, on a much bigger 
scale. In other words, are you laboring and almost out of breath. That is because your efforts are 
being used to slow down and frustrate their wicked plans." 
 
"All of My warrior brides who signed on for this climb are carrying loads that are appropriate for 
them— after My strengthening, so they can continue. And what is being generated is monumental 
opposition to what Satan wants to do. All because you have said, ―Yes‖ to Me and offered your lives 
as a sacrifice. Therefore, you have more than the usual amount of battles and difficulties, because 
you are fueling the pressures being brought to bear upon their agendas." 
 
―Multiply this by thousands around the world, add the blood of the martyrs and you have an incredible 
force to deal with. That is why the church must be raptured before the antichrist can implement the 
fullness of his plans. All is dependent upon that event. That will be when it begins. And we are holding 
it back together." 
 
"So, do not grow despondent with the weightiness of it all. I have prepared you for this hour of triumph 
over darkness. I am with you and will bring to pass what I have promised in each of your lives. I will 
also supply what is needed when you feel as though you can‘t take one more step forward." 
 
"Do not omit your time of dwelling prayer with Me in the morning. Drink from that wellspring of life, 
power and peace before you attempt to live your day and it will go much smoother. Also do not omit 
your binding prayer and communion. These are mainstays of protection to short-circuit the enemy‘s 
agenda for the day." 
 
"My precious ones, do not allow the enemy to injure your faith or grow despondent. Turn instead to 
Me for your strength. Understand, with each battle you fight, the enemy is being slowed down and 
blocked from annihilating the Earth. Cleave to Me with all your strength and when it seems like more 
than you can endure, shut yourself up with Me until I restore your peace." 
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"We will have the victory in all things. What I have promised, that will I do." 
 
 
 
 

Message 535: Jesus explains… Wakeup Calls, Readiness, Delays, 

Mockers & Sifting of the Harvest Only the Fruit matters in Heaven 
 
 
August 16, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… Lord, please be the master of our times and our hearts and turn us to deep 
intercession when You call us… Amen 
 
I was so looking forward to a peaceful and loving day of prayer with the Lord, when Ezekiel woke me 
up with a word he got from the Lord about the Rapture and events around it that seemed to be quite 
contrary to what He has given me thus far. It troubled me deeply and I was asking the Lord… 'Did I 
miss You?' 
 
Jesus began… ―I didn‘t mean for this to disturb you as it has. It is a suffering, Clare, a deep moral 
suffering. There is still time left but the urgency all of you are feeling is to bring you to a state of 
readiness, because I do intend to surprise you all. What did I say?‖ 
 
(Clare) Here He is recalling His words to me about the delay. 
 
(Jesus) ―Would I lie to you? No, you know I would not lie to you, ever. Did you hear Me correctly? 
Yes, you did hear Me correctly. But as long as people are fooling around and paying no heed to the 
times you are living in, I must send out urgent wakeup calls. There will be no excuse on that day.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord, You‘ve been doing this for years now, and each year it doesn‘t happen, the mockers 
increase. 
 
(Jesus) ―That, too, is by My design. Many say they are for Me, but when I test and try them with 
delays, they turn away from Me shame-faced. They were basing their spirituality on fear of suffering in 
the Tribulation. But those who are true to Me don‘t care if they are mocked; they continue to believe 
year after year. Do you see the difference?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes. 
 
(Jesus) ―There must be many testings and trials, incongruities, contradictions and delays to sift those 
who truly belong to Me from those who still belong to the world. They are the ones that become the 
mockers, because I did not show up in their time frames. They are like the seed that fell on shallow 
soil. They spring up in joy but when nothing happened they withered. 
 
―Yet in each harvest, there are those with good soil, who do take it to heart and have no fear of 
suffering for the sake of the truth.‖ 
 
(Clare) So, Lord… what does all of this mean? Ezekiel feels that he has perceived a series of events 
that do not coincide with what you‘ve told me. And besides, all that Carol and I are getting are more 
and more urgent readings about war and the rapture. 
 
(Jesus) ―I have told you before My Love, these are birth pains, but you must hold ground and 
seriously pray to forestall the events on the horizon. I did not lie when I said I would give conditionally 
three years. But when life goes on without serious consideration of what is looming, I must remind 
you. Have you been praying passionately to forestall these events?‖ 
 
(Clare) No Lord, not always. Not always passionately, certainly I did today. 
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(Jesus) ―That is exactly what I am looking for; much more serious intercession from you and from all. 
There are certain pressure points that come up where things could take a turn for the worse. It is the 
sincere and passionate prayer that turns them away, and now is the season for you to care 
passionately about the world, so that these events will be forestalled as I want them to be. 
 
―Passionate Prayer turns the Tides. I am calling you all to passionate prayer. Things continue to 
deteriorate and the enemy continues to erode the sanity of every nation. But passionate prayer will 
turn the tides. We went through this last year and the year before. 
 
―So, it is necessary at times for Me to remind even My very aware servants and prophets that the 
situation is still critical. And by doing so, they warn others and deeper prayer and repentance is the 
result. THAT is what I am looking for. Going deeper in repentance and reformed lives. 
 
―That does not mean abandon the work of your hands, but at certain times you will be prompted to put 
everything away and spend the day in intercession. You are not to feel guilty or bemoan that time 
away from other works, but rather take it as a break to draw closer to Me and the world situation 
through prayer. Truly, you are slaying giants as you work in your missions. But I want to confirm this 
to you, there is no greater work than prayer. 
 
―During that cycle, you may not get done what was on your heart to do. Let‘s say a song, to bring 
souls closer to Me. But as you are praying, I raise up another musician to play and sing that song. 
 
―Or perhaps you are teaching and writing. When you go into deep intercession, I raise up other writers 
and teachers to bring forth that same message. 
 
―The economy of Heaven is rarely understood on Earth. It is not Who does the doing, it is always My 
Spirit that is doing the doing. What changes is the vessel He pours through, and all will reap the 
benefits from that work. The writer that was called aside to be an intercessor, the writer who was 
called up to be writing. Only the fruit matters in Heaven. There is no squabbling for position or getting 
the credit. All are satisfied that it was done and good fruit issues forth. Nothing other than that matters 
to them. 
 
―I have planted, Apollos watered. But God gave the increase. Therefore, neither he who plants is 
anything, nor he that waters. But God who gives the increase. He who plants, he that waters are one 
and every man shall receive his own reward according to his own labor. (1 Corinthians 3:6) 
 
―This also is the way I want you to see what you do everyday. Whether it is suffering pain, praying, 
fasting, or doing the work, the only thing that should matter to you is that you obeyed Me and then 
good will come from it. Nothing else should concern you, My Loves.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 536: Jesus says… You are your own worst Enemy, that's why 

you must know yourself 
 
 
August 19, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… "I want you all to understand that each of you has weaknesses. Even if you are deeply 
devoted to Me, there is still the flesh and Satan will play you like a puppet if you do not know yourself. 
Please, bear with Me. I know I have spoken of this before, but you are your own worst enemy and to 
know Me and yourself are the top priorities if you want to overcome the enemy in your life. 
 
"It is true that Satan does have an X-ray vision into your personalities. He also has files. The kingdom 
of darkness is highly organized. They can examine your life and tell in a heartbeat where to set you 
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up for a fall. Two things are necessary… Pride and blindness to your faults. Without pride, you will not 
listen to the enemy and do things that can hurt the cause of an organization you are with. You must 
have an attitude of self-righteousness, and a sense of being right in your walk with Me. 
 
"A soul that does not recognize how vulnerable they are is a very dangerous soul. To not know your 
failed dreams, frustrations and tendencies is to be blind to the tactics of the enemy, who has the 
ability, by virtue of this information, to steer you right into trouble for yourself and trouble for others. 
 
"With a sense of pride and the attitude of being secure in your relationship with Me, and always being 
right, always having answers — even when it goes against the teachings of the leader of a group you 
are working with — is a wide open door for the enemy to cause division. 
 
"My children, this Earth is like a big sandbox, and sometimes in your immaturity you throw sand at 
one another. It seems like nothing. But beneath the sand, deadly snakes are biding their time until 
they can inject you and the others with the venom of pride, rebellion, self-righteousness leading to 
judgment and wanting to be an authority figure and change things to your own thinking. 
 
"My leaders may not be anything to look at, but they have one thing going for them… they don‘t trust 
themselves. They know they are not righteous, they know they are proud and open to error and 
therefore they cleave to Me in all their ways. That is why I put them there. They know they could fall in 
a heartbeat and the last thing they want to do is fail Me. 
 
"Others who do not see their faults that clearly and have strong opinions and a drive to dominate, are 
the perfect set-up for the enemy. That is why I am training each of you in humility and to hate self-
reliance and see it for what it is… a deadly trap. Yes, My leaders make mistakes, very human 
mistakes, but it is your job to back them up in prayer so they don‘t go far after they‘ve done something 
not pleasing to Me. 
 
"These dynamics are not just for groups with a leader. These dynamics are for discerning your lives, 
making your marriages healthy, raising children, seeking a life path. If you are convinced you know 
best, you will most probably fail. I say most probably because there are those times when you have 
sought Me over time and have a strong LEADING to pursue a certain direction. Those attitudes don‘t 
count, because you have sought Me for so long. 
 
"I am talking about people who make life decisions based on what they think is best, whether it be 
security in a career, the choice to be insecure and follow Me into the mission field. You still need to 
yield to My wisdom, lest you make a seriously wrong life decision. There is no person harder to direct 
on this Earth than the soul who is convinced they are right. 
 
"How can that be, you ask? Very simply, a self-reliant soul will not agonize with Me over what 
direction they should take. Rather, they feel qualified and confident they‘ve made the right choice. 
 
"A wise soul will at times fall into doubts and fears that they are choosing for themselves and not what 
I would have them do. Yes, they doubt. Yes, they fear, and that‘s what brings them back to Me to re-
discern, and be absolutely positive I am leading them and they are not leading themselves into a trap 
for their lives. These souls I can work with. 
 
"The others? Well, it is sad to say but I let them sleep in the bed they made for themselves until they 
come to Me broken and say… ‗What happened? I was so sure I was right.‘ By then, time has been 
wasted, resources wasted, and the soul is ashamed that they didn‘t seek Me to begin with, rather they 
second guessed Me based on human reasoning and galloped off into their own direction. They 
resisted Me when I counselled them. But at least now, they have a second chance. 
 
"Of course, the worst and most tragic souls are the ones that don‘t see they never sought Me, so they 
blame the world on their failures and again with the bit in their mouths go off on another wrong 
direction. At the end of their lives, they are filled with bitterness because everything they tried failed 
them and their lives are unfulfilled. How tragic. Please do not let this happen to you. Please seek Me 
until you find Me. And remember… I am not an easy catch. 
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"Some of you are still questioning… 'What am I to do?' You still haven‘t found your place. Continue to 
seek Me. Spend more time repenting and seeing the sins in your lives, spend more time laying your 
life before Me and asking Me to take it up and make it beautiful as it should be. I will NEVER turn 
down a soul who seeks Me in this fashion. You have to go all the way in your discernment of yourself. 
 
"You have to be willing to open those closet doors where the skeletons are stored. You have to 
deeply forgive and know that your choices are what led to your failures, not other people. In short, you 
have to take responsibility for your mistakes. 
 
"There is no one more teachable than the soul who comes to Me saying from the heart, with 
conviction… 'Lord, I have gone my own way and failed. I‘ve made a mess of my life. I don‘t have a 
clue! All I can do is throw myself on Your mercy and cry… Lord take my life and make it beautiful for 
You!' This is an empty vessel and with this I can do marvelous things. 
 
"So you see, My People, you have nothing to fear in learning who you are and who you are not. In 
fact, you have everything to gain, because you are digging deep down to the bedrock of truth and on 
this I can lay a foundation. It is those with a self-inflated opinion of themselves that are in deep trouble 
and go from one situation to another causing disorder and failing. 
 
"Turn off the TV, turn off the computer, turn off the noise in the house. Get a quiet corner and seek Me 
until I come to you. Be gut-honest about who you really are and who you really are not. You have 
nothing to lose. Certainly not My love." 
 
 
 
 

Message 537: Painful Diseases & Nuclear Annihilation... They stop at 

nothing 
 
 
August 21, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… Jesus, you are warning us. May Your words move our hearts to action… Amen. 
 
So, today I sought the Lord about the eclipse. Lord, please speak Your heart to me for Your Bride, 
and what‘s this about the Eclipse? 
 
Jesus began… ―There will be signs in the heavens, the sun, moon and stars…you already know this. 
(Matthew 24) 
 
―It is a sign of My coming, Clare, another warning to this generation to get it right. Yes, this should be 
announced and brought forward during these times. Prayers are lagging behind, Clare. Not just with 
you, but with everyone. Life goes on… school, work, eating, drinking, marrying and engagements… 
just as I said it would. But the Son of Man will come at a time none expect. 
 
―My people, you are not taking this time seriously enough. I am in great need of your dedicated 
prayers in this very hour. Yes, you have prayed. Yes, you are praying. Do so even more. I have great 
needs you know not of. Vigils, fastings and serious prayer are needed at this time. 
 
―Yes, the Divine Mercy Prayer will be very effective in turning the Father‘s heart to giving more time, 
more grace and more mercy. I am not telling you to put your lives on a total hold; but I am asking you 
to forego entertainment and eating out, in favor of serious prayer for your nation and the world. 
 
―If I told you in this moment what is moving forward and being prepared for you, your family and your 
nation, you would fall to the floor on the spot. Nuclear annihilation is not all. There are diseases that 
can be released, painful diseases no one can stop. Diseases there are no cures for other than to 
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watch your children and family members die a slow and painful death. Looting, rioting and all sorts of 
insurrections are planned. 
 
―The evil ones excel in digging up the most heinous crimes against humanity to get their own way. 
Your president (Trump) is doing everything he can to stop these plans, but your nation is sitting on top 
of a very powerful underground government that is prepared to do anything, any crime against 
humanity to get their own way. I will stop this, if you pray. Not just pray, but pray hard, travail, fast, 
beg for Mercy. 
 
―The evil ones are blind to the fact that they are being manipulated by intelligences far advanced from 
their own, which are plotting the complete destruction of this Earth and mankind. You can stop it. Yes, 
little you. You can stop it by your passionate prayers. If you can‘t connect with that passion – to live 
and see your children live – you have only to just ask Me and I will anoint you for it. 
 
―I tell you the truth, on that day when it breaks forth, you will beat your breasts that you did not pray 
harder. My people, now is the time of favor. Pray with all you have that this be stopped indefinitely 
and the enemy be defeated by their own plans. 
 
―I have ways, ways beyond their resources to put a halt to their evil agendas. But these ways must be 
fueled by your prayers that the Kingdom of God on Earth be Glorified and the kingdom of darkness 
suffer the worst defeat. You do not have to wait to see the lava flow and search out these hidden 
cities. Yes, I have ways to defeat the enemy, but your prayers are needed to bring them about. 
 
―There is tremendous volcanic unrest at this time. This is by design, because I can harness it to do 
great damage to the enemy. There is no way to stop Me, except if My people do not pray. I do not 
wish for any to die, but My heart is heavy-laden over the evil, men plan to do to the innocent. And with 
your prayers I will bring certain plans to a halt. 
 
―Also, the volcanic unrest has to do with the increase of souls thrown into Hell. My people, it is tragic 
that some are dying and going to this place I created only for fallen angels. It is tragic that lust, 
pornography, drugs and violence are a lifestyle leading straight to Hell. 
 
―These are the forces that are filling Hell, and I need your prayers for the innocent who become 
captives and slaves to these forces. Yes, this is a time needing great prayer. My Brides, I need you! 
Fill Heaven with your prayers. Stand with Me against this encroaching darkness before it covers your 
land beyond remedy. 
 
―Yes! I need your prayers. The Divine Mercy Prayer, tongues and prayers from the Heart. Do not 
allow anyone to forbid you to pray in tongues. Rather, lift up your hearts to My Spirit and call upon 
Him to intercede. Then give utterance to His prayers. 
 
―Do you understand? He does not pray as man prays. His prayers are perfect prayers. As He flows 
through you, wellsprings of living water ascend to the Throne to set the captives free, to foil the plans 
of the enemy, to prepare even your hearts and the hearts of your unsaved loved ones to receive Me. 
Wellsprings of living waters flow out from you to fertilize and water the land. That‘s why Satan hates 
tongues and has done so much to make people ashamed and to cast slurs against it. 
 
―Since the beginning of My Church, Satan, through man‘s insecurities and dependence on the 
approval of flesh and blood – the enemy has all but destroyed much of what was given to you by 
perverting its meaning or raising up others who go too far and give a bad example. 
 
―I gave you tongues to liberate you from yourselves and your finite minds, that you might have My 
Mind, My Heart, My Thoughts. But many, through the opinion of frail flesh, have shunned this gift. 
Please, do not be among My servants as one who casts a slur on Me. 
 
―Did I not send My ambassador to tell you... 'I speak with tongues more than you all.' (1 Corinthians 
14:18) 'For he who speaks in a tongue does not speak to men, but to God. Indeed, no one 
understands him; he utters mysteries in the Spirit.' (1 Corinthians 14:2) And these mysteries may very 
well result in a frustration of men‘s plans to do evil. He who speaks in tongues speaks to God Himself. 
And great prayer is answered in this way. 
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―I long for you to have My mind, but how shall this ever be accomplished if you refuse to give 
utterance to My Spirit? Great secrets and wisdom are released into your consciousness when you 
pray to the Father in tongues. There is great ignorance of spiritual matters and especially the ways of 
darkness, because tongues are suppressed. 
 
―Enough said… Pray from the heart. If your heart is void of passion, ask and it shall be given. Offer a 
small fast. Yet the more you give, the more you will receive. Do not look down upon anyone, and 
honor leaders of the church, for this respect is done unto Me since I have appointed them. Indeed, 
honor all My commandments and your prayers will be heard. 
 
―Go now, My dear ones, and apply yourselves to intercession until this hour of opportunity for the 
enemy has passed.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 538: Fear not the Signs of the Times! Rather shout... How 

glorious, Our God reigns 
 
 
August 25, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Glory to God! Keep up the prayers and fasting, we are turning the tide of evil! My precious 
Heartdwellers, our prayers are making a difference. Tonight after communion the Lord said to me 
immediately… 
 
(Jesus) "I have a message for you. You are responding. You are My prayer warriors and you are 
responding and you are making a difference. You are giving My Father what He needs to work with. 
Your voice is mighty, even over the voice of thousands. Your voices resound and bring comfort to His 
Heart, giving Him a new reason to rescue this Earth. 
 
"My Brides, I am so very proud of you. Do not stop now. Do not stop your fasts, vigils and tears. Do 
not stop now. PRESS IN! You are turning the tides, you are making the decisive edge that drops the 
scales in Our favor. 
 
"I called, you listened and responded. How proud I am of you! I have taken this time to tell you that 
you are right on target, you are turning this great pendulum in the right direction and justice is coming 
to Earth — not the bloody kind, the merciful kind. 
 
"Justice for the innocent, but havoc for the guilty. I will dislodge their cities. I will penetrate their hiding 
places with My fury and wrath. And that which was planned for the innocent, shall be their watery 
grave. 
 
"Fire and steam will purge the evil from within the Earth, and the mischief they had planned for My 
holy ones will be their undoing. 
 
"Do not stop praying and offering all you can give. Do not stop being patient with those who try your 
patience and provoke you. Rather, offer it to Me and I will move on their hearts. 
 
"Do not despair over close calls with death. Do I not hold you in the palm of My hand? Not only do I 
hold you, I give you hope and new life as I shatter the darkness around you. Fear not the fire, the 
thunder, the hail, the deluge. Fear not the quaking of the Earth. Fear not the signs and portents of the 
times. 
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"Rather, lift up your heads and celebrate. Cry out to all the Earth… HOW GLORIOUS! OUR GOD 
REIGNS. For surely, I am about to bring destruction on your adversaries and drive back those who 
have planned your demise. But you must keep praying and pressing in. 
 
―I will let you know when we reach a point of victory, where you may let up on your prayers and 
sacrifices. But for now, press in and continue as you have been doing. The Tide is about to turn, 
because you have rallied My Bride to My side. You and others who have heard My tears in the night, 
others who still are without the understanding that their woes release mighty moves of the Spirit to 
destroy the shadows and hiding places of wickedness. 
 
―I speak courage to all of you now. You know you are called, you have felt the pain and the struggle, 
you have continued on and offered all you had for this mighty battle in the spirit. And My Father has 
heard your cries and weighed your tears against the works of the enemy, and you are turning the 
scales against him. 
 
―Be lifted up, be encouraged, be faithful. Continue in travail and prayer, vigils and fasting. These are 
mighty works of faith. And they are turning the tide.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 539: Jesus says... Never become dependent on anything or 

anyone other than Me 
 
 
August 27, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... ―My Beloved Bride, I am here for you, always with you, always guiding you. Though 
you are not aware many times of My voice, you have an impulse to do something and you move on 
that. Many times that is Me, requesting favors of you. You just don‘t realize it. Many of you have very 
supple hearts. Hearts that are tuned into My wishes. Through you, I do unthinkably amazing things 
without your knowledge." 
 
"It is your great love for Me, your great desire to please Me, that motivates your every decision and 
even the slightest movements. To you, I am eternally grateful, because you bring Me the consolation I 
have so been needing. Please, no matter how difficult or discouraged you may feel, do not give up on 
this practice of doing the little things for Me, for Love of Me." 
 
"Yes, the little things lead to the bigger things. I know many of you have suppressed thoughts of 
ambition and gaining influence among men. Though it would not be difficult for you to have this kind of 
influence in your circle of friends, you have shunned it out of fear of pride and vanity. In this, My Bride, 
you have listened very carefully to Me and set your heart on Me alone - as well as avoiding many, 
many pitfalls of the enemy, traps set for you along that kind of trail." 
 
"You have sold all your agendas to the world to buy this one precious pearl: the Happiness of My 
Heart." 
 
"How can I thank you? A thousand times over, I shall never be able to thank you. But I do wish for you 
to know that you are on the right track. You are pleasing to Me, and in this dark and dreary world, 
each of you are My sunshine. You cannot even begin to fathom what I have prepared for you on the 
other side, when you come to live with Me in Heaven. Suffice it to say, you will never grow weary or 
discouraged again. The deepest longings of your heart will be satisfied and you will live in continual 
joy and bliss, even though at times you will grieve for your fellows on Earth." 
 
"I want you to know that your littleness is making the difference in this world. Even in the world of My 
church and its structures, where there are sometimes endless agendas of promotion and recognition, 
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vying for influence, posturing, and gaining influence and control. I hate this, and I must see it every 
day in My Body." 
 
"What I want to say, is that your commitment to this littleness brings Me unspeakable joy and even 
bliss, because you have chosen the better part." 
 
"Oh dear ones, never do anything out of a desire to please men or to receive their applause. So 
treacherous are the ways of Satan, and through this attitude many are hooked and dragged down to a 
fall. They lose My company and the sweetness We enjoyed in the gardens of their hearts." 
 
"They wanted the world, influence, money — more, more, more of the things of the world — so they 
chose the political life within the church to accumulate wealth and fame. How beautiful is your 
littleness beside these creatures made in My image, who have turned into grotesque monsters 
through their toxic desire natures. Do not be fooled by this lifestyle. You are truly My sunshine in this 
world and Satan despises your choice to honor Me." 
 
"If you gain promotions, if doors are opened for you, BEWARE. Not all is as it seems. Do not grow 
dependent on anything or anyone but Me. Many times it seems harmless to enjoy the perks these 
positions hold and the enemy very surreptitiously draws you into his schemes to become dependent 
on anything outside of yourself. Anything. Anything outside of yourself and your relationship with Me 
is very dangerous. Never become dependent on anything or anyone other than Me." 
 
"Always be ready to renounce this position if you are being led to compromise. Be ready to step down 
and to keep your relationship with Me safe, rather than to follow these things and give in to 
compromise — 'cause that will be your undoing. Better to be without, than to get what you want 
through compromising what you believe I am calling you to, what you believe I am teaching you and 
what you know in your heart of hearts is right. Continue in this uncompromising life style and you will 
continue to be My sunshine." 
 
"Satan hates what you have. He hates your humility. He hates your conversations with Me. He hates 
your worship of Me and his whole life agenda is to take these things from you. So beware." 
 
"In the meantime, spread the joy and peace of having Me as your Lord and forsaking the emptiness of 
the world. Guard our trysting time with unyielding vigilance, so that you do not grow weak or lukewarm 
and fall away from Me." 
 
"Remember, My Brides, you are My sunshine; you are My light in the darkness of this world. And you 
are greatly feared by the kingdom of darkness. Your angels far outweigh anything the enemy has and 
have no fear of taking authority and routing the enemy." 
 
"You are My forever Love; in you I am well pleased." 
 
*** 
 
Second Message of August 27, 2017... Just One Movement of the Earth's Crust 
 
Jesus began... "As I began to tell you, with one movement, the Earth's crust - with one plunge of 
strata - integral underground cities will be destroyed." 
 
"These are places that have been initiated, dedicated with ritual to be command centers - and I intend 
to bring them down. Prayers are needed. More prayers. Don't stop now - keep going, and intensify 
your offerings." 
 
"Clare, these pains all over your body are fast offerings for this task. All of you who are crippled, 
disabled, suffering various pains, being falsely accused, being hated and reviled without good cause. 
All of you are contributing to the effort." 
 
"Make good use of this time, Beloved. I know how painful your body becomes, but try to make good 
use of it, nonetheless. Your prayers are effective." 
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(Clare) Jesus, I wish they were more fiery and emotional, connected to what YOU are feeling... 
 
"The act of your will says it all, Clare. The dedication of your time, your desire to go deeper in prayer - 
all these leanings are meritorious. Just press in, Beloved. Just press in." 
 
 
 
 

Message 540: Jesus explains... Are you bound by Peers Religion & 

Culture? Did you miss My Grace? 
 
 
August 31, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―What does it matter what people say about you – as long as I know who you are to 
Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, didn‘t it hurt You when people misunderstood or judged You? 
 
(Jesus) "It did, but for a different reason. Their God just visited them and it was a singular grace, but 
they missed their time of visitation and went on in their sins. That is why I was sad." 
 
(Clare) Well, it makes me sad because they are not able to discern Your voice, but the voice of 
another will surely seem right to them. 
 
(Jesus) ―This is true, and that is why people‘s lives are riddled with confusion. Clare, by their fruits you 
will know them – yet by your fruits they still do not know you; they still do not know Me. What they 
know is a man-made version of Me. But they do not know Me experientially. That is why they cannot 
recognize My voice. Those who seek Me, will find Me. But many stop short and accept a counterfeit.‖ 
 
(Clare) Why, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―They accept parts of Me which have been affirmed by their cultural and religious up-bringing. 
It‘s comfortable, but they stop there, thinking I fit into their box, and anything outside of that box 
couldn‘t really be Me. 
 
"People are bound by their peers and their cultures. It just isn‘t safe to KNOW Jesus, I mean really 
KNOW Me.‖ 
 
―Some are jealous, some are afraid, some are lazy, but none of them is willing to dig until they get the 
real truth of Who I Am. 
 
"They settle in a comfortable spot with their churches and families rather than be called a fanatic who 
is not happy until he or she has more of Me. 
 
―There are others, who in their hearts hear My voice saying... 'Come, come closer. There is more, 
don‘t stop here! Continue to seek Me.' And they are willing to risk reputation, friends, work - anything 
to have more of Me. These are the ones that the world calls fools, but they are the ones I give My 
Heart to. 
 
―I can do nothing for the others. Their minds are already closed by cultural bias. I can act within their 
box of who they think I am, but that‘s pretty limited and finite. More like hoarfrost on an iceberg. Little 
flakes on the tiny surface of a mountain-sized iceberg. Let them alone, Beloved, there is nothing you 
can do to convince them. Rather, you are a threat to their world and their faith.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh. that is so sad, Lord. 
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(Jesus) ―It is. But they will go to Heaven, and then they will experience Me as I truly am. In the 
meantime, your messages from Me are causing more and more people to flock to My Heart and stay 
there forever. 
 
"Be assured that those who ridicule and decry you will some day get the whole truth. Until then, 
remember them in your prayers and nourish the ones who want ALL there is of Me and nothing short 
of ALL that I am.‖ 
 
(Clare) And here I would like to add, just as an aside, that I do not have all of Jesus!! Good grief, no! If 
I did, I‘d probably die on the spot. Only what He has given me. But He can give you more and more of 
Himself when you seek to dwell in His heart. Don‘t ever stop longing for more – there is no end to 
God! Jesus, many people are talking about an event in September. 
 
(Jesus) ―Men are still trying to calculate and second guess Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) He took a deep sigh. 
 
(Jesus) ―…while they continue to neglect the good in front of them that they desperately need to do 
while there is time for them.‖ 
 
(Clare) Ummm… Speaking of time…? He smiled… 
 
(Jesus) ―I knew that would spark that question. Your answer is ‗holding steady.‘ Do not get under 
condemnation, by the way, when you don‘t pray as you should. Just make a firm resolution to return 
to praying as you should.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yeah – today I just didn‘t pray the way I needed to… But what I wanted to ask You, Lord – is 
the greater danger past? 
 
(Jesus) "No. It is still very, very close. Don‘t stop praying. My Father hears your prayers, Clare, and 
the cries of all the Heartdwellers for mercy on the world. This is why many of you are experiencing 
chaotic days, greater pain in your bodies, more opposition and lack. These are ways I am distributing 
the load in My Body. Everyone has something difficult to deal with and carry – your Simon‘s Cross. 
And it is accomplishing much good. But you cannot afford to stop, it is still too close to call. 
 
"Dear Brides, I know your hopes and dreams. I know your disappointments and choices to persevere 
even when things do not go your way. And I am highly honored when you choose to take this cross 
on your shoulders and carry it. It is your willingness to suffer with Me, to carry a portion of My Cross 
for the world that honors Me. 
 
"Everyone loves abundance and rewards, and no one wants to be in pain and suffering - except the 
ones who Love Me more than themselves. And they are the ones that comfort My heart, that dry My 
tears, that make Me smile. Yes, you do all these things, My Brides; you are My consolation on this 
bitter Earth. You bring Me hope and joy. You are My Beloved ones. 
 
"We are still climbing that long, long hill, even to Calvary, until I return to receive My Kingdom on 
Earth. We will be climbing together and preparing the world together for My return. So, do not grow 
weary. 
 
"Oh I know, I say it so many times, ‗do not grow weary.‘ I know some of you even feel a bit scornful 
that I am still saying that. Please, do not sin against Me that way. Please accept these words as they 
are meant, sincerely from My Heart, to encourage you to keep going even in the pains of this struggle. 
 
"Even in the midst of chides from the scornful, ‗Where is your God? He hasn‘t come yet! Maybe He‘s 
asleep?‘ If you must, ask Me for more faith. And some day you will see the very great reward I have 
prepared for you, because you were steadfast even in fatigue, scorn and contempt. Even when 
people called you deceived. Oh yes, I know many call you deceived. Pray for them; their cup will be 
very bitter indeed when they are left behind. 
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"For most of you the Rapture will happen in your lifetime. There are others I am calling home; they 
have given their all and I am anxious to reward them. Stand strong, My Brides, stand strong. Be the 
light and the salt of this Earth." 
 
 
 
 

Message 541: Jesus says…  Self-Knowledge is the greatest Task of 

every human Being on Earth 
 
 
September 3, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―My people, there is no greater work than coming to know yourself. Aside from coming 
to know Me. From birth onward, you are conditioned by the words of those who care – or care not – 
for you. 
 
―Parents are feeding their children much of their own viewpoint of the world. They project upon their 
children the very things they hoped and dreamt they could be; or their negative, failure-influenced 
view of the world and of you. 
 
―To Me, you are the most beautiful of My creation, perfect in all respects – until you are twisted by 
those who do not know Me or themselves. 
 
―They set the direction for your lives by their fears, expectations, their experiences, their failures and 
successes. So, there is a natural bias in any family that is projected on to you from childhood and 
even birth. 
 
―Then you step out into the world from under the shelter of your family life, and the world slaps you 
down. People disappoint, deceive, steal and lie and if you haven‘t experienced that in your family, it is 
quite a shock. Then there are others, few and far between, who are kind and always have good things 
to say to build you up. 
 
―So, please take all this into consideration. YOU ARE NOT ANYTHING ANYONE HAS TOLD YOU, 
YOU ARE. Your task is to uncover the real you, and I promise you – you cannot do it without Me. 
 
―I will show you the Love and the gentle correction and truth that you need to embrace to blossom into 
who I created you to be. You will discover these things with Me in your quiet times, and even in your 
day-to-day life, if you are looking and listening for Me in every event. Not one thing passes in your 
lives without My presence and My permission. Everything is ordained to be a lesson – but to perceive 
it, you must listen very carefully. 
 
―For some, I will send a soul I, Myself, have formed, who will also be of help to you in discovering 
yourself. They will be loving and willing to take the time to help you find your way. These, however, 
are rare opportunities that very few ever get. When you encounter one of these, you will have one of 
two reactions... loving acceptance and a teachable spirit. 
 
―Or resentment and a built-in resistance to everything they tell you. The second reaction is the old sin 
nature that comes with a soul when they are born. It is the self-preservation instinct – whether it be a 
need to have more money, more food, more friends; more, more, more. More control. More power 
over others in situations. Or the need to feel important and protect the weaknesses inside of you that 
you‘ve been running from for years. 
 
―For those in this state, it will be extremely painful to be in the presence of a guiding soul. You will feel 
threatened at the level of your whole being. Your foundations laid to survive the world will be cracked 
and falling apart; the sense of vulnerability and fear of losing the image you have been holding on to 
in order to survive in the world… crumble. Your very existence will be threatened. 
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―Some of you already know this has to happen, because your life has not blossomed; something is 
very wrong; because nothing has developed into anything solid. Rather, you have gone from 
disappointment to disappointment, rejection and failure. 
 
―These failures will reinforce your need to close off to people and protect yourself. And one of the 
arguments the enemy will use is... 'They don‘t understand you. You are special, you‘re different, 
deeper than they are.' 
 
―Let Me caution you here, children – this is the lie from Satan to continue to cut off all the roads to 
your happiness and success in life. Situations go sour because no one understands you… or so you 
are told. This causes you to insulate yourself even more with layers of lies about how different, how 
special you are and that the world is not good enough for you. 
 
―Satan plays on your vanity and insecurity. He builds blind spots into your personality, so you cannot 
see what YOU are responsible for, in situations that fail. This is done to further isolate you from the 
truth about yourself and make you more defensive and judgmental of others. 
 
―Let Me assure you, you are fearfully and wonderfully made; full of gifts and abilities I put there to 
cause you to blossom into the abundant life I ordained for you from the foundation of the world. But 
those around you are also fearfully and wonderfully made, as well. They have suffered life‘s bruises 
and bumps as you have. Some have opted for the lie that they were too special for the world… and 
misunderstood. 
 
―Yes, that is in part true, because you were made for Me and for Heaven and this world can be a 
terrible place. But as long as you are living your father‘s or mother‘s vision of who you are, you will not 
know yourself. 
 
―You discover yourself through Me, spending time with Me. Reading and understanding the 
Scriptures, seeing how I dealt with people in the past, seeing what true virtue and true wickedness 
are. And in the process of doing that, being profoundly honest with yourself, asking important 
questions, ‗Lord, am I like that? Lord, do I do that?' I promise that when you ask in that way, the 
answer will not be long in coming. I am eager to love you and to educate you about who I am, who 
you are – and who you are not. 
 
―Part of My eagerness is to prepare you to face the deadly traps set for you every day by the enemy. 
If you know who you are, and what your weaknesses are, how you are likely to get caught in a trap… 
 
―In short, if you know yourself as well as the demons know you, you have a fighting chance, as long 
as you cleave to Me with all your heart, strength and understanding. 
 
―But if you think you can do it all on your own? You will live a life of disappointment and failure, 
questioning why things are so difficult and falling apart. It is because you do not know yourself, and 
Satan does. You do not have the life skills to out-smart him. But I do. 
 
―And until you make up your mind to give Me total control of your life and put yourself under My 
instruction, seeking to discover the good, the bad and the ugly about yourself, you will wander in 
circles wondering what you were supposed to do with your life. And much of the potential and talent 
that lies within you, untapped, will wither and grow old as you go from one struggle to the next just to 
make ends meet and stay alive.‖ 
 
―I am offering you a better way. A way that will lead to success and fulfillment. A way that will lead to 
joy and meaning in your life and to those around you. Because you will continue to blossom, put forth 
sweet fruit and enrich your world.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here He‘s not talking about the prosperity gospel. He‘s talking about the fullness of life. 
 
(Jesus) ―For this to happen, you must be brave and challenge the premises your life has been built 
on. You must be able to see what worked in your life and what didn‘t work. You must be ready and 
willing to change those things that didn‘t work, repent and confess the wrongs you did to yourself and 
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others. You must be willing to be taken apart, bit by bit, and put back together again by My loving and 
merciful hands.‖ 
 
―I will do away with the old, the hurtful, the failed ways of the past. I will heal and rebuild you into the 
glorious creature I intended you to be. Glorious, not as the world perceives it, but as I perceive it. 
 
―Your greatest feelings will be profound peace and confidence that God is in control and you have 
nothing to fear, because He turns all things to good. And if you are fortunate enough to be given 
access to one who has already made that journey, happy you will be if you follow their counsel.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 542: Jesus speaks about Fasting & Why those Hurricanes are 

so devastating 
 
 
September 4, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
(Clare) I pray for all of us, dear Heartdwellers, that each day we will choose to conquer our flesh and 
serve the Lord more faithfully. Amen 
 
Well, I blew it today. I broke a fast, not taking the time to discern if it was permissible for me to do so. 
The Lord was silent after communion so I came here and sat down, asking Him, "Lord, is there 
something You want to say?" 
 
He answered... "You broke your fast." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I thought you brought up the Sunday provision - a day of rest? And that's true. I was 
here in soaking prayer, dwelling prayer, and I really felt the Lord - possibly the Lord - urging me to go 
and get some coffee and get ready for a night of work. And that it was okay to have a biscotti. 
Because it's Sunday. A day of rest. But...apparently not. 
 
"Not for this fast." 
 
(Clare) I opened the Bible Promises to get a confirmation - and I turned to Lust. Sigh... What do I do 
now except put the Biscotti away, Lord? 
 
"Find a way to make it up to Me." 
 
(Clare) Okay. No butter? 
 
"Well, that's a start. That works." 
 
(Clare) Please, forgive me Lord. 
 
"I forgive you, but next time ask your covering before you vaulting off. You are in a war zone, Clare. 
You have many enemies and they are doing their best to bring you down. I will not allow it if you 
follow My directives, even as I have taught you before. Brotherly Love. They will try to create enmity 
and infighting. Stay in brotherly love at all times and no matter what it looks like, be loving and lenient. 
You cannot win this battle alone; that is why you saw the warrior angel at the sign of peace. He told 
you, you are in a battle." 
 
"Vigilance is of the utmost importance right now. Do nothing hastily and do not rebuke in anger. Wait 
until you have cooled down, mention it with gentleness and then let it go. They are little things, Clare. 
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Yes, I know they cause you extra work because certain ones can be sloppy. I understand. But just as 
a penance for Me, try to take it better and offer the inconvenience to Me for the world condition." 
 
(Clare) Well, today I was praying the Divine Mercy Chaplet and I saw Jesus with the crown of thorns 
suffering terribly on the Cross. It was not easy to see. I also got off track a couple of times today and 
wasted time. Now, at the end of the night, I am so tired. 
 
"Beloved, be more self-controlled and vigilant. For the most part, you are doing way better, but 
improvement can be made. You are doing well, My Love. Cooperate with Me to do better?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. 
 
"You see, so much hinges on how well you do now. Your faithfulness to music. I have opportunities 
planned for you but you must be ready. You need to be more strict with yourself - you are too passive. 
You allow circumstances to dictate to you what will get done and what will not get done. This is not 
good. You need more discipline and prioritizing. And that needs to start tomorrow." 
 
"It doesn't look like much to you now. When you don't quite make all the time you should for practice 
you say, 'Oh, I'll catch up tomorrow.' And look at your tomorrow--which was today--and still you are 
not practiced. And you are tired at this point, ready to go to bed. You are wasting time, My love, still 
too bound up in trivia. I know some of the things you did were important, but others were 
unnecessary. Please, Clare, be more self-aware and correct yourself. Heed My voice when I prompt 
you, 'You're wasting time...'" 
 
"I am giving you more time, but you are wasting it. It feels good to be able to sit down and relax and 
read a few things, or listen to a Youtube, because they catch your attention, your curiosity." 
 
(Clare) That happens every time I put a film up, every time I put a Youtube up. There's something that 
really grabs your attention. Like the hurricane thing that's going on. And... I just shouldn't have looked 
at it. 
 
"And these were arranged by the enemy to do just that. To pull you off track and waste your time. Like 
that huge urge for chocolate. Where do you suppose that came from?" 
 
(Clare) A masquerading spirit? 
 
"That's correct. And you fell for it. You wanted that cookie, so you didn't discern properly. There are 
many such traps set up for you during the day and you've been lagging behind and falling for some of 
them. Others you've seen - and you've sidestepped them. And for that I am very grateful." 
 
"You need to be more detached in looking at your own behavior. I need you to spot your weak points, 
be aware of them and anticipate a trap from the enemy. They will always play on your desire for 
something--that's the easiest way to distract you. Whether it be for a neater house, or something to 
eat, or something to read... They will play on your desires." 
 
"What Ezekiel told you was very relevant." 
 
Well, tonight Ezekiel and I were talking about a saint. It was St. Charbel, who lived in a monastery. 
And they used to say... 'When tempted to do something, consider Heaven.' St. Francis used to say, 
'Ask Sister Death.' 
 
In other words, when you stand before the Father in Heaven, will you be ashamed if you give in to this 
temptation? If you will - then don't do it. Envision yourself standing before God and having to give an 
accounting for this sin, or indulgence. This will help you not to do it. Lord, help us. 
 
"Yes, I will, if you are listening very carefully. But one tends to get deaf around the aroma of warm 
chocolate cookies. You can do better, My Love, you really can - and you almost did. But you were 
tired and you reasoned, 'This is Sunday and I always have the freedom from fasting on Sunday.'" 
 
"But you didn't ask, or I would have told you... 'No. This is too critical. Continue to fast.' 
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"You see, the enemy knows that, and he sent in a temptation to make you fall. But I have reinstated 
you on your word to give up another indulgence. And this time, you won't be so foolish. I will tell you 
when the fast can end." 
 
"Well, for all of you who consider yourselves a part of this ministry, I have asked you to give up things. 
For the older ones among you, sacrifice things you enjoy. For the younger, bread and water or rice 
and water and tea or coffee is permitted. Some of you cannot pray without it. If you cannot fast on 
bread and water, use peanut butter & honey on bread and eat it one meal a day, during the day with 
two snacks. This is a good, healthy fast. The meal should not be your favorite or something you really 
enjoy - make it very simple." 
 
"These are powerful offerings, My people, truly they are. That is why Satan has sown so much 
confusion about them - to keep you from making any sacrifices. But I have told you, your fasts and 
prayers are powerful. So, do not let the enemy talk you out of it." 
 
"If you are at an occasion where there is a celebration meal, do not tell others about your fast. Rather, 
discretely eat very little of the food and most will not even notice you are not eating. In fact, on every 
offering that you make, keep it hidden, lest you receive your reward down here like the Pharisees who 
loved to be noticed when they fasted and prayed. Parading your penances and gifts to Me before men 
also leads to Pride. So keep them secret between us." 
 
(Clare) And I just remembered, a Daniel fast, rice and vegetables, is also a good offering that the Lord 
has accepted in the past. 
 
"My People, your prayers are working. DO NOT STOP NOW. We are still at a critical juncture. Why 
do you suppose these hurricanes are so devastating? All the loss that others suffer cries out to 
Heaven and they, too, are joining Us with these things. Though they are not aware of it in their 
intellect, in their spirit it is understood. This IS a sacrifice to prevent the beginning of the War and the 
Tribulation." 
 
"How blessed you will be if you do these things. I am with you. Call on Me frequently for My help. I am 
here for you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 543: The Time has come for Payback... But I warn you, My 

People! 
 
 
September 6, 2017 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―My people, all these catastrophes are symptoms of corruption on the deepest levels 
in your country. Godless ways and corruption. 
 
―Your Prayers for your president (Trump) offset the annihilation you came so very close to last year. 
But the evil, unbelieving and uncaring people in your country who are led around by shallow 
arguments and their flesh also have a hand in this chastisement. 
 
―Your country is truly divided into those who think deeply and those who follow blindly; those who 
belong to Me and those who belong to the world and its anti-Christ system. Oh yes, even now anti-
Christ is manifesting, just below the surface – and the corruption calls for judgment. But you have 
cried out, fasted and prayed and you have been heard. 
 
―In the coming months, fatal blows will be issued to those who have sought to implement Satan‘s plan 
of global destruction. All those private sectors who have aligned themselves with the Devil and 
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chosen the elite agenda over righteousness and your constitution will be involved. Your prayers have 
been heard and My Father is again going to clean house in this nation. Deep cleaning. There will be 
crippling blows to the agenda of the elites. Though you will not be aware of it, you will reap a 
deepening peace and order that follows on the heels of it. 
 
―The time has come for payback. I have preached, pleaded, begged, sought out and set on fire the 
consciences of those who have devised evil. Their response was to laugh and turn their backs to Me. 
I have given them ample opportunity to repent, as it is written... 'Do not allow a witch to live.' (Exodus 
22:18) 
 
―Your underground government is a den of Devils and perversions of all sorts, and without repentance 
there is no hope for them. They shall not escape the wrath to come, that which they have devised to 
bring down the poor and righteous shall be their own undoing. 
 
―And My people shall go forth in praise and thanksgiving, celebrating their freedom. But then comes 
the deadly trap. I warn you now, My people, if you turn from Me to worship idols – that is, to worship 
money, beauty, influence – you again will be oppressed seven times worse. Do not allow corruption in 
your government; do not sacrifice what is right for personal gain. Cleave to Me with all your hearts 
and bring to repentance those around you. You are the salt of the Earth and you have the power to 
preserve this nation for yet a time longer. 
 
―But if you forget yourselves and grow complacent with easy living, you will lose that power to 
preserve your nation. That is where you are coming from. Please, My People, do not go back, do not 
return to the vomit of materialism. Defend what is RIGHT above all other gain. Be willing to lose 
everything rather than betray what is right. 
 
―I cannot hold this nation together – only you can, with your prayers and a lifestyle that declares My 
reign over your lives, that I am your Sovereign and you will accept none other. I am not releasing you 
as yet, the time is still very turbulent. 
 
―But I tell you, wickedness will receive the decisive blow. To recover and rebuild will take much time. 
See to it you do not fall, or this pernicious evil will spring back seven times stronger. 
 
―You ask Me... 'But how can I make a difference?' By your everyday choices, by your vote, by what 
you allow in your families, towns and states. By what you condone and what you resist, standing up 
visibly and resisting evil, declaring it for what it is and that the wages of sin are death. 
 
―You have come so close to death, America, so close. But you have been shown Mercy. Now you 
must live for what is right and refuse to accept corruption and sin. These are My mandates for you. 
 
―Some of you will be called to occupy an office. You must change the way things have been done in 
the past. Some of you will lose your lives defending what is right; you must be prepared to defend 
what is right or die. 
 
―All of you, by your manner of living, must declare sin is not acceptable. Then the evil will be purged 
from your midst. I know this sounds dramatic, but you are at a crossroads. And firm commitment and 
purpose of amendment is an absolute necessity for the survival of America.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, I began to discern this message, because it‘s stronger, I think, than anything I‘ve ever 
gotten from Him. And I heard Him very clearly say… 
 
(Jesus) ―This is all Me, Clare, this is the message I want sent out to My people. Reformation is not an 
option; it is an absolute necessity. I will be with each one of you according to your faith and 
faithfulness to defend truth. 
 
―This is a new day for you all. Continue to pray and fast a while longer as things are being moved and 
crushed by My Father‘s mighty hand.‖ 
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Message 544: Jesus explains... The Chastisement of God... Why would I 

allow Catastrophes & Wars? 
 
 
September 9, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―Your Prayers are powerful. I chose to wait until you prayed the Divine Mercy Prayer 
before I began speaking to you, because it was very important to Me. Don‘t be disheartened, Clare. I 
have not misled you. And do not be swayed by everything you hear. You are dealing with a very 
corrupted source of information on the Internet and I still prefer you not go looking at those 
deliberately tantalizing headlines.‖ 
 
(Clare) In this case, Ezekiel had run into something and he felt the Lord was giving him permission to 
look at. But when he told me, I was very upset and it was contrary to the direction Jesus has ordained 
for us. So I thought, ‗Great… Am I misled? Or what?‘ ‗Cause I have been staying away from the 
headlines and certainly the content of these things, just like He‘s asked us to. But Ezekiel got into 
something that troubled my heart. 'What have You to say about that source, Jesus'? 
 
(Jesus) ―Don‘t go looking there. Keep your channel of information pure, through Me and those I might 
bring to your attention. But, I would rather you press into more prayer here and learn directly from My 
hand those things which are necessary for you to know. I am very selective with what I tell and what I 
withhold. I do this to protect you, My Love. I truly do. I do not wish for you to delve into those things 
that are far beyond you. Leave those for others who are endowed that way, or are so weak they give 
into curiosity and lose their peace – never settled, never sure, always living on the edge.‖ 
 
(Clare) Isn‘t that a good trait? Living on the edge? 
 
(Jesus) ―Not when it is lacking in peace and I am not the pure source. No, it is not a good thing, 
because it wears them out with worry and uncertainness and you know that is not the fruit from My 
tree.‖ 
 
―Rest in this, Clare. I have not misled you. I work differently with different vessels at differing times. I 
also set apart groups to be specifically and exclusively Mine. The burdens I release to them are 
tailored according to their strength.‖ 
 
―To begin with, you should not base your information on what you see alone. There is so much going 
on that is not seen, but this is an hour of trial for America with natural disasters. You can lessen these 
through your prayers and fasting, My dear ones. Please, whenever you see those going through trials, 
immediately commend them to Me in your prayers – for that could be you.‖ 
 
―Much prayer has gone up over the hurricane, much prayer. Continue to pray for the path it takes; it 
could be numbered with the worst storms in history. But your prayers can also weaken this storm. 
 
―It is driven by wicked men and demons. It is allowed as a chastisement for the nation, for I am calling 
all men and women of this nation back to Me on a new and deeper level. Many hearts are far from Me 
and cold. Many do not turn to Me until they are in dire straits.‖ 
 
―It is not easy to get their attention, yet not all in the wake of this storm are guilty. There are many 
praying souls who have lost significantly and for them this terrible suffering is an offering I am using 
for the weeks and months ahead to crush the agenda of the serpent for yet another season.‖ 
 
―I want hearts to turn to Me, Clare, and there is still too much materialism and indifference about the 
faith and their eternal souls. Many, many times in history I have allowed such things to wake people 
up to their need for Me. It is often My last ditch effort - and you know from experience, I always allow 
the lesser evils before it gets really bad. In the 1920‘s, if mankind had heeded My call back to 
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holiness, WW2 never would have happened. And even now, you are in much the same place on the 
brink of the War of Wars.‖ 
 
―I look at the heart of a nation and I call to My servants to raise the clarion call to a return to holiness. 
When I am ignored, I allow catastrophes. Satan loves catastrophes; his demons wait in line to get 
permission to kill, steal and destroy through natural disasters. And if the people are not returning to 
Me, but rather forging ahead in immorality, permission is given them—yet, it is never without 
casualties to the innocent. I look to the heart of a nation, raise the call and wait for the people to 
respond. When they do not, their country is morally dead and I must allow more drastic measures to 
bring them to repentance. 
 
―I raised the call to respond in America and the people responded. But you are yet full of immorality 
and excess—while others in the world are deprived even the basic decencies of life. That is why it is 
so important for you to continue to give to those countries humanitarian aid.‖ 
 
―When I see your hearts lit up like a candle for others in distress, I also rejoice that each day you are 
becoming more like Me. Let your hearts, My people, be like My Heart.‖ 
 
―But back to the issue at hand. You are seeing more and more unrest and natural disasters, because 
the planet truly is responding to the end-times condition of nations and sin. Charity covers a multitude 
of sins and this is another force that is preserving America. She has many, many wealthy who are 
supporting the poor around the Earth. And as she grows in economic security, I will be asking even 
more of them who listen for My will. 
 
―When I entrust money to a soul, it is because they listen to Me when I ask sacrifices of them. Many of 
your Heartdwellers have been given very precious graces, because they care for you and the causes 
you have mentioned to them. This pleases Me greatly, because they are becoming more well-
rounded in holiness and will certainly not lose their reward for their kindness and enduring 
faithfulness.‖ 
 
―You will remember the story of Tobit, and that Tobias was greatly blessed when calamity befell him, 
because he had compassion on the poor who had no one to bury them. And even merited an angel 
being sent to escort his son to his future wife, and heal his blindness. You can never out-give Me.‖ 
 
―But because of your goodness, America, far less has happened to you than was planned. Through 
giving and reformation of your government, you have bought more time for your nation.‖ 
 
―And this was important for Me to tell you tonight. Do not go by what you hear. I am doing much that is 
not and will not be apparent to anyone but the elite. They certainly will not broadcast it. But 
nevertheless, I have told you. I am going to make the decisive blow on this corrupt brood of vipers 
and there will, all of a sudden, be less pressure on the good in this nation, because they will turn 
inward to rebuild. Many key members will vanish and be no more.‖ 
 
―Oh Clare, I will never leave or desert you. I am ALWAYS here for you, ALWAYS and FOREVER. You 
are in the midst of a very intense battle against you right now. Your angels are working overtime to 
protect you and your family and the prayer warriors. You have many faithful ones who love Me with 
their entire beings. They know My voice and they know you are My faithful mouthpiece. Nevertheless, 
the battles you are all going through are very intense. Always pray for your angels and thank them 
profusely for protecting you.‖ 
 
―You will know when you are under attack, because you will feel a vague but strong sense of 
turbulence and insecurity. Attacks against your faith become most severe at these times. Cleave to 
Me all the stronger and do not allow any separation from Me. This also is when you are most tempted 
to lose your footing and indulge your weaknesses and fall, so continue to be vigilant and obedient.‖ 
 
―I AM COMING SOON, My Brides, do not take your eyes off the prize – I am coming soon. In the 
midst of all these events that are threatened or real, in the midst of it, remember… these are the true 
birth pangs of My coming. Do not lose hope, because you are so close. You must keep your swords 
in the scabbard – yet ready for battle, while you build on the things I wish for you to do with your gifts. 
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Do not let the threat of shortness of time steal what great opportunities lie ahead for you. Be prepared 
to greet them when they come knocking.‖ 
 
―This is a VERY DARK time right now, but I promise you. I am shifting this darkness and beginning to 
contain and steer it into the abyss it belongs to, that you may know some degree of freedom in 
proclaiming My Word to the nations through your gifts. So, don‘t give in to doubt or fear or reluctance. 
Put your all into the work at hand and I will bring the increase.‖ 
 
―Please know, beyond a shadow of a doubt, My Brides, I am always here beside you, ready to 
embrace and hold you tenderly through whatever storms assail you. Please do not ignore My 
presence. Come to Me and I will comfort and strengthen you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 545: Jesus says... Meditate upon the full Meaning of My Death 

for you 
 
 
September 10, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "I want to talk about communion and the necessity of staying close to Me through 
communion. Words are powerful, My people. Words coupled with faith are powerful. Even saying to 
that mountain 'be removed into the sea', even saying that, in faith, accomplishes the end. And to say, 
'This is My Body, which will be given up for you'...to say that in obedience to My command, with 
conviction, is powerful. 
 
―'Do this in remembrance of Me.'" 
 
"It is written as I said it... 'If you do not eat My Body and drink My Blood, you have no life in you.' The 
life is in the blood, so when you say, 'This is My Blood' in total faith, shall I not visit you with My Life‘s 
blood and strengthen you? The Life is in My Blood, not the wine. And when you proclaim in faith that 
this IS My Blood, I visit you with the graces you believe you are receiving from Me, because you 
obeyed." 
 
"These are the days of the apostate church. Even those who have received the mark of ordination, 
the indelible mark passed on by the breath of the apostles to current times—even if that is done 
properly, there is no guaranteeing that the soul receiving this gift will say with sincere faith and 
intention that I am transforming the wine into My blood when they say the words." 
 
"So, how do I deal with this apostasy and unbelief?? I visit you with the graces you need. You 
intended to drink My Blood and eat My Body and I honor your intention. In this way, My covenant with 
you, My Church, is not made void by the worldly, unbelieving ministers of the altar." 
 
"During the wedding party at Cana, the servants never thought for a moment that the water would 
become wine; but as a demonstration of My faithfulness, I transformed it to wine. Do you understand? 
This was a foreshadowing of the Eucharist, the Body and Blood transformed at the last supper." 
 
"I have called you all to My table to be given new life—and not just new life, but My life, God‘s life, so 
that you may live in Me and I in you. So that you can accomplish all I have willed for you to do. So that 
you can love others as I love them. So that you can walk in power over the dark forces of this world 
and put them to flight." 
 
"I have given you this gift because you can hardly operate without it. The opposition sent against you 
every day is fierce and consuming. But with My Blood, you will stand and even rebuke, break and 
bind those powers, because My life lives in you. No matter that you are not ordained, that is, that 
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you've been breathed on as I first breathed on Peter. No matter—you ARE My church; I abide in you 
and you abide in Me. And each day, when you receive Me in communion, you are renewing the new 
covenant with your faith. 'This is My Body, this is My Blood. The Body and Blood of the New 
Covenant; it will be shed for you and for all for the forgiveness of sins.'" 
 
"So I am asking you, My chosen ones, dwellers of My Heart, receive Me each day in complete 
reverence and thanksgiving—even remembering the Blood I poured upon the Mercy seat positioned 
by the prophet Jeremiah, exactly beneath the Altar of Sacrifice, that is, the Cross on which I was 
crucified. And note that I died of a broken heart; the water and blood mingled and the volume was 
sufficient to carry it downwards 20 feet and stain the walls. None of the other victims shed their blood 
in this way. This was done by My Father to pay the debt of your sins forever." 
 
"Therefore, when you remember Me in this sacrament, remember the horrendous circumstances of 
My death and how My Father wasted not one drop, but saw to it that it was sprinkled on the mercy 
seat, that all might be fulfilled in Me when I said... 'It is finished.'" 
 
"These are profoundly holy precepts and understandings, and I wish for you to take your time with 
them and meditate upon the full meaning of My death for you and all mankind." 
 
*** 
 
Example... Simple Communion Service 
 
August 1, 2015 
 
Lord, I thank and praise You for all You have done for me, for all you have given me – that You will 
never, ever forsake me. 
 
I confess, Lord, that I have sinned against You and my brother. Have Mercy on me, O God, according 
to Your unfailing Love. Forgive me, and cleanse me from my sins. Create in me a pure heart, O God, 
and renew a steadfast spirit within me. Grant me a willing spirit to sustain me. 
 
―Your Word is a light unto my feet. Oh Lord, guide me in Your ways.‖ 
 
Holy are You, Lord. Full of power and might. The Heavens declare Your Glory, and as the deer pants 
for Living Waters, so my soul longs for You, O my God. 
 
―Behold, I will pour out My Spirit upon you, and make My Words known to you.‖ 
 
On the night before You died, You had supper with Your apostles. You took the Bread from the table, 
lifted it up to the Father and gave thanks and praise. You broke the Bread and gave it to Your 
apostles, saying... ―Take this, all of you, and eat it. This is My Body, which will be given up for you. 
Then, You took the Cup, lifted it up to the Father and gave thanks, saying, ―Take this, all of you, and 
drink from it. This is the Cup of My Blood, the Blood of the new and everlasting covenant. It will be 
shed for you and for all, so that sins may be forgiven. Do this in memory of Me.‖ 
 
―Lord, I am not worthy that You should come under my roof. But, only say the word – and I shall be 
healed.‖ 
 
May Your Body and Blood give me the strength to live for You until You come for us in Glory. Amen. 
 
Meditation 'Stations of the Cross' 
 
 
 
 

https://jesus-comes.com/index.php/2016/06/12/meditation-about-the-passion-of-jesus-christ-stations-of-the-cross/
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Message 546: Jesus says... These Hurricanes are no accident & Your 

Prayers are powerful 
 
 
September 11, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began with a smile... "We are winning. We are winning! All Glory and honor to God...we are 
winning." 
 
"Continue in prayer and fasting—continue, don‘t let up. If only you knew the power of your prayers, 
you would not waste one moment of your day not praying. 'Pray unceasingly' was not just a quaint 
injunction. It was an important exhortation. Since the beginning of the anointing of My apostles, the 
enemy began siege works against Me and against them. Remember what I said to Peter, 'Satan has 
desired to sift you but I have prayed...'" 
 
"You see, with Me living inside of you, your prayers are powerful, like Mine. Oh, never underestimate 
the power of prayer. You are going to see major changes because you prayed first." 
 
"Give, always give. Do not let a need pass you by without doing something to help. This is another 
powerful protection against the enemy‘s permissions to steal from you. As I entrust to you, give to 
others with their own encouragement—that they should give to others as well when they can. And the 
Kingdom of God will be built up in your midst." 
 
"Nothing is impossible to the soul that will pray, because nothing is impossible to God. My Father is 
continually listening for the prayers of His little ones, because He desires to answer them. Even the 
littlest prayer of a child carries tremendous influence before the Throne, because of their innocence." 
 
"Continue to pray, My People. We are gaining the edge and I tell you the truth, these hurricanes are 
no accident. Though contrived by evil men, they shall fall back on them in a way they never saw 
coming." 
 
 
 
 

Message 547: Jesus says… Do everything with a pure Heart & Detest 

Satan’s Lies about Donald 
 
 
September 15, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―Some of you, My dear ones, have grown weary with fasting. Ask Me for the grace to 
indwell you in that special way when you do fast. But be convinced that your abstinence is also a 
pleasing sacrifice to Me and the Father. By denying yourselves of little pleasures and offering them to 
Me for your nation, much good is accomplished.‖ 
 
―Let none of you go to extremes as regards fasting and be discreet, not letting on to others you are. In 
this way, your Father in Heaven will secretly reward that which you secretly gave. Anything other than 
this can become a point of pride very easily, as the devils will deceive and lure you into vainglory. 
Rather, be moderate, steady and seek Me on when to make changes.‖ 
 
―Sometimes, you can offer pleasant foods and eat very plainly, denying special spices you enjoy, 
desserts and sweet snacks. Replace these with simple but nourishing food in moderation. Some of 
you can eat normal meals once a day and two snacks. Others can have a Daniel fast of vegetables or 
bread and water. But seek Me in all things, do not try to do it on your own.‖ 
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―There are times when your weaknesses overcome your good resolve. I want you to know that I may 
allow that to keep you humble, lest you begin to think of yourself and your strength rather than My 
grace. 
 
"Your prayers are so very pleasing to Me and the littlest prayer does not go unnoticed. The littlest 
thanksgiving and praise and sacrifice – even the littlest – strikes the Heart of the Father with joy, all 
because it is done with a pure motive.‖ 
 
―Purity of heart and love for your brother is everything. Without purity of heart, your prayers are much 
less than they could be. They become empty and lacking in moral strength. To offend charity is to 
offend Me, the angels, My Father and My Spirit and the Great Cloud of Witnesses.‖ 
 
―So, when you come to the altar, be sure to check your conscience and forgive any who have 
wounded you in any way. Repent of anyone who you have judged or been difficult with. In this way, 
your prayers will be unhindered and so much more acceptable to My Father.‖ 
 
―Right now, the condition of your country is in flux, tending toward the good. Some of you have 
disobeyed Me and watched the news – which is full of lies, defamation, discouragement – and 
designed to make you weak and lose faith in My choice for your president. 
 
"If you feel badly about how things are going in your nation, you have not listened to Me alone, but 
allowed the enemy to sow lies into your thinking. You can be sure that the news stations and mainline 
networks are the mouth of Satan. If you insist on filling your mind with these lies, then you deserve to 
feel fear and unrest.‖ 
 
―Everything that is being published and broadcasted, that negatively assesses the President (Trump), 
has been designed to get you to give up on your country and hand it over to the shadow government 
– so they can finish what they started and completely destroy America. To become just another 
satellite nation of the new world order, stripped of all Christianity on the way to becoming a Muslim 
nation.‖ 
 
―Please, do not listen to, affirm or encourage listening to mainstream media. It is pure poison, 
arranged in the most underhanded way you can imagine. To listen to it is to listen to Satan‘s 
broadcast and go into agreement with his agenda.‖ 
 
―I hope I‘ve made Myself clear on this. Your government is NOT in shambles; it is in CONSTRUCTIVE 
reformation. The old and decayed must go; the new implemented. The true heart of America is a light 
on a hill. 
 
"What the shadow government has done is to make it a cesspool of filth that infects every nation it 
wants to with the worst plagues. And so your country has a very, very bad name overseas.‖ 
 
―You all have it within your power to do your part to make it what it should be. Your first line of action 
is prayer; then supporting those who stand for righteousness. You will not stand for your nation if you 
have been listening to mainstream media. Rather, you will be overcome by lies and sorrow.‖ 
 
―Those of you who are faithfully obeying Me and not listening, are able to see the re-birthed America 
and pray effectively for her. 
 
"Those who have disobeyed and listened to lies will have little ability to raise this nation, because their 
vision has been taken from them by these lies. So, please heed what I am telling you, My People. 
Please obey Me and detest the lies Satan has worked into every nook and cranny of the Sold-to-
Satan media. 
 
―That said, there is a vision arising from the ashes in this country. There are those who have kept their 
ears, eyes and hearts pure for their country and they can see what America shall soon be. They have 
My heart, My vision and My anointing to raise her to her fullness through grace and prayers.‖ 
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―I am leaving it to those of you who believe in My messages on this channel, to discourage and 
expose the lies for what they are and draw the minds of your friends and relatives into the light of truth 
about the good that is coming to this nation.‖ 
 
―I need you to turn the tide of the stranglehold media by encouraging everyone to avoid and boycott 
these nefarious broadcasts, and make the points clear about how very poisonous and completely 
false their input is into your minds.‖ 
 
―Please do this for Me. Please. Too many have grown lax and lead undisciplined lives, focusing on 
the bad not the good. They are depressed and discouraged. This should tell them they are drinking 
from poisonous springs straight from Hell.‖ 
 
―So please. Be My ambassadors of Love and Hope. And turn the hearts and the minds of those who 
are feeding on these poisonous waters. Turn them back to Me and back to what is good about this 
country.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 548: Jesus speaks about God's Correction & Satan's Resolve 
 
 
September 18, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... 'It is very necessary to wake up people to what is really important in life. Many of these 
people have been sitting on the fence, and there is no more fence; you are either in one camp or the 
other. Hollywood has portrayed life with ALL the goodies as being the norm. Your culture has 
responded by sucking this affluence up, and presumed it to be the norm of life - to the point where 
they work so hard there is no time for Me or even their children." 
 
"This is very much like the tragedies that befell the Israelites when their cities were burned to the 
ground." 
 
"Clare, this kind of loss is always accompanied by correction, though I weep with each and everyone 
of them in the still small hours of the morning, bringing to mind My love for them and what is really 
important." 
 
"All of these souls knew what this life would be like, its blessings and tragedies when they came into 
the world. Though they do not understand this, it is still the way it happened. And I impart special 
graces to them in these moments to draw them into My bosom and help them straighten out their 
eternity and where they are headed at this rate." 
 
"These sacrifices are also fueling the move to delay the end-times takeover of your country. As I have 
always told you, Clare, any tribulation that befalls a soul - part is taken to help other causes they are 
praying for - others who need special graces. And part of it is correction for a superficial lifestyle, or a 
sinful lifestyle, and the chance to experience what kind of life the rest of the world has on a daily 
basis. It is very much a return to a third world experience. Many will learn compassion and sacrifice 
and the real meaning of brotherly love." 
 
"Nevertheless, it is not the way I wish to do things. Do you remember how you taught against 
materialism in Florida and you were scorned and rejected in the end? The prayer group went very 
well until you began speaking about lifestyle. I have sent innumerable messengers to Florida to warn 
them of what was coming." 
 
"You see, part of the reformation of your country has to do with a shift in ideals. A shift from affluence 
to holiness. That does not come easily. And although wicked men continue to plot against this nation, 
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what they meant as destruction I turn to instruction, calling My people up higher to a lifestyle 
preparing them for eternity." 
 
"Pray for your people, dear ones. Pray for those suffering. And if you can visit them in their tribulation 
and bring comfort, do so." 
 
"I am there in a powerful way, Clare, a very powerful way. Pray much for them and continue to pray 
for your nation as we are making powerful forward strides against the enemy." 
 
*** 
 
Jesus speaks about Satan's Resolve to bring us down 
 
September 20, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "You remember the reading I gave you as Rhema, about obedience? In that, I 
explained that you are in a spiritual war zone 24-7 and you cannot outsmart the devil. Your only 
protection is in a meaningful relationship with Me and obedience when I tell you to do something." 
 
"I know it cost you a great deal to confront this person, Clare. But I tell you the truth: Satan had his 
eye on them and was slowly hardening off and deadening their conscience and hearts, so they would 
commit a crime. They would never consider doing that now. But after time and hardening off, they 
would be put in a situation where they would consider it and in their minds, even justify it." 
 
"You see, you cannot outsmart the devils... but I can. I know their next move. I know exactly what they 
are setting you and others up for. And if you are listening to Me, very carefully, and obeying Me, as 
you just did - you rendered their plans to ruin this person's life in this way fruitless. And a failure." 
 
"There will be other attempts in different ways, but I will always warn you so you can sidestep the 
traps. Pray for this soul to wake up to know how much I love them." 
 
"The greater My plans for a soul, the more Satan is resolved to bring them down so it never happens. 
You attract many wonderful souls, and that is why it is imperative that you teach them how to know 
themselves. Because Satan will use their weaknesses to bring them down." 
 
"My people, never allow yourself to be put into an occasion of sin. And if you see others walking into a 
trap, do all you can to stop them, including warning whoever is above them, from parents to 
employers." 
 
"It is a great disservice to see sin being committed and remain silent. Although in some situations, I 
will have you wait before you say anything - you can pray and listen very carefully to Me. In this way 
their blood will not be on your hands and you may have saved their souls." 
 
 
 
 

Message 549: Jesus says... Expose the lies of false Prophets 
 
 
September 24, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "To My precious prayer warriors... those of you who have not compromised but kept 
My wishes as the law of your heart. You have not sought the scintillating news on the internet or on 
youtube regarding prophecies about yesterday being your last day on Earth, and all the fear 
mongering of those who are led astray by false prophets. Fear of Russia, fear of N. Korea, and all the 
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other false flag news to keep your mind off your present time assignments and duties, to keep you 
searching hours and hours on the news of My coming." 
 
"With you, I am well pleased. You will have peace in your heart because of your obedience. You will 
have much fruit in My Kingdom because you persevered and kept your focus on My wishes and did 
not stoop to be entertained and waste time on false reports of My coming." 
 
"These are those which I spoke about in Matthew 24... there will be many false prophets, lying visions 
and rumors to keep people in a state of insecurity and uproar." 
 
"This is not My will for you. I have chosen Heartdwellers to be a unique people of love, focused on 
love and intimacy with Me. As the early Church of Philadelphia, the Brotherly Love church, which I 
promised would be taken in the Rapture, this is Pure and Living Water." 
 
"What is being circulated as true prophecy of disaster to America is poisoned water— and a well 
cannot have both bitter and pure water." 
 
"Those who spread these rumors are bitter wells and false prophets trying to take your attention off 
the peace and security I have planned for you, My people. This is a season of outpouring of gifts and 
anointings for those of you who are focused on My will." 
 
"But there are those that would raise themselves up against Me and circulate all kinds of lies and tales 
from false prophets, astrologers, and fear mongers, who are trying to derail your faith and keep you 
from seeing the real enemy, which is the shadow government born from the new world order." 
 
"I am calling you, Heartdwellers, to purify your hearts from these rumors. Stop entertaining and 
acknowledging those who are following every sensational prediction NOT from My true prophets. 
Defend My honor. I have told you what is in store for you; defend My honor and refuse to take part in 
listening to those who come to you with popular tales meant to stir up fear and insecurity. They are 
poison to My Body and I am calling those of you who truly believe, love and obey Me, to speak 
against these lying predictions." 
 
"Much of this is invented to make money, but My sheep don't understand the true nature of those who 
are always stirring up fear. Their subscriptions soar, their wallets fatten, but their judgment will be 
severe - because their motives are self-promotion and worldly gain. And through their greed, they 
have led many innocent victims astray." 
 
"Cleave to Me, My People, and I will tell you when to prepare for what." 
 
"Now is a season of growth for the Earth; now is the time to spread My Love and My Coming. Now is 
the time to use your gifts and to continue fasting, that the evil powers of this world will be seriously 
delayed in carrying out their agenda of ruining this country." 
 
"Each of you are precious to Me and speak to others with no motive other than to glorify Me and 
prepare the world for My coming." 
 
"Others who follow false prophets are stirring up insecurity and keeping My vessels unto honor from 
moving forward with their giftings. They are not for Me, they are against Me. And I am calling on you 
who know better to refuse to take part in their poison." 
 
"There will be a huge wave of confused souls hung over from these exciting rumors generated that 
never came to pass. Now is a very good time to apply loving correction and point them in the right 
direction." 
 
"Exhort them to use their gifts for the Kingdom of God. Stop looking up at the sky and get busy! You 
know He's coming. Glance up there from time to time, to acknowledge it. Don't sit around staring at 
the sky. Use your gifts for the Kingdom. Exhort them to know themselves so they will not be so easily 
carried away by every flashy rumor and devilish wile. Exhort them to examine their hearts and repent 
before Me for those sins they have ignored, for the needy they have passed by in their rush to 
prepare for the end of the world." 
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"I have taken and set you aside for My purposes, and I am sending you out to correct those who have 
been caught up in lies and rumors. With love, exhort them to return to Me and set to work on My 
agendas." 
 
"I am coming soon, and many are not ready because they have immersed themselves in false 
prophecies and not worked on their own hearts. Many will not be taken, because they have taken no 
time to reform their lives and live only for Me." 
 
"Exhort with love, expose the lies, call them back to Me." 
 
 
 
 

Message 550: Jesus says... Through worldly Messes I bring forth 

Maturity & Growth 
 
 
September 25, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
(Clare) Lord Jesus, thank You for training us in brotherly love and detachment. Would you please help 
us overcome our anger and frustration when we are called off a project for someone in need? Amen 
 
The Lord is showing me some bitterness that I've picked up, because I've been delayed doing things 
for Him as I've chosen to stop and help someone else. But not without anger and bitterness and 
resentment. And there lies the problem... During my prayer time, I began... 'Lord, I‘m so frustrated... 
I‘m failing. I‘m failing. I‘m not getting anything done. I feel like such a failure.' 
 
Jesus answered... "I am here for you. You are expecting too much out of yourself and your 
circumstances. When you have a sick child, do you walk away to do your own thing? Or do you stop 
and tend to their fever?" 
 
(Clare) Lord, of course, I do what I can for them in the moment and then let them rest while I continue 
my work. 
 
"And that is as it should be. If you had ignored that child, do you think I would have been happy with 
you? Do you think you would have done My will by ignoring them to do something else less urgent? 
Didn‘t I say this was going to cost you dearly? What‘s the price of a soul—how much are you willing to 
invest in My Kingdom when you have a soul before you that is seeking Me?" 
 
(Clare) And He's speaking here of a particular situation, a person I'd prayed for, and He asked me if I 
was willing to pay the price. And I told Him, of course. And I didn't realize what it was going to be, but 
that doesn't make it any different. I still would have answered Him that way, because I know this is 
what He wanted. But a lot of my anger and frustration and dirt. Yes, dirty diapers are being exposed 
right now because of these reactions I'm having. So, I answered Him, about the willingness to invest 
in His Kingdom... 'Whatever must be in order to do the job correctly, Lord.' 
 
"That‘s right... That‘s wisdom and that‘s pleasing to Me. You are in a series of upheavals right now, 
things that demand your focused attention. You are turning swarms of demons away with your 
counsel. You are bringing a soul or souls, face to face with their Lord. Can you think of anything more 
important?" 
 
(Clare) Well, not if that‘s Your will...no, I can't. Unless it's not Your will at that moment...or I would be 
thinking that songs that turn the hearts of many would be a better investment of my time, rather than 
getting tangled up in worldly messes with just one or two people. 
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"But it is through worldly messes that I bring forth maturity and growth. What I am trying to tell you is 
that I am happy with your efforts and I understand your frustration when you have to make choices—
and you‘ve chosen the right things at those moments; that is why I am happy with you. You did what 
was most important, although it deprived you of your other work and only added to your anxiety and 
even despair." 
 
"I don‘t want to see you despairing. There is no need for it. Things will get done in proper order and 
grace surrounds you, Clare, so very much grace to help others. I have placed souls in unique 
positions around you to absorb this grace. They are empty; you are full. Though you do not see the 
transfer taking place, nonetheless it is happening. And that is draining in and of itself. But you agreed 
to that and we are hard at it in this hour." 
 
"As concerns your lapses in using time correctly, when your curiosity overrides your good judgment... 
Well, only you can control that, My Love. A little more self-control would be good." 
 
"The fact is that you do have too much to do, without being inaccessible to others. That is a fact. So, 
that presents opportunities to sacrifice what you would most like to be doing—to care for others. This 
is part of your training for Heaven... serving others before yourself. Much of your anger, confusion, 
frustration and even despair is coming from this conflict." 
 
"Why do you suppose I gave you that card... 'The moment you seek yourself is the moment you fail in 
brotherly love.' It really is best if you have absolutely no preferences on how to spend your time. 
Although you map some of it out for what you‘ve been given to do, it is always in a state of flux when 
something more important presents itself." 
 
"I have deliberately allowed these situations to test your brotherly love. The time element causes you 
to choose. However, I would like to see much less frustration and anger over being interrupted and 
drawn aside for another person‘s needs." 
 
"It is good that you are willing, but there are times when you put out a nasty stench of rancor. If you 
can put that foolishness away, not only will you be much happier and give a better example, you will 
also have far more energy." 
 
"It takes a lot to hold down frustration and resentment. And you‘ve accumulated some seeds of 
bitterness that have been growing. These I must remove, but first—you must show me your docility 
and detachment in what you do and don‘t do, in leaving your preferences behind for the needs of 
others." 
 
"I know it is painful, but this is part of your formation in holiness." 
 
"And all of you, My Brides on the channel, all of you are being tested in similar ways. You tend 
towards wanting to finish a project rather than be taken off it for the momentary needs of others. This 
is common to all humankind, because society puts value on accomplishments, not on how you went 
about accomplishing." 
 
"That is so contrary to Heavenly ways, it‘s like comparing Chinese to English." 
 
"On Earth, you applaud the accomplishment; in Heaven we applaud the love with which it was done. 
What the final thing looks like bears very little weight. It is more the hidden motives of the heart and 
subsequent actions in the doing of it that brings forth praise." 
 
"It‘s all about how you did it, not the end result. How much love did you invest? How many times were 
you called aside with a good heart to serve the needs of others? How peaceful were you in returning, 
or were you boiling over with resentment? These are the true standards of Heaven." 
 
"This is so contrary to what you‘ve been taught growing up that it makes a total overhaul of motives 
necessary before you can truly serve Me with the right heart. It takes many, many, breakings before a 
soul acts on what is truly right, spontaneously - instead of what is expedient for their goals." 
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"We are still climbing that mountain of holiness, My Love. Don‘t let go of My hand, My Brides. Cling to 
Me more and more, and we will make it to the top." 
 
 
 
 

Message 551: Warning from Jesus... The threats are very real 
 
 
 
October 6, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
(Clare) A while ago, the Lord gave me a dream about Obama pretending to be an American, but 
really being a Muslim. And in cahoots with other Muslim nations to destroy the Mosque, to start a war 
and make way for the Jewish temple - which he, as antichrist and perhaps mahdi, could take up 
residence and declare himself God. 
 
Things are heating up and I‘m not too sure how long we are going to have at this rate. All is 
dependent on our prayers. I know the Lord said he was going to deliver a blow to this nefarious 
government against the U.S., but it is difficult for me to piece together all this until He says something. 
 
Lord, please will you straighten all this out for us? 
 
Jesus began... "I am so glad you are asking. I have much to tell. As you see, more and more people 
are enduring hardships of all kinds and I am using this as a firewall against these plans coming to 
fruition." 
 
"Still, it is a warning dream that there is still impending danger from outside sources. The Deep State 
government may receive blows, but certain other peoples are being called upon to join forces in 
overthrowing America." 
 
"I cannot say at this time you have a full two years. I can say you may be nearing the end of the 
probation period. Two years is no time at all from now, and while we are holding the flood of evil back, 
it is still very strong and slowly gaining, using betrayal tactics to infiltrate and destroy." 
 
"While President Putin may not join in on this, many in Russia still hold to the hard-line doctrines and 
are not at all in agreement with him. His life has been spared many times by your prayers." 
 
"I know, My love, you can only cover so much ground and that is why Ezekiel is getting these dreams 
and why you have had so many NWO nightmares. They are to warn you that these forces are moving 
ahead very slowly with their agendas." 
 
"Yet, I promised you a setback and I am holding to that." 
 
"This is why I have told you that North Korea is not as dangerous as the underground, which will use 
any means to destroy this country - even arming and accessing North Koreans to invade bases and 
destroy your defense systems." 
 
"Pray more My People, more prayer, more prayer. Yes, this calls for more deliberate and focused 
prayer. Do not allow family situations or common, everyday things lull you into numbness and false 
sense of security. The threats are very real.‖ 
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Message 552: Jesus says... Time is running out & Evil is escalating 
 
 
October 7, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus, please help us to live for You alone in these final hours before Your coming... Amen 
 
Jesus began... "Yes, the time is at hand, it truly is.‖ 
 
(Clare) But what about our prayers and the three years? 
 
"Did I not say it was provisional?" 
 
(Clare) But I thought we were applying ourselves? 
 
"Not as much as is needed. Yet, there is still hope... a flicker... nothing more. I will not give you over to 
deception. There is a remote possibility that you will make it to three years. But this requires much 
more sacrifice than My people are willing to make. Besides, I see how tired My Bride is getting." 
 
"I know the desire of your heart, the oppression you fight against, not the least of which is your own 
frail flesh." 
 
"I see it all and I am telling you - time is running out. You must stir Heartdwellers up, once again, with 
the clarion call. Time is running out; evil is escalating... What are you willing to do for Me, My Bride, to 
stop this acceleration of evil?" 
 
"You see, it is the world again. The world demands so much time and energy from My people, at the 
end of the day it is as you perceive it - no more strength is left to fight the tide of evil. Concerns of the 
world have drained you. Yet you must interface with the world to get where you are going." 
 
"Clare, it is very difficult to shut out the world when you still must deal with it. I see your efforts and 
where you have failed and as I made you aware earlier in the evening, this time now is very strong 
with oppression." 
 
"It is very difficult for Me right now, weighing the options—seeing the good bringing forth fruit; seeing 
the bad destroy it. The battle is fierce, as you discovered when you saw your angels in a recovery 
ward. Nevertheless, there are more with you than against you. As long as you stay in My will and 
obey what you know to be right, not giving in to any worldly impulse." 
 
"My dear, dear Heartdwellers, we are on the final leg of the journey. How I wish it could be postponed 
— and perhaps yet a miracle could happen. But as things stand, they are rapidly deteriorating and 
need your constant prayer." 
 
"The world is still attractive to some of you and that hampers your time and focus on prayer and on 
Me. As you let these things of the world go, I fill you again with My Spirit, to enable you to intercede." 
 
"Do not be overly discouraged. Some of you have fought hard. Keep fighting. Keep hoping. Keep 
offering and perhaps the grace to avoid events will be given. But it is going to take more effort." 
 
"Please spread the word, even organize small prayer cells with others to pray and fast specifically for 
the world and this nation and that anti-Christ will not get his way until I am ready to turn him loose. 
This prayer is VERY important... 
 
'Father, please restrain the increasing darkness and grant us more time, more grace, more mercy to 
sow and gather souls. Please grant us the wisdom and self-control to live for You alone, in these final 
hours.'" 
 
―If enough souls say this prayer from the heart and accompany it with offerings, there is a chance — a 
very slim chance—that a massive setback to evil will take place. A very slim chance.It‘s up to you, My 
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People. Pray this with all your hearts and give to Me every offering, going about and doing good at 
every opportunity. Leave no good work undone. Offer to Me every struggle, pain, delay, and sickness 
that I do not cure with prayer. And everything else you suffer." 
 
 
 
 

Message 553: Jesus speaks about Marriage & Angels 
 
 
October 2 & 9, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "My people, your marriages are turbulent because you do not know how to die to 
yourself, graciously. You have lived alone and done it your way for how many years? And you've cried 
out to Me, 'Please bring me a life-mate.' And finally I bring you together, but you are not willing to yield 
in the relationship." 
 
"Do you understand that you are not perfect and neither is she/he? Do you know that there are deep 
gifts in you and in her that will make your life richer, but you will have to be willing to try new things. 
That is why I have established you in love, because the road ahead is rocky and loaded with pitfalls 
that can kill a marriage. The bond of love must be strong." 
 
"At first, you pretend to love everything they do and are so agreeable. But then you miss your little 
habits, things she doesn't agree with or like and you've not told her that just yet. But after a while, you 
feel like you're living in a straight-jacket, trying to please her and deny yourself." 
 
"Honesty is so important - but you fear that if you're honest with her, she will not marry you. Consider 
carefully, you are going to get married and one or two years later you will have built up great 
resentment, because you've hidden these things from her, or yielded when you really didn't want to. 
You want the freedom to have your habits back in your life, and you are growing in resentment and 
irritability." 
 
"The resolution is in both of you seeking Me first. Is this something I've been trying to get you to drop, 
or is it a necessary thing? Is this something she could yield to or something she needs to understand 
is important to you?" 
 
"Dear ones, I have brought this person into your life to help you become a better person and be 
prepared for Heaven. Both of you have blind spots; both of you have needs--and some of those you 
don't even recognize. I brought you together, because what the other one has is crucial for your 
maturity and happiness." 
 
"But if you are unyielding and set in your ways, not only will you experience conflict and a cooling off 
of your love for one another, but you will miss the great blessings I have in store for you when you are 
willing to let go of your former life to embrace a new and wonderful life with one another." 
 
"There is a misconception that you get married because you are alike and can enjoy so much 
together; the other person becomes a tag-along friend when you pursue your goals. But there is so 
much more merit to a marriage that has opposite traits as well - as long as both of you are flexible and 
loving one another without an agenda. Which, by the way, demons will constantly be trying to engage 
you in... 'But you like this...not what she likes, she needs to change! Not you.'" 
 
"Do I want you to cleave to your old ways or do I want you to change them? Getting My Mind and 
Heart for your lifestyle is key. You will be happy if you obey; you will not be happy if you ignore Me. 
Without good communication skills, honesty, humility, flexibility, brotherly love and prayer - changes 
will be very turbulent and hurtful." 
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"Perhaps there is a bad habit that needs breaking and you both agree to it. There is a right and a 
wrong way to go about changing it. Prayer and positive support, with yielding when necessary, will 
make it happen so much sooner and in such a better way. Some changes happen in the first few 
weeks; others after a decade." 
 
"When I bring two souls together, it is because I see their hearts and their futures. I see they will 
eventually be very compatible, because their heart goals are the same, but it will take great 
commitment to Me and one another." 
 
"When two people come together, there is a dying to selfish and destructive ways to make room for 
the hidden gifts in one another to bloom into one exquisite flower. The two become one flesh, one 
heart, one mind." 
 
"Both have much to learn about one another, and both have numerous faults that must be given up in 
order to succeed. When the love is strong, there is a willingness to really try over the long haul to see 
one another's perspective from the inside looking out, and be willing to make room for new life by 
dying to the old. 
 
"Pray much for one another, Dear ones, and you will see many miracles come to pass. I brought you 
together for a purpose. Nurture that and My blessing will be upon your marriage." 
 
*** 
 
Jesus says... Pray for your Angels from October 9, 2017 
 
"I wish for My people to know that their angels expend themselves for their cause, to protect them and 
their families. If I allow you to see their state, it is appropriate to comfort and pray for them. Don‘t go 
looking for these things, but if I bring them to you, then you may minister to them." 
 
"I have teams and teams of angels, Clare. Just because one set are recovering from battle does not 
mean you are uncovered. I cannot leave you uncovered for even a moment; there are too many bent 
on harming you." 
 
"So, they accompany you and fight when necessary. Afterwards, they rest or are exchanged out for 
another, fresher team." 
 
"So much, My people, has been done to loose demons on you in this moment of time. The 
proliferation of demons is staggering, but they are no match for My angels and they have suffered far 
more casualties than Ours. You owe a great debt to your angels, and it is always proper for you to 
pray for them and thank them. Always." 
 
"They love the little souls, the humble throw-away souls the world abhors. They particularly love to 
come to their rescue. So, never fear your angels. They are there for your protection. Bless and pray 
for them often." 
 
 
 
 

Message 554: Jesus says... Don't pay attention to the Enemy's Lies 
 
 
October 12, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus says... "You know what your dream is. No matter what seems to be blocking your way, keep 
walking, keep pushing, keep moving. Don‘t stall and sit down in a mess of tears; keep walking, 
knowing that I am by your side and this IS the direction you are to be going in." 
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"Do what is right. Fast as you can. When you fall, repent and return to Me. Ask for more strength. 
Abstinence from certain foods count, or you wouldn‘t be in this struggle. You have attained some 
measure of freedom from food, but there is still a bondage." 
 
(Clare) But Lord, the foods I eat help me to work. 
 
"Not always, My Love. Sometimes they work against you — you just don‘t know it. I try to discourage 
your eating those foods. This is another reason I want you more detached." 
 
"Beloved, you can do this. You have proven many times over, with My help, YOU CAN DO THIS. You 
just need to be resolute and pick up and keep going when you fall. FORGE ahead blindly. Just 
because you don‘t feel it doesn‘t mean you can‘t do it. DO IT ANYWAY." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I'd love to do it, but I need more time. Please, can I skip the Communion service and 
prayer? 
 
"Do you want to dry up like a desert?" 
 
(Clare) No. But can I be talking to You all day and listening for You, rather than sitting for hours? 
 
"There are days when you should not be praying that way; but Communion is essential. The enemy 
would surely like to trick you into not doing that. He would be thrilled if you stopped. So keep going, 
don‘t give in to that. You will know when you need to immerse yourself in Me and dwelling prayer — 
you will feel it. For now, you can test the waters. But cleave to Me all day and night." 
 
"Cleave to Me, Clare. Know that I am with you. We are on a team together, pulling together. I will not 
leave you on your own frail devices; I strengthen you." 
 
"I want you to begin to limit your intake of that drink. Find substitutes, and limit yourself." 
 
(Clare) He's talking about my Frappuccino protein drink. 
 
"When you are like this, you need more. When you are up and feeling well, you need less. You will 
see this can be regulated and you can distance yourself from having it, just the way you like it." 
 
"But don‘t stop working, don‘t stop. This is what the enemy wants. He wants you so despairing that 
you quit working out of confusion, illusions of failure and hopelessness. He HATES your music, I 
mean HATES it. That‘s why you should do it all the more." 
 
"You have this fixation with failure, Clare. Your eyes are on the foaming ocean at your feet, not on Me. 
Just one step at a time, keep your eyes only on Me. When you start to sink, cry out and cleave to Me. 
Keep walking. I will not let you sink very far, and at that it is only to draw you more tightly to Myself. 
Foaming lies of failure, churning poisons at your feet — all to convince you it is hopeless." 
 
"This is the enemy‘s goal, My people." 
 
"He wants to convince you it is hopeless. Either by world events and media manipulation or by family 
and friends, or by physical handicaps, or by emotional attacks, or human logic — to undermine your 
sense of destiny and security in My will. Or to convince you that you are a failure before you begin." 
 
"If he can shift your focus to these things, he will convince you to give up. Do not allow it. Rebuke 
these lies of failure and any other lie that tells you to quit. This is his secret weapon. If you feel any 
sense that what you are doing is hopeless, a failure, too late or time is too short — if any of you feel 
this, you are seeing and hearing the enemy‘s traps to bring you down, and to a complete halt." 
 
"Listen only to the voice of faith and My promises to you. Get your eyes off the ground and onto Me. I 
will sustain you as you walk on the stormy seas. I will not let you drown in self-pity, failure or any other 
lie. But you must be hearing My voice and looking at Me. Anything that tries to stop your forward 
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motion is sent by the enemy to get you to quit. If you keep this as a cardinal rule, you will not be 
fooled into stopping." 
 
"The assaults on all of you right now are horrendous and call for an unusual degree of perseverance 
in faith. The stakes are rising, My people. Some of you are carrying very heavy crosses as you walk. 
My intention is not that you grow weary and fall, but cry out for more help and strength. When you feel 
yourself slipping, cry out to Me! And know that you are not alone, the entire Body is feeling these 
pressures now." 
 
"All of this struggle also counts as a fast offering. Carrying this blanket of oppression until I relieve you 
of it also has its merits. And your cooperation must be with Me, not with the thoughts of failure — 
those fiery darts aimed at your back day in and day out." 
 
"If I could rise from the dead, I can certainly raise you above every obstacle, every roadblock of lies, 
every violent storm, every device evil can invent. I can lift you above by My resurrection power, if only 
you will BELIEVE!" 
 
"Walk on now, My Blessed ones, walk on. There would be no opposition in your life right now if you 
were not a threat to the kingdom of darkness. Walk on." 
 
"And know that whatever happens, I am WITH YOU and I will not desert you. And I will pick you up 
when you fall, and reinstate you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 555: Jesus says... Let yourself be inspired by your Love for Me 
 
 
October 16, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Clare began... Lord Jesus, please teach us how to recover ourselves when we fall and feel like we've 
failed You... Amen. 
 
Anyway... during worship the Lord came to me visibly in my spiritual eyes - and He was beautiful. 
Even wearing something like a wedding garment. Sparkling white. I was touched by the dazzling 
image of Him, and I said... 'You are so beautiful, all in white!' 
 
He replied... "Just for you, My Love. I dress just for you." 
 
(Clare) You sparkle and shine, Jesus! 
 
"I sparkle and shine for you, because I'm happy to be in your presence. I know how difficult it has 
been, not really feeling connected to Me. But understand, Love, in your suffering - whether you 
recognize it or not, you are more connected to Me than even now. Even though you do not see it, 
many times, because of your frailty - I carry you. Those are the times when you feel the worst about 
yourself, the world and what I've asked you to do." 
 
"Understand, I have made a promise to you. What I have begun, I WILL finish. It's not up to you to do 
austere fasts and penances. It's up to you to respond when I whisper... 'Don't eat this.' Or 'you can 
have that.' This gets the attention off of your weaknesses and on to Me, where it belongs." 
 
"Fasting can be an idol, although with you, at this time of your life... there's no danger of that." 
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"Well, the point I want to make is that fasting and seeing yourself as austere is not in any way the 
goal. It is merely a vehicle to help you deny your fleshly desires, to empty yourself to make room for 
My graces. Another danger with fasting, besides pride, is over-doing it. There again, you're still safe." 
 
(Clare) Thanks, Lord. It feels good to laugh, Jesus. 
 
"That was My intent... But some take on fasts that are far too demanding for their state in life. Once 
more, I can't help them, because they are in their flesh." 
 
"Seek Me, My people, before you do anything. But especially those things that lower your morale if 
you fail. The enemy stands by, not only tempting you, but also waiting until you are at your weakest. 
Then he strikes like a cobra, injecting the venom of failure and hatred. And you sink deep into 
despair." 
 
"Remember always, I WILL complete the work I began in you. Fasting IS important. It cleans out your 
attachment to your flesh, your preferences and attachments. If you make the food too good - it 
defeats the purpose." 
 
(Clare) But what about right now, Jesus? Ezekiel is cautioning me, and he is my covering. You've 
made it so and I've gotten very weak denying myself. 
 
"Do what you can, Clare. I want it to be a gift of Love." 
 
(Clare) That's what disturbs me the most. I love myself more than I love You - or I would gladly fast 
from everything I like. 
 
"Make little offerings and don't try to do anything on your own. Be inspired by your love for Me. Do the 
little things with great love and gladness. This will put a smile on My face, because your motive will be 
pure." 
 
(Clare) But Lord, what about obedience? I mean, more stringent fasts? 
 
"You have already seen you are not capable of that, even with My help. So, rather than hear you 
complaining, 'That's too hard!' What is sweet to My ears is, 'For You, Jesus.' And give a little 
something to Me as a cheerful offering. In this way, you'll not be so down on yourself with your 
attitude, and you will grow in the ability to sacrifice for Me. And most of all, you will not offend Me with 
grumbling, like the Israelites did. 'There are Giants in the land!' The only giant in this land, my Love, is 
your flesh." 
 
"What do you think? Can you do this?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. I believe I can. But I will always feel like I am not giving enough. 
 
"And I will always be grateful for every little bit you do give. I am so grateful, so blessed, so pleased 
that you think of Me, that you care. I cannot restrain My joy or desire to lavish graces on you when 
you deny yourself some little pleasure for love of Me. My heart is so touched." 
 
"You are too fixated with the Saints and others with great gifts of mortification. I would rather you be 
fixated on Me, giving Me little gifts throughout the day than to have your attention on yourself, 
criticizing and judging yourself because you don't fast like so-and-so. It is all about love and 
obedience, not being some kind of spiritual giant. Rather, every little gift is to come forth from your 
heart of love for Me. Your desire to please Me; your desire to cooperate with Me in bringing souls to 
salvation. And as you empty yourself, I long to fill you with spiritual graces that will bring you up higher 
and closer to My Kingdom of Heaven." 
 
"Please, My people. Take your eyes off your failures and put them on Me. Do not be defeated when 
you reach the end of your end. Rather, renew your faith in Me. 'I can do all things through my Jesus, 
who lives inside of me, and strengthens me.' Pick up where you left off. But begin again, doing the 
little things, with great love. And always keep your eyes on Me, knowing how very grateful I am for 
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even the little sacrifices you do make. In this way, you will preserve humility and not grow despondent 
with yourself. And you will recover more quickly." 
 
"Nothing you do for the love of Me, or for souls, goes unnoticed. Nothing." 
 
 
 
 

Message 556: Jesus speaks about Callings, Progress, Danger & 

Rewards 
 
 
October 17, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began, "This is a time of increase to My Faithful ones. Many waves of darkness have covered 
you over and over again, but you still come back up to the surface, swimming strong in My promises 
for you." 
 
"Dear ones, this was necessary to temper and harden you off for battle. The promises I have made to 
you, the gifts and vocations I have called you to, are highly wrought with danger. And these powerful 
dark waves were necessary to prepare you. They were not your end, as the devils tried to tell you - 
but only lessons in perseverance." 
 
"What I have given you, the visions and promises, are still glowing strong in your hearts and keeping 
you active in resisting the temptation to quit. You know that this is your ticket to fulfillment in My 
calling for your lives and you have held on through some of the roughest battles of your lives." 
 
"Your faith keeps you coming back up to the surface after the monster waves wash over you--your 
faith in Me to execute what I promised through you and the joy of the calling still burning strong in 
your hearts. Satan has not prevailed, you have not quit, we are still climbing together and you are 
beginning to get your footing in your callings." 
 
"As you take your rightful place in these ministries for Me you will continue to watch for attacks-- 
which will surely come. But just as surely, WE will overcome them and victoriously execute My plans 
for the Kingdom, together. For many of you, this is a very sensitive time as you begin to feel your 
calling gelling underneath you. It is important to guard these fragile new beginnings, because the 
enemy will continue to assault and steal them from you if you allow it. 
 
"The key is to keep your eyes on ME and tucked down in your heart, your mission. Peter could only 
walk upon the water as his eyes were riveted on Me. 
 
"Clare, you and others have been very tempted to look at the ministries of others and compare. This 
caused you to sink into the deep. The very moment you returned your gaze to Me and My specific 
vision for you, you regained some semblance of balance and rekindled the embers within. 
 
"You have yet to fully connect with how I want to use you. But when you do, all your preconceived 
ideas of a 'music' ministry will change dramatically to a 'healing' ministry. Yes, healing and restoration 
of souls to Me. This will be uniquely your calling and no other will be like it. It will be totally individual 
to you." 
 
"Please don't grieve Me with your unbelief. You are so focused on your shortcomings and past 
failures that I cannot even give you a prophetic word without you cringing in unbelief. What am I to do 
with this attitude??? You have been listening to way too many demons and your mind has been 
polluted with their poison." 
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"But, as you press in and begin to see REAL PROGRESS, and it IS coming--you will align your 
thinking with Mine. Your saving grace in this hour is your love for Me and the desire to help others. 
Yes, the anointing is there. No matter how badly you feel about your deficiencies, you are going to 
rise to the top and leave them in the deep darkness where they belong." 
 
"What I mean about rising to the top is that you will see your dreams manifested in your music." 
 
"You are a piece of work--you know that??? You are one of the most difficult true believers to 
convince! Partly because of the liars that surround you and partly because you demand perfection 
and tend to be unwavering in critiquing your work. This, in the end, will lead to beautiful music, but for 
now you are really a pain to work with." 
 
(Clare) I'm sorry, Lord... 
 
"That said, My dear ones, DO NOT BE LIKE HER. Cleave to Me and scrape the vomit off yourselves 
and keep going." 
 
"Yes, I use that word, because that is the poison they smear you with that sticks and continues to 
burn lies into your being. The effluent from demons is poison that clings to believers and burns stains 
of unbelief and failure into their souls. It is wise to bind it to them when you pray deliverance prayers. 
Very wise. Using My Name, they are stuck with it and it poisons them with unbelief in their filthy 
missions; it mars their effectiveness and infuriates those who send them. And what's worse, the 
stronger the effluent, the more it damages their effectiveness; they come back in worse condition than 
they left in." 
 
"In this moment, all I am asking you to do is protect the vision and begin the work. You will find a 
respite in the attacks at first, but be vigilant--because they are only in a lull planning their next assault. 
But they haven't a chance if you abide in the Vine. All they choose to throw at you will fail." 
 
"I have prepared you well, and with some semblance of success and growth, you will grow stronger 
and stronger until you are fully functioning in your callings." 
 
"Clare, no matter how critical you are, My Love, truly you are making progress. Press in, press in, 
press in. Do not back off, do not complain or talk negatively about yourselves--that indeed is a smelly 
diaper I do not wish to have in your heart while I'm there. I have spent endless hours building you up 
in the Vine, the grapes are beginning to bud; do not let the enemy steal them. Do not talk down about 
yourselves, Heardwellers. Do you know the angels assigned to you cringe when you do that?" 
 
(Clare) No, Lord, I didn't know that. 
 
"Well, they do. They see something totally different about you and those words are damaging and 
hurtful. So please, do not allow yourself to think this way. It is not reinforcing your mission but 
dragging it through the mud. You are not stupid, you are endowed with intelligence from above; you 
are not clumsy, you are graceful and charming. All those deprecating expressions of yours left over 
from your teen years, and they are all lies." 
 
"Well, enough said. You are beautiful, each and every one of you and I derive endless consolation 
from being with you every day, and seeing how you resemble Me in your thoughts and feelings." 
 
"Carry on, My Beloved ones, carry on. You have faced some steely battles. It's time for you to come 
into your fullness and reap the rewards you have earned." 
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Message 557: Jesus says... I have some wonderful Things planned for 

you 
 
 
October 19, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began, "I have some wonderful things planned for you if you will heed My requests. 
 
"My people, truly I want to bring you into the fullness of My Spirit to minister healing, and deliverance 
and new life to the lame and wounded. There is a fullness of the Spirit I want to impart to you, but first 
I am calling you to abandon old habits, old ways of thinking." 
 
"Enter into fasting, knowing that I am cleaning you out and preparing you for greater things. I know at 
times it is hard; but the rewards are beyond comprehension. And I promise you, you will be crestfallen 
at the end of your lives when you see all the good you could have done if only you had denied 
yourselves just a little bit." 
 
"I want to take you to new levels of worship, places where the veil no longer exists. But you must 
prepare to enter into those places where the Spirit is so thick you no longer consider what you now 
call 'reality'--as it is in the world--truly reality. Rather, the things of this material world will become 
tasteless to you as you press into My Reality." 
 
"Many of you have had dreams of healing others. You have longed for the healing gifts. Now is the 
time and season for you to reach out to receive these. If you follow My directives and sacrifice what 
you now find pleasurable for a higher good, you will not be disappointed. Many are those who begin 
this journey and turn around, departing from the committed path, because their palette and 
possessions are too dear to them." 
 
(Clare) Lord, all I know is that this will have to be Your grace working in me, because I am one of 
those. 
 
"I know this. But you have need of trust, Clare. That just as I have given you the desire to go deeper, I 
can give you the desire to deny yourself. Don't turn back, Beloved, please. Don't turn back. Grasp the 
hem of My garment for dear life and ask for the grace to mortify your flesh and empty yourself so I can 
fill you." 
 
(Clare) But Lord, I am so weak and attached to many things. 
 
"Yes, you are very weak. And that's precisely why I want you to step into My reality in faith and deny 
yourself day after day, until I signal to you that some progress has truly been made. But you will never 
be able to be self-indulgent again. Too many souls and circumstances will draw you into wonderful 
places if you are willing to deny yourself, pick up your cross and follow Me." 
 
"I have not made it that hard for you, Clare. I did not take your protein drinks away from you. Nor will I, 
because I know they are one of the few things that keep you going." 
 
"But wouldn't it be much better if I were the only one who kept you going? Ponder that, My Love. And 
remember: if you ask anything in My will--I will do it for you. It's only a matter of time, patience and 
abandonment to My plan." 
 
"When things seem to difficult for you, that is the time you need to come to Me for strength so you can 
accomplish them. On your own you can do very little. Have you not experienced this time and time 
again?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord I have. 
 
"Well, that's to your advantage, because you know I do not leave you helpless but lift you up when 
you fall--and even provide a way out. I am faithful. Do you not know this by now?" 
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(Clare) Yes, Lord, You truly are. 
 
"Well, I want this to be a witness to My Heartdwellers. Nothing is impossible with God. Not even your 
favorite little treats, which I promise will lose their luster when your prayer for a disabled child causes 
them to stand up straight and walk from the wheelchair they lived in." 
 
"I am going to stoke the fire in you, My people, if you are willing. If these are your desires, too, begin 
each day to live more and more for Me and others. Enter into worship and leave the little tokens of 
your love for Me on the altar. Ask and keep asking for the greater gifts. I cannot deny a humble and 
loving heart--at least not for very long." 
 
"In a nutshell, I desire to give you these gifts, but you must clean out your old attachments to make 
room for them." 
 
 
 
 

Message 558: Jesus speaks about more Time... 'For Me, 5 Years is like 

5 Minutes' 
 
 
October 20, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began, "I know you are anxious about the timing of events; that is why I am telling you, we still 
have a ways to go." 
 
(Clare) Wow. I know what that means. But I asked Him... 'Five years?' 
 
"Maybe. Much could be done in that time as you count it on Earth. At the same time, much could be 
forestalled. Much evil could be done and come to the surface. That is why I need a group of 
intercessors on the forefront shouting down the enemy, praying down the wickedness and evil that 
spreads like the plagues of Egypt. Clare, you know in your heart there will be more time. You know 
this, don't you?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. But You've said time is ending. 
 
"And for Me, 5 years is like five minutes. Truly it is." 
 
"There is going to be a move of God unparalleled and just now My faithful ones are entering into it. 
You see, many have been ready for many years and have born their fruit as they abided in Me. But 
now, I have a new generation, a new crop of soldiers and Brides, with a new vision - to spread My 
Love to the darkest corners of the Earth, and they are doing it." 
 
"I am going to cause an explosion of faith around the world. It has already begun with certain 
ministers and countries, but I am going to accelerate it. I am fueling this explosion with My Holy Spirit. 
Much that has been prophesied will come to pass and America is going to lead the way for revival. My 
Father and I have chosen, 'More time, more grace, more mercy.'" 
 
"But I am not calling My Brides to lay down their arms, but to guard what I am bringing upon the Earth. 
And the reason I do not want you or your Heartdwellers to put down your fasts and abstinences is that 
I want you all to be equipped with the greatest gifts to call My Mercy down upon the Earth." 
 
"You will not be liked for this stance; you will receive more boos and calumny and some will leave the 
Channel. But My heart is for you all to continue to live lives of self-denial; simple lives where your 
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flesh is kept under wraps until it dies of old age or starvation. But in the meantime, you will grow 
stronger and stronger in My anointing." 
 
"There is a time for fasting and mourning; there is a time to lay down the sack cloth and take up the 
garments of praise. Yet still, I am calling you to continue to keep your flesh down. What does that look 
like? Don't spend hours in the kitchen making gourmet meals. Don't spend a fortune on expensive 
food. Make each day a third world day, in the sense that you eat sensibly, with simplicity and good 
nourishment, but avoid the dainties." 
 
(Clare) Like Tiramisu, Lord? 
 
"Exactly. These things that taste so wonderful are waiting for you in Heaven. You will have an eternity 
of delights, although you will find that the riches of the spirit far outweigh your desire for anything 
having to do with the flesh. Yet, there will be an abundance of rich foods, especially on the Heavenly 
feast days." 
 
(Clare) Feast days? 
 
"Yes. The memorials of great victories and historical markers, for when I delivered My People and 
bathed them in My Spirit and delivered them from evil en masse. Yes, indeed, there will be 
celebrations the likes of which you have never seen on Earth. 
 
"But for now, I want those who profess to be Mine. I want them to live a circumcised life, free of 
worldly attachments, free of heartburn, free of guilt, free to worship Me with a clean conscience 
knowing that they are in My favor. Just as I came to you tonight to tell you how very pleased I am with 
you. This is an absolute prerequisite for the gifts I am releasing on Earth in this hour. Do not do 
anything to compromise My friendship...do not try My mercy and patience. Rather, be faithful with the 
littlest things." 
 
"I wish for them to press in to the greater gifts... prophecy, healing, wonders that witness to My power 
and love. To have these gifts in operation, I need them to abstain from worldly pleasures. Not sin, that 
is a given. But abstain from those things that feed the appetite for more and better - fine food, 
clothing, luxuries, comforts unknown to the poor. All these are poison to the Spirit living within; they all 
cause a downward spiral of dependency on the flesh and feed selfishness." 
 
"No, I want them to strive for the better gifts that loose the bonds of the captives. This is a work, a 
great work of the Spirit whereby you lose more and more attachments in favor of caring more and 
more for those around you. I am calling all of you into a life of love for your brothers and sisters. And 
as you detach yourselves from the world, I will increase that love until you are burning with charity 
wherever you go." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I felt such conviction when I watched Todd go into a store, and all he did was minister. 
My whole attitude when I have to go to the store is get in, get out! I don't think or care to tune into 
those around me that might need ministry. I just want to get OUT of there! Is that a bad thing? 
 
"How do you feel when you minister to a soul?" 
 
(Clare) Wonderful. 
 
"And that is as it should be. When you deny your flesh, you lose interest in what the stores have to 
offer in favor of the opportunity to touch a hurting soul with My love and a word to uplift them. When 
you deny yourself, you empty the selfish, carnal appetites and make room for My loving presence to 
overtake you." 
 
"You have experienced this; was it not wonderful and worth every effort?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, my contentment was over the top. 
 
"That's what I mean when I said 'I have come to bring life in abundance.' That is the abundant life, 
because you are ALIVE and ministering aliveness to others. You are truly My ambassadors and care 
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little for the foolish things that used to motivate you." 
 
 
"And as far as your condition and Ezekiel's, there is going to be an explosion of healing for My 
ministers, so they can minister on the highest levels. But remember: there will always be offerings, 
Simon's cross offerings. Always. But they will be less and less painful for those of you who have made 
it a habit to detach yourself from the pleasures of the flesh." 
 
"I know these words are not easy for most, but I have not called most. I have called My Brides up 
higher--and I'm not done yet. We are going to keep climbing... that is, if you want to." 
 
"Living a life of self-denial is not for everyone, but the fruits will be experienced by everyone. And 
some who refused to go out to the field to work will change their minds and do My will, when they see 
what they could have if only they would give up what they are so desperately hanging onto." 
 
(Clare) So, just to be clear, Lord, are You saying we have five years yet? 
 
"No. I am saying you have more time, more than you previously thought, which was three years. I am 
saying My Father has determined that His mercy will flourish before the final hour, when no one can 
jump off the fence. This is also a warning to those of you who know you have turned lukewarm in 
favor of your selfish appetites. You have an opportunity to grow into the full stature of the sons and 
daughters of God." 
 
"I am extending an invitation to you fence-sitters who are still harboring sin in your lives, hoping My 
mercy will cover you in that last hour. It will not. Either live the life I have called you to--or stay here 
and suffer. The choice is yours. And in this moment, you have the break you need to rise up." 
 
"Don't defer your salvation another moment, don't put it off. You will be left in the dust and ashes of 
your sins. If you are living together, get married or move out. If you are stealing, stop now and make 
restitution. If you are living selfishly for yourself, begin to serve the poor. Give to those who have 
nothing." 
 
(Clare) So, Lord are you saying, perhaps three or four more years? 
 
"You are close, but I will not give you an exact time frame. I must tell you that My Father's judgment 
will continue to manifest itself on Earth with disasters of man-made and nature-made origin. Your only 
protection will be to live a life that is ready to be called Home any minute. I will not give any 
guarantees." 
 
"The just and the unjust shall perish together; their destinations will be totally different." 
 
"I am telling you, bring your gifts to fruition, work hard under My anointing. Stop living for yourself. 
Stop feeding your flesh and seek out the lame and wounded and what you can do for them with your 
limited resources." 
 
"If you are called to the market place, support those who minister and those that are in the mission 
field and it will go well with you when I come. Truly I tell you, you will not lose your reward." 
 
"Live before Me every day as if it were your last, because plagues, wars, and terrible Earth disasters 
will continue to accelerate as the birth pains get closer. You know not the day I will call you Home - 
and you will give an accounting." 
 
"Therefore, begin to live for Me and My agendas now, so that you will have treasure in Heaven." 
 
"Those of you who have foolishly buried your talents, because you were busy sitting on the roof 
watching for My coming - here is your chance to make it right. Get busy. If you are busy about My 
business, you will not need to know the day or the hour, nor will you be left behind." 
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"Make no mistake about it: roof-top sitters who selfishly pass their time expecting a free ride to 
Heaven will be left behind. The only ones I am taking are those who are busy about My work, or being 
faithful to their state in life. And teaching their children how to give and how to serve." 
 
"I admonish those of you who continue to say they cannot hear or see Me. You are not pressing in 
sufficiently; you are not living single-mindedly for Me but are compromising with the world. I have not 
become your all-in-all and your everything, or I guarantee you, you would not be without My strong 
guiding, hand and loving arms. 
 
"Have you not felt My hugs when, with a good heart, you went out of your way for someone? Have 
you not felt My deep gratitude? The secret, then, is to do this more and more each day and you will 
accustom yourself to feeling My presence and approval with you." 
 
"Having this assurance, you will RUN EXPECTANTLY to your prayer closet and lock the door until 
you touch the hem of My garment." 
 
"Many of you know in your hearts you have been lazy and that has affected your ability to hear and 
see Me. In your heart, you were convinced you are not worthy because you have withheld yourself 
from Me." 
 
"This is not works righteousness. It is a working, loving relationship, that when you love someone you 
give up your priorities and rights to further their agendas. And when you do this, you come to 
EXPECT to be in communication with the Love of your life, because you are living for them." 
 
"So, all in all, My Brides, you are on the right track. Please, My Brides, do not fast in your flesh. In 
other words, allow Me to lead you. Make a rhema card for fasting and different kinds of fasts, and that 
will help to guide you when it comes up. The object is not to starve you, but to help you become 
indifferent to food to the point where you only eat to nourish your body. Not for the pleasure of it." 
 
"These are things you can offer Me out of Love for Me and they are acceptable gifts. But bear in mind, 
many of you already have sicknesses that are sufficient crosses, or crushing family situations. I want 
you to be strong to function, but indifferent as to what you eat. This will close the door to constant 
preoccupations with the flesh and help you shift your lives into the spirit, full time." 
 
"Expect miraculous changes in your walk, My people. Remember, you cannot out-give Me." 
 
 
 
 

Message 559: Jesus says... You become My Ambassadors of Peace, 

Light & Healing 
 
 
October 24, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "When you go out into the world, you are not going out for your own needs, only. You 
are My ambassador of Light and Healing in this world. You don't pass by the hurting or homeless--you 
do something to show your love--because you, My people, are My hands and feet and mouth. What 
you do may not seem like anything to you, but you have no idea how far down that soul is or if they 
are contemplating how to end it all. You could be the very last person on Earth that they talk to." 
 
"Nothing happens by chance. Many things are arranged for you during the day, but because you are 
mostly self-involved (guilty as charged) you don't see the opportunities I set before you to let that Light 
shine. You can always shine by being extremely courteous and even patient with someone who is 
being obnoxious." 
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"Once you begin to stop living only for yourself, your own interests, your own agendas--and begin to 
live for Me, I will increase grace inside of you to recognize those in need and so you can minister to 
them. It begins very slowly, like the lower rungs on a very high ladder. So far, so good. But soon, after 
days of living selflessly, you begin to get exhilarated from the high of caring for others. You begin to 
see things you never noticed before, even in your own families." 
 
"This is discipleship, My loved ones. Learning how to love others is truly a college course in selfless 
love. People are not moved by violent and scathing sermons on a street corner; they run from that. 
They are moved deeply by a kindness done to them with no ulterior motive. Random acts of kindness. 
Each act of kindness is another rung on the ladder to Heaven. The higher you climb, the more 
spectacular the view--until you are seeing what I am seeing and you have My Mind." 
 
"As I see that I can trust you to be humble and little in all circumstances, I can begin to bring 
knowledge into your lives that you've always longed to have. Even the prophetic and healing gifts. 
You begin very small, but I give the increase in anointing. As I see you treat others with supernatural 
love, I can begin to send you the harder cases, the more broken ones who no one wants to deal with." 
 
"You become My Ambassador of Peace and people are magnetically drawn to your sincere heart and 
unpretentious help for them. They see past you and recognize Me living in you." 
 
"Many are looking to serve Me in a greater capacity, in a ministry, but you are not ready. Those who 
are faithful with the little things will be given the greater ones." 
 
"Clare did nothing but gather food and feed people for 20 years. In the early church, people who saw 
to the needs of others in this way were called deacons and deaconesses. They served in this way and 
learned from their elders and then after observing their virtues at work, they were finally ordained to 
be ministers." 
 
"They were qualified, because they were honest, not self-seeking; they were consistent, showing up 
day after day in good and bad weather. They prayed for those they served and shared their needs 
with the rest of the prayer community. Then after a time of observing this kind of virtue, they were 
ready for greater responsibilities: teaching and admonishing." 
 
"So it is with you, My people. Start small, very small and allow Me to invite you up higher when you 
are ready. Lower your expectations of what to do to serve Me to the lowest common denominator if 
you are only just beginning. This is appropriate for you." 
 
"I do not want you to lord it over others with knowledge of Scripture, etc. I want you to come alongside 
of them with the knowledge of your own failings and shortcomings, and how weak you are--lest you 
think yourself better than they. I want you to demonstrate My Love in action in their lives. I will do the 
rest. If you are asked questions, answer as simply and humbly as you can. If they disagree, back off 
and continue to ply them with My Love. Do not, under any circumstances, break the bond of brotherly 
love. That will defeat your purpose." 
 
"My disciples must know themselves and know that they are more frail than anyone else they have 
ever met. This keeps them from presumption and pride - especially the pride that comes with learning. 
Knowledge does puff up; charity does edify." (that's in 1 Corinthians 8:1) 
 
"There is nothing quite as off-putting as a swaggering, self-proclaiming personality correcting others 
with an air of disdain. When you do that, you make others feel inferior, like they are not good enough 
for God. It gives the impression that you have to be smart and all together - and sinless, to be a 
Christian. When people get this impression, they put off their conversions, feeling unworthy." 
 
"That is why it is so important for you to be vulnerable and transparent so they can see you are not 
any better than they are, and yet God accepts you. I wish for you to come alongside or even beneath 
a new believer and allow them to discover Me, giving them little hints here and there and also paying 
very close attention to their reactions." 
 
"There is an art to drawing souls to Me. Pray for this gift. Love and Humility are preeminent. 
Remember, these encounters are not happenstance; they are divinely arranged. So be confident that 
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you have the anointing to touch this soul and you know that I am always there with you. My Spirit will 
speak through you if you give Him the chance. The only prerequisite is Love for others and humility." 
 
*** 
 
Jesus says... Blessed are the Peacemakers - From August 3, 2015 
 
―Blessed are the peacemakers for they will be called sons of God. Indeed, peacemakers most 
resemble Me. Of all attributes aside from charity, peace-making is most important to Me. Without 
peace, it is impossible to accomplish anything. Without peace, you cannot foster love. Without peace, 
men are in a continual downward spiral of death and hopelessness.‖ 
 
―So, this is one of satan‘s favorite strategies. Steal your peace, at any cost; deprive you of your 
peace. That is why I have promised you the peace that passes all understanding. Anytime your peace 
is being rattled, you can assume there is a snake nearby. (no pun intended) ―Ok… a rattle snake.‖ 
 
―When you get rattled you are dealing with the serpent. Yes, the enemy is taking territory from you 
unless you are very observant and nip it in the bud. But, for most it slowly coils around to cut off 
circulation to the brain, injecting the venom of fear disguised as prudence.‖ 
 
―When I visit a soul I bring peace, whether you are aware of why you feel peaceful or not. My peace 
surpasses all understanding and all events. In the midst of tragedy, My peace can descend and bring 
order out of chaos. The dark forces you speak about, their entire agenda is to foster strife, confusion, 
and chaos.‖ 
 
1 Corinthians 14:33 
For I am not a God of confusion but of peace. 
 
―Anytime, anytime, anytime at all your peace is disturbed, or rattled, you can be sure there is a little 
demon nearby throwing off your balance, injecting you with its venom. If My people could recognize 
this from the onset, wars would cease to exist. But rather, they try to fight fear with force and force is 
always only a temporary solution. That is why My reign is so very important, to restore the Garden of 
Eden to men, that they may live in peace, good will, and understanding." 
 
"How joyful life will be when I return. Still, you will have dissenters until the serpent is forever 
banished, but in the beginning, the peace will be a shining force throughout the earth. Even the 
animals will be at peace with men.‖ 
 
―This peace will be hard won by the blood of many and will in its nature only be temporary until the 
final Judgment. Then peace shall reign forever. So, what I want to say is that peacemakers most 
resemble Me, and the contrast to that is the troublemakers who most resemble satan. That is why I 
called the religious leaders a brood of vipers.‖ 
 
―They pretended peace on the outside with long flowing garments woven with golden tassels, but 
inside they were ravening wolves, seeking how to destroy anyone or anything that challenged their 
authority and rule. Absolute power corrupts and absolute power was what they were seeking. They 
threatened men with their eternal salvation if they dared to challenge them.‖ 
 
―Things have not changed one iota. Fear is still used by religious authorities masquerading as 
messengers and protectors of truth.‖ 
 
―My dear Ones, have nothing to do with dissemblers and those who sow discord among brethren. 
This is most certainly inspired by the wicked ones. I want you to be pure before me; no mud in your 
hands – rather clean, shining, and ready to be taken into My Abode forever.‖ 
 
―Be peacemakers. Be the one to take up for the absent when cruel things are said. Be the one who 
puts a stop to gossip and calumny. How beautiful are the footsteps of the Bride who brings peace in 
her bosom. She is adorned with all choice perfumes and jewels from her Father‘s house. Oh, how 
beautiful you are when you defend righteousness and sow peace among brothers and sisters. You 
most resemble Me when you bring order out of confusion, understanding out of conflict, turning 
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bitterness to forgiveness and kindness. There is no price worthy of such a soul, who goes around 
bringing brotherly love and concord. The fruits of such a one as this will testify to her virtue throughout 
eternity.‖ 
 
―I want you to consider for a moment, how the wicked venom from the mouth of the serpentine 
woman can foment wars and disaster after disaster to rulers. First and Second Kings chronicles the 
lives of Ahab and Jezebel, his wife.‖ 
 
―I am taking the time My Bride to reveal the fruits of a wicked and the fruits of the wise.‖ 
 
―How beautiful you are to Me, My Bride. Truly you take My Breath away with your virtue when you 
defend the innocent and refuse to partake of evil. Remember, in this time left to you on Earth, the 
devils are always looking for a way to defile you, steal your purity, your innocence, your beauty. 
Dissembling and destroying peace among brethren or family is the enemy‘s favorite tactic.‖ 
 
―Be on your guard, My Beautiful One. Protect your virtue and the virtue of others from detraction and 
gossip. Keep your hands clean from the mire of this world. Do not allow anyone to soil your wedding 
garment. Continue to take My Breath away by your virtue.‖ 
 
―Oh, how wonderful it will be on that day that I take you to Myself in absolute purity with nothing to 
shame you or cause you to blush.‖ 
 
―Remember it is not what goes into your mouth that defiles but what comes out that defiles and 
reveals the contents of your heart. Keep your heart only for Me. Protect it without compromise. Bring 
peace out of strife, let your virtue shine upon all men that your Father in Heaven may be glorified.‖ 
 
―Blessed are you, Peacemakers. You are called children of God, and surely I will take you into the 
place I have prepared for you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 560: Jesus says... Millions of Muslims are looking for the 

Truth 
 
 
October 25, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "For those of you who are still in a state of unrest because of the delay... I invite you 
into My Merciful Heart, where you will see the ones I still grieve over, who are not as yet ready. They 
are close, so very close and approaching the tabernacle of My Mercy, that is My Heart, but they have 
not as yet accepted Me." 
 
"These are the ones I especially want to target. Many Muslims, totally disenchanted with their faith are 
asking so many questions about where is the real God? Surely this rape and slaughter of innocents 
cannot be an expression of the Merciful God." 
 
"They are like sheep wandering on the hillside with no shepherd. They are so traumatized they trust 
no one, yet they are crying out for answers." 
 
"Can you imagine it yourself, if you didn't have Me and the assurance of Heaven and everywhere you 
looked were infidels who treated you with more love and respect than your own kind, what would you 
think? What would you feel?" 
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"You have been raised to believe the most heinous things about Christians, and now you are living 
among them and you see they are nothing like what they were led to believe. It was all a lie. And your 
faith has turned into Hell on Earth... Where is the true God in all of this?" 
 
"Yet this is the one thing they have going for them: they know their faith is seriously flawed and 
compromised. Yet, what are they to believe?" 
 
"Do you understand, My People, millions of Muslims are looking for the truth, while you are looking up 
in the sky begging Me to come. Who am I to listen to? Your eternity is sealed, there's is not. I cannot 
leave them, I cannot desert them. I must respond to their desperate prayers." 
 
"They are asking, 'Is it just a few bad apples that rape innocent children? Or is it truly what is taught in 
the Koran?' The disparity between what is righteous and holy is miles apart from this reality. How can 
anyone be so cruel?" 
 
"Their whole world has been shattered. They have lost fathers and children and even mothers, they 
have lost all they owned and worked hard for. Many are so shell-shocked they cannot think straight. 
What's worse they have nowhere to go. The surrounding countries don't want them. Can there be any 
suffering like unto theirs?" 
 
"That is why I am calling My faithful Brides to cooperate and walk with Me and show compassion, not 
brutality by removing the only good they are destined to know. As you come to terms with your 
attitudes of heart, you have an alternative to the bitter disappointment. The alternative is to offer your 
woes for the conversion of the Muslim nations and the peoples scattered over the Earth." 
 
"This is pain. Take this pain you feel so acutely while apart from Me and offer it to Me for these victims 
of Satan." 
 
"This is what it means to be My Bride. You walk with Me in Heaven and on Earth as if you were in 
Paradise; you share in My Body and Blood. You have My Living Words to read and My fellowship in 
prayer and even in suffering." 
 
"Now, I ask you: are you willing to walk with Me along the way of Calvary and experience the 
excruciating pain I feel over these people? Are you willing to truly accompany Me in these hours of 
harvest before Satan is loosed? Are you willing to give up your agendas and need to be taken up and 
out of this Earth for the sake of so many souls?" 
 
"You see, My Bride must be willing to accompany Me in My sorrows as well as My glory. Are you 
willing? 
 
"This will require a massive change in attitude on your part. Stop thinking selfishly and join Me in My 
thinking and the task before us. You will never regret the extra time it took to bring in the catch. 
Rather, you will be joyful that you accompanied Me and labored with Me to bring this to pass. And it 
shall be credited to you, that you laid aside your personal agenda to put your heart and mind totally 
into Mine. You will not lose your reward." 
 
"And one last note. I would ask you to consider that this vessel has brought forth the Truth I have 
given her with great fidelity. Your accusations against her do not endear Me to you; they hurt Me 
deeply." 
 
"She is not the cause of your anger and grief, I am. Your anger is at Me, not her. So, ponder these 
things My loved ones. Truly, I need you to yield to Me in this hour and I will give you the grace to walk 
with Me." 
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Message 561: Jesus speaks about Revival & Dance floors on the Clouds 
 
 
October 28, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "My precious, precious Brides - how I have missed our trysting times together. I long to 
hold you once again in My arms and twirl around the Heavenly dance floors with you. Do you know 
that My angels build these dance floors on the clouds and hold them up just for the privilege to see 
Me so completely happy, holding My Bride? 
 
"Oh, how happy and edified they are to see the joy I derive from you, My Brides. Please, prepare your 
hearts to be in this secret place with Me, dancing and worshipping to our hearts content. Prepare your 
hearts for a romantic break, away from the necessities and grueling wars you have been through of 
late. 
 
"Much has been secured on the basis of your sacrifices and those of My Brides around the world. 
They have cried out to Me with tears for intervention and My Father has heard their cries, joined to 
yours, as you lift the world up and prepare it for revival." 
 
(Clare) Lord, some have complained to me that You said there would be no revival before the Rapture 
- I think, about two years ago. And I tried to explain to them that that was contingent on the timing of 
the Rapture. But, maybe You can explain it better than I can? 
 
"That is correct. I did say that, because I was not expecting the level of repentance that Americans 
have embraced - and I also did not expect the Rapture to be delayed. Clare, so much came to a head 
during those months and the hearts of many waxed cold. But they responded to grace. And not only 
has My Father postponed the Rapture, but revival shall come, as well." 
 
(Clare) Jesus, there are some that say they already knew this, before You gave us more mercy and 
more time--and delay was extended. And I don't understand why we were kept in the dark? 
 
"Would you really like to know, Clare? Would you really like to know?" 
 
(Clare) Ummm.. is it going to hurt? 
 
"No, not at all. I have called you to be the warriors of My heart. Warriors and companions. I have 
called you to share the tragic and tenuous movements of the world and its effect on My Heart. I have 
called you to respond to My tears and keep Me company as I deal with the agonies of child trafficking, 
materialism that buries My birth beneath piles of rubbish every Christmas. The malls that are full on 
Sundays and the churches that are empty. I have called you to share in My most intimate feelings for 
My creation." 
 
"Some of My Prophets see from afar and are not privy to the struggles I endure day after day, the very 
close calls. And I am looking for those who will keep My aching heart company. And may I remind 
you, that many prophets were also saying there would be no more time for revival, because they, too, 
shared in My agonies." 
 
"However, others have a certain sense that mercy will triumph and we will make it through these 
years long enough to see one last great move of Glory on Earth. And that is also correct. But it is not 
won just by knowing. Rather, it is gutted out by those who hear My Heart's cry and see how tortuously 
close we have come to that final Day." 
 
"We have come very, very close. Closer than any of you imagine. Were it not for My Father's 
intervention, none of you would be here now. So very tragically close. And it is those times, when you 
have fasted, prayed and cried out for Mercy, that have had their effect." 
 
"My Love, each part of the Body has their own specific tasks, and Heartdwellers are subject to the ups 
and downs and stabbing pains I must endure from humanity's ingratitude. Not only does every 
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Christian fit into My Body differently, but My Prophets as well. Each has their assignments; each is 
made privy to new revelation appropriate to their station on the wall." 
 
"But the prophets of My Heart go through a thousand deaths as they perceive the torment I endure 
daily. They see the deep darkness of despair around the Earth and how I react to it, how I call out for 
prayers to counteract the odor of dying souls." 
 
"And their prayers, many times, turn the clock back. Do not allow any man's opinion deter you in your 
calling. You know what I have told you. You know what you and other Heartdwellers have seen and 
felt in My presence." 
 
"This is your station in My heart, to cry out and intercede for the most desperate cases. You have held 
Me when I cried, you have kept watch when you felt the destitution of My soul. When I must respond 
to those who lie beneath the rubble after earthquakes and those who have lost everything in these 
vicious hurricanes. And those who still wait at the borders of countries and have nowhere to go to 
begin to start life over. And the list of torments I go through daily is beyond any human to 
comprehend." 
 
"But you, my faithful Brides, have kept Me company in My most desolate hours, and now I wish to visit 
you with the consolation of My presence and tender love for you. You have accompanied Me through 
so many torments and I wish to give you a reprieve and delight for your souls. So, do not be afraid to 
accept the invitation to dance with Me; it is My way of delighting in you for all you have forsaken for 
Me." 
 
"There has to be time to regroup, to find the innocent pleasures of companionship with your God. To 
receive and renew your hearts, preparing you for new assignments and challenges - joyful ones, 
creative ones, things your heart longs for but have been kept from you for so long." 
 
"These truly are the days of releasing dreams and provision to succeed. You will never be totally free 
of the enemy nipping at your heels. However, as you have matured, you have learned many things 
about putting a stop to them, as well." 
 
"That is why I am so pleased with you and long to take you in My arms and swirl you around the floor 
in beautiful ballrooms created just for our pleasure." 
 
"I understand well your struggles with distractions. You are beset by armies of little demons that 
pursue you with all they have to drive you away from your goal. You must be smarter, stronger and 
more obedient, My Beloved ones, to defeat these disgusting creatures. As you well know, they will 
use your own natures against you to steal days of time away from your missions. You mustn't allow 
this, My Precious ones - and as I dance with you, I impart the wisdom and strength to be more 
disciplined and overcome these." 
 
"As you fall more deeply in love with Me, you lose more and more of your self-will - which is exactly 
what the demons use to derail you. You long more and more to fulfill My desires for you this day and 
you will triumph over these creatures by your love for Me." 
 
"So, this is a season of releasing precious spiritual graces and long, lingering drinks of living waters 
from My Heart of Joy as we dwell together." 
 
"Do not - as is the tendency - be thinking 'the more work you get done, the better.' No, be thinking the 
more you can console and walk with Me. The more you can dry My tears, and pray for those who are 
still in bondage to their possessions, to the legalisms of those who have turned My Church into a 
courtroom and a social club, rather than a place of thanksgiving, celebration and worship in Spirit and 
in Truth... The more you can do that, the happier I will be." 
 
"That is not to say that you abandon the missions you have received from Me, of course not! Continue 
on in those. But please do not have the mentality of a production line. Rather, be My Bride and My 
Wife and your obedience will accomplish both things simultaneously." 
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"So, when I come to dance with you, let this be your spiritual worship and allow Me to take you to new 
heights of perception of My Holy Being. As well as elevating you, My Brides, for your selfless service, 
which has brought Me endless times of joy. For not only do I derive pleasure from these, but as I gaze 
upon you while we are dancing, the fragrance of your fidelity overpowers the woes of the day and 
brings Me such comfort." 
 
"Stay close, My Bride. Cling to Me and bring Me the joy of your loving presence." 
 
 
 
 

Message 562: Jesus says... You are One of My most hard-working 

Apostles & No Loser 
 
 
October 30, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "Oh, Clare, how I have wanted to talk to you. You are under some extreme 
oppression, Beloved, extreme. You do not see it, because it has been laid on you very slowly and 
surreptitiously. Your whole being is under attack and their plan is to steal your ministry and destroy 
you. Demons of destruction have been assigned to you and they are working on your mind. 
 
"This is what they are saying to you. 'You are not any good. He doesn't love you, He's fed up with you. 
Do you see these others over here? Look at the gifts they have and compare them to what you don't 
have after all these years of serving Him. You don't have them, because you are not worthy. You 
have not used your time wisely, nor will you ever. You are a loser: you lose time, you lose graces, you 
lose people... You are a loser! You waste everything. He's found others to do your job, because you 
will never get it done."' 
 
"These are only a very few of their accusations. And they are designed to get you to give up on Me 
and on yourself. They are designed to cause you to lose heart, Clare." 
 
(Clare) Well, that's certainly the effect they're having. I feel disheartened and without hope, like... I've 
let You down so many times - what's the use? 
 
(Jesus) "But this is My witness, this is what I say about you. You have turned one coin into ten. You 
have brought forth copious fruit all over the world. You really have been faithful, very faithful, and 
done My bidding, My will, 99% of the time. You have not been lax or lazy. You are one of the most 
hard-working of My apostles, even at your age. You have turned the coal of your sins and short-
comings into the diamonds of My Mercy, time and time again, bringing to My people the real 
substance of My heart." 
 
"You bare your heart - the worst parts of it - and share with others how compassionate I am and how I 
raise you up fall after fall. Do you know what that's done for souls around the world? They see Me for 
who I am, they see you for who you are - and they relate to you on every level. You are a Champion 
of Righteousness. You are Mine, and there is no one like you." 
 
(Clare) And I just want to say an aside here. He often tells me that, and I understand that He is saying 
each of us are unique and there is no one like you. There's no one like me. There's no one like your 
brother, or sister, or anyone in the world. You are so unique. You have been created so gloriously 
unique and special. And Satan's whole job and agenda is to take that away from you. 
 
(Jesus) "Do you understand? You are very special to Me and to the world you live in for your insights 
and wisdom, yet you have the lowest opinion of yourself. And I love that. I love that you see yourself 
as a nothing." 
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"But you carry it too far, Clare. The demons have run with that and very clever demons have chosen 
to play that card against you. They want you to think that your ministry just doesn't matter." 
 
"Each of My Brides has their own beauty and I reward them accordingly. The Demons would love for 
you to be jealous and begin to feed off of that. But the truth is, I am equipping them for their mission 
and you for yours. They are different. You've been put into a matrix of ruin, Clare. You've been 
targeted at the very core of your being, and your relationship to Me. Your mission is priceless to Me. 
Everyone of your struggles is solid gold and not one thing you suffer is in vain - it always outs and hits 
the target for those who are going through the same, the very same tribulations around the world." 
 
"You turn every speck of coal into diamonds by sharing as you do. I love that about you and you have 
been called to do it. Listen to Me. YOU ARE GOING TO SUCCEED. Do not listen to the lies. Do not 
see the situation as impossible. You are making progress in seeing how you lose time. For you, ten 
minutes is worth an hour of someone else's time - that's why I don't want you to waste it. Oh, how can 
I convince you?" 
 
(Clare) Well. He caught me; I wasn't believing everything He was saying. I said... 'I'm listening Lord, I 
am trying to believe, but I am leery.' 
 
"And what have you done to deserve that kind of deceit?" 
 
(Clare) What He means by that is, there are times when He allows deceiving spirits that sound and 
look like Him, to lead us astray, to humble us, because we're in Pride. We never know when we're in 
pride. I think we're always in it... I answered... 'All the things I do wrong or the way I insist sometimes.' 
 
(Jesus) "Do not insist on anything but what I want you to do - not even for 5 or 10 minutes - because 
that's how they get you. Just one degree off course and they continue to take you further and further 
off course. You must resist at the onset, and not believe that you're strong enough to do something 
and come back to what you should have stayed doing. You cannot afford to do this, because you are 
weak and they play on your weaknesses to defeat you." 
 
"Clare, you have defeat written all over you. But I am here to bring you out of it, once and for all. You 
have been enormously fruitful and I intend to make you even more so. You have earned a promotion 
by your faithfulness, so I am going to break this off of you and bring you up higher, away from the 
reach of detractors." 
 
"First I must establish this in your heart... YOU WILL SUCCEED." 
 
"I need you to be settled about this. Get your eyes off your daily sense of failure and on to Me. Do not 
look at what I am doing with other vessels, because what I want from you is so different. Be happy to 
be overlooked and side-lined; this is healthy for you. But in My eyes, you are in the spotlight of My 
love and purposes for your life." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I don't see how I can do anything with music. Look at the time, and what did I do that 
was off course today, except 17 minutes on Amazon, getting a cable for my speakers?? Please, tell 
me what is Your answer for this? 
 
(Jesus) "Every night you are under attack. Like tonight - it was the speaker. (Which failed...) I am 
training you in discretion. You could have pursued the problem, but you dropped it for your assistant 
to figure out. That's exactly what I wanted to see you do; that was a sidetrack to take you away from 
Me. And you did the right thing. You ignored it. You weighed the options and determined it was a 
side-track to steal time from Us. And you were right!" 
 
"This is part of your training. You are learning what to pass by and what to keep working on. You need 
to know this for the future, you need to learn this now - that's why it is happening to you. Every day is 
full of choices and temptations... until you learn." 
 
"That's why you have to stay so closely tuned into My heart, because you will feel when I want you to 
stop doing something; it is not for you. With a little more practice, you won't do it at all." 
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(Clare) Well, Lord - I guess my problem is faith. I just can't see how I can improve on my schedule to 
make time for music - I can't see it. 
 
(Jesus) "And what did I tell you earlier in the evening, when you picked a Rhema card?" 
 
(Clare) The Rhema said... 'Blessed are you who are able to believe without understanding the 
reason.' 
 
(Jesus) "That was not a random, outdated card, as you tended to wonder if it was right. No, it was a 
direct, right-on message from Me for our conversation this night. I want you to believe without 
understanding how we are going to do this. But we ARE going to do this." 
 
"Do you understand? I know, before you know, exactly what is going to happen and I am telling you, 
YOU WILL SUCCEED. Let this permeate your consciousness and be reminded that, when you feel 
like a failure, that is coming from outside sources and you can rebuke it. You must take those 
thoughts captive and declare My thoughts and words over your life. For I have not given you a spirit of 
fear but of power, love, and self-control." 
 
"And I declare... you will succeed with your music ministry, but you must believe in Me and in Yourself 
with My empowering of you. You must. It will not happen unless you do and that's why the attack has 
been against our relationship and your sense of being loved, approved of and used. With everything 
they have, they are trying to knit you into a destroying cocoon of failure. But I will not allow it. You are 
coming out of this lie and into your calling." 
 
 
 
 

Message 563: Jesus says... Humility & Brotherly Love are a Must for 

the greater Gifts 
 
 
October 31, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... "There was much fear caught up in those filters that came out when you renounced 
Fear. You have seen quite a lot in the spirit but fear had blocked more perfect vision. Now, slowly you 
will learn to relax and allow Me to reveal to you what I want you to see. Resting and letting go, being 
open and resting. 
 
"Moving in these gifts is not a three ring circus, as many would have you believe from the past. It is a 
gentle process of seeing and gently moving in the Spirit." 
 
(Clare) I believe He was referring to all the loud prayers, displays and showmanship I have seen in 
church services. I have never liked those. 
 
(Jesus) "Well, My Love, you have much to learn. Sometimes it is that way, because people are so 
overjoyed to be healed. Nonetheless, I do agree that presentation can be theatrical, and oh, how I 
love the healing that comes as natural as breathing, without fanfare and showmanship." 
 
"That is one reason I want to use the souls who seek anonymity for ministry. They have nothing 
invested in it but My Happiness and the welfare of those they minister to. And that's as it should be. 
Recognition of a minister for what I have done is a detestable practice, but quite hard to avoid in your 
culture. Nevertheless, a new class of healing prophets are being raised up. They prefer the hidden 
places, to be overlooked and for others to see Me rather than them, even when looking directly at 
them. I want them to see Me." 
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"But this wave is coming and I want your Heartdwellers to be a part of this. I want them anointed to be 
seers and work with angels. You have worked with angels for many years without recognizing their 
presence, and now that the filters are removed, you will begin to see these precious creatures and 
loyal, very loyal servants of Mine." 
 
"My people, the time is now and here for all of you to begin to seek the better gifts, especially 
prophecy and healing and working with angels that are sent to the Earth on healing missions. There is 
absolutely nothing inappropriate in you calling upon, using and acknowledging the presence of 
angels." 
 
"This truly is the way I wish to do things. Because everyone in Heaven has a job to perform, everyone 
serves and they love to serve. And I love to see them serve! And they love your acknowledgement of 
them, without idolizing their persons. It is a sweet, supportive ministry and these messengers pack a 
mighty anointing to do My bidding--whether it be during a violent war or a conference on healing." 
 
"My people, ask Me for this gift and if you are not ready, I will prepare you. I have brought you to this 
Channel to prepare you for the greater gifts, and humility is the absolute prerequisite. Humility and 
hiddenness, the desire to be seen only by My eyes. Modesty and Humility go hand in hand. Those of 
you who chose to hide from man are nearing the end of your preparation; you will soon be entrusted 
with the greater gifts." 
 
"In fact, all of you who have followed Me up the mountain, all of you who have made a firm 
commitment not to go back to the lowlands, are nearing the time of your equipping." 
 
"Humility and brotherly love are the two grounding virtues that you must be firmly established in 
before I can safely use you. Did I not say, "Depart from Me, I never knew you." to those who came to 
Me, telling how they had healed and performed miracles in My Name?" 
 
"...Many will say to Me on that day, 'Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in Your name, and in Your name 
drive out demons and perform many miracles?' Then I will tell them plainly, 'I never knew you; depart 
from Me, you workers of lawlessness.' Matthew 7:22-23 
 
"They knew the miracles all right, but they did not know Me. That is why you are here, learning the 
most essential thing: to know Me and be completely yielded to Me, to be made ready for your 
equipping. Those who perform miracles without love have no part in Me, for it is your love for Me and 
for your brother that qualifies you for this anointing. So, I am telling you, do not chase after miracles. 
Chase after Me and when you find Me--never let Me go and everything else will come when it is 
supposed to." 
 
"Then I will prepare you to act in My stead, for did I not tell you greater works than these you shall do? 
Truly, truly, I tell you, whoever believes in Me will also do the works that I am doing. He will do even 
greater things than these, because I am going to the Father. And I will do whatever you ask in My 
name, so that the Father may be glorified in the Son. John 14:12-13 
 
"Your yearning to have Me forever with you, living in your heart, is your safeguard. Once this is 
established, I can entrust you with the power gifts, because your priorities are in order. To seek these 
gifts, while ignoring Me, leads to Pride and Vain Glory and will damage My Body more than if you 
never did any works at all. What you are and what they see in you, when you minister, will be 
replicated in their own lives. That is why I am so meticulous in training and preparing you. There must 
not be any vestige of self-love that could blossom into full blown idolatry." 
 
(Clare) Wow, Lord! I remember You asked Ezekiel to stop ministering in music, because Your Bride 
was enamored of his gift. And this happened, really, with the Lord several years ago - so he stopped. 
Since then we've done other things, but there was a period of time where there was just this romantic, 
John Michael Talbot kind of aura on Ezekiel, and people were looking at us that way, and not looking 
at the Lord. So He wanted us to stop. And we were happy to. 
 
(Jesus) "It is the nature of your culture to exalt men. This is another work that must not be found in 
you, while you fiercely protect My honor by refusing to take the credit for anything except preparing 
and equipping you." 
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(Clare) The Lord brought this incident in the Scriptures to mind just then, which you can read in Acts 
14:8-15 
 
(Jesus) "It is human nature, Clare, but human nature must be conquered. I have complete confidence 
in you who have chosen the steep climb with all its treacherous and slippery slopes. I have 
confidence in you that you will defend My honor. You have sought Me wholeheartedly and I see that 
there is nothing dearer to your hearts than My Love and presence in your lives." 
 
"Yet, there are others teaching how to accomplish many striking gifts in the Body, while I am side-
lined. This is the dangerous path. Do not become enamored of bi-location, healing miracles, and 
creative miracles, so much so that you forget about the precious love we share, My Bride. You will be 
tempted by many who do not understand, but you will right the wrong when they assign glory to you." 
 
"So, this is a new season for you, My Brides. Having loved your brother as yourself, having loved Me 
with all your heart and mind and strength, love your brothers and sisters into wholeness with My gifts 
to you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 564: Jesus says... Call Me in your Hour of Temptation 
 
 
November 3, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Clare began... Jesus, please give us the strength and wisdom to say 'no' to occasions of sin. Amen. 
 
Well, I indulged myself and went back to a site where something I really wanted, but was not allowed 
to get, was located. It's a red glass heart bead that represented changes in my heart to me. Well, it 
was a steel trap. It came down on me like lightning. I was caught, injured, sidetracked, and so 
emotional and angry I couldn't do anything last night. Not write, play music, only a little 
correspondence. And it was a big mistake. So, I ended up very much out of sorts with the Lord and 
feeling badly, that He wouldn't let me have such a little thing. But He had His reasons - but I wasn't 
thinking that way. I was thinking... I want something, and I can't have it, and I don't see why? It ended 
up in me being at odds with the Lord, and I felt so badly. I said, 'Lord. I don't ever want to be at odds 
with You again. I hate it!' 
 
Jesus replied... "Then you must listen more carefully and not give into one speck of self-will." 
 
(Clare) You're right. I indulged myself and went back to that site. And that steel trap came down on 
me like lightning. I was caught, injured, side-tracked and so emotional and angry! All I could do was 
complain. 
 
(Jesus) "Well, we are here now." 
 
(Clare) What would You like, Jesus? 
 
(Jesus) "Repentance is always a good start". 
 
(Clare) I thought I did that. 
 
(Jesus) "You could do it a little more... " 
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(Clare) Lord, truly I am sorry for being spoiled and wanting my own way. Please forgive me and make 
me wiser and more willing to carry my cross and practice self-denial. Please help me. And really, the 
repentance came today after I cooled down some more. 
 
(Jesus) "You are forgiven. But I want to warn all of you, Heartdwellers, avoid every occasion of sin. If 
you know something fascinates you and takes you off course of what is important to us, there is a 
likely-hood that a trap has been set for you. And if you indulge your curiosity, thinking you can stay 
clear of capture, you are mistaken." 
 
"You see, the demons first tempt you because of your flesh. 'Oh, this really is something you would 
like, come look at it! Besides, more things will pop up around it.' In the meantime, they have you 
figured out from every angle there is and have laid a very clever noose on the ground for you to step 
into." 
 
"So, you excuse yourself, 'Oh, there's no harm in looking.' And when you go there, they hit you with a 
very strong emotional attachment to something I have not allowed you to do or have. And you begin 
to resent Me for denying you an innocent pleasure." 
 
"What was it you told me last night? 'Lord, I work so hard for you, it is a rare thing when I ask You for 
something special, because it reminds me of my mission and the love you've given Me for your 
people. Is it too much for me to ask for this kindness?'" 
 
"And all the time your resentment is brewing, 'Gee Lord, is it really too much to ask?' And now you've 
entered into bitterness. If you had stayed away from that temptation, you never would have been hurt, 
spending a lot of time crying. You never would have been wiped out at the end of the day before you 
even began the work on your keyboard. You never would have lost all motivation - except to find a 
hole and pout because I wasn't being fair." 
 
"ALL of that could have been avoided if only you had nipped that temptation in the bud. But you've 
been attached to that for months, you never completely let go - and just one little visit to the page was 
enough to bring back very sad memories for you." 
 
"How ignorant do you think the demons are, Clare? I can assure you they are not ignorant and they 
take note of every passing feeling and those things that could trip you up in the future. They calculate 
these things." 
 
"And you, My Dove, played right into their hands. And you are still attached. I understand fully why 
you were attracted to that object. But there are things that will hurt you to give up. Yet for the time 
being, I ask you to let them go. You can use those tears as an offering, you know. The more deeply 
you feel, the better the offering. Deny yourself, pick up your cross and follow Me. It's just that simple." 
 
"I understand your reasoning, and I'm just asking you to let it go for now. And please, do not let it drag 
you down into a pit again... please? Even though we've talked about it and it still hurts you, you must 
not allow yourself to entertain those feelings. There are other things far more important that you 
should be hurting about." 
 
(Clare) I'm sorry, Lord. There again, I need your grace. I have been praying for those who are truly 
hurting on the very edge of life and death, but I see I can offer this for their comfort. 
 
(Jesus) "That's right. It seems like a foolish thing to you, but because it matters and it hurts, it carries 
more significance and that pain you feel can be offered for those who are really suffering. In the light 
of eternity, you will be very shocked at how much you valued things that were worthless." 
 
(Clare) Yes, I know You are right. And I'm trying to get a handle on that. I wish I could be there now. 
 
(Jesus) "Well, we're headed that way... 
 
"Children, children, the enemy is clever, much more than you give him credit for. This, too, will pass. 
Guard yourselves from occasions of sin. Do not go there if you know it has led you into sin in the past. 
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Be wise as serpents and gentle as doves. Your adversary is wise like a serpent and bites with a 
deadly venom. Call on Me in your hour of temptation and I will deliver you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 565: Jesus speaks about Worship & Music Styles 
 
 
November 4, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Clare began... Jesus, forgive us. We have no idea how tender Your heart is, and how easily You are 
hurt. Please help us to be sensitive and aware of what we are saying and feeling when we must come 
to terms with Your Will for us. Amen 
 
I‘m sorry I made You cry, Lord. That‘s a terrible thing, to make You cry—and over such foolishness. 
 
(Jesus) "I accept your heart-felt apology and repentance, and I do forgive you." 
 
(Clare) Oh, dear it really hurts to know I hurt You. When You broke out in sobs when You were 
holding me, I wasn‘t sure what to think. 
 
(Jesus) "But then you realized it was because I never want to lose you, Clare. And when things like 
this happen and there is an accusation against Me, it hurts Me deeply that you don‘t trust My 
judgment. I understand it was childish and immature of you, but you have not seen how many souls I 
lose in exactly this same way." 
 
"Something happens in their lives and they don‘t understand—so they blame Me. I understand their 
thinking. While I didn‘t create the tragedy, I did allow it and for many that is beyond comprehension. 
And they go away... some, forever. Some, for the length of their lives. And some cool off and return to 
Me, knowing My judgment is the best and since I was willing to die for them, they feel they need to die 
to themselves for Me - and they return." 
 
"I wish I could tell you how many I lose when I must deny them something they feel they need or even 
just want. They are beyond numbering, though each of them are written on My Heart and I never 
forget them." 
 
(Clare) It's been a long time since I've danced before the Lord and worshipped, because we don't go 
to a church. And I was feeling, 'Wow! I really need to do this again.' And I did it tonight. But nothing 
happened, I just could not connect. All I wanted to do was come close to the Lord and be present to 
Him. So, He tried to explain to me why we didn't connect. He said... 
 
(Jesus) "Well, there is part of your reason. You wanted to just sit here and be close to Me." 
 
(Clare) What‘s the other part, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) "For each soul, there is a way ordained by Me for them to come their very closest to Me. 
Worship for Me is the most intense love and adoration and yet the quiet way in Spirit and in Truth is 
more real to many, because we are alone together and they can let their true sentiments out and bare 
their souls with the most intense love." 
 
"Others wish to make a joyful sound and find their path to intimacy in the midst of praise." 
 
"Oh, My Clare, it is different with each soul and their seasons, and yet all come to the place of being 
ignited and united in Me. Just as styles of music and language change from culture to culture. It is not 
right for anyone to criticize the worship of another group because of their personal or cultural bias." 
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"I hear the heart, whether it be joyous African worship or joyous Gregorian Chant music, rap and even 
rock and roll. To say that soaking & dwelling music is New Age is to do it a very great disservice. To 
say that it brings in demons is very close to blaspheming My Spirit, because many of those songs 
have come directly from Heaven to comfort and draw My children into the most intimate places." 
 
"Cultivate true discernment and you will see My angels dancing in every form of worship that comes 
from the heart." 
 
"With each culture, each changing of the guard and generation, there are revolutions in music. Oh, 
when will you, who call yourselves My people, stop judging your brothers and sisters on the basis of 
cultural bias? When will you stop ripping my Body apart, because it doesn‘t suit your tastes? When 
you do these things, do you imagine that your worship is pleasing to Me? Wash the blood of those 
you‘ve falsely accused before you offer the sacrifice of praise to Me." 
 
 
 
 

Message 566: Jesus asks... Who would call Heaven & Its sounds 'New 

Age'? 
 
 
November 6, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Jesus, please give us the grace and discernment to go deeper when people denounce other 
Christians, that we might seek the truth for ourselves and not rest on opinions that could be faulty. 
Amen 
 
Well, my dear ones, I am going to do my very best here to be very objective. I have my own opinions 
but I prefer to lay them at the feet of Jesus. Nonetheless, I am human and I don't want my opinions to 
bleed into what the Lord is telling us. So, I'm praying for help. I brought this to Him, and I said, "Lord, it 
is very grievous to me when people make remarks like, a particular instrument tuning they are not 
culturally familiar with is 'New Age" of Satan - even though the evidence is scientific, not just opinion. 
Lord, please help me come to terms with this.' 
 
Jesus began, "These are the same ones who rejected Heidi Baker and left her with no resources for 
the African orphans, because she was mightily touched by My Spirit at the Toronto blessing." 
 
"Clare, do not concern yourself with these things; they are empty arguments being parroted and 
repeated, because they listened to someone convincing on the Internet. So they buy it hook, line and 
sinker and do not bother to check out the science of sound waves, nor the real history of these 
unusual tunings." 
 
"They are victims of an impressionable mind that does not inquire past the surface. If they would do 
their own research and not swallow every opinion on the Internet, they would soon find out there is 
nothing "new age" or harmful about taking advantage of the different properties of different tunings 
and it does, over time, have a psychological impact." 
 
"I look at the heart of the musician. If they choose a tuning and they are singing to Me or about Me, I 
am pleased and blessed, no matter what tuning. It's the heart that counts. And as you well know, I can 
take a secular song and turn it into a love song for My Bride. It is the heart that counts. The science is 
secondary." 
 
"However, I must say that the Israelites followed My instructions to the priests about how to bring the 
walls of Jericho straight down. That should tell anyone that music has sound waves, sound waves can 
shatter glass and sound waves can bring down walls and do many other things, such as convict the 
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guilty with a lie detector machines. That is because energy, in the form of sound and electricity, can 
be measured - and when a person lies, it sets off a certain spike of energy that points to their guilt." 
 
"The Ancient Fathers used different tunings for liturgical celebrations and limited their use of those to 
praising Me and giving Me glory. Just as it is not acceptable to use sacred incense for common 
purposes, such as fragrancing a beard. These fragrances are used in the sacrifices offered to Me and 
they are best to be kept separate from those that you would burn for clearing the air of noxious odors 
or personal beauty." 
 
"Just as you do not play our trysting music for a background environment, just as you keep that 
special just for you and I - so were certain instruments and tunings set aside for holy purposes, only. 
This is nothing new." 
 
"Someone takes an ancient principal and makes a business around it making all kinds of claims. 
Taking a concept that is foreign to a culture but was in practice hundreds of years ago and 
repackaging it, is very American. I wouldn't believe everything I hear or read, but it is nonetheless true 
that different sounds have a different effect on matter. This is a proven, scientific fact. You are 
composed of constantly moving particles; you are not solid and insert. You have life." 
 
(Clare) And then He quoted Colossians 1:16-17 to me: "For in Him all things were created, things in 
heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities. All 
things were created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and in Him all things hold 
together." 
 
Jesus continued... "'In Me all things hold together' is present tense. It is an ongoing process." 
 
"Life in atoms, molecules, etc. are constantly moving, and it is My Love which holds the Universe 
together - in ME all things hold together. And the energy which is produced from My Love has Life 
Force and can be measured in electrical magnetic terms. That does not make it any less holy, for all 
life comes from Me and is sustained by Me and that makes it holy. Until the enemy perverts it and 
uses it for unholy purposes." 
 
"These who persecute new concepts in the church are very insecure and lacking in discernment, for it 
is by the fruit that you know a tree. Look at how many still condemn tongues as coming from the 
Devil. Those who still accuse Heidi Baker of being "new age" because they operate in the spirit 
differently than they do, in a way unfamiliar to them or their parents or pastors, and are not taught 
properly about discernment. Rather, they are taught the norms of their culture and anything out of 
'their' norm is suspicious. I would grant them the space to investigate for themselves, but they don't. 
They condemn, because someone else condemned and didn't get to the bottom of it." 
 
"Everything in this universe is vibrating, Clare, and responds to frequencies; those things REFLECT 
My presence in them. Where the New Age movement has gone wrong, is they do not acknowledge 
My power, but the power of the reflection. So, rather than draw from the Source, they draw from the 
reflection, which of itself is only empowered by Me to a very limited extent." 
 
"Why would you use stones to heal, when you could ask Me and I would immediately heal? Do you 
see? The stars have vibrations, the powers of electromagnetic energy between planets is a fact. You 
know that the tides of the ocean respond to the energy of the moon in its different phases. And these 
discoveries of properties of created matter became their god when they forget I created them - and in 
and of themselves, without My love and ongoing empowerment, they would instantly disappear." 
 
"Now that IS idolatry, secular humanism, witchcraft and New Age." 
 
"Some will even accuse you of being New Age because you observe the moon's phases in order to 
know the tides, even though you don't turn to the moon and worship it, you are merely measuring its 
physical effect on water. Some do worship the moon - and that is pagan." 
 
"People can be quick to assign hidden meaning and significance to something as simple as changing 
an instrument's tuning, because they are not familiar with the science and have not researched it. So, 
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it's suspect of being New Age, in spite of the ways in which they were used in religious worship, for 
hundreds of years. And I might add, in spite of the lyrics, which glorify Me!" 
 
"How can this be? The Universe has an order and a harmony and there are thousands of different 
tunings, Clare. That's why, when people come to Heaven, they hear sounds they have never heard 
before. But who would accuse Heaven as being "new age"? 
 
"Now, the fruit of Heidi and Roland Baker is the greatest revival in the history of Africa. It is plain to 
see the conversions: souls that eagerly would die for Me, souls that were witches turned to Me and 
repented. Whole cities and villages have turned to Me, worship Me and study My Word and serve 
their fellows." 
 
"A good tree cannot bear bad fruit." 
 
"But a bad tree does not bear good fruit, and you will find many so-called Internet prophets who 
demean the movements of My Spirit and call it New Age and witchcraft. This is done because they 
have no discernment. But they will bear the mark of having blasphemed My Holy Spirit for eternity." 
 
"Yet, they call themselves My servants and spend hours figuring ways to discredit innocent people 
with good fruit. Their fruit is a bitter, because the root is bitter. They draw an audience from 
discontented and bitter people, who feed on the filth of false accusation, lies and gossip. Where are 
the miracles, the healings, the conversions, the churches and the Bible studies? They have none." 
 
"I am not saying they are all bad. None of My true believers are all bad. But the Pharisees were not all 
bad - yet the fruit they bore has gone down in history as a testimony against them. 
 
"Clare, you must teach our audience to discern good from bad fruit and to never repeat a bad report. 
But if something is suspect, make it an object of study to get to the Truth, or refrain from commenting. 
But DO NOT parrot people who have no discernment skills and slander the innocent." 
 
"I know you are grieved - as I am, too. But don't let that steal your evening, please? We still have 
much to do." 
 
"I am the Author of all life and vibration comes from Me, not an object on its own; it is giving off a 
pattern of vibration which I have given it. The issue is making the tuning into a god: that is idolatry. But 
using the tuning and acknowledging Me as the Source is perfectly legitimate." 
 
"It is the same way with gravity and the principals of flight. If you have a glider with a certain amount 
of span to catch the wind, you can fly. Eventually you will land, but you are using the principals of 
gravity and physics - harnessing it to fly, because that is the assigned order of the Universe. You don't 
worship the glider or assign it as your God and the source of flight; it is merely a tool in harmony with 
the physical properties I have established." 
 
"In the same way, using a tuning to create a certain atmosphere. The tuning has wavelength and 
affects matter in a certain predictable way. So, someone who is playing those frequencies can expect 
the same result each time, because they are tapping into the laws of physics, which I created on 
Earth." 
 
"Now, when it becomes New Age is when the person begins to assign motives, apart from Me, to the 
vibration." 
 
"No, that vibration is an expression of My Heart and all glory and honor should be given to Me. But if a 
non-believer practices these things independent of acknowledging Me, they are simply using the rules 
and parameters I set in place to obtain the same result. And those results are predictable." 
 
"Where the New Agers go wrong is in not ascribing that frequency and its affect to Me, and not 
worshipping Me - but making that frequency the object of worship. 
 
"Here is a more common example. A doctor prescribes a medicine to cure an infection. He is using 
scientific data in such a way that it will cure an illness; it has a proven track record of killing that 
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bacteria. Where the doctors go off track is in saying that they don't need God; the realities of scientific 
evidence are their god. I am still Sovereign over life and death. I can easily block the qualities of the 
medicine so the person will not get better." 
 
"I am God and there is none other." 
 
"So, My dear ones, be careful to never ascribe science to New Age. It is the way it is used, it is a tool. 
I am the Source - if it is a replacement for Me, it is Idolatry. If it is used the way it was created and 
intended, to worship and give Me glory, it is merely a tool in the hands of a Christian." 
 
"By their fruits, you will know them." 
 
 
 
 

Message 567: Jesus speaks about Pride, Trust & Caution 
 
 
November 8 & 10, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "Do not be put off by discouragement. It is only temporary, if you will press through to 
Me and call upon Me for help. Fatigue, disappointment, opposition - all these things are merely 
smoke-screens to knock you out of your calling. I will help you if you will turn to Me wholeheartedly, 
and not rely on your feelings or senses, but walk by Faith, fully persuaded that what I have given you 
to do, I have also equipped you to do." 
 
"This Channel and all its offshoots are targets for the enemy. He is counting on your low self-esteem 
and self-opinion to stop you. When you are humble, you are not counting on yourself but on Me, so 
that shouldn't work for you--unless you are undertaking this work in Pride, in which case it was not Me 
who gave it to you. All of you will have to fight off temptations to Pride, but I chose you because you 
are aware of your faults, that being the chief one." 
 
"But if all you live for is to impress others, I did not give you an assignment. That would put you in 
harm's way, lest you fall - seriously." 
 
"The enemy is counting on your failures of the past to cause you to quit. But you are here, now - and 
you have learned that with Me, all things are possible. Cling to that, Beloved, cling to My omnipotence 
and you will be unstoppable." 
 
"Get up now, dust yourself off and begin again. We are doing this together. You are not alone as you 
have seen yourself in the past. I will carry you through to success if only you will put your complete 
trust in My Hands." 
 
Message from November 10, 2017 
 
(Clare) Thank You, Lord, for a husband's discernment and Your gentle correction. May we always 
hearken to Your voice through our spouse. Amen 
 
Well, I went rushing ahead and I was irritated with myself because I hadn't gotten into prayer right 
away, in the early part of the evening. And Jesus wanted me to slow down and consult with Him. 
Thank God for my husband. He caught it. I said... I'm sorry, Lord. Everyone is more important than 
you. This is outrageous and I am disgusted with myself at this point. How You tolerate me, I will never 
know. 
 
Jesus replied... "But I do--with great love. And I am pleased that you listened to your husband. I tried 
to get your attention, but you've been too busy to listen. This is not good, dearest, we need to change 
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this. The timing for everything is not quite ready yet. So, I want you to continue to work on music and 
messages and pay particular attention to the hurting souls." 
 
(Clare) What can I say, Lord? I am sorry. 
 
(Jesus) "This is not easy for you. You tend to plow into things just to get them done. But you must be 
much, much more careful and move more slowly in making decisions. The devils are always in a 
hurry, trying to make sure you speed into something, before you discover it's the wrong direction. On 
the other hand, I am always gentle and balanced." 
 
I don't know how I do it. It isn't what I want. I want to move more slowly--and I am especially missing 
You because of this volume of work on my shoulders. 
 
(Jesus) "It's a lie, Clare. You have the time. You just need to be careful not to waste it or get 
distracted. All that glitters is not gold... and it is good to be ignorant of many things, for those who wish 
to cultivate a single-minded heart." 
 
"This is one of the tactics of the enemy I wish for you to talk about. This sense of having to rush and 
plow through is a very popular tactic to cause My vessels to make wrong choices. It is popular, 
because it is successful. But I would rather all of you, My Brides, would do nothing rather than run 
ahead because you feel pressured. Procrastination is not a good thing, but rushing into things is not 
good either. I wish for a balanced approach, plenty of prayer and double discernment." 
 
"The more important the work, the more carefully you must lay the foundation. This will save you 
countless mistakes that could lead you off into a very destructive side-track." 
 
(Clare) Things seemed to fall together so well, Lord. It never occurred to me that it wasn't Your timing. 
I was busy focusing on how long it had taken me to respond to Your request and I was so glad I was 
finally doing it. 
 
(Jesus) "Ezekiel was right in saying it is a matter of timing. And I do like little things best, My Love. It is 
truly a matter of timing. You need more time to create music and this really would have taken you 
away from just that. Rest in Me, Clare. I know what is best and when it is best." 
 
"The main point I want to get across to you, My Heartdwellers, is now that some of you have caught 
the vision and anointing, be careful not to rush into anything. Be careful about each step forward, 
because the enemy sets traps. If he can't get you to procrastinate or avoid implementing the vision 
and gifts I have given you, he will rush you into things that were not meant to be or cause you to be so 
tied up in this new direction that you neglect the important things that are already in your lives." 
 
"I had spoken to Clare before about being on the radio. And she has carried guilt, because she 
couldn't get into it for so long. And when she did have the opportunity, she was careless and did not 
take great care in discerning if this was My timing and My choice for her." 
 
"She won't do that again. But once is all it takes to derail a mission. One wrong direction can waste 
days, months and even years. So, be careful, because the enemy will try to rush you into things." 
 
"But I am very pleased with those of you that are moving forward carefully and finally using your gifts 
and dedicating yourselves to the work. This is SO pleasing to Me, but so threatening to the enemy - 
so he will undoubtedly try to derail you." 
 
"Just be on your guard and move forward carefully. Always remember... I do not rush you into 
anything, but the enemy does. This is a warning sign for you, a flashing yellow light... Be careful! 
Danger ahead!" 
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Message 568: Jesus says... Love is not just a Thought or a Feeling 
 
 
November 11, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
(Clare) Lord, please help us to understand that there is resistance in everything worth doing and You 
are always living, moving and having Your very being in our hearts. You can and will help us, if we 
ask. Amen 
 
Well, I want to start this off by saying, I didn't know what to say to the Lord. I haven't honored my 
husband the way I should. I do get irritated when it is not convenient, but then I remind myself how 
happy I am to have him with me and I correct myself. I don't like my fleshly reactions, Jesus. And I 
know you don't. You gave me the card, "Respect for him is respect for Me." I just get tired and weary 
trying to meet everyone's needs and still take care of the Channel. I am so, so sorry for my sometimes 
lousy attitude. 
 
Jesus answered... "I'm so glad you see that and are repenting. What a great treasure he is for you, 
Clare. Someone to be greatly honored and loved to your utmost capacity. Not many have the kind of 
relationship you have together with him. Yet, I do understand your fatigue. But I ask you: why are you 
so slow to call on My help and expect it? Have I not told you, that as you pour yourself out more and 
more for others, you will have more and more strength from Me?" 
 
(Clare) Lord, I forget! 
 
(Jesus) "And you have those who help you to forget and suggest that you should instead be irritated 
and disrespectful...not so it shows on the outside, but deep down inside where it poisons your heart 
and drains your energy. I am so glad you are addressing this grievous fault, My Daughter. Show your 
love for Me through him, and be a joyful giver." 
 
(Clare) Can You please make me stronger, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) "I can. I will--but there are times when you must stretch yourself, because I prefer to see you 
giving until it hurts. Because you would hurt very much if you didn't have him here to give to. And it is 
so good for you to be stretched and grow in character and charity." 
 
"Love is not just a thought, a feeling, or spoken word; love is a commitment to do what is inconvenient 
in such a way that it appears to be the most natural and easiest thing in the world for you. In fact, it 
brings your heart joy instead of resentment--which steals your energy and sets you up for a fall. Many 
times I have seen you that way, but it is more of a trial when you feel you've blown it and you are 
under correction, as you are feeling now." 
 
"Knowing that you have failed in some way is never easy. This is the test of a man or woman's nature: 
how do they interact with difficult and fatiguing circumstances when they know they are under 
correction? You see, this is good for you, very good for you, because it is causing you to pour more of 
yourself out selflessly on behalf of another. Poor Clare, what you are really struggling with is your 
inadequacies and failures in good judgement and this is always hard, Beloved. Nonetheless, I love 
the way you press in with not a thought of leaving the race. I really do." 
 
(Clare) 'Thank You, Lord, but we both know it is all Your doing!' 
 
(Jesus) "I want you to share with our Heartdwellers your feelings of inadequacy." 
 
(Clare) Well, my dear friends, it seems like I make two steps forward and one step backward. Is that 
right? Yeah, kind of... I am making progress with the keyboard and flute, but for some reason I cannot 
fathom, I forget to do my vocal exercises during the day... Then a day turns into 3 days, etc. Then 
Friday and Saturday roll around and before I know it, my next lesson comes up and I haven't worked 
as hard as I should have. I have never been used to singing around the house. I've always been very 
quiet and easily get lost in what I am doing. Lately, though, I am doing well with the flute and 
keyboard, I am just way behind on vocal exercises. As a result my voice is not opening up the way it 
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should. Tonight, at the communion service, I begged the Lord to help me really press in. Because I 
have many songs I want to sing. When I think of them, I feel very defeated, because you should have 
heard them months ago. This latest mess-up over the radio certainly didn't help matters at all. So, I 
am feeling badly enough to cry, and cry out for help. In fact, I am putting myself on the prayer warriors 
list! Is that what you wanted me to share, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) "It is, because you are not alone. Because many scores and scores of Heartdwellers are 
going through the very same sadness. They have the gifts, but practicing them goes through elusive 
periods that are very disheartening. I wish I had a quick and easy answer, but I don't. All I can tell you, 
My very dearest ones, is that breakthrough is coming, deliverance is coming, and until then I need 
you to carry this cross with resolve and dignity. Knowing that this will not last forever, there is an end 
in sight." 
 
"Many of you are learning how vulnerable you are to distractions and that you MUST apply more 
discipline and control to your environment. You must discern between the worthy and the vain and 
useless things. To master your skills and what you feel called to do, you will need to make more and 
more sacrifices, until you have excluded every occasion of wasting time and you truly feel good about 
your progress." 
 
"Some of you have jobs and children and responsibilities that demand a certain amount of time. I do 
not expect the impossible. What I do expect is slow, steady progress-- pressing in, no matter how 
slowly you perceive yourself going. For those who do not give up, breakthrough will come and the 
greater the struggle you had, the greater the breakthrough you will have." 
 
"Often times I allow these long, hard journeys to harden you off so your roots will go deep and the 
heat of life will not dry out the superficial roots. No one can come along and uncover your roots and 
see them lying just beneath the surface, where they can be easily destroyed by the heat of the day. 
No, you were wise, you faced the resistance in the hard soil or pavement and penetrated down until 
you hit good earth." 
 
"This is what it takes to succeed. Roots must go deep and find the moist soil where they can send out 
shoots to stabilize the plant and be nourished. Imagine what resistance that seed must have 
weathered before it could flower. And so it is with you, My Brides, many of you have had 
breakthroughs in one area, only to find that you are still lagging behind in others. Do not give up the 
fight. Press in, do not withdraw from the battle." 
 
"And you, My Clare, must do the same, knowing that I am faithful and will not deny you the help you 
need. I am here to help and the more you rely on Me, the less resistance you will have." 
 
"I will, however, put you in a position where you must decide what is most important to you. And by 
this you will either stand or fall. Choose only the better part. Choose only the skill sets I am cultivating 
in you. Choose only to honor your husband and be faithful to your state in life, as well as the Channel 
and the dear souls who love and pray for you." 
 
"How fortunate you are to have such as these as your companions in this life! This, too, is a rare gift. 
These souls are on the same journey, filled with the same love for one another that I have for them. 
Be grateful for these trials and come to Me when it seems to be just too much. I will refresh your soul. 
I will restore you, and I will help you conquer this resistance." 
 
 
 
 

Message 569: Jesus speaks about Self-Knowledge, Wisdom & 

Willingness 
 
 
November 14, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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(Clare) Lord Jesus, would You please warn us with a sense of interior grief when we are sliding into 
agreement with the demons? Amen. 
 
Jesus, after all my distractions and feeling lukewarm, am I still Your Love? 
 
(Jesus) "Now and forever more, you are truly My Love. But there is no time that you have extended 
dealings with the world that you are not worse off for it, and find it harder and harder to hear Me. The 
world and all that's in it is a dangerous diversion that makes you drift further and further away from 
Me. Now I want to pull you in...closer and closer to Me. These things have caused you to wander and 
I really miss you, Clare. Please, tuck into My arm and shoulder and come back to Me." 
 
(Clare) Jesus, I didn't know I was that far away? 
 
(Jesus) "You are not in OUR ideal place; you fall just shy of that. Come closer, My Clare, come into 
this tender place in My heart, beneath the apple tree in our garden." 
 
(Clare) Then He placed a bridal veil over my head. 
 
(Jesus) "Listen, Clare. Everything I've told you I would do through you, I will do. My words do not 
return to Me void. I know the obstacles. I know the enemy's plans to rip your vocation from you. I 
know ALL there is to know and I am telling you... Nothing will stop this from happening. Just keep on 
obeying, praying and working with your voice and the piano. Nothing will stop you. Nothing. Is that 
clear?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "Good! Now, get up from your ashes and move forward. Make music, sing, be confident in 
this. Nothing has the power to stop what I have ordained. No matter what they try, it will be fatal to 
them - not you. They are the failures, not you. They project this thought on you, because they cannot 
bear to face Satan and tell him they failed again. But there is no power in their words, unless you give 
them power by agreeing with them." 
 
"Agreement is a powerful influence. To agree with Me is victory. To agree with your flesh, when it 
complains it is tired, or to agree with the enemy when he tries to discourage you--that is where the 
power is, in your agreement. As long as you stay out of agreement with them, you will be victorious. 
WE will be victorious." 
 
"This truly is a secret and dynamic of the Kingdom. In a sense, yes, it is "partnering" with evil to 
believe their lies, because you have creative power to bring about your words into reality. That is why 
you are a co-creator with Me. So, you can bring into reality that which I speak to you by agreeing and 
ordering your life to agree, and then protecting that partnership. Anything that breaks fellowship with 
that partnership, such as sin, unbelief, judgment, etc., has the potential to interrupt our partnership 
and cause a breakdown in communication and motion forward." 
 
"My People, you must stay tightly allied with Me in all circumstances. You must not allow anything to 
compromise your faith walk or our partnership." 
 
"All you think, do, dream and breathe must come into agreement with My words to you." 
 
"When you assume this posture and protect it, you are unstoppable. When you depart from it, 
everything stops and must be repaired and restructured. That is why I teach you to know yourself, 
your weaknesses and your propensities to sin, so that you can be more clever than the enemy and 
guard your hearts against failure and a breach in our relationship." 
 
"This ability to stay in tune with Me is built into every grace I give you to accomplish your mission. 
How can an employee succeed at their job without being in touch and communion with her employer? 
This must be, and it is given to you with your assignments, that you are never out of communion with 
Me. Unless the devils inspire you to sin and you go into agreement with them." 
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"This is why the basis and everything I've taught you on this Channel is about knowing yourself and 
discerning the enemy's tactics. This is why I stress love, self-sacrifice and humility so very heavily. I 
am building you into a fortress secure, in which I can deposit the treasures of My graces, to be turned 
into blessings for all of My Children." 
 
"A fortress secure; that is what I am building you into." 
 
"This calls for exceptional self-knowledge and wisdom, and willingness to abandon yourself, pick up 
your cross and follow Me. As long as you follow in these, My footsteps, you will conquer the enemy 
who works through your weaknesses. Once you have reached the place of total self-abandonment, 
you will hear My voice much more easily." 
 
"Many cannot hear My voice, because they have something to protect. Something they want to keep. 
Something they are unwilling to let go of. And if they hear My voice clearly, I may tell them that 
affection, that attachment, must be left at the foot of the Cross, so they feign deafness." 
 
"But those of you who have gone up the mountain with Me, and determined you were NOT turning 
back, have come to the point where you are ready to forego all things for Me. And so, there is no fear 
attached to hearing My voice, because nothing remains in your affections to protect." 
 
"Those who will lose their lives for Me, will find them. It is that simple. You who have found your lives 
are the targets of vicious attack, but nothing will overcome you if you abide in Me and refuse to go into 
agreement with evil. Unbelief, laziness, procrastination, fear or any number of your old sin nature can 
cause a breach." 
 
"So, cleave to Me, My Bride, and refuse to agree with these slanderous thoughts attacking your or My 
character. Cleave to Me with all your hearts and rebuke the lies. In this way, you will be safe from 
having your life's dreams derailed." 
 
 
 
 

Message 571: Jesus says... True Contrition is a Gift 
 
 
November 24, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Father, please give us tender hearts for Your Son, that we never stand Him up for frivolous 
and empty pleasures, but rather honor that time set aside for Him without compromising. Amen 
 
Well, I got lax and lazy today and allowed my mind to wander into a couple of YouTubes - one about 
Cern and one about Nibiru, then another stop, Ukraine‘s Got Talent. I don‘t know about you, but when 
I think about the obstacles some of those contestants overcome to make it to that stage, I am really 
inspired to be more dedicated to the Lord. Nevertheless, it was NOT the proper use of time and I 
allowed myself to get into a deaf lull... and not heed the voice of the Lord. When I get into those deaf 
places, I don't hear anything. Really, most of the time my ears are open to the Lord. When I get in 
those places, I kind of go into my own world. So, I came to the Lord after communion, and I said, 'How 
can I say I am sorry when I feel so dry. So terribly dry?' 
 
(Jesus) ―Even when you are dry, still I am with you. I love you and hold you by your right hand—and 
sometime, beyond all your expectations, I will take you into Glory. But recently I've told you not to be 
so hard on yourself and now I must tell you to be a little harder on yourself. Need I go into 
explanations?" 
 
(Clare) No, Lord, I get it. 
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(Jesus) "At the first sign of distraction and departing from what you know to be My perfect will, stop 
yourself, Clare. Do not allow yourself to play deaf and do it anyway, please. You have wasted time 
tonight and you‘ve lost graces. It is so important to Us that you keep your focus on Our Will, not the 
things that catch your fancy." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I feel like what you once told Ezekiel and I—You can bend a bow until it breaks. I feel 
like I needed some inspiration or distraction. Something a little different. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, I know, Beloved. But I would rather pick your distractions than have you led away 
blindly by the enemy, where he can plant things in your head and direct you off course. Do you 
understand that?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, and I feel convicted. I was tired and curious and gave into it, even though I knew better. 
And now I feel so dry. I don‘t feel the repentance I should for having done that. 
 
(Jesus) "The kind of repentance you are wanting to feel is a gift for true contrition. True contrition 
means that you are sorry for hurting Me. You haven‘t reached that point yet." 
 
"What‘s lacking is your understanding of how I wait for you and how you put Me off for a curiosity... 
and just how disrespectful that is. The very moment you know I am waiting for you, drop what you are 
doing and come to Me, Clare. Don‘t put it off. I will not wait forever..." 
 
"Like the Beloved in the Song of Songs, will you to say to Me, 'I have washed my feet, shall I dirty 
them again to open the door for you?' She, that night," Jesus continued, "was not worthy of My 
visitation but rather merited a beating for her presumption.‖ 
 
And that's in the Song of Songs, Chapter 5:1-8 
The Beloved said, ―I slept but my heart was awake. Listen! My beloved is knocking: 'Open to me, my 
sister, my darling, my dove, my flawless one. My head is drenched with dew, my hair with the 
dampness of the night.' I have taken off my robe — must I put it on again? I have washed my feet — 
must I soil them again? My beloved thrust his hand through the latch-opening; my heart began to 
pound for him. I arose to open for my beloved, and my hands dripped with myrrh, my fingers with 
flowing myrrh, on the handles of the bolt. I opened for my beloved, but my beloved had left; he was 
gone. My heart sank at his departure. I looked for him but did not find him. I called him but he did not 
answer. The watchmen found me as they made their rounds in the city. They beat me, they bruised 
me, they took away my cloak, those watchmen of the walls! Daughters of Jerusalem, I charge you—if 
you find my beloved, what will you tell him? Tell him I am faint with love." 
 
That's a beautiful description of a visitation from the Lord. 
 
Jesus continued... "That truly is the state of the church. Many look at what they‘ve done. so that they 
can rest and find their ease, but forget just how holy I am and how much respect they should have for 
our prayer times together. Familiarity can cultivate contempt. And for such as these I will not come to 
the door again." 
 
"My Bride. Can you be more attentive, Clare? Less curious, less sluggish? Truly these are long-
standing shortcomings of yours, My Love, and I will celebrate the day you lay them down never to 
return to them again." 
 
(Clare) Lord, in my zeal to please You and get underway with the portrait and songs, truly I have not 
spent the time we both need together. As a result, I‘ve become luke-warm and need to return to my 
First Love. 
 
(Jesus) "This is a universal problem with most of My ministers. They become so excited with the 
beauty of the work and a feeling of being used, they slowly cut their time with Me shorter and shorter 
to accommodate their need to produce. This need not be with you, My Clare. You know better and I‘m 
happy that you are nipping it in the bud." 
 
(Clare) Jesus, without the Living Waters of Your heart, I die inside... Then my works become dead 
works. Thank You, eternally, for your patience with me.' 
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My face had been downcast, during this entire conversation, but He lifted my chin until our eyes met. 
They were so vulnerable, I began to feel deep remorse, and tears welled up. I realized, 'He waited, 
but I didn‘t come until late. Really late. He didn‘t give me what I deserved, rather He tenderly 
admonished me. How could I do this to Him?' 
 
You see, Heartdwellers, when I tell you He chose me because I was so unsuited and so inferior for 
this job, you think I‘m just trying to be humble. But I‘m not. I see this clearly; I am not worthy. 
 
So, if you feel unworthy, do not be afraid, do not stand far off from Him. Rather, seek Him until you 
find Him, break your heart like a vial of costly Myrrh and pour it over His aching Heart. Comfort Him, 
Heartdwellers, comfort Him in the depths of His heart for all of those who will ignore the even the 
celebration of His birth. 
 
(Jesus) ―Now I can forgive you, Clare. You have felt the pain in your own heart and I forgive you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank you, Jesus. 
 
 
 
 

Message 572: Jesus says... There is nothing more dangerous than 

Independence & Pride 
 
 
November 26, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Jesus, thank you for guarding us as the apple of Your eye, and not allowing Pride to get a 
destructive foothold in us. 
 
Thank You, Lord, for humbling me. I could feel that I needed it and I asked for it to be gentle, because 
hard falls are really miserable... And You were gentle, so very gentle - but still quite convicting. Then 
You held me close to your heart and looked down at me with such understanding and compassion. 
How wonderful is Your Merciful Heart. I wish I could sing forever about it. 
 
Well, it was one of those days. You think you‘re on a roll...right? Everything I did was either frustrating 
or an embarrassing failure and I could just feel the Lord‘s loving hand pulling me back. Although I 
shouldn‘t be embarrassed or surprised, because I was only doing what comes naturally to me when 
I'm on my own. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, My Love, My Dearest. You did ask, and it did need to be done. And I‘m so glad you 
asked, so it could pass quickly and you could return to the firm footing of being in the last place and 
the least of all." 
 
"Oh, the treasures I will impart to the souls who know themselves as I know them. The greatest gifts, 
the greatest treasures for those who confess the reality of who they are, for those who have the 
wisdom to ask, 'show me who I am in Your eyes, Lord.' This is a wise request I will never, ever deny." 
 
"Dear souls, you have nothing to fear in seeing who you are before Me - now, in this moment. The 
fear should come when you‘ve been skirting the issue and fooling yourself. That should cause you 
great internal unrest, because you are walking on paper-thin ice. Better to be walking on the glacier of 
humility than skating on thin ice, full of pride, independence and self-assurance." 
 
"Oh, My souls, when you begin to feel that independent 'I can do it!' attitude well up in you, run to My 
arms and beg Me to return you to reality, before I must allow a serious fall. Do this always with Me 
and I will show you your faults and grant you tears of repentance, forgiving you always. Yes, always. I 
am so full of forgiveness and a fresh start for you." 
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(Clare) I asked the Lord... Well, I understand this, Lord. But then there are times where I need to 
confess... 'I CAN do this.' 
 
(Jesus) "You are missing the rest of the sentence, Clare: 'through Christ, Who strengthens me.'‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh. I usually do say it this way... But I felt something different I didn‘t like at all. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, the Independent spirit. You can say the right words, but have the wrong attitude. It‘s 
when you get the bit in your teeth and start running with it, ignoring all the warning signs, 'Danger 
ahead, bridge out.'" 
 
(Clare) Jesus, I could feel this, and I didn‘t like it at all - the leaven of the Pharisees. That‘s why I 
asked, "Please help me. I feel pride and independence welling up in me and it feels awful." But, 
please be gentle? Help me out of this sin. It‘s the Pride seesaw going too far up the other way. What I 
mean by that, is that when you feel lousy about yourself, very often hand fed by the demons... 'Oh, 
you are such a failure.' you have the Uglies, and are at the bottom of the seesaw. 
 
Then, when you get up the courage to think you can overcome yourself... Well, beware that you don‘t 
go too far and put on an independent spirit attitude, rising from the ground too high up in the air on the 
seesaw. It‘s that high feeling that is my demise. The right way to do this is to come to the Lord and 
ask Him to put you back up on your feet, which He will always do, but I have the fault of being too 
strident in my participation with that and then I can fall into Pride. Oh, how I hate that word! 
 
Now I can truly feel what Paul meant when he said... ‖What a wretched man I am! Who will rescue me 
from this body of death?‖ That's Romans 7: 24 
 
(Jesus) "Clare, I will always rescue you from this 'body of death'. Always. Because I want you to be 
free. And when you are walking tall, you are in bondage—because you truly cannot see where you 
are headed, and you can‘t read the warning signs either, 'Danger, bridge is out ahead!' And just as I 
came to Paul‘s rescue, I will come to yours, as well." 
 
"My People, there is nothing more dangerous than an independent, prideful attitude. Mostly because it 
is when you are laying the foundations of a work that you can be filled with this leaven, and it 
becomes imbedded in the foundation. This will affect everyone you minister to and you will be just 
another minister pushing Pride—which is what destroys the Body and makes churches void of My 
Spirit." 
 
"It is when you open that sack of cement in fear and trembling, and begin to mix it with the Living 
Waters flowing from within. The Source is ME—that you have a sound foundation that will beget 
holiness in those you minister to. Those of you, My dear ones, who have felt so tied down by your 
failures in the past, be very, very, careful of this contamination as I am raising you up. If it is all about 
Me doing the doing, you are safe. But if for one moment you raise your head up high, running with the 
bit in your mouth, everything you do from that place will be subject to failure when you get your wits 
about you." 
 
"So, what am I saying?" He continues. "Be encouraged, because We can do this together. I have 
called you forth. You are walking in fear and trembling, because you see what I am calling you to and 
it‘s more than you can deal with. You know this, deep down in your heart." 
 
"Good. Now you know Who is at the helm and who is in the engine room - and there‘s no danger of 
you turning this into YOUR gift. Your ministry. Your talent. It is Mine from beginning to end. All Mine. 
Conceived by Me, supplied and empowered by Me. And you are merely managing the resources and 
doing your part as My emissary. Oh, please - stay in this state of mind and the fiery darts of Pride shot 
from the bows of the enemies will find no fuel in you to continue burning. The Living Waters will 
quench the arrows and they will immediately go out" 
 
(Clare) Now this is really interesting. I just got a card...well, actually it is a rhema from the website: 
"Where there is no wood, the fire goes out." And I thought, 'What does this have to do with? I can't 
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imagine what this has to do with??' Well, now I know what it has to do with it. The wood is Pride. So, 
the fiery darts hit that and they just explode with flames of Pride. 
 
(Jesus) "This truly is the secret of a Godly ministry. We are doing this together, and you are My 
humble servant. Protect this truth with all your might, because Satan will not fail to try and embed 
Pride in your heart. If you are aware and expect it, you will be vigilant to protect it." 
 
 
 
 

Message 573: Jesus says... There will be NO War, but it will be messy 
 
 
November 29, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
1st Message from November 29 
 
Jesus began... "All of you must keep a very serious watch over your affections and desires and not be 
subjected to your flesh. These holidays are going to be turbulent for those who are not prepared. Get 
your houses in order, rededicate your priorities and stay in prayer." 
 
"Do not allow the enemy any ground to sucker punch you and put you out of commission, as he did 
with Clare tonight. This was a direct hit against her ministry and had she not repented, it would have 
been very serious. 
 
"Don't allow yourselves to be drawn off track by anything that might be against My desires for you. 
You are not under the same kind of scrutiny she is, but you know what in your life I do not care for you 
to do. So please, My precious ones, avoid all occasions of evil. Do not allow the enemy to lure you 
into a trap." 
 
"And watch yourselves very carefully. There are assignments being sent out to disrupt the holidays 
and cause mass confusion. There are things going on in your government that are critical and require 
serious prayer, My People." 
 
"There is a war going on for control of this country and I need all of you in your prayer closets, fasting 
and beseeching My Father for your nation." 
 
"Your president is overturning the precedents for evil in this nation and he needs your prayers as you 
prayed for him to win the election. He is doing everything in his power to bring this nation back to its 
constitution, and Satan is doing everything in his power to cause it to fail." 
 
"The enemy would like to see you feasting in self-indulgence right now; please don't do that. Stay 
trimmed down like a soldier of Christ, who does not get bogged down in civilian affairs. You will not be 
prepared if you give yourself slack. Stay in prayer, read the Scriptures, especially praying and 
opening to what My Spirit leads you to. Read between the lines, take your time and absorb what I am 
drawing your attention to. Meditate on that." 
 
"Do not allow any national events to shake you loose from your foundation of prayer. And understand 
that certain things must take place to right this nation from its evil, upside-down condition." 
 
"Your president is not draining a swamp; he is draining the Great Lakes. What he is doing will affect 
every state and shake the wicked foundations of this nation. He will make America great again, but 
not without your prayers. He needs you now more than ever. Do not be slack. Purpose in your hearts 
to deny yourselves, pick up your crosses and fight for your nation." 
 
"Do it on your knees." 
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"I am counting on you to empower him in prayer and fasting. Do not compromise your health. Fast 
with wisdom—simple things like declining treat foods, serving others and not drawing any attention to 
what you are doing for Me, unless your family is united in prayer intentions. Do not cause animosity or 
friction in your families during holiday festivities, because they are not on the same page with you." 
 
"Rather love, serve and keep your sacrifices private between you and I. I will bring them along My 
way. If you try to do it yourself, you will only push them further from Me." 
 
"And please remember... This holiday is about My Birth. Even though the timing is not correct, it is the 
intention of focusing on thanking My Father for His sacrifice that should be highlighted. Do your best 
to inject that into any celebration, without causing family animosity." 
 
"You will be seen in the future as a pillar of righteousness in your families; one who holds things 
together and has great wisdom, if you follow My directives. Do not allow anything to shake you from 
the firm resolve that evil is being overturned and it will be messy. The greatest gift you could have 
from Me is your nation back.”  
 
Message from November 30 
 
Jesus began... "There is not going to be a war. I give you my solemn word on that. No war. This will 
not happen; it cannot happen, because My Father will not allow it. No matter what kind of show Kim 
gives, he is NOT God. He may think he is, a supreme being above all others, but in actuality he is a 
very little man in pants that are way too big for him and they are coming down to expose his 
nakedness." 
 
"And that's a fact." 
 
"There will be no war at this time, Clare. How could I carry through with all that is set before you and 
the people I have been bringing along on the Channel? How could I allow war at this time?" 
 
"Yes, this would fit Obama's agenda to a <T> but neither is Obama God, though he would like to 
proclaim himself as such." 
 
"There is way too much to be done. It has been begun and it will be finished. What I have done and 
am doing with this country will come to completion. I just need for you all to be on the alert and pray 
for your president." 
 
"This is the real crisis, not the little man with a hot button. He is beyond pitiful, Clare, way beyond 
pitiful and he is going to be taken out of the way. The Korean people, too, are slated for revival. They 
have cried out and My Father has heard them. They indeed will be added to the Kingdom." 
 
"You can look all you want to at news sources. Of course, I don't WANT you to! But remember I have 
the final say." 
 
"Have I been with you this long and ever deceived you? Have I allowed you to be crushed into fine 
powder..." 
 
"... just to completely flush you down the drain, discredit My ministry through you and disappoint all 
those who are praying for you and believe I am speaking through you? Is this the kind of God you 
serve? Certainly not. There are difficult times ahead, but no war." 
 
"I want to enlist every dedicated prayer warrior with the facts and this will be over soon. I need knees 
on the ground, backing your president's every move." 
 
"SO MUCH depends on prayer." 
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Message 574: Jesus says... Belong to Me, NOT to the World 
 
 
December 2, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord Jesus, please keep us in Your peace and free from contamination, as the world is so full 
of temptations right now. Amen 
 
Well, dear Heartdwellers, I have been very dry lately in prayer, but tonight during worship, Jesus did 
reconnect with me and we discussed what has drawn me away from Him lately. I told Him how dry I 
felt and I missed Him. 
 
He answered... "You've been in the world, Clare. It strips you of that sweet, spiritual coating that 
surrounds and protects you and so the world is grating against your spirit. The more time you spend 
there the more you lose your orientation." 
 
"'The wise mother fox only leaves her den in cases of pressing necessity and returns home 
immediately.'" 
 
"You linger out there, because it is disorienting and so many things nail your attention. Precious 
babies and kitties, fascinating titles and stories. Oh, it is so seductive! 
 
"You know this, but overlook it when you go out. You cannot afford to overlook it, because it sinks its 
hooks into your flesh and calls you back again and again. It is best for you to pray protection over 
your time there, because the forces on the Internet, the unseen forces on the Internet, are very 
psychologically powerful. Forces you know nothing of, but your soul is exposed to. You are there to 
make it serve you, but when you lose track of that and fall into the intoxicating fascinations of the 
world, you forget - and that's when you are stripped of your spiritual covering and protection." 
 
"But you are here now, and I am oh, so happy to have you here by My side and fully aware of My 
presence once again, Clare. I want to restore your peace, your spiritual buffer, your perspective, your 
hope and your joy. The electronic venue steals this from you if you linger there. Demons inhabit the 
Net, Clare. Remember what I told you when you first began your website? 'You are going behind 
enemy lines."' 
 
"You were so vulnerable. Anyone who works with the Internet is. The secret is to dwell in the Vine and 
not allow yourself to dwell in curiosities for even a moment." 
 
Here He is quoting John 15:4... 
Remain in Me, and I will remain in you. Just as no branch can bear fruit by itself unless it remains in 
the vine, neither can you bear fruit unless you remain in Me. 
 
(Jesus) "You really do need to pray for protection every time you go there. I do have angels in place 
that are doing nothing, but would love to help you. The same way you ask for protection over your 
dreams, ask them to protect you on the Internet." 
 
"Thank you for praying, Heartdwellers. My Father is listening most intently to your requests. Keep 
them specific and numerous, for My Spirit is speaking to the hearts of each one and placing there a 
vital concern for your intercession. Your prayers are working." 
 
"So much is going on behind the scenes that you know nothing of right now, but in the future, you will 
see corruption was broken open from November 29th to December 20th. These are key dates to 
remember when actions were taken. You will see that much you are praying for right now has been 
answered. It is important for you to see this to understand that YOU make a difference." 
 
"Remember, also, to focus on the abused children, as well, when you pray. So many have been 
scarred for life, and the ones with Me are far better off. Yet, your prayers can be turned into graces for 
the survivors, and that more would come forward to disclose these atrocities for convictions of the 
guilty." 
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"Your President is doing precisely what I have asked of him, and each day he draws closer and closer 
to Me, understanding My ways and My wisdom. This, too, is because of your prayers. Well, 
understand, this is also that time of year when assignments are sent out to cause people to feed off 
the world like sharks in a feeding frenzy. After a while, there is no conscience left and it's just buy, 
buy, buy. Warn them, Clare. Giving is healthier than having, sharing more rewarding than hoarding, 
moderation is much better than overkill. Know that this is a massive assignment against those who 
will cater to their flesh. Please, My people, belong to Me, not the world." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I know you are trying to capture my heart again...which is absolutely tragic that I have 
wandered so far. The world is constantly drawing my attention. I know we are to pray for the 
President, but what we have found out so far is sticking in my head, and drawing me into distraction, 
even in prayer. It is so heinous. Jesus, how can I make my indifference and carelessness up to You? 
 
(Jesus) "Clare, what I am wanting right now, more than anything, is your commitment to stop and not 
return to your vomit. As a dog returns to his vomit, so a fool repeats his folly." Proverbs 26:11 
 
(Clare) This is on my heart and the heart is willing, but the flesh is weak. How can I predict my 
behavior? 
 
(Jesus) "Cleave to Me. Find your joy in Me. Scorn the world and its empty promises. Refocus, My 
Dearest Clare, refocus. You are in a battle of the mind right now, as is every other American believer 
and many around the world. This is the time of the year that sinful excesses take place and it is fueled 
by curses and demons, who are doing their best to divert people's attentions to personal gain, greed 
and materialism." 
 
"But you are not under the influence of either if you choose not to be. It is totally up to you. Refocus. I 
know it's hard, because the enemy is shooting arrows at you almost non-stop. Pray against it. Take 
up your weapons of war; be sure your helmet of salvation is secure. How is it that you can teach 
these things, but when it comes to practicing it, you are so lame?" 
 
(Clare) You are right, Lord. I need to be more aggressive against these monsters and their seductive 
ways with the world's entrapments. 
 
(Jesus) "Much more aggressive. The problem is you still have a bent and a panther dragging you 
down; you can handle both with prayer. When you still have an attraction to the world and things, it 
eats at you on and off, trying to get you to give in - because it is fueled by a demon whose only 
intention is to bring you down. You are not going to do that, but the temptation is still there, because 
there is still an attraction inside of you. And dealing with it is a distraction." 
 
"As you cleave more and more to Me, Clare, that attraction will fade and, of course, the greed and 
avarice which has been set loose is going to stop soon after Christmas, if not before, depending on 
world events." 
 
"My precious Heartdwellers, beware of the enemy's plans to cause you to spend money 
unnecessarily. What follows when you fall is guilt and debt. You have a very real enemy egging you 
on. Resist the devil and he will flee from you." James 4:7 
 
"Knowing this, you can become more circumspect about what you really need and don't need. Please 
do not detract from celebrating My birth by making it a materialistic free-for-all. Please honor Me as 
the center and teach your children, by example, holy values." 
 
(Clare) Lord, how do I handle Christmas decorations and the advent wreath without being worldly? 
 
(Jesus) "Keep it simple and centered on Me. I didn't say you couldn't put a few decorations up. This is 
the time of the year that little children remember, when they grow older, as being festive and very 
special. Since you have a child in the house almost every day, think of her when you put things up. 
Yet, keep it simple." 
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Message 575: Jesus explains… The coming financial Collapse in the US 

is part of My Cleansing 
 
 
December 7, 2017 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord Jesus, please impart to all of us the absolute critical condition of our nation and the need 
for deep intercession and fasting. Jesus, deliver us from evil, deliver our president, our nation and the 
world… Amen 
 
Jesus began… ―It will not happen all in one day. Just like the real estate crisis, it will begin in one day 
and end in one day, several months later. 
 
―This is part of My cleansing of this nation. This is a wakeup call to My people who are sitting on the 
fence. It is time to get your souls in order. This is not just about money, it‘s about a decadent people 
who have forgotten Me. No longer will one group of Christians be alive and the other dead.Spiritually, 
that is. 
 
―Rather, this will shake the death and lukewarmness out of them, to wake up, pay attention, and 
respond to Me. 
 
―It will not be all that disastrous, as you first thought, because it is true: your president is expecting this 
and has prepared for it. This will not take him by surprise. 
 
―Although the media will attempt to blame him, that won‘t last long, and it won't stop him from bringing 
these criminals to justice. It will confuse people, but only for a short time. 
 
―It is the praying Christians who will hold this nation together. Oh, My heart aches for those who do 
not know better, and have been so lazy, refusing to read the signs of the times. Oh, how I ache and 
hurt for them. It truly is a harsh measure to bring them into a state of awareness, for they have chosen 
to sleep though many things they should have been aware of. 
 
―This, unfortunately, goes with the middle-class liberal lifestyle, as well as the elderly retired who 
didn‘t rock the boat but just fit into the mold of conformity, counting up their retirement benefits. 
 
―Families will be called upon to support their own elderly, putting a new burden on them. This also is 
by My design, to wake them up from a selfish lifestyle and draw them into hearts of charity and caring, 
even as the Scriptures advise. 
 
―'Honor your father and mother' – which is the first commandment with a promise – 'so that it may go 
well with you and that you may enjoy long life on the earth.' (Ephesians 6:2-3) 
 
―Clare, this is only temporary. Everything will bounce back in a few months; timing depends much on 
your prayers. All of your prayers. 
 
―I do not want you to have the idea that this is the end. It is NOT the end; it is a temporary adjustment 
and correction to a society of materialism. You will recover, all will recover, but it will be a difficult 
transition. 
 
―I just want you to be prepared to do what you can for all involved and to keep this mission afloat 
while the transition is taking place. There will be a resurgence of holiness and prosperity that, if 
handled well, will last quite a season. However, if people begin to forget Me again, that will be the 
beginning of the end. 
 
―I want you to be encouraged. I want you to encourage others, along with the warning. There are 
several steps they, too, can take. 
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―First and foremost is prayer and support for your President – he will not lead you astray. He will lead 
you out of this collapse if you pray and follow him. Encourage others to follow him and to stay in 
prayer. Much will depend on how much you stay in prayer, fast, and give. 
 
―The dangerous place to be during this transition are the big cities, but there is not going to be the 
kind of rioting and pandemonium you imagine. 
 
―It is going to be a slow, increasing depression until the system rights itself. It will put a hole in the 
president‘s economy, but it is going to bounce back. 
 
―As I have told you before. Rest in Me. Trust Me. It‘s not going to be as traumatic some have 
presented it, who want to sell their schemes. 
 
―Nevertheless, turning your cash into gold is still the right thing to do until the system rights itself.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 576: Jesus says... Evil days are ahead, but they are short-lived 
 
 
December 11 & 15, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus, our hope is in You, our strength is in You and You live in us. Help us to remember that in the 
world we will have troubles, but to be of good cheer, for You have overcome the world. Amen 
 
Jesus began... "Stand firm. Evil days are ahead, but they are short-lived. I expect you, My Bride, to 
stand tall in Me and be ambassadors of courage and faith in the face of contradictions and loss. Your 
lives do not depend on what you eat, where you live, what you wear or what you drive. They depend 
on inner resolve and integrity, so you do not sink down into the mire when you are challenged by 
difficult situations." 
 
"I will be with you in the coming months and I will continue to hone and perfect you as we climb the 
mountain together. Some of you will get stronger; others will fall by the wayside. Whatever your 
choice, remember you are still Mine and I will never desert you or leave you on your own." 
 
"I am with you, even when you must step out of the fires of purification. I am still with you." 
 
"As I was still with you, Clare, when you struggled over that vice tonight. Sometimes you have to go 
back to your mud puddle many times before you get tired being filthy." 
 
"My Daughters and Sons, My Brides and Friends, there is never a moment I don‘t anticipate the 
movements of your soul and provide a way out for temptations. There is never a moment when I 
throw My hands up in the air and say, 'That‘s it! I‘m done with you! Go your own way.'" 
 
"No, I never divorce My wife. I never leave My family. Rather, I give them a chance to take a breather 
so they can see what or who they have chosen to take My place in their lives. There does come a 
point for most when they see clearly what they couldn‘t see before, because the enemy was blinding 
them — the enemy in their own passions — to what they will lose when they turn and run after their 
idol. For many it happens in the hour of their death, and is used against them to turn them to despair 
so they will go with the Devil." 
 
―So, you see, My Clare, I understand—even though it does wound Me. I know your frame, when you 
stand and when you fall, and I have you covered, My Love. Keep coming back, Clare. Don‘t ever find 
a rock to hide under; keep coming back. Remember, you have a nefarious enemy stalking you, and 
yes, your very best protection is humility.‖ 
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"My dear ones, no matter what your flaw is, I protect you many, many times so you will not fall into it. 
However, if I see you looking down your nose at anyone, I withdraw My protection and leave you on 
your own, so you will learn just how weak you are and never, ever criticize another." 
 
"Yes, humility is a huge protection." 
 
"I bless you now with courage, stamina and integrity to stand through all storms and be My faithful 
witnesses.‖ 
 
Message from December 15, 2017 
 
Jesus began... "Clare, I have told you before, this is a test. I want to reveal what is hidden in the 
hearts of My Bride and My people. What better time to do it than when financial crisis is in the air?" 
 
"My darling Brides, you who have chosen to rest in Me have chosen wisely. You, who I have 
entrusted with provision for the poor and have obeyed, have also acted wisely. As wealth increases, 
you are setting your heart on Me and My needs. This indeed is commendable." 
 
"But for those who are thinking this is an opportunity to join 'house to house'—woe to you, I say. For 
you have not provided for the day you will stand before Me and make an accounting of what I have 
allowed you to earn. You have not accumulated this wealth on your own. I have protected you from 
many disasters, waiting to see just when your heart would turn from worldly gain, lands, property, gold 
and silver—to Me and those I must endure the cries of each day as their children die of starvation." 
 
"I have waited and waited, and I am still waiting. Each day goes by and these children cry out—and I 
wait. It is written about you, 'They will throw their silver into the streets and their gold will become an 
abhorrent thing; their silver and their gold will not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of the 
LORD. They cannot satisfy their appetite nor can they fill their stomachs, for their iniquity has become 
an occasion of stumbling.'" Ezekiel 7:19 
 
"What is the message here? You are accumulating wealth. But on the day I take My Servants and 
faithful Brides from the Earth, your gold and silver will become worthless and you will be so grieved 
you will not be able to stand the sight of it, for I have left you behind. And now you face the Beast and 
your wealth will be meaningless unless you take the Mark." 
 
"I am giving you a chance now to reform your lives. Stop living solely for yourself and your family and 
consider My needs as well. It is not too late for you, but the day is coming when it will be too late and 
you will be devastated by the consequences of your selfishness." 
 
"To know Me is to know My Heart; to know My Heart is to ache for the poor and those denied justice." 
 
"On this occasion of looming change, the hearts of many have been exposed. I am giving you another 
chance to consider your ways and make the change to consider Mine." 
 
"Blessed are you who are faithful in the things of Earth, for I will promote you to be faithful in those 
greater things." 
 
 
 
 

Message 577: Jesus says... We are not past the critical point yet 
 
 
December 19 & 21 2017 - Message from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Jesus began... "Your people are praying, and for that reason they will prosper—and I do not mean in 
terms of money. I mean a life free of worry. The kind of worry that overtakes a people when an 
unrighteous man rules." 
 
"Let the unrighteous be done away with. Let them see the spectacle of justice being carried out. Let 
them hope in Me for a time of faith and good works. I have sent my angels forth and they are 
overturning the coffers of the wicked, they are bringing to nothing the plots of evil men, and in fact, 
instituting what is righteous and good in the land." 
 
"But more prayer is needed; this is not a time to back down." 
 
"Many dark people and many dark places have not yet been touched by Justice, and I wish for ALL of 
them to be brought down and replaced with men and women after My own heart. I want to see justice 
meted out and propositions to save the weak and the needy, the elderly and the wounded, the young 
and the mothers implemented. A society filled with justice, where corruption is not the norm, where 
corruption is not tolerated or explained away." 
 
"This is My Heart, Clare, and this is why you are praying. Each night, I put on your heart the very thing 
before Me that needs the most prayer. Prayers for the wicked pharmaceutical companies, prayers for 
the end to pollution and the aluminum in the environment, and climate control. These were for tonight. 
All of these things are wicked, wicked things—yet not all can be resolved before I come to establish 
justice on the Earth." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I am a bit confused about this time of peace You are wanting to bring about upon the 
Earth, and how the Tribulation will start? 
 
(Jesus) "Clare, evil men will still exist, but it will take quite a bit of time to restructure their wicked 
network. What is most important is a praying people covering your government and the governments 
of the world with prayer." 
 
"When prosperity becomes so distracting that prayer takes a back seat, that‘s when you should begin 
to sit up and take notice. The distraction of abundance will again bring this nation down, because it is 
human nature to grow lax in prosperity." 
 
"This is something your president must learn. The turning point is always at the very top of a culture; 
the zenith comes, then the descent." 
 
"Clare, My heart is for the Muslim people. Everything these wicked rulers have done to set culture 
against culture, faith against faith has only backfired in their faces, because now they are ready to 
consider Christianity. They have played chess and lost and now I will call all men to Myself and the 
millions of souls that would have been lost—as Satan plays for keeps—will be brought home to My 
loving arms." 
 
"Oh, how wonderful the days when the lost receive Me into their hearts and all of Heaven celebrates!" 
 
"So, you see, you are not only praying for peace in your nation, but around the world—that each 
country would wake up and boot out the unrighteous governing forces and tend to the poor and 
vulnerable among them." 
 
"And especially for the Muslim people to be given new hope. England is a tragedy and its only hope is 
revival. This I have set My heart on, yet there is much disorder and opposition there. As I have shown 
you before, the mosques are hotbeds of evil." 
 
―Yes, much harm has been done deliberately to the people of this nation. Betrayal after betrayal to 
destroy the culture and set race against race, allowing the Muslim faith to proliferate both in numbers 
of people and influence, to the point that their unjust laws are taking over the nation." 
 
"It is an incredible travesty, but many of the people have turned from Me and brought this upon 
themselves. When they come back to their senses and back to Me, change will be possible. But until 
then, evil will proliferate and spread out from there." 
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"My heart is for all men to recognize their need for Me and abandon the ways of violence, that I might 
bring them into My Kingdom of Love and Justice. Without love, justice is only an illusion. These are 
evil days, yet filled with hope." 
 
"Continue, My beloved Heartdwellers. Continue to pray. And if you do not sense a burden during your 
communion preparations, ask for one and I will give it." 
 
*** 
 
Message from December 21, 2017 
 
Jesus began... "We are not past the critical point yet, Clare. I am still needing everything you and My 
people can offer Me. The situation is so highly critical and I am counting on the love and fidelity of My 
chosen ones to back this up and bring it to an outstanding conclusion." 
 
"When I was ready to take you in the Rapture last year, so many around the world were hungering for 
Me; confused, broken, alone, ravaged by the wars, ravaged by the contradiction of their faith. It would 
have been a good time to wrap it up." 
 
"But I saw that the American people were beginning to wake up from their slumber. Remarkably, 
many were beginning to listen to what they tagged before as 'way-out conspiracy' fiction." 
 
"There was just enough evidence coming forth to convict the guilty in their own minds. You are not the 
only one who saw that smiling smirk on Bush Jr.‘s face. Many looked at that and wondered, 'Why is 
this man not grief-stricken; why is he smiling... or at the very least. trying suppress a smile?' That 
touched many with doubt. Did he have a foreknowledge of this event? Was he finding a perverse kind 
of joy in its success? The truth is coming to light, but I need your prayers to see to it that convictions 
are obtained." 
 
"This is an issue that is very important to the American people. The entire thing was perpetrated for 
social/economic reasons and to kill off many of your country‘s finest military personnel in a bogus war 
and bring others to their knees. And some, even to suicide, in hopeless desperation. What do you 
suppose they thought when they saw American guns in the hands of their enemies? Yes, it broke 
their hearts. They were filled with contradictions and not understanding what they were seeing. Was 
Washington putting them there deliberately to kill them?? Why? Why were there so many 
contradictions?" 
 
"Without going into great depth, there are still many free who need to be brought to justice and I am 
calling for prayers that they will be captured and any further operations, like the derailed train, will be 
prevented." 
 
"It is most serious, My people, most serious. And prayer will swing the pendulum over into success 
and justice being served. Ask Me for the burden and I will give it to you." 
 
"I know some of you are suffering heavy losses in your families — heavy oppression, sickness and 
threatening difficulties springing up all around you." 
 
"Not only are these the fruit of Satanists who are again celebrating their evil doings, but also they are 
being allowed, because I need offerings to check this fatal cancer, at least for now, in your 
government." 
 
"Do you see, Clare, the extent of the wickedness on the Earth? Is it not a miracle of Mercy that the 
Earth has not been destroyed by My Father‘s wrath? It is because there are still the innocent and the 
lost crying out, and a great purging taking place in the Muslim community—which will eventually 
spearhead mass revivals, some of which have already begun." 
 
"In the meantime, the world is in a state of flux and volatile. This is in addition to the arrests that are 
taking place around the world to purge the evil and cut off the channels used to traffic children." 
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"Much has been accomplished by your prayers. 
 
"As you remember, I told you to review on the 20th the changes that have taken place because you 
prayed and fasted. Now I am telling you once again, return to your knees. I need you to return to your 
knees, lest this season turns into the biggest tragedy yet." 
 
(Clare) What about the coming banking transition. Are we to put up food? 
 
(Jesus) "Keep your focus on prayer and bringing these criminals to justice and I will cover for you all. 
You are a royal priesthood, a chosen generation—and I am counting on your prayers. Even in your 
listening ears, there are those who will oppose you in prayer and construct all manner of events and 
obstacles for you to have the time you need. Be prepared to make the decision that you will not 
compromise, and be sure to be committed to pray with fervor against these things." 
 
"You have done well, My people. Please continue to fast, offer sacrifices and pray with fervor for an 
end to this network of evil souls. I am truly with you in this. Through prayer, We will have the victory." 
 
 
 
 

Message 578: Jesus speaks about trafficked Children, Prayer, Trump, 

Obama & UN-Troops 
 
 
December 16 & 22, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "I want you to spiritually adopt trafficked children. You are well aware of the horrible 
kidnapping, selling, and trafficking of poor innocent children throughout the world in many places. Not 
only are they taken from their parents and siblings, which in itself is terrorizing enough. But after being 
sold, they are beaten severely to make them submit, from the very first moment, to the unspeakable 
sexual abuse and painful violation of their tender little bodies." 
 
"Some of you, yourselves, were subjected to terrible abuse and neglect when you were young, as well 
- and you know how devastating it was to you, even up into your adult years." 
 
"I appeal to you now. Please work with Me to rescue, comfort, and heal these precious children and 
young adults who are daily victims of unbelievable terror and extreme pain; crying, begging, and 
pleading day and night for someone to PLEASE help them." 
 
"They are constantly in a state of tremendous fear, as some are kept in chicken-wire cages, others in 
basements, cold, malnourished, and dehydrated. The only time they see the light of day is when they 
are dragged out, roughly washed, put in nice dresses with no under covering, and driven to 
clandestine motel rooms, where one or more drunken "customers" are just waiting to use and abuse 
them repeatedly." 
 
"Sometimes as many as six different men, or even more, keep them for hours on end, burning, 
beating, and raping them. Some of them do not survive these long periods of torture and abuse. To 
keep down the screaming, these men will stuff socks and handkerchiefs into their mouths. Because 
many of the the children are already very weak and sick, they have difficulty breathing, and they can 
end up dying by suffocation." 
 
"If by chance they do survive, many soon succumb within days to complications from punctured 
spleens and internal bleeding." 
 
"Although all of this has been very hard for you to hear, and very hard for Me to describe to you, by 
the profound compassion and tenderness of My Father, We have seen their tears, and heard their 
desperate pleas. Therefore, We have made a provision to distract them away from being tortured, 
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allowing souls who are praying for them to experience the tenderness of being loved and held 
securely. Contrary to what is happening to them, they find some comfort in this." 
 
"Those with hearts to comfort these children have experienced this and now I am asking you to work 
with Me, and 'spiritually adopt' as many of these as you possibly can. If you will give me your 
permission, and your own free will, to take these and intentionally hold them, cover them, and carry 
them close within your heart - I will expand both your heart and soul to accommodate ALL that I bring 
to You, along with All the love and attention of an alert and devoted mother." 
 
"Am I not your Faithful God? Do I say, and not carry out? I will be with them as the 'dew-laden breeze' 
in the fiery furnace. And many shall live, going out to proclaim My wonderful love and deliverance to 
the ends of the Earth!" 
 
"I have decreed all of this," says the Lord, "that the souls of many shall be saved!" 
 
*** 
 
Message from December 22, 2017 
 
Jesus began... "I wish for you to know, My People, there is no power on Earth greater than your 
prayers and fasting." 
 
"The only reason I keep you from news is that it is SO dark, Clare. The minimum for you is still too 
much, My Beloved. It leaves stains on your mind which I must erase before you can fully absorb Me. 
Nonetheless, I understand two things about you in this regard. One is the very natural human 
tendency to curiosity, to wanting to get the latest. And pride can also be behind that . And wanting to 
know what to pray for and how your prayers are working." 
 
"For this reason, I am allowing you to look. But please, My Darling Clare, do not spend a lot of time 
trying to understand it all. The essentials are what I have given you and a few confirmations are very 
helpful, but going any deeper is harmful. You understand this, do you not?" 
 
(Clare) I don't want to be a prideful curiosity seeker, but that's what I am without Your Grace, Lord. Oh 
God, save me from the darkness, but bring to me the things I need to know for prayer, please, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "As it is your wish - a good and healthy wish - I will do so. It also eats up so much of your 
time, so again, it is good to draw the line and say, 'enough is enough!' Your prayers and the prayers 
of all Heartdwellers are going into a giant cloud of incense which comes before My Father - a sweet, 
sweet smelling sacrifice, accompanied by your various offerings, aches and pains. I have arranged for 
you to spend more time on music by bringing items to you, rather than making them something you 
have to hunt for." 
 
"I want you to tell all the Heartdwellers that they are making a major impact in Heaven. Even though 
you are SO small, your hearts are pure. Many, many, very pure hearts are part of this Channel and 
My Father is moved to pity when He sees a pure heart praying fervently for change. You have taught 
them well; purity is one of their greatest attributes. And of course, love. Brotherly Love, especially the 
love that sacrifices for Me and for the victims of Satan." 
 
"I want you all to know that there are many rewards for those of you who have shouldered this cross. I 
know you did not take it on to receive a reward. Nonetheless, there are rewards for this kind of 
faithfulness. And My grief-stricken heart is so comforted when I see some of you take these poor 
children into your arms and pray for them. Oh, My very dear ones, you have no idea how you have 
ministered to Me. Continue in this holy practice and you will grow deeper and deeper." 
 
"I want to tell you, also, your President is growing by leaps and bounds. He truly is coming to know 
Me and to cleave to My wisdom above his own. You see, for many years he has been aware of My 
activity in the world, but did not have an understanding of Who I am. Much of that now is in the past, 
as he sees Me in action in his life: protecting him, leading him, making him aware of those things that 
no one knows, but are important to him to make connections. Yes, he is indeed a brilliant man, but 
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still there is much out of his realm of understanding. That is beginning to change as he acts on what 
he knows is right. I continue to protect, guide and enlighten him. It's been quite a journey for him." 
 
"Glory, glory, glory to God Almighty. He Who shines the Light in dark places and renders your 
enemies powerless. All Glory to Him!" 
 
"My dear ones, take care during this time to make it special for those around you, when you are all 
together. If you are fasting, please keep it to yourself. Your offerings are important to Me. And just as 
this season of the year comes only once a year, what you are doing in shaping your government is a 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to turn Satan back on himself and unleash the powers of Heaven to set 
the captives free and right the wrongs against society - and those you have never met, but 
nonetheless have compassion for." 
 
(Clare) Then I was pointed to this video that came in through an email, and listened for a brief 
moment. It talked about the army Obama had pulled together from foreign troops all over the world - 
ON OUR SOIL! As I read about these things and I watched the video, I waited on the Lord afterwards 
to see what He would say. 
 
Jesus began again... "Yes, these things have been going on under the American nose. UN troop 
bodies are all over this country and it is another clear and present danger." 
 
"But your President has acted aggressively to bring the infrastructure down, by targeting the leaders 
and funding they surreptitiously removed from legitimate government departments, as well as drug 
and sex trafficking. This will not happen if you continue to pray. This will be checked, but it has been 
set and ready to unleash at the right moment. 
 
"Clare, do you know what the 'right' moment is?" 
 
(Clare) No, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "When there is chaos and nothing stopping them. Chaos has been checked again and again 
in response to your prayers. Not only that, but the right moment is when there is nothing obstructing 
them from moving forward." 
 
"Because of all of your prayers, there has not been such a moment. Neither will there be such a 
moment before the Rapture, because I Am God and there is none other. And the greatest military 
force in the world is on American soil. And it's not armed with guns and bullets. It's armed with a heart 
for life and goodness and loyalty to Me. And it's on-their-knees praying Christians." 
 
"Fasting, praying, sacrificing Christians are a far more formidable force than all of Obama's foreign 
troops, guillotines, UN tanks, trucks and vehicles." 
 
"That is why this cannot happen as LONG AS YOU stay vigilant and pray. I will thwart it." 
 
"Keep praying, My faithful ones. Keep praying. Threatening mountains are being moved out of the 
way so this nation can survive and institute the principals I have longed to put in place. Keep praying, 
it's working! There is NO force on Earth equal to your prayers - none. Not even one." 
 
 
 
 

Message 579: Jesus says... The Deep State is not fighting President 

Trump 
 
 
December 29, 2017 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Lord Jesus, thank you for giving us the burden to pray for our nation. Please, keep our hearts 
attentive to Your Spirit. Amen 
 
Jesus began... ―Clare, these are times of great peril, where one wrong move could instigate a civil 
war. But understand... the Deep State is not fighting President Trump or the American people; they 
are fighting Me." 
 
"I will have My way with this beast. I will lay it bare and flail the flesh from its bones. I will leave it an 
emaciated corpse, even as it has done to the poor of this world. I will bring justice, and there will be 
retribution. I shall see its demise." 
 
"That does not mean it will not rise again. What it means is that it will be put out of power and 
influence and left desolate. This will happen, because of the prayers and fasting of the American 
people and other peoples from other countries all around the world, who recognize that, as America 
goes, so shall the rest of the world go." 
 
"You are witnessing historical moves exposing sedition, anarchy, genocide, rebellion and satanism in 
its rawest form as it manipulates nations. It will manipulate no more. I am bringing it down. Those who 
are for Israel step to the left; those who are not, step to the right - for truly I say to you, the ground will 
open and swallow you and all your families up." 
 
"Your time has come to an end. No more shall your tyrannies and genocides be allowed to run free 
raping, pillaging and destroying the common man. I shall strip them from you. I shall strip from you 
your garments of silk and linen. No longer will you rest in the lap of luxury while your neighbor dies of 
starvation. Your days are numbered and coming to a close. I will shut you up for a season and none 
will stoop to aid you. You have had your reign of terror. Now you shall reap what you have sown and 
be reduced to skin and bones." 
 
"I am dealing harshly with these Satan-worshipping monsters, but as always, remember: they were 
once children and raised by corrupted, twisted and perverted parents. I still hope for their repentance 
and return to Me. For My heart, Clare. For My heart, pray for their conversion—that it may be a 
testimony to My greatness of heart, to My everlasting Love and forgiveness." 
 
"When I do these things, some will recognize and turn from the error of their ways. In fact, there are 
even those now who have genuinely seen the evil they have been a part of. This is always the very 
best solution to any evil: repentance and reform. Yet, there are those who are soul-less and sold out 
to Satan to the point of no return. Those I shall destroy and send to the place of eternal torment." 
 
"Now it is time to encourage your people to pray with all their hearts for the reforms your president is 
putting into action. Now is the time to be sure you can vote and make your voice heard. Now is the 
time to disseminate the good news for this nation, that those who have been blinded by mainstream 
media will receive true sight and understand the error of their opinions. There are still so many blinded 
by the media. So, so many. And it is appropriate to pray for their demise and other institutions to be 
raised up with a standard of Truth." 
 
"It is time to defend Truth and appoint people who will be dedicated to the Truth. More and more shall 
become disillusioned by the exposed corruption of those they believed in so heartily. Many will think 
and rethink their priorities and see clearly that they can no longer live a life of shopping malls, theaters 
and higher education, while ignoring what is really going on in their government." 
 
"There is still much to surface, Clare. The deeper it goes, the more rotten and corrupted the corpse. 
All must come to light - to wake up the sleepers, to see what they have so heartily endorsed because 
they listened and accepted without questioning or paying attention to their conscience, because it 
would cost them too much." 
 
"Those who want to become a part of this government will have to adopt an entirely new set of morals 
and guidelines, because corruption will be less and less tolerated and more and more targeted." 
 
"This is your reprieve, America. Pray that it will make a deep and lasting impression on your people 
and the world. Pray for the courage to call sin, sin—and what is good and right, good and right." 
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"Spurn Me no longer! Embrace Me and thank Me for turning your nation around." 
 
"And remember, in the future you will be tempted to forget Me. If you allow this to happen, it will 
become the beginning of the end." 
 
"Cleave to Me, My people, and cleave to what is right in your government, and support it." 
 
 
 
 

Message 580: Jesus says... Your President is doing, what nobody 

thought could be done 
 
 
January 1, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Oh, Lord, this is such a struggle. I am so hungry to hear some kind of progress. 
 
Jesus answered... ―The more you listen to that, the worse you will get.‖ 
 
(Clare) But can‘t I just have a few bottom lines? 
 
(Jesus) "They will whet your appetite for more." 
 
(Clare) But You can help me with that, can't You? I know, this wanting to know feeds Pride, right? 
Please, Jesus, help me understand. Can You help me break this compulsion? I am so taken up with it 
at times, I can‘t concentrate on anything else. Yet, I have, for the most part, obeyed You and stayed 
away from the news. 
 
(Jesus) "Have you?" 
 
(Clare) Well, other than the President‘s Twitter, for the most part—yes. Right? 
 
(Jesus) "You have greatly reduced your involvement and I understand your curiosity. But I want you to 
live by the spirit, not the flesh. Not other people‘s flesh. And it is rife with dark, dark disgusting images 
that stick in your mind. Oh, I do so want more purity for you, My Love. More purity, Clare, no feeding 
on darkness. I promise to let you know what you need to know to continue your prayers. Wouldn‘t you 
rather get a burden from Me than potentially false information from them?" 
 
(Clare) Well, that is true, I would much rather. Oh, please then, Lord, impart that burden to me. 
 
(Jesus) "That is what I want, as well. But My question is... will you be satisfied or will you want more?" 
 
(Clare) I will probably want to see it in the news somewhere as a physical confirmation. 
 
(Jesus) "But how many times have you gone looking and found nothing but darkness?" 
 
(Clare) A lot. Most of the time. 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s what I mean. What I give you is not public knowledge. What I give you is what I want 
YOU to focus on in your prayers, because that is where We are forging the next move and 
breakthrough. You are very well informed, because the Source of your information is infallible. I need 
you to learn to be satisfied with that and not be weak, giving into curiosity, like weak souls." 
 
(Clare) Sigh. Well, I'm guilty of that... 
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(Jesus) "My mother did not give into curiosity. She knew that I would tell her what she needed to 
know. And what she didn‘t need to know, she didn‘t desire to know. That‘s the kind of trust and 
holiness I need from you." 
 
(Clare) Ok, I am really going to try to stay away from media, even though I want to see what our 
prayers are doing. Especially mine for the still sleeping population of America who haven‘t a clue how 
evil their politicians are. 
 
(Jesus) "And I know you will for Love of Me. I know you want to please Me. I hear you receiving a 
word, 'Would this please Jesus?' And I see you saying, 'No. It wouldn‘t.' and leaving off with it. That is 
so meritorious, and I long for more merit on your part, because I am extending you the grace. The 
sooner you really get a hold of this and refuse to allow your curiosity, you will make great strides 
forward." 
 
"When you give into curiosity, you give into darkness and the world. You allow that to enter into your 
mind and heart. Then you become sullied and dirty from the contamination. It inhibits your prayers 
and sense of well-being, which is deeply disturbed by evil. I would rather you not look at that and get 
contaminated. That‘s what I mean. In the long run, you will be very happy you turned the demons of 
curiosity down for love of Me. Very happy, indeed. More and more of Me as your Source, less and 
less of the world—unless I bring you something and you sense the release to look at it." 
 
(Clare) Well, I noticed that I had a desire to pray less, in favor of finding out more. Because instead of 
shouldering a prayer burden, I wanted to run to the emails and see if there was anything new. 
 
(Jesus) "And yet I bring you those requests with a heavy heart and expect you to respond whole-
heartedly when I do. And it grieves Me when you don‘t. You pass them by for more titillating items of 
news, when I needed you to really care about what I brought you, that was off your favorite topic." 
 
(Clare) I‘m sorry Lord, that is so very, very wrong. 
 
(Jesus) "But this is the way the flesh gets the upper hand. That burning curiosity and drive to know 
causes you to ignore things that are more important to Me. Things that are more ordinary. You would 
do well to curb this, My Love. It is a flaw in you; actually, it is a wrinkle in your wedding gown, because 
it is a long- standing habit." 
 
"Stains happen when you expose yourself to the filth and contamination of the world‘s sins, unless it is 
to prepare you for a certain work. And even then, you must take a spiritual bath when you come off 
the topic, because it has left a very ugly grunge and sick odor on your soul." 
 
"Yes, this goes for all of you, Heartdwellers. Do not spend time digging up decayed and rotten matter. 
Touch it lightly and go on. Better for all of you to get your understanding from Me and not from the 
world, which presents things in a crippling and distorted way to elicit certain attitudes from you." 
 
"They are bending your minds with lies and manipulating your thinking, so you will do what they want. 
Which is mostly to be insecure and restless. All of it is demonic in origin." 
 
"This is why I ask you to stay away from the media. Even the alternative news channels have a 'twist' 
to cause you to be very interested, returning again and again and support them. There is quite a bit of 
manipulation involved in the presentation, when I would rather you see the hard facts, receive a new 
burden from Me and keep praying." 
 
(Clare) Lord, have you anything to share about the new year. 
 
(Jesus) "I do, My love, but this is not the night to share it. I do want you to pray for the American 
people, that they will finally open their eyes. Pray that the blindness that has been put over their eyes 
will come down and come off. Pray that they will seek the truth over their party lines. Pray against the 
enemy, who wants to keep them ignorant and hostile towards your president — who is doing what 
nobody thought could be done." 
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"Continue to pray for justice, dear ones. There is a monumental task ahead of the president, which 
will take up much time even into the spring and summer of this year. What he has exposed is so far-
reaching, it will take several months to bring the evil-doers to justice." 
 
"I am proud of you, Heartdwellers. Many of you have suffered like troupers and gone into your prayers 
with all your hearts. Believe Me, My Father is very pleased with you, and you have done a mighty 
work for the Kingdom of God." 
 
"But there are still many capture and prosecute, and that must be done. And many will try to sidestep 
it by intrigue or claiming they are dead and then disappearing to a hidden destination." 
 
"I want their influence brought to an end — and for that, they must be captured and tried... Pray." 
 
 
 
 

Message 581: Jesus says... There is not a soon ending to the Drama 
 
 
January 2, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord, please continue to raise up prayer warriors for our country and give them 
supernatural wisdom and favor with You and Our Father. Amen. 
 
Dear ones, continue with your prayers. Please. There are seven containers on trucks, reportedly 
having weapons of mass destruction. They have crossed the border from Canada into the United 
States and only God and the military know where they are going. Please pray against this clear and 
present evil that it will completely fail. God‘s arm is long; He can do much to foil their ugly schemes. I 
want you to know, there is a great deal of fruit of your prayers - yours and the prayers of others 
around the world. 
 
 
I'm going to give you a very short update, because this is out of the character for Heartdwellers 
Ministry, but I feel that I owe you at least to know what your prayers have accomplished. 
 
(from our source) "One of the sealed indictments was unsealed... Soros, both Bushes, Cheney, David 
Rockefeller, John Ashcroft, Brent Scowcroft, John Brennan, Condolesa Rice, and about ten more 
people the Prosecutor wants the death sentences for what they did on 9-11 and Uranium 1. 
 
"Hillary is indicted on charges of helping Soros, that's a ten-year sentence, but in other indictments 
she is facing the death penalty. John McCain is looking at life in Gitmo for helping Soros, along with 
Obama and John Kerry. 
 
"Barry Soetoro (Obama's other name). His assets in Thailand were seized by Delta Force on 
Saturday, with the cooperation of Thailand. $100 million in Gold (stolen from 9/11 and the basement 
of the building) and several encrypted laptops were seized. The $100 M in gold now belongs to the 
US Treasury." 
 
And from what I understand, aside from the Bush's being involved in the destruction of the Twin 
Towers, there was a great deal of gold stored downstairs in the basement. And when that gold came 
out, the buildings came down. 
 
"These all will be prosecuted by military Tribunals, similar to the Nuremburg Tribunals of WWII. There 
are three more planes going to Gitmo (Guantanamo) right now. 30-50 members of Congress and the 
Senate will not return to office this week. Julian Assange in protective custody with Trump and has 
been given complete amnesty of all crimes. 8 nations will have regime change this year, no longer 
supported by Soros‘ money. Iran is the first." 
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So, that's the run-down. Pretty much the most important intel news that I have. And like I said, this is 
out of character for our Channel, but I'm doing this to let you know your prayers are working 
marvelously! The Lord is answering prayers. 
 
So, in my time with the Lord, the first thing I said was... 'Lord, I don‘t want the dirt. I want purity and 
my music — but I don‘t want to be ignorant as to what's going on. Who will rescue me from this body 
of death?' 
 
Jesus answered... "My Clare, I am all compassion for you. You have always been fascinated with 
military things, because it is in your ancestry. I do so understand and sympathize with you. But you 
have to choose which way you will go with your attentions. There is not a soon ending to the drama. 
There will be court cases, convictions and executions. It will go on for months. How long do you want 
to be absent from the tender things, and the purity I have called you to?" 
 
"It is true, you deal with corruption of some sort every single day. I cannot give you any guarantees 
that you will be free of this without a monumental disinterest. And because you are in the position of 
leading others in prayer, I will require you to have some understanding of what is taking place and 
how I want you to pray." 
 
"All I can say is that I want you to distance yourself as much as you can from details. They are little 
hooks that you get caught on and lead you onto the Internet for more details. If you can please control 
yourself and come to Me before you look for more. Pray and ask Me, 'Jesus, how should I pray?' If I 
think there is more for you, you will feel the release to look. If I don‘t, then satisfy yourself with praying 
with all your heart and leave it at My feet." 
 
"To do violence to your curiosity is a virtue with much merit. I will count it as a fast offering. I have 
heard the cry of your heart. I am not deaf or far away. I live within you, I have heard and We are 
answering your prayers, as well as the thousands of others whose hearts are crying out for an end to 
this." 
 
"I am holding back the wrath. Nuking 7 cities is NOT on the agenda. You remember when the bomb 
headed for the apartment building in Jerusalem turned around and went out to sea? I have My ways 
and My ways are much greater than any man‘s ways." 
 
"Nonetheless, your prayers are immensely valuable. Yes, I want your people to pray. There are many 
schemes instituted as retaliation against your country‘s progress in gaining freedom from the 
tentacles of the Deep State. It is much more pervasive than was first imagined, much more so. Why? 
Because there are those with ambition to carry through the agendas that had been begun, and they 
lay low in the government, knowing that to be exposed would be the end of them. Yet they are there, 
and acting as if they are on your side." 
 
"That is the great danger... these set in place with their personal agendas and allegiances to the 
NWO. They will subvert wherever they are, but while the heat is on go along with your president‘s 
agendas, pretending to be on board. Then, when the opportunity arises, they will betray what is right." 
 
"Again, this is much deeper than other's thought and has tentacles in every major government, and is 
well connected. So, I need your prayers that these traitors will be exposed before they can do 
damage." 
 
"Pray, pray, pray for your president. He can do nothing without your prayers, fasting and sacrifices. 
This is how the grace to overcome evil is released. It is by those whose hearts are poured out before 
the throne of My Father that cause Him to rise up and defeat evil. These prayers are your most 
powerful weapons. I cannot say that enough times. What is impossible for man is possible for God, 
and you will face many impossible scenarios in the coming months." 
 
"Remember, you are dealing with Satanists. Even if you locked up 75% of the Satanic covens, others 
would be promoted to take their place. Prayer IS your salvation. That is why there is an Ambitious 
spirit released in your country, a spirit of Acquisition, a spirit of Avarice, a spirit of Distraction on the 
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Internet. They do not want you to have the time to dedicate to prayer. That is why you are persecuted 
- you are teaching what they fear." 
 
"My people, pray for your nation at all times. Those who feel they are too holy to get involved and pray 
and vote, do not know My Word, for it is written: First of all, then, I urge that petitions, prayers, 
intercessions, and thanksgiving be offered on behalf of all men for kings and all those in authority, so 
that we may lead a tranquil and quiet life in all godliness and dignity. This is good and pleasing in the 
sight of God our Savior." 1 Timothy 2:1-3 
 
"There is no dignity in human trafficking. There is no dignity in poisonous vaccines or in the poisonous 
air you breathe. Rather, it is degrading to see the health and welfare of the people I love falling prey to 
corrupt regimes and synchronistic events in the weather, skies, public health, genocides — here in 
your country and in foreign countries where poison is dispensed in foods and water to limit population 
and encourage diseases." 
 
"This is the agenda of Satan: to reduce the population through suffering, sickness and all manner of 
wars, weather wars included, starvation... Oh, Clare I could go on and on — the travesties never 
stop." 
 
"And people who seek to be in office to be corrupt and fall in line with this agenda have no idea how 
very foolish they are. They are only looking at the money. They haven‘t a clue! They are sawing off 
the very limb they are on. The truth is, that when the ruling Elite have accomplished what they want, 
many of their serfs will be terminated; they will not be invited into their brave new world." 
 
"Wake up people! You who monitor sites like this, do you think when it hits the fan you will be invited 
into the private Elite‘s bunkers to enjoy champagne and caviar? Think again. You will be locked out 
with all the other ―grunts‖ that did their dirty work. You will come to the same end you served to bring 
others down with." 
 
"These men are evil liars who will do anything to promote their agendas. They will promise you 
security in their new government and then execute or lock you out when you‘ve done their bidding. 
Repent of this evil you are partaking in. REPENT! I say to you." 
 
"If you come to Me contrite, I will forgive and heal you. And even if you should die in the line of 
service, you will be with Me in Heaven. Because My promises are true, every single one. And I love 
you dearly and died to make it possible for you to be in Heaven with Me forever." 
 
"Since when did Satan do anything like that for you? That‘s right — he didn‘t, he won‘t and he will 
continue to teach you deceit, because he is the Father of Lies. And you should have figured it out by 
now: anything he promised you goes only so far, then he rips your soul from your body and torments 
you, while laughing at your stupidity in believing anything he said." 
 
"WAKE UP! You are a pawn—expendable. When your work is done, you are only good for the 
pleasure it will bring the demons to torment you forever in Hell. I pray for you, I love you and have no 
wish whatsoever to see you in Hell." 
 
"And for the rest of you, Heartdwellers, pray for these dupes, that they will wake up before it is too 
late. Do not be ugly or cruel to them; pray for them and show them My unconditional love. That is their 
only, ONLY hope." 
 
"In the meantime, do not allow the enemy to cut your prayer time short or make it spotty. Apply 
yourselves to prayer and fasting. Your life will improve by leaps and bounds, because you will be 
greatly rewarded for your obedience." 
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Message 582: It is your Choice... A Life in Joy or a Life in Frustration 
 
 
January 5, 2018 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Jesus, You alone know the path to our highest good in this life. Please help us come to terms 
with the self-will that can dominate our thinking and frustrate your highest good for us… Amen. 
 
Well, recently my heart has longed to go deeper into the Word of God, and I find myself fascinated 
with details and how they connect and what they mean. But I am concerned for time. The Lord has 
told me… 
 
(Jesus) ―You can choose to study this book and that book, or you can meditate on the Scripture and I 
will infuse you with knowledge and understanding. You don‘t have to wade through the opinions of 
others and their conclusions. You can rest in Me, and I will satisfy your hunger for Truth. What did 
your Instinct tell you?‖ 
 
(Clare) I felt a little check, because of the cost. But then I found it marked down, at a really good price. 
But even then, I did feel a little check, and a sense of unsureness. So often in the past, I see that I 
have given myself permission, because the reading was not definitive one way or the other. And I 
honestly didn‘t know what to do - so I did what I wanted to do. 
 
(Jesus) ―You still do not know yourself well enough to curb your appetites. Satan doesn‘t care what he 
wastes your time on, as long as it sets you back and keeps you from what is truly important. Don‘t you 
recognize this yet, Clare?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I am beginning to. 
 
(Jesus) ―Your curiosity is killing you. There is only one way around it... obedience to that flutter in your 
gut, in your heart. If it flutters, pass it by - no matter how beneficial it looks to you. We are going to get 
where we need to be, My Love. It just takes time. You have to become weary with the blind alleys. In 
the meantime, the clock does tick. May I outline this for you?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. Please do. 
 
(Jesus) ―Read the Scriptures, but do not get snagged on the details. Read between the lines and 
listen for My voice and My leading. Pray, dwell, take communion, deliver messages, sing and play the 
piano. That is a very full schedule for you and will protect you from these disastrous side – tracks and 
dead ends. The foundation I laid in your life, for this walk, came with St. Francis.‖ 
 
(Clare) And just as a background, I was a habited Franciscan sister, with a vow that gave me an 
immense amount of freedom and deliverance from the world. It was really quite amazing. It was cut 
and dried. I needed God and prayer. Meditation on the Word and love for my God and my neighbor. 
 
(Jesus) ―For you, this was laying down of your flesh. It would be good for you to work your way back 
to that — it was the purest. Just add your current duties and you will do very well, indeed.‖ 
 
(Clare) Uhhhh… Yes, Lord. It is as I felt it yesterday. I love you so very much, but I know with that 
confession comes the challenge to obedience. I knew that today I would have tests of that love. And I 
didn‘t pass… 
 
(Jesus) ―I‘m not going to make you feel any worse about yourself. But I will say, you are getting there. 
You are recognizing Satan‘s loop holes and the ways of pulling you off course. It took a long time for 
you to get here, but you are here and it can go quickly, smoothly and very rewardingly if you 
persevere from this point. Defer to My wisdom, Clare. And TRUST. 
 
―My people, your perspective on your lives is very slim. It is determined a great deal by your desires to 
know things that, in the end, are irrelevant. The only way I can save you the heartache of a bad 
conscience and lost time is through your obedience. You know when you push the envelope. You 
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have that shaky, unsettled feeling in your hearts. That means: Wrong direction — go back! If you 
ignore that, you just get deeper and deeper into self – will. 
 
―In the long run, if this continues, you need to ask yourself… ‗Do I really WANT to serve the Lord?? Or 
do I want to serve myself.‘ I would love to save you the wasted time. You need to go deep and ask 
that question of yourself. If you are struggling, without any success, I would suspect you are not ready 
to serve Me. 
 
―I can always make you ready, if I know that is your heart‘s desire. But YOU must begin to make the 
effort. Cooperate and yield to Me. Time matters. The longer you wait, the more you lose. And you lose 
a lot that could have been — and made you happy, as well. 
 
―Now, if you do something that you are unsure of and feel a deep satisfaction afterwards — a real, 
alive feeling. Not a sinking heart, but an encouraged, enlivened heart. Then you have done the right 
thing. Proceed. 
 
―This is so simple, a two-year-old could learn it — and does. Children do many things by instinct, and 
withdrawing from something not good for them is very often done by instinct. This is one very positive 
attribute you could rekindle in your lives. Living for Me is so very simple. I train you in your 
conscience. But if you want something I‘d rather you don‘t have, you will find ways to justify it. 
 
―I am extremely patient, but I do wait for you to wake up. And there is a loss of connection with Me 
when you ignore My counsel and keep going. And that doesn‘t feel good for Me or for you. I hate it. 
 
―I want you closer and closer to Me by the minute, and that means obedience from one moment to the 
next. Obedience brings a great reward. One reward builds on another reward, until we are of one 
heart and one mind. 
 
―THIS is what I want for you. Is this what you want from Me? If it is, I have just given you the way to 
attain it. Be obedient at all times. Ask yourself, ‗What would make my Jesus happiest with me?‘ Then 
do that thing. 
 
―Don‘t stop to ponder what you will lose by doing it — just do it! When you examine all the self-will 
plus-points, you can stack them to the ceiling, trying to justify your will. 
 
―But it will never reach to Heaven, which is the dimension you are in when you are obedient and we 
are dancing cheek-to-cheek, so to speak. 
 
―There is nothing I enjoy more than our pure union of hearts. In that state, we do everything together, 
and it is the closest thing to Heaven on Earth. It‘s up to you. I am willing, but it will cost you much. 
 
―Your pet projects and ideas will have to be laid down for what I want you to do. This is where a lot of 
souls falter and compromise. But I will never give up on you. I will continue to coax you to die to 
yourself, so that I may have free reign in your life. 
 
―Please consider. What do you really want to look back on at the end of your life? A life dissipated 
with many dead ends? Or a life of great accomplishment in being in union with Me? A life of 
frustration? Or a life of Joys! 
 
―It is your choice, My Beloved. I have already made My choice.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 583: Jesus says... If you love Me, you will obey Me... Curiosity 

& A short Gold Update 
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January 7, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Thank You, Jesus, for Your incredible patience with us. Help us to see how the very 
littlest things that are outside of Your will for us are baited traps, waiting to break our wings. Amen. 
 
Lord, I wanted to ask You when the gold would come into play. 
 
Jesus answered... ―For now, it is good that you have it set aside. I have My reasons and they will 
unfold in due time. In the meantime, be anxious for nothing. Know that what you have set aside was 
done out of obedience and it will bear good fruit — as long as your heart is not set on material gain, 
but set on the exploited children of the world whom I weep over daily." 
 
(Clare) Yes, I did intend that to benefit them. 
 
(Jesus) "Be at peace. You did the right thing. Let it sit for now." 
 
(Clare) Thank you, Lord, for clarifying that. 
 
Well, dear Heartdwellers, I am coming to realize that my life is a minefield. Not of bombs, but of 
distractions that are waiting snares set to break my wings. Today, next to my video, was an excellent 
source for updates on the Deep State, without having to listen to a bunch of filler. I gave into 
temptation and listened to about five minutes and realized, 'You know? I really don‘t want to hear this 
garbage.' 
 
Dear Heartdwellers, curiosities are deliberate, baited traps set to clip your wings and keep you from 
fulfilling your destiny by eating away at time and energy that should have been spent on your mission. 
I am the very worst example of that, and I am warning you — please... if you love the Lord and value 
your mission—don‘t fall for these things. Avoid them like the plague! They are the fowler‘s snare. 
 
Jesus continued... ―You cannot compromise, Clare. Not now, not later. You cannot afford to 
compromise. No, I am not going to threaten you. But it is serious and you need to be aware that you 
cannot afford to compromise. I love you, dear one. I am only doing what is best for you. If it were good 
for you to listen to those things, do you think I would deprive you?‖ 
 
(Clare) No. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s right, I would not. You will be much happier, I can guarantee that. Besides, I have 
music for you to write and there are those who are still waiting for you to put out new music. I am 
gentle and kind at heart, and if it were healthy for you, I would not censor you. If it would bring you a 
measure of comfort and good, I would never censure you. But I tell you the Truth... it is pure 
distraction and a portal for the enemy to pour the world into your head." 
 
"In that condition, you do not function on the beautiful, high and lovely place I have designed for you. 
Trust Me, Clare. This place I am taking you to is so much better than where you have been. Despite 
your flaws, I am not turning back on you or leaving you to the wolves who are continuously circling 
you, looking for a way to attack and kill you. They are relentlessly evil and hell-bent on destroying you. 
They hate intimacy with Me more than anything else, because it changes people‘s lives for the better 
and sets them free to fully become who I created them to be." 
 
"Truly, I live and breathe and move from inside their hearts. I protect you from them, unless you walk 
into their den and eat from their table. Well, that is hardly the stature of a pure and stately soul. It is 
more the stature of a hungry dog. That is why I am keeping you from this whole line of thinking and 
investigation. It is utterly worthless and toxic to your soul. Of course, the enemy knows this and 
plagues you with opportunities to indulge. But if you will resist him, you will be safe.‖ 
 
―My people, do not suppose you can dabble with fire and keep from being singed. Do not think you 
can compromise with your time to indulge in a distraction and come away from it unscathed. The 
enemy is very clever. He puts a juicy tidbit in front of you and whispers, ‗Wow! Check this out, it will 
only take a moment.‘ And off you go. But that moment turns into three minutes, five minutes, ten 
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minutes… Four more videos later and you‘ve lost an hour, your mind is hazy, and your head is filled 
with filth." 
 
―When you go against your conscience you always lose. Always. I am trying to spare you that by 
telling you how very important it is to restrain your curiosity and keep your heart and mind focused on 
what is good and pure and holy. Or what I have designated you to do." 
 
―This is where the fruit is sweetest and richest—in the place that I've designated for you. It is counter-
productive for you to work in another man‘s orchard. The fruit from your orchard is compromised. 
While you are gone, the birds peck away at it, the grasshoppers feast on the foliage, brigands come 
by and steal bushelfuls, and the enemy cuts the tree down. You cannot afford to be gone from your 
orchard: too much is at stake." 
 
"Protect your gifts and your assignments with a life of obedience and trust in Me. I only want what is 
best for you, My dear ones. Very simply... if you love Me, you will obey Me. And I will protect you from 
the snare the enemy has set to cripple your wings, so you can no longer fly.‖ 
 
―Anyone who loves me will obey my teaching. My Father will love them, and we will come to them and 
make our home with them.‖ John 14:23 
 
(Clare) And the other Scripture that's been ringing in my ears... ―Do you love Me more than these?‖ 
John 21:15 
 
And that's what Jesus said to Peter three times. Because Peter had snuck back to his fishing industry. 
And the Lord was wanting him to continue to serve Him. You can't run a fishing industry and serve the 
Lord at the same time. That was not his designated spot. That was not what God created him to do. 
So, He asked (Peter) three times... Do you love me more than these? 
 
God bless you, dear Heartdwellers. Please, stay away from distractions like the plague. Take it from 
one who knows. 
 
 
 
 

Message 584: Jesus elucidates... The last battle before the Rapture 
 
 
January 8, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord Jesus, please fill us with your hope and courage as we wait on You. And teach us 
that, unless we abide in the vine, we can do nothing of any worth for the Kingdom of God... Amen. 
 
Well, my precious friends, you are all so very special to me and I open my heart to you so you can 
see my struggles more clearly—they are mighty. Fasting and praying the nation‘s dramas through, 
Christmas and a very sick husband have all taken their toll. And I have found myself without any 
motivation to play music or sing. And I mean REALLY flat-line. Down-in-the-pits flat-line. Lower-than-
low flat- line! So, I came to the Lord in desperation, because I knew I could not fix this one. No 
amount of caffeine would fix it. I began... Lord, I don‘t know what to do... 
 
Jesus answered immediately... ―Listen to Me, Clare - don‘t give up. Please, don‘t give up. I will help 
you. Please, do not give up.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I have to see something, some sign of life, something... You know I want this with all my 
heart, but I no longer believe in myself. 
 
(Jesus) ―This is the work of the enemy.‖ 
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(Clare) Please, can you restore some kind of faith? I am truly bankrupt. 
 
(Jesus) ―This is the work of the enemy. They want to kill you, but I will not allow that. So, instead they 
want to break your heart. Lies, lies, lies. They are pummeling you with lies that you can‘t do this, you 
are all washed up, you‘re wasting precious time trying to do something you‘re just too old, and tired 
and weak for." 
 
"Do you want to believe that?" 
 
(Clare) Well, no, I don't. But somehow that‘s finally hit the mark in my heart and I feel dead inside. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, the darkest hour is just before dawn. You will rise again. Trust Me. I am the Author of 
Life, and you will rise again—better, stronger, brighter than before. You are not deceived, just very, 
very tired and depleted of hope. But I am here to restore you. Can you give Me the time I need?‖ 
 
(Clare) What do You mean? 
 
(Jesus) ―The hours of silence. The hours of sitting before Me and allowing Me to heal you from the 
inside out?‖ 
 
(Clare) When He said that, I heard ‗four hours‘, and many days I spend 3 hours. So, I asked... 'Four 
hours of sitting in silence before You, Lord?' 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes. You‘ve been running, running, running and now you‘re running on empty. I need you to 
sit before Me in the silence and allow Me to do the work of restoration that is necessary. If you can do 
that, I promise to get you back on your feet. What I am asking you for is time; more time with the 
Spouse of your soul. Give it a week. Will you give it a week?‖ 
 
(Clare) I will gladly give it a week. Thank You, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Come to Me, all of you who are heavy laden and I will restore your souls. My people, many of 
you have been running on empty and you wonder why you feel like a failure, discouraged and unable 
to live up to your dreams. May I say it is because you have allowed yourselves to cut time with Me 
short, to be busy doing other things? You can do that when the quality is simply mundane, daily 
matters. But you cannot do that when expecting to minister on the level I have brought you along to. 
You cannot give what you do not have." 
 
―And there are many reasons you do not have. One is that on this Channel, as much as you love it, 
you have real enemies who are going for the throat in your lives. They hate what is taught here, they 
hate you who listen in and you who comment. And they have made it their business to bring every 
one of you down to the pits, so you will never realize your potential." 
 
―If you are on this Channel, loving this teaching, you will have to get up and fight for the right to 
prosper in your calling. The good news is that I am bringing you along. The bad news is that the evil 
ones hate that, so they try to sabotage your lives." 
 
"Do you know the target they aim at? No, it‘s not money, not sickness or betrayals, or 
opposition...those things may be used, but they are not the target. The target is your relationship with 
Me." 
 
―The very moment you put your relationship with Me in second place in your life, you have begun the 
downward spiral. Not only that, but you must fight every day to be loosed from the enemy. These are 
not like days gone by. These are days that only the strongest, the bravest, the most persevering and 
the most pure of heart and motive will succeed. Why? Because the opposition of the end times is way 
beyond the opposition anyone has experienced before." 
 
―More and more demons and Satan-worshipers have been released on this Earth, and what could 
have been done with strong effort and consistent action fifty years ago, now takes monumental effort 
and heroic action." 
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―This IS the last battle before the Rapture. This IS the hour of greatest trial for the Elect, because by 
the time you conquer this period of time, I will be taking you Home." 
 
―This IS also the time of potentially more fruit than ever before in the history of this Earth. But if you 
want to be a part of that, you must be mercilessly committed to your time with Me, because I Am your 
ONLY source of strength." 
 
"And those of you who have recognized that and refused to compromise your time with Me, you are 
the strongest of the lot. Because I live in you strongly, you cannot be conquered, because I cannot be 
conquered." 
 
―This is what is required of you, Heartdwellers. I am telling you this right up front, so you can measure 
your commitment to Me and decide whether or not you are willing to do what it takes to succeed." 
 
―Clare is not the only one beaten back and beaten down. Clare is not the only target; all of you are. 
Why? Because I called you to this Channel, so that you could rise up in your ministries and draw all 
men to Me without religious agendas, without judging others, without jealousy or fear." 
 
―I need you, My end-times army. I need you to shape up, so I can ship you out. But this will not be 
accomplished by compromising your time with Me to hone your skills or get things done. Try as you 
may, you will come up close to empty-handed if you follow that philosophy.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, is that why I can‘t do that? I‘ve tried to push ahead with music, but I can‘t bear it for long 
when I know we have not had our time together. 
 
―Yes, it is a great grace you have been given — and not just you. Everyone on this Channel has been 
given the opportunity to embrace that grace and bear good fruit." 
 
"But the ones who have mistakenly put their time on action and accomplishment, compromising their 
intimacy with Me, will fail miserably. They may do works, alright, but not necessarily My works. They 
will be human works of wood, hay and stubble—consumed in the fires of judgment." 
 
―To have a golden heart, you must be pure and endlessly persevering in your relationship with Me. 
And most are just not willing to put that much time and effort into it. It‘s more like ‗hi-five and be on 
your way‘. Not only that, but you must be free of willful sin. That is, free of doing what you want to do, 
when you know in your heart it is not My best for you." 
 
―Those who purify and put to death their secret agendas and desires will conquer themselves, and I 
will use them. But those who continue to roll in the mud I will pass by with My choicest ministries." 
 
―Those of you who already have ministries are being taunted by Satan‘s emissaries to devote more 
time to the ministry than to prayer. Why? Because they know you will run yourselves into the ground 
and become lukewarm." 
 
―It‘s up to you, My people. You may have whatever you want, but it will cost you. The higher your 
desire to serve, the more it will cost you." 
 
―I purify vessels before I use them, and many of you have been going through this purification for 
months now. That is because I am looking for those I can assign My choicest ministries to — so I am 
turning the heat up. If you have fallen for the enemy‘s lies that you need to spend more time in 
ministry (to the detriment of being with Me), you have fallen for a fatal lie that will, in the end, 
disqualify you." 
 
―Come now, My Brides. Enter into the chambers of Love, where I will equip you for the turbulent 
forces you must face and overcome before you can grow into the full stature necessary to carry the 
anointing I want to give you." 
 
―For you, Clare, I am asking more time, so I can repair damage and strengthen you again. But 
anytime any of you waver in your commitment to Me, anytime you look for distractions to take you 
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away from the heat of the battle, anytime you begin to long for the leeks in Egypt (Numbers 11:5), let 
this be a sign to you... you need much more time with Me." 
 
―What does that look like? It looks like repenting, having a communion service, getting Rhemas and 
correcting course to what I give you." 
 
―It looks like soaking and dwelling prayer, it looks like Scripture reading, and holy book reading. And it 
looks like resting. A great deal of resting in Me." 
 
―These are all ways I minister to you. And that easily takes a few hours. When I send you forth from 
that state, your head is clear; your enthusiasm, hope and perseverance are strong and every attack of 
the enemy is dispelled by your prayers. But if there is compromise, your prayers will be weak and you 
will feel your conscience tugging you down." 
 
(Clare) And that was the end of His message. And as I went on the Internet to do something, this 
rhema came up... ―I suffered like a dove, without complaint. But some seemed to find pleasure in 
vexing Me in whatever way they could. My patience irritated them. But God gave Me so much inner 
strength that I endured it calmly.‖ 
 
God bless you all, dear ones. 
 
 
 
 

Message 585: Binding Prayer against every Evil 
 
 
January 11, 2018 - Published by Sister Clare 
 
As a child of Almighty God, Elohim, I call upon the Holy Ministering & Warring Angels to pray with US 
& enforce every directive. I declare the word 'US' to include... (enumerate as you wish) 
 
For Example... 
Angels, Family, Staff, Prayer Warriors, true Heartdwellers, Clare & Ezekiel with Team, President 
Trump & Family, ourselves etc. - our pets, equipment, Channels, CD‘s, books & all resources for our 
works for the Lord. 
 
Father, please clothe US completely in the Blood of Your Son, Jesus, and Your full Armor. Strengthen 
US in faith, courage and valor to stand against & overcome the evil within ourselves, as well as the 
evil without. Father, please send US the angelic forces and Holy Spirit guidance we need. 
 
In the Name of Jesus, I speak to every demon against US: I bind your ability to communicate. Undo 
your devices, return what you have stolen, repair what you have damaged—and release US, NOW. In 
Jesus' Name, release US, NOW. In Jesus' Name, release US NOW. I bind all your faculties 
necessary to act against US, your force, skill, all your connections, back up, retaliation, leaders and 
associates. I break every assignment and retaliation against US, now, in Jesus' Name. You are 
finished here. I bind your excrement to you and send you directly to the feet of Jesus Christ and ban 
you from ever returning to US. 
 
x3 In the Mighty Name of Jesus, every part of Satan‘s kingdom against US—come down now, never 
to be replaced! x3 
 
I call upon the Warring Angels to go before US and demolish every slander, lie, deceit & weapon 
against US and those being led to US. I silence, disable and send to the feet of Jesus all those who 
created these, their leaders, backup & forces of retaliation, in Jesus‘ Name & call for the Warring 
Angels to enforce this. 
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x3 In the Name above all Names, Jesus the Christ, I cancel all assignments & permissions for 
oppression against US. I break & forever bind every evil: inter-dimensional, spiritual, physical, 
emotional, mental force, evil connection & projection. Every act, thought and weapon against US. I 
permanently break every stronghold, link, cloak, curse, hex, evil wish, spell, incantation, seal, devilish 
wile against US or ministries, that have gone forth from the heartdweller ministry, in Jesus‘ Name. x3 
 
Holy Angels, please enforce this. It is written, ―No weapon formed against US will prosper.‖ Lord, help 
US to conquer evil with Your diligence & courage. 
 
Lord Jesus, please send Your Holy Angels to stand guard. Make a complete sweep, and remove 
every demon & evil practitioner from our borders, block every projection, disarm every cursed object, 
trap & time bomb; destroy every egg, pod & hatchling and intercept every force aimed at US. 
 
Lord Jesus, please fortify & make impenetrable the globe of angelic protection surrounding US, 
wherever we go. I seal every evil portal in the air, earth, fire, water & inter-dimension on this property 
with the Blood of Jesus. Please send Your Holy Angels to stand guard & stop our enemies, cursed 
objects, forces of evil from entering. Thank you, devout and mighty Holy Angels, for enforcing these 
prayers. And for coming to our rescue so many times. 
 
In the Name of Jesus, I bind every lying spirit, every spirit of division visiting this Channel. I send you 
to the feet of Jesus, along with your lies and excrement. Your assignments on this Channel are 
finished. Every curse, hex, evil wish & spell formed against this Channel and the people who visit here 
& work here, in Jesus' Name, I break you NOW. 
 
3x In the Name of Jesus Christ, I break every death curse formed against us. We will live and prosper 
to declare the glorious works of the Lord. 3x 
 
Lord Jesus, please fortify, sustain and bless our angels mightily in battle. Increase their power, 
endurance, strength and send reinforcements with healing in the heat of the battle. Holy Angels, we 
bless and thank you profoundly for your defense and protection. I speak divine and supernatural favor 
with God and man over US, over our angels and our works for You, Lord. Holy Angels, please set up 
strong defense around every work for the Lord, to protect those who are truly seeking Him. 
 
Father, Jesus, Holy Spirit: from the heart we praise, honor and adore You. Thank You for loving US & 
giving US the power to overcome evil. Jesus, I trust in You. Thank you for writing our names in the 
Lamb's Book of Life. Jesus, I trust in You. Thank you for sending Your holy angels to defend us. 
Jesus, I trust in You. Make Us holy, even as You are holy. 
 
Holy Father, please restrain the increasing darkness and grant US more time, more grace, more 
mercy to sow and gather souls and the wisdom and self-control to live for You alone, in these final 
days. 
 
These are official orders, inspired by the Holy Spirit of God, a legal and binding document in the 
Courts of Heaven. It is written ―Whatever you bind on Earth shall be bound in Heaven.‖ Amen. 
 
 
 
 

Message 586: Jesus says... Do not be ashamed to show your love for Me 
 
 
January 13, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Sweet Jesus, give us the courage, please, to be willing to stand out for You. And 
declare Your Love openly. Amen. 
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Well, my dear friends, I have been on a mission these last four days and that‘s why you haven‘t heard 
from me. In learning how to sing I have come across something very foreign to me... I do not want to 
call attention to myself by grand demonstrations and loud passages in a song, but I can see it has 
become necessary for the one I am working on. 
 
I told the Lord... 'It is seriously troubling me.' 
 
Jesus replied quite unexpectedly... ―Don‘t be afraid to show your Love for Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) But it feels dramatic, more like stage acting. This is SO not my nature! Please help me 
understand and do what is right. 
 
(Jesus) ―You mustn‘t ever comply with sin, but I have put you in this position, because your natural 
inclination is the hidden life. You hate anything to do with ostentation, and well you should. Shall it not 
be safe for Me, then, to put you on the Stage of Life to declare your love for Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) And, I have a little note here. I was working on a song and all of a sudden, in a very 
appropriate part of the song, I got very loud without any conscious effort and it took me by surprise. 
And I thought to myself... 'Hmm...was that a holy accident? Am I missing something here?' But I feel 
so repressed; this other way is not my nature. 
 
(Jesus) ―I will conquer your nature, dear one. I almost did it the other night, but you balked... However, 
you recognized something. When you hear Kari Jobe sing, does she draw attention to herself?‖ 
 
(Clare) No. I feel her passion for You, and her deep, intense feelings and my heart resonates with 
that. 
 
(Jesus) ―Exactly. Clare, there is something in your heart that others could resonate with IF you let it 
out. The quiet music is important, I do much through that, but there is also passion: the passion you 
feel when you cry out over Me. And I wish for that to be brought out to souls, to help heal them, 
Clare." 
 
(Clare) At this point, my eyes teared up. 
 
(Jesus) ―You always wanted to be used in healing, and for that there are many different gifts, even in 
music. Some healing takes place through association and acknowledgement that their feelings are 
valid. You share what is in you, they resonate and a certain acknowledgement, knowing & validation 
is resonating with them that makes them feel more whole." 
 
"You are not upstaging Me; you are revealing the inward joy of My Heart in yours. It shines from deep 
within and gives off illumination." 
 
―Don‘t be afraid to show emotion. When you get angry — and I do mean really angry — people 
around you tremble. Thank your God it is not often or without good cause. Can you not express the 
same intensity in your Love for Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) Sigh. With Your help, I can do anything! 
 
(Jesus) ―Exactly. You‘ve been longing to hear from Me. Don‘t stop now!‖ 
 
(Clare) I was thinking that‘s all He was going to say. 
 
(Jesus) ―My precious Heartdwellers, many of you are in bondage to social norms and posturing. Don‘t 
you know that I love it when you get excited and on fire for Me? Do you know that I get excited and on 
fire for you?? Well, I do and the angels and citizens of Heaven will bear witness to that." 
 
―But many of you have been taught to repress your feelings; to hide them, don‘t be vulnerable, protect 
that soft interior. Yes, I understand that — self-preservation from ridicule. But also, it is a fearful 
response and it puts your fire out, which is exactly what it was intended to do. Satan is behind ALL 
repression." 
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―Do you know Heaven is not a quiet place, like many have been taught to believe? Yes, I gave Jesse 
du Plantis a chance to see Me preaching with passion. What a shock for some!‖ 
 
(Clare) Yeah, it shocked me, that's for sure! Well, Lord, Scripture does say You will not shout or cry 
out, or raise Your voice in the streets. Isaiah 42 
 
(Jesus) ―Do you suppose that means that I will not get excited?‖ 
 
(Clare) I don‘t know what to think. 
 
(Jesus) ―This saying has more to do with abuse and harshness, than preaching and admonishing. 
Why should I not shout out the Good News My Father has sent Me to proclaim?" 
 
"Clare, it is OK to be passionate and loud. You are still under a bondage, of sorts, to stay low key.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, it seems that so many have been put off by fiery preaching and You are all about love. 
And love is gentle and kind... Well...I don‘t know how to answer You. Except that I detest loud 
hollering and condemnation that some preachers do. It brings condemnation instead of conviction. 
Frankly, I can't even stay in the room with it anymore. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh, now wait a minute — many souls need this, Clare. You are little and gentle and don‘t 
need it, but there are those hardened in sin that need a forceful presentation to provoke them to look 
at themselves in My Mirror. The scribes and the Pharisees were, and still unfortunately are, one such 
group." 
 
"Do you think I said this gently? 'Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You 
are like whitewashed tombs, which look beautiful on the outside but on the inside are full of the bones 
of the dead and everything unclean.'‖ You think I said it that way?" 
 
"WOE TO YOU, TEACHERS OF THE LAW AND PHARISEES — YOU HYPOCRITES! YOU ARE 
LIKE WHITEWASHED TOMBS, WHICH LOOK BEAUTIFUL ON THE OUTSIDE, BUT ON THE 
INSDIE ARE FULL OF THE BONES OF THE DEAD AND EVERYTHING UNCLEAN!" 
 
(Clare) Yeah.... Yep! You sound angry. 
 
(Jesus) ―And rightly, too, for what went on in the back rooms and depths of the temple. Defilement 
and everything unclean; and that is precisely why I sent the Romans to destroy it. I will have no part 
with uncleanness. Do you think I was mild-mannered when I overturned the tables of the money 
changers? No, indeed not! I scourged and castigated them for their impiety, presumption and greed in 
My house, of all places." 
 
―And when I raised My voice during the Sermon on the Mount — was I meek or was I passionate? I 
was declaring the blessedness of those this up-side-down world calls worthless. I declared their 
beauty and blessedness openly to set the record straight." 
 
"In short, there are times to be quiet and times to speak out." 
 
―Now, getting back to your singing. You are missing quite a piece of the puzzle, because you have not 
been trained to entertain. And I am not asking you to fake it. I am asking you to let all your love hang 
out — so to speak." 
 
"People need to be touched and inspired; this is the place and time My angels and My Spirit minister 
to the multitude. Some would call it entertainment. I call it ministry, with all the depth of human 
emotions present to minister to souls. Some are repressed beyond belief, Clare. They need a voice 
crying out in the wilderness, and that goes for songs, as well as preaching. Indeed, you preach 
through your songs. Perhaps this is the best way to get you to let it go.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, I never really understood this, Lord. 
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(Jesus) ―And yet you have always wanted to act, have you not?‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, when I was a teenager, I wanted to communicate and convey the things that were inside 
of me. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, buckle up. You‘re going back to those days.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, you have mellowed with age, and that is as it should be. And our music that is mellow 
serves a very important purpose. And so will this music, which is not so mellow at certain points." 
 
―Clare... You are still resisting Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Ah! I can‘t hide anything from You! 
 
(Jesus) ―No, you can‘t. But I can help you understand. This is only a tool of communication. There are 
times to reflect peace; there are times to reflect passion. Allowing your feelings to come out is a 
whole, healing and kosher, I might add, practice And by the way, practice makes perfect—we will 
work on this." 
 
―My people, what I am telling her applies to you as well. You see how passionate people are about 
rock stars and football games, and that passion draws attention and gives license to others to express 
their feelings." 
 
"Where is the passion of My people? The passion they feel for Me? Where is the outcry against 
injustice? Where is the celebration of your faith? Is it alive and passionate—or suppressed under a 
burden of the fear of looking foolish?" 
 
―I want you to be yourselves, and express yourselves as you truly are. Otherwise, how will normal 
people come to know how wonderful it is to be in a relationship with Me? How will they know I can 
save them from their shame and failure? How will they know I can rebuild their lives? Unless you 
express openly the wonders I‘ve done for you." 
 
"You are My emissaries and ambassadors of freedom from sin, freedom from addiction and self- 
hatred. Freedom from darkness and confusion. Oh, how liberating it is to be reborn in Me." 
 
―But who will I send to express this gift beyond comprehension? The lukewarm? No, My people, you 
must be a ‗virgin‘ with a lamp full and more to spare. You must be enkindled by My Holy Spirit, free 
from worry, free from fear and condemnation. All these gifts are yours for the taking as you go deeper 
with Me and in My Word. Truly, the reading of the Word does wash your souls, it does cleanse, 
bringing conviction and then hope with the eternal promise of My unconditional love for you." 
 
―No matter what you‘ve done — no matter how many babies you have sacrificed for personal gain 
and satisfying Satan, there is still much hope for you. And I wait. Why do I wait? Because I know you 
are some day going to wake up and realize your practices are not bringing peace but war, not 
happiness but loss and sorrow. I know those who are Mine and have been led astray by Satan‘s 
empty promises, and I know you will come to Me. So, I wait." 
 
―Take, as an example, the many Satanists who have been on fire for evil and their hearts are now on 
fire for Me. They travel tirelessly, declaring their love for Me. And I use them, because their lamps are 
full, they are head-over-heels in love with Me. For those who have been forgiven much, will love 
much." 
 
―So, I am looking to recruit those of you who are on fire and loving Me. I want you to express your 
passion to others, because when you reveal the inner glory you live in with Me, they, too, will want 
what you have. You will be an inspiration for new life and the hope of glory stored up for them.‖ 
 
―Paul was passionate, unashamed to proclaim the gospel." (You can read this in Colossians 1:25-29) 
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"So, Clare, to come full circle — do not be ashamed to show your love for Me. Remember this is 
about Me. And those who acknowledge Me before men, I will acknowledge before the Father. Heaven 
is a place full of rejoicing and all you are doing is bringing Heaven down to Earth. Thy Kingdom come, 
Thy will be done.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 587: Jesus explains our Uniqueness & How we lose Grace and 

Anointing 
 
 
January 14, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Dear Jesus, please forgive my reluctance and easily distracted feelings, and help me 
to receive Your heart with all of mine... Amen. 
 
These past few days, as I have entered into His rest for several hours a day, as He asked me to do) I 
have been blessed with a sublime love that is difficult to communicate. If you have ever fallen in love 
deeply, and the other person has also fallen deeply in love with you, and you are dancing together, for 
instance. Your eyes penetrating one another‘s being. You can come close to understanding that 
feeling when Jesus looks into your eyes with overwhelming love for you. 
 
Nevertheless, I still struggle to keep that focus and receive it. He has tried every day to reach inside 
my depths with His love. And I get a fleeting taste of it, but then I lose it. Oh, it is so frustrating for me! 
And I can‘t even imagine what He is going through. 
 
Jesus began... ―You just can‘t understand the love I have for you, Clare. It is way beyond your 
comprehension. Your person is so clogged with condemnation and self-hatred, it is very difficult for 
Me to get through to you. Nonetheless, I try. And once in a while — like the past few days - and the 
time when I took you to your palace, once in a while, you get a glimpse." 
 
―Ours is very much a working relationship, so switching gears doesn‘t come easy for you. I long to tell 
you just how much affection and profound love I have for you, but you are sometimes very reluctant to 
embrace My true feelings." 
 
(Clare) In fact, the Lord has been complaining to my husband Ezekiel about this, that He's trying to 
get through to me and I'm just...uhh. Not there. 
 
(Jesus) ―Of late, you have been thinking about the facet of Me that belongs to you. Oh, that is so 
correct! You see, each person is like a complex plug that fits precisely into the right terminal. Every 
single plug, or makeup, of a soul in the world is different: different sizes, combinations, length, width, 
and depth. Every single one is unique and different." 
 
―My Father has different receivers for each plug, so to speak. Ezekiel cannot fit into your receiver, nor 
can you fit into his. Each baby that is born comes with their own blueprint or plug, and My Father‘s 
desire is that, someday, that baby will grow up and of their own free will return to their origins to plug 
into their Father. Only then can a soul be completed; only then can My Father feel completed, 
because that being He loves has returned to become a part of Him again." 
 
―This is why it is so tragic when a soul is lost. That very singular, unique outlet in the Father remains 
empty and incomplete. Nothing, absolutely nothing is more painful to Him than the absence of a soul 
for Eternity. When you returned to Him, you connected to that one-in-a-billion socket from which you 
were created. You completed the circuit." 
 
―Now you and I have a very unique and special relationship, and you see Me very clearly, hear Me 
clearly and feel My deep love, as well as have a working relationship. And while I am infinite, I am 
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presenting Myself to you in those moments as the completion of your connection to the Father. So, 
you can stand to look at Me, speak with Me, hold Me and be My spouse." 
 
―However, when you are in corporate worship, you see the whole billions of circuits. And it is 
overpowering with light when you see Us all connected as one whole and entire, rather than as your 
individual and unique part—your Jesus, your Father, your Spirit. The aspect of Us that is uniquely 
fitted to you, alone. And so it is with all souls." 
 
―So, the disparity in explanation that has troubled you, is why do some see the Father tenderly holding 
them as a child on His knee? While others see Him as this huge, magnificent, overpowering Person of 
tremendous force and illumination. When that aspect of Him is revealed, He is revealed in His 
entirety. That is more power than you can possibly relate to." 
 
"However, when the unique part of Him that is yours appears, you are able to sustain a relationship. 
So, at different times it is personal and intimate; at other times it is corporal, as in worship in Heaven 
when He is on the Throne." 
 
―Now, getting back to our love relationship. You have no way of understanding the infinite love you 
embody from the Wellsprings of Life when you and I are connected and are one.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here He's talking about being connected in the purest way, in a spiritual union. 
 
(Jesus) ―You appear to Me as My soulmate, My completion; the creative expression of My very being 
which is uniquely yours. And there is a transfer of energy in that you, independent of Me, choose to 
unite yourself to Me. When this happens, My glory is displayed in our union of hearts and I cannot 
help but feel the most mighty and overpowering love for you. You, in a sense, are the singular 
completeness of the Father, the tiny circuit or plug that has a combination of terminals that no other 
soul was created with." 
 
"For Me, this is an ecstatic experience, just as it can become for you." 
 
―The night you received Me into your life, you felt that ecstatic union for 45 minutes. And that was just 
a foretaste of what you will feel when we are totally One in Heaven. It takes time to understand, 
assimilate and function in this state—you become transformed into My state of resurrection glory. 
What I am saying, My Love, is that what you feel when we are truly tuned into one another; what you 
feel is but a speck of what I feel. And I long to communicate that bliss to you, even share it with you." 
 
―However, you hamper Me by a screen full of filthy opinions about yourself. Accumulated 
condemnations flung at you by demons. False notions of guilt, accusation, and the lingering stench of 
past sins that you find almost impossible to free yourself from. Truly, that is a job for Me. But you have 
to let Me into that holy of holies in your heart, so I can clean that refuse away, burn it away with My 
love and forgiveness so that nothing remains between us to hinder." 
 
―When you come to this place, you reflect My glory more perfectly and your very presence is full of 
healing. This is why it is so important not to add anything to that screen by willful sin, or doing 
anything you know in your heart is displeasing to Me. This brings shame and guilt like a thick sludge 
to block your view of Me. Knowing how good I am to you brings you to the point of avoidance because 
of guilt." 
 
―This is how the demons manipulate you into a state of separation from Me. ‗Oh, He is God. He will 
understand. Go ahead—He'll forgive you.‘ Then after you‘ve done it, ‗You wicked, vile person! How 
can stand yourself? God can't stand you. He can‘t—you are too filthy to be in His presence.‘ And of 
course, you withdraw." 
 
―And that IS true. However, with confession and contrition, I wash away that guilt — and in time, you 
can see Me clearly again. But that does take time." 
 
"During that time, there was something very important I wanted to do with you and could not, because 
you had breached My trust. The devils see this coming, so they set you up, so that what I planned to 
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do with you cannot be accomplished until you repent and are fully restored in both My eyes and 
yours." 
 
―My People, if you are serious about serving Me, you cannot enter into willful disobedience. What is 
licit for one may be sin for another." 
 
"For instance, if you are supposed to be fasting—and you give in to gluttony and eat a double fudge 
sundae, you break our connection until you fully repent for having hurt Me. On the other hand, a 
person going out for family night may have the sundae and not feel condemnation. Because it is 
allowed in My perfect will for that soul." 
 
―Repentance takes time My people. You don‘t just say, ‗I‘m sorry, Lord,‘ and it‘s all over. There are 
residual consequences that take time to clear before we are restored. If it is a mistake you made out 
of ignorance, that can be washed away fairly quickly. The length of time depends on the gravity of 
how you betrayed My trust. That is what determines how long before we can repair the damage." 
 
―Timing can be critical with a soul I am trying to use you to reach. The devils know this, so they work 
very hard to tempt you and break that bond, so the soul I had in mind cannot be ministered to by you. 
Of course, they don‘t always know, but they surmise, based on proximity, and their observance of 
past actions of you both." 
 
―So, these are the anointing-robbing tactics of the enemy. When you are clean before Me, you 
minister with confidence, knowing that I am quick to answer the prayers of those who love Me and 
demonstrate that by obeying Me." 
 
"And of course, there is that other dynamic—protection from temptation. My angels watch over you, 
Clare, but if you take it upon yourself to pass judgment on another soul, it creates a hole in your 
protection and the demons gain entrance. And I allow this to convince you of your lowliness, your 
weakness, and potentially sinful nature—so you will NOT presume to pass judgment on anyone." 
 
―You, in My Body, who pass judgment on others: you are shooting yourself in the foot and losing 
massive amounts of Grace. What you dream and hope for will be opposed until you learn to honor 
and esteem others more than yourself." 
 
"The littler and poorer the soul, the greater offense it is to Me when you make ANY kind of judgment 
against them. If you know and practice this way of thinking, even in the hidden chambers of your 
hearts, you will grow in grace and anointing in My Kingdom. You will also be honored by the angels, 
who will come swiftly to your aid. They are gravely offended by the poison of presumption." 
 
―Most of you already know this and are practicing it. But be especially on guard when someone 
offends you. This is a time when you are most vulnerable to lashing back with judgment. That is 
another reason I don‘t want you looking at the news. Much of it is a lie, and when you respond with 
condemnation of others, because of a lie you heard, it is a serious sin in My sight. Even if it is true, I 
would prefer for you to respond in charity for the offending souls and pray for them." 
 
―And many times, this attitude deprives you of the operation of the graces I have granted you 
previously. So, you pray and wait for My anointing—then after you get it, you squander it by judging 
others. And believe Me, the demons watch very closely when you‘ve been given a new grace, so they 
can provoke you to do something to lose it before it damages their kingdom of darkness." 
 
―I tell you these things, My dearly loved ones, so that you can advance in holiness and the anointing 
to break the yokes of evil that have been put on My children. I count on you to follow this teaching, 
because it is vital to your growth and the salvation of other souls who could have been touched by 
you." 
 
―This is why, when you visit Heaven, everyone is so glad to see you—like a tail-wagging puppy. They 
have been healed of all their tendencies to size you up and judge you. In Heaven, souls do not judge 
— they welcome you with love. And if you are headed for the trees to eat the fruit and drink from the 
River of Life, they understand—because they, too, have passed that way." 
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―I have shared these things with you, because I love you all so deeply. And I want us to function in the 
fullness of our potential, that you may be filled with My joy and that it spill out onto others." 
 
―Walk in this way faithfully, and you will become holy, even as I am holy. I truly love you so very, very 
much.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 588: Jesus tells everyone who follows the Father of Lies... 

BECOME WISE 
 
 
January 18, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus, you have told us that in our weakness You are strong... This is hard to understand. In Your 
kindness, please open our minds to this truth. Amen 
 
The Lord began... ―I have so much to say, a thousand years could not contain it all. But I will sum it 
up: 'Persevere.' Clare, when you are at your weakest, I am the strongest in you. I know it does not 
make logical human sense, but it is so true." 
 
―My power is perfected in weakness.‖ 
 
'Therefore, I will boast all the more gladly in my weaknesses, so that the power of Christ may rest on 
me.' 2 Corinthians 12:9 
 
―But what I am saying is, that the fruit that is gathered when you are at your lowest point is the 
greatest by far of anything that has been gathered before. Your weakness makes My Omnipotence 
shine. When the enemy curses you and you bear up under it, because it doesn‘t yield to prayer, (that 
means He's not going to answer it—there's a reason for it) there is a very good reason." 
 
―Paul knew, what I meant long before he was beheaded. He lived a life of continual sacrifice after his 
conversion, recognizing in that, his participation and co-laboring in My Cross.‖ 
 
―Now I rejoice in my sufferings for you, and I fill up in my flesh what is lacking in regard to Christ‘s 
afflictions for the sake of His body, which is the church.‖ Colossians 1:24 
 
―Was My work on the Cross enough? When I uttered ‗It is finished,‘ I proclaimed it was, for all time, 
enough. Yet, who falls in love and doesn‘t long to carry a burden for their beloved? Sacrifice of self, 
giving of self, giving up one‘s rights to claim healing in order to carry a cross." 
 
―If anyone would come after Me, he must deny himself and take up his cross and follow Me.‖ Matthew 
16:24 
 
―These were not just figures of speech. No, they were proclamations that if you desire to follow Me, 
you will die to yourself first. Clare, your husband has chosen that, and how blessed he is and you are, 
for participating in this cross." 
 
―So, My precious one, I am encouraging you to continue to bear up under the burden for as long as I 
choose to use it. He did indeed save a man in the process of dying and being dragged down into the 
abyss. By his sufferings and all of your prayers, this man is with Me now and will be eternally grateful. 
For truly, he was only seconds away from eternal separation from God and damnation." 
 
"It is truly a beautiful thing to lay down one‘s life for one‘s friends — especially those you have no 
knowledge of." 
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―I know very well how hard this has been on you, as well as the betrayal that left you without help. I 
know all the details very well. And all I can tell you is that every drop of suffering is changed into 
transforming grace for the souls that visit this Channel and others as well." 
 
―I will carry you, Clare, I will carry all of you. Don‘t worry about having the strength to sing or serve Me 
in the many ways you do. Know that My grace is sufficient for you and never do you suffer anything 
that I do not make use of it." 
 
"That is also the difference between Satan‘s kingdom and Mine. He loves to cause suffering and to 
deceive people into following him. They are eager, because a bitter root has taken hold of their 
hearts. They refuse to forgive, they hold on to grudges and long to get even with those who have hurt 
them. And even avoid anyone of ever hurting them again." 
 
"If only they would turn to Me, I would give them the grace to forgive. I would shower My love upon 
them, reveal to them how greatly I love them and how precious they are to Me. And raise them to My 
Heart, giving them a new and bright, hopeful, life." 
 
―Satan only came to kill, steal and destroy. I came to give life abundantly. And nowhere is it more 
obvious than in the room of a dying soul. Satan would have torn that man to shreds, but My Mercy 
cuddled him like a little child and he was added to the Kingdom." 
 
―I turn the troubles of My saints into graces that bring conversion and happiness. Satan only uses his 
people like filthy rags, and when he‘s done with his dirty business, he burns them in the fire for 
eternity." 
 
―Once more, he always loses — through sickness, when he causes pain. I turn that pain the other 
way around and steal a soul from him. He always loses." 
 
"For all of you My Children, nothing the enemy does goes without Me turning it into good. The worse 
he makes others suffer, the greater graces I release to all concerned and those who are still in his 
clutches. One would think he was helping Me, but of course, not deliberately. He fails to understand 
how I will triumph in the end, like I always do — and turn it all to grace, just like I did on the cross." 
 
―Get wise, you who follow the Father of Lies. If he is teaching you to lie to others, what is he doing to 
you? I will tell you: he is promising you a kingdom of pleasures that does not exist. Unless you get 
smart and look at his character and turn away from him to Me, you will find out when you die that his 
promises were all lies." 
 
"There is nothing but torment, gashing and burning flesh in boiling cauldrons where your skin will 
excruciatingly peel from your body—only to grow back and peel off again and again. He will stand 
there as you say, 'But I served you faithfully! You promised me a reward!‘ And he will laugh you to 
scorn and disdain and say, ‗Yes, I did! And this IS your reward!‘ His life is a living Hell, and now he 
entertains himself as you are tormented over and over again by his demons." 
 
―If you come to Me, I will forgive your atrocities. I will deliver you into the Kingdom of Light and Truth, 
and I will protect you from those who still are under his wicked spell that would harm you." 
 
―And My people, pray for these Satanists, especially the young ones who have been so terribly hurt 
by their parents and dealings in the world. The injustice, the cruelties, the betrayals—circumstances 
that caused them to want to control what happens to them at any price." 
 
"Pray for them, because deep down inside they have had a glimmer that what they are doing is wrong 
— they just don‘t know how to get out. Pray they will find other ex-Satanists, even witnesses on 
Youtube, to help them cope. And pray that My love showers them clean of all their past dealings with 
hurtful people." 
 
―Recently, two have decided to quit a coven because of your prayers. So, do not stop praying." 
 
―And I know the times are still pretty rough in your country and the world. But a shift has taken place 
and many evil-doers of the Deep State are meeting their end. Pray also for them. But there will be a 
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consequence to all of these labors, and America will demonstrate her purpose in the world once 
again." 
 
―Yet, there is concern. For with prosperity comes a lukewarm spirit, so know that in time — things will 
again grow serious. But when they do, millions of Muslims will have been added to the Kingdom, 
because you prayed and endured these turbulent and self-sacrificing times hand-in-hand with Me." 
 
―You are My Bride; should I not share My sorrows with you? And indeed I do, as well as sharing 
yours. Never do I leave your side." 
 
―So, proceed as planned. Cleave to Me, follow My instructions to you. Persevere under trial and 
pressure to bring forth the work of your mission, which will bear fruit through all eternity." 
 
"I bless you now, you who are languishing and struggling, and I promise you the fruit of your labors 
will be enormous and sweet.‖ 
 
Remark by Jackie, to prevent any confusion... 
In the Trumpet Call of God, the Lord says, that we must let go of the doctrine of hell and eternal 
torment, as taught in the churches of men, and here to Clare, He says, that Satan will torment those, 
who followed him in their life, by living a life in sin without contrition. Remember, by default, we all 
follow the devil. Only through sincere repentance and by surrendering our lives to Jesus completely 
will we be freed from our sins, which also depends on our willingness, to forgive all those, who have 
sinned against us. 
 
Well, the most important difference between that, what is taught in the churches of men and the truth, 
taught by God Himself is, that they assert, that God will punish all those in hell, who have lived a sinful 
life, which is blaspheming the Lord's Name on the highest order. For that, what is called 'hell', ist that 
condition, which we bring upon ourselves by our way of life and Jesus continually tries to save us, He 
is calling us to repentance, and to depart from the broad path, leading to destruction. So He doesn't 
say, that the hellish condition doesn't exist, but it's not God, who created it or punishes man with it, 
man himself creates it, by departing from the path, God had intended for all spirits to live by, which is 
the way of love, leading to heaven and eternal bliss. 
 
So let's follow Him on the path of love to heaven, and we won't have to worry about hell at all. May He 
bless all of you, dear brothers and sisters. 
 
 
 
 

Message 589: Jesus says... My Body is very sick, SICK UNTO DEATH 
 
 
January 19, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Jesus, please open our eyes and hearts to the consequences of our opinions and how we 
injure with our mouths. Amen. 
 
Well... It's been a very intense day. Tonight, Ezekiel entered into a terribly painful prophetic 
experience with the Lord. He saw Jesus in agony on the Cross and a Roto-rooter blade was coming 
up through the core of the Lord's Body and ripping the flesh from inside of Him. The Lord was 
vomiting flesh and blood. While this was going on, Ezekiel was in tremendous travail — just wailing. 
And was experiencing the very same kind of pain, in absolute agony. The Lord‘s mother was at the 
foot of the Cross wailing, 'My Son, my Son, what have they done to you? Please stop hurting my son.' 
 
Jesus began... ―Ezekiel was given that name, because his life and sufferings are a reflection of My 
Body and I am calling Her to account. If I were to come now, many would not be taken, because they 
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are against Me — persecuting the members of My Body, assassinating, ripping it limb from limb, 
disemboweling, piercing My heart over and over again with their judgments." 
 
―It is as the prophet said: I gave him a dream about billboards on the highway. Each billboard had a 
mangled part of a body. A crushed foot, a disfigured and bleeding hands, and fingers torn, legs 
severed from the Body. And each billboard was symbolic of what My Body has been doing to itself for 
a very long time." 
 
―Clare, what he saw and experienced is what I am going through with My Body. It is sick, sick, sick 
with the cancer of Calumny, Jealousy, Fear stemming from ignorance, Backbiting, striking with wicked 
claw Division, Avarice, Stealing from the poor and Greed. My Body is very, very sick, even unto 
death." 
 
―Nevertheless, I must heal it — but I want you to speak out clearly about these issues that are tearing 
Me apart. You have not been getting that song for no reason at all. The talk about you has reached 
epic proportions and I am sick unto death over not only you, but My other faithful servants who are 
suffering from supposedly faithful, mature, solid Christians who are ripping My Body asunder." 
 
―My Brides, if you are spreading negativity and judging My servants... In fact, if you are judging 
ANYONE—you are in sin. Your hands are stained with blood, your wedding gown is also smeared 
with blood. You will not, will not, WILL NOT be taken in the Rapture if you do not reform your ways! 
Stop gossiping, stop judging, hurting, destroying ministries you don‘t understand, that are bearing the 
copious fruit of salvation and sanctification." 
 
"You are treacherous, My Bride, and I will not have you in Heaven with Me until you clean up your life. 
I cannot. Heaven is a place of love; you would be repelled immediately if you tried to enter Heaven 
this way. But enough. It is time for you to change.‖ 
 
(Clare) Then I addressed the Lord on some things that are bothering me. I said... 'Lord, I am 
confused. You have shown me that you don't want me talking about the sins of the Deep State, yet 
there has to be reform. You‘ve asked us to pray, and You have revealed their sins in an earlier 
message. But you don‘t want me looking at the media and following the progress of this monster 
coming down. Really, I am perplexed by this.' 
 
(Jesus) ―Fresh water is not bitter nor salty. This is the off-scouring of the world and when you dwell on 
such things, you become contaminated by attitudes and opinions. When you criticize, find fault and 
guilt—hanging it out for the public to examine—you are promoting judgment and negativity." 
 
―That is not to say that some people are called to do this job, like judges, law enforcement and those 
who determine such things. And it is a regrettable thing that must be done. The cancers of society 
must be removed. When I return, you will still be dealing with those who prefer sin to righteousness 
and honesty. Therefore, many of you will be judges and called to make determinations against the 
guilty." 
 
―But I do not want this spread in My Body! It is rotten, decaying flesh, and as such must be isolated to 
be dealt with. I want My Bride to pray for these people who were once innocent babes and have been 
bent into corruption from childhood. I want them healed, repented and in Heaven with Me." 
 
"This will not happen if everyone is listening to the wrongs they did. You will become what you 
meditate and feed on. I don‘t want you feeding on that or spreading it." 
 
―I need a spotless Bride, one whose heart is struck to the core with sorrow for these people. One who 
knows the grievous sins they have been guilty of in their own lives, and refuses to judge others for 
their sins. You can judge the sin, but only I know the motives involved." 
 
―Clare, I want your hearts to be pure and gentle, meek and loving, always praying for the best in even 
the most hopeless-looking cases." 
 
―Satan runs the media and his entire agenda, with rare exceptions, is to promote gossip—true or 
false. Of course, the more lies the better, because the people feed on the lies, open doors to be sifted 
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and let him right in. Gossip is one of his most successful tools, the Master key to unlock all doors to 
the soul. The Master key, it opens even the most vigilant of hearts up for his demons to enter." 
 
"Every time you draw attention to the faults of others, I must draw attention to yours. You are called to 
cover the faults of others." 
 
―Yes, there are times to talk about what goes on in your life and how you handle it, but it is a slippery 
slope that deteriorates quickly into bitterness. Just continue to pray for and bless those who injure 
you. That is the safest posture." 
 
―My people, I do not want you feeding from the off-scouring of the world—except in the case of 
necessity, where you are involved in lawful action or are forced to confront a situation that is unjust. 
Get the information out on the table; then get to work on it. Don‘t itemize the list of their sins and pass 
along judgment and condemnation through one email after another." 
 
―It would shock you to know that many involved in the Deep State really believe that what they are 
doing is a duty they owe to mankind to improve the Earth. They think the ends justify the means and 
they are part of the ‗super race‘ that is going to make the world a better place for us to live. They are 
blind and do not see they are working for Satan to destroy the innocent. And their ends DO NOT 
justify their means.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I am still wrestling with this in my heart; wrestling with how will we know what to pray for. 
Most people don't hear You clearly, so their only information is from other sources. Contaminated 
sources. 
 
(Jesus) ―Your question is legitimate. There is a time to recognize corruption and make up your mind to 
do something about it. For most, the action is prayer and supporting those who have to handle this 
highly contaminated matter. I bring it to you for prayer." 
 
―Others may pick up on it from other sources, and then go into prayer. The problem comes when you 
become addicted—like watching soap operas. They are highly addictive, and so is the news. 
'Knowing' is never satisfied with information; knowing can be an endless black pit in your life, where 
every day you just have to find out the latest discoveries, arrests, prosecution, more and more and 
more. A major part of your life becomes riveted on evil and it has its affect." 
 
―You are no longer the pure and lovely Bride of Christ; you are now filthy from sifting through the 
dumpster. Your dress smells and looks disgusting and your head is full of disgusting facts. I would 
rather you knew nothing about this than to see you addicted to rotten trash." 
 
―I know this is difficult for you to comprehend, Clare, and I truly sympathize with you wanting to know 
the progress. But I am asking you to Trust Me. Knowing these things may satisfy your curiosity for a 
short time, but they will breed Judgment, Indignation, Self-righteousness and Pride." 
 
"It is much better for you to go sifting through your own conscience everyday with a repentant heart. 
This will bring forth good fruit.‖ 
 
(Clare) I do understand, Lord. I can see that you have a balance. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s right. And the balance can be summed up... ‗Touch it lightly and move on.‘ Take it to 
prayer, plead with Me for their salvation. Pray for the victims. Support those who live by moral 
commitments and take them seriously who want to serve in the public sector. Support those who work 
in the field to heal victims. Pray for the victims. These are all salutary things." 
 
"I will bring little bits of information, throughout your week that give you a taste of where things are at. 
This way, you will not be seeking them and become captivated by the way things are unfolding." 
 
"You are all called to be saints. That means you do not think as men on earth, you think with a 
heavenly mind. You love unconditionally; you pray for those who hurt you. Remember... ‗Thy Kingdom 
come, Thy will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven.‘ You are the ones who demonstrate the thoughts 
and ways of acting in Heaven, because it is your homeland and I live inside of you." 
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―That is My personal Heaven — in the hearts of believers.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 590: Jesus says... Pray for these Souls & Circumcise your 

Heart 
 
 
January 22 & 29, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, more than ever we need the grace of repentance and perseverance. Please, come to 
our aid... Amen. 
 
We are working to get the outreach page on trafficked children up. There will be several links to other 
websites that are highly recommended by people in the community. (We publish the Link to the 
mentioned page below this Video on Youtube) 
 
Jesus began... ―My dear ones, you cannot imagine the plight these children are in. Their minds are so 
warped and twisted by fear, they cannot reason enough to escape their situation. They have the 
threat of being killed held over their heads. In some cases, even their families are being threatened if 
they do not comply. It is a wicked, evil system Satan has given these men to control vulnerable souls, 
making them victims of the most deplorable exploitation ever known to mankind." 
 
―Your prayers are making a difference. Your support is making a difference. And I want you to know 
that when you gasp with horror over what is being done, My Father in Heaven hears that as a prayer. 
Nothing you feel, see, or pray for is minimized; all of it bears fruit on some level. Do not grow weary in 
well doing. Check into the work on these sites and consider praying for them, at the very least.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord, help me there — I forget to pray for each individual one. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Love, you must do better. Write their names down and pray for them, Clare. I know how 
full your plate is now, so just do your best." 
 
―In addition to your prayers, many things you suffer throughout your day are acting as fast offerings. 
At times, they are being used for your nation; at other times for these poor children. Nothing you feel 
or experience goes to waste; I use it all. Unite your sufferings to Mine on the Cross and allow My 
Spirit to choose where they go." 
 
―Many have expressed their desire to spiritually adopt these children. Simply ask Me and I will bring 
them to you in the spirit. Some of you may see them; others not. That is not important. What is 
important is that your heart is for them, you are praying and they are getting comfort and relief. The 
more you pray, the greater their chance of escaping from the clutches of those who have seared their 
consciences for a few dollars. No prayer goes unanswered. Every prayer is matched with graces — 
and some way beyond what you‘ve invested in prayer." 
 
―Some of you are not getting relief from the binding prayer alone. This is because I am allowing this 
circumstance, because I need your offerings for the nation and the children. But in addition to the 
prayer, ask My Holy Spirit to lead you; pray in tongues and listen for instructions telling you how to 
pray." 
 
"But always, praying in tongues accomplishes much that you do not see or understand." 
 
―Some of you will get specific instructions about what to pray. Be faithful to use what was given and 
write it down for future reference to expand your prayers." 
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―But remember, My dear ones, the more obedient and committed you are to Me, the greater the 
impact of your prayers.‖ 
 
--- 
 
Message from January 29, 2018 
 
Jesus began... "My Beautiful, Beautiful Bride, your loveliness has taken My Heart captive. Truly, you 
are a wonder and beautiful in all your sufferings, shouldering your crosses with great resolve and 
some of you are even doing this with great joy." 
 
"This is what I meant when I said, ‗Deny yourself, pick up your cross, and follow Me.‘ The cross is 
never easy, and as you carry one and build that spiritual love muscle that allows you to keep going 
and pressing into greater and greater depths with Me — you are becoming beacons of hope for the 
world." 
 
"It is the love-light of your sufferings that shine upon the poor captives and bring hope to their hearts 
and minds. I know it is never easy, but the fact that you continue to press in proves your great love for 
Me and I am smitten with you, My Bride. Nowhere do you find such selfless love as you have 
displayed in praying, fasting and putting up with your thorns; nowhere does love like this shine forth to 
open the doors of salvation and change to the most wretched of human beings." 
 
"This love originates in the Heart of My Father. And though I have completed the sacrifice on the 
Cross for all souls, I still require these offerings to bring them the gift of My Love, that they will turn 
from their sinful lives to embrace Me. Oh, how I wait for them to be weary and seek a better life, to 
seek Me." 
 
―I beg of you not to join in the world‘s condemnation of these souls swathed in darkness; rather, 
remember them as little ones coming forth into a dark world and being captured. Do not join in on 
condemning these who have sinned in your government; rather, hold them up tenderly in your arms 
and ask for the grace of repentance and salvation. Great indeed is the rejoicing in Heaven over just 
one soul who has repented. And I smile upon those who have My heart for them." 
 
"Do this for Me - love them as I loved the brutal Romans who crucified Me. Love them as I have loved 
you and pray for their conversion." 
 
"Springtime is coming for you, My Brides. It is indeed coming. But now I ask of you: seek Me and seek 
to know your most obscured sins. Clean yourselves to the very depths of your soul, for I long to impart 
to you the treasures I have stored up. But I cannot fill you until you are empty of pride, selfishness, 
evil speaking and complaining. I know you struggle greatly with these things, but it is no longer 
optional. To enjoy the fullness of Springtime in your lives, you must exorcise these sins and demons 
forever from your midst." 
 
"For You who overcome, I will make you a pillar in the temple of My God." Revelation 3:12 
 
"I will overshadow you with My goodness and under the shelter of My wings the nations shall find 
refuge." 
 
"Am I worth the struggle? Many of you have proven that I am. But I still wait for those who are toying 
with sin and not taking it seriously out of their lives. I do not want to leave you behind in the move of 
God that is coming. I want to use you. I have marvels stored up for you, I long to garland you with the 
choicest graces." 
 
"You have gone half-way or three quarter of the way for long enough. Now is the time to go ALL the 
way and put those things I detest out of your lives. Put those things that have wasted your time out of 
your lives forever and embrace all I have for you. Empty yourselves of your attachments to the world. 
Circumcise your hearts and I will wash them clean to receive from Me the wonders I have stored up 
for you. If you will work, I will work with you. You have only to resolve that these things matter no 
more to you and I will lift you up to the Heavenlies." 
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Message 591: The Lord speaks about DNA & Possible Kinship with 

Jesus, Mary or King David 
 
 
January 25, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "My dear ones, there are many secrets in your ancestry. Your heart, and what makes 
up many of your desires, has its roots there. If you have a fire in your soul and gentleness in your 
heart that seeks to relieve the suffering of man, the chances are good that somewhere in your past is 
lineage related to My mother's family — and even further back to King David." 
 
"This predisposition to goodness is a distinguishing mark of My presence in you now, but long before 
you were born again, if this existed in your hearts, it is another sign that somewhere in your DNA you 
are related to Mine." 
 
"The problems come in when the contaminated side of your family takes precedence over the loving 
side. You may not see or understand any of this by just looking over your genealogy, but it is there, 
buried and indelibly printed in your heart. You want to live to do good. That should tell you much 
about your origins." 
 
"In every soul, there is good and bad; it is up to them to decide which they want to give life to. And 
there are seasons that souls go through where they ‗experiment‘ as it were, to see if a different path 
will bring them fulfillment." 
 
―But the ones who trace back to My family will be solely preoccupied with doing good for one another. 
There are no tests as yet to prove who you are, but there will be. Nevertheless, it is I who call and 
empower; it is you who responds. The basic DNA is there, but also are the more negative DNA 
influences. It is up to you, My dear ones, to always choose the better part. 
 
―You may have experienced genetic memory when you are drawn to the Middle East and Jerusalem 
and the Holy Land.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow Lord! My heart ached very much tonight for Israel and the Jews who still will not hear of 
You. Oh, my heart breaks when I think of the many who will not even consider the prophecies that are 
SOLID proof of who You are. Especially when I hear of people looking for the Messiah in David‘s 
blood line, thinking he is alive now and hiding. Oh, how treacherous that could prove to be. 
 
(Jesus) ―Do not worry, My Love. I am fully able to prove to those who have eyes to see and ears to 
hear, although it will cause an uproar." 
 
(Clare) But Lord, they already know through the prophet Yitzak Kaduri, who died at 108 and spent his 
last years in visionary experiences with You... right? 
 
(Jesus) "Indeed, but what one knows with his intellect and what one is willing to believe in his heart 
are two separate issues. This stubbornness goes deep, very deep." 
 
"Clare, My salvation will not be hidden. It will come to the Light, My Beloved, it will." 
 
"Dear ones, the ache in your heart for this is yet another sign to you of your predestination." 
 
"I am sharing this with you, because I want you to live up to who you are, in Me. First and foremost, 
you are children of the Great King. And then you have roots that would shock you. You are not 
orphans. If your dreams and desires are not of this world but of the world to come — which I have 
called all who care to be a part of, to participate in — you are of the Family of God. I want you to 
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understand that there are no mistakes when I call a soul. I know fully well who each and every one of 
you are and what you are capable of with My anointing. And it is so much more than what you are 
doing." 
 
"There are so many aspects of your lives that are not worth your attention—and I am calling you to 
detach from those. Deny yourself, pick up your cross, and follow Me. You are very special to Me, very 
special. I have gone through great lengths to communicate that to you. Live up to that, My Children, 
My Brides, live up to that." 
 
"You must feed that fire in worship, then direct it in ministry. Overwhelming love is waiting for 
expression from your heart. What you feel on the inside must be shared. Celebrate who I am to you. 
Celebrate the life I‘ve given you in Me. Celebrate the beauty I created, celebrate My love and desire 
to heal the brokenhearted. Celebrate My death as proof of My love. Oh, there is so much to celebrate! 
Come forth and celebrate Who I Am to the world." 
 
"I celebrate who you are to Me. I sing and chant over you; cry and laugh over you. I encourage you in 
your darkest hours and hold you up when you are failing. And I celebrate that you‘ve given your whole 
life to Me." 
 
"You are greatly feared and loved by many. My people, the world sees Me in you, they hear Me when 
you speak - and for many, many of you on this Channel, they are woven into your very DNA. Do not 
look down upon yourself. Look down on your sins and temptations, but not on your ‗self.‘ Your self is 
even too beautiful for Me to express to you in words. You are so far above the things that have held 
you back, so far. You do not realize how far beneath you they are." 
 
"So many of you know nothing about the watches of the night, when I take you to many places around 
the world to minister. I keep these things from you, because of your pride. But rest assured, I use you 
mightily in many, many ways." 
 
"You are anointed to break through to people‘s hearts, to open what has been closed because of 
woundedness. To open what is sealed in concrete, the brokenness of souls who have experienced 
life‘s worst. You have an anointing to heal hearts, because I live in you." 
 
―Yes, indeed, you are the very ones I chose, beginning with Abraham. Call to My hidden and lost 
children and they will hear My voice." 
 
"All of this is miraculous. It is not ‗of this world‘, rather it is timelessly ordained by My Father that it 
should be so. I will not allow you to be shut down anymore. Promise Me your all, and I will see to it 
that My all shines through you." 
 
"Continue to say, 'Yes' My holy ones; continue to say, 'Yes'. Let Me pour through you all I have to 
give. Do not frustrate My plans for you by giving yourself to anything of lesser value." 
 
"Do you see? What you are called to has value far beyond anything that is of this world. So, please do 
not waste your time on it. Do not waste My time on it. You have not recognized the greatness of your 
souls; therefore, you have not corresponded fearlessly. I have become desperate to prove to you your 
very special and unique worth to Me." 
 
"Talk about frustration! Oh, it is far beyond what you can imagine. But now you are closer than ever in 
realizing who you are and what your destinies are. Yes, it extends beyond this life, yes. But now, in 
this life, there is so much for you to do for Me. So much. I am helping you to discover your 
specialness, so you will pour yourself out on others fearlessly, with great love." 
 
"Oh, how I wish to tell you so much more. Why you relate so strongly to certain characters in 
Scripture. What is in your DNA that is in theirs and why you relate to them. When you read in the 
Scriptures, something deep inside stirs in you. There is a reason for that. Nothing is coincidence. 
Nothing. Everything is inter-connected and has a purpose." 
 
"What is written in Scripture is also a calling card to My people to rally around Me in these last days. 
When their hearts are lit afire by a passage of Scripture, they can be sure there is a DNA memory 
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there. The tests they have for DNA and the knowledge is still very primitive. There is SO much more 
present in a soul in their DNA than they can imagine. And by My grace, that can be released at any 
time and manifest in this life." 
 
"Yes, My people, many of you who are drawn to this Channel are brought here by ancient memories 
in your DNA that correspond to what I share with her. Your fascination with Israel and the Holy Lands, 
all of that has substance in your DNA memories." 
 
"Do you know that it is possible to create a movie from DNA? That‘s right. All the sights, sounds, 
smells and sensory records are there in the DNA and someday you will see movies of your ancestor‘s 
past. You will understand so much more of your life on Earth when you do." 
 
"I wish for you to be less and less dependent on exterior things, but I understand that so much is 
written in your DNA that you are attracted to. When I stimulate or release a certain DNA memory in 
you, so much more comes to the surface, as has happened to you, Clare, when you did the Exodus 
recordings." 
 
"It is possible for Me to show you a movie sourced only on the contents of your DNA, everything 
necessary to put the scene together is right there inside of you. My People, look up to who you are. 
Recognize your affinity for holy things. Recognize your desire to heal and love people. Recognize that 
I live in you when you invited Me into your heart with ALL of those desires. But your very DNA may 
well be connected to Mine in a physical way. And let this be an inspiration for you, to rise up and live 
your holiest in this life. Make it count for Me." 
 
 
 
 

Message 592: Prayer Alert... President Trump is in grave Danger 
 
 
January 30, 2018 
 
Heartdwellers, there's a plot out to kill the President by nuking Washington. North Korea is controlled 
by the Deep State and our Navy has a traitor high up that may not protect the President from the side 
that faces the sea. 
 
President Trump is about to release a document of all the acts of Treason committed against the 
country by the Deep State. They're going to try and stop him. 
 
Please, fast and pray today and stand in the gap, that ABSOLUTELY NOTHING will harm our 
president and his administration. 
 
PLEASE fast and pray with all your hearts to protect him. He has five days to release the document. 
He is in grave danger. 
 
Lord, have Mercy. Please, Lord, protect the righteous. And pray for those who will be convicted of 
these crimes, that they may repent and give their lives to Jesus before it's too late. He does not want 
any of them to perish, no matter how evil they've been. He still loves them. 
 
Whatever you can offer the Lord as a fast offering, please offer it. 
 
God bless you, Heartdwellers. The danger may not be over until after he's released the document. So 
please stay in Prayer... 
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Message 593: Jesus says... Do not presume to know everything & Your 

Sufferings are not in vain 
 
 
February 4 & 7, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Lord, You are faithful beyond all reckoning. Thank You for carrying us over the thresholds of suffering 
and being a continual comfort to us. Well, my dearest Heartdwellers, thank you so much for your 
prayers; they were greatly needed and I'm feeling much better. 
 
Ezekiel went through a very rough spell with pain, and well, what can I say? How do you feel when 
the one you love is suffering terribly? That brought me to tears many, many nights. And finally, there 
was nothing left of me. Between running the little errands that are so necessary when someone is in 
bed, trying to make them comfortable. And praying with tears and not seeing solid results for a very 
long while—it was just too much for me. 
 
And I woke up the morning after his worst suffering and there was nothing left of me. And the 
prospect of seeing him suffer again caused me to break out in tears and I cried myself back to sleep. I 
was completely depleted. 
 
As for how to explain what is going on, just as we fast and make other sacrifices to accompany our 
petitions, he offered himself as a living sacrifice for the reform of the nation and the release of the little 
children being tortured and abused in the sex trafficking trade. 
 
I will share with you that there were wonderful consolations for Ezekiel in between the sufferings. 
Many trips to Heaven, many periods of extreme bliss (and no, it wasn't medication, 'cause he didn't 
HAVE any). When he was in our small pool, the Lord was with him, holding him up and kissing his 
forehead many times with great tenderness. 
 
There was also relief from the pain and moments of extreme joy in communion with the Lord. This 
follows the patterns of many suffering servants. Our dear Jesus suffers with us, but still finds ways to 
shower delightful consolations on us in times of respite. 
 
The Lord treated him so tenderly after these bouts of extreme suffering and showed him some of the 
fruits of his labor. For truly, bearing up under this kind of pain IS a labor! 
 
And He told him... "This is the most productive time of your whole life. You have done more here to 
advance the Kingdom of God and rescue souls, than in all your years of your ministry combined." 
 
Wow! In addition to the consolation of Jesus telling Ezekiel ‗well done‘, I believe we have turned a 
corner and are moving towards a complete healing. 
 
Whatever God's timing, dear ones, we receive it with resolve that as long as God's grace 
accompanies us, we will persevere. I have not, in the slightest, wavered from the Lord's promise of 
Ezekiel being healed of these issues. Truly, when Jesus announced to me what we would be going 
through, He made a promise... "You will not be afraid for his life, for I have promised you I will heal 
him and you will also have peace in all circumstances, as a sign to you that My promise is true, and I 
am with you." 
 
And I have indeed, had supernatural peace that cannot be ruffled by circumstances, as far as the 
threat of death goes. I know our Satanist friends would love to see him dead. There have been many 
death assignments and demons of death dropping in for a visit. But they all left empty-handed, 
because they are not in charge here... Jesus is. 
 
Some of you my, dear Heartdwellers, have questions and doubts about this doctrine of sharing in the 
sufferings of the Cross for the sake of the Kingdom. But truly, it is only a matter of perspective. 
 
When you examine the Scriptures thoroughly and very carefully, you will see that this IS in the Bible. 
If you are more attached to the opinions of those in your current ministries that do not allow for 
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suffering, I would ask you to set yours and their opinions to the side, and seek the counsel of Holy 
Spirit, Who will confirm to you the principals behind the cross Jesus told us to carry. 
 
I believe it is the height of presumption to say that a prayer and faith is all it takes to heal every soul, 
no matter what. That Jesus heals everyone in our timing — no matter what. And if you didn't get 
healed, you have hidden sin or are lacking in faith. Only God knows why He did not manifest a 
healing on the one we prayed for. 
 
Jesus began... ―The hour is late and you have done well to explain many things to My children." 
 
"Do not presume to know everything, My dear ones, because others who teach you convince you that 
they know everything. Rather, test the spirits and be open to His leading, even when it puts you in 
opposition to others who hold fast to their doctrines. Do not allow yourself to compromise truth for the 
sake of support or friendship; rather, be ready to lose friends rather than compromise on the truth that 
My Spirit convicts you with." 
 
―As much as I would love to see peace among brethren, I told you that I did not come to bring peace 
but a sword and division.‖ 
 
In Matthew 10:34 it says... "No, I have not come to bring peace but a sword! For I have come to set a 
man against his own father, a daughter against her own mother, and a daughter-in-law ..." 
 
―And what is the sword I am referring to here? It is the Word of God, dividing bone from marrow and 
exposing the hidden things. Those who value their social status above My Truth will be left in the dust 
as My faithful Bride cleaves to Me and not to any man." 
 
―Be strong, courageous and cleave to Me beyond all persons or things. I will never lead you astray. 
Discern, My dearly loved ones, discern through the power of My Holy Spirit; discern Truth and cleave 
to that.‖ 
 
"Please don‘t grow weary, but finish your appointed course. For God is faithful to reward those who 
keep their hands on the plow and keep moving forward." 
 
(Clare) I KNOW it's hard — believe me, I know it is so hard. We all have thoughts tempting us to give 
up, but the Lord does come to our rescue to strengthen us. So, lets hold hands with one another in 
prayer and continue to carry the cross He has given each of us. I love you dearly, Family. Thank you 
so much for your prayers. 
 
--- 
 
Message from February 7, 2018 - Jesus says... Your Sufferings are not in vain 
 
Jesus began... ―My children, the evil in this world is beyond your ability to imagine. It is so subtle and 
unrecognizable from the surface, and I have many such warriors who take on the sufferings of these 
little ones to release them from their agonizing prison of hopelessness. So many of them are 
homebound and unable to lead normal lives, (He's talking about the intercessors here) but they find 
their total fulfillment in living for others and interceding." 
 
―These will be queens and kings in Heaven and be given many responsibilities to shoulder for their 
brothers and sisters, whether in Heaven or on Earth. My Body is one and we are all interconnected. 
When one rejoices, all rejoice. When one suffers, we all suffer. In this way, suffering is not 
overpowering but spread broadly across the Body." 
 
"That is why these weeks have been so difficult for you. Many are suffering for the world and the 
American nation, and exactly how it will impact the world when the cleansing is finally completed." 
 
―You are going through a great process of purification here in America, yet the world shares in your 
suffering. This has been given a name... 'The Union of Saints' or 'the Great Cloud of Witnesses.'" 
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―Many false doctrines and lies have been proposed and accepted by gullible souls, without 
questioning their veracity. And all of these teachings that are most effective in combating evil have 
been given the worst name by distorting certain facts to make them look like heresy." 
 
"As a result, many highly opinionated Christians are totally ignorant about the teachings that came 
from the early church in Antioch and Jerusalem in the first century. Satan has deliberately targeted 
these to deprive you of the support and prayers of the whole Body under My headship." 
 
―In Heaven, this will no longer be a mystery to you. But those among you now who are discerning and 
continually dying to yourself for the sake of Truth—if you search the teachings of the Church Fathers, 
you will discover a treasure trove of truth that will sustain you in many battles and pave the way for 
deeper holiness. And you will also find much opposition with the 'status quo' church." 
 
―In any case, My children, I have come to tell you once again... your sufferings are not in vain. Many 
of you have made great sacrifices in prayer and participated in the deliverance of many souls headed 
for Hell, without your awareness of being involved." 
 
―This is what I love about this Channel. You are not looking for the increase the world has to offer, but 
rather to the increase in your likeness of Me, the crucified one. Those who have died with Me will also 
rise, as I did, in glory for an eternity beyond your capability of imagining.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 594: Jesus says... Choose to do only the essential Things & 

Expect Miracles from Me 
 
 
February 9, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―My dearest Clare, I know how very difficult these changes and challenges are for you, 
but I wish for you to bear with Me and lean on My wisdom in all things. Cleave to Me, Clare, cleave 
with all your might. I am here; I am, I am—though at times you do not see Me, I accompany you 
everywhere and I wish you would be more aware of My loving and guarding presence." 
 
―Do not worry about the medication, I will not make it difficult for you. Just take care of the flock, sing, 
record—more, more, more. I‘m waiting for you to move forward, Beloved; streamline and move 
forward. You are on the verge of stepping through the opposition, and the things that have held you 
back. So, step through, carry through, one foot in front of the other." 
 
―So many good things are happening in your country, but there is still a long way to go. Stand beside 
this man every day and lift him up to Me. His task is enormous, but so am I—and he will not fail. Much 
change is going to take place now in your government, but it is still awkward and will indeed need 
prolonged prayer backup." 
 
―You are not the only one experiencing problems latching onto your goals. The opposition has been 
tremendous, Clare, for almost everyone. But now I am releasing graces to move you ahead, if you will 
but FOCUS and PERSEVERE. These are My mandates to you right now. The mist is beginning to 
clear, but some are still stuck in the mud and the mire of opposition, and they will need help to get up 
and get going." 
 
―My children, you have indeed run into many distractions and oppositions. Some of you have given up 
and are just sitting there in the mud with your mental wheels spinning." 
 
"OK, I understand what you‘ve been through. But now it is time to get up and get back to the 
directions I placed in your hearts. Climb out, My beloved ones, climb out! This time you will meet with 
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success. But I need you to cleave to Me with all your heart and strength for the motivation and startup 
you need." 
 
―This season of muddy roads is now coming to a close and I wish for you to get back up on the 
highways, moving steadily towards your missions and goals. Don‘t be cowed by former opposition; 
plow through it and keep on going. I have assigned angels to make it easier for you, and the enemy 
will not get the upper hand if you persevere. These road blocks will yield to My strength and power 
working through you, but you must keep meeting Me in the secret place to have the motivation and 
strength you need to succeed." 
 
―Your missions and the things I‘ve put on your hearts to do did not happen randomly. I knew well 
before you were conceived what you were called to. Many of you have had to work through your flesh 
to find that place." 
 
"Some of you have had glimpses, some have had tastes and some have even been moving along 
until tremendous opposition and seemingly unending interruptions have pulled you away." 
 
―I am asking you now to return to what you are supposed to be doing and let nothing deter you or 
stand in your way. Some of the things that have come against you are going to yield to your best 
efforts this time." 
 
"You will have to draw a line and plant a firm ―NO,‖ or you will continue to be ruled by them. It is up to 
you, dear ones, you have many things you could be doing with your lives. Choose the highest, the 
best, the one you are called to and drop the others. Even if you suffer lack or want in dropping them, 
make up your mind that what you have lost is not worth the time nor trouble to chase after. Do more 
with less and you will move faster and smoother towards your goals." 
 
―Choose to do only the essential things. Choose to hurt feelings, if necessary, to be able to move 
forward with My will. Choose what you know is right and learn to let go and live without the other 
things that have presented themselves as so pressing that you can‘t possibly live without them." 
 
(Clare) Yeah, and that's just a huge smokescreen. Relatives. Friends. Jobs. Those things can stand in 
the way of our destiny if we allow them to. It's up to us to take the bull by the horns sometimes, and 
say... 'I'm putting my foot down. I'm not going to continue to live my life for this lesser goal. I'm going 
to move into my highest calling with the Lord's help.' And it's going to hurt some people around us. 
But it's not going to hurt the Lord. It's going to make Him happy with us. 
 
And in the end, we answer to Him. And we want to hear, when we come to the Lord... 'Well done, My 
good and faithful servant!' We want to hear that! We don't want to hear... 'Why didn't you do that when 
I called you to do it? Why did you let people and things hold you back? In a lifestyle you knew was 
inferior to what I was calling you to? Look at what you've lost!' We don't want to hear that... I know I 
sure don't want to hear it. 
 
(Jesus) ―You will find such joy and freedom in making these decisions, that you will never regret them. 
But you will not be strong enough to do this unless you spend substantial time cleaving to Me in 
prayer and worship. Keep your eyes constantly on Me and the Goals we have set together. In this 
way, the enemy will not be able to distract you off your purpose, because we will be working 
together." 
 
―I love you, dear ones. How tenderly I love you and have so many wonderful things in store for those 
who do not give up, and are willing to step into their destinies! Those who persevere to the end, and 
learn especially, to take in stride losses and contradictions and not crumple up into a ball of self-pity. 
Those will have great joy. Right, Clare?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yeah... I got into a case of self-pity for a couple of days there. I renounced it and I asked Him 
to take it away, and Poof! It was gone... 'Yes, Lord. Guilty as charged.' 
 
(Jesus) ―Expect miracles from Me, dear one. We are moving out of the past into our future together. 
Expect miracles and FAST forward motion." 
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Message 595: Prayer Alert to avert a Nuclear War 
 
 
February 12, 2018 
 
Precious Jesus, thank you so much for having things under control. Please help us to console You in 
these difficult times, when nuclear war is looming on the surface with North Korea. Please help us to 
console you and pray for all concerned, that this crisis might pass without souls being hurt... Amen. 
 
Thank you, Lord – that YOU are in charge of our days, and You are so loving and merciful. Thank you 
for averting all of the things that are going on right now – the potentials with the Olympics and so on. 
And please, help us all to pray and intercede for the situation. 
 
Well, dear Heartdwellers. We have been having several visions, and we are in grave danger of 
nuclear war right now. Apparently, North Korea has shot off at least three nuclear warheads that have 
been taken down, and radiation has been released into the air as a result of it. One over England and 
another one on the way to Hawaii was taken down. So, there is radiation/fallout that will be happening 
from this, at least as far as my understanding goes. 
 
I think Kim is using the Olympics as a cover to try and attack the United States without retaliation. So, 
it‘s pretty serious right now. We need to be praying the Divine Mercy Prayer, day and night if possible. 
It really IS serious. But I‘m holding on to the Lord‘s promises to us, that He‘s going to handle this. 
 
So, please pray for President Trump for tremendous wisdom, and his generals for tremendous 
wisdom in knowing exactly what to do. And what NOT to do. This is a time of absolute, critical 
importance with prayer. Because they are using the Olympics like the Taliban and others use 
innocent families for cover, to be able to do their dirty work. 
 
Let‘s keep praying and see this thing through to the right conclusion... Amen. 
 
 
 
 

Message 596: Jesus speaks about the looming Tragedies 
 
 
February 13, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Dear Lord and Father God, please don‘t let them do what they want to do to destroy 
the world. 
 
Please Jesus — please intervene supernaturally. Let the wickedness of the rulers backfire on their 
own turf, that nothing drastic must be done to stop them. Let the ruthless fall into their own traps and 
set our country free of this satanic grip. Oh, Father God, protect our nation as long as Trump is in 
office, or those who love righteousness are working to undo the evil agendas that have been set in 
place over the last 40 years. 
 
Perry Stone, for instance, has had many dreams about a city with a beautiful bridge being blown up. 
The bridge being blown up at the base and then a huge tsunami coming in. We, too, have shared 
dreams with you about San Francisco and NYC. And I have to say that Deep State has the 
technology to do these things. 
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The evil rulers of this age have this technology to set off tsunamis and fault lines to destroy these two 
cities — New York and San Francisco. But apparently, they want to blow the bridge up from the base, 
and make it look like a tsunami took it out. But that's not what it's about. It's about terrorism, the same 
way as with the twin towers on 9/11. 
 
Lord, please forgive me if I am wrong. But please, dear God, can‘t our prayers do something to 
prevent these things from coming true? 
 
Jesus began... ―My dear Bride, I know your plate has been full of sorrows, and progress in many 
areas, as well. And I know you grieve for what could soon happen. We grieve as well." 
 
"My Father grieves with Me and My Holy Spirit — but some things cannot be totally averted. 
Nevertheless, your prayers are powerful and We do hear them. And We do consider them. And We 
do make changes to accommodate your prayers." 
 
"Yes, Our hearts are breaking with looming tragedies that will take innocent lives; We cry over the 
very thought of these. Please. Please do press in and pray!" 
 
―What can be done? Yes, you can pray with all your hearts that these things can be lessened, averted 
or postponed — and again I tell you, your prayers are heard in Heaven. Satan has many plans for the 
Earth, many of them have already come to fruition. But I tell you again: your prayers are powerful and 
My Father is STILL in complete control of what will happen here." 
 
―Your prayers are powerful! Think of the loss of innocent lives and pray, pray, pray for Mercy. Pray 
that wickedness in high places will be thwarted. Pray that your nation will wake up and see what this 
President has done that is so good." 
 
"Pray that the uninformed ones will see evil puts on a pretty face, a pretty face, a handsome face. Evil 
says many things people like to hear. Evil deceives—and the American people have been duped 
because they were not paying attention." 
 
―Pray that they wake up, My People, and do your part to expose evil. There is still hope. You are not 
past the point of no return; there is hope. But it is the power of your prayers, your votes, and your 
ability to inform the ignorant that will accomplish the greatest good for America and the world." 
 
―Do your parts and We will do Ours.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 597: Jesus says... Be brave, resolute, true to Truth & follow 

Me 
 
 
February 15, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "My dear ones, these are still perilous times that require great perseverance from you, 
even as I have spoken in My Word so very many times; exhortations that you should continually live 
your lives by." 
 
"Everyone who competes in the games trains with strict discipline. They do it for a crown that is 
perishable, but we do it for a crown that is imperishable. Therefore, I do not run aimlessly; I do not 
fight like I am beating the air." 
 
"Blessed is the man who endures trial, for when he has been proved, he will receive the crown of life 
that God has promised to those who love Him." James 1:12 
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"Because we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against authorities, 
against the world rulers of the darkness of this age, and against spiritual wickedness in the heavens. 
Because of this, take up the full armor of God, so that you have the power to withstand in the wicked 
day, and having done all to stand. Stand then, having girded your waist with truth, and having put on 
the breastplate of righteousness, and having fitted your feet with the preparation of the Good News of 
peace..." Ephesians 6:12-15 
 
(Clare) And, I want to add here, do not allow the intensity of the trials cause you to lay blame against 
your spouses or close circle of family. Rather, be humble and work with them. Do not take offense, for 
Satan will divide you, because your pride raises up and takes offense at unjust words or accusations 
spoken to you. No! Don't do that. That's his tactic of Division to isolate you and make you weak. 
Recognize your closest ones are not the enemy; rather, Satan has targeted you to divide and destroy 
your family. Don‘t take the bait. Lay down with it, speak gently, avoid conflict, be loving and patient. In 
this way, you'll set the example and diffuse the situations that happen with all these pressures. 
 
"Finally, be strong in the Lord in the mightiness of His strength." Ephesians 6:10 
 
(Jesus) "Clare, I say these things especially to you, because I know you and Ezekiel are truly on the 
front lines, continuing to walk—even when riddled with arrows." 
 
"This is the bravery I require of you, My People. There is a ferocious fight taking place in the 
heavenliness for the dominion of Earth, and those who do not know Me are falling like flies to the lies 
and traps of Satan. And are working against me when they should recognize Truth and work WITH 
Me." 
 
"However, those of you who do are persevering under extraordinary trial—how proud I am of you!!! 
How glorious your reward in Heaven." 
 
"In the midst of these flashes of lightening are coming rainbows and awakening buds, but the fight is 
still very ferocious. Rise up, My Warrior Brides, and bring to nothing the plans of the evil ones through 
the cry of your heart. Rise up and declare that I am Lord: Lord of the storm, Lord of your lives, Lord of 
all Creation—and you are each and every one a precious child from the heart of the Father. Relying 
on Him for everything. And you will win this battle." 
 
"But you must man-up and declare that nothing shall separate you from My Love and My Grace, given 
freely to you to win this battle, because with My Love comes every other provision you need to 
succeed." 
 
"Many of you are still fighting against opposition, and yet the spark I have ignited in your hearts for 
your purpose in life, your mission, still is setting the fire within you to keep going and succeed. Even 
when the devils do their very best to dump on you, cold and acid- laden waters on your dreams, the 
spark once again ignites your calling in Me and burns away the acid of Unbelief." 
 
―It shall not be this way forever, dear ones. The tide will turn. But in the meantime, you are learning 
the skills of warfare that you will give to those who must survive the great Tribulation. You are now 
receiving the words, visions, art, films and music that will live after you and sustain those who finally 
give their all to Me. Your examples will live on long after I take you from this veil of sorrows, and your 
fruit shall multiply exponentially while you are with Me in Heaven." 
 
"How glorious will be the lights that surround and emanate from you in those times! How perfectly 
equipped you will be to disciple My children, who shall repopulate the whole Earth during the 
Millennium." 
 
―Oh, keep your eyes on the prize, My dearly beloved ones; keep your eyes on the prize!! Keep your 
eyes also on Me, knowing that I am beside you and even at times holding you up off the ground as 
you walk through the phantom monsters of the enemy... unscathed." 
 
"Yes, you are fellow citizens with the saints, NOT ISOLATED, but fitly framed together, growing into 
ONE holy temple in Me. In Me, you are built together and are My habitation through the Spirit." 
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―Do you understand, Children Still Under Instruction—you are ONE with Me, with My Body, and you 
cannot exclude the Great Cloud of Witnesses. I have taught you, when you see or hear tragedy, your 
great sigh of compassion is heard by My Father in Heaven as a prayer." 
 
"Do you understand, My people, the Cloud laughs with those who laugh and cries with those who cry? 
Even as it is written in the Scripture... Rejoice with those who rejoice; weep with those who weep. 
Romans 12:15 
 
―How can this be?? Through My Spirit and My habitation in your body, you are forever joined into 
ONE body with ONE head. Therefore, what one feels, all feel; when one suffers, all suffer; when one 
rejoices, all rejoice. And as the Great Cloud looks upon the doings of Earth, each saint responds with 
a cry from their heart, ‗Jesus, help them.‘" 
 
―Who has taught you this error, that you cannot pray for one another once you have been translated 
into Heaven? Have I not said pray WITHOUT ceasing for one another?‖ 1 Thessalonians 5:17 and 
Ephesians 6:18 "Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto 
with all perseverance and supplication for all saints." 
 
"Do you see, My Children: ‗Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit‘. How can the 
Spirit of God be separated from a believer? Not on Earth or in Heaven, this shall NEVER be. It is not 
possible or you would cease to exist. My Spirit permeates and supports all life. Without it, there is only 
a void." 
 
In Colossians 1:16-18 it says... 
Because in Him were created all that are in the heavens and that are on the earth, visible and 
invisible. He is before all things, and in Him all things hold together. And He is the head of the Body, 
the assembly. 
 
"Does that stop when you join the Cloud? Of course not! Who among you can look upon the plight of 
even these trafficked children and not exclaim from their hearts, ‗Oh Father, please stop this atrocity!‘ 
Does not this cry echo forth in the halls of Heaven and come before the Father?? Of course, it does! 
My Father is all compassion and hears the heart cry of all souls in Heaven and on Earth." 
 
"Cease with this error of separation of the Body; there is but ONE head and ONE body." 
 
In Romans 8:26 & 27 it says... 
In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our weaknesses. For we do not know what we should pray for, 
but the Spirit Himself pleads our case for us with unutterable groanings. 
 
"Yes, even the groans of the Cloud." 
 
"And My Holy Spirit lives in all of Heaven and those on Earth, who have accepted Me as their Savior." 
 
"I have given this witness to one of your present-day ministers, (and here, He's talking about Jesse du 
Plantis) who was physically taken up into Heaven and spoke with the saints and angels. In the 
moments preceding his return to Earth, King David spoke to this man and said, ‗I am praying for you, 
Jesse.‘" 
 
"Does that mean David was taking My place and a request for prayer to David was tantamount to 
replacing Me with a human? Of course not! Who would David pray to??? To ME, who is constantly 
making intercession before the Father. He was interceding for this man upon his return to Earth, in the 
very same way your prayer warriors intercede for you, Clare." 
 
―I will tell you this much, Those who do not seek truth with their whole hearts, those who refuse to 
renounce a Religious spirit will not accept this - even though My Word clearly supports it. Just as it 
supports the Trinity." 
 
"I have revealed this to those who hear My voice above the clamor of men with their theories." 
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"Many such things as this are now opened in the Scriptures; secrets that have been hidden are now 
being opened for the understanding of those who are taking part in the final battles. Just as the 
Heavens have been opened, so have these mysteries been opened to all who respond to Truth and 
cannot tolerate a Religious spirit—which openly contradicts Truth." 
 
―The implications of this are huge to those caught in the web of denominationalism and institutional 
precepts. It means that the week your grandmother was buried, and you felt her presence, she truly 
was permitted to be present to you. It means that the dream you had of your dearest departed, that 
warned of some danger, was legitimate. It means that the Cloud is always with you, even as My Spirit 
is always with you, because you all dwell together in My Spirit." 
 
"Where one is present, all are present — as I deem necessary." 
 
―And so, the devil is well aware that you can be strengthened and even prayed for by the Cloud. He 
has feared this intercession and your connection with it. And has done all in his power to pervert it into 
some form of idol worship, or even the perversions of the churches that used this doctrine to acquire 
wealth." 
 
"And indeed, I did raise up a man to protest this atrocity, but Satan used this as an opportunity to 
pervert the legitimate Truth that all are One in My Body on Earth and in Heaven." 
 
"And even such as witches calling up the dead — which I have forbidden in My Word. Even that has 
been used to obscure this truth. There is but One Body and One Head and through My Spirit, all are 
connected." 
 
"There is so much more I have to tell you, My Children, but you are still very easily swayed by men. 
And as your maturity in Me goes deeper and wider, I will reveal these things to you and you will see 
them for what they are in My Word, and your mind will expand to receive all the good I have left 
behind for you." 
 
(Clare) And then I broke in at this point, and I said... Wow, Lord, when I converted from the New Age, 
I totally rejected any dealings with the spirit realm, thinking it was all evil! Still, how do we know for 
sure that one from the Great Cloud has visited us and not just a masquerading demon?? I mean... 
this truly is treacherous ground. 
 
(Jesus) "Clare, when your mother crossed over into Heaven, and in prayer you saw her with Me, and 
she said to you, ‗It is true! What you told me is true.‘‖ 
 
(Clare) Now, she said that because she didn't believe me when I told her about Heaven and that she 
would be translated into a beautiful place. 
 
(Jesus) "Do you think that was a familiar spirit?" 
 
(Clare) No. 
 
(Jesus) "And why not?" 
 
(Clare) Well for one, I recognized You with her. For another, it made sense that you would permit her 
to be seen saying that—because she really hurt me by thinking I was just telling her that, so she could 
let go and die. I wanted her to know, without a doubt, that she was not going into a void—but into 
Your arms. 
 
(Jesus) "So, would you say you discerned it?" 
 
(Clare) Yeah. I think I did. 
 
(Jesus) "And do not My sheep hear My voice? And am I not the Spirit of Truth?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. 
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(Jesus) "Well, then, it truly is a matter for discernment — and that is why I have gone through great 
pains on this Channel to teach you discernment. How did you feel after she told you that?" 
 
(Clare) I felt happy, peaceful, relieved and vindicated. 
 
(Jesus) "Exactly. And what have I taught you about the fruit of your visions and dreams?" 
 
(Clare) You've taught me to examine the fruit of the experience, to see what it produces... good or 
bad. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, that is correct. And that is what I am telling you, My People. You rely too much on men 
who are full of error. You must learn discernment or you are doomed to follow those who teach error." 
 
"You cannot be a lazy sheep. You must be a vigilant sheep and learn to follow the Shepherd only, and 
not a wolf disguised in shepherd's clothing. But many are lazy and tied to ‗social clubs.‘ By that, I 
mean, you are part of a social group that abides by certain beliefs. And anyone who thinks outside the 
box of those beliefs... well, they are rejected." 
 
"This is why I tell you that anyone who loves father, sister, brother, mother, more than they love Me 
(The TRUTH) cannot be My disciple." 
 
"My precious, precious ones. Many of you are walking around crippled by the beliefs and dogmas of a 
group of men. You do not have all I have left for you. You are boxed in and lacking the tools to fight 
the good fight. You are afraid of rejection by a group of men and women, so you keep things they 
don't agree with hidden from them." 
 
"Do you know you are blocking the light of your candle? Have you not, in a sense, hidden your candle 
under a bushel basket? Are you not hampered in freedom from praying as you should, because of 
ridicule?" 
 
"How many of you fear speaking in tongues, a tremendous weapon against Satan's minions? You fear 
it, because a spouse, dear friend, or church you go to looks down upon it. So, you continue to agree 
and walk in error, not using ALL the gifts you know by the spirit I have given you." 
 
"Listen closely, My chosen ones. I have called you to the Truth. Do not dwell in the cage of lies Satan 
has fabricated through the errors of men. You must discern and weigh all things in the balance, and 
not adhere to a social club that has cut the wings I gave you to fly." 
 
"For now is the time of greater and greater Truth being revealed to equip you for these last-days 
ministries. You have already embraced daily communion, and that is a very great step forward." 
 
"Now I am asking you to be aware that you are part of My Body, both here on Earth and in Heaven. 
There's no separation. I am asking you to be open to travels in Heaven if I draw you in that direction. 
Don't just read about others and their experiences, but be open to Me taking you to Heaven, where 
you will meet the rest of your family who loves you, and you will see the wonders I have stored up for 
you there." 
 
"Be brave. Be resolute. Be True to Truth. And follow Me." 
 
 
 
 

Message 598: Jesus says... Wonderful Doors will open for you 
 
 
February 21, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Jesus began... "My precious ones, you are not alone in your sufferings. None of you are alone. I am 
right there by your side suffering with you, over and over and over again. You do not walk alone." 
 
"And My Bride has met Me in the garden so many times, enjoying the beauty of our love. But there 
are also times of crucifixion, times when we will suffer together, even as we were intoxicated with the 
sweetness of our love for one another." 
 
"In so many places, I have taught you the mysteries of suffering in union with Me. To experience true 
suffering is to enter into the deep reservoirs of My Heart of Love for humanity." 
 
"Without these experiences, you cannot measure the depth of My Love, nor live and walk in My 
forgiveness, loving your brothers and sisters as I do. You must understand suffering through 
experience or you remain but a spiritual infant." 
 
"These are the weightier things of this walk with Me. These are the things most avoid and explain 
away—giving for an excuse, that 'I bore your infirmities.' Indeed, I did!" 
 
"But as My Bride you now also bear the infirmities of your brothers and sisters. Not for opening the 
gates of Heaven, but for the process of justification by faith and grace—which must be released to 
bring all souls to Heaven. It is your work of co-redemption to aid in bringing the good news to each 
generation." 
 
"This is why I am stressing to you, Clare, the need for selflessness in suffering. The need for you to 
carry your cross without resentment or complaint. It is so unbecoming of you, My Beloved. You know 
the weightiness of the matters at hand. You know how perilous the times. You know I am just and fair 
and I do nothing for shallow reasons." 
 
"So, if I am allowing these burdens for you, there must be a very good reason." 
 
"Oh, don't you trust Me??! Please trust Me, that this time of suffering and trial is so very necessary to 
move forward with My plans. Please know that I have chosen all of you Heartdwellers for a very 
special work to bring mankind into My Heart, and raise these children up to the full stature I 
envisioned for them before Time even began." 
 
"Never will I allow you to suffer beyond the grace I have given to sustain you. Trust Me in this. You 
can still carry on with this cross, and wonderful doors will open for you all." 
 
"Doors of unbelievable blessing and change are coming for My Heartdwellers, but first the arduous 
climb up the Mountain of Love." 
 
"Trust Me in this and know that every little thing, from a sliver to a major surgery—everything counts 
for establishing My Kingdom come and My will be done." 
 
"I bless you now, beloved ones. I bless and empower you. I stand ready beside you. I measure out 
each burden to the capacity of grace I have given you, and I hope for your cheerful and gracious 
response in carrying these crosses without complaint. But rather, with the joy of knowing that I am 
using you in this great work and nothing you suffer will fall to the ground unused. All of it shall bear 
sweet nourishing fruit with seeds, also, for the next generation." 
 
"Be at peace, My beloved ones. The things you suffer are not in vain. They are extremely important 
for the Kingdom. Call on Me in those moments when it seems like too much to bear, and I will shore 
you up with My loving presence and My resurrection power." 
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Message 599: Jesus says... Not everything is as it seems - Seek always 

My Wisdom 
 
 
February 28, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I would not have you to be ignorant of the spiritual dynamics you are dealing with. 
There truly is great warfare going on all around you. The angels are quite busy taking care of 
everything that pertains to you, Clare." 
 
"I will establish you in honor over this Flock. I have chosen you to lead and will not abandon you. 
Clare, the wisdom I endow you with will reach out to others and bless them. Do not worry, My 
Beloved. Are we not one?" 
 
"Now, I will tell you that you must fight to keep this healing. The devils are very clever and will do 
everything in their power, pitiful as it is, to cause your faith to flounder. Do not allow this. Take a firm 
stand from the beginning in dealing with them; don‘t give them any room to cause compromise. Be 
steadfast and firm. Do not give way to any suggestion that says he is not healed. I have indeed heard 
your cry, My Beloved. I have indeed healed him. Rest in this. But you will have to fight for it." 
 
―You are under attack in many different ways, Clare. It is as you said: a delicate balance in showing 
hospitality and still being faithful to those who are awaiting a word from Me. Yet may I say to you all, 
Heartdwellers—I have called and equipped you through this Channel to be getting your own words 
every day. And when Clare is absent to you, I am present to you—and will not fail to answer those 
who are willing to wait on Me as she does." 
 
―All of you have the same access to Me that Clare has. This is the very heart of her mission to you—
that none should go without hearing and understanding Me clearly. Yes, there are many pitfalls to 
understanding My will, but I have addressed all of them in her previous messages and teachings." 
 
"That is My way of saying, ‗Beloved ones, you have been equipped to hear Me... if you will just put 
forth the effort.‘" 
 
―But what I am wanting to stress to all of you right now, is that there is a particularly intense battle 
going on to steal from you your very special destinies and missions. The enemy has launched an all-
out effort to deprive you of your callings." 
 
"The distractions and tactics will come in many different forms, and forewarned is fore-armed. Not all 
that seems bad is bad; not all that seems good is good. Each thing must be discerned on an 
individual basis. This is at the heart of following Me faithfully and living in My Divine Will. Constant 
attentiveness and discernment are necessary to navigate these shark-infested waters." 
 
―For those of you who play chess, you know that all is not as it appears to be. There are constant 
hidden factors in each event, and only your paying close attention to Me will forewarn you of the 
hidden implications and traps." 
 
―I have attended to each of you with great care, teaching you sensitivity when danger is in the air. I 
have taught you also how to interpret the times and movements of My heart—to look at the small 
details, but keep in mind the greater picture, because your enemy knows well how to play on your 
vulnerabilities." 
 
―But this is also a new season, a time of new tactics unseen in your lives before." 
 
"As you become more and more attuned to the movements of the enemy, the Adversary is training 
them in different ways to defeat you. Therefore, you must be on guard constantly, thoroughly 
discerning each event on its own merits or demerits." 
 
―Clare, when you see cracks around the edges, those things that don‘t settle right in your spirit, pay 
attention and make note. The devils cannot cover thoroughly their tracks. They are bound to slip up, 
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and when I draw your attention to something, there is a reason for it. Make note. Do not discredit your 
observation or write it off out of charity. Take note and wait on Me for further revelation." 
 
―Now, you know what I am referring to, do you not?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, I think I do. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well then, take note and pay attention. Do not judge any person; judge behavior and it will 
give you great insight without doing violence to a soul. I have taught you all... do not judge a person‘s 
motives, but do look for fruit, as well as results — and in what direction they are weighted. Does this 
action lead to selflessness and ministry? Or does it lead to selfishness and disorder? You, My 
children, can tell so much by observing the choices others make. Do they choose for My good, or for 
their own good? Are they focused, or are they wandering? Not all of this is what it seems to be on the 
surface." 
 
―And to those who ridicule this approach — I would say to you: be on the alert, lest you fall through 
presumption and thinking that you know, when in fact—you do not know. There is so much to learn 
about people and events—and prudence and brotherly love are at the top of the accurate discernment 
list." 
 
―Seek Me in all things and do not rely on your own understanding." 
 
"I love you, My Brides. I am bringing you to maturity. Walk humbly and cautiously through the days 
ahead. Cleave to Me and seek My wisdom always.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 600: Jesus says... The World is changing because of you... 

Rejoice! 
 
 
March 7, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―My precious, precious Children, I would not have you fall into despair when events 
become difficult for you. I would not have you believe that I am angry with you and punishing you; this 
is far from the truth. You have been standing between the wrath of My Father for the sins of this 
nation and the world. Even as it is written, ‗Who shall I send?‘ You have stood up and said, ‗Send me‘. 
'And I looked for one to stand in the gap and found none.‘" 
 
―Now I can truly say I have found you and you have been faithful against the wrath of the devil to 
persevere and carry a cross for the world in the midst of many torments." 
 
―How thankful I am to you. I will never be able to express to you the magnificent affect you have had 
upon the world by your simple obedience. Truly, I have hidden from you, all the good you have done, 
lest you become prideful. But the day is soon coming, My Bride, when you will behold the fruits of 
your sufferings and prayers." 
 
―How proud I am of you all for standing your ground. My heart cannot express the joy I feel for your 
faithfulness. It is impossible to say, ‗Thank you,‘ and let it go at that." 
 
"The world is becoming a different place because of you. There are children being released and 
rescued from torments, because of what you faithfully bore in adversity. There are governments 
turning over a new leaf and purging corruption—because of your prayers." 
 
"How many and how varied you are across the face of the globe, and when the tally is made, how 
amazing are the results from this little group of Heartdwellers. Suffice it to say, you have not labored 
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in vain. Rather, you have brought forth fruit lasting unto the ages of ages that will continue to expand 
and bring forth more fruit." 
 
―How frustrated the enemy is with you for your simple obedience! At times, it has driven him to 
despair, because such well-laid plans have crumbled to dust. Yes, this is a good thing, a very good 
thing; a miracle wrought at the hands of My littlest faithful ones around the globe." 
?? 
―As things continue to change, there is much rejoicing in Heaven. And as goodness is felt around the 
world, as evil is purged from governments, as Light is brought forth to more nations, as the Muslim 
people find their salvation in Me alone — Heaven rejoices and looks down upon you with wonder that 
you have chosen to sacrifice for those you do not even know." 
 
―Oh yes, the Great Cloud of Witnesses rejoices over those who have taken up their cross and 
followed Me. And they see what you cannot see. They see the great numbers being added to the 
Kingdom daily. They see hearts that were hard and evil being turned to good and coming alive again 
with hope. And their joy in your prayers and sacrifices knows no bounds." 
 
―I wanted to tell you this, because many of you have really taken a beating, and you cannot see the 
fruit of your labors. But I see it all. Heaven sees it and My Father rejoices over you, each and 
everyone, who has done their part to bring this about." 
 
―Now, I want you to understand that the enemy in this hour has taken a great beating. Many of his 
plans have been ground into dust and scattered in the wind. Many he thought he held captive, bound 
for Hell, have been released and gloriously taken to Heaven. And more is coming. More and more 
these conversions spread a holy fire through the nations, drawing more and more souls into the 
Kingdom. New ministries are being born and taking the initiative to set the captives free." 
 
―You do not see from your viewpoint, but many of these have been spurred on by your hidden prayers 
— so that you not only bring forth fruit in your lifetime, but those you beget are bringing forth more and 
more fruit. And their next generation shall bring forth more and more fruit— until the rivers are 
overflowing with souls that have given their lives to Me." 
 
―So, I say to you today, rejoice! For great is your reward in Heaven; greatly have you impacted the 
world. Do not despair at your losses, you will never out-give Me." 
 
"If you have yet to experience the sweetness of the garden with Me, ask and expect Me to answer 
your prayer. But either way, I have many consolations in store for you and nothing. NOTHING you 
have sacrificed for Me has gone unnoticed." 
 
―Eye truly has not seen, ear truly has not heard, what I have prepared for those who love Me. And 
you, amongst many, are those who truly have loved Me and responded to My call to prayer and 
sacrifice.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 601: Warning from Jesus... Plague Alarm - I need your 

prayers 
 
 
March 8, 2018 - Words from Jesus & Clare's Dream 
 
An urgent call to prayer for a plague that is to be unleashed in America. 
 
I had a dream two nights ago, and was waiting for the Lord to confirm that it was to be shared. 
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The weather was mild and we seemed to be in a recreational forest area with lakes, perhaps in the 
south. Like Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas, but that‘s my guess, I‘m really not sure. There were 
mountains in the area and a lot of expansion going on, resort condominiums on various lakes, with 
very high hills or mountains ‗round about. 
 
I was with two men dressed in suits, obviously some kind of professional government, like FBI or CIA, 
CDC. They were driving a mid-range vehicle, clean like a rental or a fleet vehicle. They came to this 
area where there was a lakefront convenience store, a beach - a sandy beach - and a lake in a 
recreational forest area. It seemed to be summertime or almost summer. People weren‘t swimming 
yet, but they were fishing and wearing lightweight clothing. 
 
The men were there to monitor an outbreak of a virulent, deadly and contagious disease. I perceived 
that they had released the disease into the lakes in the area, or perhaps released flies and 
mosquitoes infected with a plague. They had just arrived and it seemed the plague was about to 
begin. 
 
I had a vision of the aftermath of this plague, with bodies lying on the ground, decaying from the 
disease. I was leading a small group of people and we had some patriots and former special forces 
people with us who were very aware of what was about to happen. We were seeking to move into a 
wilderness area where we would be hidden from them, and distanced from the area where the plague 
was to take place. As we explored the terrain, on the back side of the mountain from this particular 
lake, there was another rather long but smaller lake, nestled between the mountains. It should have 
been remote, but it had been bulldozed with roads put in and stakes where property lines were. It 
reminded me somewhat of the Ozarks. 
 
Heartdwellers, these people who have been grooming our government for destruction have no 
qualms about eradicating innocent people in pursuit of their nefarious goals. Please pray for them and 
that this plague will not happen or will be lessened. 
 
Jesus began... "I have indeed given you this dream to circulate and pray against events such as 
these. Those who hate your country will stop at nothing to wreak havoc and try to unseat your 
government. But as I have told you before, I am praying with you, My Praying Army. And your prayers 
have so far stopped every foul event planned by those who have no regard for human life and 
recklessly use it to promote their agendas." 
 
―There are still many in your country who are ignorant of what is being done to them and what has 
been planned against them. And now that it is being exposed, they are desperate to destroy your 
president and his administration, to restore the destabilization process of your government and 
industry in America." 
 
"I will not allow this to happen if you pray. You are not the only one, Clare, to be warned of this event. 
There are others. And I wish for you to come forth and share what I have entrusted to you. Your 
warnings will raise the alarm and cry for the army of My Prayer Warriors to pray against this plague." 
 
"I need your prayers. Without them, this plague will happen. It is up to you, My people, to stop this 
with prayer. Already many of My shut-ins and intercessors are praying against something very dark 
and bad, without understanding exactly what it is. I am sending out the Call to Arms. Arm yourselves 
with prayer and fasting as you can and pray this will be stopped." 
 
"If not, there will be tragic loss of innocent lives. I am counting on you, My People." 
 
 
 
 

Message 602: Jesus speaks about Guilt, Self-Indulgence & Prosperity 
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March 11, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Sweet Jesus, how can I ever thank you for Your Kindness and Mercy? Thank you, 
Lord. Well, sweet Heartdwellers, when I came into prayer, I saw the Lord holding a scroll in His left 
hand and a match in His right. And He was lighting it on fire and burning it. I thought, 'Uh, oh...' But He 
gave me to understand that it had to do with flowers. You see, every year I get this temptation in the 
springtime — and tonight I gave in. So, I came very guilty before the altar. Wanting to pray, but 
knowing I had really blown it and secretly hoping He will make an exception and let me keep them. 
You see, I ordered a few seeds and a couple of very tiny plants on Amazon — and knew that if He 
didn‘t give me mercy, I would cancel the order this very night. Funny though, I really didn‘t expect His 
response. 
 
So, I asked... 'What is it you are burning, Lord?' (Knowing full well I had been foolish... ) 
 
Jesus began... ―Your list of things you feel guilty about. I am so tired of your guilt, Clare. There is My 
permissible will and My perfect will. May I say, you are sometimes much too weak to live in My perfect 
will? And this night I have given you My Mercy. For you have served Me faithfully and through many 
trials — and these flowers are My gift to you. That is why I told you to go back and get the lilies; I 
knew you gave them up for Me, but now I am giving them to you as a gift." 
 
"There are times in the life of a soul where a mercy cries out... As the saying goes... 'you can bend a 
bow until you break it.'" 
 
"Many of My saints had gardens they tended; many also had dungeons, where their only consolation 
was My presence. For each, I designate what is right for them in their particular season of life. Some 
row the boat; others sit beside them and eat honey cakes, enjoying the ride. Each has a time and a 
purpose. The flowers are My gift to you, Beloved; the parchment was what you felt guilt over." 
 
"Now I ask you to tuck back into your very simple life of prayer and worship and feeding My sheep, 
knowing that I love you dearly, Clare. Though you have denied yourself, year after year after year, 
these very simple pleasures — THIS year I want you to have them and enjoy them with Me. With no 
guilt hanging over your head." 
 
(Clare) I don‘t know what to say, Lord! Other than to cry little tears of thanksgiving for Your precious 
Mercy. 
 
(Jesus) "I want you to plant them knowing this is a springtime of your life. This is the time to step into 
your longings to please Me, for I am with you and no one will stop Me from granting you these 
blessings. No one will block them. And no one will steal them from you." 
 
"But do pray for your enemies; they have done nothing but curse you and all you stand for. Yet I am 
about to disarm them, and how pitiful they will be, pitiful enough to need your prayers. So, I enjoin you 
to petition My Father for their salvation. How I long to show them mercy!" 
 
(Clare) You know, guys? He's been talking to us A LOT about prayer for our enemies. And even the 
people who've been tormenting little children and trafficking them. The Lord wants to save their souls. 
The children that they are trafficking are getting saved, but there's no hope for them without our 
prayers. So I answered... 'Yes, Lord. I will pray. I count on you to remind me though, please?' 
 
(Jesus) "This I will do. You have fought long and hard. Not that the future is easy, but let‘s just say 
there will not be the same impediments you have encountered in the past two years. And all of you, 
My faithful Heartdwellers and intercessors. The battles on this Earth are long and hard. There are 
times I wish to set you aside for recovery, and being able to move forward without having to fatigue 
yourself in battles all day long." 
 
"I also want you to understand that there are times set apart when what was not allowed before is 
permitted for a season. I am hardening you all off to your own wills, and as you learn to discipline 
yourselves and focus more on My heart and My business, I can trust you with a few things that would 
ordinarily lead you in the wrong direction." 
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"But there is always caution to be had here, because self-indulgence encourages more self-
indulgence. For instance, you know 'the eye is never satisfied for looking, nor is the ear satisfied with 
hearing.'" Ecclesiastes 1:8 
 
"And this is how Laodicea, the prosperous town, fell into apostasy and lukewarmness. This is why I 
have told you the greatest challenges will come with prosperity, because man tends to be enamored 
of all that is transitory, a chasing after the wind. He is well-armed at war; but the real danger comes in 
peace." 
 
―My dear ones, it is not My heart to deprive you. You are in a war for your souls and the souls of your 
children. And for this reason, you must build with one hand and hold the sword with the other. You 
must be vigilant, because your enemy is forever trying to slowly, imperceptibly guide your affections 
towards the things that will weaken your ability to live an upright life." 
 
―When the war is over and you are with Me in Heaven, you will see just how much I love you, just how 
much I longed to give you the choicest gifts on Earth, but did not, because I knew they would cause 
you to wander off and let your guard down, while the enemy stealthily sought to bring you to ruin. He 
works in little increments, things that you don‘t notice. One day you need this, another day you need 
that, the next day you need more and more and more... until your life is entirely taken up in vanities 
and you are not any longer serving Me Nor are you keen on serving Me. Rather, you want to enjoy 
your toys." 
 
"No soldier gets involved in civilian affairs. If he does, he can no longer protect his charge. And it is 
quite the same with you. The more deeply entrenched in civilian affairs you become, the less you are 
able to be alert and on guard. And the more likely you are to fall away, indulging yourself in the 
vanities of the world, while the enemy is busy ensnaring your family and those you love, as well as 
abandoning the poor of this Earth I have created to elicit love and charity from your hearts. The poor 
are truly My gift to you, that you can become more like My Father in Heaven." 
 
―Ah yes! When you come to Heaven and see the place I have prepared for you, it will be beyond your 
wildest dreams—suiting you in ways that you never dreamt possible. This is because you are safe 
from the enemy. You are protected. And those beautiful things of creation I truly made for your 
enjoyment will surround you in ways you never thought possible." 
 
"Yes, I repeat Myself. I say it again and again and again... Eye has not seen, ear has not heard and 
neither has it entered into the heart of man what I have prepared for you who love Me." 
 
"So, you see? I am not the cruel taskmaster Satan would like to make Me out to be. No, I am the 
vigilant Father, knowing the dangers that lie behind each thing you are drawn to. And as a good 
Father, I train you to keep you away from these dangers." 
 
"So, My Love—to bring it back home to you and your love affair with flowers. Flowers I have created 
to bring you joy. Understand it is for your health that I hold you back from these things. And yet, there 
is a season to enjoy them. Just remember to be on guard, lest the enemy draw you away with even 
more beauty." 
 
"For you know well, Clare, all the beauty your heart shall ever desire is in My arms, looking into My 
eyes and hearing the words that 'I am pleased with you'. These are the things the enemy cannot take 
from you, My Love. This relationship stands forever, blooms forever, gives off fragrance forever. And 
fruit, forever. So, come tenderly into My arms, Clare, and enjoy the lilies." 
 
 
 
 

Message 603: Jesus says... I have not exaggerated about Clare’s 

weaknesses 
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March 14, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I do so believe in you, Clare. Though you put yourself down, I raise you up. I tell you 
this, because I want you to have great confidence in what you are doing for Me. Because truly, My 
Spirit is alive and well in you." 
 
―You just don‘t see it or understand it. Yet it is visible to the simple and child-like and our episodes 
nourish them like milk and honey." 
 
―And this is what it is all about. One must go way below the surface to see and feel the connection. 
How sad it is that you are set aside by the Christian community and falsely accused of all kinds of 
calumny. This is tragic to Me, because so much goodness is flowing from Me through you and yet 
they will not drink." 
 
―My Heartdwellers, it is essential for you all to recognize that this dialogue between Clare and I is a 
gift to YOU, more than anything else. It is not her gift. It is My gift, to be shared with you so that you 
can pursue Me and be brought into the same very deep and tender relationship. She is merely a 
vessel, a very broken vessel at that, and each one of her scars is an opportunity for you to experience 
My Mercy in your own life." 
 
―I have chosen her, because she is weak in so many different ways, that it covers just about 
everything you all struggle with. She is less bright than you are, she is more compulsive than most of 
you, she is impatient and flighty, easily distracted, not capable of great fasting or self- denial, drifts in 
and out of her love affair with the world (flowers, etc.). But she offers Me the very perfect opportunity 
to speak to you about your faults, and for you to understand that I am for you with all of My Heart." 
 
―Many of you are far more intelligent, self-controlled, dedicated, focused, reliable.... Oh, I could go on 
and on and on. But I have chosen the foolish ones of this world over those who are considered so 
very wise and capable. Yes, even as it is written... ‗The foolishness of God is wiser than human 
wisdom, and the weakness of God is stronger than human strength.‘‖ 
 
"Brothers and sisters, think of what you were when you were called. Not many of you were wise by 
human standards; not many were influential; not many were noble of birth. But God chose the foolish 
things of the world to shame the wise; God chose the weak things of the world to shame the strong. 
God chose the lowly things of this world and the despised things — and the things that are not — to 
nullify the things that are, so that no one may boast before him. It is because of him that you are in 
Christ Jesus, who has become for us wisdom from God — that is, our righteousness, holiness and 
redemption." 1 Corinthians 1:26-30 
 
―What I am wanting to get across to all of you is that you have nothing to be jealous of in this 
handmaiden. She has more faults than all of you put together, and I am saying this as the Lord of all 
flesh and Author of life. I promise you, this is no exaggeration." 
 
―So, what is so different about Clare? Nothing, really. She is very common, and that‘s what makes her 
the perfect example for all of you of what is possible with Me. Give Me your life and I will do wonderful 
things with you. Give Me your life and I will live through you. Give Me your failures and faults and I will 
work through them to make My Glory shine." 
 
―Each one of you have more potential than she has; that is another reason I chose her. When she 
was studying the New Age, the devils passed over her, because they wanted someone more gifted; 
she didn‘t qualify or measure up in more ways than I can tell you." 
 
―But she qualified in My eyes. Because she was seeking the truth above all other things, and was 
willing to come to terms with her lack-luster qualifications. She knew that My Love was all that 
mattered to her and the rest was irrelevant." 
 
"To this day, her struggles still cause her to stumble — but I lift her up, because she doesn‘t count on 
herself. She counts on Me to do it. Yes, she puts forth effort, but I must meet her with the other 90% 
or nothing gets accomplished." 
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"I‘m waiting for the rest of you, dear ones. When will you stop trying to be someone and turn over your 
nothingness to Me, so I can do with you what I like? I love broken pencils. A great artist can do 
amazing things with one little pencil, and that is how I see so many of you—broken pencils, erasers 
worn down, very short and difficult to grasp and draw with. But I will amaze you with what I can do, 
once you are totally yielded to Me." 
 
―So, please. Don‘t put this woman on a pedestal. Rather, see her as a very common soul who 
frequently falls into a pit and must be extricated with My Love. She has nothing to offer you but her 
faults and failures and a glimpse into My mercy and what it can accomplish with the lowliest of 
vessels." 
 
―I promise you, I have not exaggerated about Clare‘s weaknesses. I have been bluntly honest. And 
she knows it." 
 
"And I am telling it like it is, because this Channel is not about the hailing of some great prophetess. 
This Channel is about the power of My grace and love in the life of a very little soul I have chosen to 
use to reveal My Mercy, in working with all of your failures and short-comings. I could not have used 
her for this mission if she were anything more than nothing." 
 
―What can I do with you who are willing to be broken and reformed into what I created you to be? It is 
beyond your comprehension to know this, Beloved ones. Suffice it to say, I have very wonderful 
things in store for everyone of you. Your eyes have not seen, nor has it even entered into your 
dreams, what I can do with those who love Me and will submit to My breaking and training. But I do 
promise you one thing: you will be amazed when I am done with you. And you will be contrite and 
humbled beyond words. And you will resemble Me." 
 
―Come! Come into My arms and let Me make of you a vessel unto honor. My heart longs for you! 
Come and fulfill the destiny I have reserved for only you. Come! Trust that nothing in this world can 
stop Me from accomplishing My ends in your life." 
 
"Do you want to be a saint? Come. I can do that with you, as well. But the greatest of all is not what 
you will become, but who you are to Me and how much I will drench you in My love and gratitude 
because you gave yourself to Me. Come!‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 604: If you do not support the Best, you will be Victims of the 

Worst 
 
 
March 18, 2018 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―It‘s terribly important to Me that I am in communication with My flock. So many in this 
moment are swayed by the events of the world as it is presented to them in the mainstream media — 
which is crooked and perverted beyond remedy. 
 
―My people perish for lack of knowledge, because they are too lazy to search until they uncover the 
truth. You were this way, Clare, but the time had not yet come for your understanding to increase. 
However, you understood from afar the true nature of things.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes – I just couldn‘t bring myself to vote for anybody, because I felt they were ALL corrupt and 
liars. 
 
(Jesus) ―But now I am calling My people to awareness, action and accountability. As you discover the 
truth, you do have an obligation to support it and vote. 
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―I know that no man is perfect. I know there is underhandedness and corruption everywhere you turn. 
But without supporting the best, though they be imperfect, you become the victims of the worst. 
 
―Some of you are called to social action and will find yourselves in positions of responsibility. You will 
then understand more fully the high winds the lofty must navigate and survive in the political realms. 
Everyone can sit in their armchairs and find fault. But let them get into a position with pressure on all 
sides and see if they can survive while doing the right thing. That is one reason I abhor criticism and 
back-biting. Those who make their tongues a sword, for cutting others down, are not part of the 
solution. 
 
―Those who want to make this world a more moral place will roll up their sleeves and get to work. And 
so, I counsel you, My people… take responsibility for your government, whether in prayer, supporting 
candidates, or educating the public. Do not allow things to just flow right by you without taking a moral 
stance. And remember that no one is perfect, but seek to support the ones who uphold what is 
important to Me. This may be in a greater or lesser degree, depending on your choices, but do what is 
right according to Scripture. 
 
―The mess your nation (America) is in now is the result of decades of shallow thinking; sinfully busy 
lifestyles that don‘t have time for Me or for their nation. This is what Satan depends on - a lukewarm 
middle-class that is overwhelmed by endless worldly preoccupations. 
 
―It isn‘t easy to see how vital your government is… until you become the victim of corruption and it‘s 
too late to do anything about it. This is what happens to nations that are not proactive in supporting 
what is right, from the ground up. 
 
―This is how dictators take over peoples, oppress and murder them. There is a tremendous cost to 
freedom. And if your heart stirs when you consider your nation, you are hearing from Me a calling to 
do something. Get active and start somewhere. It doesn‘t matter where you begin. I will move you 
from position to position as you grow. 
 
―I am putting this call out to you right now, because some of you are facing elections that will deeply 
affect how President Trump is able to make the moral changes necessary to stop the slaughter of the 
innocents and other disgracefully immoral laws.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, you are so full of surprises! I never expected this message. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, I am grateful to you, Clare, for taking these last moments of your day to see to it this 
message gets out. It is short, but very important." 
 
And here an Excerpt of the Message from June 20, 2019... 
 
Jesus began... ―I grow weary with contending with the Nations and the people of America over the 
man, Donald Trump, whom I have appointed as President, as Chief among world leaders. Many resist 
him, publicly and privately. Some among My people have even taken to preaching and prophesying 
against him. Lies! Repent while there is yet time, lying prophets, for it is written… It is I who by My 
great power and My outstretched arm have made the earth, with the men and animals that are on the 
earth, and I give it to whomever it seems right to Me. 
 
―President Trump is MY chosen. And all leaders, at home and abroad, who align themselves with him 
in truth, not superficially, but in sincerity and truth, will serve themselves, their nations, their lands, and 
their people well. But those leaders and people who will not, and will come with open hostility or two 
faces, whether at home or abroad, I say this... I am weary with the rebellious actions of the leaders of 
the Nations, members of Congress, and of the people bearing liberal ideologies. So, now I present 
this clear choice. 
 
"Some of these have the idea that in two years‘ time Trump will be President no more, and that the 
‗status quo‘ will be restored, to bring back those removed from power, Hillary, Obama, Biden. And 
those who are hand in hand with them to do wickedness at will, for corruption and blindness is peace 
to the wicked, but read, what is written in Jeremiah 28 and carefully consider. 
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"To Those among My people, especially in America, especially in Government, I say... Choose this 
day who you will serve. President Trump was and still is MY choice. This does not mean he is perfect, 
but he will do My will and I will bless his efforts. Pray for him always, My Brides, and those of you who 
are American citizens, vote into office those who will cooperate with him. Those of you who are not 
Americans, pray for your government leaders to cooperate with President Trump, and to take on My 
agenda. 
 
"To those who call themselves My enemies, I implore you to heed this warning. Many of you face 
death this year, sudden death, without the opportunity of repentance. And to My great pain and 
suffering, and to your own, you will be dragged into Hell by vicious demons who wait eagerly to fill you 
with torments. 
 
"Please, please come to Me, don‘t delay another moment. I will forgive you and wash you clean. I will 
wash your bloodstained hands whiter than snow. I will remove the blackness and evil from your hearts 
and give you a new heart of flesh, as pink and tender as the day you were born. I will make My home 
there with you, and I will never leave you. Repent while there is still time." 
 
 
 
 

Message 605: Jesus says... Thank you for your Admission & Honesty 

today 
 
 
March 20, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Thank you, Lord, for delivering us from our enemies. You are Mighty and Faithful. 
Please be merciful and give us more grace to carry these crosses—especially courage... Amen. 
 
I must tell you that Ezekiel was in a battle today that was beyond anything we have encountered so 
far. So I got a real dose of my helplessness today, seeing him suffer that way and it brings me to tears 
to even think about it. So, I came to the Lord in my nakedness and confusion... 'Lord, here I am. 
Devastated by my weakness and impotence, taking full responsibility for it.' 
 
Jesus began... ―How can I use you, Clare, unless you are utterly familiar with your weaknesses? Do 
you think I take pleasure in seeing you suffer this way? I do not. Yet it is necessary to bring you to the 
point where you truly know, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that you are the least in My house. Moses 
was a man like that. This is why you have been attracted to him in the past, and there are even more 
reasons." 
 
―Do you think I will allow you to perish in the battle? Have I not made promises to you both? Yet you 
allow yourself to court fear — perhaps thinking I will abandon you? No such thing will ever happen. I 
am yours forever and you are Mine forever — and not for a moment will I desert you." 
 
"Yet I have told you that in this world you will have trouble... But keep your chin up—I have overcome 
the world and I live in you." 
 
―You are an overcomer. Look at the battles of the past. When did I desert you?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, You have never deserted me — and there have been some doozy battles. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, and I have told you that there will be more and they must be harder than the ones 
preceding them if you are to grow.‖ 
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(Clare) Lord, I came to the ―end of my end‖ today. Totally broken inside over his suffering and I really 
wanted to withdraw from the intense battle — coward that I am. I really didn‘t think I could handle any 
more. 
 
(Jesus) ―But you did get through it. What is your decision now, Clare? You know that I have told you 
that if you chose to not keep climbing and suffering, that you would lose nothing I have promised you. 
And I would still be just as deeply in love and here for you as I am now. It is your choice, after all." 
 
"Yet Ezekiel, too, has a part to play in this—after all he is the presiding victim soul. Yet it does roll 
over onto you, as well. There is much suffering in seeing a loved one suffering that way." 
 
(Clare) Lord, if I keep my eyes on You, I can never, ever turn You down. However, when I look at 
what he is going through I want to say 'No more. Please, no more!' At least not like that. How can I 
answer You now? I am truly road kill. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know, My Love, and you have the night and tomorrow to think on these things. But let Me 
tell you, Clare, I am eternally grateful for the sacrifice you made today; for your admission of 
helplessness and honesty about confusion and weakness. I see your desire to learn more, and I will 
honor that. But more than anything, I treasure your abandonment to My will and confidence in Me." 
 
―There is no sin in confessing that you have come to the end of your ability to endure, and that you 
don‘t want to suffer that way anymore. There is no sin in that. It would be regrettable, because of all 
the fruit being born through your patient endurance. But I can always find someone so in love with 
Me, that they are willing to lose all that is dear to them. You have been this way, and yet we are going 
deeper and getting to the very quick of your soul here." 
 
(Clare) I can‘t fathom saying ―no‖ to You, Jesus. But I can‘t fathom having to see him suffer like that, 
either. And I am too tired to make that decision. 
 
(Jesus) "Rest on it, dear Clare. Rest and your heart will advise you. We will talk more of this 
tomorrow." 
 
 
 
 

Message 606: Assassination Attempts... Pray against President 

Trump's Trip to North Korea 
 
 
March 21, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Here is a dream from one of our subscribers. She wrote... 'I had a dream the other 
night that President Trump was in an aircraft that exploded in the air as it was flying. It was terrible 
and I had the worst feeling of dread over it. I asked the Lord if the dream was from Him and I got a 
confirmation that it was. The deep state is desperate to stop president Trump from indicting them for 
their crimes so we need to keep praying for him.' 
 
So, I went to the Lord and asked... 'Lord, IS THIS TRUE?' 
 
And He began... "Have you not borne witness to it, Clare? Have I not quickened your spirit that his trip 
to North Korea is fraught with dangerous opportunities to put an end to him?" 
 
"Indeed, I have warned you and ALL HEARTDWELLERS... BE ON ALERT. Pray against this and I 
will foil this attempt on his life and his loved ones. But you MUST seriously pray and keep this in the 
forefront of your minds, ready to drop to your knees in the moment of decision." 
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"Let him respond to NO MAN‘S pressure to get on any plane. May he stand against every attempt to 
be lured into a trap. May those around him be forewarned with foreboding for him NOT to pursue a 
plan, but find an alternative or cancel altogether." 
 
"This is a very dangerous time. I am with him and your prayers will indeed save his life and I shall be 
glorified, again and again and again." 
 
"Who are these vain and blind opponents who believe I do not see nor will I stand 
against their plans? Who am I in their eyes, but a mist and figment of the imaginations of ignorant 
people?" 
 
"I AM God who delivered My righteous ones from the blazing furnace of Nebuchadnezzar. And so 
shall I destroy the fiery darts of the wicked. For I am God and there is no other." 
 
"Yet you who lay snares have stood in quicksand, which shall surely engulf you unless you repent and 
turn from your evil ways." 
 
"No matter how great My Wrath, My Mercy will be present to you when you repent." 
 
 
 
 

Message 607: Jesus speaks about Transparency & Lessons, that need 

to sink deep 
 
 
March 25, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "I weep for My Church, My Body. I weep, because they do not understand the value of 
transparency and the necessity of being open and asking for prayers. I want all to see that the attacks 
launched against you are universal, and if you will stand together as one Body, they can be 
overcome." 
 
"You will see the tactics you are the victim of, being perpetrated on others. You will see the sweep of 
the enemy‘s hand and crushing blows that torment My Body simultaneously. You will then realize it is 
in unity of purpose, holiness and sticking together in obedience that conquers this." 
 
"Instead of trying to prove that you are steadfast and strong, and have no need for the counsel and 
prayers of others, you will all see how abysmally the same you are. Multi-millionaire, homeless man; 
movie star, struggling high school student; farmer, business man. I don‘t care what your occupation 
is—you all have the same problems to conquer, the same battles, the same sins and vices, the same 
resistance to Truth. Those with greater amounts of money and those who are poorer. All of you are 
wired the very same way and face the very same challenges." 
 
"To know this, in the depth of your souls, is to conquer your ego, pride and passions—which is what 
Satan uses to control you all, most effectively. How can you look down on another man or woman 
who is captive to pornography—when you are also? Are you not both equal in your weaknesses? It is 
about teamwork and overcoming evil through brotherly love and perseverance." 
 
"‗Confess your sins, one to another‘ brings the lofty man down from his isolated mountaintop, and the 
soul dwelling deep in the desert up to the level plains, where both are equipped to support one 
another in their challenges. Fear of rejection and vulnerability cause men and women to wall 
themselves up to protect their tenuous sense of security. So, they paint the acceptable picture and 
cleave to the status quo." 
 
"But the time is upon you where the status quo can cause you to lose your souls. And those who 
imagine they can handle their problems all on their own are sadly mistaken. When you all 
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acknowledge your human condition, you come together to support one another — just as they did in 
the frontier days, when all banded together to fend off the attacks of their enemies." 
 
"The enemy is all around you, My People. And he is counting on your need for security to control your 
decisions—even the decision to worship Me and only Me, when it brings you into conflict with those 
closest to you. When it jeopardizes your income. When it may alienate a child or loved one. There are 
more ways than can be counted to stealthily draw you away from Me— until you are out in the open, 
unprotected and walking straight into an ambush." 
 
"But the soul that stays close to My heart will hear the quickening of the Spirit when a choice will bring 
you into danger." 
 
"Many will apostatize — many. Because they will not bear the ridicule of swimming upstream. Once 
you all join hands and reveal your vulnerability to one another, the enemy loses the key factor of 
FEAR over you, because you might be rejected." 
 
"Once your transparency reveals your shortcomings to one another, JEALOUSY is overcome by 
seeing the vulnerability of others. And your transparency makes for equality and understanding that I 
am no respecter of persons; these problems are universal to mankind." 
 
(Clare) Well dear family, at this point of the message, I sensed that I was missing something. 
Something a little personal and down to home for me — something the Lord was waiting for me to 
recognize in myself. I became very shaky and trembling as I realized part of Father‘s sorrow was over 
me. And I realized my little project took me away from Him for 3 days, not one. And made us highly 
vulnerable to spiritual attack, because my attention was watered-down on other things. Compromised. 
 
(Jesus) "Clare, what can I say to you? If you had refused the bait, it would not have been so severe. I 
look on you with great pity. I allow you to do that which you fancy, and that it will bring you joy, so that 
you can see what a huge, wide-open trap it is. And to find your joy - without an admixture of sorrow — 
right here in My arms, Beloved." 
 
"Yes. I want you to enjoy the beauty of nature. But you are all in a war zone, with grenades and 
bombs going off all around you. It requires ALL of you, My love. ALL of you. Because those who serve 
in the military do not get entangled in civilian affairs. Can you imagine a soldier in hostile territory 
admiring the flowers and planting a few more that might bloom on his way back?" 
 
"When I told you to go ahead and plant a few bulbs, I knew exactly what you were about to encounter. 
Even the small handful you received were inferior. I wanted to demonstrate to you how unstable and 
futile and frustrating the world can be. I wanted to discourage you in the future from even thinking in 
that direction." 
 
"In the meantime, Satan — knowing full well how you react every Spring — laid a trap for you. I gave 
you permission to walk into it, so that you would realize it‘s just not worth it. In Heaven, I have 
everything prepared for you. Flowers that will sing to you, Clare. They will turn their heads to follow 
you, even call out your name, inviting you to worship Me with them. Oh, dearest, unbelievable 
blessings await you!" 
 
"But now your enemies, and they are many, have drawn a bead on you. They have planned this, 
deliberately knowing that you would end up in a bigger project than you thought, and it would squeeze 
our prayer time; you would find it hard to concentrate, because you were so tired. Therefore, you 
would be weakened. They waited for this time to see if you would walk into the trap you have avoided 
through obedience for the last two years. This, indeed, is what I am talking about." 
 
"Now you will look back on this time and see how critically painful it was — and you will realize your 
weapons are loaded with lethal force to hit the demons — not Hyacinth bulbs. And if you load them 
with flowers, you will have no defense." 
 
"I am telling you for your own good, Beloved. Nothing in this world is worth sacrificing time with Me. 
NOTHING." 
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"And if you don‘t learn from the past, you will repeat it in the future. You must weigh out your options 
ever so carefully. You cannot afford to take your eyes off the road for one moment. Because I 
guarantee you... the Lion is waiting." 
 
"Had you been only occupied with prayer, as you usually are, the same events would have taken 
place — but your reaction would have been much stronger, and it wouldn't have been so severe. I 
allowed this to show you there is no room for loss of focus and chasing after the winds. No matter 
how fragrant they are." 
 
"Knowing this, and having learned this very difficult lesson, I do expect in the future that you will 
ignore those invitations to relax and enjoy the scenery." 
 
"Oh, I love you so dearly, Clare! It truly pains Me to see you in such distress. But I believe, in the 
future, you will not relax your vigilance, but decline those invitations. There is so much more for you to 
do, but I need this lesson to sink deep." 
 
(Clare) Thank you, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "And for the rest of you, My precious Heartdwellers... You are housing passions inside of you 
that will lure you into anything except My glory — if you give heed to them. I want to see you 
resolutely walking by these temptations, knowing that they are not worthy of your attention. Nor are 
they worthy of what I am calling you to do, and they have no place in your lives if you are faithfully 
striving for the highest and best in Our life together." 
 
"I am praying for you, My blessed ones. Yes, I am interceding that you would receive the most 
precious graces, to be able to distinguish the vile and corrupt from the precious, and dedicate your 
lives accordingly." 
 
 
 
 

Message 608: Abortion... Jesus took the little girl and named her 

'Grace' 
 
 
March 27, 2018 - Ezekiels Experience & Words from Jesus 
 
Clare began... Lord, thank You for inviting us into this place of intercession. Please impart more 
courage and strength to our Team, that we may overcome our flesh and the lying tactics of the 
enemy, who is forever seeking to steal kill and destroy all the good You have given us... Amen. 
 
Oh, my very precious Heartdwellers, what a sad and tragic thing happened tonight! The Lord caught 
Ezekiel up into the spirit, interceding with great pain in his abdomen. After we had prayed in the Spirit 
for a good 20 minutes, it was revealed to us that a teenager, by the name of Sarah, was being forced 
into a partial birth abortion by two older female relatives. 
 
This young American teen, with shoulder-length blond hair, was the daughter of a very wealthy and 
influential family who had rejected the father of her baby, because of his social status and nationality. 
They had dragged her into the clinic or hospital against her will so powerfully that she had scratches 
and bruises on her arms where they gripped her. Not only did she want the child, but she was 
petrified of the procedure. But the aunt and mother didn't want to scandalize their socialite friends, so 
they insisted and forced her into this abortion. 
 
The Lord only knows how the doctor went along with this plan. First, Ezekiel saw them pulling the leg 
of the baby out, at which point he experienced great pain and he realized that what was happening 
was a botched abortion. That's what he heard in the spirit. 
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As they continued the procedure, she was bleeding profusely during the attempt to remove the child, 
piece by piece. Oh, my dear friends, this is too horrible to describe... How could anyone do such a 
thing? 
 
Sarah was now unconscious at this point and her body was turning pale, until it was only a dull grey 
color with her beautiful blond hair being all that was left. The child was a bloody mass, but still barely 
alive. Quickly, the doctor began writing nervously on a clipboard and it was obvious that they were 
changing out papers and starting new reports on what had actually transpired. He was trying to cover 
up what had just happened. 
 
You know, people of privilege can afford to get someone to do such a procedure, although it may 
have been illegal in that state. This whole thing makes me sick to my stomach and sick at heart. How 
very terrible abortion is - and dangerous, too! 
 
Oh child, why did you let them do it? Ezekiel said she was afraid of her mother. I can imagine... a 
wealthy family, the threat of being disinherited, having to live in poverty must have been scary for her. 
Jesus took the baby to Himself. It was a little girl that He named "Grace." 
 
I prayed for the two women and the doctor, that they would be so remorseful that they would repent 
and never be a part of anything like that again. How sad! Here they wanted to end a life not 'worthy of 
their name', so they could save their beautiful daughter from scandalizing the family. And they ended 
up losing her. The state of her soul was not given to us. But to her credit, this child resisted and this 
was forced on her. 
 
Oh, Lord, what happened to the young girl? 
 
Jesus began... "She is with Me, because of My mercy. And she has her child, just as she wanted. 
 
"Oh, My people, how tragic abortion is. How very tragic! I allowed this child to be given them to bring 
them into maturity and give them a much better future than what she would have had with her high-
class family." 
 
"She wanted to be loved, authentically loved, not used as a social fixture. How very terrible for them. 
She was a brilliant child and had so much more to live for. And the father of the child was a good 
man. He would have made a good father, regardless of the nationality. He wanted this child. Now he 
is heartbroken. He has lost both her and the baby." 
 
"Men and women of this culture in America are SO blind. They think their lives revolve around what 
others call success. Yet, when they are older, they begin to see the real value they could have had if 
they hadn't lived for themselves and the world." 
 
"My heart is broken by abortion in this land. It should be outlawed, and that is My Heart and desire for 
the whole world... a place where these undefended infants can survive." 
 
 
 
 

Message 609: Jesus says... Follow your Heart &  Break free from the 

Influence of your Parents & Relatives 
 
 
March 29, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began, "So many are languishing in the world without understanding who they are. They roam 
as captives formed by the 'system,' lacking any inner direction at all. But you see, I shall give it to 
them as they press into Me. And I need you to continue to teach them that." 
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(Clare) I just want to make a note that there are several souls who have left the world, sold everything 
and just don't know what to do next. And He is addressing that here. 'Lord, I am at a loss to help them 
with direction when they strip down and don't know what to do next.' 
 
(Jesus) "You tell them to follow their heart, don't you?" 
 
(Clare) Yes. 
 
(Jesus) "Well, that is where I am working on them, in their hearts. They have inspirations, even as you 
did with the cherry blossoms." 
 
(Clare) That was an event that set me off on my photography career when I was 20 years old. 
 
(Jesus) "They get insights and inspirations, but because they have been so cloned by the systems of 
this world, they think it is impossible. With God, NOTHING is impossible. I want them to forsake 'their 
father's house,' for I have desired their beauty. I want to lead them by a path they have not known, by 
a way that is foreign to them. I will speak to them in their hearts, but they must cultivate hearing Me." 
 
"Every day I give them clues--and yet, they remain clueless, because they do not hear. Why are they 
deaf? Because the noise of the world has drowned out My voice. This is why substantial silence and 
prayer are so very necessary. Let them pursue their day waiting on Me to open the doors of their 
hearts to the wisdom that is from above." 
 
"So much is governed by social norms. So much is suppressed by worldly parents. They must break 
totally free from that influence of parents and relatives and pursue their dreams, or they will walk in 
this world as though they were dead. And in a way, they are dead. Dead to their dreams and destinies 
that I have planted in their being from before Time." 
 
"But so many numb-out with media, music, and films; entertainments of all sorts. They numb-out, 
because the precious thing I planted in them has been put in the casket of unimaginative cultural 
norms and impossibilities. And then it is buried. It has long since died and been put to rest." 
 
"But in their hearts, there is unrest. 'What have I not done?' they ask. My answer? 'You have not 
listened very carefully. You have not heard Me. If you had heard Me, you would not be in this place of 
uncertainty and conformity. You would be pursuing your dream.'" 
 
"I want My children, My lambs, and My sheep to know beyond a shadow of a doubt: you are fearfully 
and wonderfully made. And in your very DNA lies your destiny, which I have brought forth for a time 
such as this. Dream bigger, My people--dream bigger!" 
 
"I do not mean a television ministry and fame. I mean that deeply hidden secret desire to live a life so 
very different from what you are now living. A life lived 'outside of the box.'" 
 
"'It's not practical.' people will say. And will you swallow that, and walk away from your dreams to lead 
a lukewarm, wishy-washy life? Or will you strike out in faith and follow the dream, no matter what it 
costs you? Some of you can see your destinies in your childhood and growing up; things happened 
that left a deep impression." 
 
"You remember, Clare, how you used to feed people? That was a foreshadowing of your hands-on 
ministry providing food for the poor--and not just any old food, but really choice food. Do you 
remember how you took time with the hurting and the misunderstood? Do you recall the long and 
deep conversations about truth and life? You were so lost and searching. It was very disappointing for 
you, to have the answers you didn't get from clergy." 
 
"You hungered and sought to know the Truth: what's beyond the face of the ordinary? Truly, IS there 
a God? And who is He? A vapor, a force, impersonal, unknowable?" 
 
"Do you remember the pain that caused you? Existentialism and no concrete answers, only more 
desolation and darkness--everywhere you turned. Truly these were the things that you longed to 
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know, but did not find in every godless spirituality of the world. Journey after journey and nothing but 
blind alleys. Dead ends." 
 
"And now you have found Me--or rather, accepted Me. For I have been with you throughout your life. 
And driven by the pain of not knowing the Truth, your heart is to share Me with searching aching 
hearts. This is your journey's end. Whether it be in song or writing, you have found your mission in 
life: to bring My love to others. A personal, pure, yet intimate love where souls can find their peace in 
Me. Their meaning--in ME. Their life - in ME." 
 
"My children, for those of you who are hurting and longing to know, look deeply into your hearts. What 
has been your deepest desire and driving force? What has brought you the greatest joy in your life? 
Not the fleeting joys of obtaining an object--but a profound joy of knowing you just did something that 
brought you a certain kind of fulfillment you've always longed for." 
 
"My people, the answer is within your heart, and a response to the needs of others. Look for that 
combination and act on it. Find a way to help and bring others to Me and pursue that." 
 
"You may even start very small, collecting food from the market and passing it out to those living in 
the park. Listen to their concerns, spend time with them, pray for them and share from your own 
substance. Find a way to make your life count bringing Me to others, whether it be food or prayer or 
music. Give it to others generously and I will increase you. I will show you the way while you are 
serving even in the littlest endeavors." 
 
(Clare) Lord, some people ask me if they should go to school and get a degree in theology. I have 
seen the disastrous results of that. They learn about the Bible, but do not know God. They become 
worldly, building programs to grow churches - worldly churches - but haven't a clue as to who You 
are. 
 
(Jesus) "University is not necessary. Anointing, compassion and love are necessary. I will provide 
ALL these things. Unless I specifically lead you to Bible College, you can be equipped right where you 
are by simply going about doing good, studying Scripture, praying. Praying for others and seeking Me. 
Trust Me that I reward good wills. You cannot out-give Me. If you prove by your sincerity that you want 
with all your heart to serve Me, start with what you already have and add to that. I will do all the rest. 
Learning brings pride; charity edifies." 
 
"It is much easier to turn a moving ship than one standing still in the water. Once you are underway, 
you are moving and focused on helping others. One thing leads to another. Then I will drop little hints 
in your heart and begin to lead you deeper and deeper." 
 
"Up until three years ago, Ezekiel and Clare devoted their lives to finding hungry families and feeding 
them. People recognized the value they had in bringing Me to the community, and they began to 
support them. They also had prayer groups, where Ezekiel led worship and Clare taught." 
 
"You have a gift; use it. You have the ability to pray, to listen and encourage; use it. Find a way to live 
selflessly and bring Me to those you encounter." 
 
"Stay in My Word and bring that Word to the hungry. Not with condemnation, but with encouragement 
- and if necessary, very gentle correction. But you must be aware that you are dealing with souls that 
have been brow-beaten and told they were worthless from birth - and they see Me as just another 
judge who condemns them. They do not see My unconditional love, My understanding and 
compassion. And that I am totally FOR them. I do NOT condemn them. I am for them, and for their 
good. And I have a future for them." 
 
"You - show this to them. They hunger for it. Bring it to them, make it come alive. Whether it is in a 
loaf of bread, a song, an encouraging word - makes no difference. Feed My lambs and My sheep that 
wander the hillsides with no one to care for them. I will anoint you to do it. Feed them and I will be with 
you." 
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Message 610: Jesus says... Cut off the Noise of the World & Receive the 

Gift to hear Me 
 
 
April 2, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank you, Jesus, for Your patience and compassion with me. Please make us all stronger in 
the face of adversity and storms. And make us more clever than the enemies of our souls, who set us 
up to sin. And grant us the courage and resolve to choose what is right. Always... Amen. 
 
Jesus began... ―Clare, self-pity is one way the enemy entices you to sin. ‗Poor you! You need comfort, 
consolation. Surely your loving God will not be offended if you...‘ do so-and-so. That line of logic is 
from Satan. And if you are wise, and truly from the heart want to grow into holiness, you will 
remember that and not buy into it." 
 
―Oh, Clare, we have gone over this subject so many times. You and beauty - and your temptations to 
beautify your surroundings. And I do understand. I feel so tenderly for you, Clare. Truly, I do 
understand." 
 
"That is why I have made Heaven so accessible to you. You may go there anytime. You could be 
sitting in a garbage dump and still be delighted by the fragrances of Heaven, walking with Me. You 
must learn to live in the invisible realm that is the REAL world. What you have down here is only 
temporary and will never fully satisfy you." 
 
(Clare) Plus, it comes with all these hooks and glitches! 
 
(Jesus) Did I not take you to the tiny rivulet running from the fourth waterfall and sit with you, enjoying 
the tiny violets?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, You did Lord! 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, truly I did. That‘s why they are there - so you won‘t set your heart on earthly violets, but 
enjoy everything about them in your own Garden. Let‘s go there together more often. This is where I 
need you to find your rest. It is in this place you find your rest and consolation - in Me. Because I have 
created this tiny pleasure to embrace you as I wash away the misery of this Earth." 
 
"Please, let‘s do this together more often. Even every day is not too much. You will stay far more 
balanced this way." 
 
"When you dwell in My heart, you have found the opening to paradise and Heaven. You need only 
dwell in My Heart, waiting for Me, loving Me, so that I may open the door for you. Once the door is 
open, you may return over and over again. Not only that, but you will establish relationships with 
those you meet in Heaven and they will be forever friends - as there are no dimensions separating 
you. It is merely a matter of you honing your perceptions to be very, very finely tuned to be able to 
receive from Me and My Spirit - and communicate." 
 
"Do you understand this? My Spirit permeates and holds together all of creation. There is nothing He 
does not know or cannot transmit, once it comes into being; it permeates the entire universe. It is 
merely a matter of your fine-tuning your mind." 
 
"This is why, My children, I tell you to withdraw from earthly entertainment. Withdraw your senses 
from this gross form of communication, because it dulls your ability to hear Me and My Spirit. What 
amazing things you will see and understand when you learn to reject the world‘s continual 
manipulative broadcasts! Especially fear broadcasts that are so disturbing to spiritual perception that 
they literally make you deaf. Why do you suppose the media is flooded with crass, carnal and violent 
stories, sights, sounds? Because they dull your senses and prevent you from hearing Me." 
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―Try this experiment. Turn off all the movies, loud and worldly music. Stay away from the city. Listen to 
very quiet, soothing music - such as Clare‘s dwelling music, or recordings of birds and water. Cut off 
your sensory perception, including reading and pictures from all of this. And after a week, see how 
much clearer your prayer life becomes." 
 
"And another hint... Seek the wee small hours of the morning, where there is much more clarity, since 
the invisible buzz of the world‘s communications are also mostly silent. Become sensitive and you will 
see a major difference in your ability to hear Me." 
 
(Clare) Well, Lord, that's very interesting. Because I remember when I was in a cabin in the Pocono 
wilderness with my husband and four children. With only a little holy music. No internet, no 
communications outside - but long walks in the woods. Then we came into a bustling town and all of a 
sudden, my mind was hit with an inaudible, naked-to-the-ear FLOOD... Ocean... Tsunami of noises 
and disturbances that were so painful to my head. Very disorienting. None of that was in the silence of 
the forest, but once we were out in ‗civilization‘ it was unbearable. 
 
(Jesus) "And to this day, you are sensitive. And it‘s no mistake that you are living in an adobe house, 
because this protects you from a rash of electronic noises. Nonetheless, night-time is the most 
peaceful. That is why I wake many of you up in the wee small hours of the morning; you are hearing 
and receiving most clearly then." 
 
"My people, so many of you are starving and yearning to experience Me. I am continually talking to 
you, but you cannot hear, because you have drowned out My voice with the voice of the World. Do 
not be afraid to be alone or silent. Relish this time, because it is then that you will hear Me most 
clearly." 
 
"Now I ask of you: reach out. Touch My Heart with your plea to hear Me. I wish to impart this gift to 
you, but with it must come self-control and developing an exclusive ear for My voice. I will anoint you 
with this gift now - if you will but ask. Time and space mean nothing. As you are reading this, cry out 
to Me and I will give it to you. It is My heart‘s desire to have this relationship with all of you. It is yours 
for the taking." 
 
"Receive, and now put into practice the discipline of silence and cut out the cacophony of the world. I 
love you tenderly. Receive this gift from Me now." 
 
 
 
 

Message 611: Jesus says... This Hour is super-critical, stand with Me in 

the Gap 
 
 
April 6, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "You know I am with you. You know you can never out-give Me. You know I love you 
and Ezekiel. Is this too much to ask of you, Clare? I know it seems that way sometimes, but you're 
doing your part. And it is so important to Me. And thus far, have I not given you the strength you need 
from day to day?" 
 
"Don't worry about music. I promise you that your time will come. You have tended to Me in My 
infirmities. My Body. (And there He means by husband, Ezekiel.) Lying there in your bed. Broken. 
Wounded. Weak and stripped. You've been faithful about what was most important. I will be faithful to 
sustain you and your whole crew. You have nothing to fear or worry about, Clare. All is covered for 
you." 
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"And I speak to your hearts, Dear ones. All of you have a part to play in this. Your prayers ascending 
with hers and Ezekiel's and Carol's and Mine. And all the prayer team. Your prayers added together 
are an important part of what I am doing. And while you don't see or understand it right now, what you 
suffer for My sake is vastly more powerful than anything you could do through the ministry that I've 
given you or chosen for you to do. Music. Painting. Writing. All forms of expression do not hold a 
candle to intercession, backed by suffering. This is tremendous personal loss! And you're giving it with 
great love." 
 
"Know, also, that the Cloud of Witnesses IS with you, cheering you on. Watching your struggles. 
Crying out on your behalf. And We (The Holy Trinity) hear their prayers." 
 
"Though they cannot suffer in Heaven as they could have on Earth, their hearts are also torn, seeing 
the dramas unfold every day. And no tear or cry of theirs goes unnoticed by My Father and I. And as I 
have taught you before: one authentic sigh of your heart and the incense of prayer goes up to the 
Throne, where My Father responds by sending Grace." 
 
"Holy Spirit permeates all of Creation. Each soul that cries out comes before My Father in Heaven, 
even as I, too, cry out! You are not alone in your sufferings and battles. For when one member of the 
Body suffers, all suffer." 
 
"I have put the Body together, giving greater honor to the parts that lacked it. So, there should be no 
division in the Body, but that it's parts should have equal concern for one another. If one part suffers, 
every part suffers with it. If one part is honored, every part rejoices with it." 
 
"And again, ‗When the Lamb opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had 
been slain for the Word of God. And for the testimony they had upheld. And they cried out in a loud 
voice, 'How long, O Lord Holy and True, until You judge those who live on the Earth and avenge our 
blood?' That's Revelation 6:10 
 
"That was a personal prayer they cried out for Me to avenge their blood." 
 
(Clare) And at that point, I had a question. I said, 'But Lord. Aren't those who have shed their earthly 
tent no longer part of the Body?' 
 
Then He quoted 1 Corinthians 12:27... Now, you are the body of Christ and each of you is a member 
of it. - "So, where is that written, Clare? That you cease to be part of the Body of Christ when you're in 
Heaven?" 
 
(Clare) I don't know, Lord. It's just a tradition accepted... 
 
―In error. It's in error. Are not all My apostles busy about My work in Heaven? Have they ever ceased 
to be a part of the Body? Are they not still functioning as apostles? Is it not written in that same place 
'Now you are the Body of Christ and each of you is a part of it. And God has placed in the church first 
of all apostles, prophets, teachers, miracles, gifts of healing, helping, guidance and all different kinds 
of tongues.'" 
 
"I tell you the Truth, Clare. And for all of you who will accept it. How can Peter, James, John and Paul 
still be apostles and NOT be aware of what is happening on Earth in the Church? Do you think they 
suffer when they see what's happening on the Earth? Do you think they cry out? Of course, they do. 
Once an apostle—always an apostle. For better or for worse. Everyone in Heaven is serving the 
needs of those on Earth, in one way or another, until My Kingdom is finally established on Earth." 
 
"So, until that happens, all groan inwardly with Me in what I suffer watching the corruption and sin on 
the Earth. That groan is recorded by the angels as a prayer. As it is written: ‗In the same way, the 
Spirit helps us in our weaknesses. We do not know how we ought to pray, but the Spirit Himself 
intercedes for us with groans too deep for words.'" 
 
"The bottom line, Clare. When you groan over the plight of another, you just called upon the Father to 
assist them. In short, you have prayed for them. So, all who groan in Heaven have sent forth prayers. 
If not, explicit verbally, in the form of groans. And the Father hears them." 
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"I have told you before, you will be denounced and hated for this teaching. But what is that to you? 
You are already hated. As long as I am happy with you, Clare, pay no mind to the detractors. If you 
understand these things and put them into practice, blessed will you be." 
 
(Clare) Well, Lord — how do we put them into practice? 
 
(Jesus) "For now, it is enough for you to know and be aware of. The enemy has many counterfeits 
and before I complete this teaching for you to share, I will speak of these things — that you not be led 
astray by doctrines of demons, or so-called reformers who lacked understanding." 
 
"My precious Daughter, all Christians in Heaven or on Earth are crying out to the Father in this hour. 
That what is good will triumph over the insidious evils of the past. And when I say 'all' on Earth and in 
Heaven — I do mean ALL." 
 
"But for you now, My People, rend your hearts in supplication, for the hour is super-critical. And I need 
you all. And I need all you can give for Me to deliver this Evil. These are the feet and toes of iron and 
clay My prophet Daniel talked about. They exist now in this time, but they are being restrained until 
My Father determines. And then they will oppress and rule the Earth." 
 
"You are to stand in the gap, NOW, to prevent this until the appointed Hour— that it does not come 
prematurely. Indeed, it is already past. But the Mercy cried out from the Blood of the slain and 
suffering on this Earth, My Father has heard these prayers and extended the time. And has appointed 
you, and all who care, to stand in the gap until that fateful Hour." 
 
"In the meantime, thousands who were going to Hell, have been and will be converted and added to 
the Kingdom. Persevere, My Daughter. Persevere. Do not let the time pass without shedding all your 
tears on Our behalf." 
 
"Travail, My People. Travail. This Hour is critical." 
 
 
 
 

Message 612: Jesus elucidates... The Benefit of a Trial & The growing 

Holiness 
 
 
April 9, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... I was pondering the extreme difficulties of the past two days, and the Lord illuminated a 
thought in my mind. It had to do with the benefits of these trials. Things that we don't normally think of. 
'Thank you, Lord, for revealing to us the hidden things of Your will. It makes it so much more 
bearable.' 
 
Jesus began... "Nothing I allow is without a purpose. All will rebound to My Glory. Why do you weep, 
Child? Why do you mourn? Even as the song lyrics playing now say, 'It's All About You, Jesus. And all 
of this is for You. For Your glory and Your name. It's not about me. As if You should do things MY 
way. You alone are God and I surrender to Your will."' (Beautiful song by Charlotte Laystrom ... It's All 
About You ... Song at the end) 
 
"Do you not know that I write straight with crooked lines? Would I allow these sorrowful difficulties if 
they did not serve a purpose in My Divine Plan? Would you be surprised if I told you I ordained them 
for your mutual sanctification?" 
 
"While I am not the author of evil, I do allow tests in your life. Evil, sickness or suffering comes from 
the demons, who wait in line eagerly, expecting an opening where I will give permission. That you 
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suffer is not necessarily a sign or symptom of sin or unbelief. You've prayed many times, and seen 
restoration and miracles. So, the issue is not your faith, Clare." 
 
"He has been healed many times with your prayers. So, the issue is not with his faith, either. What 
then?" 
 
"Hidden sin? Does not he confess and repent regularly, those things I convict him of? Do you not also 
confess and repent? Why, then, is this severe trial being allowed you?" 
 
"Could it be that I'm forming you and allowing this to shape you more perfectly? Could it be that your 
sufferings are relieving the plight of others? Perhaps even preventing the assassination of your 
President? Or even events you never, in your wildest imagination, dreamt of?" 
 
"Oh, Clare. I heard you so loud and clear last night, when you asked Me to release you both from this 
trial. I heard. I felt. I grieved. I experienced ALL you felt and My heart was full of compassion." 
 
"And My Father's heart, when you cried out to Him. Was He deaf to your pleas? No, Clare. He was 
right there beside you, travailing even as you travailed. You are His precious Creation. Returned to 
Him from far, far away, as you wandered in your life through the world. He was not deaf. Not any 
more than He was deaf to My cry on Calvary: My God. My God! Why have You forsaken Me?" 
 
(Clare) And I want to share with you dear ones, that last night I did ask the Lord to release us. It has 
become too much. Ezekiel had offered his life for the world, our country and Donald Trump and his 
family. But he confided in me last night... 'I am so, so sorry. I didn't know or consider the cost when I 
offered myself. I didn't consider what it would cost YOU'. 
 
So, I went to the Lord and asked Him... 'Lord. Where is life in this? How can anyone live with this 
suffering? How can I do all You've called me to do, daily, with this devastating pain he suffers?' You 
see, Dear ones, most people in his condition are on morphine. But the doctor will not give him pain 
relief unless he submits to tests. And the Lord has over and over again told us 'no'. Such a simple 
thing. A few tests and he could have pain relief. But Jesus says, 'no'. And we must honor that. 
 
(Jesus) "Yet the Father knew the plan. He knew the glory and release of prisoners this suffering would 
bring, because I agreed and came to Earth. And He did not lessen the blows, Clare. He did not buffet 
the spitting and beatings. He allowed what must take place so that you and every other soul would 
have a chance to be in Heaven with Him. Returned to His bosom. To the very place only they could fill 
for the joys of Eternity." 
 
"And you, having made an offering of your life, over and over again - consented to this trial - and all I 
would use to form you. You do trust Me. But your flesh is indeed weak. That is why We could not give 
in to your request. And have I not strengthened you? Though it is so painfully hard?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. You have. I just feel so bankrupt. 
 
(Jesus) "That, too, is in My plan. Do you trust Me, Clare?" 
 
(Clare) I do. When I'm in my right mind. 
 
(Jesus) "And whether you see or know it, great relief and conversion is coming to souls, because you 
DO trust Me. But most of all, I want everyone to know that nothing I allow in your life is without a very 
specific purpose. And if it were not to your ultimate benefit, I would never allow it." 
 
"I have so much in mind when I allow these things. So much! And you stumbled on one today. You 
will know first-hand what spouses suffer when their mates are very, very sick. And it will give you 
great compassion and deep feelings of wanting to pray for them and relieve them." 
 
"The effectual, fervent prayer of a righteous man avails much." That's James 5:16 
 
"And how can your prayers be effectual and fervent if you've not experienced those terrible pains first-
hand? I'm enlarging your heart, Clare. Oh, don't you see? This is all a part of your training. From your 
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actions, you've proved to Me you're not set on your own will of creating music, messages or any other 
work. Even those requested by Me. You are set on My moment-to-moment will of nursing your 
husband. Which at times requires you to lay down what you were doing - especially when you were 
enjoying it." 
 
"Oh, that has such great benefit, both now and in the times to come. When you faithfully lay down with 
these things, it opens a whole world of grace for others. And sanctifying instruction for our Channel." 
 
"I want you all to grow in holiness, My Heartdwellers. Holiness is not just about being happy with your 
work when you are serving Me, when things go well. Holiness is about being happy to do My will, 
especially when it deprives you of something. I like to have complete control of the helm. And in this 
way, you will always be blown to your destination by the sanctifying winds of Grace that come with 
every trial." 
 
"My Beloved Heartdwellers. I bless you now to go forth in endurance and resolve. Fully aware that 
even the littlest things in your lives have been permitted by Me, and have a very specific purpose. 
Reflect on this when you want to be angry or hurt. And put to rest the anxiety that attacks your peace 
in those moments, reflecting, 'The Lord has a purpose for this. All glory and honor to Him. He, who 
could have easily prevented this, but chose instead to allow it to form me in holiness. Bless Him.'" 
 
"And say to yourselves... 'He's not interested in the little benefit, having all things go my way would 
produce. Rather, He's looking at me as a finished work of Grace and Glory in Heaven.'" 
 
 
 
 

Message 613: Jesus speaks about the Visitation of Saints from Heaven 
 
 
April 13, 2018 - Experience of a Visitation & Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Today, I want to share with you an experience of a young mother of two children. An 
experience she had when she was in prayer. She received a message - just like I hear a message - 
except she received it from one soul in the Great Cloud of Witnesses. 
 
A little history about this young woman. She had a turbulent, but Christian childhood, which was also 
rich in spiritual experiences. She was able to see the guardian angels of different people and having a 
real sensitivity to the Lord, and what was right and what was wrong. 
 
When she left home and went out on her own, she got involved with the wrong crowd and ended up 
having two children with a drug dealer, who grew marijuana in the mountains, and was finally arrested 
and put in prison. She didn't use drugs, but she lived in that seedy environment. 
 
When her relationship broke up with this man, he threatened to kill her and she had to go into hiding 
with her children. At the same time, she came down with a rare form of cancer that spread quickly in 
her body. For ten years, she fought the cancer and felt like dying and giving up many, many times. 
 
Finally, she seemed to be getting a handle on it. And she and I started corresponding. 
 
She had a gift for music that had been suppressed by the turbulent lifestyle she led. And when the 
father of her children poured several six packs of beer on her very expensive keyboard, he destroyed 
it. For 10 years she went without any music at all. 
 
Well I started encouraging her and she was able to get a new keyboard and start playing again. Then 
she got a recording program and started to blossom. 
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She had known Jesus as a little child, but she just recently returned to Him and dove into a very deep 
relationship - in which He spoke to her many times. Appeared to her in many visions and dreams. He 
came to her as a child - the Child Jesus. And she would see herself as a child, as well. And they 
conversed, and He encouraged her with her music. 
 
Lately, she, like the rest of us, had been having a very hard time concentrating and staying in the 
saddle. She was feeling discouraged and fearful and prayed, asking the Lord to give her some kind of 
confirmation and encouragement. 
 
She began to tell me her story... 'Since Friday, I was frustrated, because I felt as though I could not 
concentrate or practice. I was making so many mistakes. I could not seem to focus. Then out of 
nowhere, doubting thoughts ran through my mind. I was for some reason fearful about cancer coming 
back. I was allowing that worry to drip back into my mind, but I have no idea why. I've not worried 
about it for many months. In fact, before these doubts came into my mind, I felt completely focused.' 
 
That's when she had a vision of one of the Great Cloud of Witnesses, Hildegard of Bingen. She came 
to her in the spirit, and began this beautiful, beautiful letter of encouragement. She said... 'With that 
battle (the battle of cancer) you learned who your true friends were, how much your family loves you 
and the power of God's grace. And the power of God's mercy. The secular world means less to you 
now; and you're free from the influence of those who intended to harm you.' 
 
'You have connected once again with humility and a pure joy has been gifted to you. If you hold in 
your heart this feeling and allow the Holy Spirit to flow through you, God's healing energy will always 
be present. Your gifts will be cultivated and fertilized by the inspiration of your love for Christ. Do not 
be frustrated when you feel blocked or uninspired. This is just a sign that Our Lord Jesus wants you to 
come to Him in humility and ask for help. Do not forget that you can't ask too much of Him. He loves 
you, and is stronger than you can possibly imagine.' 
 
'God does not want you to be too judgmental towards yourself. Being humble does not mean you 
compare yourself to those, who you consider to be more talented. Instead, understand that Jesus is 
working with you to become the instrument that He wants you to be.' 
 
'His gift happens in His time. Stop rushing yourself; it will only cause you more frustration. When you 
doubt God's plan for you, you allow the enemy in. Satan plants those doubts to try and break you from 
the path that God has intended for you. Through the holy Name of Jesus Christ our Lord, repel the 
demons of doubt. Jesus is our deliverer. Demons cannot survive His presence.' 
 
'Child, this is the message you are intended to hear. This doubt is not of God. It is a demon of Doubt 
sent by Satan. He hates that you have chosen the path God has intended for you. He will never stop 
attacking you. Remember the prayers that invoke the Pure and Divine power of Jesus' Name. Only 
He can dispel the impurity that seeps from this disturbing and interrupting demon.' 
 
And that was the end of Hildegard's message to her. 
 
Jesus began... "Make no mistake about it. The enemy has stolen much of what I wanted to give you, 
through the misunderstanding Religious spirits generate in the minds of faithful Christians. When you 
come to be with Me, you will be astounded by the amount of grace you were deprived of." 
 
"Demons were assigned to influence those who lacked a depth of understanding of Scripture, as well 
as discerning of spirits. They have kept you away from My vessels unto honor, by scaring you into 
thinking those things were demonic. Much of this stems, not from Scripture, but religious tradition and 
men's opinion." 
 
"When I stood upon the Mount of Transfiguration, I declared the Heavens open. And from that time 
forth, a river of manifestations of the Kingdom of Heaven upon Earth began. These are not idle words, 
"The Kingdom of Heaven is at hand" which I spoke in Matthew 12. These, as well as many other of 
My words, were meant to be taken literally." 
 
"But those inspired by fear, needing man-inspired walls and retainers to stay safe, stripped them of 
their true meaning. When I stood upon the Mount, I gave you an example that you should encounter 
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the patriarch's and saints of old, to be strengthened in your journey on this Earth so fraught with 
deadly traps of quicksand and so devoid of encouragement. And so, for My purposes, I permit 
heavenly beings to visit Earth to strengthen you." 
 
"But those desperately lacking in discernment have perverted these visitations, making them a 
'demonic manifestation' in the minds of other Believers." 
 
"Why should Satan have more devices of evil than I have of grace?? Shall I not be permitted to send 
My holy messengers to My struggling Body to be refreshed? If Satan can encourage his evil ones with 
devils, can I not encourage My holy ones with saints?" 
 
"Wake up, Church! This is the time for you to set aside the Pharasee-isms of the past and embrace 
an open Heaven, and receive those I send to you for encouragement - whether they come to you from 
Heaven or as those now on Earth." 
 
"It cost Me all I had to tear that veil open so you would have access to Heaven! Do you not see the 
meaning of that event?" 
 
"Many of you know beyond a shadow of a doubt that loved ones have been present to you after their 
passing into Heaven. You know that you know that you know the presence of your mother, whose 
spirit has been set free in Heaven. You know that it is your mother and not a masquerading demon." 
 
"Well, you should know also that there are thousands of others angels and saints that are My 
messengers. They come to you in visions and dreams and some have even been seen by the naked 
eye." 
 
"And if you turn them away, because you are just too lazy to learn how to discern, and you prefer the 
status quo errors of the past - then it's your loss." 
 
"For those who will accept this revelation, I bless you with keener discernment than you have ever 
had in this life." 
 
"For those who question, I encourage you to pray for clarification and confirmation, and it shall be 
given unto you." 
 
"For those who reject and scorn this Truth, you will be held accountable for every error you teach. I 
would rather that you sincerely seek Me and be willing to find out you were in error, because those 
good men and women who taught you were also in error. But you do not have to continue in the same 
error. You are being given the opportunity to discover for yourself whether what I have said here is 
true or false." 
 
"In any case, I will always love you and never forsake you. I just wish for you to have all the tools I left 
you with on this Earth for your sanctity and the Harvest of souls." 
 
 
 
 

Message 614: Jesus says... Set aside the Opinions of Men & Rely on Me 

alone 
 
 
April 18, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Dear Jesus, thank You for giving me the faith to pass by that big temptation to rely on doctors, 
but rather to cling to You and Your promises. Thank You, Lord. Please continue to strengthen our 
faith... Amen. 
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Well, a few days ago, I went in to check on Ezekiel and the sound of his breathing bothered me very 
much — and I gave into fear. Interestingly enough, I had made an appointment with a doctor months 
ago, and the very next day was that appointment. I didn't realize it until I checked my messages. I 
thought to myself... 'How timely. Now we‘ll really get all this cleared up and straightened out.' 
 
Here we go again with my flesh! But the next morning when I woke up, the very moment I woke, my 
very first thought was, ‗What if the Lord really doesn‘t want you going to that doctor and getting all 
those tests? Are you willing to obey? And what if you go, and it turns out to be a disaster... and 
something you couldn‘t afford, anyway?‘ Well. I jumped up and ran to Ezekiel, who was wide-awake, 
and said... 'Honey, I don‘t think the Lord wants this.' He let out a big sigh of relief and said... 'I‘m so 
glad you see that. No, He doesn‘t. He wants us totally reliant on Him.' 
 
Jesus began... "I cannot even begin to tell you the horrors you would have encountered if you had 
gone ahead with your plan, Clare. Men know so very little about the human body, let alone the 
spiritual realities that affect it. You would have given up the perfection you receive in My care for him, 
in exchange for batteries of painful tests you could never afford—and you know how I feel about being 
'on the system'." 
 
"If I cannot take care of My own, what kind of omnipotent God am I? And I know you asked that 
question, finally, when you woke up. Oh, blessed sleep!" 
 
"Dear ones, do you know what we do together when you sleep? Oh, you are very busy at night getting 
instruction and even ministering to others. I do not permit you to remember most of it, because you 
are still too vulnerable to Pride. It is safe to keep the King‘s secrets between the two of you hidden." 
 
"But I do spend time with you at night when you sleep. I do instruct and brief you and I even heal your 
broken hearts at night. That is why you can go to bed feeling so badly and awake feeling happy and 
refreshed, and back on track. I cherish you, and I know how very difficult this vale of tears is. I do not 
leave you on your own, but I come to comfort you." 
 
―I wish for you all to set aside the opinions and views of men, more and more every day, in favor of 
My instruction to you. Then, when the enemy threatens you with all sorts of fears, you can stand 
strong—because you are used to relying on My words to you, not theirs. And am I not always faithful 
in what I promise you?" 
 
"I will tell you a secret. The more you rely on Me, the greater your faith will grow and move into 
operation in all circumstances. When there is nothing more to be done by men, then it is My turn. And 
the sooner you arrive at that conclusion, the more peaceful and productive your lives will be." 
 
"Oh, dear ones, I want you to watch ever so closely, every day when there is a decision to be made. 
Be ever so careful. I see when you are tempted to give in to the advice of men, even influential and 
well-educated men who pressure you. I see when you brush their counsel aside, and go instead with 
My promises to you. And oh, how overjoyed I am to behold your growth! The greater the stakes, the 
greater the temptation to give in to human reasoning. I understand this well, but I also know what I am 
storing up for you, willing to give you when you do make the right decision." 
 
"Cling to Me in every trial. Cling to Me. Memorize My faithful words to you. Call out for strength and I 
will give it to you. You cannot overcome many of these trials alone, on your own; truly you need My 
empowerment from moment to moment. The devil is very clever and unless you cling to Me with all 
your heart, strength and mind — he will mislead you." 
 
"I impart this to you now — those of you who hunger for this. Be it unto you, even as you believe. And 
never stop climbing, reaching, believing, waiting on My faithfulness. For I will never abandon you." 
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Message 615: Jesus speaks about Copyright, Muslim Nations &  How 

self-defeating imminent Rapture Warnings can be 
 
 
April 19, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Regarding sharing Dreams about the imminent Rapture 
 
(Clare) 'How do I approach this, Jesus?' 
 
Jesus answered... "State clearly what I have told you and yes, do ask that question. (I had a question 
in my mind.) ‗What have you gotten done in the five years you've postponed your life waiting for the 
Rapture?‘" 
 
(Clare) Ooops! So, in other words, if people who were persecuting our Channel for saying that the 
Rapture had been delayed for three years, and every day they're waiting for the Rapture to come. 
What have they gotten done? What did you do with your gifts? How have you served the Lord? 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, I DO want you to speak up about this, Clare. We are at the same exact point now that 
we were at 5 years ago, and there is still too much to do. I wish for My prophets to have a wider 
worldview and to understand that salvation is taking place right now in the thousands, because people 
are out laboring in the fields." 
 
"Place ten people side-by-side — same age, same commitment level to Me, same education and 
cultural economic background — and present them with this message. Line them up in a row and 
declare... 'The Rapture is Imminent'. Now, stand back and watch what they do. You will see that nine 
will react in fear and begin building their shelters, laying up food, warning their relatives and so on. 
You will see one walk away and go into the mission field or ministry to help with the Harvest of souls." 
 
"Now, place 10 more people more or less of equal value and commitment and tell them, 'The Rapture 
is postponed for 4-6 years'. Watch what they do. One will go home saying 'Cool!' and play their video 
games, thinking they have all the time in the world. Six will begin to question... 'Lord, since we have 
that much time left, what can I do for you?' And three will go into accelerated drive and put their 
dreams for My Kingdom as their only priority in life." 
 
"I tell you the truth... these continual Rapture warnings, if not presented properly, drive people into 
fear and self-preservation — which causes them to abandon their dreams and gifts in favor of taking 
care of loved ones who will not be taken. Speaking mathematically, one out of ten will launch forward 
to bring more into the Kingdom. The other nine will turn inward to their own families and prepare." 
 
"What I do want is everyone swinging into action, using the gifts they have as they are given 
opportunity, and as with you, Clare — honing their skills. Do you see how self-defeating urgent 
warnings can be?" 
 
"Those waiting for the Rapture will not be busy about My business when I come, and they may very 
well be left behind. Those working hard while they still have time will be rewarded with a flight to 
Heaven." 
 
"There are many rooftop sitters who will go through the great Tribulation, because they were not 
clothed for the wedding feast — and there was no oil in their lamps, because they were living for 
themselves. This is the great danger here." 
 
(Clare) Lord, so, how do we proceed? 
 
(Jesus) "Just as I have taught you. You have very little time left, but enough to do what's been 
assigned and even cultivate new talents and put them to work to save souls." 
 
"The Muslim nations are crying out for truth. They are disenchanted because of ISIS; they have 
serious doubts and concerns about what the Koran teaches. And some even wonder if the Christian‘s 
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God IS the One True God. But there's no Christian there to tell them, because they are all at home 
working on their shelters and trying to get their families prepared." 
 
"I have told you what qualifies a soul for the Rapture. It can be summed up in one sentence... Love 
the Lord thy God with all your heart, all your strength. And Love you brother as yourself. In other 
words, think as I think. Comfort the poor, the lost, the sick with My comfort, My words and prayers. 
And live for others, not for yourself. Then you will resemble Me when I return and I will recognize you 
as My Bride immediately." 
 
"Do you see? The affluent, self-preoccupied Christians will be nowhere in sight, because they are at 
home serving themselves. But those who are out and about, expending themselves for others, those I 
will see and take immediately." 
 
(Clare) Now, that doesn't mean that if you are affluent, you will be left behind. What He's trying to say 
is that, if you are affluent and self-serving, then you may very well be left behind. You can be affluent 
and serve others. There's nothing stopping this. 
 
(Jesus) "And a word to warn you about this, Those who have built up edifices and international 
ministries based purely on their love for their brother — I will take. Those who have built up edifices 
and international ministries based on the dollar and their fame — will be left behind." 
 
"Many in that day will say to Me... 'But I prophesied in Your Name, Lord! I healed the sick, I cleansed 
the leper!' And I will answer them... 'Depart from Me you evil doers. I do not know you.'" 
 
"Why? Because they were serving themselves and making empires out of their ministries. And yes, 
they oppressed the smaller ministries who tried to take their words and share them around the world." 
 
"Even as you have experienced lately, Clare. Do you understand, this is an abomination to Me?" 
 
(Clare) What He's talking about here is that a very prominent ministry, who I had lifted a section of 
video from one of their video presentations. And I had put it on my Channel - of course, crediting 
them. When they found it, they gave me a 'strike' against my Channel. And strikes are serious. You 
get three of them and you're banned from YouTube. Period. So, yeah - I would have expected this 
from a Satanist... But from a minister? I was really devastated. I don't mind telling you, it hurt me bad. 
I walked around for two days with a hole in my gut. I just couldn't believe a minister could do that to 
another ministry. Of course, the video came down. The Lord goes into this at greater depth here. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, even as you have experienced lately, Clare. Do you understand, this is an abomination 
to Me? You were given a strike on YouTube by one of these ministries that could have endangered all 
your videos on YouTube." 
 
"Why? Because you did not get their permission to share My words. This is a travesty." 
 
"When I anoint a minister, 'his' words are no longer his; they belong to My Holy Spirit. This is Simony 
— selling the anointing — and it is detestable to Me. These men and women do not need an income 
from My words. They are already quite wealthy from donations. Why do they want to control My words 
to them? Are they not Mine to be shared without cost or restriction? But they are blinded by the God 
of this world, money, and corporate procedures — which are fine for Caesar‘s palace, but an 
abomination in the House of God. They are the Temple of the Living God." 
 
"Oh, Clare, so much will be exposed at the Rapture, when these massive ministries are left behind in 
weeping and gnashing of teeth. Because they did not do My will; they harnessed My word for filthy 
lucre. It will indeed be a sad day when their shame is exposed." 
 
"I love everyone one of them dearly, but when they are ruthlessly persecuting My little ministers who 
hear My voice in their messages, and want to pass that on to their little circle. And they take legal 
action against them? Oh, My Heart is grieved! They are blind and do not see what they are doing. Oh, 
pray that their blindness will be healed and they will see, and understand and repent, before it is too 
late for them." 
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"What shall I say to the members of their ministries left behind? What shall I say? ‗You have been 
ministers of the dollar, not of the Word. Freely I gave; freely you were to give. But you did not. In your 
greed, you withheld My words from the little ones who could do you no harm and do Me only good. 
Great good by repeating what was imparted from Heaven." 
 
"It will be a very sad day for the angels in Heaven at that time, because they ministered in your 
services and conferences, and so many you touched will be with Me because they were not corrupted 
by your practice." 
 
"Yes, your teachings were fine. But the way you lived your lives — oppressing others and controlling 
the words inspired by Me — that was an abomination not to be taught to anyone. And you may thank 
Me that so few know of your sin. Otherwise they, too, would have followed your example." 
 
"That indeed is what I will say to them in the secret place when they come to be with Me." 
 
(Clare) Uh oh! I said... 'Oh Lord, I need to change the copyright information on all my books. They put 
standard copyrights in them and I thought I had told everyone putting books together that they were to 
be free to copy or distribute at no charge without my permission. I don't know how that happened.' 
And that's basically it. You're welcome to use my music, my writings, my teachings - anything the Lord 
has given me to share with you. Freely. You can use it, freely. Just don't charge money for it. That's 
my only stipulation. You can copy it, reproduce it, store it and do whatever you want. 
 
(Jesus) "This is something you need to address in the future, Clare. You must be very careful. Though 
you have publicly stated that and put free downloads on your website, you still need to explicitly say 
that they are free to use without charging any money or obtaining your permission. You see, they 
already have My permission to copy what I have given you. What you have shared stopped belonging 
to you when you gave your life to Me. Now all that you do is free to the whole world, because it came 
from My Heart going to their heart. Please see to it that is corrected." 
 
(Clare) I will, Lord. I'm so sorry. 
 
(Jesus) "Well, I did not wish to beat anyone here. But I wanted to call your attention to a worldly 
practice that hurts others. Every one who thirsts, come to the waters; And you who have no money 
come, buy and eat. Come, buy wine and milk without money and without cost." Isaiah 55:1 
 
 
 
 

Message 616: Jesus speaks about Wasting Time & Demands of the 

World 
 
 
April 20, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) May you all be enriched by the sweetness of Jesus as you listen to this, and know that He has 
done for me what He wishes to do for you. You are so precious to Him! And these dialogues are for 
the purpose of demonstrating that to you, dear family. When I came into prayer tonight, it was with a 
heavy heart. I had allowed distractions into my life that were eating my time like locusts buzzing a ripe 
field of wheat. I felt such conviction and futility and was truly ashamed of myself. When Jesus 
approached me in a tuxedo, and I saw myself in an evening gown suddenly... everything came spilling 
out and all I could do was cry. 
 
Jesus began... "Oh, how I have wanted to talk to you, Clare. All this pain and sorrow, for nothing. Just 
for nothing. I know what you‘re feeling and going through. I understand it all and we are going to come 
out of it. Now. You have your priorities set in your heart, you see that your flesh is taking too much 
from your life. How I want to extricate you from this pit, Dearest. Will you cooperate with Me?‖ 
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(Clare) Help me, Lord. I want to cooperate with You. 
 
(Jesus) "Are you at the end of your end yet?" 
 
(Clare) I think I am pretty close. 
 
(Jesus) "More circumcision, more releasing the foolish things. You try to fit them in, but they take far 
more time than you have to give them." 
 
(Clare) And what He's talking about here is, sometimes someone is sick or doesn't show up for work, I 
end up doing menial things instead of just ignoring them. And waiting for them to pick up on it the next 
day. But really, I've got to be so much more focused on music than on this stuff. And also on His 
messages to you. 
 
(Jesus) "This calls for more self-control in your life. More release of the foolish things. Are you with 
Me? The enemy has buffeted you with your own self-will and caused you to form habits. Once they 
work on you for long enough, they don‘t have to continue to do so — they only keep an eye on you to 
make sure you are still wasting time." 
 
(Clare) Wow! That's a revelation. 
 
(Jesus) "But for the most part, they leave off with that work, since you‘re chasing your own tail under 
your own compulsion and habit. They just revisit to cause you to go further and further into it and 
make sure you don‘t get out." 
 
"But I am removing that influence from your life and all you need to do is say, 'NO. I have better things 
to do with Jesus.'" 
 
"Because we do things together," He continued. "That is, the things that matter to Me, we do together. 
The other things — flights and fancies — you do on your own. Doesn‘t it feel badly when you know 
you are wasting time?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. It feels very badly. Lately I so relate to Paul. He said... 'I do not understand what I 
do. For what I want to do, I do not do. But what I hate, I do.' (That's in Romans 7:15) That's interesting 
'cause I got his rhema this morning and I thought, 'Paul. wow. Maybe an intercessor from Heaven.' 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, Clare. You have those looking on at you who truly care for your predicaments and really 
want to help you — both by the example of their lives in history. And to pray for you. You don't even 
have to ask for prayer. They just observe your situation and their hearts are moved to pity." 
 
(Clare) Lord, You just gave me that Rhema and I wondered what it meant... 'My Heart is moved to pity 
for you.' Wow. Now I understand. 
 
(Jesus) "It meant all the things you shed tears about tonight. I have much pity and deep 
understanding of your struggles. It doesn't suffice to say you are much too drawn to the world. You 
have to feel the deep futility of the time you could have been singing and instead you were doing 
something of the flesh. Something someone else could have done if you were more patient." 
 
"But back to what I was saying. You don't have to send a message to Paul through My Holy Spirit. He 
gets it. Because the Great Cloud is completely saturated — for lack of a better word — with My Holy 
Spirit that permeates all of the created world. He looks with compassion on you, Clare. He sees your 
potential. He sees that you are falling the way he fell, doing things that wasted enormous amounts of 
time, and his heart. His loving heart cries out to the Father, 'Lord, help her!' because he wants to see 
you delivered and fulfilling your potential." 
 
(Clare) Oh, Paul, thank you! 
 
(Jesus) "He also received a lot of prayer. He was not perfect, although he desired it with all his heart. I 
had to humble him many, many times through this fault we are discussing. There were times when he 
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ripped his garments in two, because he saw the foolishness of his ways. That is why he has taken up 
your case to pray to the Father for your deliverance." 
 
"So, we are working on this now, aren't we?" 
 
(Clare) Well, I certainly feel the conviction, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "And that's where it begins, Beloved." 
 
"Now, I wanted to dance with you tonight, because above all things, even your function in My Body, 
you are My Bride, My Wife — and I long to comfort you as any good earthly husband would. I want 
you to know how in love I am with you, in spite of all your weaknesses. And I want you to try again, 
Clare, to get ahold of yourself and refuse these distractions." 
 
"Now your enemies are going to flood you with them, because they understand what I am doing. But 
this time, I will not allow it. And what I do allow, will be to give you a hurdle to overcome. In other 
words, there are going to be distractions allowed that you, yourself, will have to exercise great wisdom 
and will-power to overcome." 
 
"But I am with you and My grace is sufficient. You will be able to do this with much resolve. And don't 
forget, the Great Cloud is looking in on this battle and sending up prayers to the Father that you will 
indeed succeed. You couldn't have a better group of intercessors, although the ones you have on 
Earth have the ability to offer sacrifices to increase the power of their prayers." 
 
"Coming to the conclusion that you could be doing so much more for Me is the starting point. And it's 
not just about productivity. I want you to be happy. I know you will be happiest when you share with 
others the marvelous gifts I have given you. And they, too, will be inspired to dig deeper into their 
treasure chest of goodies to see what surprises I have for them." 
 
"It all works seamlessly and synergistically. My Body is as integrated and dependent on all the other 
parts as your physical body is. When one is out of whack, it affects all the others. Isn't it true that 
when you stub your little toe, the pain shoots through your whole body?" 
 
(Clare) Yep, it sure is! In fact, that just happened to me recently, and I walked around all day in pain. 
 
(Jesus) "Well, that's what I am talking about. You are beautifully and wonderfully made — all parts 
fitting together, just as My Body is, with Me as the Head. And so, when one suffers, all suffer." 
 
"Know that I am with you, Clare, and don‘t lose track of My presence—not even for a second. I am 
right here steering and guiding you. Please be responsive, as I am helping you." 
 
"And for all of you, My dear Heartdwellers, who can relate with her plight. I want you to know, beyond 
a shadow of a doubt, I am also with you in the very same way." 
 
"Each of you have unique gifts, and for different reasons, the enemy has taken great trouble to make 
sure they do not get used. So, if you are feeling the pressure of this same thing in your own lives, 
know that I am also with you to pull you out of this pit — hopefully, forever." 
 
"Understand that those closest to you will, at times, be the very ones to put demands on you that will 
steal the time that belonged to Me. There are times you should yield and there are other times you 
must draw a line and state your commitment to Me, and the right to decline the demands of the world 
they are trying to use you for. Many times, their lives are disordered, so they look to you to pick up the 
slack and fix it. There is a difference between being kind and enabling others to continue a lifestyle of 
disorder. I want you to be aware of that and take each distraction on its own merits and choose to be 
faithful to Me, not the world." 
 
"On the other hand, if you have someone sick in your family that needs special attention, and you are 
the only one who can give it — then it is meritorious for you to stop what you are doing and serve 
them. This is very pleasing to Me. But if this becomes a self-serving habit for them, you will have to 
put the brakes on it." 
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"My family, the enemy comes to you under many guises. I also test you under many guises. You must 
learn to call on Me to help you discern those things that you should do and those things you should 
not do. In this way, Satan will not steal hours, days and weeks of your time. So, please. Pay attention 
to what you are doing each day and the time that belongs to Me. Do not compromise or give to any 
other activity. To do this, you must be very serious and crystal clear about the role that I play in your 
life and to whom is your first and greatest allegiance." 
 
"I will reinforce this in your hearts. Listen for My still small voice and prompting." 
 
"I bless you now with the heart to follow Me and to know the difference between the sacred and 
profane, and keep to the high road. Together we shall do marvelous things because you obeyed." 
 
(Clare) Wow! What a timely message! Thank you, Lord. 
 
 
 
 

Message 617: Jesus says... This is about Sanctification & Being crushed 

in Spirit 
 
 
April 23, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... 'Lord? Where are You?' 
 
Jesus answered... "Where am I always? I know this is hard for you. But it is, believe it or not, part of 
the healing process." 
 
(Clare) Ezekiel thought he was doing something good, getting in the pool, Lord. And look what 
happened. He even thought it was pleasing to You. Please, Jesus, say something. 
 
(Jesus) "I love you." 
 
(Clare) Would You please help me get a handle on this?? I know there will always be suffering, but 
please. Can‘t you pass this on to another faithful servant? Preferably someone I don't know?? 
 
(Jesus) "You don‘t really know what I am doing here, Clare. You really don‘t. It‘s not just suffering for 
others. There is sanctification involved, for both of you. It needs to go a bit longer to get everything 
into line, just as I want it. Yet, it is on the decrease and he is beginning to heal. But you know how 
hard these episodes hit you. Part of that is your responsibility to suffer for your sanctification, as well." 
 
"Put the guilt away. What I am doing is much deeper than that. Much deeper, Clare." 
 
"There is a certain seasoning that must take place within your souls — a tempering that only suffering 
brings. It‘s hard to explain to you, but you are moving from a childhood of sorts to the maturity of the 
daughters and sons of God. It is not an easy path. It requires a very deep level of commitment, not to 
be shunned or passed on to another. This is all for your good, or I would not allow it." 
 
(Clare) 'But how do You expect me to create with this kind of oppression, Lord?' 
 
(Jesus) "That, too, is your option — but it is terribly limiting, and that‘s part of the scheme of things. 
How well do you take these limitations? How well do you surrender your rights for the sake of another 
who needs you? Without throwing your hands up in the air and saying... ‗All right then, I‘ll just drop it 
for now.‘ No, that attitude doesn‘t fly, although I have heard your temptation to do that." 
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(Clare) Yeah, the Lord encourages me to work on a song, or work on my voice, or work on the piano. 
Then I get all excited to do that, and then BANG. Something like this happens, as it did with Ezekiel 
today, and I'm just running back and forth between prayer, trying to keep him comfortable, bringing 
everything he needs. So, yeah — there are times I just want to say... 'Forget the music! I'll just crawl 
in a hole and I'll just take care of him. I'm not going to worry about the music‘. But here He's saying 
that that attitude doesn't fly... 
 
(Jesus) "This is more about sanctification, deeper and deeper, to the things that really matter. I will 
say this much... you will never regret this time of suffering, never. Not when you see what it produces 
in both of you. Never will you regret it. Trust Me in this. And in everything else. But especially in this, 
which you just don‘t understand now. You will understand later and thank Me for it." 
 
"My love, for now, just do your best. Write, sing, play - and when you can, as you can. And don‘t feel 
guilty for being crushed in spirit and not being able to do anything but cry. Don‘t feel badly; it‘s ok. You 
have My permission to cry. I just wish you didn‘t have to cry so much." 
 
"All My promises to you are true and this leg of the journey is rough. It the last leg. Or the first leg of 
the next phase. And it sums up everything you have learned so far. It is like defending your doctoral 
thesis; it is, in a way, the culmination of your education, thus far." 
 
"Do not allow yourself to be burdened beyond hope by it. Take note that there are signs of 
breakthrough and improvement and a very, very slow climb upward. But still trials. Trials that 
accomplish a work that cannot be had through any other pathway." 
 
"In the moments you are beside yourself, come to Me just like this — your raw feelings hanging out — 
and let Me comfort you. Allow Me to explain to you what is necessary in this season and encourage 
you to continue on the upward Faith path that you began when we turned a corner." 
 
(Clare) 'Did we turn a corner, Lord? Or was that an illusion? Or just wishful thinking. And You know I 
hate wishful thinking. I am a realist.' 
 
(Jesus) "In all your 'realist' reality, we did turn a corner and begin a climb to his healing and 
restoration. It will be a slow climb and there will be moments when it seems like setback, but they are 
only moments of deeper sanctification and they will soon be fewer and fewer. But you must walk in 
Faith; not by sight." 
 
(Clare) 'But what about lying spirits, Lord?' 
 
(Jesus) "They come and go. When I am allowing an attack for the sake of other souls or world 
situations, it is the real thing. But there is nothing I allow that cannot be repaired instantly. You are 
beginning to understand that you cannot control the length of these episodes by any of your own 
devices — no matter how appropriate." 
 
(Clare) And what He means by that is that, gosh. I prayed the binding prayer - I bind this, I use the 
Routing sword, I do everything I can possibly think of. And no change. So, it makes me feel like... 
‗Golly. MY prayers aren't worth Diddly!‘ But that's not true, I know. It's just that He is saying here that... 
'No matter how appropriate your prayers are, they're not going to 'work', because there's a certain 
length of time this needs to go on. And I'm in control of it.' 
 
(Jesus) "Because I am using each one for a different purpose. One episode may be to prove the 
veracity of My anointing through ordination; another may confirm the power of the sacraments I have 
established through ordination. Another may be to confirm a young soul in the power of his healing 
gift, and to bring into being deeper levels of faith and compassion. Another may be to enlist the 
prayers of others, like the man who visited him in the worst moments and went out to the community 
and gathered many prayers." 
 
"With each episode, there is a truth and a confirmation being stamped and confirmed into reality for 
those present. It is My reality, and I use these moments to accomplish more ends than you can 
fathom, in everyone present. And I want you to remember... Many are called, few are chosen. And 
even fewer respond. No matter how deeply this grieves Our hearts, We will not lessen Our love or 
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charity, nor will We give the devils opportunities for division. Each must choose their own path. 
Whether it is Mine or theirs, still it is free will — and I honor that, no matter how painful." 
 
"So, I have explained much of your cross to you. Now you must take it up and walk with it. However, 
even as Simon, a mere mortal, helped Me carry My cross — so I am with you, Clare, in My Divine 
Power, helping you carry yours. Of this you can be sure. And I know in minute detail every step up 
that hill." 
 
"Persevere in My grace, I will not let you down." 
 
"And for you, My Heartdwelling Family, know that it is no sin to grow weary. As long as you just don‘t 
give up. Come to Me for the strength you need. And I will supply it. That is My promise to you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 618: Chiara said... 'If You want it, Jesus, I want it too' 
 
 
April 24, 2018 - Testimony from Chiara Luce 
 
Clare began... Help us, Lord, to love You as she did. Forgive us for being afraid of suffering for Your 
sake. How very sad we must look to the souls in Heaven who conquered everything for love of You. 
 
Lord, I am not willing... but You can make me willing to be made willing. 
 
Jesus thank you for introducing us to a true saint. A young girl who was passionately in love with You. 
Who had everything to live for in the world, but she felt nothing at all for the world or her own comfort. 
At age nine, she joined the Focolare Movement and received the nickname "Luce" by the founder 
Chiara Lubich. When she was 16 she was diagnosed with osteogenic sarcoma, a painful bone 
cancer. Chiara succumbed to the cancer on October 7, 1990 after a two-year battle with the disease. 
Her motto was... 'If You want it, Jesus, I want it too.' 
 
So this is her story... 
Chiara Badano was born on October 29, 1971, to Ruggero and Maria Teresa Badano in the small 
village of Sassello, Italy. The couple waited and prayed eleven years to have Chiara. They considered 
her to be their greatest blessing. While Ruggero worked as a truck driver, Maria Theresa stayed at 
home to raise Chiara. Chiara grew up with a strong and healthy relationship with her parents, but she 
did not always obey them and would occasionally have fights with them. 
 
One day, Chiara took an apple off a tree in a neighbor's orchard; her mother later recounted the 
event... 
 
"One afternoon, Chiara came home with a beautiful red apple. I asked her where it came from. She 
replied that she had taken it from our neighbor's orchard without asking her permission. I explained to 
her that she always had to ask before taking anything and that she had to take it back and apologize 
to our neighbor. She was reluctant to do this, because she was too embarrassed. I told her that it was 
far more important to own up than to eat that apple. So, Chiara took the apple back to our neighbor 
and explained everything to her. That evening, the woman brought her a whole box of apples saying 
that on that day Chiara had learnt something very important." 
 
Chiara attended her first meeting of the Focolare Movement in September 1980 when she was only 9 
years old. This group, especially its founder Chiara Lubich, had a profound impact on Chiara's life. 
The group focused on the image of the forsaken Christ as a way to make it through difficult times. 
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Chiara later wrote that... "I discovered that Jesus forsaken is the key to unity with God, and I want to 
choose Him as my only spouse. I want to be ready to welcome Him when He comes. To prefer Him 
above all else." 
 
While Chiara was a conscientious student, she struggled in school and even failed her first year of 
high school. She was often teased in school for her strong beliefs and was given the nickname 
'Sister'. 
 
Chiara made several good friends, often going out late at night to have coffee with them. She also 
enjoyed the normal teenage pastimes such as listening to pop music, dancing, and singing. Chiara 
was also an avid tennis player; she also enjoyed hiking and swimming. 
 
During the summer of 1988, when she was 16 years old, she had a life-changing experience in Rome 
with the Focolare Movement. She wrote back to her parents, "This is a very important moment for me: 
it is an encounter with Jesus Forsaken. It hasn't been easy to embrace this suffering, but this morning 
Chiara Lubich explained to the children that they have to be the spouse of Jesus Forsaken." 
 
In the summer of 1988, Chiara felt a sting of pain in her shoulder while playing tennis. At first she 
thought nothing of it, but when the pain continued to be present, she underwent a series of tests. The 
doctors then discovered she had a rare and painful form of bone cancer, osteogenic sarcoma. 
 
In response Chiara simply declared... "It's for you, Jesus; if you want it, I want it, too." 
 
Throughout the treatment process, Chiara refused to take any morphine so she could stay aware. 
She felt it was important to know her illness and pain so she could offer up her sufferings. She said... 
"It reduces my lucidity and there's only one thing I can do now: to offer my suffering to Jesus, because 
I want to share as much as possible in His sufferings on the cross." 
 
During her stays in the hospital, she would take the time to go on walks with another patient who was 
struggling with depression. These walks were beneficial to the other patient but caused Chiara great 
pain. Her parents often encouraged her to stay and rest but she would simply reply... "I'll be able to 
sleep later on." 
 
One of her doctors, Dr. Antonio Delogu, said... "Through her smile, and through her eyes full of light, 
she showed us that death doesn't exist; only life exists." 
 
A friend from the Focolare Movement said... "At first we thought we'd visit her to keep her spirits up, 
but very soon we understood that, in fact, we were the ones who needed her. Her life was like a 
magnet drawing us to her." 
 
Chiara kept her spirits up, even when the harsh chemotherapy caused her beloved hair to fall out. 
When a lock of her hair would fall, Chiara would simply offer it to God saying... 'For you, Jesus'. She 
also donated all of her savings to a friend who was going to do mission work in Africa. She wrote to 
him... 'I don't need this money anymore. I have everything.' 
 
To help prepare her parents for life after she died, Chiara made her parents dinner reservations for 
Valentine's Day after they refused to leave her bedside. She also ordered them to not return until after 
midnight. She also wrote... "Holy Christmas 1990. Thank you for everything. Happy New Year", on a 
Christmas card and hid it among some blank ones for her mother to find later. 
 
While undergoing a painful medical procedure, Chiara was visited by a lady... "When the doctors 
began to carry out this small, but quite demanding, procedure, a lady with a very beautiful and 
luminous smile came in. She came up to me and took me by the hand, and her touch filled me with 
courage." 
 
"In the same way that she arrived, she disappeared, and I could no longer see her. But my heart was 
filled with an immense joy and all fear left me. In that moment, I understood that if we're always ready 
for everything, God sends us many signs of his love." 
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(Clare) Wow. That sounds like someone from the Great Cloud of Witnesses that came to visit her and 
imparted a grace to her. 
 
Chiara's faith and spirit never dwindled, even after the cancer left her unable to walk and a CAT scan 
showed that any hope of remission was gone. In response, she simply said... 'If I had to choose 
between walking again and going to heaven, I wouldn't hesitate. I would choose heaven.' On July 19, 
1989, Chiara almost died of a hemorrhage. Her faith did not falter as she said... "Don't shed any more 
tears for me. I'm going to Jesus. At my funeral, I don't want people crying, but singing with all their 
hearts." 
 
Cardinal Saldarini heard about Chiara's illness and visited her at the hospital. He asked her... "The 
light in your eyes is splendid. Where does it come from?" Chiara simply replied, "I try to love Jesus as 
much as I can." 
 
Before she died, she told her mother... 'Oh Mamma, young people... young people... they are the 
future. You see, I can't run anymore, but how I would like to pass on to them the torch, like in the 
Olympics! Young people have only one life and it's worthwhile to spend it well.' When Chiara realized 
that she was not going to get better, she started to plan for her "wedding" (her funeral) together with 
her mother. She chose the music, songs, flowers, and the readings for the Mass. 
 
She wanted to be buried in her "wedding dress" a white dress with a pink waist, because her death 
would allow her to become the bride of Christ. She told her mother... "When you're getting me ready, 
Mum, you have to keep saying to yourself, 'Chiara Luce is now seeing Jesus.'" 
 
During her final hours, Chiara made her final confession and received the Eucharist. She had her 
family and friends pray with her. Chiara Badano died at 4am on October 7, 1990. She passed with her 
parents at her bedside. Her final words were... "Bye, Mum, Be happy, because I am." 
 
Two thousand people attended her funeral; the mayor of Sassello shut down the town so people 
would be able to attend. 
 
 
 
 

Message 619: Jesus says... I sent her! Chiara's Visit & Comforting 

Words 
 
 
April 25, 2018 - Words from Jesus and Chiara to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord Jesus, thank you for the saintly soul you‘ve brought before us to consider. I think 
we all feel conviction and see ourselves as having fallen way far short. Please help us not to recoil or 
condemn ourselves, but to acknowledge that there is room for improvement in denying ourselves, 
picking up our crosses and following You. Amen. 
 
So, when I came into prayer tonight, and entered into worship, I thought I saw Chiara in the spirit 
holding my right hand, with Jesus beside her. So, I said... 'Is Jesus your Lord?' 
 
She replied... 'Jesus is My Lord, My God and My all.' 
 
Well, in my experience I have never heard a demon make that confession; they have always, 
categorically, stomped off indignantly, saying in an ugly voice... 'NO! HE IS NOT MY LORD!' 
 
Chiara began to speak... "Do not beat yourself up, Mother. There is so much that is yet a mystery to 
you. But I encourage you to embrace His will with all your heart, and be convinced of His Faithfulness 
— for much glory will come from this healing. In no way would Heaven mislead you in these most 
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difficult hours and lead others astray. What He has told you, what He has said, shall surely come to 
pass. You must be strong and faithfully believe in His promises to you." 
 
"As you have often said today... 'Not all are called to die at 18 or even 22, as many of the Saints 
have.' You have not been called to die at all, but not because of fear, but for the purposes of God — 
as startling and unusual as they are." 
 
"Your only call is death to self — and believe me, that‘s a big one, especially in your case. But do not 
be concerned. It is a long journey with many baby steps and you are progressing. There are times 
that seem like a setback to you, but that is only an illusion. They are times of reconsideration, so you 
may step back and see how far you have come, then move forward with more energy and resolve that 
you are going to make it, because He lives in you and is with you in every possible way." 
 
(Clare) Just as an aside here, when she was saying that—I was wondering, 'How does she know all 
these things?' And I realized, in Heaven, everything is plain and clear to everyone else. They look at 
you and they already know everything about you. It's instantaneous, because Holy Spirit permeates 
everything. And there's no flesh to get in the way. And there's no demons to deceive you! 
 
Chiara continued... "I was asked to visit you both, because you are suffering much as I did and you 
have brought glory to the Lord Jesus by sharing my testimony. And for that, I thank you greatly." 
 
"There are so many young people, Mother, who haven‘t a clue as to how to live a holy life. They look 
at the saints of old and say... 'That was then, but now are modern times. It‘s not the same.' I beg to 
differ with you, young ones; it is quite the same. Suffering and long-suffering are still very big factors 
in the lives of modern men. And for that reason, I was chosen to live and die a white martyr — 
testifying to the power of Jesus to transform souls, until there is nothing in the world left for them and 
they are pleased to ascend into His arms, leaving everything of the world behind." 
 
"It was very, very hard for my mother and father. They were quite beside themselves that now, their 
only child whom they prayed and waited for, was to be taken from them. This was unbearable pain to 
them until the Lord‘s love stepped in and embraced them, making them saints, as well. As you have 
often observed, Mary made the sacrifice of her son for us—and that, too, is excruciating." 
 
"I want to encourage you to remain faithful to His promises to BOTH of you, for He will surely do as 
He has said He will do. I love your Channel, and I will surely send souls to you who need to confront 
their fears and misunderstandings about who Jesus really is to them. Good bye for now. But I am only 
a thought away, and I support you with my prayers to the Father. Everything will be ok. The darkest 
hours are just before dawn. And Dawn is coming." 
 
(Clare) Well, I was kind of left speechless at that point, and I just said... "Thank you." 
 
"You are very welcome" ... she replied. 
 
(Clare) And I said... "Lord, are You here?" 
 
(Jesus) "And where else would I be? Aren‘t you in need? Didn‘t you just receive Me in communion? 
Don‘t I shelter you in the shadow of My wings? Always?" 
 
(Clare) Wow! That is saying a great deal! Yes, You do. Thank you. What am I to think of this 
encounter, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) "It is no different than what you encountered in Heaven with Ita, Moses and others. Her 
presence in the Cloud and her attentiveness to your circumstance are a gift from Me. On Earth, so 
many feel all alone, even though I have given My Word and it is written... There is a Cloud of 
Witnesses cheering you on and even lifting you to My Father for success in your missions." 
 
"And I am blessed, Clare, that you have had the courage to be utterly honest with our family of 
Heartdwellers, knowing full well you will be persecuted and falsely accused because of these 
encounters." 
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"The truth is, there are many ministers of God who have dreams and interactions with those in 
Heaven, but they don‘t dare to say this is authentic, right and normal by My standards. They know 
they would be rejected by those who have little discernment and cling to religious customs before 
Truth." 
 
"But no matter. You have been faithful and I am pleased, despite your fondness for caramel 
Frappuccino‘s. Really. Lay down the guilt and be at ease. Stop beating yourself. You are coping, and 
sometimes when souls cope, they reach for their baby bottle or their thumb and just comfort 
themselves." 
 
"By the way, your caramel is some of the best I‘ve ever tasted." (He smiled.) 
 
(Clare) My husband says it's too bitter... I don't make it very often. But if the Lord likes it, great! I 
smiled. He lifted my chin and said... 
 
(Jesus) "See there, I made you laugh. I see those wounds and the stress you are dealing with, and I 
want you to be comforted, without guilt." 
 
"My Heartdwelling Brides, humble yourselves before My mighty hand and I will show you great things 
you never dreamed possible. You have been stolen from, under the guise of protecting Truth — when 
in reality, Truth has been exchanged for men‘s spurious conclusions, fears and trending doctrines. 
The flack you will get from others, if you embrace what I am teaching you here, will be the more 
intense, the more threatening it is to current thought and doctrine in the modern church." 
 
"You are not to base your lives on healthy tradition alone, but also on the Scriptures. And there are 
still many, many dots you have not connected to reveal the truth of what is indeed happening around 
you." 
 
(Clare) At that point, I remembered that Ezekiel had had an encounter earlier today, and I said... 
'Lord, did You allow her to visit Ezekiel earlier today?' 
 
(Jesus) "No, I did not allow it; I sent her to him to comfort him in his concerns for protecting you from 
what he has been feeling on a bad day. I sent her to encourage and share with him some of the same 
things she suffered, so he wouldn‘t feel so alone." 
 
(Clare) Chiara told Ezekiel, not to protect me from times of symptoms and pain. That he should be 
patient, as timing is very important in his condition and his healing. That she was also terribly 
humiliated when certain cleaning functions were done for her. And that he could not see from his 
perspective what is truly going on with all of the circumstances he and I are suffering. Also, that it was 
very important for him to have faith that God is faithful to His promises, and that her mission in life 
was very different from his. 
 
I think you all remember the messages the Lord has given me about a soul being predestined before 
birth — that they are shown what their life will be and asked for their consent. Well, Chiara knew from 
conception what her path in life would be. She was, however, a normal Christian girl, until she had a 
profound conversion when she embraced Jesus Forsaken as a part of her studying with a group that 
felt called to that particular devotion. 
 
I have to confess that I have already cried to Chiara... 'Please pray for me, that The Father will give 
me more love for His Son, and I will learn how to suffer without complaint as a gift of love to Him.' 
 
And then I thought, 'You know. I really want to compose a prayer to her. Something like... "Dear 
Chiara, you can see now what we cannot see. You know our struggles from what you have observed. 
Please intercede for us to Father God, that we will come to love and give ourselves completely to Him 
saying... 'If He wants it, I want it too.' And that we will trust that His grace will truly be sufficient for us." 
 
(Jesus) "Clare, these are good thoughts and prayers. Rest assured that your path is different than 
hers and that I will still do what I have promised you. You‘ve not bitten off more than you can chew. I 
am very much guiding your requests and petitions." 
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"Heartdwellers, you are to use the same guidelines in the spiritual world with any visitor that you use 
with Me. See to it you are not led astray by demons masquerading as saints and angels, as so many 
have been. Use your discernment tools and beware of flattery or fear. These are two of the 
manipulative tools that will most commonly be used to try and mislead you. Test the Spirits and see if 
they are of God. I will be with you in this." 
 
"And for the rest who do not wish to recognize angels and heavenly visitors, there is no 
condemnation. That is your choice. And let us preserve the beauty of our relationship together with no 
guilt whatsoever." 
 
"But in saying that, there is no detraction from our pure relationship if you do cultivate this gift of the 
Spirit, welcoming a heavenly visitor and exercising discerning of Spirits. In truth, this is no different 
than welcoming a friend on Earth into your home, and discussing your trials together and asking them 
to intercede before the Father for you. The Body is One indeed, under One Head. Amen. Amen." 
 
 
 
 

Message 620: Jesus speaks about Ezekiel's Healing, Clare's Relief & A 

Word to their Enemies 
 
 
May 1, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Thank you, Jesus, for the beautiful things you are doing in our spirit, soul and body. 
Thank you for mending my husband‘s health and turning it around, and bringing him back from the 
very brink. How beautiful to see his recovery. Thank you, my precious God! Oh, how can I thank you? 
 
Well, dear Heartdwellers, forgive my long silence. Things took quite a turn for the better four days ago 
and I‘ve been waiting to see if it was real and substantial... And I am overjoyed to report that it is real!! 
 
Praise my Dear Jesus! He did not give us over to the will of our enemies and Ezekiel is steadily 
recovering his strength and not having any problems with his G. I. In fact, everything is running very 
smoothly, as never before. It came to light that he had been having TMI‘s (mini strokes) for days and 
that created a serious impediment in speech. And that was freaky... He couldn‘t articulate or control 
the movements of his hands and feet. And any little disturbance would set him off into a stroke-like 
pattern. There was brain damage, but it has been healing and now his speech and motor skills are 
perfectly normal. 
 
The Lord revealed to him that he was rewiring his brain to remove incidents from his childhood that 
had warped his personality as an adult. Who would have thought, that what the devils meant for evil, 
God turned to super-good, to give Ezekiel a new perspective about himself and about life and 
Heaven? 
 
He has lost a good 60 or 70 pounds and is skin and bone... But happy skin and bone! Sleeping 9 
hours for the first time in a year, getting up at sunrise and going outside to enjoy the gorgeous spring 
blossoms. Playing with the dog in the yard, making his own bed, taking showers. It‘s amazing, really. 
It's quite beautiful and amazing. And I'm so grateful to our Lord for fulfilling His promise to us. 
 
I know it‘s only been four days, but the Lord has also told me he is making his recovery now. But it will 
take time. 
 
Please, pray for our enemies. I want them to see that God is real. Though they wished to kill him — 
and to kill me — the Lord our God is mighty and has protected us. But even more than that, several 
people have come into a healing anointing and ministry as a result of Ezekiel‘s pain. They lay hands 
on him and the pain stops. And now they are laying hands on other people. It's amazing! So many 
who have come into contact with our household are being deeply affected by prayer and seeing the 
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results of God‘s faithfulness. Truly he has become a sign and a wonder to many. I never expected this 
to happen; it is a total surprise. 
 
Ezekiel has many times passed through the veil that separates the Cloud and seen many relatives 
and experienced many wonders in Heaven. He has a lot of material, and the Lord has told him he's 
going to be writing books. So, he is excited about that, and sharing it with you as he continues to 
increase in vigor. 
 
His relationship with the Lord has blossomed so beautifully that he sits in his room and speaks out 
loud to Him—and hears answers. It's like two people are in there talking! I don't hear the Lord 
answering him. I hear him speaking to the Lord. But it's just so natural and so real. And so relaxed. It's 
beautiful! 
 
Two days ago, I spoke to the Lord about my fears, because it had only been two days that he had 
been recovering. And I said... 'Lord, I long to thank and praise You for what You are doing with him—
I‘m just so afraid of a relapse... Oh Jesus, You alone know how I feel. Forgive me for my fear of 
suffering. Oh, I do hope this is over with. Lord, help me get back up again.' 
 
I've got to tell you guys. I have been road kill. It's just been... I've been very disoriented and very, very 
tired. 
 
Jesus answered... "I‘m right here with you, crying with you. I know how violated you feel, yet I‘ve not 
left you to the will of your enemies. No, I have guarded you as the apple of My eye. Even now, they 
plot against you, ‗How can we get her? How can we get them?‘ But their devices are useless in the 
face of My warrior angels, which have been assigned to protect you, Clare." 
 
"Get up, My Love! Get up and walk, skip, jump, cry for joy! It is time for you to build up what has been 
torn down. All the way back to the beginning of your relationship. So much has been removed from 
both of you. The ill intentions of many, along with curses." 
 
"His feelings for you are evidence of the change. Not that he didn‘t love you enough before, but now, 
he sees more clearly than ever before the treasure entrusted to him. Now he knows, as never before, 
the importance of your work together." 
 
"I‘m moving obstacles of the past away so that you CAN work together in music. Many obstacles of 
attitude have been removed; many. They were put in your way by the enemy, but I long to see you 
co-creating together. I long to see your happiness, Clare, that your husband is finally onboard with 
your music, which I created you to do." 
 
(Clare) Well, that's an interesting point. Ezekiel has always been willing to help me, but something 
would come up. You know, we'd be in the middle of recording together and things would just come up. 
He'd get sick. Or he'd get real tired all of a sudden. Or some emergency would erupt. I mean, just so 
many blocks against us working together. 
 
And I am confident now that the Lord is sheltering us with His angels and we'll be able to move 
forward and work together in music. And he just loves the flute! He loves my flute playing - he 
encourages me so much with it. So, I'm really excited to see what we're going to do together. And the 
Lord is moving these obstacles away. I've seen these obstacles. I know that they've been there, 
because they really, really hampered us from working together. 
 
We got one song out together... Empty Fears. And he does the rock-and-roll part at the end of the 
song. And even that song, I'd like to re-sing, because it's kind of... My voice cracks in a few places. 
There's just so much for us to do together. I'm very excited about that. And then I got kind of self-
conscious speaking to the Lord, and I said... 'Oh, Lord, my voice sounds hopeless. I need a miracle.' 
 
(Jesus) "Miracles are made by hard work." 
 
(Clare) Then I need a miracle to work hard. I need drive. I feel so empty, so purposeless. I mean, I 
know my purpose, but I feel like I've lost it. Or it's too late. Or I‘ve fallen short or my body is SO tired. 
Oh, Lord — You know exactly how I feel. 
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(Jesus) You need more fruits and vegetables, Clare. Less grain, cheese, fat. You really need a diet 
overhaul and paying much more attention to what you eat. And of course, exercise." 
 
(Clare) And when He said that I thought... Yeah. The pool. It's out of commission right now. So, I 
said... 'But now the pool is down.' 
 
(Jesus) "You are full of excuses as to why you can‘t get up and try again. Do you want Me to leave 
you here? Or are you going to do your best to rise up out of your perceived bed of defeat and self-pity 
— which is merely an illusion you‘ve allowed the enemy to wrap around you? You are also weary 
from the many sleepless nights and emotionally exhausted from seeing him suffer. Your enemies 
have done this, Clare, but you don‘t have to stay here. Allow Me to lift you out." 
 
(Clare) Lord, that‘s what I want with all my heart! 
 
(Jesus) "Your faith is wavering, My Love. Believe that you will inherit the good things in the land, for 
truly I say to you: Arise little girl, rise up! Give Me your hand." 
 
(Clare) As the Lord took my hand, I saw myself as a little girl about 4 years old in a pretty party dress. 
He picked me up and set me on the cover of the hot tub, so I was at the same level, face-to-face with 
Him. I also had a little crown of pink wild roses. 
 
(Jesus) "You‘ve been battered around emotionally; and you are weak from these beating. And your 
heart is still recovering from what you have seen with Ezekiel‘s sickness. But you know in your heart, I 
promised you healing. And it has begun and he is getting stronger every day." 
 
(Clare) Yeah - and he doesn't need any pain medication! 
 
(Jesus) "But I do understand you are waiting for the other shoe to drop; you‘ve been conditioned into 
this by circumstances. But I am telling you... you have nothing to worry about. This is an upward climb 
to restoration, health and new equipping for him and for you." 
 
"Yes, he sees quite clearly into the Spirit now, and is clear on how to rebuke the enemy‘s voice. Oh 
Clare, so much has been accomplished by this illness—not even to mention what has been done for 
that young couple you are interceding for. Truly, his suffering has made a major difference in their 
situation." 
 
(Clare) And that's interesting. There's a young couple that is working on getting married and getting a 
lot of opposition. The young lady in the relationship had a dream. No - it wasn't a dream. She pulled a 
rhema card with 'Ezekiel' on it. And I thought, 'Well... He was a prophet....' I didn't know what to tell 
her. And then I thought about it for a moment. And I realized... 'Ezekiel is praying for you, Sweetheart! 
He's been offering a lot of his suffering for you.' So, that was a beautiful confirmation. 
 
(Jesus) "I know you are proceeding with caution, but I also want you looking up into the future I have 
planned for you, which I will not go back on My word about. Share your Rhema cards." 
 
(Clare) Well, I had just gotten up to get some Rhema cards. And I went to my collection of probably 
800 to a 1,000 cards that I have collected in open shoe boxes for 30 years. I closed my eyes and 
pulled a few cards. 
 
The first one was... 'The failures of the past, your present weakness, these have no power over you if 
you place your complete trust in Me. I do not disappoint good will.' WOW!! Was that on target, or 
what?! 
 
The next one was... 'Forget yesterday...begin to look only at what you are doing today.' And the third 
one was... 'Work your vocal cords.' Yep. There's the miracle. Lots of hard work. 
 
(Jesus) "You see, I am pointing you in the direction you need to go. Look forward, don‘t look behind 
you. Those days have passed. It is springtime now, in more ways than you can imagine. I am doing a 
new thing; I need you to get onboard. Come on, I‘ll help you." 
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"Everything starts in the Spirit, with My inspiration. And soon enough, it will register in the physical 
world and you‘ll be back in the saddle. I‘m upholding you with My grace. I am restoring and building 
you back up, little by little, and look at all the wonderful things accomplished in your husband? The 
wonderful things he is seeing and hearing, the joy of his very open and clear relationship with Me. 
And his profoundly increased love and appreciation of you. There are so many women who long for 
what I have given you in him. You have much to rejoice over, Clare." 
 
"Continue to pray over the world, your president, the trafficked children, the Channel and your 
enemies. They especially need your prayers, for once again, they have failed." 
 
"Now perhaps they will awaken to the possibility that Satan has lied to them and they have no power 
over you, except what I permit for My purposes. When they see this, they will surely question why 
Satan is subservient to Me. I wish to tell them that their lives are lived in fear and terror, when they 
could be living in joy and happiness — with Me protecting them, with Me empowering them to do 
things they‘ve only been able to dream about." 
 
"So much bitterness, so much failure." 
 
"Dear souls in Satan‘s service, aren‘t you tired of the empty promises and failures? Don‘t you question 
why you are so limited and frustrated? You know that tearing others down opens you to being torn 
down by your enemies. But if you gave your life to Me, I would show you love, forgiveness, patience 
and true affection. I would lift you up and equip you to fulfill your dreams." 
 
"Why live in the shadows constantly stalked by the fear of who is more powerful than you or your 
coven? There‘s always one more powerful, and jealousy provokes curses from others." 
 
"So, you see? The more you prosper, the more you are a target for those who are jealous of you. But 
also the laws of this universe, that you must operate with, are bound by the rule that what you sow 
you will reap. So, you are sowing curses...and in turn you will reap curses." 
 
"Is that anyway to live, in constant fear of who will curse you?" 
 
"So, now that you see you have failed, and they have prospered. And so much more was done for the 
Kingdom through their purification — would you please consider? I am a good and loving God. I 
created you for Good not for destruction, hatred, bitterness, disappointment, anger, jealousy and 
rage? Those are all attributes of Satan. Aren‘t you tired of that yet?" 
 
"Come to Me. Allow Me to cleanse your past from you and give you new life. I care deeply for you, 
and I wait. Please, come. I wait for you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 621: Jesus speaks about Curses, Crosses &  The Necessity to 

learn how to use the word NO 
 
 
May 11, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is giving me strength and wisdom... Thank you, Dear Jesus, that You're teaching us 
how the enemy operates and making us stronger every day... Amen. 
 
I have been struggling with feelings of failure... Can anyone relate to that? Even after prayer, I was so 
loaded down with frustrations... 
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Jesus began... "You are not My Failure. You are My Queen. I honor you. I love you. I believe in you 
and this is only a temporary storm for the good of your nation. Clare, without this suffering, combined 
together with all the others on this Channel and around the world, we would be steeped in war right 
now." 
 
"Yes, the threats of war have been great, even as spoken of. But greater is He that is in you than he 
that is in the world. And you have given yourself to Me without conditions. And I needed this from you, 
My Darling." 
 
(Clare) I thought of something I maybe should have not done and He interrupted me... 
 
(Jesus) "Let‘s not talk about guilt right now. Let‘s talk about what is good and right. You are doing your 
job and you will do it even better in the weeks to come. You are part of the Cyrenean‘s Army of 
Intercessors: reluctant to suffer until the sweetness of My Cross touches the deepest part of your 
soul, and your heart is united with Mine in the work that must yet be done. You are part of those who 
stand in the gap and carry heavy, messy crosses." 
 
"Your enemies want you to think you are a failure. They wish you were! Then they would be rewarded 
by their master. But far from it. Everyone who loves this Channel is in the Cyrenean‘s army, and we 
are making a difference and swinging the tide from death and destruction to negotiation and 
settlements, deals, pacts, stop-gap measures. And holding at bay the third world war." 
 
"Beloved, you have fallen so far in your confidence in Me. Come back to Me, Clare, and let Me re-
establish your authority, your place, and your standing. The enemy relentlessly persecutes you, you 
grow weary and I relentlessly protect you." 
 
"However, there are times such as these where I need that deep, heart-suffering, that I may make 
ends meet between even nations and peoples. You cannot afford to be distracted away from Me, in 
your time with Me." 
 
"My precious little family, when you are going along fairly well and all of a sudden, distractions come 
from every nook and cranny and pile up on you to the point where you feel you have to answer e-
mails, put out brush fires, etc., etc. RED FLAG. The enemy has cursed you with Overwhelm and 
Distractions. Being Sick at Heart, Failure and all things deflating and discouraging. Rally up with ME, 
My dear ones! Come back to your prayer closets and soak yourself in My love and healing. Do 
something physical to blow off the stress—like walking or swimming. Put on some positive music and 
KEEP GOING!" 
 
"Without Me, you are a dried branch good only for the fire. You must abide in Me. You cannot let the 
enemy separate you from Me, because this is how He weakens you. You know all this, My love. Why 
do you let them do this to you? And that is a rhetorical question. I see all that goes on and how they 
hang one curse after another on you and My love burns them away. Don‘t grow discouraged by these 
curses I turn to crosses and later lift from your shoulders. Rather, rest in My arms, Clare. Lay back in 
My arms, knowing you are highly favored in My eyes, and by no means will evil overpower you, 
because you trust in Me." 
 
"And that is why they engineer and lay traps to steal your prayer time. They know your strength 
comes from Me and if they can cause that tie to be weakened, they can weaken you." 
 
(Clare) Lord, it amazes me how you use evil for good, if we are willing to be patient and put all our 
trust in You. 
 
(Jesus) "And I am amazed and deeply touched by your devotion and willingness to carry these 
crosses. Though they feel like failure, they are simply crosses I have allowed, that someday you will 
see were solid gold — and then they are coming off." 
 
"My children, be aware that the devils are very clever and miss nothing. They miss nothing, because 
they get a beating if they do. So, you must all watch with great vigilance the directions you‘re headed 
in each day, because they are so good at sidetracking you — especially with those closest to you that 
you love — and you feel you just can‘t say 'no' to." 
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"I want you who are constantly saying ‗yes‘— and yet it is seriously costing your relationship with Me. 
I want you to learn how to use the word, ‗NO.‘ It doesn‘t have to be rude. But it can be, 'I‘m sorry, 
dear, I can‘t stop and do that for you right now, but later I will help you.‘ Or, 'You‘ll have to find 
someone else, honey. I‘m covered up over here. But I will say a prayer for you.'" 
 
"Many times, the enemy throws up problems to cause you to get involved in those around you. This is 
what they have done with Clare and Ezekiel. She goes to work; they attack him. She gets heartsick 
seeing him suffer (yes, heartsick is another curse) and is unable to do what she had planned to do for 
the night." 
 
"Things have changed substantially in that area, but I want you to be aware that you are being stalked 
and plagued with the very same tactics." 
 
"Part of this for her has been to teach her how to cope with adversity without losing her place or 
orientation. This has been a difficult and painful lesson, but she‘s caught on. Now I want you to take a 
cue from her. This is how they play you. You have that time set apart; all of a sudden you get a call 
and have to change your plans. Or so you think." 
 
"There are ways to inform relatives and friends that you‘re not in the babysitting business during 
certain hours and days. And they just have to cope or change THEIR plans. Your plans belong to Me 
for the Kingdom of God. Mostly, their plans belong to the them, for the world and the kingdom of the 
world. This is how Satan gets you to compromise and lose ground." 
 
"Don‘t let him get away with it. Sooner or later, they are going to find out you are sold out to Me and 
that they come after Me. It‘s a painful and challenging way to get control of your life back, but you 
need to assess how much your relationship with Me means to you. And the longer you put it off, the 
more ground you lose. Holy ground." 
 
"Hearken to Me, My people, and don‘t let the world steal our relationship away. Keep close to My 
heart and I will hold you tight. If you wiggle and squirm to get free and run with the world, I have no 
choice but to put you down and let you go. Therefore, be vigilant My loved ones. Be vigilant and pray 
for Clare and Ezekiel and their staff. The enemy truly hates them." 
 
 
 
 

Message 622: A Pastor's Letter to Clare & Jesus' Answer to His Son 
 
 
May 16, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Well, my dear Family, I want to share a letter with you from a pastor being plagued with 
failure by the enemy. And if the Lord is allowing it, there is a good reason, but that doesn't always 
make it easier. Rob wrote to me crying out for help. 
 
He began... 'I didn't mean to come across so erratic in my comment. I just have been getting wave 
after wave of sickness, panic and discouragement. Being sick all the time is a very tough way to live. 
When I feel good, I'm like a rocket. But I am having so many unexplained health issues it feels like I 
am losing my mind. Not to mention, when I go to church and during the week, I have the terrible panic 
attacks and my nerves are so shot. I feel every noise and bang like an earthquake.' 
 
'I feel every noise and bang like an earthquake. I am all my boys have and I'm only 39. But to be 
honest, some nights I wonder if I will die in my sleep. I know it has to be demonic... it's just not natural 
sickness. Not just the multiple panic attacks and the deep loneliness, but monumental stress that is 
taking its toll.' 
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'Also, there's the physical side. My body on the inside heats up and my hands feel like fire on my 
palms. I get pressure in my head and I have been having migraines weekly. I have also been having 
dreams that the doctor is telling me I am going to die. That I have terminal cancer.' 
 
'More than once, the dreams were vivid. And I use the binding prayer. But I'm terrified of dying and 
going to Hell. I am terrified of something happening to my boys, or me not being around to take care 
of them. I am just buckling under the pressure. Feeling this way makes me feel so angry and irritable 
all the time, and my quality of life is so bad, it's effecting my boys and they deserve better than a 
sickly, irritable, angry dad.' 
 
'I have come a long way‘s with the Lord, but I struggle with loneliness and sometimes I fall with self-
pleasure. It is so hard to go full steam ahead for the Lord when I can't hear Him or spend time with 
Him and I am ashamed all the time—so I avoid rhemas most of the time, as well.' 
 
'I am so scared of the doctor that I don't even want to go anymore. It's been 2 years. Lastly, I have 
been having lung issues. It started 2 days ago and it's like they are really burning, so I've been 
panicking. I asked for help, because I get so scared and don't want to die. I hate to bother you, but I 
been listening for 3 years almost now and I don't know what else to do.' 
 
'Well, I know this was an extremely long reply, but if I could stop panicking and feel better, I could 
accomplish so much more for the Kingdom. Plus, I need the Lord close and I am sure He is done with 
me. Well, thank you for the email. It made this terrible day a bit better. Please tell Jesus I love Him 
and I'm sorry I failed Him.' 
 
(Clare) That was the end of his letter. 'Jesus, do You have a word for him?' 
 
Jesus began... "Hold on for dear life, My Son. Hold on to Me with all you have. This will not go on 
forever. I am indeed cleaning out the old to make room for the new. Submit to the indignancy of these 
trials with FAITH that I have allowed them for your spiritual growth. Do not be ashamed to share your 
struggles with those you pastor. They need to be jarred out of complacent Christianity and get real. 
The devil is fighting for keeps, and what you go through, your flock will also go through. So, you are 
paving the way. And as you handle your trials, so too will they handle theirs." 
 
"I am asking you to lead, not by being crushed into oblivion — but by being honest about the attacks 
and rising above them with FAITH that I am with you and will not allow you to be tried beyond your 
capacity. You do not know your capacity until you reach your end. And since I am continually 
supporting you, there is always a safety net under your 'end'." 
 
"Rise up and know that I am with you. Draw your trusted prayer warriors together and be honest with 
them. Have them hold you up in prayer and fasting and DO NOT, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, 
RECEIVE A WORD THAT I AM DISPLEASED WITH YOU. LIE. LIE. LIE. I am highly pleased with 
you, and therefore I am preparing you for the next level of ministry. But first, the old leaven must come 
out. And for that, there is much humbling." 
 
"I am not upset with your falls. Rather, I forgive you and hold you by your right hand to help you get up 
again. People who think this is chastisement are misunderstanding My ways. Rather, I am pruning 
you, so you may bring forth more fruit." 
 
 
 
 

Message 623: Jesus says... Focus on what is important!  I am leading 

you out of the Box, so ponder these Truths 
 
 
May 18, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Jesus began... "I don‘t want you to be so deeply disturbed. It is not anything earth- shaking, just 
difficult—and as always, you will navigate through it. In flying colors. Clare, I have heard your 
repentance and your feelings of hopelessness. You are nothing more than human. When these 
temptations assail you and you fall, you are just like the rest of humanity — no better, no worse. And 
you are suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder. That‘s why you cry so easily." 
 
"But I have you covered, you and your family. Each and everyone of them is so precious to Me. I am 
guarding them as the apple of My eye. You have gone through a great deal of tragedy with them 
already — I could not make springtime bitter for you." 
 
―When I say you are like the rest of humanity, you run for comfort from the nearest thing when you‘re 
feeling low. Once you have gotten over all this - and you will get over it — then you will be standing on 
solid ground again. I know your hurt and woundedness from all of this. I understand the depth of trial 
you have endured with your husband far better than you do. And let Me reassure you — this, too, will 
pass." 
 
"You are going through a bit of a dark night right now. Do not despair. This, too, will soon be over. 
What I do need from you is consistency and faithfulness. Your voice is coming along painfully slowly, 
because you are drawn away by other things constantly. Some are necessary; some are not. But I 
want you to know that this, too, will be removed from your aching heart. Just work as hard as you can 
on hydration and practice. Practice does make perfect!" 
 
"I long to see you doing what is in your heart, and you‘ve had tremendous opposition. But you are 
becoming more and more aware of it during the day, of what is taking your time, as well. What needs 
to be added to that awareness is a conscious decision to go forward with some things, and forego 
others in favor of what is most important. I see you doing that. I just want you to do it more." 
 
"Music is important. Other than prayer, and specific time with your husband, that should be first and 
foremost filling your day. And I do mean filling it." 
 
(Clare) At that point, He stopped talking and He took me in His arms and started swaying back and 
forth with me. 
 
(Jesus) "You just don‘t see the deep, deep wounds you have incurred during his sickness. And they 
have really taken a toll on you physically, spiritually, mentally. But I am turning the tables on this and 
healing you. And may I say? You will be better than new when I am finished?" 
 
"Some things cannot be said with words, but only with hugs. I do love you, just as you are; full of 
flaws. I do forgive you. But I ask you to have more of a heart when it comes to sacrificing for the poor. 
Do with less, but take care of essentials." 
 
"You are so desiring to go back to that state you were in, in Analomink, in Pennsylvania. When you 
were so very poor and happy with only Me. Yes, I understand that. I want you to have that now. But 
understand that you cannot go back. You must go forward, implementing the lessons of the past. And 
I will bestow on you the joys of that freedom you felt embracing holy poverty — free from so many 
likes and dislikes, wants and don‘t wants." 
 
"But this will be a process — very little bits at a time. Do not embark on a project to empty your house, 
that would be so distracting. Instead, just cull things away as you see them, and stay first and 
foremost focused on singing and music." 
 
"In the areas where you are concerned, I am protecting you from unjust circumstances. The camp of 
the enemy has already suffered many losses. And may I say, there is a certain reticence setting in 
about so many attacks against you. There are repercussions to attacking My servants, you know." 
 
"Pray for them. Some are lying dead and others wounded. And My heart for them is that they 
renounce their lives in the darkness, and come into the Light to be restored to the fullness I intended 
for them at conception. A beauty and a life they could never imagine to be so good. So, please 
remember to pray for them with great tenderness." 
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"Clare, I am pleased with you. I do understand the pressures you‘ve been under. I am here to comfort 
you, My Love, because your heart is for Me. Even Paul suffered from the same afflictions of heart and 
mind, and had his own way of seeking comfort in difficult times. There is not one on Earth who does 
not reach for a cup of cool water in their journeys through this very harsh and depleting world." 
 
"You are all just human." 
 
"And to you, My dear Heartdwellers, understand — she is no spiritual giant. Just a little girl with her 
hand planted firmly in Mine. She is assailed just as you are. She reaches for the chocolate, just like 
you do. And you are all so similarly endowed with temptations, that from My view and from the Great 
Cloud‘s view, you are all family. My family. Children growing to maturity, encountering the wilderness 
of this world." 
 
"And when I say 'wilderness', I do not mean the beautiful places that are wild. I mean this Earth, it‘s 
cultures, it‘s habitations of demons — with or without some kind of body, as demon-aliens have. They 
are NOT family. I could not even say they are dogs, because I love and cherish dogs — and that 
would be an insult. They are more like poisonous vipers, continually looking for a place to inject 
discord, hatred, judgment and everything destructive." 
 
"So, walking through this tangle of snakes is not easy, and only Virtue can protect you. And that is the 
path all My children are walking... learning the art of virtue, character, integrity. It is difficult at times, 
because trials must come to perfect you — and so, I permit them." 
 
"But at the same time, you are constantly receiving instruction, prayers and encouragement from 
those who are around you — the visible and the invisible. But nonetheless, just as real as I am to you. 
Tell Me. How fair would it be to you if I allowed you to walk in the midst of vipers constantly giving you 
poisonous counsels, and did not at the same time give you angels and saints to instruct you through 
that mess?" 
 
"Do you see? And I mean this question pointedly... do you SEE? For your own good, not only have I 
given you the lives of those who conquered themselves, written for you to study. I have even 
assigned them to you to help you overcome these trials. And that truly is the Great Cloud of 
Witnesses! Plus, I am always with you." 
 
"Oh, how I detest this separation you must endure on Earth. How I long for your spiritual eyes to be 
opened, so you can see the friends that walk by your side and pray for you as well!" 
 
"Certainly, the Devil has his advisors. His 'familiar spirits'. To try and poison your conscience. Would it 
be right for Me to allow the devils to outweigh the angels and saints in your lives? Of course not! And 
bear in mind, the devils have counterfeits for everything good and licit that I have established. He has 
nothing original in himself; all he can do is copy and pervert the good I have given My creation." 
 
"I am leading you outside the box, My people. I am restoring you to the truths that were stolen by 
Satan through well-meaning men without thorough understanding. In truth, the Body does much more 
harm to itself than the enemy ever could. But that is because the enemy works through those with 
very good intentions and very limited understanding." 
 
"So, ponder these Truths I am imparting to you. They are part of the path that you must walk to 
Holiness. You can stay where you want to stay. I will still work with you." 
 
"But for those of you who want more and want the fullness of what I've provided for you, this is a 
difficult journey. And requires a great deal of discernment and courage." 
 
"I bless you now, that you may go and bring forth fruit with greater and greater insight, understanding 
and spiritual vision. I am with you, because I love you." 
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Message 624: Jesus says... Don't let the World draw you off course &  

Invitation to Satan's Assistants 
 
 
May 20, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, only Your grace can protect me. 
 
Jesus began... "Protect is the right word. But I cannot protect a mind that is stubbornly set on their 
own way. I must release them, so they can go off chasing endless rabbit trails that lead to nowhere." 
 
"Even when you‘re looking for images for the messages, Clare. You go off, captivated by curiosity; 
finding just the right thing, and many times you pass it by just to look and see ‗what else is there‘. How 
many times do you end up coming back to the first image you saw?" 
 
"By the way. Did you know My Holy Spirit chooses pictures for you and puts them right up in front, so 
you don‘t have to waste time? But you still do. See? There is a place you can save time, maybe even 
45 minutes, to apply to music." 
 
"Oh Dearest, there are so many rabbit trails in your life. I am so glad you are beginning to recognize 
them for what they are... hooks set in your jaw by the enemy. When you recognize them, don‘t play 
with them! Put them down and run from them, back to the security of prayer and work. Don‘t allow 
yourself to be played like a fish, Clare." 
 
"Now, you see? You are sharing a truth with your brothers and sisters, and your enemies are listening 
in. And they're planning their next move as they catalog your weaknesses. But the good news is they 
just raised the bar for you, to get stronger in resisting temptation. Tomorrow and next week you will 
have more temptations. Bigger ones. Flashier ones. And if you‘ve learned anything tonight, you will 
recognize them immediately and run from them." 
 
"However, if you fall for them again... Well, it‘s a long, dry walk around the same mountain, day after 
day." 
 
"My people, don‘t let the enemy play you! Keep your intimate prayer time with Me; allow Me to 
strengthen you for the day and prepare you for the challenges. Keep your hearts centered on My 
agenda." 
 
"You see, Clare has allowed herself to be drawn off course by so many cares of the world, that she‘s 
not steeped in prayer and music as I would have her to be — but in the world. Now that she 
recognizes more clearly her errors, she can work her way back into the deep places with Me. And 
beautiful things will flow out from there, a virtual river of life." 
 
"But it is almost impossible to want the choicest things in life when your appetites are set on your 
flesh. You suffer from this; you become weak and spiritually emaciated." 
 
"And for you who still expect good things from Satan. You can learn all these techniques for 
entrapment and apply them in your curses — but you do not see the entrapment to the lies of Satan 
that you‘re living your lives by. You know what I am telling her is so true, because you use it against 
your enemies. But you cannot hear Me when I tell you that you are pitifully trapped by your passions, 
which Satan has promised to satisfy." 
 
"He cares nothing for you! He‘s just using you to try and hurt Me. And his hell is NOT filled with 
delights, but fire and brimstone and endless torments." 
 
"Do you think I rejoice over your end? I do not. I brought you forth in love, hoping for the best for you. 
But Satan used the weaknesses of man to wound you so deeply, that all you can think about is how to 
avoid pain and control others, and bring them down for a supposed reward from a demon who has 
nothing but temporary perks and eternal fire to reward you with." 
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―I call to you, those of you trapped in the darkness. I cry over you and I call to you... 'Turn around and 
come to Me, repenting before it is too late. Examine closely the character of the one who says he will 
reward you.'" 
 
"He has resources on Earth to reward you with, because he is the god of this world. But it ends the 
day you die and his demons come for you, pulling you into the abyss with hooks and chains. There 
you will be tormented with the foolish ones who sold their souls for the very same promises." 
 
"Wake up! You‘re living a lie! Just like he has taught you how to lie and deceive others, he is lying and 
deceiving you. Why? Because he hates you!" 
 
"You see, you still have a chance to inherit eternal life and live in Heaven with Me forever. He has lost 
that right and only has eternal torment to look forward to. He made his decision. So, to get even with 
Me for throwing him out of Heaven, he works day and night to take you with him to the fires I created 
only for him and his fallen angels. NOT for you." 
 
"Yes, he will scream out at Me... 'Hey! I got this one! I got that one! I hate you Son of the most High 
God. I will take every one of your creations and pervert it, bringing it down to Hell with me!'" 
 
"Who do you think is responsible for destroying the Earth? Stripping it of its gardens and coral reefs, 
destroying the environment to create more suffering to My creatures. Yes, it is he, because he can 
only create a wasteland. He has no power to create a Garden of Life, because everything he touches 
turns to death." 
 
"Is this who you want to spend your eternity with? Being burned, cut open and stripped of your skin — 
only to have it grow back again to be tortured eternally? This does not have to be your end!" 
 
"Listen to the way I treat Clare, even on her worst days. Look at the way I protect her from you! 'You 
can go this far — and no further!' Look at the way I bless her. And while you are at it, look at the way 
she has grown, with thousands of others who have also grown closer to Me—because they overcame 
Satan‘s plans to destroy their lives." 
 
"Really. Take the time to look, listen and think about who you are serving. I want you back, but you 
must make the choice. I don‘t care what you‘ve done. I have seen every moment of your life. And yes, 
I was there with you when you did it." 
 
"But I hung on a Cross to pay for your sins, because I love you and I want you back. Think on these 
things, souls steeped in darkness and lost to the Truth. Think on this. I loved you enough to die for 
your sins. Do you think Satan would do the same for you?" 
 
"And for the rest of you, My family, who have gotten off track following your flesh. You will never have 
happiness down that road; it is a dead end. Make the decision now to circumcise and cut away the 
flesh and live for the abundant life I am offering to you in the spirit." 
 
"Come to Me, just as you are. I will help you to see clearly to repent and be restored to the Kingdom. 
Then I will make of you a Vessel unto Honor and reward you with the work of your dreams, and clothe 
you in My salvation." 
 
"My Father will no longer see your failures and your filth; He will only see your glory. The glory that I 
dress you in. Come to Me. I will protect and bless you, and deliver you from the torments of Hell." 
 
 
 
 

Message 625: Jesus says... Beware of Compromises & Abide in the Vine 
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May 23 & 29, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank You, Jesus, for the warning. Please grant us the vision and grace necessary to avoid 
these attacks. Amen. 
 
To my most precious veteran Heartdwellers. There is an attack coming from the enemy against those 
of us who have been on the Channel for a very long time. But here‘s the warning: it is going to begin 
with something so small and subtle that you will not recognize it when it begins. At least, not without 
God's Grace. Please be on extreme alert for the little foxes that spoil the vine. One little decision can 
have HUGE repercussions, so be on the lookout for what the enemy's up to. Forewarned is 
forearmed. 
 
Jesus began... "I love you so much, Clare. And I am committed to bringing you to the phase of 
spirituality that you desire with all your heart. This is why I allow these things. It is not to punish you, 
but as you said, to use as a steering fence to keep you safe from the vipers and scorpions." 
 
"You and I have a truly beautiful relationship, and part of that beauty is My promise to keep you on the 
right track. Each one of you Heartdwellers have the same wonderful relationship, and you‘ve spoken 
your hearts to Me so many times, that permission to correct you is a given. This way, I keep you 
tucked into My Heart where the abundant life of love and wisdom flow out upon the world." 
 
"Do not compromise. As Clare learns again and again, there is nothing in this world worth having if it 
is against My will and best interests for you." 
 
"You can fudge and manipulate, but sooner or later I will have to lower the boom, so to speak, and 
bring you back to My Heart—to your first love." 
 
"Cleave to Me, dear ones, and reject the setups and temptations the enemy has laid for you. 
Understand he is very subtle. Examine the fruits in the long run. Is there a temptation hidden there? 
Never over-estimate your strength in the face of temptation." 
 
 
"If you are listening very carefully, you will hear My warning either in your head or in your gut. Pay 
attention to that, and stop it at the entrance, and it will not expand to produce rotten fruit in your 
hearts." 
 
"I am for you. I am with you. I am in love with each and every one of you! And there is nothing I will 
withhold from you if it is good for you to have it. Trust Me. Listen for My cautions. Consider the 
repercussions in the long run. And if there is a possibility of compromise, reject it straight out—close 
the door on it. Walk away from it. RUN away from it!" 
 
"Don‘t I mean more to you than that? Be firm, be strong, be courageous. All the prayers in the world 
will be of no avail if you compromise and let it get a stronghold in your life. Beware of the young lions. 
This is a secret... when you are faithful to think through things and fully obey Me, I protect you from 
serious consequences. I love you. I am with you. I hold you. Only, be faithful to listen carefully and 
obey." 
 
(Clare) Oh, my dear ones. I just couldn't resist! I was just 'bouncing' this to my desktop and going on 
the Net to look for an image for this, and this rhema came up. 
 
"Persevere in the things you've begun with the Holy Spirit. Do not forsake your perfection, as happens 
with some souls. But avoid all the snares of darkness. Strive always for the more perfect things." 
 
Amen? Amen! What a beautiful confirmation. Thank you, Holy Spirit. 
 
*** 
 
Message from May 29, 2018 
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Jesus began... "My dear ones, be patient with Clare as she applies herself to My mandate to sing. It 
will not be her voice alone that will be coming to you, but My very special anointing, to go deep into 
your souls and hold your attention. To the articles of our faith. To the battle plans of the enemy — 
which hinge almost totally on how well you protect Virtue in your lives and keep doors shut." 
 
"All of you have had substantial losses over the past few months and much heartache. I am wanting 
to turn that around now. But I ask of you, please... keep up your prayers for your president and the 
world. Please be ruthless with yourselves in identifying lapses in virtue or compromising your faith. 
And especially making compromises with the world when you know in your hearts that I do not 
approve of certain things." 
 
"Your safety and right to exercise your mission and ministry depend very much on the life of virtue you 
lead. If you have a wonderful gift to cultivate, understand it will not move forward very far if you are 
compromising. When you open doors, the enemy rushes in and you have to stop the creative work to 
brandish the sword and repent for failures. This sets the work back." 
 
"It is a privilege to be used in ministry of any kind. But this privilege gets suspended when you have to 
drop everything to fight your way through each day." 
 
"This is why I admonish you to stay pure and faithful to My known wishes for each of you, particularly, 
so that you keep the doors shut tight and your defense is seamless. The moment you compromise, 
gossip, judge, spend money you shouldn‘t, let duties get behind - when you do these things, you open 
doors and it makes it doubly hard for you to keep going, let alone expand into the beautiful callings on 
your lives." 
 
"Oh, My Loves! Do spend ample time with Me. How I long for your company. The Branch can only 
bear fruit when it is attached to the Vine. And the enemy has made great inroads with many of you 
who have not been vigilant in protecting our trysting time." 
 
"The more you long to be with Me, the more you give in to that longing—the deeper, wider and fuller 
your anointing becomes. Because we are One in each other and I labor through you to bring forth the 
fruits of salvation and sanctity in your lives and the lives of your families." 
 
"So, if you are feeling flat or dry, please remember: the Branch can bring forth no fruit unless it 
remains healthy, drawing its life from the Vine." 
 
"I am the vine and you are the branches. The one who remains in Me, and I in him, will bear much 
fruit. For apart from Me you can do nothing" John 15:5 
 
 
 
 

Message 626: Jesus says... I so long for you, but Man in his Pride does 

not like to obey 
 
 
June 4, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "My precious family of Heartdwellers. Indeed, I love to dwell with you in your hearts. 
And those who do not yet understand what that is, it is the prayer of worship and delight you take in 
My presence." 
 
"And how do you arrive there? By letting go of the World, your opinion about yourself, and longing for 
Me deeply in your heart. I do not disappoint good wills. Obedience truly is the way to My Heart and to 
the Revelation of My Being." 
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"I long to reveal Myself to all of you, but some of you are not quite ready. You are still hanging on to 
the pleasures of the World. You're still resisting me in things I've asked you to do. And Clare struggles 
with this, as well. But when you resolve in your will that nothing is more important to you than Me, 
that‘s when I will be able to change your heart." 
 
"Ask for this... 'Lord, change my heart, so that You are the only thing important to me.'" 
 
"This does not come overnight. For most, it is a journey of letting go of the World and embracing what 
you think will please Me. It‘s a matter of deep integrity. To integrate your values as a Christian into 
your whole life, with no corners of darkness where the devils may exploit you." 
 
"It is when you give permission to the little things, against what you imagine My will to be for you, that 
the enemy gets a toe-hold inside the door to your heart. When the door is barred, he cannot even 
begin to gain entrance into your heart — so he works on you. Playing you. Feeding you permissions 
to do what I would not have you do. Even as Satan did in the Garden, as he lied... 'Surely you will not 
die if you eat of this fruit.' Yes, he talked Eve into doing what she knew was wrong - and look at what 
it cost them." 
 
"You do not see the monster trying to enter your heart. Rather, it looks more like a tiny mouse, the 
issue is so small. But understand it can become big and overwhelming in very little time. Just like a 
tiny match in the forest can destroy thousands of acres, so can a tiny compromise do the same." 
 
"I am repeating Myself, because I long to have intimate fellowship with you all, and it hurts My heart 
just as much as it hurts yours when we are not communing together." 
 
"Oh, how I miss you, My precious ones! This is why obedience to the ‗little‘ things is so important. It 
takes you from one rung on the ladder to the next and the next and the next. And pretty soon, you are 
in My arms and we are having that sweet time of fellowship we have both longed for." 
 
"You see, man in his Pride does not like to obey. He seeks independence, self-sufficiency, doing it his 
own way, his own prowess and devices. Making his own decisions. But in My world, it is the little ones 
who seek dependence on Me. Trusting Me, they find completeness in Me, and leave the prowess up 
to Me in dealing with the World and the devil. It is the worshipful heart that stirs Me to pity and longing 
for you." 
 
"Is it not difficult to worship when you know you have transgressed or neglected My invitations?" 
 
"I do not expect you to be perfect; just long to be perfect for Me. This moves My heart. Selfishness 
pushes Me away and I must take you through a series of lessons to learn how important selflessness 
is. You must meet yourself at rock bottom and discover how very vulnerable you are before you are 
totally willing to allow Me to be your everything, your provider, your all-in-all." 
 
"And work with all your strength to resist the temptations and allurements of the World. And to work 
with all your strength, to do the things that I have asked you to do. That I hint at you to do. Things that 
you don't want to do, because of a hurtful past or difficulty in your environment. Things you just don't 
want to do, but yet you know deep down inside I want you to do them." 
 
"Cleave to Me, My precious ones. Cry out in temptation and run from every occasion of sin. Beg Me to 
remove that stubborn self-will that stands in the way of you doing what you know I really do want you 
to do." 
 
"And if you fall, return to Me with a docile and repentant heart and I shall restore you." 
 
"But the greatest blessing of all is the sweet fellowship we will have, because you have chosen Me 
over all else in the World. Even over yourself. Remember... this is a journey, and I am committed to 
you all the way through to the end. Be committed to Me as well and I will fulfill those empty and 
aching places within you with My sweet presence." 
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Message 627: Jesus speaks about hidden Motives, Pride, Avarice, 

Greed & The middle East 
 
 
June 6, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Thank you, Lord, for not giving up on us, but being there by our sides as we go from 
glory to glory, learning Your ways and conforming our lives to Your perfect will. Amen. 
 
Well, just an update, dear ones. The Lord is so serious about keeping us on the straight and narrow, 
that at times we are bound to fall. Listening very carefully is so important. But sometimes He doesn‘t 
tell us when we are stepping into a trap, because He wants to draw out the deeper motives of our 
hearts and reveal them to us. 
 
As you know, Ezekiel is growing stronger every day and excited about what the Lord is doing. Just 
after his healing, the Lord said He would leave a little bit for offering in times of international distress 
and need. And last night he was called into service again for President Donald Trump, President 
Assad, Israel, N. Korea, and of course, Kim. 
 
But there are usually two aspects to a suffering. One is a door we opened. The other is a dire need for 
intercession. 
 
And we did open a door. Actually, I've been seeking the Lord for three days on what door we might 
have opened, because symptoms started popping up that told me that something was going on. And 
over the years, we've noticed—very consistently—the Lord sometimes reveals things to us at a time 
when intercession is needed for the world. So, we may be skipping along merrily thinking everything 
is fine. And all of a sudden, the door gets opened. We get backlash. And then we seek Him on 'How 
in the world did I open this door??' But at the same time, whatever we're suffering in that moment is 
being used to forestall the situation and make it less dangerous. Or to disarm it altogether. And 
sometimes that happens when we're praying for someone who is very sick, and the Lord wants to 
deliver them of that sickness. 
 
You know, as intercessors, we just never know what it is the Lord is asking us to give ourselves for. 
 
In preparing for a new recording season, we were missing a couple of instruments — or so we 
thought to fill out what we needed. We went to the Lord about it, and from the readings, everything 
was a green light and joyful. 
 
Well, then the first instrument arrived. Ezekiel was attacked before he got out of bed that day. And 
when another one arrived the next day, the same thing happened. And finally, when the last one 
arrived which was an inexpensive bass guitar. He was not in any way indulging himself, you know. 
These were things he really needed, he felt, for production. But then, a BIG door was opened on the 
third day and the Pain and Torment demons piled right in. 
 
For two days, we could not imagine what in the world this was about. One of our prayer partners got 
Pride, but we didn‘t equate it with Avarice, because we felt we had permission. 
 
But this is what I noticed. He was really enjoying listening to other musicians and just generally getting 
caught up on new techniques, etc. It troubled me when I saw that a lot of time was being used that 
way. And I longed for the day when he would just sit down with his guitar and play from the heart. 
Because those are his most powerful songs. I could see the focus was shifting, and I prayed that it 
would be revealed to him. I prayed that carefully, because... what if it was the Lord allowing him to 
listen to different artists? 
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Presumption can truly ruin a marriage. Especially if you think you are the super-spiritual one and your 
husband is just lagging or lacking altogether. We‘ve been around that mountain wilderness a few 
times, until the Lord convicted me of Pride and Presumption. 
 
It‘s a delicate balance, ladies. You see, our husbands - whether they are converted or not— many 
times have wisdom from Above, nonetheless. So, we don‘t ever want to presume that God is not 
leading them. Well, to make a long story short. Finally, on the fourth day, I knew a door had been 
opened. Because he got very sick. So, I sought the Lord earnestly to find out what it was. And we 
discovered it was Avarice. Wow! I really thought we were acting within God‘s will. 
 
Ouch! Poor Ezekiel! He repented immediately and was so crestfallen that he had hurt the Lord. Not to 
mention that the equipment had to go back. The refund would go to a ministry in need. But the other 
half of this suffering is for the life of President Trump, for our nation and world peace. Praying for all 
the major players. 
 
So, I would ask you all to please pray for these men and situations. And also, pray for Ezekiel as he 
recovers from this. 
 
So, in the stillness of the night, I went to the Lord and He began to speak. 
 
(Jesus) "Tell Him he is forgiven. Please, please, be ever so careful, Clare." 
 
(Clare) I‘m sorry, Lord. I could have been his fail-safe if I had realized. 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s true. But you wanted him to have good things, just like any wife would supply for her 
husband. But you must go deeper in your discernment and not let your decisions be made by shallow 
thinking. Go deeper, Clare. Go deeper. Whenever you get a warning Rhema, pay attention. Pay 
VERY CLOSE ATTENTION. There are so many subtle shades of sin, and neither one of you are used 
to going that deep." 
 
(Clare) He did give me a warning rhema that was pretty pointed. And it really disturbed me when I got 
it, but for the life of me, I couldn't figure out who it was about. And this is what it said... 'In the primitive 
Church, pastors and prelates were poor men, burning with Charity - not Greed.' Wow... I got that 
probably about two days ago, and I thought... 'What is this about??' He must be trying to warn me of 
something, and I just didn't have a clue. 
 
(Jesus) "As I said, whenever you get a warning rhema, PAY ATTENTION." 
 
And that, guys was from my box of, like... Oh, it's probably 1,500 cards by now. 
 
(Jesus) "When I say deeper, I mean deeper, Franciscan deeper." 
 
(Clare) What He means by that is to make do with only the essentials. Nothing more. Oh Lord, I don‘t 
have the strength and love it takes to go that deep right now. Will you please help me? 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s why we are talking now, My Love. Oh, I want to put an end to these attacks; so badly 
do I want them to end! Although, as you have observed, 50% is also for an offering and always comes 
at an opportune time." 
 
(Clare) Jesus, I am so sorry. I was blind—just as much by Pride and Avarice as he was. 
 
(Jesus) "And yet your intentions towards him and towards Me were honorable. That is why I tell you to 
never, ever judge the motives of anyone. Only I know why they did something. Even the seemingly 
most detestable of men, those who promote the New World Order‘s thoughts on how to live. They 
are, in essence, just applying their intellects to cause life to be 'better' on Earth. They see it as a big 
improvement, an end to poverty and exploitation." 
 
"However, they are using poverty and exploitation to put something together that will never stand. Iron 
and clay will never stand." 
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(Clare) And there, He's referring to Nebuchadnezzar‘s statue. Which, we are in the End Times. The 
feet of that statue. 
 
(Jesus) "They have been raised to believe in a better world, using the tools of their intellect—but 
without Me. They see Religion as the problem. Which indeed it can be — but they do not see Me as 
the solution." 
 
"So you see, if you were to examine their motives, you would find honorable ideas. What they do not 
acknowledge is the fallen state of sin that man is in. Which means greed and exploitation will always 
be used to steal from the weak." 
 
"I am coming to liberate man from this system of slavery that those from the ‗great halls of learning‘ 
have consigned them to. Where every man, woman and child has an opportunity to be fulfilled in their 
destiny. These people fear vision and freedom, because it cannot be forced into their game plan. 
Therefore, they will deal harshly with and eliminate the dissenters." 
 
"But back to your situation, My Love. Be ever so careful, Clare. The heart of man has much 
wickedness that is not seen for what it is. From childhood, little ones are taught Avarice, Greed, Pride 
— and it goes so deep in a man or woman that deep ploughing and even sometimes dynamite, is 
needed to dislodge it and bring it to the surface to be dealt with." 
 
"And I know that's your heart. That you want these faults dealt with. And that's why I continue to work 
with you on this level. You are both forgiven. And you're wiser now. Move ahead in joy, for I am with 
you. And by the way, I love the song we are working on." 
 
(Clare) Thank you for your mercy, Lord. Please give Ezekiel some relief. 
 
(Jesus) "It will come when My ends have been accomplished and secured. Be patient, Clare. He truly 
is carrying the world in his inward parts. For the time being, this IS his work." 
 
(Clare) Oh, that's hard... 
 
(Jesus) "Precious Dwellers in My Heart. All of you have good and bad, right and wrong set before you 
each day. If you have offered your bodies as a living sacrifice, there will be times when I require that 
of you. Please cleave to Me tightly and know that I suffer with you and will remove this season from 
you as quickly as possible." 
 
"When you see the Middle East heating up, you know deep intercession is needed. You can pray to 
be relieved of pain. Or you can pray for the Middle East — and I will relieve the pain. But it is there to 
remind you that this World is a lit fuse, ready to explode at any moment. And you are the bucket of 
water." 
 
"We are in a war, and you are in the front lines. Fear nothing! I am with you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 628: Come to My aid! They will stop at nothing to destroy 

TRUMP & PUTIN 
 
 
June 7, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "If you want your President to live, get on your knees. This is the most elaborate and 
serious attempt on his life that has ever been planned. There are a number of places I can and will 
snafu this - IF you are on your knees. THIS IS CRITICAL! Without your serious intercession, this evil 
plan will succeed." 
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"The Elite world powers are trying to throw the world into total confusion, because they have lost so 
much ground and will be losing more. I need every man, woman and child on vigil prayer for these 
men NOW. Please, My People. Come to My aid. Hear My cries and help Me save the world from 
certain disaster and calamity." 
 
"These men are so evil and hell-bent they will stop at NOTHING to destroy these Presidents. This is 
unlike anything that has ever been planned before. That is why I want you all on high alert." 
 
"On your knees and praying for the safety of these men, and that My plans will go through 
unhindered. I will be with you in these prayers. My Spirit will lead you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 629: Jesus says... Come to Me, do not delay!  This world is a 

wicked place & No one is guaranteed another day 
 
 
June 8, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Thank You, dear Jesus, for sharing with us the secrets of Your Heart. Amen. 
 
My dear ones, tonight I discovered something very precious about Heartdwellers. This Channel is not 
for everybody, because it leads right to the suffering heart of Jesus our Lord. We are not just a 
Christian gathering. We are called into the depths of His Passion and into travail over the World. That 
is why so many of us have physical pains: He is sharing with us something indescribably precious — 
His suffering Heart. But who embraces His pain? 
 
My precious Heartdwellers, Brides and Victim souls, we are all called to comfort Him in His ongoing 
Passion over fallen man... even to the point where He grieves the loss of an unrepentant soul who did 
nothing but steal and murder his entire life. We will never truly know the agonies He goes through 
each day. But He may allow us to taste a drop of it to comfort Him. The fact that we sought Him out 
and wanted to keep Him company is all that matters to Him. He is totally smitten with the soul who 
has set their heart on His. You cannot dwell in His heart without experiencing His agonies. And yet, 
He calls us there to comfort Him, to hold Him, and be one with Him and all that matters to Him. 
 
Jesus began... "My Brides, My precious ones. Eternity cannot even begin to disclose what your 
devotion to Me has meant." 
 
"As the pages of your lives unfold, I hold a golden vial with the tears I collected from your eyes in your 
moments of grief. I have never left your side, My people. Oh, how I wish everyone to know My tender 
mercy that cannot bear to abandon a suffering soul." 
 
"How I long for souls to know I am by their side! They are not alone. I am intimately involved in their 
lives, always trying to guide them in the right way. But they have been fed so many lies and twisted 
pictures of Who I Am, they cannot bear to approach Me, for fear of punishment. Yet I stand beside 
them, arms wide open, waiting for some sign of seeking Me." 
 
"I approach them with great delicacy, place My hand upon their heads and allow them to sense a little 
of My Presence. To wake up their hearts. To know I am not going to smite them. On the contrary, I 
am going to comfort, forgive and pour new life into them. Not just any life, but the life they‘ve always 
longed for." 
 
"I do not care what you have done. Did I not pardon the adulterous woman? Did I not touch and 
comfort the prostitute who poured the precious oil over My feet in preparation for My burial? Did I not 
pardon the thief and murderer dying by My side? What did he say to Me? ‗Jesus, remember me when 
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you come into Your Kingdom.‘ Did I chastise and turn him away for the men, women and children he 
murdered and stole from?" 
 
"It‘s not that I condone sin. It‘s that I came to set you free from sin, from the punishment of your sins, 
so you could be with Me in Heaven for eternity. I did this because of My passionate love for each and 
every one of you. But you will not believe this until you see the place I‘ve prepared for you." 
 
"Go now, My precious Heartdwellers, and dream sweet dreams about the day we will finally be 
together. And for those of you who do not yet know Me - dream of the most wonderful place on Earth 
for you. Then see Me standing there with My arms wide open to you, inviting you to step into the 
dream with Me." 
 
"Even if Disney designed that setting, still it would not approach the beauty of what I‘ve prepared for 
you when you finally come to Me. I am waiting for so many of you. Please do not delay. This world is 
a wicked place and no one is guaranteed another day. So, come. Come to Me now, while you can. I 
wait for you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 630: Jesus says... Giving up is not an Option! You are no 

Failures... Persevere & Carry on 
 
 
June 10, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank You, Precious Lord, for delivering me from evil. Amen. 
 
Dear Heartdwellers, I awoke with the worst feeling of Failure I've ever experienced. I really viewed my 
work on this Channel as a major defeat, because I simply cannot quite get to things as quickly as I 
want to, no matter how hard I try. I was NOT a pretty sight! 
 
So, I came into prayer... Actually, I was IN prayer and the Lord stopped me, 'cause He knew, how bad 
I was feeling and He began... 
 
(Jesus) "I want to talk with you. This shroud of Condemnation you woke up with is NOT from Me. I 
can see that you ARE making efforts, and have I not rewarded you by taking away his pain?" 
 
(Clare) 'Cause Ezekiel's been in intercession with pain since Friday. 
 
(Jesus) "The guilt that you feel is NOT from Me. How many times must I repeat Myself, Clare? How 
many times?" 
 
(Clare) 'Cause it wasn't getting through to me... 
 
(Jesus) "This cloud was assigned to you to make you so disheartened you would give up. Satan 
knows you were making progress, and that you face many obstacles. So, he pelts you with Guilt over 
everything." 
 
"If you will just take care of the most important things, I will bring you up slowly from this pit. Take 
heart, My Dear Bride. I have not condemned you. Far from it! We are working to bring you out of this 
Pit of Despair and into the Light once again. We will not abandon the work of Our Hearts. Not with 
you. Not with anyone." 
 
"Do you see, My People? The enemy has demons trained in vicious attack, to rob you of your joy, 
your hope and most of all, your destiny. When you feel that it's hopeless, you're making no progress, 
but just going around in circles—THAT is when I am closest to you." 
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"The enemy uses 'coup de grâce' - the final blow, to do you in." 
 
(Clare) It used to mean... the action or event that finally destroys or ends something. Such as in bull 
fighting. And that's what he's using. He's looking to that as the last resort, to put an end to me. 
 
(Jesus) "Except there will be no 'final end' for you, but the Glories of Heaven and Eternity. He is 
dreaming. You are going nowhere. Do not allow yourself to even think it. You are not a failure. You 
are just burdened with many things right now. See to the most important things, Clare. And the rest 
can wait." 
 
"Have I not told you to answer a handful of people a day, and you will eventually get caught up? To 
My satisfaction? There are such glories waiting for you in Heaven that you could not fathom, even if I 
tried to explain it. It is more than what you're expecting, because you persevere." 
 
"Notice. I am using the present tense. That means you have persevered, you are persevering and you 
will persevere even more." 
 
"In fact, there isn't any such thing as 'failure' in your life, now that you are doing your very best to live 
in Obedience and forsake your attractions for the World. Which is no small task with the opposition 
you are facing." 
 
"None of you, Heartdwellers, realize how hot and heavy the opposition is, because they are using 
your own faults. To be sure that you come to the conclusion that you are one step away from 
reprobate, and it's all you and your character. Oh, these demons are clever! They dig deep until they 
hit a raw nerve, and then pile in their accusations until the tree withers." 
 
"Do not listen to them, My people. You are facing monumental opposition. But I AM the Monumental 
God Who will carry you through." 
 
"The devils also persevere, thinking you and all Heartdwellers will cave in, give up and fade away 
back into the World." 
 
"No. That is not going to happen. Because they are Heartdwellers. They live their lives from My 
heart—sometimes unknown to them. They act from My heart. And so, from that place, they are 
strengthened from My very own Blood, to persevere and overcome. Giving up is not an option, for any 
of you, Heartdwellers." 
 
"Where else would you go? From what place will you live this life of holiness? Certainly, you will not 
be pleased with the World after tasting the delights of Heaven!" 
 
"Do not give up! Persevere. Because I have put My Resurrection Power into your body, soul, and 
spirit. There is no way you can fail, as long as you keep trying." 
 
"Get up each day and say... 'No matter how much of a failure I think I am, I will persevere and keep 
trying. Because my God is Faithful. He walks with me, giving me all I need to reach the Goal.'" 
 
"Then, believe that when you say it. Believe it with all your heart." 
 
"As for you, Clare. Beloved, carry on. You would not be assailed with these thoughts if you were no 
threat to the enemy. He reveals the measure by which you are doing damage, by assigning so many 
evil ones to you. He does not waste a shot, Clare. He has so many to shoot at. He sends his best 
Marksmen to the ministry that is doing the most harm to him. Be encouraged. You are in that lot. He 
wants to stamp you out. Discredit you. And rob Me of all the souls who have left the World to become 
My Bride." 
 
"He hates you with a passion. Carry on. I am with you to protect and nourish you. We are in the 
Promise Land. Carry on." 
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Message 631: Jesus speaks about Sin, Lust & its Consequences, 

Suffering, Hell, Traitors & New Beginning for America 
 
 
June 20, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Jesus, our Lord of Glory, You are turning the tides in America. Thank you for using even our 
weaknesses to make this happen... Amen. 
 
My loved ones, some of you are suffering terribly, because you have not discovered and repented of 
an offense done to the Lord. Some of you are still walking around in sins and attitudes that are 
causing doors to be opened, so the demons can sift you. 
 
If your weakness is things, please do a check list and see what you‘ve spent money on that you 
shouldn‘t have. Better still, find out BEFORE you go to the store. 
 
If your weakness is Pride or an independent attitude, disrespect, scorn or disagreement, looking down 
on others? Please, please, repent and ask the Lord to change you into a gentle, loving spirit. 
 
If your weakness is finding fault with others? Oh, dear Lord—please start finding fault with yourself 
and excuse the failures of others as if they were nothing! 
 
If your weakness is selfishness with your time? Please repent and take care of those around you who 
are dependent on your attention, so they can grow up straight and strong, not crippled by neglect. 
 
If your weakness is companionship and intimacy, and even Lust. And you know you‘ve crossed a 
line... Please repent and ask the Lord to protect you from every occasion of sin. The enemy has 
hundreds of thousands of demons of lust sent out on Earth, especially during the summer months, 
when clothing barely covers the essentials. 
 
And these demons have one thing in mind: get you to sin and separate you from God. And I am sure 
that, if you are a Christian, Satan gives them bonuses for bringing you down. 
 
Ask your guardian angel to warn you when you are headed for disaster—then HEED that warning! 
RUN from it! He‘s the one who has to pick up the pieces once your shattered conscience overtakes 
you. 
 
You see, the devils are SO clever. They lure you into an innocent conversation and feelings start to 
stir. They whisper in your head, ‘It‘s ok! Just this time... God will forgive you‘. Or, ‗You need this. 
You‘ve been hurting so badly. They really care for you‘. 
 
So, you dive into that relationship... or maybe slide into it ever so subtly. And then the condemnation 
demons come. The Condemnation Crew is what I want to call them. They have all kinds of 
accusations: ‗You‘ve sinned!! You can‘t pray—God doesn‘t listen to you, you sinner.‘ 
 
And day after day you feel worse, so you go deeper into the relationship for relief. And pretty soon 
you‘re so entrenched and addicted, you can‘t make a decision to get out anymore. Or perhaps it's 
resulted in a pregnancy. And you know this is not the person you want to raise a family with. 
 
The Lord is SO serious about our sanctity and getting the spots and wrinkles out of our wedding 
gowns, that He will not let us slide in our faults. He most of all does not want to leave us to suffer in 
the Tribulation. So, He is allowing these misfortunes to happen to get our attention. 
 
And as always, part of the suffering is for correction, and the other part for timely world events that 
need to be backed up with fasting prayer. 
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Lord, I know they are longing to hear from You. Please, Jesus, share Your heart with us. 
 
Jesus began... "Indeed, it truly is My heart I want to share. Oh, how I love each and every one! And it 
causes Me more grief to correct you and get your attention than it causes you." 
 
"When I have to correct you, there are many factors involved. First of all — I loathe to see you 
suffering! Second of all, it delays the reception of graces and opportunities and promotions in My 
Kingdom. I must wait for you to conquer that vice or sin before I can promote you to an area where 
there will be even more heat, more temptations, and more occasions of sin — along with great 
spiritual responsibilities." 
 
"Clare, when you are lazy like you have been for two days now, I see the souls who check the 
Channel for My messages, and I grieve with them that there is no comfort because a message did not 
come up. Really, My dearest, I know your work load has been very heavy. I have seen your efforts 
when you are falling asleep answering correspondence. And I am very pleased with you. And I 
appreciate all you do for your husband and those around you—it does have merit." 
 
"But I would prefer you get a message up first. And then I will help you save time and energy with the 
other things, so you aren‘t ‗toast‘ the next day, as you were today. Would you please, Clare, put that 
priority ahead of the others?" 
 
"And I don‘t mean a letter from someone who is suffering. That counts. But you could post that letter, 
you know. And that way, others would benefit. I know you will do this now. I can see your heart and I 
forgive you." 
 
"And let this be a lesson to all of you, My little ones. Do not neglect those who are hurting or aching 
for your company, for your comfort or counsel. Be vigilant, because you do not know who is about to 
commit suicide—that you prevented by going out of your way to spend time with them." 
 
(Clare) Forgive me, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "You are forgiven. Just take Me very seriously. You know how you feel when people do not 
take you seriously. So please, take Me ever so seriously." 
 
"What you have shared about Lust is totally overlooked in this culture, because you‘re supposed to be 
sinning in the summertime — that‘s what it‘s gauged for. Lust and an increase in carnal appetites." 
 
"An occasion of sin should be called an occasion of disaster, because it affects so many aspects of 
your life and walk when you allow yourself to fall into it. It sets back the timeline on blessings and 
opportunities I had planned for you." 
 
"Because you were engaged in this sin, valuable people in your life suffered deeply and you may 
have even lost the good wife or husband that I had prepared for you. On the heels of that, you marry 
the wrong person, have children with them and find out 10 years later it all was a big mistake. Now 
you suffer with a broken home and children who are permanently scarred by rejection." 
 
"Oh, My People, make no mistake. LUST has very serious, long-range consequences. Sin rots away 
at your integrity, your purpose in life, all the promotions you were denied—and I am not talking about 
money. And worst of all, the children you love are alienated and compromised, coming into the world 
looking for a replacement for their mothers and their fathers. And they repeat the cycle of sin." 
 
"Now, some of you will listen to Me; others will ignore this warning that you are headed, not only for 
disaster, but very possibly Hell—because this sin has mastered you and robbed you of all you could 
have been. Don‘t you see? I am not a ‗mean', chastising God! I am loving, forgiving, and merciful. 
Warning you that you will ruin many lives by selfishly ignoring My commandments and going your own 
head-strong way." 
 
―And what coincides with these testings and corrections is the need for prayers and graces to be 
released on behalf of your government and citizens of America who have been blinded by the 
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mainstream media. Blinded eyes are about to be opened, and your sufferings are being applied to this 
cause as you discover the things in your lives that have blocked My graces and resulted in various 
illnesses and suffering." 
 
"I want to heal you, My people. Walk justly before Me and refuse compromise at every turn. Many of 
you who have fallen, if not all, have been set up by the enemy using your weak points to entrap you. 
But I am throwing you the rope of Grace to climb out of your pits." 
 
―Now, to add to this. I just want to say that, even in the midst of your sufferings, much grace is being 
applied to your country‘s turn-around. And nothing you suffer goes to waste. This is the time to 
promote the Truth and stand behind your President (Trump). Doors of corruption are being flung open 
for all to see how the traitors have been destroying America." 
 
"The Swamp is indeed being drained. But even better than that, I am about to release a tide of fresh, 
pure Water from Heaven that will cause you all to forget the days of the past. For I am doing a new 
thing in America, and we will go from Victory to Victory." 
 
"Fresh, new Living Waters will be flowing down the Channels of Heaven into the lakes and restoring 
clean reservoirs. Springs of Living Waters will come up from the ground and cleanse the filth that has 
been, bringing with them a new anointing for government with capable leaders who are dedicated to 
righteousness. This will call for a whole new crop of politicians, and many Patriots have taken up the 
cause to invest in the government as officials who will do God‘s will and truly be servants of the 
people and the nation." 
 
"I am calling all willing men and women to the public sector to replace the corrupted ones. I am asking 
some of you to invest your life in this country, while there is yet time. I will be with those who commit 
to changing the nation. All of you have something to contribute to your government, and there are 
going to be an unprecedented number of vacancies for you to fill. I can equip you. All I need is your 
consent and desire to become a part of what I am doing in this world." 
 
"My people, truly this is a time of new beginnings. Not easy beginnings. But new beginnings." 
 
 
 
 

Message 632: The Deep State blackmails President Trump with 

planted Nukes 
 
 
June 24, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Dear Heartdwellers. This is a serious call to prayer again. May the Lord give us strength and 
courage. We have just been given news of a tragic plot to keep President Trump from disclosing and 
arresting hundreds of traitors in this country. The Deep State is trying to blackmail the President with 
suitcase nukes planted in different cities, threatening him that they will detonate them if he continues 
to disclose the guilty. This information comes from a highly trusted, military intelligence source. I felt a 
heaviness during my communion service. And I couldn't wait to ask the Lord... 
 
'Is this true?' 
 
Jesus began... ―It is. And I am calling everyone who has taken My Name and calls themselves a 
Christian to pray and fast as they can to prevent this tragedy of all tragedies. I cannot say America will 
go unscathed, but I can say that your prayers will make the decisive difference. This is why I have 
called Ezekiel into suffering prayer." 
 
―My people, there are those who will stop at nothing to cover their trail in the public eye. To escape 
incarceration and disclosure of the network that has had this country by the throat for decades. They 
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have worked too hard to see it destroyed. At least, that is what they think. My thoughts are not theirs. I 
am defending this Nation, which has done an about-face and is now listening to Me and working 
towards My goals for America. 
 
―What you are dealing with is an evil regime that will devour every man, woman and child to achieve 
its ends." 
 
―So, again I come to you, My People. I ask you to go to your knees and pray that the bombs will not 
be detonated; that they will fail, be discovered and disarmed. Pray for those who are working to stop 
this, that they will be sensitive to the Holy Spirit, and receive from Him the information they need to 
stop this. 
 
"Pray for the safety of all involved. I want to see this plan totally destroyed and disarmed, but it will 
take a great deal of prayer and suffering for some. Fast as much as you can, My faithful ones. Do not 
collapse in fatigue, but make it count. And do not feel condemned if you can't fast for longer times. Do 
what you can. Wrap your heart around this. It's desperately important to Me. 
 
―I will move and intervene on behalf of My people, because they prayed. This Deep State is desperate 
and in their death throes in this country. And yet many will be arrested outside of America for their 
complicity. This is why they have devised such a despicable plan. 
 
―Pray, pray, pray that they fail. My Father is watching over you, America, and this is not what He 
wants for you. My Spirit will travail from within you against this insidious and wicked destruction of all 
that is right.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 633: Jesus speaks about the Delay of the Demise of America, 

the Antichrist & The Salvation of Muslims 
 
 
June 27, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord Jesus, please give us Your courage and strength to run this race and to stay on 
our knees until we have the breakthrough. Amen. 
 
Well, the last 5 days have been very difficult for us, Heartdwellers. And I know some of you are 
expressing the same things. Each one of us has had painfully difficult burdens to carry. And were it 
not for the Lord‘s words of encouragement, we would have wondered if we were being severely 
chastised for some unrecognized sin. But He has made it clear... this is what it will take to bring this 
evil kingdom to a temporary halt. By that I mean, the ruling elite will rise up when Father God allows 
the Tribulation to begin. But until then, He's holding it back. So, I sought the Lord for a word for 
tonight.... 
 
Jesus began... "My precious children, all this suffering is adding up to a stunning victory over those 
who thought they would continue to reign by subterfuge. I know your miseries are many in this hour. I 
see how you are cleaving to the Hope I‘ve given you. I hear the meditations of your heart that you 
would gladly suffer to avert a civil nuclear war. I still cannot guarantee you that no harm will come to 
this nation. But I can assure you, it will be the end of the season of the reign of terror these dark ones 
were counting on to destroy America." 
 
"The hour of America‘s demise has been pushed back, yet there are still many in this country totally 
ignorant of what‘s really been going on. It is written that the Antichrist will gain office by deceit. This he 
has already done. But because of your prayers, he has been dethroned and will continue to be held in 
abeyance until the time is ripe. Your prayers have crippled his plans and given you a window of 
opportunity to gather in souls." 
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"Oh, how I have longed for this time! How I have longed to see the Muslim people brought into My 
Kingdom." 
 
"The plan to disperse the people around the world, enabling Islam to take over the world, has 
backfired. Because many have left Islam—and that is but the beginning. Deep inside they know that 
the God that created them could not possibly be so brutal and cruel, and it has brought them to a 
crisis in faith. My Father calls them to Me, and I will continue to give them dreams, visions and 
miracles to bring My children Home to Me. What great comfort I have in their return. This is why the 
Antichrist has been detained." 
 
"Work while you have the light, My People. Do not become vain and self-indulgent with increase, 
rather wrap your resources around the poor and those hungering for justice. Bring them to Me; they 
are ready. So very ready.‖ 
 
(Clare) Jesus, do You want me to share the Scripture You gave me? 
 
(Jesus) "Yes. Share it. I will inspire Hope and Endurance." 
 
(Clare) I felt led to pick up my Bible and go for a Rhema. I opened to the fall of Nineveh. And I'll read 
you the part that really struck me. 
 
(Rhema) The Lord is a jealous and avenging God; the Lord takes vengeance and is filled with wrath. 
The Lord takes vengeance on his foes and vents his wrath against his enemies. The Lord is slow to 
anger but great in power; the Lord will not leave the guilty unpunished. 
 
His way is in the whirlwind and the storm, and clouds are the dust of his feet. He rebukes the sea and 
dries it up; he makes all the rivers run dry. Bashan and Carmel wither and the blossoms of Lebanon 
fade. The mountains quake before him and the hills melt away. 
 
The earth trembles at his presence, the world and all who live in it. Who can withstand his 
indignation? Who can endure his fierce anger? His wrath is poured out like fire; the rocks are 
shattered before him. 
 
The Lord is good, a refuge in times of trouble. He cares for those who trust in him, but with an 
overwhelming flood he will make an end of Nineveh; he will pursue his foes into the realm of 
darkness. 
 
Whatever they plot against the Lord he will bring to an end; Trouble will not come a second time. They 
will be entangled among thorns and drunk from their wine; they will be consumed like dry stubble. 
From you, Nineveh, has one come forth who plots evil against the Lord and devises wicked plans. 
 
This is what the Lord says... "Although they have allies and are numerous, they will be destroyed and 
pass away. Although I have afflicted you, Judah, I will afflict you no more. Now I will break their yoke 
from your neck and tear your shackles away." 
 
(Clare) Yes — the yoke of the New World Order has been so heavy! All of the trade agreements and 
the way this country has been robbed. The lying that's been going on. All the trafficking. The human 
trafficking—SO cruel! So terribly cruel. And the practice of Satanic ritual murder... ALL of this, all of 
this. The Lord is going to break this yoke from our necks. 
 
Well, you know we pray for these people, for their salvation and change of heart. Just like we prayed 
for the dictator of N. Korea. And we will continue to pray. But we want to bring a stop to the evil 
practices, and these prayers are what's doing it. All of our prayers around the world. 
 
(Jesus) "Persevere in prayer, My people, you are moving mountains aside. You are crippling deadly 
attacks, you are changing the tide with your supplications. Your intercessions are holding the Staff of 
Righteousness over the raised hands of your President. Over the Amalekites. And we will have the 
victory." 
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"Yet there is much darkness in the land. Those who have led worldly, busy lives have fed themselves 
on superficial lies of the media. Just as in the days of Hitler—a popular man backed by Satan and his 
generals, has won the confidence of the people — though they can see his abysmal failures. A 
shroud of blindness has been pulled over their eyes and they are responding to feelings being fed by 
Satanic forces." 
 
"This is how certain movie stars climb the ladder to fame. They sell themselves to Satan and out of 
anonymity they are raised up into stardom. This works in politics, as well, and this is the cult that has 
enabled Obama and Hillary to rise and control the blinded masses." 
 
"The day is coming where eyes will be opened, but not without a struggle. You, My People, must 
defend the Truth and stand for what is right. At the very least, it will sink in when you are Raptured 
and they will remember that you warned them. This will not make you popular. But then... I was not 
popular either." 
 
 
 
 

Message 634: Jesus says...  Learn to know the Difference between My 

Conviction & Satans Condemnation 
 
 
June 30, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Jesus! You have broken through to me. You ARE communicating with me all day long. 
Please, give us the grace to hear and see what You are saying to us... Amen. 
 
Well, the Lord approached me right away after prayer, and He said... 
 
(Jesus) "It‘s been a long time since you‘ve talked about dancing with Me, and some wonder if you still 
have that relationship with Me. Please tell them you do." 
 
"Please tell them that I love to dance with them, sing over them and tenderly rest their heads over My 
heart. Nothing has changed in the way I have approached you, Clare, but you do not share that. So, it 
would please Me very much if you would." 
 
(Clare) Okay. What can I say to that? 
 
Oh, dear family, what a sweet gentleman He is when He wants to dance with His Bride! I always see 
myself in a formal gown, in the evening, on a ballroom floor. There were people milling around tonight 
as we danced and it reminded me of a scene from 'The Princess Diaries'. 
 
Later, as the music changed to one of the garden songs with a playful tempo. We were dancing in a 
spacious garden with islands of flowers all around us. Jesus so gracefully took my hand and joyfully 
twirled me around and around to this joyful music. And then He played several worship songs and I 
entered into worship, lifting my hands, but ever so aware of His Majesty. And how He comes to us so 
humbly, but is still the God of all Glory. 
 
When He approaches me, I am smitten by His natural grace and stately demeanor! And His 
penetrating eyes. Yet He is so approachable, so kindly, so intensely taken by a single-minded gaze 
from His Bride. 
 
I've always struggled with this concept. One moment, He is my spouse and we are dancing. And other 
moments, I am in the midst of those who are lifting hands and worshipping Him. 
 
And then, there is the Presence of Father God. And a song that He frequently plays for me, called 
'Oh, Daddy God', a cover song by Dominic Chin. It is so moving! And it puts me right into His 
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presence in the Throne Room. Oh, dear ones, don‘t be afraid to put your songs on shuffle and allow 
Holy Spirit to lead you into deeper worship. 
 
(Jesus) "What My Father and I enjoy to no end is your sincere worship and gratitude when you sing 
from the heart, Clare. I wish for you all to sing to Me from your hearts! And this practice of letting Us 
pick the songs, and the order in which they are played, is very fruitful. I long to express My love for all 
of you in this way." 
 
"I do want to say to every one of you: I am with you all the time. I am communicating with you all the 
time. I am NEVER distant. This is a lie of the enemy to cause you to feel rejected, so you will look for 
comfort from him. Or things of the world, that do nothing to bring you closer to Me, but eventually can 
cause you to turn away from Me." 
 
―When I say, ‗closer to Me‘, I mean closer to being able to see and understand Me clearly. Beloved 
ones, there is no way you can get ‗closer to Me‘. I live in your hearts; we are already SO very close! 
What is missing is your ability to hear and see Me. This is a matter of stillness of heart and mind, and 
a matter of prayer and training to perceive My voice from your own, the world‘s, and the enemy‘s." 
 
(Jesus) "If you have given Me your life, repented of your sins, and sought Me with all your heart — 
know that I am there. If you have given Me your heart, I have taken up residence, even as it is written 
in Scripture... 'If you love Me, keep My commands. And I will ask the Father, and He will give you 
another advocate to help you and be with you forever — the Spirit of Truth.'" 
 
"The world cannot accept Him, because it neither sees Him nor knows Him. But you know Him, for He 
lives with you and will be in you." 
 
"I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you. Before long, the world will not see me anymore, 
BUT YOU WILL SEE ME. Because I live, you also will live." 
 
"On that day you will realize that I am in my Father, and you are in me, and I am in you. Whoever has 
my commands and keeps them is the one who loves me. The one who loves me will be loved by my 
Father, and I, TOO, WILL LOVE THEM AND SHOW MYSELF TO THEM." John 14:15-21 
 
(Jesus) "Because we are dwelling together, I hear every beat of your heart, every thought from your 
mind, every painful loss, and every joyful moment. Once more: I waste no time trying to get your 
attention and speak to you. Sometimes, it is an outward sign. At other times, it is an inner stirring and 
a desire that leads you." 
 
"The problem comes when you doubt. The devils are masters at manipulating Doubt in your minds. 
After all, they‘ve been at it for 6,000 years, beginning with Eve." 
 
"Yes, that is good. Get a picture of Eve. She doubted My goodness and look where it led her and the 
rest of humanity? And look at where her unbelief led Me? To be crucified on the Cross." 
 
"I dwell in the garden of your hearts, My People. And if you doubt My word to you, how can you 
perceive that I am there? Yet you blame Me and accuse Me of forsaking you! Don‘t you see? It is your 
unbelief that is blocking you from experiencing Me." 
 
"What does Scripture say is the duty of a Christian? Then they inquired... What must we do to perform 
the works of God? Jesus replied... The work of God is this... to believe in the One He has sent." (John 
6:28-29) 
 
"And, My People, this is indeed work, very hard work. Because the Accuser of the Brethren is hard at 
work with his devils, night and day, accusing you to yourselves and accusing you to Me. And accusing 
Me to you! So that you believe the lie that I have rejected you, I am not with you. That's a lie!" 
 
"Is it not written... Then war broke out in heaven. Michael and his angels fought against the dragon, 
and the dragon and his angels fought back. But he was not strong enough, and they lost their place in 
heaven. The great dragon was hurled down—that ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan, who 
leads the whole world astray. He was hurled to the earth, and his angels with him. Then I heard a loud 
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voice in heaven say: ―Now have come the salvation and the power and the kingdom of our God, and 
the authority of his Messiah. For the accuser of our brothers and sisters, who accuses them before 
our God day and night, has been hurled down." (Revelation 12:7-10) 
 
"Yes, My people, I wrote this for you, so you would know where accusations come from. Accusations 
always, 100% of the time, without any doubts whatsoever, come from Satan and his demons. I never, 
never, never accuse you. NEVER." 
 
"I do, however, convict you—and you need to learn to discern the difference between Accusation and 
Conviction. I have spoken on this before, but it‘s always good to have a refresher. Conviction happens 
IN THE HEART. You feel something isn‘t quite right, you feel unsettled. It‘s an uneasy feeling of 
compromise, like maybe... you‘ve missed Me." 
 
"Condemnation almost always happens in the head and it starts like this... 'You shouldn‘t have done 
that. You are bad. You are stupid and foolish. What were you thinking? Now God is angry with you. 
You blew it. Now He won‘t hear your prayers. He‘s rejected you.'" 
 
"Now, there is a reaction to those words that DOES happen inside of you, immediately. So, you must 
catch it at the outset, because the enemy will try to duplicate that feeling of conviction, when you are 
under conviction." 
 
"But the major feeling is condemnation. Feeling badly about yourself, feeling rejected by God, unable 
to pray, lack of faith that you will be heard. These are all signs of demonic twists to cause you to draw 
away from Me, to cause you to give up on seeing or hearing Me, so you will hunger inside for any kind 
of relationship to fill the empty place inside. The place where all your unanswered questions and 
insecurities land." 
 
"A soul can have an entire warehouse of doubts and questions — and I promise you, Satan has an 
answer for every single one. So, he leads you into the New Age, or Islam, or Eastern Religion, or 
Secular Humanism — which has been used to indoctrinate children into error from a very early age. 
And these children are now adults in influential positions." 
 
"I want you to know, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that these thoughts DID NOT & NEVER WILL 
come from Me. EVER. If you have identified these feelings in yourself, they are from Satan, not Me." 
 
"My reaction to you, doing something you shouldn‘t have done, is to come to you tenderly and hold 
you. Because I know how badly you feel for betraying My trust or failing in your efforts to please Me. 
And when you do embrace me, confession and conviction will come spilling out of your heart. I will 
forgive you, and you will finally have peace, along with the resolution not to make that mistake again." 
 
"Lessons are not easily learned, My precious ones. Habit patterns tend to dominate your actions, and 
these habits must be retrained to correspond with Godly behavior. And this takes time." 
 
"You are so hard on yourselves when you fail! I am not that hard on you, because I know how weak 
you are." 
 
"You can be made stronger by My Grace, but it requires you to NEVER criticize or judge another soul. 
The actions of a soul may be wrong, and it is permitted to disclose that. Only. In extreme necessity. 
But as far as the person goes, never judge them. You just don‘t know what kind of pressures they are 
under or what their thinking is. I am the only One who knows those things." 
 
"So, to review what I want you to retain, dear ones. If you feel badly about yourself or that I will no 
longer hear your prayers, recognize... this is from the enemy and renounce such lying thoughts." 
 
"Then turn to Me with your whole heart and beg forgiveness. Ask for the strength not to repeat this 
sin. And if you are working with other souls, be sure to return them, and put them back on the right 
path. Otherwise, you will spread error and make the problem of self-condemnation much worse." 
 
"Remember... I dearly love you, each and every one. You can never be replaced in My heart by 
anyone else. And I am always communicating with you." 
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"Please, learn to hear Me. Pay attention to a 'heart' rock, lying in your path. Pay attention to a balloon 
blowing right into you. Pay attention to a scrap of paper from a candy bar saying... 'Joy'. Pay attention 
to the song in the supermarket when you‘re shopping. Pay attention to the songs I shuffle to speak to 
your heart." 
 
"Please. Pay attention, My dearly Beloved ones, and listen very carefully. Then you will know beyond 
a shadow of a doubt. I am truly there with you in your heart, by your side, and forever holding you 
close to My heart. You can never be replaced. You are one-of-a-kind..." 
 
"Oh, bless Me with your love! The world is dark and cruel. And I need your love, just as you need 
Mine." 
 
 
 
 

Message 635: Jesus says... A Worldling cannot receive spiritual 

Transmissions 
 
 
July 8, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "I have heard your prayers and cries, My People, and I long to bring you closer so you 
CAN hear Me. So, I will begin to explain to you the elements that stand in the way of your spiritual 
growth." 
 
"I have much to say to you, My dear ones who are struggling to hear Me, for many different reasons. 
You do have a very real enemy. You still have unrecognized sin in your lives. You have many 
struggles with your flesh, because of what you allow into your ear and eye-gate. You do tend to be 
selfish with your time." 
 
"You see, those of you who pour out your efforts and prayers on others, I must continually fill. So, part 
of being filled is being empty to begin with. Not just empty for the consolations you feel you need and 
want, but empty for what you want to give to others. The more a soul pours out their lives on others, 
the more I will fill them. Your emptiness and desire to help others and their aching need causes Me to 
pour out into you, so that you CAN fill them." 
 
"You could almost call this a spiritual law, it is such a regular dynamic. Emptiness calls to Me, makes 
demands on My grace — especially when the soul is crying out to feed others." 
 
"If I continue to fill you, when you are only collecting it for yourself, you become self-serving, and like a 
lake with no outlet, eventually a stagnant pond. It is the faithfulness to the graces I give you that 
causes Me to anoint you even more. You put demands upon Me, My children, when you pour out on 
others all that you have." 
 
"This is truly a spiritual law that emptiness draws from the wellsprings of grace, simply by the fact that 
it has nothing to give. How can you serve others when you are so empty? So, I fill you, dear souls." 
 
"Now we come to another fact that influences whether or not you will be able to see and hear Me. 
There are still attitudes and habits in some of your lives that block My grace from going as deeply into 
your lives as it could. How can I fill a vessel that is full of the world? The music of the world, the 
movies of the world, the worldly appetites the body chases after. The worldly comforts and 
conveniences, the worldly guidance from friends, the worldly influences from work. When a vessel is 
full of these things, there is little room for My grace." 
 
"Fortunately for Me, I found a soul loaded down with many of these faults, and through My 
conversations with her, you have been able to learn much. But learning does little good for you if you 
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do not reform your lives based on that knowledge. Modern electronic media is a well-structured and 
studied system, presented in the context of colorful and exciting stories that will captivate and 
influence souls into behavioral values that are easy to control." 
 
"When you play video games, watch TV programs, read worldly magazines and books, you are 
programming yourself to be a worldling. A worldling cannot receive spiritual transmissions, because 
all the concepts to them are alien and make absolutely no sense to them." 
 
"For instance, the Beatitudes... 'Blessed are those who mourn; they shall be comforted. Blessed are 
the meek; they shall inherit the Earth. Blessed are you when men persecute and revile you.' All these 
concepts are repugnant to the worldly-minded soul, and I must gently lead you out of that morass of 
filth before your mind can truly receive My thoughts." 
 
"Yes, I bathe you in the purifying waters of My word, until the crust of corruption falls from your hearts 
and minds, to reveal a tender heart of flesh and a receptive mind to Heavenly realities. My dear ones, 
if I could isolate you from this nefarious influence, you would begin to hear Me very well, indeed. But 
this is just one facet of the problem. There are so many more, which I will go into in further 
messages." 
 
 
 
 

Message 636: Jesus says... WAKE UP AMERICA ... There will be an 

Event, to wake them up 
 
 
July 10, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "This nation is in great peril, but I have not abandoned her. She has done much good 
throughout the world. And the good she has done is an expression more of the American people, than 
the evil. I say this, because Americans can be very generous, and the evil in this nation is not the 
heart of America or what she stands for. Rather, it is the Globalist agenda, that can even be dated 
back to the French Revolution at its inception." 
 
"Prosperity has misled the people and caused them to focus too much on their comforts, rather than 
where the money they pay for taxes really goes - and the evil roots of the cancer that will eventually 
take over the whole world before I return to govern the Earth. Because of comfort and abundance, 
much has been overlooked in the political arena. But now, those who are true to the spirit of this 
nation are beginning to take back ground, and I am supporting them in their fight." 
 
"However. It is a perilous time, because the corrupted elite leaders of the world care nothing for her 
prosperity. And, even as it is written in the Scriptures, they will strip her bare and naked, leaving her to 
die." 
 
And that's a quote from Revelation 17. 
Then the angel said to me, ―The waters where you saw the prostitute seated are peoples and 
multitudes and nations and tongues. And the ten horns and the beast that you saw will hate the 
prostitute. They will leave her desolate and naked, and will eat her flesh and burn her with fire. For 
God has put it into their hearts to carry out His purpose by uniting to give their kingdom to the beast, 
until the words of God are fulfilled. Revelation 17:15-17 
 
"My people, My chosen ones, history is written with prayer. And this is your time to stand in the gap 
and pray for a miracle. In fact, a succession of miracles. Miracle after miracle is needed to free this 
nation from its captivity. You who care - it is in your hands. I had given you a time frame in which I 
would observe the actions of this nation and My Father would make a decision about her fate." 
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"Although I am anxious to save the Muslim people and others around the world, I cannot oppose My 
Father‘s judgment. He sees so much more than you do. And while He has defended a Champion to 
break this system - for at least a season, it is a very difficult battle. And we are not winning. We are 
losing in many areas." 
 
"But the heart to triumph is still alive, and the efforts to do so still are active and standing. This is a 
fierce opponent that has had his tentacles into the world, in preparation for the Tribulation and the 
takeover of every nation, for a very long time; going deep into generations with well-studied and 
prepared blueprints of destruction to unfold sequentially." 
 
"And now we are near the termination of the blueprints." 
 
"Your president has snatched the prey at the very last moment from the jaws of the Beast. But there 
are hidden snares and blockades everywhere. And where progress is made in one area, it is at the 
same time lost in others and held at bay. This is a great drama being played out before your very 
eyes - and if only you could see the underside, you would know it is far more complicated than it 
looks." 
 
"If the go-along-with-what-is-comfortable-and-attractive population of this nation doesn‘t change, it is 
not looking good for you, America. As the Liberal opposition gains ground, the corrupted hearts and 
minds of these people, who know nothing of the Truth, will bring My Father to the conclusion that it is 
time for His intervention to move along and bring My Bride Home. This is truly a time of life-and-death 
upheaval and there are no guarantees." 
 
"The battle is in the minds of those who refuse to see, or scratch the surface, or even reason 
intelligently. They are stirred up and focused on President Trump as a target for their frustrations and 
anger. Since they have chosen lies, they may well get to see what their choices will result in." 
 
"It is not My Father‘s will to set the Tribulation in motion now; it is His will to bring revival, to give all a 
chance to repent and come to Me." 
 
"However the staunch, liberal Americans are causing Him to reconsider His merciful timeline. It is 
indeed a treacherous time, and an appropriate prayer is to change the heart of this generation raised 
by the Global Elite. They are the ones who have cultivated this ignorance and blindness, in 
preparation for the great takeover and decline of this nation." 
 
"They see themselves as the ‗saving‘ generation, bringing global peace. They see you as 
troublemakers and zealots in a make-believe, conspiratorial world. They are simply blind to the true 
nature of evil parading itself as good." 
 
"There will be a wakeup call for America, Clare. There will be an event to cause all to go deeper. Yet, 
it remains to be seen if the highly-educated generation gets it. They are so conditioned by lies and 
superficial opinions, it is difficult for them to see beyond the facade." 
 
"I would like you to concentrate your prayers on this sector of America that is walking around on the 
rim of the Abyss - blindfolded. They simply cannot see." 
 
"But prayer changes things. Prayer writes history. But if the will of man will not be turned from these 
lies, things will begin much sooner than We had hoped." 
 
"Pray much for these children who do not know their right from their left. Pray they will wake up. Pray 
My Father will send them a sign that causes them to go deeper. It is so much easier to go along with 
the crowd, finding fault with this President, than it is for them to even consider that they might have 
been mistaken in their assessment of the Elite choices for presidents over the last hundred years. 
And wake up to the fact that the ‗religious fanatics‘ may indeed know something they don‘t know." 
 
"There is so much pride in this culture...that, in itself, would be a miracle!" 
 
"Pray for them, Clare, and hope much that they will be willing to remove the blindfold and look at the 
facts of where they stand in this critical moment of time." 
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"Do not worry about yourselves or your families, My people. I am going to take care of you. But pray 
much that this generation will respond to grace and discover the Truth for themselves." 
 
"Pray for them!" 
 
 
 
 

Message 637: Jesus says... My little Treasures, you are My Consolation 

amidst all these Torments 
 
 
July 12 & 17, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "Prayers and petitions are going up from all over this nation. They will not be in vain. 
My Father‘s heart has softened towards you who have broken the flask of your hearts and anointed 
this country with your tears. My Father has compassion on you, because of your brokenness, and He 
will remember your sins no more." 
 
"You have given the widow‘s mite, down to the last tear. And Heaven is in awe of the generosity of 
hearts that have heeded the call to brokenness and travail. History is not written with a pen and 
paper. But the sighs and pleadings of a people in distress are the ones that write the history. 
 
"Do not say to Me that this has happened too quickly, because you only put the message up 
yesterday." 
 
(Clare) This is, what I was thinking. Here, the Lord is correcting me. 
 
(Jesus) "Rather, understand My Heart‘s cry for intercession has been rapidly received and met with 
travail all over the nation. Many know of this situation and have been breaking their hearts over it for 
days. But more was needed and now you face a possibility of deliverance that was not favorable 
before." 
 
"Clare, I have an army of intercessors who live only to pray. It is their joy, and their response to My 
every need. And it is immediate. Can you imagine such as these? Oh yes, they are hand-picked, little 
and despised by the world. What little is known of them! But all of Heaven knows them on familiar 
terms. On Earth, this great cloud of souls, so very sensitive to the movement of My Heart." 
 
"Blessed are those who hunger and thirst after righteousness, they shall be filled. And blessed are 
those who mourn for they shall be consoled. Not with the consolations of this Earth, but rather with 
the consolations of Heaven, which blossom in hearts and give off a continual fragrance to them and 
all of Heaven." 
 
"You are not out of the woods yet, but things have taken an interesting turn. And Providence is 
working to the advantage of the hearts of true Americans. How blessed are those who have mourned 
and repented for the sins of this nation! How great your reward is in Heaven." 
 
"Now, I would ask you to put this out, with the stipulation that they continue in this kind of prayer. And 
I will bless them with marvelous news." 
 
"Look on, you scoffers, and be amazed. The prayers of the Righteous will be heard and My Father will 
not turn His back on them. That which you feared shall come upon you, but My Name shall be exalted 
among the nations. They will cry out... 'How great is their God! Surely there is a God in Heaven who 
hears the prayers of His people. Why are we wasting our time among these idolators? Let us bring 
offerings and become His people as well.'" 
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(Clare) That's a beautiful word of encouragement, dear Heartdwellers. The Lord bless you all. 
 
... 
 
And now the Message from July 17, 2018 
 
(Clare) Lord, do you have something to share with us tonight? 
 
Jesus began... "Yes. Accompany Me on My Cross, My little ones. I am calling the Pure of Heart to 
keep Me company in the shadow of the Cross, which is now stretched all the way across this 
country." 
 
"For, what is good is called evil, and what is evil is called good — and a deep chasm has developed in 
this land. You said it so well, Clare, when you said... 'This country has studied and precipitated the 
downfall of many a nation around the globe; they are well-trained to do it here, as well.'" 
 
"Those who are feeding into this chasm are feeding into death and destruction of themselves. Those 
who continue to bridge it are holding on for dear life to bring it back together again. Prayer is more 
mighty than action, yet both are necessary in order to overcome the evils at work in this nation right 
now." 
 
"They will not win, Clare. They will not prevail. But it is costing Me and My Body much. Much travail, 
much suffering, much personal loss… And yet, the hearts of those sacrificing for Me are a very 
peculiar treasure, unlike any other treasure I have." 
 
(Clare) And just as an aside, I know Ezekiel is one of those treasures. He was hit with extreme agony 
today that knocked him for a loop. 
 
(Jesus) "And in those moments that I need him, he is there for Me. Yet there are others that should 
have been here with Me today, and in the past week, but they were not." 
 
"Dear little ones. The enemy has drawn you into the world again. You know who you are. I beg of you, 
return to the shadow of the Cross and comfort Me. I miss you terribly. The agony of loneliness in the 
midst of desolations only makes it worse, so do not fail to keep Me company. Be here for Me." 
 
"It is their willingness to sacrifice that is setting the example for others, and getting the job done. I will 
not try them beyond their capacity to endure, but it isn‘t easy. And in fact, it is at times brutal." 
 
"Yet do not be bothered by what you lose, dear Patriots. You are holding the torch that keeps this 
nation, and indeed the whole world, in the Light." 
 
"The darkness is losing, so they are doing everything in their power to persecute and taunt the 
support of your President. But they will not prevail, because many of you took Me seriously when I 
told you this is costing you much—but you must continue to pray; you cannot let up." 
 
"When this breaks — and break it will — there will be a burst of blinding Light to reveal the truth of this 
nation's true enemies, and what has been hidden for so long will be brought to the Light." 
 
"Cold, calculated and cunning, they spare no one. Not from the infants and toddlers to the elderly. 
They care not as destruction is spread. What is in their hearts is death and destruction to all that is 
right and good." 
 
"Yes, and taking advantage of the warm weather, they are pulling together those who wander about 
doing nothing. They are giving them a cause to be passionate about, and make money, and stand out 
to others, so they will be noticed." 
 
"But the sad part is, their minds are desolate of wisdom and blind to the limb they are sawing off—the 
very limb that supports them. They have neither creed nor passion. They are merely manipulated 
minds going through the motions, without any true grasp of what they are protesting. Though they are 
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made in My image, they are going about like animals, looking only to fill their bellies with the poisoned 
money of drug and child trafficking." 
 
"This is the massive welfare state Obama fed into, in preparation, to make them ripe for creating strife 
and division; an easily swayed populous. Plus, certain energies are being released in the areas that 
are demonstrating. Energies beyond their capacity to resist; energies that cause people to explode 
upon one another." 
 
"I call upon you, who care, to continue to hold your President‘s arms high and do not let him grow 
weary. Support him in every way and educate the ignorant around you. It is your prayers, My people, 
that will finally cause this to collapse. It is your faithfulness that will defeat the enemy." 
 
"Even if only for a time, it will open the doors for the conversion of masses of souls who are lingering 
on the Abyss, having no idea anymore of who God truly is. They are caught in a frame of mind that 
cannot consider Me until I visit them, and the reality of My visitation awakens truth within them." 
 
"They cannot go back to where they came from, because they have witnessed extreme evil. And deep 
down inside, they know that is not God, nor is it merciful, nor is it great. Rather, it is shameful, 
immoral, and the depths of depravity." 
 
"So, continue to pray and sacrifice My little, little ones. You are My consolation in the midst of 
torments. You are the fragrance of devotion in the midst of the stench of treason. You are the pure 
light of a single candle that defeats all the technologies of darkness." 
 
"You, little ones, with your prayers and sacrifices — you are the ones turning the tide." 
 
"So, continue on and count on My strength to endure to the end. For in those moments when you can 
no longer stand, truly, I cradle you in My arms on the Cross. And we together move Our Father‘s 
heart." 
 
 
 
 

Message 638: Jesus says... Pray for the Lost, pray for Hillary Clinton & 

Barack Obama 
 
 
July 21, 2018 . Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Do we truly love the Lord? Do we truly live in His Heart? This message is certainly a 
test to those of us who claim to live in His Heart. Lord, please give us the grace to embrace Your 
Heart for these... Amen. 
 
As I began my communion service, and got to the Gospel reading, I began to feel the Lord‘s heart. It 
took me aback. The first two readings were about the Lord exposing our enemies... the Red Sea 
opening and the crushing of the wicked. The annihilation of the wicked. But the Gospel reading was 
the woman caught in adultery written in John 8:1-11 
 
And this Scripture caught my eye and I wanted to share it with you. I've just been feeling it beating in 
my heart. It's from Ezekiel 33:11... Say to them... ‗As surely as I live, declares the Lord GOD, I take no 
pleasure in the death of the wicked, but rather that the wicked should turn from their ways and live. 
Turn! Turn from your evil ways! For why should you die, O house of Israel?‘ 
 
Then Jesus began to speak... "Because you are My Bride, I do not want you to see evildoers as the 
world sees them. Instead, I want you to see how they came from the Father and were given into the 
hands of men void of reasoning. Men who see only their own way as the best way." 
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"Do you know these are trained before infancy, in the womb? And even before, in preparation for their 
missions by their highly organized societies? It is no mistake that Obama takes his place in History. It 
is not by chance. Rather, much is planned beforehand in preparation for the incarnation — those 
being chosen by demon entities to fulfill a role in history." 
 
"Many of these roles are cast before the woman conceives and set into motion afterwards. Not only 
that, but many are chosen. Yet in process of time, one emerges as the most qualified. Then the 
fullness of the plan swings into operation as is the case with Obama, whose father, Malcolm X, was 
black and charismatic, one of the main qualifications." 
 
"And so you, My Bride, must not look at the sin but the sinner in the state he was in before being 
groomed to fulfill this role. You must look at Hillary in the very same way. They began as pure 
creations from My Father‘s heart. Then the evil conceived was trained into them. Responding to this 
training, iniquity was conceived and brought through the years to its completion." 
 
"Infused with greed, pride and ambition, taught that they alone had wisdom and the masses were 
incapable of rising to that level of intelligence, it was easy for them to reason that the ends justify the 
means. From that stronghold of lies, iniquity flowed like a river. Affirmation accompanied them at 
every level of their development to see to it that they were cast in the concrete of Pride and self-
opinion." 
 
"Only those with extraordinary integrity of soul escape the vice grips of this preparation to rule the 
world to the liking of a handful of people — who they, themselves, were likewise brought into the 
world." 
 
"So, what am I saying? I look at the bedrock of the soul, the soul before corruption into corrupt 
parents and rulers. I look at what they could have been if disciplined early in life to be like Me. I look at 
the misfortunes and turning points in their lives where they sincerely called into question the rightness 
of the plan laid before them. I look at how they struggled in different crossroads of their lives. And I at 
least give them credit for the struggle, even if they did fail, out of weakness, to pursue the right path 
and abandon the evil path." 
 
"Let Me put it to you this way. Many of them do not know what they are doing is evil. They have been 
taught that the means justifies the end results, and that it is good to reason this way. Not evil." 
 
"When they see the innocent dying because of their plan, such as tsunamis, volcanoes and other 
events that are manipulated with Tesla technology, they see it as collateral damage necessary to 
bring peace to the world. They see peace as unattainable by man‘s agency unless it is totally 
engineered by them. And so, they must come to the conclusion that there will be death for the 
ignorant masses as a result of their actions. And they see it also as good, that the Earth be cleared of 
huge sectors of humanity, which they are ignorant of understanding the plan of life that I had for 
them." 
 
"It takes a massive act of conversion to reveal to them how they have been programmed and 
deceived. Like all youngsters, they worked hard for their reward and were not taught to question, but 
to execute commands from above and do it more efficiently than their peers." 
 
(Clare) And after the Lord said that, I just had a vision of Hillary. She was bright eyed and bushy-
tailed. Young - like in her 20's. She was just coming out of a test with a joyful, hopeful expression, 
tinged with just a little apprehension. She was so eager to please, so eager to score high. She said... 
'Did I make it? Did I make the grade?' And what was she asking about? A real-time test where the 
ethic of 'the ends justify the means', and many later died as a result of her decision. 
 
(Jesus) "You see this is the way they are groomed, Clare. And so, you could say they don‘t know their 
right from their left. Just the way the Ninevite culture brought up their children of whom the Lord said, 
―And should not I pity Nineveh, that great city, in which there are more than 120,000 persons who do 
not know their right hand from their left." 
 
"How does a just and merciful God handle such ignorance? They cannot be left to run free and 
continue working for Satan — they must be contained. And in that process brought to the realization 
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of their sin. This is what I am asking of you Heartdwellers. If you truly dwell in My heart, you know My 
heart for these sinners is mercy, reform, repentance." 
 
"I do not wish for them to die in sin. I wish for them to repent and receive Me as their Lord, and I will 
do the rest." 
 
"So, I am asking of you My chosen ones, pray for them. Pray for conviction. Pray for conversion. Pray 
for utter brokenness and destitution, the kind of brokenness that cracks the foundations of sin their life 
was built upon from a small child onward. Pray for that. Pray for that and you will indeed please Me." 
 
 
 
 

Message 639: Jesus says... Let go of the way you want to hear Me & 

Accept My Way 
 
 
July 24, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... 'Lord, I am here. Please speak to me. You know your people are so hungry for Your 
words.' 
 
Jesus answered... "Always and forever I will speak to these people, for their hearts have been broken 
on My behalf. I do not wish for them to mourn when I seem to not speak to them directly. I am always 
speaking, but in ways appropriate to each soul." 
 
"My chosen Vessels unto Honor, I lead each of you differently. And when you insist on hearing Me the 
way another does, you become deaf to the way I am speaking to you." 
 
"For some, I live inside their hearts so securely that their actions are a reflection of My thoughts and 
desires. Though they think I do not speak to them, truly they are acting out of the very wishes of My 
heart. Once they discover this, they can let go of the need to hear Me the way you, or someone else 
does." 
 
―You will find that many of these are very poor in the world‘s terms, because they have not sought 
after riches and education. Status or beauty. But they have sought after Me. Dear ones, riches are an 
entanglement that consume your time and attention and leave nothing for Me. That is why the poor 
are more disposed towards having a deep prayer life." 
 
"Many, such as those who live in a monastery, have deliberately spurned riches to keep their time 
with Me above all else. Monasteries, when they function as they are supposed to, are spaces 
protected and set apart for Me and the soul—alone. They are also places of tremendous spiritual 
battle." 
 
"But reverence with contentment is great gain. For we brought nothing into the world, and we can take 
nothing out of it. When we have food and clothing, we shall be satisfied with that. But Those wanting 
to be rich, fall into temptation and a snare and into many foolish and harmful desires that plunge men 
into ruin and destruction. For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil, for which some, eager for 
money, have wandered from the faith and pierced themselves with many pains." (1 Timothy 6:6-10) 
 
"On the other hand, there are those who hear My voice and are not faithful to what has been given, 
because they are weak or self-preoccupied. My hope for all of you, My people, is a heart and mind 
open to instruction that is acted upon in obedience." 
 
"When you cannot get a direct word from Me, follow your heart, for I live there and will guide you from 
that place of sweetness. You will feel a very slight urge to do something, and with it a certain 
sweetness. This is My heart calling out to yours, asking for a favor. If you follow this urge, you cannot 
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go wrong. If you miss Me, you still have pleased Me, because you acted from the Heart in My best 
interests." 
 
"It really is not that complicated, discerning My will. There is a certain uneasiness that lingers when 
you are going down the wrong path. You feel as though you are dragging something very heavy 
behind you, or you are pushing against a heavy rock going uphill." 
 
"This is why I want you to begin your days with quiet time and prayer. By putting your mind in a place 
of stillness, you begin to perceive the more subtle things that are going on inside your heart. And I am 
always 'going on' inside your heart." 
 
"You recognize things that are good or bad by a certain inner perception. This is My Spirit at work in 
your conscience. Follow this, and you cannot go wrong. Even when it makes no sense, follow it. If you 
begin to feel joy on this path, know that you have chosen well. You may encounter opposition, but a 
deeper feeling of joy will offset it." 
 
"On the other hand, when you start off on a path that is joyful to you, and you're highly enthusiastic—it 
may be an imitation feeling being fed to you by the enemy to get you to go the wrong way." 
 
"The enemy spends 99% of his time finding and executing ways to throw you off the designated path I 
have put you on. He does not want you to fulfill your mission in life, so he constantly opposes it with 
distraction and opposition. How fortunate you will be if you discern his action and encouragement 
from My action. There is a difference." 
 
"For instance, he may try to lure you away in your weak spot. Something that appeals to your flesh or 
vainglory. Recognition. And you may feel a certain elation and desire to commit to that path. Be very, 
very careful. My ways are little and not like the world‘s. He may try and give you license to do 
something I have told you in the past not to do, justifying it by saying ‗well, the timing wasn‘t right 
before‘. But in fact, it is not something I want you to do. There are testings going on in My Body right 
now, dear ones..." 
 
"Consider it pure joy, my brothers and sisters, whenever you face trials of many kinds, because you 
know that the testing of your faith produces perseverance. Let perseverance finish its work so that 
you may be mature and complete, not lacking anything." (James 1:2-4) 
 
"Many of you have found yourself mired down and frustrated with discernment. There are times when 
I allow this to mature you. In these instances, I want to see what is in your heart and what course of 
action you decide to take without My input—so I leave you without an answer to your question. I want 
to see what YOU will do, without a clear directive from Me." 
 
"Though this is very painful, it is the path to sanctity, because you are totally operating from a place of 
free will and the choices you make. And what they result in will be very instructive for you." 
 
"Some of you will pass; others will fail. But it's not shameful to fail. It is shameful to fail and not want to 
get back up. When you make it right, you become stronger, more mature, and resolute for the next 
battle. And believe Me, there WILL BE another battle. Even now, we are in a huge war with the 
enemy, as your President routs out the evil in the government." 
 
"Many are suffering discernment issues as a Simon's Cross, My dear ones. So, please do not become 
discouraged or despondent. You're not alone! It is of the utmost importance that you understand: I 
NEVER reject a soul who is genuinely seeking Me. When I say genuine, I mean the soul longs to be 
pleasing to Me, longs to know Me and My will for them, and longs to live for Me alone. I will never 
disappoint good wills. Nor will I reject anyone like that." 
 
"But you must come to understand, that after all your seeking, if you do not see or hear Me the way 
you want to — then you must be missing My communications with you. Because I am constantly 
speaking to your heart. And to insist on it being the way you want it to be is not only presumption, but 
it's also destructive to your growth in holiness." 
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"Clare will tell you that when I deliberately hide Myself from her, and she cannot see or hear Me, after 
examining her conscience and repenting of everything she could have possibly done, she becomes 
docile and lays down with it. Now is such a time for her, because I need that suffering. Not only as a 
suffering, because of her presumption in getting up and leaving Me in the middle of a conversation, 
but also as a fast offering, as well." 
 
"Oh, this spiritual life is far from cut and dried! There are literally millions of ways I speak to souls; 
millions. That does not mean other religions, for there is only one Truth and one Way to Heaven. 
What I mean is how I manifest Myself to souls in different ways to lead them in righteousness." 
 
"Come to Me docile of heart, meek, and steeped in gratitude. Rout out and shed the bitterness you've 
been holding in your hearts because you haven't seen or heard Me as you wanted to. Rout out the 
rejection—it's a lie! This is a deep spiritual poison that not only sets you up for ingratitude and rancor 
towards Me, but is extremely negative and tiring to body and soul. And eventually, will bring disease." 
 
"Look at Me on the Cross, Children. Look! Can you not see how I have suffered for you? Does it not 
register in your mind that it was literally FOR YOU that I hung there? Please receive this good news 
into your heart and mind. I suffered, died, and rose from the dead—for you. Not your neighbor or 
humanity, but for you." 
 
"Once you meditate on that, and receive it, you will understand. I NEVER REJECT YOU if you are 
sincere in your seeking. NEVER. That is a lie from Satan to get you to worship him. Because 
eventually you grow tired. And you need something to worship. You need a father of some kind. So, 
you end up entrapped in the New Age or Satanism. It plants a seed of bitterness, which takes root 
and poisons everything around it. You have been purchased at the cost of My suffering and blood. I 
love you more than you will ever understand." 
 
"Do not hinder Me in the ways I communicate with you. Do not hinder Me by insisting I do it your way. 
Rather, meekly accept the ways in which I do and do not speak to you. Receive it gratefully, and know 
that I have only your best interests in mind when I do not respond as you would want Me to." 
 
"In the meantime, train your minds to be grateful at all times, even in the worst circumstances. 
Cultivate humility of heart and mind and gratitude. See others as better than yourself, and find comfort 
in that." 
 
"Read between the lines of Scripture when you ask Holy Spirit to open for you. The more you still and 
quiet your mind, the sooner you will begin to capture the unique ways in which I communicate with 
you. And your soul will find peace. Repent for insisting on your own way of hearing Me; be filled with 
gratitude and praise every day for all I have given you." 
 
"I am not for sale. You cannot buy Me. But one thing you can always count on to please Me is a 
generous and giving heart, always ready to make some sacrifice for others, always willing to share, 
always willing to go out of your way to help the weak." 
 
"Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor to put their hope in wealth, 
which is so uncertain, but to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with everything for our 
enjoyment. Command them to do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to be generous and willing to 
share. In this way they will lay up treasure for themselves as a firm foundation for the coming age, so 
that they may take hold of the life that is truly life." (1 Timothy 6:17-19) 
 
 
 
 

Message 640: Jesus says... The Days of Justice are here - I am turning 

the System upside down 
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July 29, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Thank you, Lord, for the wonderful words that we have looming in the future, about the 
resurrection of this nation! Please, give us the grace to continue to pray passionately for our nation. 
And to recognize that You've heard our cries. Amen. 
 
Dear Family, we are needed on our knees right now. The Lord is suffering terrible torments over the 
world situation. And I want to say, Our Victim Soul intercessors are giving us feedback about a crisis 
with Syria and Israel. And that's all tied in to the Deep State. All of it is tied together. 
 
So, there's gonna be a word here at the end that's been attributed to Praying Medic that I want to 
share with you, 'cause it's a tremendous ray of hope. But I also want to say that, our country. Our 
nation and what's going on in the Middle East are all tied together. Because there's so many things 
that are being resourced out of our nation and out of that nation. Things that are coming out that are 
so poisonous to the Earth and to all nations. And you can't really separate them. There's a deep, deep 
connection. 
 
As was put in the message I'm going to share with you in a minute, the roots of evil are going to be 
exposed. President Assad of Syria is NOT the problem. And I say that, because Ezekiel continues to 
see him with his hands tied and he's gagged in a chair. And he can't do anything. 
 
Rather, it is the crooked members of our own CIA and Deep State that has been gassing innocent 
victims, poisoning and killing men, women and children. It is our wicked underground government, 
sold out to the New World Order, that has gassed these innocent people, deliberately seeking to 
foment wars between Israel, the U.S. and Syria. 
 
This is a very crucial point in the world. Every intercessor I know is going through difficult 
circumstances in order to offer fasting gifts to the Father on behalf of the world. Simon‘s Cross right 
now is VERY HEAVY, so if you are experiencing great difficulties, that is why. But I'm telling you—
there IS a light at the end of the tunnel. So, hang on! 
 
You see, the Lord scours the Earth looking for hearts that are perfect towards Him. And I have to tell 
you, Heartdwellers. I'm not one of them... There's certain places I just don't want to go. He could get 
me to go there with a lot of work, but, why should He? When He's got other people that are willing to 
just give everything? 
 
Like Ezekiel, for instance. There are souls that are willing to lose their lives to gain Him. And I want to 
be one of those. So, you can pray for me to be there. Souls that love Him in the profound depths of 
their being and are willing to say ‗yes‘ to anything, to see His will accomplished. 
 
Which brings me to the point... We must pray really passionately for the world in this moment. For the 
leaders of each nation are undergoing unprecedented trials that only God‘s grace can bring good out 
of. 
 
All the evidence to prosecute the ones responsible for our nation‘s betrayal, and the world's betrayal. 
Humanity's betrayal! Is now in the President‘s hands. But what pressures are these people bringing 
against President Trump to keep him from acting on them? I don't know. But I know that God is 
greater than any of those pressures. He needs our prayers so badly. Many lives are at stake, 
Heartdwellers. 
 
The Lord‘s heart is torn in half with this conflict. He needs the comfort of His Bride in prayer. And the 
potential of so many innocents being killed because the president started arresting the traitors. And 
despite this, we are still being called to pray for the salvation of these architects of evil. 
 
We have a friend in New York City who has almost given up on talking to anyone to wake them up 
and tell them what's really going on! They look at her as a kook who is into one of those ‗conspiracy‘ 
things—just ‗another weirdo who has issues‘. 
 
They have forgotten the Holocaust, and even bought the line that there never was one. Can you 
believe that??! (To them) It was all a lie and fabrication, even to the point where many Jewish 
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worshipers will not read Scripture past the Mosaic Law. Because of the way that the synagogues 
have been set up. Another piece of the architecture of evil in the Progressive movements in the 
Jewish church. 
 
They don‘t read Daniel or Ezekiel or Isaiah, so they haven‘t a clue what is going to happen in the end 
times. This was deliberately planned into the liberal reformation of Judaism by those who were laying 
the groundwork for the One World Government. Portrayed as a good thing by mainstream media to 
control minds, because the Jewish people were ignorant of prophecy in their own books. 
 
How deep and how well has the groundwork been laid for this evil force! And it is not just here in 
America; it is all over the world. 
 
Well, all the New Age modern teachings point to their idea that Satan doesn‘t exist. Neither does hell 
or demons exist. The Satanic Church teaches the very same doctrine, point for point, that secular 
humanism teaches. Isn't that interesting? You can look it up on the Internet, guys, and see it. Church 
of Satan, what they believe. They go right through each article. I mean, it's spelled out pretty clearly, 
yet they totally believe and worship the devil. This is the 'face' they're putting on their church. 
 
I am telling you all of this, because we are being called in this moment to sacrifice all we can for the 
Truth to overcome lies and set this nation and the world back on a straight course, pleasing to God. 
 
You know it is the media that lulled the German people to sleep, anesthetizing their common sense, 
so they wouldn‘t suspect evil-doing. When it finally came out, it was too late. Hitler was fully 
established. 
 
In the same way, mainstream media is covering up all the evil before us, right out in front, for us to 
see. Disguising laws that shred the Constitution and are instituted without our knowledge for the time 
of the dissolution of America. Which has been plotted for a very long time. 
 
But if you bring up the facts, they REFUSE to see, and write us off as just another one of those 
‗conspiracy theorists‘. Yet they read the stock market every day and see the growth of the nation 
since Trump took office. But it doesn‘t seem to occur to them that everything he is exposing is real 
and very threatening to their very own lives. 
 
Jesus, what do You have for us? 
 
Jesus began... "People of My Heart. Precious Heartdwellers. My heart is rent asunder by the tensions 
in this hour. The innocent who are being tortured and slain in ongoing child trafficking, the provocation 
to war, gassing innocent victims, fomenting riots based on lies and misinformation. Oh, the list goes 
on and on. Those who know the Truth are scoffed at and down-graded." 
 
"And yet America is waking up. Your prayers so far have not been in vain. Mainstream media is losing 
influence and credibility among intelligent people, and those caught up in the world are beginning to 
listen." 
 
"The events I have planned for the next few months will bring crisis after crisis. But nothing you and I 
cannot handle together. Do not be afraid for your lives, your savings, or anything else. Know that My 
hand is behind these changes you see. I am turning the system upside down and shaking the 
corruption into the Light, where all can see and not deny any longer." 
 
"I am in complete control, and your security is in My hands. You will see upheavals in the Justice 
system and every branch of the Congress and Senate, including your local governments. For I am 
cutting loose the stranglehold of a corrupt network that extends even to the bowels of Hell. I am 
cutting it loose and freeing the innocent.‖" 
 
"Know, My People, that all of Heaven shares your concern and heartaches for this world. All are in 
solidarity with the Father and I. All are preparing themselves for their various assignments on Earth. 
For I am stationing My angels in critical areas of your judicial system, to see to it that the rotten eggs 
are routed out. To see to it that the gates of Justice, and not the gates of Favoritism, are swung wide 
open for the littlest of My people." 
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"It is true, in the word that follows this one, that the sobs of the littlest ones have been drowned out by 
My sobs. And that is why I have called My Bride to My side. Not only to war on Earth, but to comfort 
Me in My profound pain." 
 
"So, now the time has come for action. To rise up with My Church, to enter into spiritual warfare as I 
unseat corruption and replace it with My very own choices." 
 
"Stand behind your President, and see to it that you support him with your votes. No matter that there 
are some in his party that are corrupt. If you elect that party into office, in time, you will see them 
replaced with the righteous. However, if you vote against that party, there will be continual strife as 
the spirit of Ishmael is working through his opposition." 
 
(Clare) I was concerned, because our intercessors had brought up Syria, Turkey, and Israel. I asked 
the Lord what was going on there. And immediately I was with Him, in the spirit over the borders. And 
Jesus said... 'It's a powder keg'... 
 
(Jesus) "It is a powder keg along the Syria Israeli border. The demons are inciting the soldiers on both 
sides, but My angels are patrolling and quelling the discord. There is even some camaraderie 
amongst them." 
 
"They are all tired and want to go home. It has been a very long time for most of them. The Deep 
State is hoping to start an all-out war. I am holding it back, Clare. Each man has a conscience that is 
troubled by the way things are, not just because they are supposed to be enemies, but because they 
feel that war is senseless and only ends in tragedy. They are tired of this. Yet, Satan continues to rile 
them up and incite." 
 
"Still, it is the rulers who will decide what the next move is. And how happy I am that you are all 
praying." 
 
"War is senseless and many of these men feel like pawns of a game-playing politician. Yes, the 
religious leaders feed them hate all the time, but something deeper in them, their humanity, cries out 
for an end to it. Nobody wants this war but those who seek to control the world. They are tired, hungry 
and miss their families. The hatred has worn them out, and still— no satisfaction, no end. It just 
continues to drag on." 
 
(Clare) I see unmarked black planes at this time when the Lord was speaking. I saw unmarked, black 
bombers coming in and bombing targets. Black planes, no markings? 
 
(Jesus) "I mourn continually for the senseless loss of life between these nations. And yet, is it not 
written that they will be continually at odds with everyone? Always fomenting fights?" 
 
"This is the stain of Satan on their souls, like a birthmark from Hagar, passed on to the entire Arab 
world. When one of these souls gives their life to Me, that stain is forever removed, and rather than 
being warriors, they become lovers. And passionate lovers, in the best and purest way. When they 
learn the ways of peace, they wish to have no part in their previous lives of continual strife and 
restlessness. Always fighting, always contradicting, always inciting. Rather, their banner becomes 
peace and endearing love." 
 
(Clare) And this is the word of hope, I spoke about in the message, that I would add... 
 
The Lord touched me deeply today and He told me to begin to write in the first person from Him. This 
is what He said... 
 
"My Roar of Justice is now coming with its next wave. What was able to resist My last wave will not be 
able to resist this wave. I am coming in stronger, harder and higher—and it is going to be disruptive. 
There is no mountain I won‘t climb, nor wall I won‘t tear down, coming to rescue those who need My 
Justice. I wait, and wait, and wait—because I look to arise WITH My People. However, there comes a 
time that I can hold back no longer, and that time has come now." 
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"I am coming in like a crimson tide tsunami and I will be greater than every human or demonic 
resistance. You will see how I laugh at those who conspire against Me. Exposures, exposures, 
exposures. I am going to expose the very root systems of deep darkness. I am pulling the cloak off 
the sex trade industry's 'untouchables'. I will shine my unrelenting spotlight on every pedophile ring on 
the planet. Yes, EVERY pedophile ring. The deeper darkness has been facilitating the lesser 
darkness and I am about to expose the deeper darkness." 
 
"I am coming in waves, because what I am ultimately uprooting, if done all at once, would not just be 
disruptive but catastrophic. However, be assured that My waves of Justice will not stop until I have 
changed the direction of your nation and the direction of the world." 
 
"This is now MY TIME and I will not be held back. I have predetermined that this is the time I go after 
nations with their appointed destinies." 
 
"You will do so with Me. We are just beginning. As I begin, I am busting up rings of darkness in your 
justice systems, I am busting up rings of darkness in Hollywood, I am busting up rings of darkness in 
DC. I am busting up rings of darkness in what is called My Church. I am busting up rings of darkness 
in Media." 
 
"Justice, Justice, Justice - that is My present cry. My Justice comes in so 'the least of these' can 
experience mercy and love. I have seen the cries of My little ones and their sobs were drowned out by 
My sobs, which now have seeded a Roar of Justice from within Me." 
 
"You have known that the bowl of your tears overflows, and I respond — but there is also the bowl of 
My tears that overflows and it demands a response. That time is now, and the response is a Roar that 
precipitates a wave of Justice." 
 
"Hold on tight to Me in the midst of it all, because the exposures will seem to threaten everything. 
Hold on to Me and feel My safety and My security. Hold on to your political party, your denomination, 
your favorite public figures, or your pet assumptions and you may shake, rattle and roll. Instead, let 
your worship and praise to Me rise to another level and it will secure your heart. Let your confidence 
be in Me. I am in fact coming to your rescue and you will better know that in the coming days." 
 
"The nations are raging and the wicked are plotting against Me, against those that are Mine, and My 
scroll for the nations. But I laugh at them, because I am 10 steps ahead of them. Haman‘s will hang 
on their own nooses. Goliaths will be beheaded with their own swords. Jezebels will be tossed from 
their own porches. I am sowing discord into the organized resistance against Me and they will now 
fracture, fight, and expose one another." 
 
"I have placed key people in positions of power - beginning in the White House - who will act as 
agents of My Justice. For I do have hearts of justice among you that I am partnering with. I am 
exposing the injustice that is in your justice systems, and through that, enabling you to upgrade your 
justice systems, which have been greatly compromised. You will progressively feel your atmosphere 
change as I do this thing and it will greatly secure your heart." 
 
"Know that this is not the enemy's day, nor the day I am coming FOR you - but it is the day I am 
coming TO you. We have much to do together and accelerated days of destiny are straight ahead for 
everyone." 
 
"Rejoice, Rejoice, Rejoice." 
 
 
 
 

Message 641: Jesus says... This Pope, the Vatican & All its leadership 

will come crumbling down 
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August 1, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord Jesus, please. We will need Your grace to navigate the programming of the past 
and receive what You will be disclosing to us. Please, Lord. Let Your mind be in our minds, let us be 
focused only on You - with the discernment to tell Truth from error... Amen. 
 
Boy, did I get a piece of interesting information. And it's very rare for me to ever click on the side and 
watch someone's video, but Mark Taylor just happened to have a headline that caught me there, and I 
felt like I needed to click on it. Kinda feeling...mmm, I should? No - I shouldn't...should I? No, I 
shouldn't... But I did. And it turned out to be the Holy Spirit. It was His choice for me. And this is some 
of the most exciting news I have heard in a long, long time and the Lord has confirmed that what Mark 
said is absolutely true. So, here it is. 
 
The video is... 'When Big Name People will go down, from July 26th, 2018' - All Roads Lead to Rome 
and Mark begins here... The Spirit of God says... 'The Pope and the Vatican. That‘s right, the Pope 
and the Vatican are not furthering My Kingdom, but are aiding the kingdom of darkness. 
 
Many are saying that this is the last Pope, but it‘s not for the reasons they think. This will be the last 
Pope for what I, the Lord God, am about to do. I will expose this Pope and all those under his 
command for all the corruption he and the Vatican have been involved in for centuries. 
 
The Spirit of God says... There is a shaking and a quaking coming to this Pope and the Vatican, for I 
will split the Vatican and it‘s leadership wide open for the entire world to see the inner working of this 
ancient Beast. This Pope, the Vatican and all it‘s leadership will come crumbling down. I will pull back 
the Veil to show how deep and dark the deception has been. You whisper in your inner chambers... 
'WE answer to no-one. No-one is above us. No-one can hold us accountable.' 
 
I, the Lord God, see it all and the time has come when I will hold you accountable for your darkness. 
This exposure will be of such magnitude that the people will say... 'What do we do now?? Where do 
we go now?? We want nothing to do with this. We have no Religion now!' Millions will walk away from 
their religion, as this will affect other religions as well. 
 
The Spirit of God says... "Is My Army ready?? Are you ready to receive these people? Are you ready 
to receive My Harvest that is going to take place from this exposure? Prepare yourself for the tsunami 
of people that will be starving for Me and have no place to turn. Prepare now. All roads lead to Rome." 
 
(Clare) Well, this is definitely an interesting prophecy that he had been handed. And the reason that 
I'm sharing it with you is because - are WE prepared to handle these people? They're gonna be 
coming. They're gonna be coming from a tradition and be very, very lost, knowing that there was so 
much corruption from the beginning of this tradition. Actually, NOT from the beginning. From 300 
years on from this tradition, because in the beginning with the apostles it was not corrupt. That's when 
people were being martyred. When it became corrupt was when it became a state religion from 
Rome. 
 
I asked the Lord, 'What is this all about?' 
 
Jesus began... "You wanted to know. Not that you haven‘t always known in your heart. Yet the 
particulars do remain a mystery. This must happen, the institution must be stripped of its powers of 
old. The ancient serpent has indeed gained control and began manifesting more openly in recent 
years, although from the beginning, Clare, starting with Judas, I had traitors in My midst. She is My 
Church and the gates of Hell have tried. But she has not succumbed. Rather, she is only 
overwhelmed for a time and a season in this darkness. 
 
"Never did I choose to have one ruler lording it over My Church, as the Roman aristocracy did. All 
these forms and customs served their purpose for a short time, but quickly gave way to the private 
interests of the wealthy and influential." 
 
(Clare) He's talking here about Rome. When Rome entered into the Church, that was the beginning of 
the mess. 
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(Jesus) "This is NOT the proper order for My Church (He's referring to the hierarchy.) What is the 
proper order is the way it began, meeting together in the home, in poverty and simplicity. Cathedrals 
were not My idea; they are an abomination to Me. They are a place where the caste system is 
enforced and every level of moral corruption is used to gain influence." 
 
"THIS WAS NOT MY IDEA. I cannot state this emphatically enough. Make mausoleums and 
museums ornate if you wish, but not My Church. She is to resemble the ancient synagogues where 
anyone, but especially the common man, can feel at home." 
 
(Clare) But Lord, what about those who said that You told them to build something in honor of You? 
 
(Jesus) "Did I? Where people of influence and culture, people of notoriety can gather to worship? Did 
I mean for this to happen? No. No. And emphatically NO! I want the church modeled on ancient 
Jerusalem and the early synagogues. Where wealth enters in, so does status and influence. My 
temple in Jerusalem is yet another story, because those that serve there will be beyond reproach and 
chosen by the Spirit, not flesh and blood." 
 
(Clare) What about relics, Lord, and art? 
 
(Jesus) "Let them be stored in a museum and let those of wealth and influence take the money from 
that endeavor and feed the poor, buy medicines, provide for missions. I want wealth and it's influence 
to have nothing to do with My Church, except in the instance of My Temple in Jerusalem." 
 
(Clare) Wow! How is all of this going to unfold? 
 
(Jesus) "In shock waves. Yet, I have fully prepared the safety net for the transition. I want you to use 
your gift for bringing souls into the understanding of My ways. Though you are censored and excluded 
by certain influential Christian groups, I have not censored you. In fact, I have made you to be ever so 
slightly... well, what should I say?" 
 
(Clare) Different... A misfit! 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, that says it perfectly. You are My little misfit." 
 
(Clare) Thanks, Lord! 
 
(Jesus) "My Love, be faithful with what is before you; diligent. Music is always to be a part of your life 
but so, too, is administration. Both you and Ezekiel together, for he will be watchful over your ways 
and you will be balances for one another. Always be true to the sanctity of that relationship and allow 
no selfish ambition to infiltrate, because it would be your undoing. And don‘t think the enemy won‘t try 
to bring you down. He certainly will." 
 
"I want you to start teaching on what My Church was like in the beginning, pre-Rome. So many lies 
abound on all sides, Protestant and Catholic and Orthodox. You are to reveal these as I reveal them 
to you, for they are a plague. Money, influence and power will always be behind the doors of a 
corrupted faith." 
 
"Remember what I told My people concerning the Pharisees? The scribes and Pharisees sit in Moses‘ 
seat. Therefore, whatever he says you to guard, guard and do. But do not do it according to their 
works, for they preach and do not do it." (Matthew 23:2-3) 
 
―First and foremost, My People, I want your eyes on Me and Me alone. There will be designated 
teachers, and it will all be very familial. And yet, even as Moses had 70 men responsible for imparting 
the law and seeing to it that justice was done, there will be a hierarchy. This will be most evident when 
I come to rule, but even before that time." 
 
"I want all of My True Heartdwellers to seek My Heart and My confirmation on what I am giving to 
Clare to be taught. I don‘t want a speck of bigotry or judgment in your ranks, Heartdwellers. Please do 
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not denigrate what is holy, and do not accept your traditions and teachings from various teachers as 
absolute. Only My Word is absolute, and from it shall come the complete Truth." 
 
―Yes, power, influence, wealth, and control have distorted much of what I have taught and what Holy 
Spirit has taught down through the ages. My Church is a maturing and growing Body, and you will 
have to learn how to discern truth from error, because there will be many things that do not seem right 
to you, based on your past learning experiences." 
 
"But I am warning you ahead of time. If you hold on to your past teachings from various people, even 
though I prove them contrary to Scripture, you will go astray. I have focused on discernment on this 
Channel many times. The reason is simple enough. I knew this was coming. I knew you would be 
scandalized and confused. And I knew that you have already fallen into error through the teachings of 
many famous ministers who were passing on the errors of their teachers to you." 
 
"Presumptions without evidence, and not taking the time to do serious comparison with the Scriptures, 
will be your point of departure from the Truth. I am begging you to lay down your knee-jerk reactions 
and go deeper. I have had to do this with Clare. She had many presumptions and attitudes that were 
not pleasing to Me, and in fact were hurtful, damaging, and outright lies. She has been swept clean of 
these attitudes, and that is why I am using her on this Channel to expose what I always intended for 
you to know and use, as helps in your journey towards Heaven on this Earth." 
 
"My church was the olive groves, the beaches of the Sea of Galilee. My lessons were punctuated by 
lost coins, candles, sheep, and vinedressers. If you observe Me carefully in how I taught, it was 
always with simplicity and clarity that reached the lowest common denominator of men, women and 
children. I did not teach with long treatises, ten-letter words and the accent of the wealthy. I taught in 
total simplicity the most profound truths, that anyone in an agrarian society would instantly grasp." 
 
"I am not condemning scholarly works. I am merely pointing you in the direction of My style of 
preaching. Today, you might use smart phones to illustrate a point, where back in the day, I used the 
leaven of the Pharisees or an old wineskin with new wine. I am not saying you must be archaic, (that 
means using obsolete examples) from My days on Earth. But I am saying that your teachings must 
illustrate Truth, and at the same time, appeal and be understood to the common man." 
 
"There is no room for aristocracy in My Church. We are a family, and as a family, we care for one 
another and respect our fathers and mothers. Modern churches have turned the faith into a money-
making industry. This is abhorrent to Me. I repeat... this is abhorrent, detestable, and nauseating to 
Me. How many people go into ministry to make money? More than you would care to know. How 
many sift the church for different programs to build up a prosperous company, not a holy place to 
dwell?" 
 
"I know well the nature of man, and that is why My Church must be made up of cells that function 
together well within the Body, being a support to one another. Not competitive TV ministries, big 
names, and big business organizations. I have nothing against getting the Word or illustrations of the 
Word out to the people, and for this many are forced to use advertising. What I do object to is the 
high-dollar monetization of these resources and the cults worshiping different teachers. And the 
arguing and in-fighting that goes on between teachings." 
 
―You have so much to learn to understand what is pleasing to Me, My dear, dear Body.'...for what 
amongst men is highly thought of is an abomination before God.'" 
 
"If you, My people, could accompany Me into Heaven, you would see the highly exalted ones are 
housewives, street preachers, living a simple life. Missionaries. All who live for Me and take no 
thought for the values of this world. These are souls consumed with love of Me, not love of Money. 
Many who lived privileged lives on Earth are now living in small and lowly houses in Heaven. They are 
not known in Heaven as successful. Rather, they go about in humility, disclosing the error of their 
ways on Earth, and why their reward is so lowly compared to the way they lived on Earth." 
 
"And yet, in certain districts, you can see the mansions of those who lived in utter poverty on Earth, 
while they gave all their attentions to their ministries, keeping nothing for themselves. Do you see? It 
is no wonder, then, that the institutions that have glorified themselves, deprived the needy, and 
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exploited the helpless. It's no wonder that they are about to be fully exposed as institutions dedicated 
to Satan." 
 
"And yet, you cannot throw the baby out with the bathwater. Cast away the filthy water, but cherish 
the child. This is no easy task for a people caught up in the world, a people who do not investigate the 
allegations of their teachers. A people who are more taken up with belonging to a group than 
belonging to the Truth." 
 
"What I am going to disclose to you is about the simplicity and purity of the Faith that I handed on to 
the apostles, and somewhere along the line, was denigrated by man's opinions and political 
ambitions. There is no one church without error or corruption. No, not one. So, do not be quick to find 
fault with any one in particular. Be quick to seek Me and investigate what the Scriptures are saying in 
their proper context. Be quick to be proven wrong in your assumptions of the past, because you most 
surely will discover errors in your thinking." 
 
"There are few, if even any, that have not found fault or accused any church. And these souls are the 
ones that are close to sainthood. So, my first installment on these teachings is simply that I picked 
eleven poor, simple, working-class men as My apostles - and one scholar. And the scholar, Judas, 
was the one who hanged himself after betraying Me. That's a warning to all to walk in humility. 
Treasure simplicity. Abhor pretense and position. Do not seek these things, lest Satan makes sport of 
you. Rather, seek to embrace the lowliness of a fisherman, and I will make you fishers of men." 
 
 
 
 

Message 642: Jesus says... How would My Church look like, if ROME 

hadn't got involved 
 
 
August 4, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord Jesus, help us to take firm hold of Your hand and follow You, even through the 
brambles and briars of men‘s objections. We are too little. We need You to grasp us with Your loving 
hand to lead us. Amen. 
 
I pulled a Rhema card... Put Your Trust in Me. 
 
'So, Jesus, I trust in You, and You said you wanted to speak to us every day. So, here I am. They 
have so many objections to Your last message. Please lead me through this.' 
 
Jesus began... ―Has anyone ever wondered what My Church would look like if Rome hadn‘t got 
involved?‖ 
 
(Clare) Isn‘t that the case with the Orthodox, Lord? Rome didn‘t get involved there. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, in every instance, politics co-opted the Church. When men see a good, authentic 
thing, it is their nature to grasp for control to make it bigger and better. In short, to make an institution 
out of it. I never intended that. I always intended that small groups would minister with those who lived 
nearby. 
 
"Yes, there was need for organization and keeping the teachings true, but men always bring their 
baggage and self-importance into the equation, because there is an innate desire to control and 
protect. This is why it is necessary for Me to come to Earth again and dwell with My People; they will 
never get it right without Me. 
 
―Yes, there must be overseers (Bishops meaning Overseer, Guardian) but not living in opulence, 
which breeds greed, rivalries, distraction and unbelief. Rather, they are to be men and women of 
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humble stature, buildings of a common nature, not palaces and pretense. Never palaces and 
pretense. 
 
"What happened to My Church? It was tragic but bound to happen. The one good thing it did do was 
to bring consistency. But without My influence it also brought money, position and fame, and that 
entered in and took control. It will take a great deal of studied care to resurrect what I have given, plus 
the action of the Holy Spirit through the ages, to restore the structure with total fidelity to My wishes. 
 
―Evangelical poverty and simplicity are the absolute building blocks for the ministers of My Church 
and her restoration. Subtract the royalty and the wealthy forms, the ceremonies and rubrics of state 
from the Church - and you are back in Jerusalem during the first century. Simplicity exemplified. 
 
―This is Me… by the way." 
 
(Clare) He always knows when I'm doubting, 'Is this really the voice of the Lord? I've gotta double-
check this...' 
 
(Jesus) ―When you build extravagant buildings with luxurious trimmings, you invite in those whose 
lives are focused on such things, as well as stealing the widow‘s mite. When you keep everything little 
and humble, you invite in those who are more focused on Me and My sheep. Why do you think I am 
so strict with you? Why do you think your house is so little? Your clothing so few and poor? This is the 
example I want for all My shepherds. I want nothing of the world represented in My Church. 
 
―When the Faith went to Rome, the political ways of state began to overpower the simplicity of My 
apostles. Women were rejected in ministry and homosexuality was rife." 
 
(Clare) It was? 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s right, you heard Me, rife. It was tied into political power, as those wishing to remain in 
positions of power in the courts of the rulers gave a superficial show of conversion, but continued in 
their dark practices. They didn't want to lose their positions, so they feigned becoming Christians.‖ 
 
(Clare) And what about Jerusalem, Lord? What happened there? 
 
(Jesus) ―The Church had flourished going from home to home, breaking bread, singing psalms, caring 
for the poor, continuing in teachings as the books of the New Testament were being written. When 
persecution arose, only the deeply devout and faithful remained. The sacred mysteries were kept 
from defilement and every day the apostles grew in the depth of understanding of what I had left 
behind for them to be strengthened. 
 
―My Mother was a great consolation to them as she continued to share what I had imparted to her as I 
grew into manhood. And the stories as I grew up.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, what do you mean, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―She knew I was the Messiah, and not anything like what the religious people of the day were 
expecting. She knew I would be persecuted and put to death, Clare. Not only Simeon‘s words to her, 
but the knowledge of the sacred writings imparted to her in her youth at the Temple, was a bedrock 
foundation upon which she understood all these things to come, and that they would truly come to 
pass just as they were written. 
 
"She was exceptional from a very early age and My Words went deep into her little soul, indelibly 
imprinted. These are great mysteries that very few understand. 
 
―She was not just a woman like all others. She had been chosen from birth to bring Me into the world, 
and one of the preparations that accompanied her into this world was the privilege of unstained blood. 
In other words, by Divine Grace, she was granted the sacrament of baptism when she was conceived. 
It had to be so, or I could not have grown in her womb with the stain of sin in her body. Remember, 
she had Rahab the harlot in her ancestry. 
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―It is beyond the realm of everyday understanding to know what kind of woman was necessary in 
order for Me to inhabit her body and draw nourishment from it. The preparations were elaborate and 
life-long. It was not enough that she was granted these special privileges; she had to be faithful to 
them her entire life. An acute awareness of sin guided her actions as she spent her entire childhood 
focused on the glory and purity of God. This, too, was a miraculous grace. She had none of the 
impulses to sin that come with the Adam nature. 
 
―Blood is very, very powerful, Clare. Your science has not even begun to understand its significance. 
The stain from sins down through the centuries had to be removed by an act of Grace for her to carry 
Me in the womb. And along with that came a painless childbirth, an event so sublime that even the 
angels were awestruck. 
 
―Oh, so many things you, My people, do not know. So many things you assume and presume! But 
someday all will be revealed and made right in your minds. 
 
―So, you see, her beginnings were much different than even the best Hollywood portrayals. Volumes 
and volumes could be written about her childhood and the maternity, in preparation for My 
incarnation. And My early years, as I was growing up. 
 
―But returning to the way My Church was before it was handed over to the Romans. Everything was 
guided by My Hand and the Holy Spirit, as the apostles administered the Church. Things were done 
simply without pompous ceremonies. And in that respect, Hollywood got it right in portraying the Last 
Supper. We did sit on the floor on mats. The room was spacious, but without any hint of luxury. 
 
―Clare, this is what I want My Church to return to. Not sitting on the floor, but utter simplicity. And if 
sitting on the floor is the custom in a certain region, then that is perfectly acceptable to Me. What I do 
not want is any hint of privilege or ostentatiousness.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, Lord, how can we prepare for the harvest of souls that will come from the church? 
 
(Jesus) ―Firstly, I would like to make it clear to all that this church is My Church from its inception. I did 
not introduce politics, power and money to My Church - that was man‘s invention and Satan‘s 
premeditated plan. He knew that power and prestige would sweep through the Church and transform 
it into a worldly institution, making room for every kind of evil. 
 
―I chose the Apostles who would be the foundation. I introduced the helps or sacraments that would 
give strength to mankind to overcome sin. And it was My Holy Spirit that descended into the upper 
room on Pentecost. That was the empowerment from on high that launched 'The Way' or My Church, 
which went by many names. It was My Church that went to Rome and became entangled in the ways 
of men, which I am undoing now - never, ever, to be brought to life again. 
 
―My Church is not in the halls of the great; it is in the hearts of the little who have received Me and live 
for Me. These are My living stones and they shall once again be the structure of My Church. And as I 
promised, the gates of Hell have not prevailed against these. 
 
―My precious Heartdwellers, you must grasp and hold dear all the things that are of God, and reject all 
the things that are of men. Very few of you, including Clare, understand how great and far reaching is 
the action of My Spirit in those who have lived before, and how they have contributed to the spiritual 
edifice and working out of the Faith I taught. 
 
"Most of you are in the dark, because you have been kept in the dark. Religiosity and Religious spirits 
have formed most misinformed minds. Departures from the Truth by many men seeking to start their 
own church have introduced error and misinformation into the churches they began. This has made 
most of, if not all of, the Christian faiths seriously lacking in the foundation I laid down in Jerusalem. 
 
―And many of you are little misfits that have bounced around, sick of hypocrisy and rejection, 
confused, tormented and under-equipped to live in this age of Satan, these end-times. I would like to 
restore this to you, but I see that many come to this Channel to teach and correct. You are correcting 
others with error and you yourself have not the entire Truth. 
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"Neither does Clare. But I would like to use this Channel to straighten out some crippling 
misunderstandings about how I established My Church and what I imparted to the Apostles - and 
what Holy Spirit has continued in the living stones of My Church. 
 
―But you will not learn anything if you are set on correcting and directing people on this Channel. In 
fact, you will leave embittered that you were not received as the anointed teacher. I would love to 
open your heart and mind to My truths, but they are slammed shut with the opinions of men. You will 
not find peace and understanding here unless you know My voice. Not the voice of your parents, your 
pastors or great theologians - but My voice. You are welcome to stay and learn, but you are not 
welcome to come and teach. 
 
―There are those on this Channel that have hearts of pure gold, and they know My voice from the 
voice of men. You will be greatly enriched in the coming weeks, and together we will rise above 
personal obstacles to holiness that have stood in your way all your lives. 
 
―Many of you who have longed for intimacy with Me will be given the tools to go far beyond what you 
hoped for. I am preparing a peculiar people for Myself. A people that lives in My Heart, knows My 
voice, and loves My sheep. A people who have meticulously routed the religious spirit out of their 
hearts and minds, and do not stand in the self-righteousness of the Pharisees who judge as man 
judges. 
 
―And with this people I will restore My Church of Jerusalem 33 A.D. along with all My Spirit has done 
in the past 2,000 years. 
 
"You will be laughed at, scorned, accused of heresy, and put out of the mainstream churches which 
so strictly adhere to the teachings and traditions of men. But you will resemble the ones who truly 
believed in Me, in spite of being ostracized by the religious officials of My day. You will be like the little 
ones who accompanied Me on My ministry trips. You will be like the men and women who went out 
into the desert to live a pure and undefiled life. And you will be happy, supremely happy, with the 
knowledge of your salvation living for Me and Me alone, as you tend to the wounded, the alienated 
and the lost of this world. 
 
―My sheep hear My voice. Stay with Me. I have much to teach you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 643: Jesus elucidates...  My Mother Mary & Her Role in the 

Church and as Mother of Christians 
 
 
August 7, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank you, Jesus, for opening to us the lives of the Early Church. May our hearts bear witness 
to Your words... Amen. 
 
Well, I came into prayer. And I said... 'Jesus, I am here. Please forgive me for giving in to my struggle 
with the purple flowers…' 
 
Jesus answered... "You have a long way to go to be freed from this. But first of all, I forgive you. 
Second of all, don‘t continue to beat yourself. Know that you are NOT perfect, by any means. And 
please, walk humbly, Clare. I really want to see that pride of yours brought down to nothing." 
 
"I allow you to be overcome for this reason. So, when someone says... 'It‘s blue!' And you think you 
know it is red? Well. Just be cordial and let it go. You don‘t have to fight it or justify yourself. Let it go, 
My Love. It is so easy to just let it go." 
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"Nothing of what man thinks of you matters, anyway. You don't have to be right — it‘s blown away by 
the wind like chaff from the threshing floor. But if you take exception and want to correct others? Well, 
then you become entangled in self-righteousness — which is a noxious odor to the angels and the 
saints." 
 
(Clare) I am sorry, Lord. Help me, please, I am really weak. 
 
(Jesus) "Help is on the way. I love you, Clare. Your goodness far overshadows those things you fail 
in. But nonetheless, be vigilant and resist the enemy. When you give in once, it weakens you. Then 
the next time you have less fortitude to resist — and then it becomes a cycle and soon a habit." 
 
"It begins with the little things. Fight it at the onset, make a personal conviction to do that and you will 
grow stronger and brighter as time goes on. Because when you give in to the less perfect option, a 
darkness settles over you, because you know there was a better way and you didn‘t choose it... for 
love of Me. These are places, My Bride, where you can see you have opportunities to grow and show 
that your love for Me is greater than your love for yourself." 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, I get it. But I do have a complaint to file. He smiled... 
 
(Jesus) "I heard your complaint, but for the sake of others you may share it." 
 
(Clare) 'Lord, why did you make that flower so delicate, so tender, such a perfect shade of lavender, 
so irresistible — and right in front of my nose so I wouldn‘t miss it?' 
 
(Jesus) "Do you really want Me to answer that question — or are you just complaining to justify 
yourself?" 
 
(Clare) 'Lord, in Your eyes, no man is justified.' 
 
(Jesus) "That is true, in My eyes, none is justified. But My little Bride will never give up trying! Will 
you?" 
 
(Clare) I did that! But I just had to change the subject at that point and said... Lord, we are all hungry 
to hear more about the Early Church. Please share with us. 
 
(Jesus) "Oh, there is SO much to share! And all of it is in the Scriptures, if you read VERY carefully. 
For instance, the mention I made yesterday of how My mother was conceived—when I told you about 
her dispensation from the stain of sin from Adam and the sin nature." 
 
"As it is written in Genesis 3:16... 'To the woman he said... I will make your pains in childbearing very 
severe; with painful labor you will give birth to children.'" 
 
"So you see? She was exempt from the curse of severe childbirth pain." 
 
"Before she laboured, she gave birth, before a pain came to her, she was delivered of a male child. 
Who has heard the like of this? Who has seen the like of these? Is a land brought forth in one day? Is 
a nation born at once?" (Isaiah 66:7-8) 
 
"Do you understand? The Christian Nation was born from her womb. Yes, there are other scholarly 
interpretations, just as in other facets of Scripture, there is more than one meaning from a passage." 
 
"But also consider that I confirmed that honor of her being the Mother of Christians when I entrusted 
her to John as his own mother and entrusted John to her as her very own son. John was symbolic of 
the twelve apostles, thus the twelve stars on her crown as she has appeared to you and others." 
 
"And why is there not a 13th star for Me? Because I live inside her heart." 
 
"I very much appreciate the Orthodox tradition of her, Theotokos... 'God Bearer'. And the fact that they 
never depict her without Me in her arms or womb. This is an ancient tradition, way before Rome. The 
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apostles had a very familial relationship with her and frequented her dwelling for instruction and the 
details of My incarnation." 
 
"To them, she was surely their mother, too. Have I not said... "Here are My mother and My brothers. 
For whoever does the will of My Father in Heaven is My brother and sister and mother." (Matthew 
12:49-50) 
 
"Some take this statement to mean that My mother was in the flesh, asking to see Me, but the other 
women present were in the spirit. This is a slander against her purity of heart. She was accompanied 
by those who needed an attitude adjustment, because they were in the flesh." 
 
"But she never once doubted My mission. Rather, she confirmed it by offering the dearest thing in her 
life to My Father when I was crucified. And her heart was pierced by a sword, even as Simeon 
prophesied, when My body was pierced by the lance." 
 
"This ties together, My people, that our hearts were one in the mission I was sent to Earth for. Yes, 
indeed, her heart was pierced by a sword, and from that day forth, she had heart trouble. It was the 
mark of anguish she suffered seeing her Messiah rejected, not just her Son." 
 
"And again, I did confirm this at the foot of the Cross when I said to John, ‗Behold, your Mother.‘ Had 
the other apostles been there, I would have included them, as well. But it is sufficient that I confirmed 
it through John, as he represented them by his presence. And just to be clear: yes, John and My 
mother had a special relationship. But that never negated her motherly relationship with the rest of My 
apostles." 
 
―This is why I say, unless you read very carefully, you will not catch the subtleties that describe and 
confirm her role in the Church. You will not recognize her in other passages, such as Revelation and 
Isaiah, unless your mind is open to the influence of My Holy Spirit, which guides you into all truth." 
 
"If your mind is boxed in by a religious spirit that has predefined the meaning of Scripture and its 
limitations, you will not recognize these references as they tie together. Nothing I did in Scripture. 
NOTHING. Was done for no reason at all, or left to coincidence. Everything ties in to a deeper 
meaning." 
 
"And so many things have not been discovered yet. In Revelation "She gave birth to a son, a male 
child, who ‗will rule all the nations with an iron scepter.‘ And her child was snatched up to God and to 
his throne." (Revelation 12:5) 
 
(Clare) But Lord, it also says earlier on... "A great sign appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the 
sun, with the moon under her feet and a crown of twelve stars on her head. She was pregnant and 
cried out in pain as she was about to give birth." (Revelation 12:1-2) 
 
(Jesus) "Clare, if you look at Genesis again, did it not say that I will greatly increase, severely 
increase your pains at childbirth? That infers that there was some pain, but not anything like what you 
or other women go through to bring forth your children. This is why I told you: you must read very 
carefully and not skim over the little details, because they will be keys to understanding the mysteries 
that are revealed in Scripture." 
 
―I should like to move onto another subject in the next study of the Early Church. Namely—exactly 
what did I mean when I said, ‗This is My Body given up for you. And this is My Blood, the Blood of the 
new and everlasting Covenant.‘ But the hour is late. So more will have to come tomorrow." 
 
"I love you, My precious people. Ask My Spirit to sweep through your minds, to sweep out the 
cobwebs, the chains and limitations handed on to you by other men and deliver you from your own 
denominational traditions and limitations on Scripture. And if you are willing, He surely will." 
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Message 644: Jesus says... This Giant will not fall gracefully - Pray for 

the Offenders 
 
 
August 15, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, help us to stay on Your side, praying that those who have been exposed would convert 
before it is too late for them... Amen. 
 
Jesus began... ―Yes, do pray for your country. Things are beginning to break, and have an impact. 
Repercussions are coming down on those who have betrayed the nation and the dominoes are 
beginning to fall. It is making a deep impact and shaking foundations. You are praying against 
repercussions. 
 
"Finally, Clare, things are coming apart, piece by wicked piece. But I still want you to remember to 
pray for the offenders, for some will take their lives and others will be murdered. This is a critical time 
in law enforcement, too, because so much evil is syndicated and tied in with legitimate law 
enforcement agencies. 
 
"This giant will not fall gracefully. Much is being planned to draw attention away from the real news—
false flag events, which the media hopes to make a grand point of focus to undermine what is being 
exposed. So, this is the time to be praying against retaliation… 
 
"Heartdwellers, your prayers are in the process of being answered, but it isn‘t pretty. In fact, it is foul 
beyond what you could ever imagine. Every filthy practice invented by Satan has been used to entrap 
your government officials. They have sunk to levels of depravity that Sodomites never dreamt of. 
 
"These opportunities to engage in perversion are offered to all who hold office, as an escape and an 
entertainment on the surface. But beneath the surface, they are entrapments that can later be used to 
manipulate and control people with blackmail. But what they don‘t see, is that their souls have sunk 
down so deep into sin, that they no longer resemble a human on a spiritual level. 
 
"Even the animals do not have the motive to do such things. This lowers their morality level so far 
down they are incapable of operating with any integrity at all in their elected and assigned offices." 
 
(Clare) And if they step one step to the right or to the left to follow something that opposes the people 
that know about these things, these files and photographs are brought up in their face, saying, 'You 
can't do that or we'll expose you'. 
 
(Jesus) "And Satan has lured them into a spiritual death-trap that renders them void of a conscience. 
In this way, as they lead double lives, they are constantly tormented by demons. ‗What if they find 
out? What if my daughter finds out? What will she think?? What if, what if, what if…‘ The demons 
make sport of them and feed off their fears and their double lives, torture them day and night. 
 
"Pray for them, as many contemplate suicide and even going to a far worse place to escape 
punishment. There are many underground hiding places where they can escape justice. Underground 
cities have been prepared for such as these. Cities of refuge, where these without a conscience go to 
continue a life of depravity and sink deeper and deeper into it. 
 
"The families of these men and women will be shocked into despair when they fully come to 
comprehend what the man or woman they called their father or mother has been involved in. And this 
is one point of entrance for Me, a place of profound humiliation that can open the door for their 
conversion. 
 
"If they run or commit suicide, this will close the door. This is why I want you to pray for them; there is 
still a chance. Demons to incite suicide are at an all-time high, and this is the preferred method of 
Satan to end their days, before they have a chance to repent. 
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"I want you to know that I am greatly edified by your prayers for such as these. I want you to know 
that My Heart longs to see them repentant and saved—and your prayers do matter. There has been a 
tremendous campaign by Satan to render you prayer-less." 
 
(Clare) I've been feeling that. I have really felt that. 
 
(Jesus) "There have been lies whispered into your ear day and night that your prayers are fruitless—
It‘s too big for your prayer to make a difference. The line that: ‗It‘s too big for your prayer to make any 
difference‘; that 'you are not righteous enough to be heard by God.‘ ‗Your prayers bounce off the walls 
— God doesn‘t listen to you, because you are still so subject to sin and flaws.‘" 
 
(Clare) Well, I've heard that non-stop for these past two weeks. Well, and even longer than that. But 
especially more vigorously recently. 
 
(Jesus) "That is absolutely NOT TRUE! This is a lie from the enemy to get you to stop praying. In fact, 
if you feel so badly about yourself that you are saying, ‗Oh, what‘s the use? God isn‘t going to hear 
me!‘ I can guarantee you that is a Lying spirit stealing your faith. 
 
"Do not believe these lies! Righteousness does not always depend on your perfection, it depends on 
your commitment to be made holy and perfect before Me. Your commitment to get up when you fall, 
and to keep trying. I hear your prayers. My Father honors your prayers, even though you are still 
being formed into My image. 
 
"Many of you are also feeling a dullness in prayer. That is another trap the enemy has sent out to 
separate and divert you from Me. Press in, and do not allow this cloak of dullness to deter you from 
prayer, worship, and holy reading. I am there, and this cloak is but a smoke screen to discourage you 
from praying and staying close to Me." 
 
(Clare) And at that moment I remembered that someone said something about the deep State trying 
to start war. To divert attention from this. I said... 'Lord, are they going to try and start a war?' 
 
(Jesus) "They already have, Clare, but their efforts were thwarted. I will continue to block their efforts 
to throw the world into confusion and escape prosecution. They will be brought to justice. There will 
be conversions that will happen because you prayed. And it is important for you to know that praying 
for them will keep you from falling into judgment and opening the doors to be sifted. Prayer puts you 
on Our side (the holy Trinity side) and keeps you safe from Gossip and Calumny. 
 
"It is bad enough that they are being exposed, but the enemy wants you to dive right in and judge — 
spreading lies, rumors and even things that are true, but are very dangerous to your soul to discuss. 
They are occasions of sin. So, please, My people. Stay alert. See that it is finally falling apart, but do 
not sin. Remember, they were once children. Pray for their conversion and repentance, because it 
breaks My Heart to lose even one. Even the vilest of all — it still breaks My Heart. Pray for them." 
 
 
 
 

Message 645: Jesus says... Suicide is not your way out of punishment... 

Heartdwellers, please pray 
 
 
August 27, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... During prayer this morning, I had a vision of the Mother of Jesus—Mary— hovering 
above the capitol rotunda. She was surrounded by angels. And there were other angels, coming and 
going with great activity. It was a very busy time. So, I asked... 'Lord, who are these angels, and what 
are they doing?' 
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Jesus answered... "I have sent My Mother, the one with the most tender heart among mankind, with 
My angels. I have asked her to help these men and women see what they have done and repent, 
bringing forth public apologies and turning to Me for forgiveness. 
 
 
"They will receive the message much better from her than from a man, because most of them have 
had horrible relationships with their fathers and have formed an image of Me in their minds that is 
totally false. 
 
"So, I have sent her as My Ambassador of Repentance, through the power of the Holy Spirit, that 
these might at least be spared the fires of Eternal torment. And the way in which the first ones go has 
a strong effect on what the others will do. Clare, she is My Ambassador of Mercy to these men under 
indictment. 
 
"I wish for all of you to pray for them, and even ask My Mother to pray for them, because her prayers 
are still the most powerful among creation. She who formed Me in her womb, brought Me forth, and 
suffered the prophecies of how I would be given up to die. She who faithfully stood by My side and 
offered the dearest thing in her life for sinners. And she who has moved the heart of the Father 
countless times when there was no other hope. 
 
"Just as at the wedding at Cana, so even now, it is her footsteps in the Throne Room that bring My 
Father to tears—and He simply cannot deny her heart‘s desire. 
 
"And that is why Satan hates her so vehemently. He knows that if she steps in at the last moment, he 
will lose that soul that he worked so hard to bring to Hell. On this account, he has twisted and 
perverted her role to all Christians, so they would shun her and not enlist her prayers. 
 
"Satan has a counterfeit for everything — even a wicked queen of Heaven, who he invented to bring 
My Mother to shame among the nations. 
 
"But nothing shall defile this pure vessel. No man can do this, he only defiles himself. So, I am indeed 
asking you to request her intercession for those who are going to be arrested. I have given this task 
into her jurisdiction. 
 
"And as far as prayer goes, not only her. But I am asking you to notify all your intercessors and prayer 
warriors, that thousands of souls are at stake right now, because of what is about to take place. 
 
"Heartdwellers, I want you to handle this differently, so you are not in your flesh. Rather than gloating 
over these, as if you were free of sin, I want you to be weeping over these and begging My Father for 
mercy." 
 
(Clare) Lord, how should we ask for your mother's intercession? 
 
(Jesus) "The same way you would call a friend and ask them to pray. She has the gift of hearing 
simultaneous requests, through her union with the Holy Spirit, as many in Heaven do. 
 
"Just to be clear, she is not the Creator - she is a creation. But I cannot be separated from My Spirit or 
My Father, so being called the Mother of God is not a reference to her as the Creator, but a reflection 
on the oneness of the Trinity, and the fact that I am fully man—and fully God. 
 
"In any case, whether you ask My Mother for her prayers, or your friends for prayers, or you go it 
alone—pray for these who are contemplating taking their lives. 
 
"And to those of you who think suicide is your way out of punishment: think again. I know your deeds, 
the depth of your wickedness and betrayals, the clean face you present — which has only been a 
mask to hide the intrigues and deceits, cruel and deadly to the millions who put their trust in you. 
Nevertheless, I still love you, and do not wish for you to go the way of your predecessors — down to 
the bowels of Hell. 
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"I am pleading with you to repent for your deeds. I have always loved you from the beginning, but you 
have believed lies about Me and chosen the evil ways of man. Yet, My heart longs to have 
compassion on you. 
 
"Suicide is not your answer, it is the sealing of your fate in the lake of fire with Satan. It is the example 
you set for your children, the path of a coward, rather than be exposed and forgiven. 
 
"While there is yet life in you, I am sending My Mother, an Ambassador of tenderness, to help you 
come to terms with your sin and stand before the people and accept your punishment. 
 
"Much good can come from your confession of wrong-doing; your breakdown before those you have 
offended can save your soul. Do not choose the path of suicide, it is a dead end. Rather, see what 
you have done and be sorry for your sins. I do not wish for you to go to Hell, even though you have 
made life a living hell for so many. Rather, I wish for you to repent. 
 
"Come back to Me, let Me lead you into a new life. 
 
"Yes, there is new life for you; all is not ended and hopeless. There is new life—but it is not in Hell. 
Satan has done to you what you have done to others. He has taught you to lie, and you‘ve spent your 
entire life lying to cover over what you were really doing. 
 
"Do you really think… I mean honestly - with all due intelligence. Do you really think Satan is capable 
of anything but evil? Any truth he has told you was only to keep you working for him. He is full of 
destruction and deceit and he will do it to you, just as you have done to others. 
 
"You still have the breath of life in you. It is not too late. Acknowledge your sins, weep and wail, ask 
for forgiveness and it will be given. And if your punishment is to die, you will at least have the 
opportunity for a new life in Heaven. 
 
"Don‘t be fooled. Satan has nothing stored up for you but torment. All he has shown you and 
promised you was a vapor. No such things exist in Hell. Nothing but hatred, violence, bitterness and 
torment exist in Hell. How can there be anything delightful in Hell? 
 
"Your reward is torment, fire, ice, and layers of skin burnt and ripped again and again, only to grow 
back and be done again. This is the Utopia he has promised you. Even his demons are now licking 
their chops in anticipation of your arrival. 
 
"I will forgive and give you eternal life. And he will give you eternal torment. Choose wisely. 
Reconsider. Can anything good come from this master of torment and deceit? 
 
"Come back to Me before it is too late." 
 
 
 
 

Message 646: Jesus says... This is a Moment of Tragedy for Me & It 

deeply hurts 
 
 
August 30, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, please forgive us of our hardness of heart and soften our hearts to be like Yours... 
Amen. 
 
Dear ones, this morning the Lord allowed me to feel a very tiny grain of sorrow. The sorrow that He 
felt over a soul that recently died. And refused to repent—and rejected Jesus. He played the Song 
'the Lonely Garden', and I became aware of the deep, deep sorrow He was experiencing over this 
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man‘s failure to repent. It was a very tragic and sick feeling. All the times Jesus waited for this man in 
the Garden, hoping the invitations would be answered. And at the very last… still no response to 
God‘s pleadings with Him. We do not realize the hardness of men‘s hearts, only God knows. But we 
hope, we pray, even when it is a struggle to think good, because of the evil that‘s been exposed. I 
finally was able to connect with the Lord, over what He was experiencing with this soul. (Here He is 
speaking of John McCain) 
 
Jesus began... "My Beloved Ones, I do not look at a man or woman the way you do. I do not focus on 
their sins. If I did, I would cease trying to call them to Myself. 
 
"I see what I created with Love and long to have fellowship with that creature. When they repeatedly 
commit sin, without repenting, their souls grow darker and darker until they are nearly black. They 
sink lower and lower into atrocities, without any tinge of guilt in their conscience, because it has been 
frozen over by the pride of human reasoning and justifications. 
 
"With each sin, My heart breaks a little more over the direction they have chosen, despite all My best 
efforts to pull them away from evil. 
 
"Now you have experienced a little of the void and sorrow I feel when I walk in the Garden that used 
to be theirs, and see the monstrous creatures they invited in to destroy the heavenly flowers of grace. 
 
"Writhing, growling leviathans, creeping poisonous creatures, blackened plants dripping with blood 
and slime. You would not believe what horrors are in the hearts of those who choose Satan over Me 
and thoroughly enjoy torturing others. 
 
"There is nothing Disney could produce to replicate the monstrosities that lodge in those hearts. This 
is the most tragic moment of My existence—when a soul defiantly chooses Satan over Me. It is truly a 
sword in My Heart.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, Lord, are You against the death penalty? 
 
(Jesus) "I am. But I must tell you some souls are so dead, that if they sat in jail for 80 years, they 
would still choose the same fate. Man cannot see into the hearts of these, so they do not choose what 
I would choose. Nonetheless, they have been given the power and authority to end a life. 
 
"I would prefer they would not have this authority. Since I am the Author of Life, I should also be the 
only One who chooses the end of life. Aside from the innocent ones on death row, there is still hope 
for so many souls to repent if they are given more time, and the death penalty denies Me the 
opportunity to bring them to repentance. 
 
"Dear ones, put your scruples about My Blessed Mother aside and pray for these men. So many are 
going to meet the very same fate, because they have been hardened in sin. But I will take the graces 
that others reject and give them to those who still have a flicker of life in their souls. So, don‘t give up 
praying for them. Lay aside your prejudices on how to pray for just a moment, and return to My aching 
need to see these souls restored to Me in their final moments. 
 
"This has been a moment of great tragedy for Me. And oh, how it hurts, My Brides! It hurts Me so very 
badly. And I see the lineup of souls who will meet with this very same fate and choose to die for 
Satan. He is laughing them to scorn, and Hell is celebrating My loss — because Satan‘s agenda is to 
kill, steal, and destroy everything that's dear to Me. 
 
"This soul was dear to Me. And the next one in line is dear to Me... and on and on. Pray for them, My 
Bride, and keep Me company — for My heart aches." 
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Message 647: Grave Warning from Jesus - WORLD WAR 3...  A final 

attempt of the cabal to take down America 
 
 
September 2, 2018 - Prayer Alert 
 
Clare began... Okay dear Ones... This is very serious! This is a high Prayer Alert! 
 
We are on the brink of world war 3. I had pulled 2 rhema cards on the rapture. I came into prayer and 
I asked the Lord... Please, what is this about? 
 
Jesus said... "It is about war." 
 
(Clare) His head was down and the crown of thorns was on it. 
 
(Jesus) "A final last attempt for the cabal to take down America. They want to start a war and blame it 
on North Korea. It's in its final stages." 
 
(Clare) Immediately after He said that and I typed it, I got a message from a former high-ranking army 
officer, that works in intelligence. My phone dings and in came a message from this army source and 
this is, what it said... 'The group of elite world leaders are about to start a war to protect themselves, 
so they won't get caught. They will try to start world war 3, rather than be exposed or arrested.' 
 
(Jesus) "You better put the alert out, this is a grave warning!" 
 
(Clare) So let's not disappoint Him or those, whose lives are at stake, let's really dig in and pray, that 
God will have mercy on us. The Divine Mercy Prayer is very powerful in this situation. 
 
 
 
 

Message 648: Jesus says... Fear & Ignorance are your greatest Enemies 
 
 
September 4, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank You, sweet Father God and Jesus, for Your kind and encouraging words to us. Dear 
Heartdwellers, I came into prayer this morning really longing for a word. Something special to 'calm 
the waters', so to speak. So, I said... 'Father, would you please speak to me? I know I am but dust and 
ashes, but I have a responsibility to these precious souls. Is there some word of encouragement that 
You can offer them?' 
 
So, Father God began... ―My little, little Clare. You worry so very much about these, My children. Do 
you not know that I have covered them and set them aside for My purposes? Do you not know that 
even one lamb that goes astray, or even an ewe and two lambs, that they will not be lost to Me? 
 
"I have provided a way for every last one of them. Many will come and go and feed in other pastures, 
until I call them back here, for I have given you some very special food. Indeed, manna of a sort, in 
the wilderness of this Christian generation. They have fed on manna here, and those who are not yet 
ready to cross over into the Promised Land, I love and provide for, also. 
 
―My people, you are in this generation of Christians that faces the most treacherous of lies in your 
walk with Me. And it takes a great deal of courage to break ranks and stand outside the security of the 
camp. But I tell you this, apostates are running free and will gather many supporters, because they 
are teaching comfort, prosperity, and entertainment instead of worship, long-suffering, sacrifice, and 
self-denial—as well as every manner of superficial teaching that do not challenge worldly values. 
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―You will lose interest and long for something deeper. Just as you did, Clare, when you left that camp 
behind. Then the Truth will contrast the darkness you have been living in. The Cross will have a great 
appeal. Living for Me and renouncing the world will lure you deeper, because you have exhausted 
what the worldly church offers and still not found the deeper meaning and joy you sense you should 
have in following My Son. 
 
―What you are dealing with now is Fear. Fear of being wrong, fear of losing your salvation, fear of 
idolatry. And most of all, fear of breaking ranks. And Clare knows that fear well, for we have done that 
oh, so many times. If you are set in your ways and have found a place that appeals to them and suits 
your comfort zone, you will not want to break ranks. Unless you are very, very hungry indeed. 
 
―Others will have to seek Me for courage to step into a different world than they have known. There is 
so very much you, Clare, and others still do not know about the Faith. But you know the most 
important and essential thing: Love. There is no higher knowledge than that of loving one another with 
a pure heart and unconditionally. That is what you are teaching here. 
 
―Rather than struggle with doctrines, it is of foremost importance that Love and Service are taught and 
lived out each day. 
 
―As far as the virgin mother of My Son goes, some are seeking Me with all your hearts and are having 
encounters with her that prove her mission on Earth. Others are being heckled by familiar spirits and 
are being fed lies, which are very difficult to discern, and bring with them more lies. Some of you have 
known My Voice so well, you have overcome your fears and are over-joyed to have this gift. 
 
―Patience is key, I force no one. Rather, I give a gift and wait patiently for you to open it. Some never 
do, and this pains Me greatly. But others who do, bring Me great consolation. 
 
―The Church is in a very great battle right now. The cross-currents of judgment, animosity, criticism, 
suspicion, and every kind of poison stemming from sectarianism has successfully been absorbed and 
divided the Body. It is evident in certain corrections others take upon themselves to make, when in 
truth they are the ones lacking in understanding and sound doctrine. 
 
"Even when I sent My Holy Spirit to revive the Church, without an eye to doctrines, He was attacked 
and derided. 
 
―How sad! Rather than being the great equipping I meant Him to be, Satan used this as another 
occasion to cause calumny and division. 
 
―My people, some of you have not yet learned to judge by the fruits. This is why I must have great 
patience and bring you around another way, until you are strong enough to eat solid food. Fear and 
ignorance are your greatest enemies. Fear paints a grim face on every new-to-you idea, and without 
seeking Truth through the Scriptures, Pride and blindness control your decisions. 
 
―I am setting captives free on this Channel. I am equipping them with the fullness of the Church. I am 
drawing them into deep intimacy and satisfaction—yeah, even satisfaction in My loving arms, deep 
communion, and explosive joy in My presence. 
 
―Continue to do your best and I will do the rest. 
 
―I love you, My daughter, and commend you for your faithfulness in leading this flock. My Body is filled 
with those who balk at the thought of teaching Truth that will draw criticism and break their popularity 
with the status quo. 
 
―Those who follow Me unconditionally, however, are the purest and most fragrant salve to My Heart." 
 
And that was the end of the Father‘s Message. 
 
Then Jesus began... ―Children, you will know them by their fruits. Take your time with the Scriptures, 
examine everything in a new light, and bring it before Me in the solid faith that I will clarify it for you. 
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Trust not the opinions of men, for in many cases they are only parroting the opinions and doctrines of 
their fathers. Seek only Truth, no matter what the cost, and do not close the door in My Mother‘s face. 
 
―I love you all to distraction, and will bless and guide you to the degree you lay down yourself, and 
pick up your cross and follow Me. 
 
"I long to bring you Home, My faithful ones. I truly long to have you with Me. I have seen your 
faithfulness in prayer. I have seen your physical pain, your weaknesses, the way you are derided and 
accused by others with less faith. And I have seen your patience and kindness in the face of insults. 
 
"Truly, you are formed in your hearts after My image. 
 
―The prayers, fasts, and vigils you have endured for guilty politicians — not only has it had an impact 
on their place in eternity, it has touched those around them as well. How beautiful is your faith when 
you live it. 
 
"You have brought honor to My Name by the way you have handled dissenters on this Channel. It is 
what I long to hear from all those who confess My Name. 
 
―Do not grieve for those who reject your best efforts. You and I have planted a seed in their hearts, 
and in the proper time it will come to fruition. I long to strengthen you in My Body and Blood. Please 
make demands upon it in total faith, and you will draw the greatest benefits from it. 
 
―Be blessed now with an increase in discernment, for I have prayed for you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 649: Jesus says... A geopolitical Event could cripple America 

Be ready for Me anytime 
 
 
September 9, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, we need Your strength for whatever lies ahead. Please visit us with courage and 
faithfulness... Amen. 
 
I asked the Lord... 'Please, tell me what is going on, Lord?' 
 
Jesus answered... "What‘s going on is incredible beyond belief, it is so convoluted. It is beyond 
believing - and yet it is true. As you say, the truth is stranger than fiction. 
 
"Beyond all the Satanic worship, there are Earth changes going on - many precipitated by the 'clay 
feet'. Geophysical warfare. Sins against humanity. Heinous, callous, uncaring sins where people are 
only numbers. And it's meant to dislodge nations from their national identity and threaten them into 
the web of evil that is consuming all the nations of the Earth into their identity. 
 
"Either you play ball… or your nation gets devastated." 
 
(Clare) I think about Japan here, who hasn't been cooperative with the 'clay feet'. As a result has 
suffered two 8 point something quakes in the last three weeks. Mud slides. Powerful, very powerful 
typhoon, landslides. Just terrible things with a lot of dead. Unbelievable. And I think it's all being done 
by the 'clay feet' and their Tesla technology. And I think, Fukushima was retaliation, as well. 'Cause 
they wouldn't go along with 'the plan'. And actually, there's another nuclear plant that is in danger right 
now, in Japan. I don't know too much about it. 
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(Jesus) "You are thinking of the tsunami, and well you should be. There is a very high possibility that it 
will be a geopolitical event to cripple America. But not only San Francisco - the East Coast and New 
York City, as well. Many things are being held back by prayer and fasting. What you have seen in the 
past will come about; it is merely a matter of time. However, the good people of this nation have been 
praying and supporting My man for the office of President in order to restore Godly values to this 
nation - and the battle is ferocious. And it‘s nothing new to tell you the Iron & Clay feet have cast their 
net of evil over the whole world, so that Satan can use it as a drag net, taking souls to Hell. 
 
"Time is short, and what is being implemented is tragedy after tragedy for America. But I have not 
withdrawn My protection, because her people have woken up from a very long sleep in the comfort of 
their feather beds. Because they have chosen to fight, I have gone to war with them. That does not 
mean there will be no incidents of suffering. It means I am on their side, and I have already withheld 
several devastating blows because of the prayers of the citizens. 
 
"I receive repentance as a myrrh, offered in solid gold censers. It is to Me the most fragrant of 
sacrifices, even in remembrance of My childhood, the gifts of the Kings - and the Crucifixion. So many 
have repented and continue to repent daily, I cannot ignore their entreaties. 
 
"This is why I have protected this President and given him great favor in crushing this serpent beneath 
his feet. I love My people so tenderly. I do not wish for anything to strike them, and I work at 
encouraging prayer to protect them. But there comes a time when things are in the Father‘s hands 
and it is up to Him from there. 
 
―There are many reasons why things happen in this country; it isn‘t all political. Some of it has to do 
with sin, such as the sin of abortion. But because the people are against it, and fighting it actively, the 
punishment will be much less severe. Still, the blood of the slain innocents calls out to Me night and 
day, and I cannot ignore it.‖ 
 
"I know you are worried, Clare, but do not let this overtake what‘s left of your day. In all things, 
moderation. And above all... TRUST. 
 
"My heart for My people is above all: be ready for Me to take you at any moment. Know the condition 
of your soul before Me. Know that you are clean and ready to meet Me. Spend time in worship and 
adoration and do not give your heart and mind to useless pursuits. Do not wait until calamity to settle 
accounts with Me. Do not dangle your feet over the fence, but be firmly planted on the right side, not 
toying with sin. 
 
"Even though I have worked with all of you for almost four years now, to be ready - still many of you 
are not ready. Many are caught up in the world and have no idea what could happen to them in the 
next minute. Therefore, they are not ready for what is coming. 
 
"It is good that so many of you have awakened to political events and how your liberties have been 
severely compromised. It is good to be prepared for emergencies and keep a close watch on those 
you love. But most important is your relationship with Me. Even if you were overwhelmed in the midst 
the waters of a tsunami, you have Me to grasp onto. You have assurance of where you are going. 
 
"Many are putting off their conversion until it is too late. Do not be caught unaware. Do not drag your 
feet in repenting for your sins. Do not suppose you have tomorrow to do it. Your life could end this 
very night, and if you have been delaying your complete conversion for a pet sin - your soul and 
destiny are in danger. 
 
"My Beloved ones, I wait for you day and night to share time with you, to awaken your hearts to My 
passionate love for you. Most of you avoid Me, because you don‘t understand how tenderly and 
completely and unconditionally I love you or am in love with you. 
 
"I have no illusions about your short-comings, but nonetheless, you are so beautiful to Me. A precious 
creation that has recognized her Creator is beyond value to Me. So many have not recognized Me, 
that when finally, one does, My heart bursts for joy to be in communion with such a one as this! 
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"If you really got that, you would not drag your feet coming into prayer. You would not be afraid to 
work on your faults, because I would say to you, ‗Come! Let us reason together. These things are too 
much for you to handle on your own. Let Me live through you and help you handle them. Let‘s do this 
together, holding hands and working our way through them.‘ 
 
"That‘s My heart - and yet you distance yourself from Me, because of the false guilt, Satan continually 
accuses you with. All that matters to Me is that we be reconciled. That you finally find your home in 
My Heart, never to depart from there. In My Heart you hear My voice, feel My emotions, rest in My 
arms, and be kept from the constant, snapping jaws of wolves and jackals assigned to torment you 
with false guilt. 
 
"This is where I want you to be: in My Heart. Free from disputing, contending, fearing, slinking away in 
false guilt; free from sin, and continually being kept free from sin. This is your heritage. This is why I 
died on the Cross to obtain it for you. 
 
"Do not waste any more time confessing and repenting of your sins; you do not know what tomorrow 
holds for you. But if you are in Me, you know that My open arms and heart are always in your 
tomorrows, and you needn‘t fear the plague that destroys at noon, nor the terror of the night, nor the 
arrow that flies by day. For I will be Your shield and Your Savior. And because you have loved Me, I 
will protect you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 650: Jesus says... Prayers can destroy this Weapon of Mass 

Destruction Support Donald Trump 
 
 
September 14, 2018 - Words from Jesus & Clare 
 
Clare began... Oh, dear Lord, have mercy. How treacherous these times are, and we need Your 
mercy so badly. Lord, have Mercy on the ignorance of Christians and others; they know not what they 
do... Amen. 
 
Dear ones, we have a new and serious prayer alert. The information I'm going to share with you 
comes from one of our prayer warriors, who also has a good 40 years of experience in the military 
with intelligence. This is not classified information, but the source is highly credible. And that is, that 
an Extinction Level Event is being planned by The Clay & Iron Feet. (This is explained in the Message 
'We are drawing closer and closer to the end' which we have linked here, just click on the 'i' at the 
right top in this video) 
 
This is what he said... "President Trump has the clay and iron feet in a panic and in his crosshairs. 
They are threatening an (ELE) Extinction Level Event from the large object photographed in front of 
the Sun the last couple of days. Without getting too technical, it's a large directed-energy machine that 
destroys with fire. Our prayers and God's blessings will destroy this space weapon, which has been 
made with Satanic Technology." 
 
Please, Heartdwellers, continue your prayers for the safety of the President, the nation and the world. 
One of President Trump‘s veteran secret service agents was poisoned to death while testing a 
hygiene item meant for the President and his wife. And now they are threatening an extinction level 
event, because Donald doesn't back down. He's going after the criminals, the traitors. And something 
on the order of a comet hitting the Earth or the violent eruption of a super volcano, such as 
Yellowstone, is an extinction level event. Very serious. 
 
Although, on my part, I can't imagine that the antiChrist would want to mess things up so badly he 
couldn't come and rule and have everyone worship him. I mean, Scripture has to be fulfilled. Those 
things have to happen. There has to be enough of the Earth left for those things to be able to happen. 
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But, my dearest Heartdwellers. This news and these signs are ominous. The Lord's tone, Our Lady's 
demeanor were very, very somber. Even though we have prophetic words, all these good things are 
on the horizon - they are not set in concrete! 'Cause much of what will and will not happen is a matter 
of prayer. And if we don't pray with great seriousness, there are NO guarantees that all the wonderful 
things will happen after this nation has been righted. 
 
And what I want to draw your attention to, briefly, is that people who move in prophecy - they are not 
always given 'cast in concrete' events. Much depends on our response and our prayers. It's terribly 
wrong and unfair to call someone a false prophet, because something they said didn't come about. I 
mean, just like Jonah. He went through Nineveh warning people what was going to happen, and the 
people repented. And it didn't happen! 
 
So, Jonah was not a false prophet. But Nineveh wasn't destroyed. So, you have to ask yourself, well - 
what does that mean? It basically means that repentance and prayer can stop these events from 
happening. 
 
So, when we're given a word about the future being full of hope and revival, and all kinds of wonderful 
things. We're given a word about that - yes, that can happen! But if people grow cold and lukewarm, 
something else might happen and it may never happen the way God intended it to happen. I 
personally think that it might take a very dramatic event to wake up the people who are slandering 
Donald Trump. Something has got to get their attention. They just don't get it, they're just floating on 
the surface, going along with whatever they hear in the Mainstream Media (MSM). And not going any 
deeper. And I think the Lord has His limits as to how much He's gonna allow of this. 
 
He told us that He would reassess the situation in three years, if we continued to change and pray. To 
repent. That was on August 7th, 2016. 
 
We are now on our way through the third year, and because of all the anti-Trump poison and people 
aligning themselves unwittingly to the ruling elite and the iron & clay feet, the last kingdom to fall 
before the coming of Jesus to rule on Earth. Because of that, good people are literally tearing down 
their salvation by denouncing this administration. 
 
This is very, very serious and only very, very serious prayer is going to hold back God‘s wrath and 
bring us into a few years of peace and massive conversion that was offered to us. Notice I said, 
'offered' to us. Not 'promised'. No, it was not promised. It was projected by Jesus on the terms and 
conditions that we pray, and repent, and get serious about living a holy life and electing holy officials 
and supporting holy agendas. 
 
Now. So many have been slandering and downgrading this good president, that even good Christians 
have sided with antiChrist Obama and his shadow government. Can you believe this??? Good 
Christians siding with Satan, because they don‘t like Donald‘s personality? Or maybe Donald's 
projected-by-the-media personality?? Not what he's really like. 
 
They like Obama‘s personality better, an arch-deceiver! And would elect him in a heartbeat if they 
could. Do you think, this is a stench in the Lord‘s nostrils? I guarantee you it is. 
 
How much more is He going to tolerate from people? How much more slander against a righteous 
leader will He write off as ignorance? I fear for these Christians who have been so misled they would 
rather have someone in office that endorses cutting babies apart at the 9th month and pulling the 
pieces out of their mother‘s womb - rather than defending the life of that child. How blind can we 
be??? 
 
This is why we need serious prayer, dear ones. Very serious prayer. And ALL of us are getting 
Rapture readings. Everybody's getting Rapture readings left and right. And if we don't intervene with 
prayer, that's going to happen. The Lord bless you, dear ones. 
 
Jesus, what do You say? 
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Jesus began... "I never intended that this nation should turn against the man I put in office. Because 
the public eats up superficial information and bases their opinions on personality rather than 
performance, they have backed themselves into a box canyon. It is to be expected that the ‗clay feet‘, 
as you call them, Clare, should be ruthless in denouncing Trump and do everything in their power to 
unseat him from the presidential office. 
 
"But it is not to be expected that those who call themselves by My Name should rise up against My 
choice and denounce him. This will have tragic consequences if it continues. But there are more for 
him than against him, even though the media has done a fine job of making it look the opposite. 
 
"The question in this hour is, ‗Do you, America, want the good I have promised you through this time? 
Do you want massive conversions and the blossoming of My Kingdom on Earth? And are you willing 
to fight for it - or do you want the socially acceptable political party to triumph? 
 
"Your intelligence is not deep enough, and yet you rise up against the man I gave you for this job. I 
need you to put down your opinions and back him 100%, or I will allow you to have what you've asked 
for. The choice is yours, My People. You don't know what you are playing with. You don't understand 
the stakes in this hour. They are very high, indeed. 
 
"And only the very strongest, most formidable (sincere and earnest) prayers will turn this situation to 
your favor. Your prayers can destroy this weapon of mass destruction they are intending to deal fatal 
blows with. Your prayers can uphold what is right and good and bring all that is evil to a standstill. 
 
"So, I am asking you not to complain over your sacrifices, sufferings, losses, and difficulties. Rather, 
rejoice that you have something to offer Me to hold back the terrors that, in the end, must come to 
pass because they are written. 
 
―History is in the hands of those who pray. The will of the people must overwhelmingly be heard to 
bring evil to a standstill. Pray, pray, pray in this hour. It is imperative. I will answer those prayers. You 
will find favor with My Father. Pray." 
 
 
 
 

Message 651: Jesus says... There are so many Threats to Earth - The 

Time is short 
 
 
September 16, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord Jesus, could we please hear some good news? Please comfort us. 
 
Jesus began... "I can tell you this much... your prayers are working. There are so many threats to 
Earth right now that the Father is looking for every excuse to extend a blanket of Mercy over the 
Earth. And yes, the Divine Mercy Prayer is still very, very effective. 
 
"Oh, My dear, dear children. I am trying so hard to prepare you for what is coming. I am doing My very 
best through this Vessel, who is doing her very best to arm you with what you need. For she will not 
be with you much longer. I have given her the choicest wine for you to drink, because you need 
strengthening and equipping. You still are not equipped the way the Early Apostles were when they 
were undergoing persecution and being fed to lions. They had the Bread of Life, My Body and Blood 
under the appearance of bread and wine. 
 
"I gave you the story of the young man martyred for his faithfulness in protecting Me from the eyes of 
scorners. I gave it to prepare you for what you are lacking. I even gave you a dispensation two years 
ago when the Rapture was on the horizon. Take advantage of every gift I give this Vessel to share 
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with you, because many, many, many of you will need it. Those of you who have been living for 
others have nothing to fear—I will take you in the Rapture. 
 
"Those of you who just have not been able to make a decision to live a pure life for Me... will most 
likely stay to work out those details. Those of you who are Catholic and know you are the Remnant 
preparing remnant communities — you know I have asked you to remain to carry on the faith and 
minister to the thousands left behind. You have been in training for this all of your lives, and are nearly 
ready. 
 
"But I grieve for you, My Children, who are so proud and hard-hearted that you cannot accept the 
Kingdom of God like a little child. May I say? I am weary of contending with you, and so is this Vessel. 
 
"You have put a very heavy burden on her and caused her to stop, to minister to your stubbornness 
and pride. But she loves you. And I love you so very, very much. And I have asked My Father to give 
you a heart of pure gold and discernment beyond your years, that nothing will stop you from 
embracing the gifts I have left behind on this Channel." 
 
"And I know many of you are also weary and confused. It is the adult within you that is confused. The 
little child has recognized My voice on this Channel, and I have waited as long as I possibly could to 
instill confidence in this Vessel—so I could add to your treasures of faith and FULLY equip you for 
what is now on the horizon. 
 
"I ache inside, dear ones. I ache for you. How difficult these times will be. You have heard so much 
and it is terrorizing. But you have no idea what it will be like to live in this confusion and persecution. 
 
"Trust Me with your whole hearts. Lean not on your own intellect, but cleave to Me. And remember 
you will not survive the coming trials unless you live totally in My Will from minute to minute, hour to 
hour, day to day, until I return. 
 
"The things that are going on underneath the Earth are horrific. The preparation of abominable 
creatures to seek out and destroy Christians is beyond comprehension. Yet when push comes to 
shove, you will still have Me. And for those who have received My mother into their hearts, she will be 
with you also, and bring you great consolation and steadfastness in that hour. 
 
"I will indeed give you respite and courage along the way. I will indeed visit you with sweet moments 
away from the grueling life of survival. I will also feed and clothe you. If you live by faith, you will lack 
nothing. Your wounds will heal, your sicknesses will fall away with the application of My Holy Name. 
 
"But many of you are putting off living this way, and for you, it will be more difficult. You will have to 
break the habit of relying on man. You will be stripped of everything but Me—and yet if you have Me, 
you will have everything. 
 
"So much wonder awaits you in Heaven, and I long to have you with Me. But there are those among 
you who are incomplete in the glorious destiny of Sainthood. And for you, there is still time to learn 
and accomplish what you were sent to Earth to do. 
 
"Do not be afraid, rather thrust yourself upon My heart and ask for strength. Many of you will receive 
My true Body and Blood, because I will be with you when you pray over the bread and wine, because 
it was impossible for you to receive holy orders before the Rapture. But there are many who will be 
ordained after the Rapture to serve their brothers and sisters." 
 
(Clare) And I wanted to share with you. One of our prayer team had a startling dream the other night. 
In their dream, a light shone all around them—brilliant, brilliant light. And it was Jesus. And they 
couldn't quite see His face, but they saw Him. And the Lord spoke to them and said, 'You will be left 
behind to serve your brothers and sisters.' And then he woke up. And that was the vision that he had, 
the dream that he had. 
 
Now, I don't believe the Lord would have given him that confirmation, if we weren't close to that time 
— 'cause he already knew that in his heart. 
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(Jesus) There is still hope for a reversal of what is coming, but I must tell you it is time to prepare. And 
your best preparation is to live by faith, and be intimately connected to Me—not allowing yourself to 
compromise for any creature; not husband, not children. But be true to Me. 
 
―Clare, I gave you a reading. I wish for you to share with them now.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes He did give me a reading. And actually, He gave me more than one... 
 
The first one is from 'Bigotry & Religious Spirits'. This is what it says. And this is about Ezekiel and I, 
as the Lord took us through different churches. 
 
(Clare & Ezekiel) "We began to recognize these characters in every single church we visited. 
Religious spirits who quenched the Spirit of God. Bigots who had strong opinions based on error and 
lack of personal experience and research. We found that we, too, were bigots, who had all kinds of 
obnoxious ideas that pushed people away from Jesus instead of drawing them tenderly to His bosom. 
 
"That is when we resolved that we would no longer allow those traits in our ministry. The Lord had 
taken us on an odyssey into different cultures and revealed to us that they sincerely worshipped God 
in Spirit and in Truth. We wanted to live on Earth as they do in Heaven—without bigotry and divisions, 
just loving and worshipping Jesus from the heart, as His Bride—in Spirit and in Truth. 
 
"So, this is all to say, if you sense different forms of Christianity in our teachings, you'll understand 
why. We went wherever we were led by Holy Spirit, and whatever He had sown in those churches 
that was consistent with Scripture, we embraced and made our own. Because we believe with all our 
hearts, this is the true atmosphere of Heaven. 
 
"We are not church dwellers, we are Heart Dwellers, dwelling in the heart of Jesus… a Heart that 
embraces all expressions of love and worship from His Creatures, whether they be Russian, Greek, 
black, white, Anglo-Saxon protestants, holy rollers, or Catholic… whatever. If they love Him in Spirit 
and in Truth, He rejoices in their worship and receives it unto Himself with tremendous joy." 
 
And then there was another reading... 
 
(Jesus) "My People, I look forward with great longing to the Day they realize I am the Heart of the 
Law, and the fulfillment of all the prophets and all that is written. I Am more than their Savior. I Am the 
Incarnation of the Living God. And through My life on this Earth, I demonstrated the substance of their 
Faith, and how I require them to live." 
 
"I want to leave no one behind, but some of you have hardened your hearts towards each other and 
have trampled the innocent and the blind. Many of you on the Internet have taken shots at one 
another. You wounded, crippled, and left them to die. Isolated, despised and without the fruits of their 
labor. Unless you repent and are found to be blameless, you might as well start making plans to stay 
here. You will not be taken. 
 
"Love is My standard. Patience. Long-suffering. Kindness. Mercy. Meekness. The Beatitudes. This IS 
the description of My Bride. If you are willfully countering the Beatitudes, you still don't have My heart. 
You still don't resemble Me. My Bride MUST resemble Me. 
 
"My Brides — you are stunningly beautiful. And the enemy hates the very mention of you. That is why 
he is waging war on this Channel. He cannot stand to see the beauty of brotherly love, patience, 
caring for one another. He hates you for it. 
 
"On other Channels, he has succeeded in causing Division, strife and calumny. But here, he is a 
miserable failure. That is why you are being targeted. Your vigilance and obedience will keep you in 
Peace. 
 
"I bless you now with My patience and endurance in these trials. Do not let your hearts grow bitter, 
exhausted, despondent. Know that each one of these things is a work. A HARD work. And you will not 
lose your reward in Heaven." 
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(Clare) This was the End of the Reading... The Lord bless you, dear Heartdwellers. 
 
 
 
 

Message 652: Jesus says... The Antichrist has made himself known to 

the World Do not waste any Time 
 
 
September 18, 2018 - Words from Jesus & Mary to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, I fall on your Mercy… I have nowhere else to go. Please forgive me for wasting time, 
and help me make the best use of the time left to me. Amen 
 
Dear Ones, this is a confession. I don‘t know how I allowed this to happen, but I slacked off for three 
or four days last week, as far as working on music goes. Maybe that‘s because of all the controversy 
on the Channel, and I was kind of emotionally worked up. But still, I don't believe that's an excuse to 
cover it all. I realized how precious that time was when the Lord started bringing up the Rapture, and 
that I didn‘t use it the way I should have. I laid down on the job and slept... and ate... and slept and 
ate. Tiramisu, by the way... I was not fasting. 
 
And couldn‘t bring myself to sit at the keyboard to finish a really special song that I've made for you. 
By the way, I'd slacked off on prayer for two days, too. This morning after I had interceded for several 
people, and the President. And the world. I was repenting with tears over my foolishness! Time is so 
precious. Then Mary became visible — which surprised me! And she bent down to dry my tears. I 
said to her... 'I have blown it so badly'. 
 
Mary replied... "Yes, but you have today. Do what you can today. Do it with all your heart, Clare. Don‘t 
allow yourself to be enticed by curiosity and side-tracks. You have so much to give, don‘t let time slip 
through your fingers like sand. Rather, make sand castles to the Lord. Monuments of your love for 
Him. To everything there is an ebb and flow. You have so much to give, give it with joy! Be resolute. 
Don‘t waste any more time, give with joy all that you have to give." 
 
(Clare) Mother, I cannot believe that we are out of time. It just doesn‘t make sense? That‘s why I can‘t 
believe it. 
 
(Mary) "God‘s ways do not make sense to human intelligence. But I want to encourage you from 
today forward. Clare. Give it your best and leave the rest to His mercy. You know He is merciful. You 
are very, very little. Very, very weak; very insufficient for this job. That‘s why you keep falling. Rely 
more on His strength when you get to the end of your own, fall on His mercy. He waits for you to 
repent and fall on His mercy, so He can change things to your advantage." 
 
"So much depends on prayer, so very much. And as you lead this flock, make it known to them that 
He doesn‘t want to call the End to it now — but lack of prayer and commitment has created a void 
where the enemy can insert himself to the detriment of all. You cannot change that alone. No, it takes 
an army of intercessors to make up for this breach. Perhaps, in His mercy, He will allow a wake-up 
call rather than the Rapture. But you must remember... Scripture will be fulfilled and there are many 
forces at work here." 
 
"Just for today, and each day left to you, when you wake up, commit to doing all that He wants done. 
Put your heart behind it, and work with holy resolve that you will minister in song the messages He 
has given you. You will stay with it until it is done. You will call for help where your strength leaves off, 
rather than giving up. You will press in, you will work to complete what you‘ve been given." 
 
"You are only human, so apply yourself with all you have and leave the rest to Him. He sees your 
efforts, your obstacles, and longs to strengthen you to finish your race. So, call on Him in this 
manner... 'Lord, You‘ve given me a race to run. I am not even half-way through it, and already I am 
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weak and weary. Lift me up, Lord, above my adversaries and all the forces against me. Lift me up, 
please, that I might be faithful to you. Amen.'" 
 
"Now, go in peace. I have spoken to you on behalf of my Son, to be encouraged to pick yourself up 
one more time from your fall and recommit. He longs to strengthen you, Clare. He longs for this. And 
sadly, you cannot do this alone. And you forget to come to Him for strength, thinking you can. This is 
where you are missing it; you rely too much on yourself." 
 
(Clare) Thank you, Mother. 
 
(Mary) "You see how little I am? And what I‘ve been able to accomplish? It‘s all Grace from Him. It‘s 
all His strength, anointing and provision, every last bit. Never could I have succeeded in my earthly 
mission without His strength. Let that be a lesson to you, as well. Only when you abide in the Vine 
and depend totally on its nourishment can you produce fruit. So, abide my dear one, and count on 
Him. He will wipe away all your tears." 
 
(Clare) Then I addressed the Lord, curious to see if He would answer me. 'Cause I feel pretty much 
out of sorts with Him. And I said... 'Lord, please forgive me. And forgive that I might fall again, but with 
Your help, I will stand?' 
 
Jesus replied... "I am here for you, Clare. Beloved Clare, I have not turned My back on you, but I am 
cheering you on even as My mother has tried to do for you. I have sent her to have this conversation 
with you so that the skeptical Heartdwellers could see there is nothing to fear from her. She has never 
stolen My glory. She has always brought souls closer to Me, and into My embrace, even as you have, 
Clare. And I am so very grateful to you for your mission on this Earth. You resemble her very much, 
always looking out for others to connect with Me. You have no idea of what is waiting for you. 
 
"I am asking you to rejoice over what you have been able to accomplish and stop weeping over what 
is not yet done. I am asking this of you, Dearest. Please know that you have done much for Me and I 
am well pleased with you. 
 
"In the little time that is left to you, would you please do what you can? Would you please, every day, 
try to finish a song? It doesn‘t have to be perfect. Once it is sung, I can send others to sing it more 
perfectly. But at least they will have the song, and your voice—which is precious to Me, with all its 
cracks and fizzles. Stay hydrated, there is much more to your voice than you can express when you 
are dehydrated.‖ 
 
(Clare) And then the Lord began to address all of us, Heartdwellers. 
 
(Jesus) "If some of you are hurting, because you are not ready — pray for an extension of time. But 
understand... The antiChrist has made himself known to the world. The stage is set and slowing it 
down is no easy task. For you? It is like rolling the stone from My tomb up the hill of Calvary — single-
handed. 
 
"I need much more prayer than I am getting from you, My people. I need much more fasting and the 
effort. Much more travail. My mother has spoken the Truth, there is a void where there should be 
prayers. And everyone seems to have grown weary of applying themselves." 
 
(Clare) Well, I'm sure guilty of that. 
 
(Jesus) "I have had to pull some suffering from some vessels and give it to others, but I wish more 
would volunteer to take it on. Remember... Inconveniences of every sort are sufferings, too. Harsh 
words from others are sufferings; having to wait is suffering. It‘s not just all about sickness. It has to 
do with denying yourself and picking up your cross in any form it comes to you. Anytime there is 
suffering, there is grace being released. 
 
"So, My cherished vessels, do what you can for your people and the world. The fate is not yet sealed, 
but it is impending. Your tiny contribution makes a very big difference. I love you all so deeply, that 
there is not a second I do not shed a tear for your sufferings. Pray for more time, more grace, more 
mercy—and back it up. At the very least, it will be applied to souls who have no one to pray for them." 
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Message 653: Jesus speaks about Rapture, Al-Aqsa Mosque, Muslim 

Jihadists & The Necessity of Prayer 
 
 
September 19, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank you Lord for your promise of safety in a time of danger. Quoting from Psalm 91... 
'Because he loves Me', says the Lord, 'I will rescue him.' Please help those who are not ready to 
press in and take Your warnings seriously... Amen. 
 
Well, today was a welcomed break when Jesus invited me to dance. Nothing fancy. We were dancing 
in a very different way, as a matter of fact. Our arms were down by our sides, but elbows bent and 
holding one another‘s forearms and gazing into each other‘s eyes, and swaying gently to the music. It 
was so sweet and so comforting. 'Thank you for dancing with me, Lord.' 
 
Jesus began... "It was My delight." 
 
(Clare) Huh... Thank You. Please, Lord. I am listening. What do You want to say today? 
 
(Jesus) "I‘m so happy to be here with you, Clare. So very happy, and I love it when we are in the 
Palace together." 
 
(Clare) I do, too. It has become a home to me. And it just happens so quickly. All of a sudden, I'm 
there! 
 
(Jesus) "And indeed, it is home to you... your forever home." 
 
"But many of your people are not ready. Very many. Life has gone on as usual and they‘ve forgotten 
to prepare themselves for the Rapture. They have fallen back into the world again. That is one reason 
why I am giving you Rapture indicators. They just are not ready. There are many young ones who yet 
have not got a properly prepared conscience." 
 
(Clare) Yes, I get that... My own family. And I can't push it. Umm... all I can do is lay it out and pray. 
That's as far as I can go with it. But suffice it to say, some of my family is not coming in the Rapture. 
And I think, also, some of them want to stay and help others. Which is virtuous — but I don't know if 
they really understand what they're coming up against. What it's really gonna be like. 
 
(Jesus) "There is just enough time to spark a light under them, goad them on, chide them gently. Yet 
many will stay, because it is their destiny. How I wish for them to be prepared, but they are so far from 
prepared. Their lives are filled with clutter, wasting time on things that will have no value to them when 
it hits. I know about that scorn button… it‘s hard; very hard." 
 
(Clare) Yeah, I can see the waste of time, alright. But if I bring something up, it's just like brick wall. 
 
(Jesus) "But you have to keep on going even when your counsel is not accepted, and you are not 
respected for who you are. 
 
"Things were the same in My family. Of course, My mother knew, as did My father. But relatives…? 
No, they would never accept that there was something different about Me. So, I had to let it go. And 
you will have to do the same, for a prophet is not without honor, except in their own home and city. 
Now, you had several questions for Me about the Al-Aqsa Mosque?" 
 
(Clare) That's the Dome of the Rock. 
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(Jesus) "This event is still underway and planned. However, there are other scenarios, as well. And 
with prayer, I have been able to take them down, such as the bombs on the ship." 
 
(Clare) There were bombs on a Chinese ship. It was headed for Washington DC and I'm not sure 
where else. New York, DC and various government agencies. 
 
(Jesus) "They are no longer a threat. But there are still many threats, not the least of which is the 
Muslim jihadists. When the Dome of the Rock is destroyed, unless something changes, cell groups 
will be activated. This is something I want you all prepared for." 
 
"Yes, you see it could come nigh your dwelling. But My angels are stationed and it is My Spirit that 
inspired Ezekiel to pray Psalm 91 every day over the family." 
 
"With every member of the clay feet that is brought to justice, the risk increases. Prayer is no longer 
any kind of option; it is an absolute necessity. And I want you to make that perfectly clear to the 
Channel. The greatest protection you have is prayer. Guns are not an option—you are way 
outnumbered. That time may come, but not when you are still here. You see how important this is?" 
 
(Clare) I do, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "Please get everyone to pray Psalm 91 and be on the alert for activated cells. You have many 
in Taos, believe it or not. For the most part, they are trained to go out of the area. This will be safer 
than the cities. But do not incite fear, incite prayer." 
 
"In the meantime, I am highly blessed by your efforts with music. Please do not slack off. Please 
press in." 
 
(Clare) Okay, dear ones. So, I am digging up music that is publishable, putting it up on the new Music 
Channel (Link is here below the Video). But the Lord is asking that we all pray Psalm 91, every day 
over our families. God bless you, Heartdwellers. We love you dearly. 
 
 
 
 

Message 654: Jesus explains... Rapture & Tribulation - Donald Trump 

& The Mark of the Beast 
 
 
September 23, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Dear Lord, please help us sort out all our questions on how You will progress. It is certainly a 
challenge, understanding the way You think and do things. Please help us? Amen. 
 
Well, Ezekiel and I have been pondering this sudden talk of Rapture and impending Revival. Early on 
in the Lord‘s messages to us, He told me the big Revival would come after the Rapture. Then, as 
America started to wake up, we were given three years more—conditionally, that the people would 
continue to wake up and pray. And a slight hint that there may be a Revival before the Rapture. 
 
Then Donald Trump was elected and we thought for sure we would be here for his second election. 
After all, he would need us Christians to vote him into office, right? 
 
Maybe not so right… God‘s thinking is different than ours. Because the Lord has been very repetitive 
about the Rapture happening soon in dreams, visions, and rhema words to Ezekiel, Carol and I, we 
are looking at it from a different perspective. There are a lot of Americans who are still under the spell 
of Main Stream/Satan/Media. They are mesmerized. 
 

https://jesus-comes.com/index.php/2018/09/23/psalm-91/
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They are profiting from Donald‘s hard work for the economy, but still enjoying poking fun of him, 
ridiculing him, and turning a deaf ear to all the warnings about our 'iron-and-clay-feet',underground 
government. What if... the Lord uses the Rapture and world events to get this fence-sitting generation 
lit on fire? 
 
What if Revival breaks out BECAUSE of the Rapture, and the Iron and Clay feet don‘t get to run the 
country into the ground right away, with all their guillotines and concentration camps, because new 
Christians will work with the Remnant and we will overcome all the evil Obama put in motion. 
 
What if? What if Donald stays, and is President for the first half of the Tribulation and continues to 
drain the Swamp? These are all unanswered questions, dear ones. I ponder them everyday. I know 
we are in the season of the Rapture. I know this is the last Pope. I know Israel is a nation. I know 
Obama is the antiChrist and all the signs of the End Times are here. I know Nibiru is a planet loaded 
with hoards of demons and may reach maximum impact on Earth. 
 
So, Jesus began to answer my question about what will happen after the Rapture. 
 
Jesus began... ―There will no longer be any gray areas between the world and My Kingdom. The 
lukewarm will rise up into their destinies, overcoming all the lapses and failures of the past. The 
foundation of the Rapture will prove My Word is true and they will stand rock solid on everything it 
says, down to the last jot and tittle. They will have seen a great wonder, such as the parting of the 
Red Sea, and this will give them a solid bedrock of Faith — although there will be defectors, and 
those with weak consciences who will return to worshipping Baal." 
 
(Clare) In other words, being part of the system. 
 
(Jesus) "My Remnant children, you MUST get your appetites under control. You MUST. You will 
make many foolish and dangerous choices, because of your stomachs and your attraction to the 
opposite sex, and vanity. And things that will entrap your souls. Clare has struggled mightily with 
these, all of her life. And with age comes wisdom. But you will have to overcome attractions and 
desires the enemy will play you with, without the benefit of age. And possibly wisdom. 
 
"You must get your flesh totally submissive to the Spirit. If you do not do that now, when the Mark 
comes, you will fall and lose your soul. That means you will never see your mothers and fathers, pets 
and relatives again. Your eternity will be in Hell, being burned and tormented. 
 
"When you receive the Mark, because you didn‘t trust Me to heal your child; you didn‘t trust me to 
heal your child. You didn't trust Me to provide food. You wanted to be part of the flourishing crowd, 
someone important… When you do this, the Mark will destroy the part of your brain that responds to 
Me, and you will become like an animal. 
 
―Next, as the Tribulation progresses, they will do away with you through this. But first, you will suffer 
unthinkable torments all over your body; you will seek to die, but death will escape you. I am telling 
you this now, so you can begin to get your priorities straight. If you can control your impulses now, it 
will not be so hard and dangerous for you later. 
 
―Yes, President Trump will be a part of the Remnant. I have overturned what was to be the most 
tremendous suffering for this nation, and given it back into the hands of My people. However, there 
will be constant fights and attacks launched against America from the underground government as it 
fades away, and many sorrows. The best preparation for this is a clean conscience and being 
reconciled to Me, as well as knowing My voice, listening to My instruction and obeying it without a 
lapse of time or gloss. Herein lies your victory. 
 
―Many will be martyred—but count it all joy, because that very day all the woes of your life will end 
and you will be with Me in Heaven. So, do not fear that day. It is true that the living will envy the dead. 
But do not die with the Mark. 
 
"What will you need? First and foremost, a relationship with Me. Not just a shallow prayer, 'bless me' 
or a rhema, but a communicating relationship with Me and your Bible, so that I can convey to you 
what is important, what is a trap and foolish, and what is a waste of precious time and resources. The 
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ones who succeed in this time will be the ones who hear and obey. Without hearing and obeying, your 
chances of survival until I come are very, very slim. 
 
―You will not be prepared for the tactics that will be used on you, especially the betrayals, the wolves 
in sheep‘s clothing. Discernment is key. My Mother has a great gift for teaching discernment. Rely on 
her prayers, and you will not be easily fooled. That is, if you are listening very carefully. 
 
"Those who run for a 'word' and run off are not deep enough with Me — and this, too, needs to be a 
solid relationship. You will be wise to enlist the angels and saints and especially My Mother to help 
you, not only in discernment. But in dangerous times when you don't know what to do. When you feel 
like you have blown it too badly to ever face Me again, go to her, ask for prayers. She will pave the 
way. 
 
―If anyone keeps My Word, they shall never die… It‘s in the desiring and keeping the Word in your 
heart, wanting to live it with all your heart, that preserves your soul." 
 
(Clare) I get quite a few remarks from people who are afraid that they won't be raptured, because they 
can't live up to what they feel are the right scriptural standards. 'If anyone keeps My word, they shall 
never die' That's John 8:51. Meaning, not necessarily being able to completely live it without failing, 
but wanting to live it without failing. But the distinction is truly wanting to, which means when you fail, 
you truly grieve. Make believe 'wanting to' won‘t cut it. And the Lord surely knows the difference. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, you have a large audience of young people who will be over-comers in the Tribulation. 
That is part of the meaning of the vision that the Pastor had of you in the forest, with a torch leading 
the way for multitudes of young people. And the torch, all of a sudden, became very bright, and the 
young people were carrying torches that were not lit. But they lit them on yours and went off to 
different parts of the world.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well... When did the brightness come? 
 
(Jesus) ―The day you began on the Internet. Young people came with their torches to light them, and 
truth carries its own anointing, because some of those who left for no good reason at all have come 
back with other names, too ashamed to admit they were wrong and are still with you. Others are 
being held captive to lies, and have ceased to grow into what I wanted them to be. Pray for them, they 
are lost sheep. Pray they will return." 
 
(Clare) And I do. Every day I pray... 'Holy angels, please. Go out and seek the ones that have been 
lied to and stolen from the Channel. And bring them back.' 
 
(Jesus) ―But that is not the point of this message. What I am wanting to tell you is that your mission 
was to tell them what you learned from Me, from My Spirit, and from the movement of My Spirit in all 
denominations. Just because they do not have all My Early Church has, does not mean that they are 
not in My Body. 
 
―I wanted you to do this, both in writings and in song. That is why we are pressing in. You just don‘t 
get it. That there is some indescribable quality about your voice that opens the heart to Truth.‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘m trying to get it, Lord! I'm just gonna keep obeying until I do get it. 
 
(Jesus) ―Good girl. You won‘t regret it. In any case, you are preparing a whole generation to survive, 
in glorious holiness, the Tribulation. And for you, My children, who are left behind. You will be an army 
of believers marching shoulder to shoulder against the forces of the antiChrist. You will do great 
exploits, although some of you feel that you are great cowards. I will in that moment make you mighty 
in courage. You have been fed some solid manna on this Channel and it has laid a foundation no one 
can refute. That is why I am bringing forth the weapons you will need when Clare is gone. 
 
―Those of you who follow the Truth and march to My rhythm know My voice and have received the 
teachings of My Early Church, which also can be sought out with the Church Fathers, who taught 
many things that were omitted from the Scriptures. But valuable things, nonetheless, that are based 
on the Scriptures in its purest form before the world got a hold of My Church and defiled her. 
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―You carry in your hearts the minds and seeds of My Church when I return to rule and reign for a 
thousand years. You will grow into true holiness with these seeds. You will teach them to others and 
they, in turn, will grow and teach. And I will call you to Myself in Jerusalem, and you will come and go 
from My presence familiarly, because you have been raised up by My mother‘s influence through 
Clare. 
 
"You have been formed in meekness and brotherly love. Did I not say the meek shall inherit the 
Earth? Oh, there is so much you have learned here that has laid the foundation for My Church. 
Cherish these teachings, and do not allow the educated ignorant to steal them from you. You are to 
remain simple and childlike, and not enter the great halls of learning in order to be garnished with 
man‘s accolades. 
 
"No, your authority and wisdom do not come from any man, but from Me. And this is the way I taught 
My Apostles. Not by expensive classes in universities, but by living the example of My ways and living 
the message of My Love. The greatest force to be reckoned with is My Love. If you are living in My 
Love, nothing shall be impossible to you. And it goes without saying — Faith. Faith and Love. 
 
"So, it is of the greatest importance that you cut away all actions motivated by any other concerns, to 
make way for the infilling of My Love—which is everything, and is not taught in seminaries. It is love 
that caused Me to stretch forth My arms on the Cross. And it is your love which will willingly do the 
same, in order to live a life crucified to the world. 
 
―This is why I tell you now, circumcize your hearts and minds now, so you will have less of a struggle 
coming into the glorious appointments I have for you. This will indeed make you look very lowly and 
foolish, but will bear copious fruit and set the deep foundation you need to withstand the high winds 
you will encounter as you grow taller. 
 
"I have called you all to this Channel for a very good reason. You are here because I am preparing 
you. Those of you who have run the race all these years are going to your reward. And the others are 
here to prepare the next generation, and do great exploits against the evil ones. Your experience with 
these will give you great wisdom to pass on at the end of the Millennium. You will be combating an 
army of artificial intelligence and soul-less forces. Many who will animate the army of the antiChrist, 
will be without souls.‖ 
 
(Clare) When He said this, I saw factories filled with row after row after row of human-looking artificial 
intelligence. Those who were human in form—but without a spirit. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, technology has gone far beyond what you are aware of. There are underground cities 
with whole colonies of soldiers without a conscience, trained for a time such as this to kill Americans. 
Press in, My dear ones. Use what you‘ve been given. Remember that Love is the greatest force and 
you are not alone. I am with you. The Cloud is with you. The angels are with you, and so is My mother 
with you. Everyone in Heaven has a purpose they've been trained in to help those on Earth at this 
time. What a shame that so many of My People refuse to use what I have given them. But through 
your example, many will come to recognize the value of the Great Cloud. 
 
"I love you. I am with you. Fear nothing." 
 
 
 
 

Message 655: Jesus says... Pray for Donald & Melania! We are now on 

the decisive Battlefield 
 
 
October 1, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Jesus began... "My dear, dear, Clare—and anxiously waiting Brides. I am coming for you! The timing 
has generated endless streams of calculation, supposition, expectation, and prognostication. Endless. 
It has led many to lose their confidence in Me and in the Faith. This is the enemy's doing. 
 
"Let out a deep breath... I am not going to give you a date. But I am giving you a wake-up call. Wake 
up! Wake up! Wake up!! 
 
―You are in a war for your souls and the soul of this nation. I am looking to you to make the difference 
with your vote. I am looking to you to make a difference with your prayers and offerings. I am looking 
to you. If I see you applying yourselves like never before, there truly may be a slim chance of delay. 
 
"I am looking to you. If hearts are broken before Me, and prayers pour out from the deep recesses of 
your hearts — you may see stunning results. 
 
"Please do not come to Me and tell Me of other prophets who say the Rapture is still years off. What I 
am doing with this Channel is assigning My hand-picked warriors to fight Goliath with their tears and 
supplications. This evil force has its tentacles into every area of life—regulations for the foods you eat, 
alterations to the medications you take, to your health care, your studies. Your entire life has been 
regulated from behind the scenes to fit into their agenda. 
 
"Your children who have grown up under this generation of evil-doers have been subliminally 
programmed to go along with the program, no matter what. And Christians have been systematically 
repressed and targeted all along the way—especially in opening doors to sexual content that is 
abhorrent to Me. The tentacles are deep; the corruption is even deeper. And it is like a metastasized 
cancer in the body of this government. It is everywhere. 
 
"There is going to be a turn-over, a revolution, that will free those captive to this system. I am setting 
prisoners free. I am going deep with My fire to rout out corruption and despicable practices in the 
government. The fight is going to be ferocious on many fronts. They will not go down easily, and when 
one goes down, another will pop up. It is a tremendous reconstruction which first needs a wrecking 
ball to level the diseased infrastructure. 
 
"We are in that phase of the wrecking ball now. It is highly taxing on your President, and I wish for you 
to be lifting him up in prayer unceasingly, for it is way beyond his capacity to endure this kind of 
stress. Yet I am holding him up and standing with him; he will prevail. 
 
"Your job is to pray for his strength, pray that traitors will be exposed, pray that those he chooses for 
certain positions will be approved and slide into office without such resistance. 
 
"We are at the decisive battlefield now. What you are witnessing is truly a first in the history of this 
world and only extraordinary prayer launched by extraordinary effort from extraordinary souls will 
bring this to the desired conclusion. 
 
"Pray for him and Melania. What incredible roles they have to fulfill and it is only with My grace and 
watchful care that it will be accomplished. 
 
"I am counting on your prayers. I'm counting on your prayers. Please do not waste your time second 
guessing the Father on the Rapture. I have called you all to readiness for a very good reason. We 
were in this place before, in 2015. It was no joke, it was dead serious. We are here again. 
 
"History is written with prayer. in other words, you are literally writing history every time you call out to 
the Father. Every time you pray, you turn a page in the history books of Heaven and have a decisive 
effect on Earth. 
 
"Be aware that you are entering Satan's season of intense prayer and assignments against you and 
all that is good and beneficial. Yes, Satan is indeed a strategist and he is busy with the plans to make 
a death blow on your country. 
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"This shall not happen if you stand in the gap. You are here in this place right now because you 
prayed. Don't ask me about other channels that talk about this date or that date or dream or this 
prophecy—because I am doing My own thing on this Channel and it is not to be compared to others. 
 
"Each of you have roles to play — and your role is to pray with conviction and seriousness, to live a 
holy life before all, and be ready to defend your faith with your support of those who will do what is 
right in office. 
 
"For this you need to pray and act as you are led. Voting, disseminating information, praying, and 
giving My Father in Heaven no rest by knocking on Heaven's doors 24/7. 
 
"This is a serious time and calls for committed prayer warriors to do their utmost to destroy this evil 
force. I am with you in every effort you make, and I will double the power of your prayers through My 
mother." 
 
 
 
 

Message 656: Jesus says... Stay busy for Me! Do not be caught without 

Oil 
 
 
October 11, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "My Beautiful Brides, you are all still very anxious about the upcoming events and 
timing. And I AM warning you. I AM calling you to prayer, and I am also mandating that you STAY 
BUSY with your given appointments. Yes, prayer is key right now; but also is it imperative that you 
stay occupied, doing as much good as you can until the very last moment. 
 
"There are so many things you are all so compulsively curious about. Oh, this trait of curiosity in My 
children! It can be so wonderful — or so detrimental. Please don‘t try to second guess Me on timing. 
Just keep your nose out of the compulsive news and update mill; that will help you tremendously. 
Keep yourselves in prayer and watchful, on the lookout, and see to it that you are not caught 
unaware. 
 
"You still can do much good if you stop wasting time on listening to this one and that one. 
 
"Rather, I would have you apply your talents and gifts with greater perseverance and leave behind so 
many proofs of your love for mankind; so many proofs for your relatives... instructions, letters of 
tender advice, things useful to them. 
 
"We do not know the hour, but 'we' know the season is upon us — and therefore you should all be 
busy lighting your lamps and keeping extra oil. Do not be caught without oil in your lamp. Do not get 
caught in idle entertainments and gossip. Make every effort to plow through opposition and deliver the 
sweet fruits of your disciplines and talents. 
 
"Pray, hope, and do not worry. Do what is necessary to your state in life. Pray and produce good fruit, 
whether that is in counseling the insecure and misinformed, in showing My love to those in need—this 
is so very important. And in worship, where your strength will be. 
 
"I know you all vacillate between coming Home and doing more good. I know that for many of you that 
is an agonizing struggle. I know that every day you feel drained and exhausted by the world. 
 
"Oh, do keep yourselves away from the world as much as you can! And do be aware that this need to 
know is an obsessive-compulsive demon wanting to waste your time, so you will never contribute all 
that you could, because you will give place to curiosity, and waste it on who has the most compelling 
timelines. 
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"Lay it all down, PLEASE, would you? Lay it all down. You don‘t have to know anything but 
faithfulness to Me and faithfulness to your state in life. If there is a need for preparations that you have 
not made, I will warn you. But if you choose to go off on your own, you will waste time. 
 
"For many of you, I already know where your families and loved ones will be taken care of. I have 
already prepared for them all they need. It is yours, now, to be faithful to produce fruit for Me that will 
draw all men to My Heart of Love for them." 
 
 
 
 

Message 657: Jesus says... Thank My Mother Mary for her Prayers & 

Listen to her Counsel 
 
 
October 14, 2018 - Words from Jesus & Mother Mary to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank You, Lord, for the powerful insights into the workings of Heaven and Earth. Amen. 
 
Lord, I want to be close with You, but I don‘t know how. If I get quiet, I fall asleep! Even now I feel 
pulled back to bed. Please, help me. I need Your love and I know You need Mine. 
 
Jesus answered... ―That is an understatement, My dearest! I wait and wait for you, and then I see how 
things are being stolen from you. Oh, how I wish to speak with you for hours.‖ 
 
(Clare) My Lord, there is nothing I would like better! 
 
(Jesus) ―Truly?‖ 
 
(Clare) Jesus, You know all things… You know that this is true. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare. The Spirit is willing… but the flesh is weak. I would like to begin anew, right now, as 
though we had not been separated. Because I have seen that your desire is for Me continually and 
the World means less and less to you every day. Please thank My Mother for her prayers on your 
behalf; she truly has tamed the black panther in you.‖ 
 
(Clare) And I want to tell you — she sure has! I have NO interest in the things of the World, except the 
basic necessities. I don't even go hunting for them. I just tell somebody else and they look for them. 
'Cause I don't even want to go near that stuff! So I said... Dearest Mother, thank you for having tamed 
the black panther! Thank you so much for your prayers. I look back on my behavior now and I say, 
‗How foolish! How empty! That I desired these things and spent time looking for them on the internet. 
How foolish I have been.' But ever since that day I saw the panther tamed sitting by your side and 
realized all I needed to do was ask for your assistance and it would be conquered. Wow! Ever since 
that day I have been relieved of this terrible compulsion. How amazing are your ways, dear Mother. 
Thank you, Blessed Mother, with all my heart I thank you. 
 
Mary answered... ―And that‘s not all. There are yet many victories ahead of you if you will only ask.‖ 
 
(Clare) I am asking for your intercession with everything displeasing to your Son, in whatever order 
you would prefer. But please? Would you pray for my eating habits to change? Truly, I enjoy food way 
too much and it is a distraction. I know this is the time of the year when bears fatten up — but I'm not 
a bear! And so do most people in preparation for the cold weather. But still, I want to be free of my 
compulsions and foolish choices with food, and I would really love more guidance on what to eat. 
Could you please help me with that? 
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(Mary) ―Whatever you wish, Clare. But I do want you to know that I‘ve already been working in that 
area with you. And there are several saints who also have been praying for you, such as Brother 
Bernard, St. Francis‘ companion. And Padre Pio. They are concerned for you, because you lose 
graces when you indulge in delicious foods on a regular basis. Those foods are meant for 
celebrations; they are not everyday foods. You are in a war, my daughter, and warriors must be fit 
and trim, not fat and lazy. These foods tend to laziness and an endless sense of guilt that you could 
be doing better with your appetites." 
 
(Clare) Which is true! 
 
(Mary) ―Much of what causes you to turn to them is a drop in blood sugar, because of stress, and your 
body craves something to boost you back up. I have seen you make wise choices when that happens, 
such as Quinoa. So, you are not far from wisdom. Just a bit more self-control. 
 
―You see, when you get hit with slime from demons of Futility & Hopelessness—you want to grab 
something for comfort and a fast pick-up. This comes from the vicious cycle of not getting enough 
prayer time, enough time loving and worshiping My Son, who fills you with faith and hope. He 
prepares you for these attacks, Clare, so that when they do happen you don‘t revert to old ways. 
Ways even from your childhood. 
 
―It is important for all Heartdwellers to know that when you age, your mind also ages, and is not so 
ready to take on the challenges of life, but would prefer to slip back into a comfort zone. Fellowship 
with my Son changes that. He renews your strength like the eagle's. Is it not written?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, truly, Mother. It is. 
 
(Mary) ―And so, you will notice more falls happen when you aren‘t getting the deep trysting time you 
need together. Also, as you age, memories from childhood have a way of coming up. Since you did 
not have a happy childhood and you struggled with food then, as you were growing up, that adds an 
additional stress to your mind.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I have noticed I am getting a flood of memories coming back from my past. My 
photography business in San Francisco, things that I did. Things that I did as a child that I don‘t want 
to remember; I want to stay in present time. Please, would you pray for me there, too? Lately, I‘ve 
been barraged with these distracting thoughts which always end in condemnation. 
 
(Mary) ―I will pray for you, sweet Clare. I do not wish for you to have to re-experience these things, 
either. But the enemy is very clever. He knows how to play back damning memories from the past to 
discourage you in the present. You have a flood of demons assailing you every day, Clare. You are 
very much hated by the dark side. And your brave choice to obey my Son in regards to spreading 
devotion to me has enlarged your circle of enemies. There will soon come a time when the eyes of 
those who have rejected the intercession of the saints, and the relationship with me—there will come 
a time when God will open their eyes. And then I will be loved and engaged in their lives, as I am with 
you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Mother, that makes me cry. How could anyone not love you? How terrible! You are the 
sweetest and kindest person I've ever known, perhaps next to your Son. It pains me deeply that 
people reject you. 
 
(Mary) ―My child, sloth is a deadly enemy. And when it comes to spiritual sloth, it is even more so to 
be feared. Because what proceeds from the Spirit determines the direction you will go in, work 
towards, and the fruit you will bear. There are many of my children—and I call them that, because 
Jesus gave them to me at the foot of the Cross. It was my only begotten Son that I willingly handed 
over to the executioners, so that Scripture could be fulfilled. I gave that gift for you and for all 
humanity, from the heart, for I wished for them to be liberated from the curse of Adam and Eve and 
subsequent generations. 
 
"But where spiritual sloth is concerned, people only parrot what they've heard and take no time to 
delve more deeply into Scripture to find out if it is conflicting or confirming. When they do that, they 
alter the course of their destinies, because they don't get that help that they need. That is one reason 
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why I'm so hated by the devil. Because my whole heart is wrapped around their destinies, praying and 
hoping they'll make the right choices. But when they turn away from me, there's no way for me to 
touch them with the wisdom that will lead them further into their destinies. And I must wait until a 
future time, when they will accept the wisdom I want to share with them as a Mother. But still, I do 
pray for them. I gave that gift for you and all humanity - and subsequent generations, which are 
passed down through the Blood. 
 
―With all my heart, I wanted to see righteousness flourish. I wanted to see the prostitutes, the 
repentant soldiers, the crooked tax collectors, the witches and warlocks—redeemed. In fact, of all 
mankind struggling in sin to be redeemed. In no way did I want them to go to Hell! And I knew that I 
could participate in His sacrifice by giving my consent to His untimely death. My heart was one 
hundred percent united with His. 
 
―And to this day, my heart is united to His, in the work of sanctification of souls and bringing the 
Gospel message to the most wretched of humanity to give them Hope. The hope of a totally new and 
born-again life in Christ. This has been my mission from the day I consented to His incarnation in my 
womb. 
 
―And even in my youth, I realized I felt differently about life than my peers. I was not interested in the 
same things. Rather, as I walked the Temple precincts, I saw the way sin had twisted and ruined 
lives. I heard the cries of repentance and the longing for the Messiah, and my heart was very much in 
that same place. 
 
―I saw the suffering Satan had brought into the world, and that truly there was a need for a Redeemer. 
I longed and prayed with all my heart for the coming of the Messiah. Oh, Clare, had you heard the 
wailing in the Temple you, too, would have been overwhelmed with pity for the state of mankind. You, 
too, would be crying out day and night for the advent of the Messiah. It was beyond anything you 
could imagine—and I heard the weeping and supplications day after day, year after year. 
 
―So yes, my heart was caught up in the birth of the Messiah — not in making myself beautiful for a 
man. There are very few indeed who understand how God formed me into a woman of prayer and 
longing for Him. To most I am more like a young woman passing by that was conscripted into service. 
 
―No, it wasn‘t like that at all. I, too, labored in prayer for His coming from an early age. I, too, wept and 
yearned for the freedom that would come with Him. I, too, had need for His redemption. And to me, at 
that time, the whole Earth cried out for their Redeemer, even as it does now. The trees, the plants, the 
wind—even the stars seemed to long for His coming. 
 
―Every living creature was in some way united with the Divine Plan and longed to see it fulfilled in His 
coming, even just as it is today. If you could hear them, Clare! Oh, I wish you could hear them. They 
cry out! Yes, the trees cry out; the grasses of the field cry out; the deer in the forest cries out—even 
the dogs long for His return when all things will be set right. 
 
―Little is understood by mankind how united they are to the Divine Plan. There is an awareness that 
most have that goes unrecognized in their souls, an awareness of the one-ness of all Creation. Just 
as you have seen mankind in the consecrated host. All the faces, even the animals. All are united and 
in oneness with Him as Holy Spirit is the life-generating force in the Universe. He is inseparable from 
Father and Son, and because of that, all of Creation is knitted together as one seamless garment 
worn by the King of Kings and Lord of Lords. 
 
―When one part of the garment is injured, the entire garment feels it. Yes, all of Creation responds to 
the pain of just one tiny part. And if you could see how the Earth has mourned and reeled back and 
forth over the unjust death of just one child, one abortion, over the slain by ISIS, over the ravaging of 
the buffalo herds by the soldiers. If you could see how the Earth reacts to such atrocities—you would 
pass out on the spot. 
 
―There is a sensitivity that this planet has to feel everything that takes place on it. And yes, it is 
written, Clare. He has spoken it through His prophets. And they heard, but did not listen. Let us look 
together, my sweet daughter. Let us feed on the Word of God and receive the understanding He gave 
for us. 
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(Clare) And I was led to Romans 8:18... I consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing 
with the glory that will be revealed in us. 
 
(Jesus) "This is why the Heartdwellers willingly offer to God every pain and loss and inconvenience. 
They have been taught the value of suffering." 
 
19-20... For the Creation waits in eager expectation for the children of God to be revealed. For the 
Creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but by the will of the one who subjected 
it, in hope that the Creation itself will be liberated from its bondage to decay and brought into the 
freedom and glory of the children of God. 
 
(Mary) "And God willed that all should be tied together by the power of the Spirit into one entity, the 
Creation, so that even mankind would be in harmony with his surroundings, and his body would be 
sound and flourishing, even as his environment flourished. Oh, the sad consequences of harming the 
environment, which has been stabilized and balanced to perfection by the Spirit, then given to Man. 
But sin brought disease and frightful mutations." 
 
22-25... We know that the whole Creation has been groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up to 
the present time. Not only so, but we ourselves, who have the first fruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly 
as we wait eagerly for our adoption to sonship, the redemption of our bodies. For in this hope we were 
saved. But hope that is seen is no hope at all. Who hopes for what they already have? But if we hope 
for what we do not yet have, we wait for it patiently. 
 
(Mary) ―And as Creation groans, we too groan for the Justice and Righteousness of God to rule the 
Earth.‖ 
 
26-27... In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our weakness. We do not know what we ought to pray 
for, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us through wordless groans. And he who searches our hearts 
knows the mind of the Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes for God‘s people in accordance with the 
will of God. 
 
(Mary) ―Clare, the Earth groans. Did you know that? The Earth has been groaning at the approach of 
the apocalyptic planet, Nibiru. Yes, these groans have been heard around the world. They come from 
an Earth that is destabilizing, because of sin and nuclear weapons and weapons far stronger than 
that. That are employed for tsunamis and other violent acts against humanity. 
 
"Yes! The Spirit of God intercedes through all Creation; it is not just mankind that longs for the 
heavenly state and freedom. It is everything that lives and even the rocks that cry out! Is it not true 
that all things have their being in Him? If that be so, it is impossible to separate man from the 
sufferings of a planet laid waste by Satan.‖ 
 
―His Blood has redeemed even the Earth and all that dwells in it. But the waiting is painful, ever so 
painful as things tend to die off and lose their beauty. Because of the constant dripping of the stains of 
sin, it degenerates and loses its vitality. Through His Blood, He has reconciled all things. And it is 
through His blood that we each are empowered to do our part to bring mankind into His Heart of Love 
for them. 
 
―And Satan hates this work and all that give their lives to it. And the more influence the soul has upon 
the hearts of man, working through the power of the Holy Spirit, the more they are hated. So, my 
mandate is to come and assist you. To come and help you overcome your weaknesses, through 
counsel and through prayer. I dote over you, Clare, I truly do. You have stirred my motherly love by 
your pitiful estate and weaknesses. I rejoice in those like you who have received the Love of my Son 
with such deep gratitude and they've allowed Him to change their lives. 
 
―There is so much devastation coming to Earth soon, and we in Heaven are indeed anxious to be of 
service to those still on Earth. We long to be called on and recognized as fellow workers in the 
Vineyard. Our only difference is that we see the folly we lived in. We made SO many mistakes in our 
own lives that had to be overcome. 
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"We've travelled the same road you are on, Clare, and we wanted to help — because we know the 
way. We long to help, but so few reach out to us. It is our hope that your Channel will spread far and 
wide, and those who are willing to break with the establishment, will finally get it. 
 
―So many refuse to even look, because they are not willing to be ostracized from the Christian 
communities around the world. They love their status and honor among peers and are not willing to 
be shunned for the Truth. 
 
"Besides, they reason, 'Only Christ is necessary, we don't need the Cloud.' With that kind of 
reasoning, I would like them to consider what life would be like if they lived on an island with no other 
living being. Totally isolated; totally alone. 
 
―You see, we have lived and conquered, through His power, the World. But those who rely on others 
who have not yet conquered, like peers that can maintain the status quo, those are relying on the arm 
of the flesh. Yes, God hears their prayers. BUT there is SO much more!!! So much more support and 
counsel and fellowship available. But with it comes persecution and rejection. 
 
―Carol is one dear soul who threw herself on God's mercy and Truth — and did it, anyway. And look at 
the consolations she has had from the Lord's visitations and the saints that are so fond of her. Look at 
how encouraged she has become with Padre Pio, St. Francis, Faustina and others. THIS is the way 
God intended it. That no one should be separated in the spirit, but that the saints should stand by and 
help those still in the fight to do good, all the way to the end. 
 
―And for that purpose did my Son stand on the Mount of Transfiguration to proclaim the unity between 
Heaven and Earth, and that we are forever one with all Creation, even as it is written. 
 
―So, I give you these things to ponder, dear family. You are all adored by Heaven, and they long to be 
an active part of your life. Do not deny them access, but allow them to minister wisdom and prayer to 
your lives. And use the same measure of discernment on them that you do when you encounter my 
Son. In this way, you will have no part in familiar spirits, who long to replace the Cloud or keep you 
totally from the Cloud by intimating that they are devils. 
 
―You will know them by their fruits, dear children. Cleave to my Son, but allow the Cloud to become a 
part of your daily lives. Remember that in Heaven, there are no limitations on time or space as it is in 
your world. So, they indeed are blessed with abilities to tend to the flocks, even as you shall be some 
day.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 658: You are on the Precipice of Disaster, Time is running 

out... Do you want to follow Those who lead you into Destruction?  
 
 
October 21, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Jesus, You have revealed Your heart. Help us to embrace it with all our strength... Amen 
 
Lord, I have missed you so much. And I‘ve been so aware of my failures. Forgive me and give me the 
right mind not to fail You. My head was down and I had just finished The Lord‘s Supper with all the 
prayers, and I just feel so low, so very low. There is no life in me anymore and I‘ve been abandoned 
by God. 
 
Jesus broke in... ―But that‘s not so, Clare. And you know better. Do you understand? I want you all to 
understand... Heaven is weeping. Clare, it is not just you; it is all of Heaven and you are a part of that. 
Those intimately woven into My heart are weeping and carrying this profound sadness, because the 
time is winding down. And we have not yet heard from the Father. 
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―Do you know, Clare, more prayer is needed? Not just by you, but everyone. There needs to be a 
greater awareness; a deeper prayer. But things are going on as usual; people are ‗marrying and being 
given in marriage‘. Clare, this is not your imagination." 
 
(Clare) I was beginning to think it was, 'cause He never gives me a negative message like this. 
 
(Jesus) "This is Me. And this is very important. Both for you to understand and for you to 
communicate. Marrying and given in marriage, buying houses, cars, lands, wells. Things. All are busy. 
Busy getting their degrees, improving their lot, taking care of family, striking out on new ventures. 
Movies are being made, songs are being written—and life proceeds like nothing is going to happen. 
Ever. And do you know for how long this has been going on?‖ 
 
(Clare) And I thought about it for a minute. And I thought, 'Well, I wasn't a Christian until later on. But 
maybe in the 70‘s? I wasn't a Christian back then.' 
 
(Jesus) ―No. Since the 20‘s—1920. Life has proceeded as if the world was never going to end. But 
then came the War. And do you know why this was allowed? Because men and women went from 
unchaste—to morally filthy and degraded. And My mother warned them, did she not? At Fatima, she 
told them that the 1st World War would shortly end, but that if men did not change, another, worse 
one, would begin. She told them that I was greatly offended by the manner of dress and lack of 
modesty. 
 
―The point I am trying to make, My dearest, is that at some point in time the Father must say, 
―Enough!‖ There have been so many close calls. In the 50‘s, the 60‘s, the 70‘s, and on and on. But 
each time, He raised His Holy Hand from Heaven and said, ‗Stop! We will give it more time.‘ And each 
time, the results were very close to the same: everyone who knew how close we were, let out a deep 
sigh of relief. Then life went on... as usual. Now, I am not saying, no one is praying. On the contrary, 
more are praying now than were before. But still, it is not enough. Each day, evil swells like a high tide 
coming in and only your prayers set up a sea wall to stop it. 
 
―But now we are coming into the season of distractions and entertainment. Do you think Satan is 
stupid? He knows the best time to attack the Kingdom of God on Earth. He knows your mind is 
somewhere else, your attentions are somewhere else. Your guard is let down. There's merriment and 
distraction. Shopping. And trips to visit relatives. This is the least likely time in men‘s eyes for them to 
be thinking of tragedy and the Rapture. And what the most perfect time to strike? 
 
"Because of the tension in the air over elections, because of that, there are still some at their post 
praying very seriously. What you are feeling is not isolated just to you. This is going on all over the 
world, and very few understand what they are dealing with. Rather, they medicate with entertainment, 
shopping, sex, and drugs. 
 
―The Father has not decided yet. But understand... He has given Mercy so many times and things 
continue to decline… when will He draw the line?‖ 
 
(Clare) Right then after I finished that, Ezekiel called me to come and speak with Him. I could tell it 
was serious. When I walked into the room, he was pale and his face was disfigured by stress and 
anguish. And the Lord had spoken to him. He said... 
 
(Jesus) ―Many are called, few are chosen, and even fewer respond.‖ 
 
(Clare) The Lord communicated His anguish to him and what His Father was going through. So many 
have been called to the Lord‘s side in prayer and travail, and so few show up. The world has gotten 
their attentions again. Then I told Ezekiel what I had just heard from Jesus. And we both just sat 
there—sick to death of the world's condition and what is looming. 
 
Ezekiel said... 'I feel it deeply, so very deeply in my soul. It must be like what a man feels when his 
spouse dies.' 
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(Clare) And I realized... that is partly what I have been going through all week. It has been a numbing 
dryness in my spirit, as though I were separated from God, and plunged into darkness. But I was not. 
I was even more connected and feeling the anguish and darkness of His heart over each soul who 
has turned His invitation down, and gone their own way. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, My precious one. You know I have not for one moment deserted you. You have been 
so united with Me that you were sick at heart, thinking you had even done something wrong. Beloved, 
you have done nothing wrong. You have corresponded with all your heart to Me and the graces given 
— to the best of your ability. You were feeling My desolation of Spirit over the percentage of those 
who should be on their knees right now, but are out taking their ease and making shopping lists. To-
do lists... that do not have prayer time on them. They are hastily making time for the pleasures of life 
— without realizing the season we are in and how very close to the edge we are." 
 
(Clare) Heartdwellers, I can't point the finger at anyone, because I have been so guilty of this, myself. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, yes, I know full well — we have been here before… And nothing happened—so why 
worry now? I will tell you why. Because you are running out of options. Of mercy. Of extensions of 
Time. Because you are not putting in the serious prayer, serious things are slipping by you, and will 
take you off guard. 
 
―Some of you will lose your lives before you can blink an eye. Some of you will be so confounded by 
the suddenness of what takes place, that you won‘t even have time to panic; it will be all over for you 
in an instant. 
 
"Are you ready, Children? Have you looked inside with Holy Spirit and repented for wasted time? 
Wasted money? For indifference to your brother‘s suffering? For hard-heartedness when you read the 
spiritual plight of a soul? Have you stepped in to minister to them—or walked away? Have you given 
all you could give to relieve others? 
 
―I weep, and Heaven weeps, because we see how very unprepared mankind is for the events soon 
come to pass. We see those of you who will not be taken to Heaven. We see those of you who didn‘t 
care for others and now have no one to care for you in your desperation. You are not ready. And I am 
praying for you. I am begging the Father for more time, more grace, and more mercy. 
 
―But Father has given you more time, more grace, and mercy. He has, dozens of times, saved you 
from annihilation, Children. He has sent His best gardeners to dig around you and fertilize you, so you 
will be bursting with fruit at the appointed time. But still, so many of these trees in the orchard are 
barren of fruit. Or have a few scanty pieces. Or have rotten fruit, because their lives were taken up 
with criticizing others and scattering the flock. 
 
―Yes, yes, I see all of that and more. Too much more to speak of… Yet I will still drop to My knees and 
beg for mercy. I still hold out hope that more of you will wake up. In spite of the viper‘s poison you 
drink in from mainstream media and spread. In spite of that, I hold out a ray of hope for you. 
 
―Do you know why you are so ignorant of what has happened in your nation, why you are so ignorant 
of the truth? Because you floated along with the status quo. Not only in politics, but in church. 
Anything that was frowned upon, you suppressed. Anything that was praised, you praised. You did 
not go deeper, but rather stayed in your comfort zone. 
 
―So, you have slandered the innocent, and remained in the dark about the true nature of those you 
elected to office. They were all actors, scripted and led around with a ring in their nose from shady 
world rulers. And because you have done this, you are supporting the evil-doers and slandering those 
My Father has put in office. And His indignation is brimming over and can hardly be contained. 
 
―Yet I drop to My knees for you. ‗Perhaps, just a little more time… and they will see, Father? Just a 
little more time?‘ But time is running out, My people. Time is coming to a stand-still when the Abyss 
will be opened and the reins of power returned to the wicked. You have very little time to align 
yourselves with righteousness and denounce the wicked. Do you care? Do you wish to know the 
Truth? Do you have time for the Truth? Or will you go along blindly with those who are taking you to 
destruction? 
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―I want you to see, My People. I want you to take responsibility. I want you to care… Please care. 
Please…Wake up and see—you and the world are on the precipice of disaster. Take My words to 
heart. Know that My Father will not contend any longer with your choice to be blind to what is going 
on around you. Satan has thrown the net, and you are swimming in it. Will you wake up in time? The 
net is closing in on you, My people! Will you escape? 
 
―I drop to My knees and pray for you. I do not wish for anyone to perish or go through what this world 
is headed for. I want to take you away with Me to Heaven. I do not wish to leave any behind. It is not 
My choice; it is your choice that will qualify or disqualify you for the Rapture. It is no longer up to Me. I 
remain on My knees until you return to Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 659: Jesus says... You have received a little more Time, use it 

for My Kingdom 
 
 
October 25, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, Your Mercy, Graciousness and Generosity are beyond comprehension. Please help us 
correspond to this opportunity for Your Kingdom on Earth to grow... Amen. 
 
Dear Heartdwellers, I want to give you an update of where I believe we are right now. First of all, the 
Lord has heard our travailing prayers and even received from us our Simon‘s crosses. The Lord has 
removed Ezekiel‘s cross for the time being, and he is up and working on music and writing again. And 
though He hasn‘t yet discussed it with me, my deep sense is that we have been given more time… 
But I do not believe it will be an easy time. Rather, I think we will continue to be called into prayer and 
to be on the alert. And I was thinking... 'You know? I'd love to hear from You right now, Lord.' So I 
asked Him, 'Jesus, could You please speak to us?' 
 
Jesus began... "You have discerned correctly; you have been given more time. But this is not a 
blanket of time like you had before. Rather, this is a very conditional time that requires constant 
vigilance and obedient responses to the call to pray. I will put a burden and grieving in your heart 
when I call you to prayer. Please be prompt in responding — that will be very important. And for those 
of you staying behind, this will be good training for you." 
 
"You are being given this time to fulfill your tasks, My Brides. I am asking you, please do not waste it 
on the world and selfish desires. Rather, keep in mind the unsaved and My agenda at all times. I 
know many of you are very shy and have difficulty sharing in public. But you have ample opportunity 
to share on the Internet with a safe distance between you and another soul. I am asking you all to be 
on the lookout for hurting souls on the secular sites you visit. 
 
"This is very important to Me, because very often you will be the one lifeline they need before they 
commit suicide. Your encouragement and the time you take with them could mean an eternity of 
difference for them. My Heart is with you. I grieve for these, because they look for comfort in all the 
wrong places… Yet, if you happen to be in that wrong place, I have deliberately arranged this for their 
salvation." 
 
"Always be sensitive to their past. If they have had bad experiences in church, bring Me to them as 
their best friend, someone who understands and cares and has answers. And the power to do 
something about it! 
 
"It is a relationship, not a church. Not a religion that will make the difference. If they are going to 
church, but still do not have that relationship, please introduce it to them and tell them for Me: I am 
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waiting for you to come to Me and you have nothing to fear. All the sin in the world would not stop Me 
from wanting to be with you, for I am a God of forgiveness and Mercy. 
 
"Some have had very hard life experiences. For them, draw the parallel in My life to the betrayals, 
torture and suffering I was put through before I died. Tell them to lay down on the Cross and let Me 
take the pain and torment from them, that they have carried for too long. 
 
"Also, tell them that they have a very real enemy that wants them to believe they are to blame. This 
will most certainly be a lie, and I can clarify that for them if they will come to Me with their broken 
hearts. Do you understand, Heartdwellers?‖ 
 
"I am calling you to go out into the world and gather to Me the lost and broken to this Channel. Here 
they will experience My unconditional love and forgiveness, as well as the ease with which I long to 
communicate with them. They will also need to know that I forgive them and want to give them a 
brand-new start in life. That I am waiting for them, they have nothing to fear from Me and everything 
to rejoice over. They are coming home and getting a fresh new start. 
 
"I also want them to dream of what they've always wanted, and to know that I make dreams come 
true. That I give dreams and help them fulfill them. They need also to know that I created them with 
dreams and talents to fulfill them. And when they give their lives to Me, I begin to lead them in the 
ways they need to go to find fulfillment. 
 
"I write straight with crooked lines, and each and every person is an individual. Different. Unique from 
all others. And therefore, there is no canned assignment. I don't make cookie-cutter Christians—not at 
all! Each one of you are SO unique, and the missions I give are to fulfill their deepest needs and 
desires. 
 
"Again, My Beloved Brides, please do not waste this time on yourselves or personal family pursuits, 
but put into action all I am calling you to do for others. Some of you who would not have been taken in 
the Rapture have just been given a second chance. Use it well, and your destiny will be recovered." 
 
(Clare) Lord, can you give us a timetable of how much time we have to invest in this? 
 
(Jesus) "Up to two years, depending very much on what you use your time for, your commitment to 
Me, and the intensity and regularity of your prayer lives. Up to, but possibly not exceeding, two years. 
I cannot make anything more definite. It so much depends on you, My Brides, as well as the world's 
response to this new evangelization I am releasing. So much depends on response—both yours and 
theirs. I will not contend with man forever." 
 
 
 
 

Message 660: Jesus says... To try and replace Me with Food will never 

bring good Results 
 
 
October 26, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank you, precious Jesus, for caring so much about those things that trouble us. 
 
(Jesus) ―Dear Clare, I know you are fighting against the woes in your body. May I say I am going to 
relieve you of these soon? You are getting glimpses of My replacements for those things that are 
hampering you and slowing you down. That inspiration to give up coconut milk is from Me, daughter. I 
know how miserable you are in your body — and you and I both know it is from the excess of sugar 
and coconut milk. May I change that, please?‖ 
 
(Clare) I wish you would, Lord. I wish you would. 
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(Jesus) ―Well then, let‘s begin. You don‘t need all that fat and all those calories. What you are drinking 
now is the best thing in the world for you. Bar none.‖ 
 
(Clare) And that was a Naked Smoothie, actually. That's what they're called — that's the brand name: 
Naked. 
 
(Jesus) ―This weight problem is affecting your mission. Don‘t you want to feel better, Clare?‖ 
 
(Clare) I do. 
 
(Jesus) ―Does it always have to be about My business? Can‘t I sometimes speak about the things 
troubling your heart and mind? Don‘t you recognize that I am always concerned for you. And what 
troubles you, troubles Me? Do you think I am some kind of Master, driving you like a work horse and 
caring nothing for your trouble or issues? 
 
―See, I‘ve exposed that in you, Dearest, because you don‘t want to pass that attitude on to others, do 
you? I care very much for the things that trouble you during the day. 
 
―So, having said all that, I want to tell My Heartdwellers the very same thing. I am not so wrapped up 
in the world affairs that I am oblivious to the things that trouble you during the day. I want you to bring 
them up to Me for My solution. I want you to know I am right there by your side, concerned for your 
concerns and even making provision to extricate you from them. 
 
"But you never ask Me! Now will you ask Me? Will you come to Me with the things you know are your 
fault that you are too embarrassed to bring up? 
 
―I am not going to chide you for them. The most I might say is, ‗I know. That much coconut milk wasn‘t 
such a good idea after all, huh?‘ 
 
―And why am I so gentle with you? Because I already know how badly you feel and I certainly don‘t 
want to add to that. It would only make you seek out this bad habit even more—to get relief.‖ 
 
(Clare) Okay... so here, I've got to make a confession, dear family. A good two or three years ago, the 
Lord warned me about my coconut milk consumption. Now, I‘m not talking about the watery stuff. Oh, 
noooo... There's a brand called Chacoa canned coconut milk which has been extracted from a whole 
coconut. It's been juiced right out of it. If you‘ve ever had that brand of coconut milk, you will totally 
understand how addictive it is. In any case, at that time — I don‘t remember if it was my angel, the 
Lord, or a saint from the Cloud... But I was pouring it out into the blender and thinking, 'That sure is a 
lot of calories... and cholesterol.' And that thought was just hanging in the air when I heard a voice in 
front of me and to the right say... 'Are you sure you want to keep doing this? You know you‘re gaining 
weight from it.' And contrary to all good sense and obedience, thinking I couldn‘t find a replacement 
anyway, I said... 'YES'. Rather firmly, I might add. With a touch of defiance. 'Yes. Yes, I do.' I see that 
now: rebellion, self-will, and pride, right out in the open—along with gluttony. So, knowing my sinful 
attitude, I have been reluctant to come to You, Jesus... Well also, I still like my drinks. But I don‘t like 
the fat. Thank You for bringing this up for resolution. 
 
(Jesus) ―Children, children, you carry so much on your own shoulders you should have released to 
Me years ago. You should have come to Me, seeking a solution when the problem began. At that 
time, I would have worked with you. But you had developed a habit that was not good for you, but 
brought you some kind of relief. And you weren‘t willing to give it up. So it got worse and worse and 
worse. 
 
―Now you are at the end of your rope. You desperately want a solution. I wish I could snap My fingers 
and make it all go away, but part of your learning and maturing process is tied up working through the 
solution. I want to see you stronger, and only hard work with My grace will cultivate that in you. 
 
―So, for you, Clare. Clearly you are a good 50 pounds overweight, and I want to change that. And I 
will help you. So, let‘s begin today. No more coconut milk drinks, no more tasty sugary additives. 
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We‘re going to do something new and different, going back to the old days when you were more 
sensible about eating and fasting. 
 
―By the way, it is very hard to fast when you are overweight. You‘re lugging around 50 pounds of 
weight, which requires more calories to carry, so you get entrenched in a vicious cycle. I want you to 
listen to My voice in your conscience when I speak to you. 
 
―And that Tiramisu in the freezer? Give it away. It is a huge temptation. You need to face off 
occasions of sin—like having it in the house to begin with. 
 
―Do you know Satan delights in that? Oh yes, he is so happy to see you indulge yourself. It means a 
foothold for guilt... ‗You‘re prayers aren‘t strong now—you've indulged‘ and ‗Good! You‘re going to 
keep gaining weight. Oh, isn‘t that cake just out of this world? Doesn‘t it make you feel better? You 
worked so hard and suffered so long, you deserve it.‘ 
 
―Then he will come back and say, ‗You let the Lord down. Your prayers are weak and pitiful and you 
have so many counting on you—you should be ashamed of yourself. Look at how fat you are! How 
are you going to get rid of that?? You won‘t. You‘ll just keep wearing out your knees and be walking 
around bent-up like an old lady. And you defrauded the poor! They can‘t afford food like that—you‘ve 
stolen from them!! You shouldn‘t be in ministry... you are fat, ugly and dishonest. Don‘t you know 
ministry is just for the beautiful people that have it altogether?‘ 
 
―And on and on. Clare, Satan will never stop the condemning thoughts, and that will make you want to 
run to high calories to make your plummeting blood sugar come back up. 
 
―Self-control is one of the fruits of the Spirit, Dearest. You have managed most of your life with self-
control; you can finish it that way as well, and especially because I am with you. 
 
―Dear ones, to seek food as a source of satisfaction or entertainment is gluttony. Yes, let‘s call it what 
it is. That doesn‘t mean you can‘t celebrate once and a while. But to be preoccupied with such things 
is a very base way of living. 
 
―Seek Me. Relish Me above all things. And when you find Me, you will be so filled with joy, food will 
cease to have any meaning to you except to keep your body fueled. This is the ideal state for you; it 
will bring you the most consolation. 
 
―To try and replace Me with food will never bring good results. That God-shaped place inside of you is 
meant to be your only source of consolation on this Earth. But rarely do My people know this. Rather, 
they mix the pleasures of the world in with prayer and fellowship with Me, and thereby weaken the 
affects of intimate prayer—by diluting it with the pleasures of the flesh. 
 
―Just like Nehemiah‘s men, you must keep your sword in one hand and work with the other. My Brides 
must enter the battle daily and the devils are highly skilled at teaching you to slow off and get soft, to 
pamper yourself. It is to their advantage that they make you soft. 
 
―But I am teaching you a better way. Cleave to Me for consolations. Run to Me when you fall or 
someone trips you. I‘m there with open arms, healing and helping you to overcome self-pity and self-
indulgence. The enemy has created a vortex: self-pity causes you to draw things to yourself and get 
lost in them. But I teach you to stand back up, with a healed heart and continue in the game. So you 
see, it is much to their advantage to see you fall in this way. 
 
―My dear ones; My beautiful Brides. Do you see? There is still a ways to go before I can take you to 
Heaven. So, I am coming to remedy some of the things that have burdened you and things that also 
take away from your happiness and satisfaction in a job well done. I want you all to call on Me, 
beginning today, to help you overcome the bad habits you have been struggling with. 
 
―I am going to be with you in a new way to deliver you and put your feet back on the path. One that 
will also make you stronger and more capable in your missions. So many of you have felt defeated, 
because of a vice you have not been able to conquer. Well, today I want to turn that around for you. 
Come to Me. Repent for your laziness and ask for My help. I will surely give it to you. 
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―I am with you, to deliver you and prosper your soul for the good of the Kingdom.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 661: Jesus says... Renew your Spirit in Me - Come, waste not 

another Minute 
 
 
November 11, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, when our wells run dry, You alone are the endless source of all we need. Thank You for 
the invitation to draw from Your substance. Amen. 
 
Jesus began... "We are going to do this. We are going to succeed. But you must draw your power and 
strength from Me. From right here, in My heart. Worship and soak Me up, Clare! Fill up on Me. Let 
there be an endless infusion of My strength for you to complete your mission. Let there be an endless 
stream of My Love that tells you that you are on the right track. And let that Love captivate you and 
spill over into songs, to bring My Bride Home to Me. 
 
"Really. If you drink fully of the cup of My Love each day, you will have what you need to finish 
everything on your plate. If you skip this time, you will grow weak and scrawny, like you have felt 
recently. It is possible to draw off all the energy and power you need from Me. I have made this 
possible for all who are deeply committed to fulfilling their missions on Earth. An endless amount of 
strength, inspiration, and love." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I just feel so discouraged, because when I sit down at the piano, I'm so out of sorts with 
it, because I haven't practiced. Can you please help me with that? 
 
(Jesus) "Your job is not an easy one, but I did not call you to do this without My anointing and 
strength. You rely much too heavily on yourself. Forget what you have or don't have! Your storehouse 
is down to the dregs. Rather, immerse yourself in Me and absorb My storehouse of energy, 
inspiration, love, endurance--because I surely have more than enough in My being to meet every 
need. But you forget to ask, Little One... 
 
"You wait too long before asking. Ask constantly; continually. Stay bonded and centered in Me and 
you will have more than enough. More than enough. And yes, follow My directives about swimming 
and exercise." 
 
(Clare) That was running through my mind as He said that. I get lazy sometimes... 
 
(Jesus) "Heartdwellers, what has occurred in Clare's life in the past two weeks is enough to take 
anyone down. But because of your prayers and faithfulness, she is recovering - she and her Team 
members. But I say to all of you... this Well needs continual prayer to keep the Living Waters flowing 
from the deep. So, I ask you to be faithful in praying for her and the Team. 
 
"The enemy has planned many, many detours and distractions, attacks and situations outside of her 
control. But your prayers for her have neutralized much of the pain they were hoping to inflict. And 
here she is, still standing with a great deal of help and grace from Me. Let that be as a lesson to you 
all. I can walk with you through every kind of attack planned by the enemy when necessity arises. 
Keep your hearts and minds pure from evil thoughts of retaliation and judgment. This is what the 
enemy tries to use to separate you from Me in your own minds and hearts. 
 
"And you know how I detest judgment!! It is a trap for stripping souls down to nothing and leaving 
them bankrupt. So, do not retaliate or think thoughts of retribution. Rather, pray for these people who 
do unfair and unjust things to you. The very last thing Satan wants you to do is complete your task on 
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this Earth. Therefore, he comes at you from numerous directions to steal your energy, your life's 
substance and leave you naked and bleeding in the road. No matter what he does to you, 
remember... it is not the people involved that did it as much as it is the enemy that is using them, 
unknowingly, to destroy the adversaries of the kingdom of darkness. 
 
"Your loyalty in caring for Clare and the Channel, and following her to this hidden corner in the world - 
your loyalty makes it possible for Me to continue to use her and bring you the most precious gifts in 
My Kingdom. There have been many tests of loyalty to Me and this Channel, and those of you who 
have remained, I will reward beyond your imagining. The reason being, you have proved yourselves 
faithful in the little things--therefore, I will shower you with the greater. This is a law in My Kingdom: be 
faithful with the little, and the greater things I will entrust to you. 
 
"Your country, right now, continues in turmoil. Although essential changes are in the works, it is still a 
dark day in the history of America. Breakthroughs are coming, but not without difficulties. Pray always 
for your nation, dear ones. Pray that good will triumph over evil, which runs deeper in this nation than 
you can even imagine. If you could see right now the staggering evil that reigns on this Earth and in 
this nation, your brain would go on overload and you would be totally amazed that the Earth is still 
here; that this nation is still here. 
 
"But then, if you could see the forces of good that are much greater - the angels and saints and 
everyone of you who are not asleep - you would understand that there is Hope, and for the greater 
good, I have given more Time. Yet, My Father has been sorely tempted to exclaim... 'Enough!' Your 
will to do good, to pray, and make a difference has softened His heart about bringing the judgment 
down. If you continue in this posture, we will most surely see improvement. And remember... as 
America goes, so goes the world. 
 
"I know that many of you have operated to exhaustion. Then beyond that, on your reserves - and are 
at the very bottom of your resources... mental, emotional and physical. That is why I am telling you, 
there is an endless supply of strength from My Heart. You are Heartdwellers, and I want to see you 
make use of this strength. Only ask, My dear ones, and then dwell with Me in worship and I will fill you 
to overflowing. When I do this, however, I do not want to see you wasting it on your personal pursuits. 
I want you to guard it and use it only on the building up of the Kingdom. To whom much is given, 
much will be required. 
 
"So, come. Draw close to Me. Renew your spirit in Me, your strength and inspiration tempered with 
endurance. You need this desperately to endure. Come and ask for this, then use the graces faithfully 
and you will see how great your God is in you. Come. Waste not another minute. 
 
"Come, swim in My heart. Sit at My feet. Rest in My arms. Adore Me, My people. And through this 
worship, we become one in ways you cannot imagine. Very much like what happens when wood is 
turned to stone; the nourishment in My heart is infused into you and replaces every cell, making it turn 
from finite to infinite. From deterioration to everlasting. Even as wood becomes petrified, because its 
substance is replaced with nourishment that turns it to stone. Even so, I strengthen every fiber of your 
being through this process of dwelling and worship. 
 
"The reading and dwelling on Scripture is also life-giving and renewing, because these words came 
from My Heart for you. And to dwell in and upon them gives great strength; renewing life. But always 
be ready to release that thought to swim in the Ocean of My Love when I lift you to Myself. 
 
"All of these things are tools, like the rungs on a ladder, that bring you into the incomprehensible Glory 
of My Love for you. So, in that moment when the last rung is reached, and before you I have opened 
My arms - be not afraid to jump into the Ocean of My Love, and release yourself into My Being. 
Where I will refresh you. And where we are One forever." 
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Message 662: Jesus says... Your Gut & Heart is capable of seeing Truth 

much clearer than the Mind 
 
 
November 18, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank You, Lord, for making the distinction between the different ways of learning and guiding 
us in the most sure way to receive from You. Amen. 
 
Well, my loved ones. This morning I was listening to a teacher that stresses the Love of God and 
takes great pains to reveal that - especially in the Song of Songs. And how very key it is in our 
relationship with Him. Love vs. condemnation and judgment. In many ways, his ministry is similar to 
mine, except he is EXTREMELY well-studied and intelligent. And I am afraid I'm just a high school 
drop-out which, many of you know. 
 
Well, much of what he said did resonate with me - except when he spoke of the Rapture. He said it 
was the evil ones that will be taken out, not the good. And he was citing... 'as in the Days of Noah, so 
will it be'. I could not agree with that, mostly because the Lord has told us over and over again what 
His plans are. So, I came to Jesus, feeling the weight of his contradiction, coming from such a well-
seasoned and studied teacher. I said, 'Lord, I don't know what to think?' 
 
Jesus began... "Have I not taught you to always go to the Source? You must adhere to Me and what I 
have shown you when others make a proposition. You must always come back, deeply, into My heart. 
If something does not sit well with you, you must bring that to Me and I will clarify it for you. 
 
"To trust in men and ignore your inner witness is folly. No matter how qualified, how popular, how 
clever - always return to Me, My Bride, and seek out My interpretation." 
 
(Clare) But Lord, doesn't that make me a person with a closed mind? Like I'm just not open to new 
interpretations? 
 
(Jesus) "Not if you are willing to submit to My wisdom. I have already given you wisdom on the 
Rapture. Many have that same interpretation as he does, but it IS wrong. I am coming to gather My 
Elect, not the criminals. Don't delve into the reasoning that brought him to that interpretation. Rest in 
Me and know that My words to you are true. I have changed nothing, and it is the good who will be 
taken, with the exception of the Guardians of the Faith, the Remnant. Which I am deliberately leaving 
behind." 
 
(Clare) Well, Lord, I don't want to denounce anyone. 
 
"And you are not; you are simply cleaving to Me. No one can accuse you of gossip or calumny against 
another preacher of the Word. You are simply standing on what has been imparted to you, with no 
condemnation against others. I want you to hold to the truths I have given and not be swayed by any 
human mind. Clare, you are operating on another level with Me... infused knowledge. You know 
something in your heart, because I established it there. The voice of another you will not follow. 
 
"My children, I want all of you to be buried so deeply in My heart that I can infuse knowledge into you, 
just as it is in Heaven. Whenever you want to understand something, refer to Heaven. How is it in 
Heaven? Is there a language barrier? Do you have to wait to learn things? Is there judgment? Is there 
endless studying with the best library in the universe? 
 
"Or is there instant knowing. Instant knowing is infused knowledge. When you dwell with Me in My 
heart, that is where all wisdom originates. There is no need for external lights, because your inner 
being is completely infused with light. That doesn't mean you can't browse through the libraries of 
Heaven. Everything that you'll find there confirms what I have infused into your heart and 
understanding. 
 
"How many times have I told you the accumulation of knowledge leads to Pride - but Charity edifies? 
If you walk in My Love, My Charity, and make that your main focus as Ambassadors of Love - I will 
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see to it that you have the wisdom you need to navigate and make the right decisions. From within 
you will flow rivers of Living Waters that will speak the essence of volumes, unflawed, because it is 
given from above. 
 
"Man's intellect is limited in understanding. No matter how great the learning, there is always the 
factor of man. But Wisdom that is infused has no human factor; it comes directly from My Spirit. 
Therefore, without pride or privilege, you can receive this word meekly and stand upon it as long as it 
does not do violence to the Scriptures. Your insurance that this will be correct is that you are 
constantly dwelling in My Heart and I am constantly dwelling in yours. When you break fellowship by 
sinning, or withdrawing, or being distracted away from the pure Source, then you are liable to error. 
 
"I am not saying you are infallible when you receive the wisdom that is from above. There is always 
the chance that something will be taken differently than I meant it. So, you must constantly purify your 
motives, release and prune away those things that are yours in origin. Because the knowledge pours 
through the vessel, there is always a bit of coloration - either from your culture and upbringing, or your 
personal attachments. When you move in the prophetic, you cannot afford to have any personal 
attachments. 
 
"You know that it is true that there are more brain cells in your stomach than in your brain? In other 
words, the gut is capable of seeing Truth more clearly than the mind. Also the heart is nearby, and its 
influence is indelible, yet subtle, as wisdom is imparted to you. There are so many secrets of receiving 
from Me, I could never cover them in one lifetime. Yet they are constantly at work in you, and that 'gut' 
feeling is a filter for them all. 
 
"For instance, your right hand may understand something you do not understand - and as a result, 
direct the body according to that knowledge. In a perilous situation, your hand may lead your body to 
do something you could not have thought of or communicated to your body fast enough. So your right 
hand, in a sense, takes over. And there are angels that at times will command your response, to 
deliver you from danger. 
 
"Oh, Clare. The ways in which you receive understanding are beyond comprehension and you do not 
have to know them. Trusting and acting from the heart is a sure way to do the right thing. 'Search me, 
O Lord, and see if there be any crooked way in me.' And when I search, all the capacities within you 
to understand, they come to attention and respond to what I am looking at. Because your being is 
entirely dedicated to Me, every atom wants to comply with My perfect way of thinking, acting, and 
being. 
 
"That is why at times, when I give you a word like 'pride,' everything within your being stops to 
examine that dynamic within you. You feel it throughout your whole body. Your blood sugar drops, 
your breathing changes, your mind tenses up, your heart feels like it's dropping into your stomach - 
and your bowels also react. 
 
"Oh, Clare, there are so many mysteries of the human body that no one understands. The inter-
connectedness is astounding. 
 
"Speaking on that, memories also can color your perception of a word or situation in the prophetic. 
And I coordinate all aspects of your being with this predetermined understanding. I know ahead of 
time how you will react, and choose My thoughts to you carefully. Sometimes you repeat My thoughts 
word for word, verbatim; other times you must sift through the many meanings, searching for the one 
that applies. 
 
"And where does it get pinned? In your heart. That's where you feel the confirmation. Understanding 
that the heart and stomach are so connected that it is difficult at times to tell the difference. But you 
know when something feels right and when it feels 'off'. These are tools I have given you, and as you 
work with them, you become more accurate in assessing situations, to know the truth and not a lie. 
 
"I wanted you to know these things, because each day brings new challenges in choices. Always 
choose for the heart. 
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"Speaking of which, what has happened to your music? Did I not tell you to make other things 
subservient to this call?" 
 
"My dearest, Clare. You have been over-the-top in work, and I am not faulting you for that. I only am 
trying to get you to get your perspective back. I love to speak with My People. I love to put a new 
message up every day, and I do work with you to that end. But when that is done, I want you with Our 
music. There is still a hesitation and stalling about you before you jump into it. I want that gone. When 
you are done with the message, turn on the keyboard and work. When you've exhausted that energy, 
answer e-mails and comments. Music comes first, after the essentials." 
 
(Clare) And the essentials there, He means, are basically prayer and the message. 
 
(Jesus) "My Precious Family of Heartdwellers. I do not want you to hold against her the fact that she 
has not posted a message, a song, or returned your communication. Rather, I want you to pray very 
hard for her that her angels will help her get the work done with music. 
 
"You have enough teachings to sift through when she cannot get a message to you. You always can 
earn more from My words to her in the past when you go back over them. So do that, and read 
Scripture, worship and pray. The word will come to you as soon as I can give it to her. Go back and 
get Rhema messages from the website. (Link below the Video) 
 
"Remember, it has to go through an editing process with Carol, which usually lags a day behind. So, 
help her, My people. Help her with your prayers and especially that she will finish her songs. She is 
capable of doing that. There are just so many other things she is trying to train others in, so she can 
go freely into music. Pray for her. Pray for this intention. Pray against distractions. 
 
"I say to you, a message is powerful; a song is 10X more powerful. It is no mistake that the Psalms 
were sung. And that's why the demons attack her with distractions. Her sense of responsibility is very 
strong, very taxing. And sometimes the enemy uses that to make her feel guilt-ridden. When in fact, it 
is not humanly possible to cover all the bases. 
 
"Were I on Earth, I could not, because of the limitations of time and space. Pray for her workers that 
they will intuitively pick up on the need of the moment and cover for her. And I promise you, as you 
pray, she will turn out songs that will melt your heart and strengthen you every day. 
 
"I need your help for her. She is only human, and a weak one at that. As she rests in Me, drawing My 
Love to fill her empty places, songs and teachings flow out. But then they must pass through many 
stages to get to you. 
 
"What YouTube did to her was despicable and uncalled for, but the devil never plays fair. It is by 
attacks such as these that you will come to know and understand this is not a superficial ministry; it is 
gaining on the kingdom of darkness, and so it is targeted, more than any of you know. 
 
"So, I am asking of you, My Faithful and Beloved ones, shore her up with your prayers. Dwell in My 
Heart always. Pray for infused knowledge. And hone your skills of discernment by detaching from 
every earthly affection, that I may lead and guide you into My perfect will every day. That you might 
have understanding and love to impart to others. 
 
"I bless you now, Faithful Ones. May you triumph over your flesh. May you cast to the ground every 
vain thought and tendency towards Pride. And may you dwell in Me with all your heart. I impart these 
graces to you now. I impart these graces to you now from the Throne of My Heavenly Father. Amen." 
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Message 663: Jesus says... You are in a War & Don't use Me to justify 

your Credit Card Debt 
 
 
November 20, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I am so pleased with all your efforts. I know how hard you are trying, My dear Clare. I 
know the weight of guilt you operate under every day, because you didn‘t get enough prayer time. Or 
if you did, you didn‘t get time for music. I am so tired of seeing this cycle and I want to break it. 
 
―When you come to Me in the morning, gently slide into worship for a little bit. We can do a lot of 
worship at other times. You are right in your understanding of how important worship is to Me, and in 
Heaven you will have as much as you can take. But here, right now, you do have work to do. And if 
you linger for two or three hours every single day, your day passes you by. No more than 1-hour 
worship." 
 
―Then I want you to go into intercession, lifting up those who have needs, in preparation for My 
Supper, but not starting quite yet. You haven‘t been able to get your prayers in, and this is not good. 
So, go ahead and pray. 
 
"Definitely the Binding Prayer — this does so much to destroy the plans the enemy has for your day. 
Skip this? And your day will be a failure. In other words, Beloved—DON‘T skip this. Satan has made 
inroads because of it. Cover your website and other internet sites. THIS IS IMPORTANT. There are 
certain aberrations the enemy is making to short-change your viewing audience. I want this to stop. 
You must take authority over it. Beloved." 
 
(Clare) And I had to look up 'aberrations.' It's 'unwanted actions. Things that twist or distort.' Yeah... I 
know I've had a heck of a time trying to find where we are now on Google. So, apparently, they've 
done something with Google to really hurt us in that regard. So, if you've noticed, Vimeo has taken us 
down. They said that WE deleted the site! 
 
(Jackie) Dear Heartdwellers, Clare's Channel on Vimeo has been restored again, but it has a new 
Link. We put the Link below this Video. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know how you hate to fight, but the enemy has been kicking you around like a soccer ball. 
You are not a soccer ball! You are My Messenger. I want this to stop. You have SO much more 
authority over him than you have claimed. He is a sorry loser—and you are a Queen in My Kingdom. 
So there is no excuse for what is going on. On that note, Heartdwellers, you are all Kings and Queens 
in My Kingdom. I have given you the authority, given Me, by My Father. Sadly, you are not using half 
of it. Wake up! Use your swords; use My Blood and My Name to rout the enemy. 
 
―Is he sending demons to cause distractions to keep you from prayer? Don‘t let this go on day after 
day. Engage him, head on, and make him stop. Use your angels for backup. 
 
"For instance, ‗Satan, I bind you in the Name of Jesus Christ. I bind your operations against me and 
your spirits of Division, Distraction, Frustration and Hopelessness. You MUST stop interfering now.‘ 
Then call upon your warring angels to see to it that it is executed. Do not let him get away with this, 
Clare. If he tries to continue, come right back after him until you‘ve convinced him that you are serious 
and will not allow another move against you. He will stop, but you must take complete authority and 
not allow him to continue. Pray in tongues, and do not stop until you are free." 
 
(Clare) On that note, I just went to boot up Protools to record this for you, and twice in a row it quit on 
me before I could do anything. So, I started praying in tongues. And the third time it booted up. 
 
(Jesus) ―That is the problem with most of you. You say a couple of prayers and the devils know how 
lazy you are, so they jump right back in — and you let them! Cowards and Slackards cannot inherit 
the Kingdom of God in the power you were appointed to have. You must press in and do not take 
‗maybe‘ or ‗no‘ for an answer! Pray until you get compliance. 
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―At first, that will be more effort than you are used to. But it will be worth every bit. Day after day, when 
Satan sees you are serious, he will flee much sooner — knowing that you are NOT going to back 
down. There are consequences to interrupting and harassing My servants in the line of duty. Use 
them! Go on the offensive. You have the authority to do this. 
 
―These are evil to the core of their being and you have no obligation to be polite or permissive. And 
every obligation to protect this work I have given you, using all the force and attack necessary to put 
them on the run. 
 
―So, what I am saying is that I am tired of seeing your days go by without accomplishing what is in 
your heart. Although, these days have been more challenging, because of those who have come 
against you. 
 
―My remedy for you, My precious Bride... an hour of worship, intercession/tongues, binding prayer, 
Divine Mercy Prayer and connect with My mother on a deep level. She will pray with you. She longs 
to help you, Clare, because she sees the offensive launched against you by too many to name. You 
would not be getting this kind of opposition if your Channel was not taking ground from the enemy. 
 
―Do your best to worship and connect with Me in the time I am allotting you. There'll be other times for 
worship, when you can spend the whole day with Me, or the whole night. But when you have work to 
do, you have to cut it short. 
 
"Then, after you worship, pray and intercede. Use your tongues. Then the structured prayers you've 
been given. And then, My Supper. From there My Love, GO STRAIGHT INTO MUSIC. I did not tell 
you I would surround you with songs of deliverance for no reason. We are going to take this ground 
back. You will have to defend it, sword in one hand, microphone in the other. But we are GOING to 
take it back! 
 
―Now, to all of you, Heartdwellers. The enemy is launching major offensives against marriages, 
communities, websites and any enterprise that goes against the kingdom of darkness. If you are 
successful in reaching souls, you will be stricken with curses that you HAVE to fight off! 
 
"You cannot be casual in your spiritual warfare! You MUST cover yourselves, your family, this 
Channel — and especially, Clare and Ezekiel. I promise you wonderful teachings are coming, 
because you ARE covering them. 
 
―But, there is a laxity in the whole Body of Christ right now about praying. Many are tired of fighting. 
Distracted by the holidays. I have given you the answer to the weariness — infused strength from Me 
during worship. Grab hold of Me and don‘t let go until you have deeply connected and feel refreshed 
to carry on Our work together. 
 
"Whether that work be raising children, being a good wife and mother or being a good father. Or that 
work is in publishing on the Internet — you need to fill up on Me before you can tackle it. 
 
―This requires discipline. This is the reason... this is the season of parties, eating, drinking and making 
merry. Satan has also fanned those flames with his demons. Demons of Avarice, Lust, Gluttony — so 
you are fully distracted and in the world. I do not approve of this excessive lifestyle during this season. 
It does nothing to glorify Me. 
 
"Look after the orphans and widows. Celebrate the true meaning, but please do not try to use Me to 
justify your credit card debt. Buy your family the things they need during other parts of the year, and 
make Christmas more holy, focussing on Me and the poor. 
 
"This will multiply blessings to you, My people, rather than the consumerism that is cursing you, and 
has devoured your spirituality every Christmas. One little token gift to commemorate My Birth is 
acceptable — but not this excessive spending, eating, and drinking. Make this Christmas something 
worthy of Me, not an excuse to go into debt. To be eating and drinking to excess that has marked 
your past holidays. 
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―In Heaven, We celebrate the meaning of My Incarnation. We make it a time of great joy and hope, a 
time to celebrate the gift of salvation and Heaven and the fellowship of the Saints. The date is not 
what is important. It is what I have done to return you to the Kingdom of My Father. 
 
―And as little children hear the story and receive something special, they remember fondly this time of 
the year. A time of wonder as they grow older. It is still a time to celebrate. A time of wonder that 
points to the WONDER of WONDERS... My birth, to save their souls. 
 
―I am with you, dear family, in this turbulent time. If you didn‘t know you are in a war before Clare was 
banned from two sites, you know now. It calls for greater effort in support and prayer, staying 
together, and not allowing the enemy to divide you. 
 
―I am with you. I will strengthen you and uphold you. Even now I am preparing the gift of 
Perseverance and Focus to those who will seek Me. You, dear Heartdwellers, are the heart of My 
heart. I bless you now with all that you need to cleave to Me and bring forth good fruit.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 664: Jesus says... It is I, who set up Kings & Guard a Nation 
 
 
November 22, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, we know this is the season for the Rapture. But the day and the hour are not ours to 
know. Please, keep us ready for your return any time. Please don‘t allow the holidays to pull us 
completely off track. Amen. 
 
'Lord, I really don‘t understand what happened last night, when I couldn‘t get a confirmation on how 
urgent that prayer request was?? Please, would you help me to understand? Was I being numb or 
stubborn or selfish? Please, do not spare me words.' 
 
Jesus began... "Last night was a warning of a clear and present danger. One spark, that‘s all it takes. 
One spark and the enemy was trying to bring to a head a confrontation that could really backfire on 
this nation and the world. There are certain people I call upon to stand in the gap in times like that. I 
know you would like to be one of them, but your main job is not intercession. Clare, don‘t be jealous of 
others who get that assignment. Do your best when you hear it, but understand I have a whole 
network of intercessors who are on it." 
 
"I had just established a direction for you and your mind was understandably on that. Therefore, it 
made no sense to you. Yet the danger was real, and I had others to cover it. I would have told you if I 
wanted you to call up the Heartdwellers. But I didn‘t. Did I?" 
 
(Clare) Not that I was able to perceive, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "Because I had others in mind to cover it. You can‘t do everything, and there are many times I 
work differently with you than with others. There is no condemnation there. You can‘t possibly do it all. 
So please, let that go from your heart. Satan would like to stick it to you with false accusation. Don‘t 
respond; ignore him. This was for Ezekiel and others. I have them all over the world you know..." 
 
(Clare) Sorry Lord, I was lost in my potential guilt just now. Thank you for clarifying. 
 
(Jesus) "However, I do want you to mention that this season calls for extra vigilance in prayer and 
spending. My people tend to go overboard and get sucked into materialism during this season... and I 
am asking you, My precious ones, please keep this holiday for My glory and honor. Please do not go 
overboard on cooking and lavish preparations. Because remember:... you are in a war. And if you are 
overindulging in the flesh you will not be alert to pray when it is needed. The enemy knows well how 
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distracted you get and is going to use that against you IF you are not careful. Remember also that the 
time I have given is conditional." 
 
(Clare) He's talking about the two-year extension... 
 
(Jesus) "And I need Americans to be alive and responsive to their country‘s needs. I need all of you to 
continue to pray for your President‘s safety and the success of his administration. As well as against 
war breaking out. Your greatest protection is prayer, taking care of the poor in your environment, as 
well as around the world. The goodness of the American people has brought millions into the 
Kingdom of God. And for this reason, as well, I treasure her. 
 
"But when a country becomes prosperous, it tends towards decadence and dissolution; selfishness. 
And is covered up in pleasures of all kinds. That is the beginning of the end of that nation. So, do not 
in any way think that prosperity is the solution to your problems. No, it is justice and equality as well 
as providing opportunities for others. Charity. Generosity and upholding ethical standards in your own 
behavior. 
 
"And putting Me in first place. That is your greatest protection. Honor Me. Serve Me. Worship Me. 
Obey Me — and you will live out the days of opportunity before the Tribulation begins. Live a slovenly 
self-serving life of excess, indulging in immorality and injustice, and you will never finish the good I 
have for you to do until the hour of greatest darkness is upon you. 
 
"No nation has a defense system that will prevail if My hand is not upon it. It is I who set up kings, and 
I who dethrone them. It is I who guard the gates of a nation and defeat the plans of the enemy. This I 
do for the nation that honors and obeys Me. 
 
"Let My Love watch over your hearts and minds and continually remember My needs. Be kind to 
those around you that you do not understand. Do not stereotype anyone nor condemn or judge or 
criticize them. You do not know what is inside them, their woundedness, their dreams and desires and 
the influences both good and bad that have shaped them. Be a loving Light in this world, for I came to 
save them all. And I work from the inside out to bring fulfillment to every individual's life. I have clothed 
you in Love. Now go and clothe others in that same Love. I am with you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 665: Jesus says... For a Pittance, a Man sells his Soul to Satan 
 
 
November 28, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank you, Mighty God, for bringing justice to our nation. Please give us the gift of 
intercession for all involved... Amen. 
 
I heard some news from Carol about those who are testifying now about the corruption in the 
government, and my heart began to pray. Soon after I finished the Lord‘s Supper, Jesus began to 
speak. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, there are intrigues and corruption going on now even as we speak. I ask you, My 
people, unite your prayers with My mother‘s for your nation. Her prayers are quite invisible to you but 
resound to the high Heavens for your nation. She is putting out a constant stream of prayers for all 
involved, and when you pray with her, it becomes even more powerful. 
 
―Why do you resist Me, you stubborn ones? Your hearts are set on the religious spirits of your day. 
Those who have closed off the wellspring of grace from My Supper, My mother and the Great Cloud. 
Do you want to continue in this kind of ignorance? Or will you come to Me without poison and self-
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righteousness in your hearts and receive what I have given you in the Scriptures to increase your 
effectiveness on Earth. 
 
"I am tired of hearing that this Vessel is deceived. What has happened to the Truth you‘ve borne 
witness to for many years? Nothing in her has changed—it is you who have changed, because your 
false beliefs were challenged. 
 
―I have come to deliver you from the straight-jacket of religion... and you insist on keeping it. Very 
well, then. I will leave you in your straight-jackets until you grow hungry for the Truth. Search the 
Scriptures, NOT the internet, to understand what I have given you. If you continually rely on men‘s 
opinions, you will live men‘s religion—and not Mine. 
 
―For those of you who have embraced these Truths, I want to move on. I want you to have all that you 
need to operate in freedom and power through My Spirit living in you. You have done well. You have 
been faithful. You have grown and tasted the sweet fruits of Truths hidden away long ago by ignorant 
men. They are yours now and you are better equipped for the battle. Doesn‘t this give you great joy? 
Can‘t you feel the freedom of Truth operating through you? 
 
―Despite this country‘s intrigues, I am still with her. She has chosen to follow Me, and therefore, I 
strengthen her. She will emerge from the Tribulation with a glorious scepter in her hand and will rule 
with equity over many nations. You have seen the darkness encroaching and taking over this nation. 
Now you will see the triumph of the Light. This is not an easy path—there is loss, pain, and suffering 
for those who uphold the Truth. 
 
―But even as I suffered, in the end, the glory of My Father has shone upon you. The whole world is 
watching you, America. The whole world has seen the slain innocents as well as the punishment due 
to those betrayers. This could not happen if you were under the previous administration. In that one, 
misdeeds passed by unnoticed, unpunished, and unspoken—even as though they didn‘t exist. 
 
―And isn‘t that the way to silence the voices of Truth? Silence them and promote the evil-doers. Yet 
this life is very short, and for a pittance a man sells his soul to Satan, not recognizing his eternal 
consequences. You who have been party to this degradation, it is not too late. You may return to Me 
and testify of these misdeeds and you will save your soul. Or, you may continue to cover the 
misdeeds and blame them on the innocent. Your eternity is standing before you. 
 
"What will you choose? Do you think Satan has glory stored up for you? How can you put your trust in 
one whose operations among mankind are based on lies? Can any truth come forth from this sewer? 
Indeed, this will be your portion unless you repent. 
 
―But for those who have responded in prayer and fasting according to their ability, I say to you, ‗Bravo! 
You have done well.' Continue now in this posture. Keep your heart free from the cares of this world 
during this season that has long brought shame upon My Birth. Celebrate with moderation, integrity, 
and extreme devotion to Me and what My Incarnation brought forth to free you from your sins. 
 
―Be tender with Me, My people. My Father and I suffer terribly during this time. Not only from the 
indifference to the true meaning of Christmas, but also to the atrocities committed during a season, 
committed to lust and violence, done to the trafficked children of this world. Pray for them!! Oh, do 
pray for them!! How they suffer. Adopt them spiritually into your hearts and comfort them. This is the 
greatest gift you could present to Me at My birth: the lives of innocent children, comforted and 
consoled. 
 
 
―You ask, ‗And how do I go about that?‘ Ask My mother to present them to you in the Spirit and then 
take them into your embrace. As you live day to day, offer your inconveniences, sicknesses, and 
disappointments for them. When you are permitted to see them, comfort them on your heart and 
speak words of eternal hope to them. This will please Me endlessly. And see if I do not make this the 
best Christmas yet, of all your life. 
 
―I bless you now, My people. You who have faltered along the way, may you receive courage. My 
courage. You who have followed in My footsteps faithfully, receive the increase of love and anointing I 
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am shedding upon your lives and even those in your families. Continue to walk with Me. Comfort Me 
and My Father. Comfort, yes, comfort. For we see the things you do not have to see. Comfort Us with 
your love. It means so very much to Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) And some of you might ask... 'Well, how do we comfort God?' With our love. Go into Dwelling 
Prayer... Let the Holy Spirit choose the Songs. Just put your entire playlist on shuffle. And He picks 
different songs. 
 
When you feel connected with the Lord, then turn the music off and just hold Him in your arms. Or 
hold these little children in your arms. And stroke His hair in the spirit. And comfort Him. He's so, so 
longs for your comfort. And that is another thing that has been hidden from Christians. The fact that 
they can actually comfort God in His sufferings. 
 
But don't let those false arguments stop you. Embrace Him. Tell Him how much you love Him. Stroke 
His hair. Cry with Him. Hold Him to your heart and tell Him how sorry you are for your sins and the 
sins of humanity. There is a sweetness to be had in this place, dear ones. A great sweetness when 
we unite ourselves to God. Not only in His joy, but also in His suffering. Ask Him to bring you into that 
place. Go to that place and spend time with Him there. The Lord bless you all, dear Family. 
 
 
 
 

Message 666: Jesus explains... Shepherds after My own Heart, My 

Anointing & The Poison of Jealousy 
 
 
December 4, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord, I am so excited about Your Words to me! ―Forget the past and its failures, look 
and perceive it, I am doing a new thing in your midst.‖ Wow. Thank you for these wonderful 
opportunities! Amen. 
 
There is so much I want to share with you, Family. Some amazing things are happening at 
Heartdwellers. It seems that the persecution from YouTube has elevated us to a new level. We've all 
come together, tighter than ever, to make things work.Not necessarily on Vimeo, but as far as our 
help and family relationships are going. And the plans that we have for the future, for our own 
website. So, we won't be dependent on any venue. 
 
Well, my first husband, whom I had four children with, decided to come out to Taos to be with his kids 
— and came on board as a member of our Team. Imagine that! He is a very good person, and in love 
with Jesus as well; experienced in call centers, he has a beautiful touch with people. 
 
And my daughter, who is a Seer. Has visions, dreams and insights into people and she's deeply 
devoted to Jesus. She is handling a lot of my correspondence, because I no longer can. In order to 
make music, dear ones, I need at least 9 hours of time per day, and there is no way that is going to 
happen unless I start delegating. So, the Lord has sent me some wonderful people to take over. A 
little bumpy getting started in training, but we're very, very excited about what the Lord has for the 
future. 
 
I am overwhelmed with joy, because the people around me and on the Channel are going way past 
me in what they have been taught by Jesus, on our Channel. They are holier, more on fire, more 
dedicated, more talented — and just bursting with new life! I am utterly amazed at what God is doing. 
Once I got over the tempter‘s insinuations that I should be jealous... 'How dare they!!' Once I got over 
that lie (and sent it back to where it came from) all I can do is look around me and rejoice at the ripe 
fruit dropping everywhere around me! New ministries, as well! How amazing You are, Lord. Thank 
you, Lord, for my life has not been in vain. 
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Jesus began... "What you are doing is totally My will for you, and it is right. And a good sign, that 
those around you should surpass you and out-do you! This is what I want for ALL My ministers. You 
teach, I empower, they grow and it‘s time to send them out. It has also been My way to raise up 
ministries from a pastor‘s hard work. Sadly, there is Jealousy and Control that hampers the ones I 
send them, and they end up bearing no fruit. 
 
"I wish I could get it across to you Pastors... You are here to raise up, not hold back, the talented in 
your midst. It has always been a challenge to let go and let them fly. Your insecurities have killed 
many of your churches. And the ones that remain, tend to do so out of habit or relationship to the 
leader‘s family. Tragic, that so many have been held back. Absolutely tragic. 
 
"A church that is not raising up new ministries has serious problems. Jealousy and infighting, 
controlling and censoring has destroyed many souls I had great hopes for. Dear, dear Leader. When I 
send you people, watch for the ones that are ready to move into their own ministries. Encourage 
them! Mentor them, assign them, tend to them with love—and enable them to move into their own 
giftings. Do not tolerate jealousy in your congregation. If you make all the decisions I suggest to you, 
those who cause these problems - many of them wealthy or influential - will leave your congregation. 
And that is a GOOD thing. That gives you the freedom to lead your flock according to My wishes. 
 
"There is very little that is more detrimental to the Body than controlling members of the church. I will 
not be controlled by anyone - and neither should you. Let them leave, and you move into a smaller 
house to survive. I will bless you with more in My timing, but you remain faithful to Me. 
 
"For some of you pastors, that is a great test. You have grown comfortable in your lifestyle and have 
fears about the big donors leaving. I would rather have a poor church following Me than an affluent 
one following each other to nowhere. Worship suffers substantially when you bow to the demands of 
people. The anointed are left out and they wither in discouragement. Their gift is compromised; their 
future is altered. Unless, of course, they leave and find a church that will receive them. 
 
"I‘m not talking about letting anyone get up and lead worship. What I am talking about is the 
ANOINTING. When you see it in a musician, you have a heart-dwelling musician. Work with them and 
raise them up. Do not let them be attacked by jealousy and controlling members of your congregation. 
Defend the anointing! 
 
"Many of you are still very immature and want to protect your standing in the church. Never should 
that be an issue. If you are standing before men, but not standing before Me, you and your people are 
in serious trouble. I cannot do 2/3 of what I want to do in a body of believers because of jealousy and 
infighting, vying for position, competing to be top dog. 
 
"If you want to be pastoring My flock, Holy Spirit is to be honored over all others. How many of you, 
right now, are squirming in your seats? Am I bringing something to the surface? Are you feeling 
conviction? 
 
"I honor your dedication and hard work - but it is all in vain if you do not honor My Presence. My 
Anointing in those in the congregation that might be looked down upon. I need you to throw off the 
fetters of comfort and materialism and stand tall for My anointed ones. Stand tall. Defend. Enable! 
Train up these little ones and watch My Spirit move. Watch your church fill up with people who are 
hungry for God. Hungry for Me. Not pew-warmers. I am with you in this; there is no time like the 
present. Consider My words and begin in your heart to recognize the anointing in your congregation. 
 
"And don‘t be surprised if those very people are criticized, because jealousy is a deadly poison that is 
allowed to run rampant and control a congregation. 
 
"I am the ONLY One Who wants to control that congregation. And it's up to you to stand in what I 
want and to see to it that My will is done. Then My Kingdom will come, on Earth as it is in Heaven. 
And you will be shocked at the beautiful people who will fill your church, because you are truly moving 
in My will. 
 
―Rise up, My true pastors and shepherds. Rise up and follow Me. Follow My anointing, for I am with 
you in this.‖ 
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Message 667: Jesus says... Come back to Me, now!...  I do not know, 

when My Father will say...'ENOUGH' 
 
 
December 9, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "So many have deserted Me, Clare. So many! They are totally caught up in the world 
and do not see the signs of the times. ‗Life goes on,‘ they say. ‗Who knows? Maybe we have another 
20 years!‘ But I say, NO. You do not have another 20 years. Get your house in order. Do you want to 
be with Me when I Rapture My Bride? Then be with Me NOW in THIS season. Do not abandon Me for 
the ways of the world. 
 
"Those who lie in bed and suffer, consoling Me, will shine brightly in Heaven. You look down upon 
them saying, ‗Poor thing, such suffering.‘ But secretly saying, ‗I‘m glad that‘s not me!‘ If only you knew 
the riches of grace I shower on such a one of these. Grace so great, it makes you look like a pauper 
in rags. And in truth, the more you luxuriate in the world and take in it‘s many pleasures, the more 
layers of rags are clothing you. How can you change this? Abandon these vain things and spend 
hours of quality time with Me. Put on your dwelling music, turn off all the distractions, and enter into 
our Heavenly chamber in your heart." 
 
(Clare) Just as an aside. Some of you don't know what dwelling prayer and dwelling music is. It's 
music that touches your heart. It could be songs directly about God, or indirectly about God. But it 
touches your heart and it makes you want to worship Him and to be in His presence. It leads you to 
be in His presence. And what we do, is we have a huge playlist. And we put it on shuffle. And we trust 
the Holy Spirit to bring up the songs that are going to speak to our heart in this moment. Speak to our 
situation in this moment. And it works! I have to tell you, it's quite amazing. You really do perceive and 
understand the Lord through the songs that Holy Spirit chooses for you to hear. So, that's what 
dwelling music is. And dwelling prayer is just dwelling with Him. 
 
(Jesus) "Abandon friends, amusements, distractions, shopping. Even abandon the busyness of your 
ministries and be infused with My Love. 
 
"Yet better still — come to Me, wanting only to console Me— for the sins of this world are beyond 
reckoning. They are at a level never before seen in history. As Nibiru approaches and the 
earthquakes become more common, you will see the Earth reacting to mankind, who inhabits it. Yes, 
you have already seen how the Earth is reacting. But it's going to get much more violent. More 
earthquakes, more shuddering in the bowels of the Earth for what men are doing to one another on 
the face of the Earth. And the life that once was so perfect on this planet. The Earth, an entire Eden, 
but soiled and desecrated by sin. 
 
"I need you, My Bride. I need you to comfort Me. The pains I suffer are excruciating, and I suffer them 
alone. Oh, what I would give for a tender glance in My direction amidst the busyness of the season! 
Oh, what I would give for the touch of My Bride on My cheek, wiping away the blood, the spittle, and 
the tears. I long for such tenderness from you, My blessed ones. Please, please do not forget Me. 
 
"Times are perilous, and I wonder from day to day if My Father will permit one more day to pass. 
Truly, I wonder. I cannot understand His mercy as He withholds His wrath. 
 
"Some of you will say to Me, ‗But You paid the price, once and for all. And now You are free from the 
cross.‘ No, no, how mistaken you are! Yes, I paid the price and opened the gates of Heaven for you 
who repent. But I continue to suffer unspeakable torments as I behold the sins committed against 
children, the elderly, nations betrayed by their elected officials. Desecration of the Earth, destruction 
of civilizations, nations, and the environment. 
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"Do you think I am deaf to the cry of a child stolen and forced into sex? Do you think I'm not there 
when it's happening, and that I don‘t see, I don‘t feel, I don‘t suffer with that child? Do you think I don‘t 
hear the betrayals in marriage, in churches? The back-biting, jealousy, fear and repression? Do you 
think I am blind to these things? Do you think I do not hear the desperate calling of young ones so 
abused and misused by their families? 
 
"I hear it all. I see it all. I feel it all. And Rainbow was right when she begged you to repent, for there is 
much sin in your family. She is crying out to you for Me. She is My ambassador to you, bringing you 
the warning you have so often ignored in church. In the Scriptures. In the whispering of My Spirit in 
your hearts. She speaks the truth to you, yet you are so filled with self-interest, you are blind to what 
she has spoken to you amidst great sacrifices on her part." 
 
(Clare) Here, the Lord is talking about a young lady, Sherene... Rainbow. (EN PDF LINK to her Story 
is below this Video) 
 
(Jesus) "Do you understand, My People? This child is but a speck of sand on the Earth. What she 
cries out to you, I cry out to millions who have no idea where they stand before Me. You are blessed 
to have this child in your family. And you will not lose her if you let her go. She will mature more and 
more and serve Me. She will come back to you in ways you never imagined. Grasping at her, locking 
her up, will only permit the Devil to further demoralize and destroy her, and you will lose the great 
beauty in this soul that she could have been, had you granted her the freedom she is asking of you. 
 
"But the Crown of Thorns, the tears on My face, and the fresh blood dripping from the thorns is not 
over Rainbow, alone. It is over you who have hardened your hearts and are losing your souls. It is for 
the indifferent who say... 'Things are well with me. I will build another barn to store more goods in.' Yet 
on the horizon destruction approaches. Chaos increases in your cities. Immorality and witchcraft run 
through your streets like sewage. 
 
"I have given you a foundation of fire-tried gold in My Gospels. What you have built upon that 
foundation is but wood, hay and stubble, ready to be consumed by the fires of judgment." (1 
Corinthians 3:11-15) 
 
"So, I tell you, My dearly loved ones. I miss you. I miss your true worship of Me. I miss your 
repentance and self-examination to see if your deeds are done in the Light or in the darkness. I long 
to see justice and mercy in families, but instead I must see jealousy, selfish ambition, unrighteous 
judgment, dishonesty, repression, adultery and worse. 
 
"I want to heal you of these things, but you must first forgive others. And then I will forgive you. Yes, 
unconditional forgiveness. I will forgive you, if you come to Me with true contrition and sorrow over 
your sins. I will wash away the stains and put clean garments on you. I will draw you into My Heart, 
where you will find rest and contentment for your souls. 
 
"I will do this, because I love you so much I died to have you in Heaven with Me. I cherish each and 
every one of you, even those who reject Me in favor of secret societies and covens. Yes, I cherish 
you. I wait for you to come back to Me so that I can bless you with a holy and productive life - a life 
that will endure in Eternity. A life that will qualify you to be with Me. 
 
"Come. I wait for you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 668: Jesus says... If you want to be raptured, you must refrain 

from these deadly Things 
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December 10, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Precious Holy Spirit, please come and possess us. Let Your Holy thoughts and 
temperament and all Your ways change what is left of the flesh in us... Amen. 
 
My dear ones, some of you have expressed a bit of anxiety over whether or not you will be Raptured 
with your loved ones. I want to address those of you, especially, who have been fighting the good 
fight — especially against judgment and a bad temper. 
 
Beneath this temper are seeds of bitterness, with layers and layers of disappointment for that seed to 
grow into a huge, strangling vine. Some of you, dear ones, have allowed yourselves to have a 
seething temper and a raging attitude against others. I am telling you that unless you conquer that, 
you will be left behind. 
 
When you hold the sins of others against them, you build up anger and rancor. You are nourishing 
Satan‘s seed in the garden of your heart. You are feeding a monster that will choke out all that was 
good in you and leave you for a bitter, shriveled mess. 
 
You will not stand before God, because you are clinging to the wrongs, or what you feel are the 
wrongs, of others. It is this way. One who holds unforgiveness in their hearts is offering a chalice of 
poison to the person who hurt you. But they don‘t drink — you do. They go on their way with their 
lives, perhaps not even knowing how you feel about them. In the meantime, that bitterness turns to 
poison and feeds a thriving root of bitterness that chokes out everything that is good. 
 
Have you ever met someone who is always on the edge of anger? Always finding fault with others? 
Always over reacting to situations and ranting? That person has a huge root of bitterness in their 
hearts that is now bearing very bad fruit. Were you abused in your childhood? Are you persecuted by 
those you hoped would love you? These are the weapons Satan uses to put you in bondage, and ruin 
what could have been good in your life. 
 
Jesus demonstrated to us how to handle the Romans who were extremely cruel to Him. He said... 
'Father, forgive them, they know not what they do.' This is the posture we must have when dealing 
with wounds in our lives. We can not afford to let them fester and breed with all kinds of bacteria, 
making our hearts a sewer of indignation and self-righteousness. 
 
Dear ones. Judgment, criticism, hatred - all of these things are like a stinky diaper. The Lord wants us 
to know we are dealing with people who have been broken, wounded, and never forgave their 
parents, their boss, etc. They carry around their hatred for everyone and open their mouths to give 
self-righteous judgements about others—not understanding that they themselves are turning into the 
same kind of person. 
 
We have an expression around here, when something sounds like gossip. Ezekiel and I will pipe up 
and say, "Dirty diaper! Uh, uh...leave it alone!" And it works... But that's how the Saints perceive it. It 
makes a terrible stench for the Cloud of Witnesses standing around. It's a horrible odor. 
 
Rather, the Lord wants us to bind the broken-hearted, to pray for those who persecute us, and refrain 
from judging. Sure, the abuse is wrong! But don‘t assign motives to the other person as to why they 
are reacting that way. Understand that underneath is bitterness and disappointment they let grow to a 
huge root of bitterness, never forgiving those who hurt them. And what these people need is to know 
how much they are loved by the Lord. And need kindness, gentleness, understanding, and 
compassion. 
 
If you react to them THIS way, you are side-stepping Satan‘s deadly Bitter trap, and you are 
becoming more compassionate and kind. Loving as Jesus loved — even the Romans. Our little friend, 
Rainbow, has Jesus‘ heart living inside of her. She was abused but tried with all her strength to 
forgive and pray for them. On the other hand, she is quite human and had her own outbursts of 
frustration and even vengeance. But because she listened to the Lord, she knew it was wrong, and 
she repented. 
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When you say something derogatory to another, you are sinning. When you call names and accuse, 
you are sinning. When you look down on your sister or brother, you are sinning seriously. When you 
judge and accuse, you are sinning. God will not take those of you with these faults in the Rapture. 
You must first overcome your bitterness and inner hatred for others. 
 
The long and short of it, is that if you want to go in the Rapture. If you want to make it to Heaven — 
you must lay down all your grudges, disappointments, anger, rage, rancor, retaliation, and 
vengeance. Lay them all down at the foot of the Cross and tell Jesus... 'Lord, I may not feel like 
forgiving. But I make an act of the will to forgive them. Lord, please help me.' 
 
Mind you, the enemy will return with an invitation to hate. But you must conquer that with the Love of 
Christ living in you. How does the love of Christ come to live in you? By repenting of your sins, asking 
Him to come into your heart and change you. By confessing that Jesus Christ is your Lord and your 
life belongs to Him. Soon enough, He will help you forgive. 
 
How does this closeness happen with Jesus? Well, there are many ways. One is meditating on 
Scripture. Reading Scripture and finding something that really touches your heart. Stopping there and 
really getting into it. Meditating on that particular Scripture. Holy Spirit, when He touches your heart in 
that way, is drawing your attention to an aspect of God that's important for you to know. And I also 
recommend 1 hour of uninterrupted time in Dwelling Prayer. 
 
Jesus began... "What you have shared with them is a priceless gem to deliver and heal. But they must 
also approach Me with contrition for their sins. If they spoke a word of judgment, harshness, were 
unkind, or harbored bad thoughts in their mind. If they looked down on others and treated them below 
themselves - all of this behavior must stop. 
 
"You must love your brother as you love yourself. You must honor others above yourself. You must 
pray for them and ask Me to show you how they suffer their own private hell, so you can have 
compassion on their faults. 
 
"And remember always... What you see as a fault in your brother may be his only fault. But what you 
don‘t see in yourself might be a huge stack of faults I have not yet revealed to you. 
 
"Self-righteousness is deadly. Lashing out at others and judging them is deadly. Finding fault with 
others is deadly — that is, if you want to be raptured. If you want to be counted worthy. 
 
"These things MUST stop. And I will help you if you make an honest and consistent effort. I will turn a 
raging, bull-headed monster into a gentle and kind person—always aware of the needs of others. 
Always patient and praying for others, understanding their pain, and even caring for them in spite of 
the disagreements they might have with one another. 
 
"Your life will change. You will love your brother as you love yourself, no matter how cruel they have 
been to you. You will see things from their viewpoint. Even if you think they are blind, you will at least 
understand. And you will come to know the vile sewer of sin you still have left in yourself, hidden 
away. And this will keep you from lifting an eyebrow at another soul. You will have contempt for 
yourself and patience for your brother. 
 
"You will be a living saint. This is where I wish to take you. The question is... Is this where you want to 
go?" 
 
 
 
 

Message 669: Jesus says...  Nothing happens without My Permission... 

So all your Anger pertains to Me 
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December 11 & 13, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Thank You, Lord Jesus, for revealing to us why we become angry from the trials in our lives. 
Please give us the grace to overcome our carnal nature and receive the difficult things in peace and 
even in thanksgiving... Amen. 
 
The Lord gave me this message just a few moments ago, so I'm going to go straight into it. 
 
Jesus began... "My children, I want you to understand where your temper comes from. At the base of 
your anger is anger at Me. Nothing happens without My permission. If you belong to Me, if you have 
given Me your free will and your life, you can expect trials. Some very painful; others too small to even 
notice. The Trials I give you are to bring you into a greater level of holiness and a greater level of 
reliance on Me. 
 
"If you consider that, without a doubt, I am in control of all that pertains to you, how can you become 
angry? The painful things cultivate virtue in you when you receive them as from My very own hands. 
 
"How can I allow evil to seemingly triumph over good? This is a mystery you will not understand until 
Heaven. But suffice it to say that there is a history to your lineage that predisposes you to certain 
events. 
 
"In the film The Shack, the man who, as a teen, killed his father with poison in his bottle of whiskey is 
coming to terms with the death of his daughter. This man took a human life into his own hands, and 
that opened the door for what happened to him. 
 
"You see, I loved his father just as much as he loved his daughter, even though he was a cruel man. 
He, in fact, was living out what was done to him as a child. That doesn‘t make it right; it only sheds 
light on what makes a human being act that way. 
 
"Before that movie was over, the father of the daughter learned forgiveness. And that bitter root that 
was in the garden of his heart was turned into a magnificent fruit tree. This is what I want in your 
heart—a magnificent fruit tree. And this does not come easily; it involves hard work and pain. 
Suffering IS hard work. But I will give you this grace if you will lay down your anger and receive your 
lesson as from My hand. 
 
"Remember this... I am in control. What I allow is ultimately for your own good. Do not allow people to 
anger you. Remember that what they are doing to you comes from demons they have allowed into 
their lives. The fact that it has affected you should pose a question to you, not a reaction of anger or 
hatred. 
 
"And in those moment, ask Me, ‗Lord, what are You doing here? Please help me to get Your 
perspective and not react in anger and hatred.‘ Then watch Me move in your life, and consider that 
the outcome will be the very, very best for you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Now, the thing that spurred on this particular message was this Rhema Reading... 
 
Jesus says... "There will be tests and trials in the coming days. Many tests and trials. You are entering 
a new plateau, climbing a new mountain as it were. Many will be tried in new ways, for as we go 
forward there must be progress. You must be always embracing more and more holiness, patience, 
humility, and steadfastness. These are the things that qualify you for advancement in My service. 
When you handle one level well, I advance you to new challenges in order to prepare you for new 
graces. 
 
"I will be with you in all of this. It is for My glory and the salvation of souls. You know I never waste 
anything. Remember, everything is in My hands and it's not about you—but My agenda. And graces 
will flow like a river." 
 
(Clare) And then there were a couple of other readings here that also were pertinent.... 
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Jesus says... "There is a purpose for everything, My children. There is a very specific purpose and 
dynamic for every single thing that takes place in the lives of every single person. 
 
"But I bring these things to your attention to tell you that you are 'working' when you endure these 
sacrifices with equanimity and patience. You are doing a job that requires intense and careful 
vigilance. It's not just an inconvenience; it is a necessary work to alleviate the suffering of another." 
 
(Clare) That's the Simon's Cross that we talk about. 
 
Jesus says... "Now I am addressing you while you are in the waiting posture. You know this place 
well, but there is still much tension in your hearts. I want you to rest in Me. Allow Me to carry the 
tension and you put yourselves in a posture of rest in My arms and do whatever is before you. Worry 
and fear will wear you out, and when you are tired, you are an easy target for Satan. 
 
"Rather, I want you to be resting in Me, being strengthened every day, fully aware that at any moment 
the whole world could be turned upside down. Many of you, if not all, who listen to this channel and 
take My words to heart are ready. Your lamps are lit, you carry extra oil and you are ready. 
 
"It has taken a good 12 months to get you to this point, but now you are here. You know well what 
your sins and vices of the past are and you are alert, paying close attention to yourselves, lest you 
should fall. And you are not over-investing in this world, because you know your time here could end 
at any moment. 
 
"Maintain this disposition, Dear Ones. Maintain it with the added virtue of resting in Me. Trust. 
Patience and Confidence." 
 
(Clare) So, I think this message could have to do with the Rapture, or it could have to do with 
personal events in our lives. So, let's take it to heart and apply it where it needs to be applied. God 
bless you, Dear ones. 
 
--- 
 
And now the short Message from December 13, 2018 
 
In prayer this morning, Father God began, "I want you to Trust Me. That means no crying, no 
doubting, only complete confidence in My ability to save ALL. When you fret like this, you only make 
things worse for yourself and others. Yes, My daughter, I want you to Trust in Your Daddy God. 
 
"These plans of Mine were made long ago. You are but a lowly instrument I am using. I will indeed 
deliver, and none can stop My plans. I want you to stand securely on this and proceed with your day -
to -day work. Let it go at the foot of the Cross, knowing full well it is finished according to My will. 
 
"And you are not God. I am. Do you really think I am deaf? Have I not always delivered from difficult 
situations? How many miracles have I done for you in your life, that you should doubt Me? Now is not 
any different, do not waver in your faith, Clare. Please stand strong and confident. Do not allow the 
demons to plant suggestions in your mind. Rather, focus on My Almighty hand holding up and 
covering over this situation. Protecting it." 
 
 
 
 

Message 670: Jesus says... You must pray or your President is a dead 

Man Are you with Me, My People? 
 
 
December 19, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Jesus began... "What you are hearing, what you are seeing, all that you and Ezekiel and others are 
feeling is but an atom of the disgust with the state of this world. How I love the world! But how 
disgusted I am with the headway Satan is making, while My people are out shopping for presents and 
making merry, with no thought at all of what I want them to be doing. And now there is something 
terrible coming upon them for their disobedience. 
 
"Children, the enemy has waited for this time when you would not be on the city wall guarding those 
within. You are very close, so very close to losing everything. 
 
"I have asked. I have begged. I have pleaded that you continue to pray for your President with great 
intention, responsibility for his welfare. But when I look upon My Christian people and what they are 
doing, I see they are not on their knees. Their houses are bright with lights and decorations, but that 
brightness in the Spiritual world is not Light—but a dense darkness. It twinkles and shines on the 
outside, but within it is dark - the substance of which is death, materialism, and Godlessness. 
 
"The enemy knew you would be distracted, so he waited to move forward into his most devastating 
plans. You do not attack when they are guarding the walls. You attack when they are decorating the 
walls, making merry, getting drunk on the things of this world. Now he will call his forces forward in the 
most devastating attack on America that will ever go down in history. 
 
"THIS DOES NOT HAVE TO HAPPEN! What I am asking of you in this moment is to repent! Stop the 
shopping and spending and get down on your knees! Fast and pray and come against this tide of 
darkness before it is too late. Yes, it IS almost too late. But if you heed this message and spread it, 
put your hearts into prayer, it will be stopped. 
 
"This is your last chance. If you do not act on this now, there is nothing more to do than wait for 
disaster to strike. But it is true. If you have not prayed, I will hold the disobedient accountable for this. 
Because it was not My time, and I wanted you to hold back this tide of evil that is even now rumbling 
beneath your feet." 
 
(Clare) And you know, it was strange when He said that. I heard marching, like thousands of BIG 
soldiers marching. Burly, hairy soldiers - not the kind of soldiers that we have in the military. Like 
giants. Like 10-foot giants. And the ground beneath me was thundering from the sound of this 
monstrous crowd in the bowels of the Earth. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, the minions of Hell, the soldiers of darkness hidden deep in the Earth are panting to be 
released on the nations. They are lusting for your blood and working up a storm of fury. Clare, 
dearest, all of these things are but whispers compared to what is real and soon to come." 
 
"My Beloved, you have no idea the pains I am suffering because people are ignoring Me in My very 
real Passion, all over again. For what is yet to come... It's devastating. I suffer very real pains with 
very few to comfort Me, My Bride." 
 
"I long for all of you to recognize the agony I am going through in this very moment, because of the 
peril so many souls are in. Please comfort Me. I love it when you wipe My brow with your gentle 
caresses. I love it when you touch My cheek and tell Me how sorry you are for your sins and the sins 
of the World. I long for this attention more than any of you know." 
 
"Evil increases exponentially (rapidly that is, like an explosion) And yes, the Earth continues to quake 
more and more as Nibiru draws near." 
 
"Oh, do wake up to pray, My people, and pray! The heavenly bodies can go retrograde and be 
stalled—this I will gladly do as you pray and fast. Offer Me all that you have. Give Me deep sighs of 
regret for your shortcomings and the frozen hearts of so many of My people whose interests and 
caring don‘t go beyond their doorstep." 
 
"Yes, terrorism is dreadful. But what is even more devastating is the cold hearts of My Chosen ones." 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord, forgive me. My heart is so small, my mind so narrow, and my perseverance so short. 
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(Jesus) "I will let you in on a little secret about yourself." 
 
(Clare) What is that, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) "You are beyond tired. You are utterly exhausted, and each day when you awake and cry out 
to Me for help, I come and lift you up—and I do not set you down. I carry you the entire day. You are 
doing very little, Clare, but hosting Me. What is being accomplished is My doing; you are merely My 
hands, My feet, My mouth. Your efforts are turtle steps in the desert; Mine are the waters of the cool 
oasis. Walk on, My little one. Soon I will sweep you up into My arms for eternity. But for now, you 
must walk on and know that I draw very well with broken pencils." 
 
"All of you, Heartdwellers, are My masterpieces. You have come to Me laying down all you have. I, in 
turn, have picked it up and made it into something beautiful to last through eternity. I know you are 
weary of those tiny, turtle steps. But oh, how great is the fruit of your renewed efforts every morning 
when you feel like going back to bed for a week, yet you stay up and call to Me for strength to revive 
you." 
 
"But now I want to bring this all together and tell you. YOU MUST PRAY - or your President is a dead 
man. You must pray, because what is planned is on a greater scale than you can even imagine. I will 
tell you this much. A horrendous event, such as what is being planned, is vulnerable at several points. 
It must pass through each one of these points to succeed. Your prayers are capable of stopping 
enough of these points that it will simply—fail like all the others. 
 
"But because you don‘t believe that, because you prefer to celebrate rather than suffer and pray... 
Because of that, Satan may succeed this time. It is TOTALLY up to you, Heartdwellers. You have 
stopped these events many times. But this event is much bigger and requires much more prayer. Are 
you with Me? Are you for Me? Will you obey Me? Your destiny is in your praying hands. 
 
"I am counting on you to change your focus mid-stream and plow into prayer to stop this from 
happening. None of the criminals he is bringing to justice will be brought to justice if you do not pray. 
They will all get away and continue their detestable practices, stealing and consuming children and 
handing this nation over to her enemies. It is in your hands. Are you with Me, My People?" 
 
 
 
 

Message 671: Jesus says... Without your Prayers many of you would be 

dead & The World in Chaos 
 
 
December 24, 2018 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Good morning, Heartdwellers.... Clare received a message from the Lord last night, and she asked 
me to publish it for you. Please keep her and Ezekiel in your prayers. We were all called into heavy 
travail and intercession again, early this morning. 
 
Jesus began... "I have looked, My people, and I have seen brokenness, contrition, and repentance. I 
have seen those who have taken these messages to heart—and those who have not. And for the 
sake of those who have cared with all their being to turn the tides, My Father has changed His plans. I 
will not go into any depth, because this is a time of probation. A time of testings, to see if you will 
remain faithful to your fasting and watches, crying out for humanity. 
 
"Those of you who do, I have a great reward for you. I have set aside the enduring peace of His 
Kingdom in a very special way for you. 
 
"But I caution you, Children. This is an uphill march with very heavy weights on your shoulders. The 
weight of the world harnessed to your backs as you continue to climb and pray and repent for nations 
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of sin and degradation into which I have injected holy souls to lead them out of bondage. Pray for 
these holy souls that have been sent into every nation on Earth to turn the tide. 
 
"I cannot even begin to tell you the reward for those faithful to that mandate, but it brings to mind the 
broken dreams lying at the bottom of your hearts. It speaks of resurrection and new life, new 
opportunities and restoration. The more you pray, the greater the restoration. 
 
"If only I could explain to you the weight of your prayers when weighed in the balance with evil. If only 
there were an adequate way to describe how one of you, acting from a broken and contrite heart, 
changes the course of history. Just as it takes but a tiny flame to burn down a whole forest, so it takes 
but a tiny prayer, coming from the very depths of the soul, to resurrect all the good that could have 
been—that the devils have destroyed. 
 
"Yes, there is yet hope. But now you know—this is the kind of prayer I need from you. Deep, grieving 
prayer, lowly and contrite, totally repentant. This kind of prayer, while only a tiny flame... sets the 
entire mountain of God on fires. 
 
"Do not settle for anything less. Do not give up hope. Take those broken pieces down in your heart 
and lay them out before My Father‘s eyes. Grieve over them, and beg Him to restore, totally restore, 
lost opportunities. Failed purposes. Motivation lost for lack of faith and the ensuing laziness to pursue 
these dreams. 
 
"Yes, there is repentance for you, Children, for some of you have given in to the suggestions of the 
enemy, because you were tired. I understand tired, but I do not understand you not coming to Me and 
begging for restoration. It is because you did not believe it could be restored. But I say to you, those 
are lies. Press in with repentance and hard work and you will see restoration. 
 
"Yes, My people, My Body has been partly asleep and allowed their dreams to be stolen. But now that 
you know, you MUST vigorously intercede for this nation and the Earth. Now that you know that, 
blessed and restored will you be if you do it!" 
 
--- 
 
Second Message from December 24, 2018 
 
(Clare) 'Lord, Your words of encouragement mean so much to me. Thank you.' 
 
Well, Heartdwellers, the Lord has a very sweet 'thank you' for you who have been denying yourself 
and reaching out and praying. Oh, Jesus, what little I know is staggering beyond belief. Oh, how 
horrible this Earth is! Oh, how very horrible. How can you possibly take this, Lord? 
 
Jesus began... "For the sake of a few, for their sake, My Father holds back His justified wrath - but not 
for much longer, Clare.‖ 
 
(Clare) As He spoke, I saw that He was covered with blood. A bloody crown dripped - and I 
understood the effects of evil on His person - even now. 
 
(Jesus) "But you see, things are coming to a head. Evil is being exposed. Every day a deeper layer is 
exposed, and evil is being prosecuted. But had you not prayed and rallied the Heartdwellers, this 
moment in history could look much different than it does right now." 
 
(Clare) I heard the President was going to Mar-a-Lago for Christmas and I felt unsettled. Then I heard 
that no, he was staying at the White House. And somehow, I felt better about that. And I thought, 
'Surely there is a missile defense system there?2 But then it came to mind... 'Unless the Lord guards 
the house, those who guard it do so in vain.' Dear Heartdwellers, our prayers are the Lord‘s protection 
and hedge around him. Lord Jesus, is there something You want to say? 
 
(Jesus) "Except for this hedge, many of you would be dead in this moment. The world would be in 
turmoil and chaos, Putin would have fired on America, and you would be in the midst of plague, war, 
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and disasters so numerous there would be no hope of rescue. 
 
 
"You do not see now what your prayers have done. But in Heaven, you will see your part in this great 
drama. I know it has been a great sacrifice to forego Christmas festivities for fasting and prayer, but if 
this were your last Christmas, wouldn‘t you want to honor Me, rather than immersing yourselves in the 
contamination of this world? Have no regrets, Little Ones. You have fulfilled My will by cleaving to Me 
during this time in prayer." 
 
"Tell them I am grateful. So very, very grateful they made sacrifices to honor Me. I am SO grateful." 
 
(Clare) He repeated as a tear came rolling down His left cheek. 
 
(Jesus) "What you have done for this nation and this world is beyond your comprehension now. But I 
have united your prayers to the angels and Saints, who continually intercede. Along with the elements 
and plants and animals—who continually intercede for an end to this madness. Indeed, the entire 
world cries out from its roots... 'Come quickly, Lord Jesus!! Save us!' If you could but understand the 
language of groaning in the Earth, you would see that what I am telling you is the Truth." 
 
"Do you understand, My People? Nothing exists that is not held together by My Love, permission and 
power to exist. NOTHING. And so, I am intimately tied to My Creation - all of it - as a mother is tied to 
her child. 
 
"And all of Creation echoes what is in My heart, and bears witness to the desolations of men‘s 
workings and laments for freedom from this crushing disease of darkness Satan has yoked the Earth 
to. His sin saturates the very soil and rock and magma. And Creation cries out to be liberated from 
this deadly evil. 
 
"And the time is nearing. It is even at the door - waiting in readiness to be released; when all things 
shall be brought back into the captivity of My Word and purpose for the Earth and its inhabitants. 
Made in My Image but defiled by the wiles of the enemy. 
 
"I will come. I will restore. Pain, suffering and death shall no more exist. But first - the Purification. And 
I applaud those of you who have taken these messages to heart. The angels and the Saints salute 
you who have dropped to your knees at My request. You have done a very great work for Me and 
humanity, and I am safeguarding your reward. Continue to carry My Cross, Beloved Ones. It will soon 
be over." 
 
(Clare) The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers. Well done. Well done! Please continue to carry this cross 
of prayer. These are critical weeks ahead of us for our nation. Very critical. Let's stand behind our 
President and all that God wants to do to redeem this nation. 
 
 
 
 

Message 672: Please keep praying... Vision of Ezekiel... 1 Minute of 

Mercy Left & Air Force One in Danger 
 
 
President Trump visited Troops in Iraq & Germany on December 25/26, 2018 
 
December 26, 2018 - Emergency Prayer 
 
Part 1 
 
My dear Family, this is an urgent message, calling for prayer. 
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Ezekiel has been going through a painful passion for the last 45 minutes. And he just had a vision. In 
the vision was a giant clock. God the Father was on the right of the clock. Jesus was on the left. And 
over the center of the clock was written 'Mercy'. The clock was one minute to midnight. Beneath the 
clock was the United States. 
 
And Ezekiel heard 'One minute of Mercy left'. Then he had a vision of Air Force One travelling north. 
And it was hit in the very center by a missile shot straight up, in the belly of the plane. He said he 
thought it was red, but he wasn't sure. But it was hit and it broke apart. 
 
So, please, please pray for more Grace, more Time, more Grace, more Mercy. 
 
Along with your Divine Mercy Prayer, for the sake of His sorrowful Passion, have Mercy on us and on 
the whole world. Grant us more time, more mercy. More time, more grace, more mercy. 
 
That's all I have for you right now, but I'm putting it out as an alert. Let's get on our knees. This is 
critical. 
 
Part 2... 
 
Heartdwellers, I'm requesting emergency prayer for President Trump's plane. He is currently in the air, 
going from Iraq to Germany. And when Ezekiel saw that missile hit, he was heading north. So, please, 
pray for the safety of Air Force One. 
 
The angels of God surround it. The Lord put HUGE angels to surround it. And the Lord send angels to 
completely snaffu any missile. Any device. Any weapon aimed at Air Force One. That it would be 
totally destroyed, or it would never launch. 
 
Please, pray for our President! He's got four hours in the trip, and he's already gone through one 
hour. So, please pray for his safety in Air Force One. (This was on December 26, 2018) 
 
Lord Jesus, we repent for the sins of America. For the sins of materialism and ignoring You at 
Christmas time. Forgive us, Lord. Forgive us for our materialism. Forgive us for not loving You more 
than we love the world. Please, Lord, grant us more Time, more Grace, more Mercy! Please, Lord, 
grant us more Time, more grace, more Mercy! Please protect our President. Surround him. And send 
a spirit of repentance and contrition across this nation, to touch the hearts of people. That the Lord will 
honor the prayer for more Time and more Mercy, because of the repentance. 
 
Please, send that spirit upon us, dear God. That we might be able to live out the Times that You had 
for us to live out before the Rapture. Thank You, Lord. Thank You for hearing our prayer. 
 
 
 
 

Message 673: Jesus says... If you lose President Trump, that will be the 

Beginning of the End 
 
 
28. Dezember 2018 - Worte von Jesus an Schwester Clare 
 
Clare began... Thank You, Jesus, for continuing to remind us of the importance of covering our 
President. Please help us to be faithful to that call when you send it out to us. Amen. 
 
Well, as many of you may know, this is a particularly critical and dangerous time for our President. We 
just never know when they will make an attempt on his life. But Jesus knows. And if you, all of a 
sudden, feel a heavy grief or call to prayer, please do not be like me. I tend to finish what I am doing 
before I go to prayer. So, don‘t be like me. (Although, I am trying to change!) But go directly into high 
gear intercession for him, without delay. 
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By the time my last message got put up, I think he may have already landed at his destination. But 
Ezekiel had gone through an attack which causes him to travail—very similarly to the Lord‘s passion. 
He was in travail during the time frame they were going to shoot the missile at Air Force One, and his 
travail and all of our prayers were answered. 
 
We need split-second timing, dear ones. We need to be ready at a second‘s notice to call for mercy 
and offer our supplications, our pains and inconveniences—everything. As fast offerings for his safety. 
Lord, what is on your heart? 
 
Jesus began... "You have no idea of how close you came to losing him yesterday. It was the perfectly 
planned plot and came very close to succeeding. What stopped it was YOUR prayers and sufferings. 
And I will call upon you in a split second to offer yourselves as living sacrifices for your President, 
because you have been faithful in asking for this anointing. 
 
"I can tell you, Ezekiel loves his guitars and keyboard. He loves his music and how we work together. 
But he has come to love his bed of sufferings even more, more than life itself. He understands the 
great part he and all Heartdwellers play in safeguarding this man, and Ezekiel is willing to give up all 
things that mattered to save President Trump. 
 
"This is where I want all of you Heartdwellers to be. Centered in My Heart. For understand, the 
repercussions of losing this President will be the beginning of the end of this world as you know it. 
 
"And this is Satan‘s delight. To destroy every man, woman and child and use this nefarious 
organization to do it. And then destroy the organization and laugh all the way down to the bottom of 
the Pit as he chooses the appropriate torture for each one of his servants. 
 
"That‘s right. The servants of these organizations are working for a reward, unlike any other. But what 
has been offered to them is a myth! And the reality of it is the Lake of Fire. Make no mistake about it. 
If you are working for the dark side, thinking it is the right side, thinking of rewards you‘ve been 
promised - you have been fed a bed of lies that will lead you to a bed of torment. 
 
"Not for the two seconds it takes to twist and maim your body in a car accident. No, for today, 
tomorrow, next week, next year. 10 years from now. 100 years from now, 1,000 years from now and 
into infinity. 
 
"Remember what I have always told you who work for the dark side. The Devil has taught you how to 
lie, because he is the master of liars; it is his native language. So, taking into consideration his 
character... do you really think he loves and appreciates you? Do you think he is sincere with only 
you? Think deeply on this. His nature is to kill and destroy, lie, steal, and cheat. So, do you really think 
he has a 'good' side? A side just for you who serve him? 
 
"I tell you this, before it is too late for you: he is pure evil. He hates you with a passion and laughs 
hysterically when you are dragged into Hell. He hates you, because I love you and he wants to hurt 
Me. 
 
"The only way he can hurt Me is by hurting you and destroying the Earth. So, he plays on your 
sensual nature: money, sex, power. And feeds your dark and selfish side to entrap you. Then when 
you meet him face-to-face, he laughs you to scorn. 
 
"I will never omit to tell you this, because I love you. If you think you‘ve seen his kingdom and it‘s 
beautiful, you were shown an illusion - just the way you make illusions to manipulate others into the 
dark side. 
 
"My precious ones, be patient with Me as I call your brothers and sisters forth from the kingdom of 
darkness. Never cease to offer prayers for their conversion. For many will come up to you in Heaven 
and say, 'Thank you for praying for me. It was your prayers that softened my heart and led me to be 
open to the truth.' 
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"We have many such guests from the dark side, dear Family. And I cannot pass by the opportunity to 
tell them they are so loved by Me - and deceived by Satan. They mean too much to Me. And they 
should mean that much to you, as well. 
 
"I wish I could tell you it is going to get easier to protect your President. But for the time being, it is like 
climbing a rocky mountain with nothing to grasp onto but My promises to protect him. 
 
"There is a very intense stretch of time coming upon you now, where certain guilty parties are going to 
be processed and executed. And the backlash will be violent against those who support what is right. 
 
"Cultivate a desire for fasting and you will be far more prepared for this than if you were self-indulging 
all the time. I want you to know the dark side is fasting, praying and offering their sacrifices - and they 
are on fire for the devil, committing themselves to defeating the President and everything he stands 
for. 
 
"Much depends on this window of time you are entering, including the timing of the Rapture. 
 
"My people, it is day by day that I am sustaining you and that My Father is holding back the Rapture. 
It is day by day. There is no guarantee of entire seasons. No, it is day by day. And if there's a serious 
lapse in prayer, everything could come down. 
 
"So, continue to pray with all your heart and know that your prayers are vitally important for the world. 
Not just America, but for the entire world. 
 
"I love you, and I am with you. And I whisper in your ear. And I love it when you respond to Me. Be 
blessed, My dear Intercessors. I know how tired you are, and that you labor under sickness and 
tiredness, and all kinds of opposition. But be blessed, for you are My favorites. And you will 
experience much glory in Heaven." 
 
 
 
 


